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SPECIAL NOTICE
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aeronautical Engineering can
be bound separately Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of the page
numbers given at each entry, e g , p 0444 N83-33515. To assist the user in binding
Supplements SP-7037(158) through SP-7037(169), a title page is included in the back
of this Cumulative Index.
NASASP-7037(170)
A CUMULATIVE INDEX
TO
A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7037(158) through
SP-7037(169)] published by NASA during 1983.
f\|/\GT/V Scientific and Technical Information Branch 1984
l\|f i^f \ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, DC
This index is available as NTISUB/141/093 from the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22161 at the price code of $10.00 domestic;
$20.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(158) through NASA SP-
7037(169) of Aeronautical Engineering-A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7037, and its supplements have
been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Entries
prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1 NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N83-10000 series)
2 AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A83-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, and corporate source index
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the
following term or terms are used instead For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items, this is because subject terms can readily include more than one class of document. For
example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted
demand.
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching of the index for variants of an author's
name For example:
EMELIANOV, M D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-
section citations in the individual Supplements The corporate source supplementary (organizational
component) does not appear in the index For example
BOEING CO , SEATTLE, WASH MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO , SEATTLE, WASH (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in this index Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple
searching for variants For example
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity
appear in this index Variations in initial cataloging may result in different report number series. For example
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in
the appropriate Supplement The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of
this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the
second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column For example
Page 444 will be found in Supplement 165
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aeronautical Engineering supplements is
found in the Introduction to the most currently issued supplement
IV
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Typical Subject Index Listing
JANUARY 1984
I SUBJECT HEADING
 I
r
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS) '
I^ The maneuver acceleration parameter A figure ol merit
for evaluating missile miss distance performance
J A I A A PAPFR 83 21991 p 591 A83 11684
I—!
- TITLE
REPORT
NUMBER
r1
PAGE
NUMBER
ACCESSION
NUMBER
The subject heading is a key to the subject
content of the document The title is used to
provide a description of the subject matter When
the title is insufficiently descriptive of the
document content, the title extension is added,
separated from the title by three hyphens The
(NASA or AIAA) accession number and the page
number are included in each entry to assist the
user in locating the abstract m the abstract
section If applicable, a report number is also
included as an aid in identifying the document
Under any one subject heading, the accession
numbers are arranged in sequence with the AIAA
accession numbers appearing first
A-10 AIRCRAFT
TF/TA by means of integrated FLIP and radar sensors
— terrain following-terrain avoidance displays using
forward looking infrared imagery p 36 A83-11240
A-10 stall/post-stall testing A status update
p47 A83-11808
Analysis of target coverage for an unstabilized 35 mm
panoramic stnke camera p 231 A83-22596
Wartime maintenance impact on aircraft availability
Quantifying the R&D investment payoff
[AIAA PAPER S3-2515] p 711 A83-48359
Application of active control landing gear technology
to the A-10 aircraft
(NASA-CR-166104) p 546 N83-27998
An assessment of the A-10's capability to operate on
rough surfaces p 607 N83-30717
A-300 AIRCRAFT
Noise-reducing takeoff and landing procedures and the
potential for their operational use in the Airbus A300
[OGLR PAPER 82-032] p 247 A83-24158
Lonfl-tenn operational testing of CFRP spoilers
p 710 A83-47205
Design, construction, and operation of the calibration
model for the DNW wind tunnel p 752 A83-47209
Method of construction and fabrication procedures tor
the ASOO-rudder unit, using a carbon-fiber type of
construction p 710 A83-47211
Results of a quality principle on the MTBF of an
equipment developed for the A-300 p 304 N83-20212
A-6 AIRCRAFT
The A6E /TRAM/ all-weather weapon system — Target
Recognition and Attack Multisensor p 24 A83-11260
A-7 AIRCRAFT
Design and application of a multrvanable, digital
controller to the A-7D Digitac II aircraft model
p45 A83-11148
Fatigue life evaluation of the A-7E arresting gear hook
shank P 175 A83-13912
Damage tolerance assessment of the A-7D aircraft
Structure p204 A83-21771
Battle damage and repair of an advanced composite
A-7 outer wing p 575 A83-42547
A7E/TF41 Engine Moratonng System (EMS)
[ ASME PAPER 83-GT-91) p 739 A83-47938
Design and Analysis of a multrvanable, digital controller
for the A-7D Digitac 2 aircraft and the development of
an interactive computer design program
[AD-A118134] p53 N83-11144
TheA-7Esoftwarerequrementsdocument Three years
of change data
[AD-A1216021 p237 N83-18322
ABLATIVE MATERIALS
Optimization of fire blocking layers for aircraft seating
[SAWE PAPER 1468) p 585 A83-43742
ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
Hypersonic dynamic testing of ablating models with
three-degree-of-freedom gas beanngs
p753 A83-48135
The effect of asymmetric attack on trim angle of
attack
[NASA-TM-84309] p 377 N83-24473
ABORT APPARATUS
Escape low and hot — vertical-seeking, steerable
ejection seat design for F-14A aircraft
p384 A83-31587
Performance assessment of a redmed ejection seat
p516 A83-37879
ABRASION
Matenals for advanced turbine engines Volume 1
Advanced blade tip seal system
[NASA-CR-167851-VOL-1J p 166 N83-15308
ABSORBERS (MATERIALS)
Experimental research on perforated acoustic liners in
turbojet engine afterburners p 165 N83-15256
Optimal passive frequency response control of
helicopters by added structures p 526 N83-27976
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
Differential-absorption LIDAR technology for light
twin-engine aircraft operation
[DE83-003888] p410 N83-25232
ABSTRACTS
Abstracts 1982 AFOSR Contractors Meeting on Air
Breathing Combustion Dynamics Research
JAD-A121647] p 351 N83-21062
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
Accelerated life tests of aircraft thermocouples
p 34 A83-10442
TF41/Lamilloy accelerated mission test
p 199 A83 15319
Helicopter engine development New standards for the
'80s p278 A83-24837
Canadian forces tracker aircraft full-scale fatigue test
at the National Aeronautical Establishment
p433 A83-33548
Statistical study of TBO and estimation of acceleration
factors of ASMT for aircraft turbo-engine — Accelerated
Simulated Mission Endurance Testing
p448 A83-35858
Accelerated Mission Testing of the Ft 10 Engine
[AIAA PAPER 83-1235] p 453 A83-36298
Accelerated simulated mission endurance test of a
turtaoshaft engine lor military attack helicopter
application
[AIAA PAPER 83-1359) p 455 A83-36357
Development of simulated mission endurance test
acceleration factors in determining engine component
serviceability and failure mode cnucality
[AIAA PAPER 83-1409) p 457 A83-36398
Titanium fan disc Structural Life Prediction/Correlation
program
(SAE PAPER 821437] p 557 A83-37985
ACCELERATION
Centnfuge tests of modifications to the MA-2 aircrewman
torso harness, phase 1
[AD-A126416] p669 N83-33860
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
The maneuver acceleration parameter - A figure of ment
for evaluating missile miss distance performance
[AIAA PAPER 83-2199) p 591 A83-41684
Gyroscope instruments and their application to flight
testing
[AGARD-AG-160-VOL-15] p 233 N83-17855
Some methods for the derivation of taxiing loads tor
undercarriages with linear or nonlinear properties
[NLR-TR-81110-U) p 389 N83-23297
Vertical accelerations of a large aircraft dunng landing
and taxiing
(NLR-TR-82001-UJ p 389 N83-23298
ACES II negative Gz restraint investigation
[AD-A124713) p 430 N83-25685
The modern concept of acceleration control
Introduction to optimal command in a handling by objective
structure p 543 N83-29267
The vibration test unit, a unique rail vehicle vibration
test facility p 632 N83-30774
Acceleration factors for climb and descent rates at
constant EAS, CAS, M
[ESDU 81046] p678 N83-32792
Tabulation of recorded gust and manuever accelerations
and derived gust velocities and airplanes in the NASA VGH
General Aviation Program
[NASA-TM-84660] p 669 N83-33859
Aircraft acceleration sensitive inertia reel lock
[AD-A126739] p 721 N83-34924
ACCELERATION PROTECTION
Studies on an acceleration platform and at the time of
a simulated crash of helicopter anticrash seats
p 197 A83-22976
Investigation of crew restraint system biomechanics
[AD-A126199] p 510 N83-29190
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
Evaluation of the efficiency of helicopter anticrash seats
using a horizontal acceleration bench and a simulated
crash p 250 N83-19444
ACCELEROMETERS
Concerning the measurement of aircraft acceleration
p 158 A83-16876
Modern technology and airborne engine vibration
monitonng systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-1240) p 444 A83-36303
Kalman filter formulations for transfer alignment of
strapdown mertial units p 569 A83-40303
Aerodynamic characteristics of the AFFTC noseboom
instrumentation unit, volume 1
[AD-A118315) p 14 N83-11089
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for
Navy and Manne fleet aircraft
[AD-A124966] p 443 N83-26834
ACCEPTABILITY
Visual Judgments of optical distortions in aircraft
windscreens
[AD-A124307J p 390 N83-24503
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Preliminary overview analyses of U S Navy Aircrew
Automated Escape Systems /AAES/ in service usage
data p 182 A83-15405
Pilot-m-command A sociological analysis of general
aviation accidents p 184 N83-13079
Foreign Technology Alert - Bibliography Transportation
safety
[PB83-101659] p430 N83-256B6
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
The missing element in wtnd shear protection
[SAE PAPER 830715) p 627 A83-43325
Reflections on the Potomac p 667 A83-44876
CAT altitude avoidance system
[NASA-CASE-NPO-15351-1J p 38 N83-10040
Effects of metnc change on safety in the workplace for
selected occupations
[AD-A 1185951 p 216 N83-12279
Aviation safety p 184 N83-13081
Maintenance ol airport visual aid tacilities Advisory
circular
[AC-150/5340-261 p 219 N83-16352
Foreign Technology Alert - Bibliography Transportation
safety
(PB83-101659) p430 N83-25686
ACCUMULATORS
Analysis of United States Air Force aircraft
accumulators
[AD-A122092] p 267 N83-19746
A-1
ACCURACY SUBJECT INDEX
ACCURACY
Potential accuracy of the goniometer section of a
complex short-range navigation system
p259 AB3-26929
Analysis of the precision of inertia! navigation systems
— German thesis p 321 A83-28649
On the accuracy of calculating the aerodynamic
characteristics of thin wings and airfoils by the method
of discrete vortices p 493 A83-37519
Research Issues in the Determination of Simulator
Fidelity Proceedings of the API sponsored Workshop
[AD-A118253] p 208 N83-12106
Computation of incompressible potential flow over an
airfoil using a high order aerodynamic panel method based
on circular arc panels
[AO-A124896] p 428 N83-26825
Modeling of the Mode S tracking system in support of
aircraft safety research
[NASA-CR-166486] p 510 N83-29186
Improving the accuracy of thermocouple temperature
measuring circuits -- jet engines
[PNR-90148] p563 N83-29670
Analysis and correlation of the test data from an
advanced technology rotor system
[NASA-CR-3714] p665 N83-32777
ACEE PROGRAM
Nonlinear controller for the pitch-up region
[AIAA PAPER 83-0064] p 168 A83-16496
Developments in the NASA transport aircraft laminar
flow program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0090] p 130 A83-16514
Scale model performance test investigation of mixed
flow exhaust systems for an energy efficient engine /E3/
propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 83-0541] p 161 A83-16776
Opportunities for composites in commercial transport
structures p210 N83-12148
AGIO RAIN
A separator for obtaining samples of cloud water in
aircraft p 640 A83-41983
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
Theoretical and experimental evaluation of transmission
loss of cylinders — as idealized aircraft fuselages
p237 A83-19808
Eigensolutions for liners in uniform mean flow ducts
p237 A83-19810
Noise transmission charactenstics of advanced
composite structural matenals
[AIAA PAPER 83-0694] p 306 A83-25915
Effect of sound absorbing wall Itmngs on aerodynamic
forces of a subsonic vibrating cascade
p 411 A83-33372
Sound propagation in ducts with impedance walls in the
presence of an air flow II - Optimization of acoustic
attenuation in ducts p 570 A83-37512
An introduction to aircraft noise lateral attenuation —
sound pressurre level
[ESDU-81035] p706 N83-33677
Estimation of lateral attenuation of air-to-ground jet or
turbofan aircraft noise in one-third octave bands
[ESDU-82027] p 706 N83-33680
A laboratory study of the perceived benefit of additional
noise attenuation by houses
[NASA-TM-85647] p 706 N83-33682
ACOUSTIC DUCTS
Eigensolutions for liners in uniform mean flow ducts
p 237 A83-19810
An expenmental investigation of sound radiation from
a duct with a ctrcumferentially varying liner
[AIAA PAPER 83-0712] p 307 A83-25928
Friction drag measurements of acoustic surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 83-1356] p 422 A83-36414
Expenmental methods in compressor noise studies
[ONERA.TPNO 1983-79] p 769 A83-48194
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
Generation of desired signals from acoustic drivers —
for aircraft engine internal noise propagation expenment
p 199 A83-15068
Develop in-flight acoustic emission momtonng of aircraft
to detect fatigue crack growth p 195 A83-15197
Establishing signal processing and pattern recognition
techniques for inflight discnmination between crack-growth
acoustic emission and other acoustic waveforms
p214 A83-1S198
Acoustic-emission monitonng of steam turbines
[OE82-904663] p 73 N83-10887
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
Jet noise and the effects of jet forcing
p 72 A83-10898
Noise and flow structure of a tone-excited iet
p221 A83-13136
Effect of excitation on coaxial jet noise
p237 A83-19811
Strain measurement of acoustically excited aircraft
structures at elevated temperatures p 297 A83-23366
Tone generation by rotor-downstream strut interaction
[AIAA PAPER 83-0767] p 280 A83-25957
Nearfield observations of tones generated from
supersonic jet flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-0706] p 308 A83-26449
Large-amplitude multimode response of clamped
rectangular panels to acoustic excitation
[AIAA 83-1033] p 358 A83-29879
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Sonic fatigue of advanced composite panels in thermal
environments p 224 A83-22166
Design for prevention o1 acoustic fatigue — of aircraft
structures
[AIM 83-0973] p 329 A83-29782
The effect of acoustic-thermal environments on
advanced composite fuselage panels
[AIM 83-0955] p 357 A83-29857
Acoustic fatigue test evaluation of adhesively bonded
aluminum fuselage panels using FM 73/BR 127
adhesive/primer system
[AIM 83-0999] p 358 A83-29874
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
Sound propagation in ducts with impedance walls in the
presence of an air flow II - Optimization of acoustic
attenuation in ducts p 570 A83-37512
Utilizing numencal techniques in turbofan inlet acoustic
suppressor design
[NASA-TM-82994] p 73 N83-10885
ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
Nearfield observations of tones generated from
supersonic jet flows
[AIM PAPER 83-0706] p 308 A83-26449
Longitudinal modes of gas oscillations in the mam
combustion chamber of gas-turbine engines
p 535 A83-39169
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Wind tunnel measurements of blade/vane ratio and
spacing effects on fan noise p 222 A83-15317
Experimental investigations concerning the noise
produced by model propellers and propeller-dnven small
aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 82-068] p 274 A83-24182
In-flight acoustic measurements in the engine intake of
a Fokker F28 aircraft
[AIM PAPER 83-0877) p 279 A83-25909
Acoustic measurements of a full-scale coaxial
helicopter
[AIM PAPER 83-0722] p 264 A83-25933
Direct measurement of transmission loss of aircraft
structures using the acoustic intensity approach
p327 A83-28185
Rotor-vortex interaction noise
[AIM PAPER 83-0720] p 367 A83-29950
Full-scale measurements of blade-vortex interaction
noise p482 A83-33505
Parameters for design of reverberant acoustic chambers
for testing air-carried missiles p 73 N83-10235
Acoustic environment on the surface of a large-scale
powered model of a vectored-engme-over-the-wing STOL
configuration p 73 N83-10272
Acoustic-emission monitonng of steam turbines
[DE82-904663] p 73 N83-10887
A new measurement method for separating airborne and
structureborne noise radiated by aircraft type panels
[NASA-TP-2079] p 73 N83-11838
Aircraft noise problems p 224 N83-13940
Propeller aircraft mtenor noise p 309 N83-18658
Experimental and analytical studies of shielding
concepts for point sources and jet noise
[UTIAS-266] p 571 N83-28983
Acoustic measurements of a full-scale coaxial hmgeless
rotor helicopter
[NASA-TM-84349] p 571 N83-28986
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
Acoustic environment in large enclosures with a small
opening exposed to flow p 237 A83-22161
Acoustic wave propagation through the shear layer of
the DNW large open jet wind tunnel
[AIM PAPER 83-0699] p 306 A83-25919
Nonstationanty in acoustic fields p 769 A83-47628
Radiation of sound from unflanged cylindncal ducts
[NASA-CR-172171] p 705 N83-33591
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
A compact inflow control device for simulating flight fan
noise
[AIM PAPER 83-0680] p 365 A83-28005
The relationship between the aerodynamic and acoustic
charactenstics of coaxial jets p 482 A83-35712
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin Part 3 Analytical
methods, dynamic analysis, vehicle systems
[AD-D432842] p 66 N83-10253
Recommendations for the acoustic treatment of
Cumbica International Airport
[IESA-144-83] p 309 N83-19578
A compact inflow control device for simulating flight fan
noise
[NASA-TM-83349] p 482 N83-26643
ACOUSTIC RETROFITTING
Evaluation of interior noise control treatments for
high-speed propfan-powered aircraft
[AIM PAPER 83-0693] p 264 A83-25914
Expenmental research on perforated acoustic liners in
turboiet engine afterburners p 165 N83-15256
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
Sound propagation through fluctuating flows - Its
significance in aeroacoustics
[AIM PAPER 83-0697] p 308 A83-26448
ACOUSTICS
Chicago Monostatic Acoustic Vortex Sensing System
Volume 4 Wake vortex decay
[AD-A120081] P138 N83-15269
Activities report of the French aerospace and research
industry p 221 N83-17564
Recommendations for the acoustic treatment of
Cumbica International Airport
[IESA-144-83] p309 N83-19578
Propeller noise prediction
[NASA-TM-85636] p 571 N83-28984
Activities of the Institute of Sound and Vibration
Research p 707 N83-33687
ACOUSTO-OPTICS
Helmet mounted display feasibility model Optical
design
[AD-A119191] p 159 N83-14124
ACRYLIC RESINS
USAF studying techniques to restore windshields
p2 A83-12324
ACTIVE CONTROL
Quadratic synthesis of integrated active controls for an
aeroelasticforward-swept-wing-aircraft
p47 A83-12458
Nonlinear controller for the pitch-up region
[AIM PAPER 83-0064] p 168 A83-16496
Active control of a relaxed-static-stability airplane using
a discrete model following technique
[AIM PAPER 83-0279] p 168 A83-16624
Fault isolation methodology for the L-1011 digital aviomc
flight control system p 285 A83-24427
Higher harmonic control for the jet smooth nde
p 396 A83-33096
Aircraft active controls - New era in design
p 461 A83-35773
Aeroelastic interactions with flight control (A survey
paper)
[AIM PAPER 83-2219] p 621 A83-41700
Control of forward swept wing aeroelastic instabilities
using active feedback systems
[AIM PAPER 83-2220] p 621 A83-41701
Active control of parameter-excited rotor systems
p 642 A83-42982
Certification of the Lockheed 1011-500 active control
system p 687 A83-45850
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on airfoils with
oscillating control in sub- and transonic flows
p717 A83-49180
Active control of near frequency coalescence flutter
p750 A83-49191
Active gust load alleviation and nde comfort
improvement p 751 A83-49193
Handling qualities of transports with advanced flight
control systems p 49 N83-10061
The impact of active control on helicopter handling
qualities p 50 N83-10066
Survey of active and passive means to reduce rotorcraft
vibrations
[MB8-UD-350] p 206 N83-16335
Benefits assessment of active control technology and
related cockpit technology for rotorcraft
[NASA-CR-166406] p 217
 ; N83-17553
Development and application of digital control for tactical
aircraft flutter suppression p 343 N83-22108
Ground and flight testing on the fly-by-wire Jaguar
equipped with a full time quadruple* digital integrated flight
control system p 343 N83-22111
Application of active control landing gear technology
to the A-10 aircraft
[NASA-CR-166104] p 546 N83-27998
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IMC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project
Wing planform study and final configuration selection
[NASA-CR-165630] p 605 N83-30401
ACTUATORS
Individual blade control independent of a swashplate
p 191 A83-16027
Fiber optics for aircraft engine/inlet control
p211 A83-22494
Multivanable approach to the problem of structural cross
coupling of force feedback electrohydraulic actuators —
for structural testing of aircraft and their components
p287 A83-26601
A-2
SUBJECTINDEX AEROACOUSTICS
Electromechanical primary flight control activation
systems for fighter/attack aircraft
[SAE PAPER 821435] p518 A83-37983
The use of actuator-disc dynamic inflow for helicopter
flap-lag stability p 595 A83-41081
An electromechanical primary flight control actuation
system for military transport aircraft
CAIAA PAPER 83-2195) p 620 A83-41680
Electromechanical control systems
p750 A83-47201
Effect of aircraft configuration and control integration
on surface actuation
[AIAA PAPER 83-2487] p 727 A83-48347
Bucking the current — electric actuators for V/STOL
aircraft p729 A83-48887
Slack wire strike protection concepts
[AD-A118827] p 184 N83-12056
Advanced Flight Control Actuation System (AFCAS
-E/P) Fabrication and design verification testing of a dual
mode electro/pneumatic actuator for the T-2C aircraft
[AD-A119627] p 170 N83-14136
Fiberoptics technology and its application to propulsion
control systems
[NASA-TM-63009] p 159 N83-15302
Aircraft acceleration sensitive inertia reel lock
[AD-A122208] p 250 N83-19723
New flight control technologies for future naval aircraft
[AD-A128624] p 751 N83-34955
ADAPTATION
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel research at Ames Research
Center p349 N83-20972
Jam resistant communications systems techniques
[AD-A126217] p 563 N83-29579
Wind tunnel testing of three-dimensional models in wind
tunnels with two adaptive walls
[VKI-TN-147] p 665 N83-32781
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Design of direct digital adaptive flight-mode control
systems for high-performance aircraft
p46 A83-11179
Adaptive power management - A hierarchical/control
system with a central multiplex system — for aircraft
applications p 40 A83-11202
Application of model reference adaptive control to a
relaxed static stability transport aircraft
p46 A83-11209
The application of sub-optimal control methods to
adaptive antennas for airborne communication systems
p 143 A83-18632
Implicit adaptive control for a class of MIMO systems
— with application to lateral dynamics of F-8 aircraft
p169 A83-19031
Adaptive detection of targets in laser speckle noise
p208 A83-22521
Recent developments in digital control for helicopter
powerplants p 277 A83-24829
Stochastic control and identification enhancement for
the flutter suppression problem p 286 A83-26544
Synthesis of C(astensk)-model reference adaptive flight
controller p 287 A83-26559
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International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines, 6th,
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Closed-loop engine fuel system simulation
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p715 A83-48216
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Fundamentals of radio navigation — Russian book
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Optimality of the measurement of navigation parameters
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Integrated CNI avionics maximizes reliability —
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systems tor high-performance aircraft
p46 A83-11179
Sensor snap and narrow field-of-view inset for terrain
avoidance flight P 36 A83-11188
Advanced automatic terrain following/terrain avoidance
control concepts study P 47 A83-11254
F-18 Hornet high angle of attack /AOA/ program
p47 A83-11809
Implementation of the DAST ARW II control laws using
an 8086 microprocessor and an 6087 floating-point
coprocessor — drones for aeroelasticity research
p71 A83-11910
An analytical pilot rating method for highly elastic
aircraft P203 A83-14843
Cross-coupling between longitudinal and lateral aircraft
dynamics in a spiral dive P 203 A83-15312
Nonlinear controller for the pitch-up region
[AIAA PAPER 83-0064] P 168 A83-16496
Effects of control saturation on the command response
of statically unstable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-0065] P 168 A83-16497
'A total G-force environment dynamic flight simulator' -
A new dimension in flight simulation
[AIAA PAPER 83-0139] P 171 A83-16548
Assessment of advanced fighter powered approach
simulations
(AIAA PAPER 83-0141 ] P 168 A83-16550
Active control of a relaxed-static stability airplane using
a discrete model following technique
[AIAA PAPER 83-02791 P 168 A83-16624
Aircraft electrical equipment — Russian book
p 162 A83-17125
A proposed simple and safe aircraft take-oft or landing
procedure with wing roughness or protuberances
[AIAA PAPER 83-0604] P 153 A83-19594
Nonlinear observers for evaluating the state vanables
of the longitudinal motion of an aircraft — German thesis
p 169 A83-19622
Extended perfect model following — control system
synthesis technique P 235 A83-20289
Application of vector performance optimization to a
robust control loop design for a fighter aircraft
p215 A83-21160
Realistic feel' in flight simulators is based on precise
control loading p219 A83-23240
Maneuver load control for reducing the design loads
of modern combat aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 82-046] p 284 A83-24169
The construction of augmented tracking regulators for
piloting highly maneuverable aircraft
[ONERA.TPNO 1982-118] p 284 A83-24329
A unifying framework for longitudinal flying qualities
cntena p 285 A83-24429
Control charactenstics of a buoyant quad-rotor research
aircraft p 262 A83-24430
The Special Research Area of Flight Control, Colloquium,
Brunswick, West Germany, September 9, 10, 1981,
Reports p257 A83-26476
Integrated flight path control system
p 286 A83-26477
Structure and mode of operation of an interactive
onboard four-dimensional flight path control system
p 286 A83-26478
The design of wind shear filters p 286 A83-26483
A discrete tracking control law for nonlinear plants —
applied to F-8 aircraft stall recovery p 286 A83-26503
Synthesis of C(astensk)-model reference adaptive flight
controller p 287 A83-26559
Development of adaptation and identification algorithms
in adaptive digital aircraft control systems
p 287 A83-26600
Sell-tuning lly-by-wire control system
p 287 A83-26603
Altitude transitions in energy climbs
p287 A83-26604
Development and validation of the V/STOL
aerodynamics and stability and control manual
p312 A83-29020
Airplane model structure determination from flight data
p340 A83 29023
On the synthesis of the optimal control of a certain
hydromagnetic process - with applications in flight vehicle
and temperature control p 363 A83-29285
Solution of the fundamental control problem /FCP/ —
for aircraft p 341 A83-29291
Test demonstration of digital control of wing/store
flutter p383 A83-30163
Excessive roll damping can cause roll ratchet
p395 A83-30171
Globally stable nonlinear flight control system
p 395 A83-32425
The definition of short-period flying qualities
characteristics via equivalent systems
p 395 A83-32578
Sidestick controller design requirements
p396 A83-32934
Advanced navigation systems and fuel conservation
p428 A83-33545
Bring cohesion to handling-qualities engineering
p434 A83-35772
Aircraft active controls - New era in design
p 461 A83-35773
Use of flight test results to improve the flying qualities
simulation of the B-52H weapon system trainer
[AIAA PAPER 83-1091 ] p 437 A83-36215
Definition of vectored nonaxisymmetnc nozzle plumes
— for aircraft thrust vector control
[AIAA PAPER 83-1290] p 423 A83-36924
Piloted simulation of hover and transition of a vertical
attitude takeoff and landing aircraft p516 A83-37064
Integrated control techniques p 567 A83-37102
System design approaches to integrated controls
p 511 A83-37103
Role of standards with integrated control
p 568 A83-37104
Model reference adaptive control in the presence of
measurement noise p 568 A83-37128
A vanable structure approach to robust control of VTOL
aircraft p 544 A83-37145
The all electnc airplane-benefits and challenges
[SAE PAPER 821434] p 518 A83-37982
Hover and transition flight performance of a twin
tilt-nacelle V/STOL configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-18241 p 520 A83-38656
High angle-of-attack flight dynamics of a forward swept
wing fighter configuration
(AIAA PAPER 83-18371 p 544 A83-38666
Dynamic analysis of the Magnus Aerospace Corporation
LTA 20-1 heavy-lift aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-19771 p 522 A83-38908
Flight test of the HX I radio-controlled hybrid airship
(AIAA PAPER 83-19921 p 522 A83-38917
Wind tunnel evaluation of tactical aircraft stability and
control as affected by nozzle thrust reverser parameter
variations
[ AIAA PAPER 83-12281 p 545 A83 39103
Control configured vehicle as a new generation
aircraft p618 A83 40884
Application of optimal control theory to aircraft gust load
alleviation p619 A8341484
Guidance and Control Conference, Gatlmburg, TN,
August 15-17, 1983. Collection of Technical Papers
p650 A83-41659
Integrated airframe/propulsion control system
architectures (IAPSA) study
[AIAA PAPER 83-2158] p 595 A83-41660
Robust fault detection, isolation, and accommodation
to support integrated aircraft control
(AIAA PAPER 83-21611 p 619 A83-41661
Simulation evaluation of flight controls and display
concepts (or VTOL shipboard operations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2173] p 575 A83-41668
Flight-test results using nonlinear control with the F-8C
digital fly-by-wire aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2174] p619 A83-41669
Robustness analysis of a multiloop flight control
system
[AIAA PAPER 83-2189] p619 A83-41675
An advanced control system for a next generation
transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2194] p 620 A83-41679
Impact of aircraft structural dynamics on integrated
control design
[AIAA PAPER 83-2216) p 596 A83-41698
Optimal symmetric flight with an intermediate vehicle
model
[AIAA PAPER 83-2238] p 596 A83-41715
Restructurable controls for aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2255] p 622 A83-41728
Robustness of a decoupled multivanable digital flight
control system
[AIAA PAPER 83-2272] p 622 A83-41738
Tradeoff studies in multiobjective insensitive design of
airplane control systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2273] p 622 A83-41739
MIMO controller design for longitudinal decoupled
aircraft motion — Multi-lnput/Multi-Output
[AIAA PAPER 83-2274] p 623 A83-41740
Comparison of the Bode envelope cntenon with other
cntena
[AIAA PAPER 83-2073] p 624 A83-41910
A modal analysis of flexible aircraft dynamics with
handling qualities implications
[AIAA PAPER 83-2074] p 624 A83-41911
Sensitivity of digital flight control design to parameter
estimation error
[AIAA PAPER 83-2089] p 624 A8341921
Status of the development of handling cntena for VSTOL
transition
[AIAA PAPER 83-2103] p 624 A83-41932
New flying qualities criteria for relaxed static longitudinal
stability
[AIAA PAPER 83-2104] p 625 A83-41933
Comparison of fixed-base and in-flight simulation results
for lateral high order systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2105] p 625 A83-41934
F/A-18 high angle of attack departure resistant cntena
for control law development
[AIAA PAPER 83-2126] p 626 A83-41950
Separation of time scales in aircraft trajectory
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 83 2136] p 597 A83-41958
Circulation-controlled elliptical airfoil
p 580 A83-42537
Fail-operational DAFCS for business/commuter aircraft
— Digital Automatic Flight Control System
|SAE PAPER 8307141 p 626 A83-43324
Nonlinear control law for piloting aircraft in the
air-to-ground attack phase
[ONERA.TPNO 1983-37] p 687 A83-44315
An optimal control approach to pilot/vehicle analysis
and the Neal-Smith criteria p 687 A83-45462
Electromechanical control systems
p 750 A83-47201
Advancing electronic technology impact on integrated
propulsion/airframe controls design and development
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-161] p 725 A83-47985
F-14 aircraft and propulsion control integration
evaluation
[ASMEPAPER83-GT-234] p 744 A83-48029
Integrated control system concept for high-speed
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2564] p 751 A83-50074
Cntena for Handling Qualities of Military Aircraft
[ AD-A118596 ] p 48 N83-10054
Handling qualities of transports with advanced flight
control systems p 49 N83-10061
Bandwidth A cntenon for highly augmented airplanes
p 49 NB3-10063
Development of handling qualities testing in the 70's
A new direction p 51 N83-10077
Prediction of aircraft handling qualities using analytical
models of the human pilot p 52 N83 10079
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Stability and control characteristics Including aileron
hinge moments of a model of a supercritical wing research
airplane
INASA-TM-X-2929) p4 NB3-11024
Stability and control of the Gossamer human powered
aircraft by analysis and flight test
[NASA-CR-3627) pll N83-110S2
Digital flight control system design using singular
perturbation methods
[AD-A118117) p53 N83-11I43
A technical analysis of rehostrng the National Aerospace
System software
[AD-A118S28I p 187 N83-12069
Real-time data display for AFTI/F 16 flight testing
[NASATM-84899) p 198 N83-13095
The influence of the ratio of control force to control
path in a miniature control element
ITUBS/FB-80-01-021 p 205 N83-I3117
A contribution to the investigation of the dynamic
behavior of a controlled aircraft under wind shear
conditions
ITUBS/FB-80-07-011 p 205 N83-13118
Programming of a trajectory control calculator for
calculation, manipulation and description of 4D flight
trajectories
ITU8S/FB-81-08-01] p 206 N83-13119
Nonlinear observers for estimation of the state vanables
of an aircraft lateral motion
ITUBS/FB-81-11-01] p206 N83 13120
Development of a cost effective approach to modelling
aircraft response to repaired runways
p 157 N83 15293
Integrated research aircraft control technology with full
authonty digital electronic control
[NASA-CR-1631001 p 170 N83 15318
The use of laterally vectored thrust to counter thrust
asymmetry in a tactical jet aircraft
(NASA-CR-166047) p 170 N83-15319
Distributed micro-processor applications to guidance
and control systems
[AD-A119562I p236 N83-I8295
Evaluation of Iroquois UH-1B stability and control
[ADA122302] p 289 N83-19760
Applicability of 3D display research to operational
needs p 272 N83-20702
A computer program for obtaining airplane configuration
plots from digital Datcom input data
[NASA-TM-84639] p 331 N83-20933
The integrated manual and automatic control of complex
flight systems
INASA-CR 170099) p 342 N83-20951
Advances in Guidance and Control Systems
[ADA125687] p311 N83-22093
Progress and pitfalls in advanced flight control
systems p 342 N83-22094
Designing improved tracking regulators for piloting highly
maneuverable aircraft — fighter aircraft
p 342 N83-22095
Systematic computer aided control design
p 342 N83 22097
A modular approach to high reliability software
generation with application to nonlinear control
p363 N8322104
Development and application of digital control for tactical
aircraft flutter suppression p343 N83-22108
Ground and flight testing on the fly-by-wire Jaguar
equipped with a full time quadruplex digital integrated flight
control system p343 N83-22111
The YAV 88 simulation and modeling Volume 1
Aircraft descnption and program summary
[NASA-CR-170397) p 333 N83-22193
The YAV-8B simulation and modeling Volume 2
Program listing
I NASA-CR-1703971 p 333 N83-22194
Inherent spiral stability in a fixed wing aircraft by means
of a simplified pneumatic wing tip control system
I NASA-CR 1702071 p 344 N83-22206
Analysis ol pilot control strategy
|NASA-CFM70399| p 344 N83-22212
Adaptive flutter suppression, analysis and test
p 346 N83 22219
Stability and control of a supersonic transport airplane
dunng landing approach
(NASA-TM-846591 p 396 N8323317
Selected advanced aerodynamics and active controls
technology concepts development on a derivative B-747
aircraft
[NASA-CR-32951 p 442 N83-26831
Lateral flying qualities of highly augmented fighter
aircraft, volume 1
| AD-A1180701 p 443 N83-26835
Determination of stability and control parameters ol a
general aviation airplane from flight data
[NASA-TM-84635) p 461 N83-26844
TRAGEN Computer program to simulate an aircraft
steered to follow a specified verticle profile User's
guide
I NASA-CR-1660621 p 569 N83-30062
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAQ
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project
Wing planform study and final configuration selection
[NASA-CR-1656301 p 60S N83-30401
Lightning field spectra obtained from airborne
measurements p 649 N83-31201
Restructurable controls problem definition and future
research p 688 N83-33899
Automatic recognition of speech in military aircraft
p 702 N83-34186
Advances in sensors and their integration into aircraft
guidance and control systems
(AGARD-AG-272) p712 N83-34891
Introduction to optical rate sensors
p 735 N83-34895
Low cost lluidic sensors p 735 N83-34897
Angle-of-attack feedback in manual aircraft control
Piloting techniques and some flight training implications
p 751 N83-34954
Optimal penodic control
IAD-A130114] p752 N83 36037
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Combat survrvabtlity with advanced aircraft propulsion
development p 28 A83-10179
Air bag impact attenuation system for the AQM 3<tV
remote piloted vehicle p 29 A83 10188
Analytical design of thin-wall wings at the drafting
stage P 62 A83-10453
Designing a mim-RPV for a world endurance record
p2 A83-11000
Rationalizing Tacair force development in the next
decade p2 A83-U1I6
Integrated perceptual information for designers
p63 A83-11136
Application of model reference adaptive control to a
relaxed static stability transport aircraft
p46 A83-11209
Optimization of aircraft structures p 64 A83-11857
Quadratic synthesis of integrated active controls for an
aeroelastic forward-swept-wmg-aircraft
p47 A83-12458
Momograrr, for take-off performance of the V/STOL
airplane p 30 A83-12665
Recent progress in V/STOL technology
p3 A83-12852
ACA ECA or pipedream. Industry needs it - but who will
pay p30 A83-13017
Noise and detectability characteristics of small-scale
remotely piloted vehicle propellers p 199 A83-13162
Tomorrow's Tomcat p 189 A83-14324
The ULS experimental ultralight glider made of polymer
composites I - Genesis of the program and construction
of the glider p 189 A83-14621
The KC-10A - USAF's newest range extender
p 189 A83 14700
The A310 Even better than expected
p 190 A83-14952
Open seat ejection at high dynamic pressure A radical
approach p 190 A83-15308
Some recent applications of high-lilt computational
methods at Boeing p 178 A83-15313
Design for global damage tolerance and associated
mass penalties p214 A83-I532I
MPES update 1981 — Navy Maximum Performance
Ejection System program p 190 A83-15425
Advanced escape system design for future combat
aircraft p 190 A83-15436
Microwave measurements for an attitude reference
system design — thrust vector controlled escape
systems p 196 A83-15438
The next generation - The Stencel S45 ejection seat
development program p 191 A83-15440
System identification and aircraft flutter
p215 A83-15546
Human engineering in aircraft and system design
p 191 A83-I6I27
Highlights of the new national aeronautical research and
technology policy p 175 A83-1(5374
Aerospace highlights 1982 p 225 AB3-16375
GASAP A general aviation airplane analysis and
synthesis program
IAIAA PAPER 83-00541 p 148 A83-16488
Aerodynamic optimization, comparison, and tnm design
of canard and conventional high performance general
aviation configurations
[AIAA PAPER 83-00581 p 148 A83-16490
Efficiency improved turboprop
I AIAA PAPER 83-00591 p 160 A83-16491
Circulation controlled STOL wing optimization
[ AIAA PAPER 83-0082 ] p 130 A83-16509
The application ol energy saving concepts lo future
fighter/attack aircraft design
| AIAA PAPER 83-00921 p 149 A83-16516
Computational wing design for an advanced trainer
[AIAA PAPER 83-00931 p 149 AM-16517
Design of optimum propellers
[AIAA PAPER 83-0190) p 132 A83-16578
Active control of a relaxed-static-stability airplane using
a discrete model following technique
| AIAA PAPER 83-02791 p 168 A83-16624
Subsonic surface panel method for airframe analysis
and wing design
| AIAA PAPER 83-03411 p 133 A83-16667
A supersonic maneuver wing designed for nonlinear
attached flow
| AIAA PAPER 83-04251 p 134 A83-16707
Solar drones scan the earth p 150 A83-16872
Calculation of fundamental aerodynamic derivatives of
aircraft p 135 A83-16882
The intricate patterns of stress p 180 A83-17282
Application of the PANAIR production code to a complex
canard/wing configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-00091 p 136 A83-17902
Boeing gams real-time flight data p 172 A83-18270
Rockwell B-1B design to be studied in new cab
p 173 A83-18271
Computer models cut USAF test costs
p 173 A83-I8274
How decisions are made - Major considerations for
aircraft programs p 152 A83-18398
Effects of spanwise blowing and reverse thrust on fighter
low-speed aerodynamics p 138 A83-18410
V/STOL - A practical weapon system
p 127 A83-18808
Development of a structural, bird impact resistant,
de iced wing leading edge for the de Havilland Dash 8
aircraft using fibre-reinforced composites
p 153 A83-18823
Military propulsion technology II - Supersonic V/STOL
technology shapes up p 163 A83-18949
The General Dynamics F-16 XL fighter aircraft
p 153 A83-19411
US Navy STOVL • Waiting in the wings
p153 A83-19450
Theory of resistance interference of airfoil wings and
engine exhaust p 188 A83-19667
A superelement analysis of stiffened shells — Russian
book on aircraft fuselage structures p 202 A83-20392
Curvature transitions of composite curves and surfaces
Questions regarding details ol computer-aided design
— German thesis p 235 A83-20398
The development ol advanced composite front fuselage
technology p 202 A83-20464
Advanced composite matenals in aerobattc aircraft
p 203 A83-20496
The future for fighter aircraft p 186 A83-20597
Technology and modern lighter aircraft - The
evolutionary F-16 p 203 A83-20598
NGT - The Next Generation Trainer
p203 A83-20599
Thirty years of fighter armament p 203 A83-20600
USAF's design guide coming out next month
p 239 A83-20647
Operator influences on aircraft design
p 204 A83-21032
Design, analyses, and model tests of an aeroelasttcally
tailored lilting surface p 204 A83-22155
Analysis ol aero-optic interface phenomena
p 190 AB3-22588
Initial design of stringer stiffened bend boxes using
geometric programming p 232 A83-23149
Microlights -The state of the art p 241 A83-23685
Aviation system technology from the point of view of
the aircraft manufacturer
IDGLR PAPER 82-025) p 242 A83 24152
Development trend in general aviation
[OGLR PAPER 82-0261 p 242 A83-24153
Alternative wing concepts for a long-distance aircraft
of the nineties
(DGLR PAPER 82-029) p 261 A83-24155
Performance-increasing modifications on transonic
passenger plane wings
[DGLR PAPER 82-0311 p 261 A83-24157
Configuration development for a highly maneuverable
expenmental aircraft with negative sweep rudder units
| DGLR PAPER 82-0351 p 261 A83-24160
Investigations concerning the structural design of a
forward swept wing for a combat aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 82-0361 p 261 A83-24161
Design and manufacture of the Tornado carbon-fiber
reinforced plastics taileron
| DGLR PAPER 82-038) p 261 A83-24162
Integrated avionics/weapon system for air/ground
missions
[OGLR PAPER 82-039) p 253 A83-24163
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Economic conditions and key points ol BMFT air
transport research requirements in the eighties
[DGLR PAPER 82-044] p 242 A83-24168
Maneuver load control lor reducing the design loads
of modem combat aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 82-046] p 284 A83-24169
Design and implementation of an active load alleviation
system, taking into account the example ol a modern
transport aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 82-045] p 284 A83-24170
The consideration of operational aspects for
uti!ity-/commuter aircraft, taking into account the example
of the Oomier 228
[DGLR PAPER 82-047] p 247 A83-24171
New technology in general aviation
[DGLR PAPER 82-048] p 262 A83-24172
The German-Dutch wind tunnel as an aid in aircraft
development
[DGLR PAPER 82-050] p 289 A83-24173
Performance improvements of single-engine business
airplanes by the integration of advanced technologies
[DGLR PAPER 82-064] p 262 A83-24178
Design, construction, and testing of an experimental
propeller in the 750 PS performance class
[DGLR PAPER 82-066] P 274 A83-24180
Development of four profiles for an experimental
propeller in the performance class of 750 PS
[DGLR PAPER 82-067] p 243 A83-24181
The cost definition phase of a new commercial aircraft
programme p 242 A83-24425
Control charactenstics of a buoyant quad-rotor research
aircraft P 262 A83-24430
The ATR 42 will keep its promises
p262 A83-25115
Homebuilt airplanes - The sky's the limit
p242 A83-25122
Now is the time for new fighters p 262 A83-25137
A hytnd facility for the simulation, development, and
validation of ECS microprocessor based controls
[SAE PAPER 820867] p 289 A83-25766
ECS schemes for All Electric Airliners
[SAE PAPER 820870] p 263 A83-25769
Thermal design of integrated avionic racks for aircraft
[SAE PAPER 820871] p 263 A83-25770
Thermal design of standard avionic enclosures
[SAE PAPER 820878] p 256 A83-25772
State-space aeroelastic modeling and its application in
flutter calculation p 300 A83-26761
Development of a mini RPV - Stabileye
p326 A83-28180
Some effects of size on non-ngid airships
p327 A83-28192
Preliminary report on the engineenng development of
the Magnus Aerospace Corp LTA 20-1 heavy-lift aircraft
p327 A83-28193
Investigation of possible LTA craft application to solve
national economy problems p317 A83-28194
Propulsion system installation design for high-speed
prop-fans p337 A83-29014
Design and develpment of the RF-5E aircraft
p327 A83-29015
Influence of leading-edge thrust on twisted and
cambered wing design for suersonic cruise
p312 A83-29018
The application of a sub-scale flight demonstrator as a
cost effective approach to aircraft development
p328 A83-29395
Dash 8 - Canada's new commuter
p 328 A83-29675
An optimality cntenon method for structures with stress,
displacement and frequency constraints
[AIAA 83-0939] p 356 A83-29769
A building block approach to design verification testing
of pnmary composite structure
[AIAA 83-0947] p 356 A83-29775
Design for prevention of acoustic fatigue — of aircraft
structures
[AIAA 83-0973] p 329 A83-29782
An analytical companson of two wing structures for Mach
5 cruise airplanes
[AIAA 83-0974] p 329 A83-29806
Design of the flutter suppression system for OAST
ARW-1R - A status report
[AIAA 83-0990] p 330 A83-29868
The design, testing and analysis of aeroelastically
tailored transonic flutter model wings
[AIAA 83-1027] p 330 A83-29876
AFTI/F-16 aeroservoelastic analyses and ground test
with a digital flight control system
[AIAA 83-0994) p 341 A83-29888
Computational fluid dynamics of airfoils and wings
p313 A83-29927
Military potential of TiltRotor aircraft
p 318 A83-29969
Fundamentals of flight — Book p 371 A83-30152
Prediction of turbulent flows - A Boeing view
p373 A83-30643
First design details ol the all-composite Lear Fan
p 383 A83-30829
Modem propellers for commuter airlines
[SAE PAPER 820719] p 391 A83-30874
The Dash 8 - Design considerations
[SAE PAPER 820728] p 384 A83-30875
The pnnciples of aerodynamic aircraft design
p384 A83-30924
X-29 - Advanced technology demonstrator
p384 A83-31051
Advanced propeller technology for new commuter
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 820720] p 392 A83-31803
Design considerations for ease of maintenance in
commuter aircraft
[SAE PAPER 820722] p 371 A83-31804
Advanced technology for SAAB-Fairchild 340 aircraft
[SAE PAPER 820729] p 384 A83-31805
The CAC-100 - Design features — passenger commuter
transport aircraft
[SAE PAPER 820730] p 385 A83-31806
Operator influences on aircraft design
p 371 A83-31813
New aircraft. I — for military use p 385 A83-31821
AM-X - The export challenger with a foot in two
continents p 385 A83-31940
The B-1 gets airborne again p 386 A83-31941
New life for the dragon lady — U-2 aircraft design and
production p 386 A83-32398
Globally stable nonlinear flight control system
p395 A83-32425
Flight tests venfy predictions for F-20
pCS6 A83-32475
Sun-powered aircraft designs p 386 A83-32577
Type A V/STOL - One aircraft for all support
missions? p 386 A83-32580
Use of simulated ice shapes in known long
certification p 378 A83-32936
Certain aspects of the optimum design of hydrodynamlc
lifting complexes p 375 A83-33002
The history of V/STOL aircraft II p372 A83-33097
Towards a renewal of the propeller in aeronautics
[AAAF PAPER NT 82-01 ] p 392 A83-33159
Impact of new technology on future short-haul
transports
[AIAA PAPER 83-1604] p 388 A83-33367
Short haul technology - Refining the turboprop
[AIAA PAPER 83-1606] p 379 A83-33368
Aircraft design trends for cargo compatibility
[AIAA PAPER 83-1609] p 380 A83-33370
The Dash 8 development program
p433 A83-33546
A complete introduction to the revolutionary new way
to fly ultralights - Book p415 A83-33622
Technology status for an advanced supersonic
transport
[SAE PAPER 820955] p 433 A83-33627
Applications of advanced upper surface blowing
propulsive-lift technology
[SAE PAPER 820956] p 433 A83-33628
Prop-fan powered aircraft - An overview
[SAE PAPER 820957] p 434 A83-33629
Matenals in the mirror of aviation cntena
p 434 A83-33952
Recent studies at NASA-Langley of vortical flows
interacting with neighboring surfaces
p417 A83-33972
SAAB-Fairchild 340 - Transatlantic frontrunner
p434 A83-35623
Aircraft design philosophy I - Lee Begin of Northrop
p434 A83-35624
Aircraft active controls - New era in design
p 461 A83-35773
Design and development of a small gasturbme engine
Results today - A basis for design criteria of a next
generation p446 A83-35829
Inlet, engine, airframe controls integration development
for supercruismg aircraft p 447 A83-35842
Light aircraft and sailplane structures in reinforced
plastics p 435 A83-36065
The history ol V/STOL aircraft p 435 A83-36074
Progress in propulsion system/airframe structural
integration
[AIAA PAPER 83-1123] p 437 A83-36234
Aerodynamic design of preplan powered transports
[AIAA PAPER 83-1213] p 437 A83-36285
Aircraft Prototype and Technology Demonstrator
Symposium, Dayton, OH, March 23, 24, 1983,
Proceedings p415 A83-36457
Prototyping for fun and profit — military aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 83-1045] p415 A83-36458
From new technology development to operational
usefulness B-36, B-58, F-111 /FB-111
[AIAA PAPER 83-1046] p415 A83-36459
XB-70 technology advancements
(AIAA PAPER 83-1048] p 437 A83-36460
Variable sweep wing design
[AIAA PAPER 83-1051 ] p 438 A83 36461
The application of low-cost demonstrators tor
advancead fighter technology evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 83-1052] p 438 A83-36462
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Real-time infrared image processing — onboard
aircraft p37 A63-11459
Mass-produced laser gyros p63 A83-11628
Ufa development of components/systems of aircraft
p 64 A83-12657
Weather radar radomes and their maintenance
p3 A83-12658
Electric power supply of aircraft — Russian book
p199 A83-14115
Advanced Aircrew Display Symposium, 5th, Patuxent
River, MD, September 15, 16, 1981, Proceedings
p196 A83-16126
Colour flight deck displays p 197 A83-16336
Aircraft electrical equipment — Russian book
p 162 A83-17125
USAF studies fighters for dual-role, all-weather
operations p 151 A83-17276
Application of software design standards to commercial
aircraft equipment p 141 A83-17312
Software aspects in certification of new European dvil
transport aircraft p 189 A83-17314
Long-range Falcon - Flight-test Dassault Falcon 50
p 151 A83-18074
The transport aircraft of tomorrow - A single element
of an overall system p 128 A83-19410
Electrical, avionc, and sensor equipment of the Yak-40
aircraft /2nd revised and enlarged edition/ — Russian
book p208 A83-20390
Selected topics in licensing Airbus A310
[OGLfl PAPER 82-042] p 247 A83-24166
Aircraft vehicle equipment improvements via
microprocessors
[SAE PAPER 82086S] p 263 A83-25767
Advantages of statistically interrogating onboard
anticoHision systems p 258 A83-26482
Estimation regarding the feasibility of using larger
distances in measurements with L2F systems in flight tests
— Laser-two-Focus p 300 A83-26487
Low power, air-cooled DC-Link aircraft generation
systems p 336 A83-27324
Aviation filters for fuels, oils, hydraulic fluids, and air —
Russian book p 327 A83-28813
On the routes - Boeing 757 with British Airways
p327 A83-29241
Application of the nonlinear finite element method to
crashworthlness analysis of aircraft seats
[AIAA 83-0929] p 318 A83-29855
Changing the course of U S aviation
p 371 A83-30830
Design for random - An example — vibration testing
power supply for drone aircraft p 405 A83-30856
Right operations A study of flight deck management
— Book p 428 A83-33767
Design aspects of systems in all-electric aircraft
[SAE PAPER 821436] p 518 A83-37984
Aircraft super integrated power unit
[SAE PAPER 821461] p 534 A83-37995
Transiting and maintenance of oxygen cylinders
[SAE AIR 1059A] p 547 A83-38103
Mixing 4D equipped and unequipped aircraft in the
terminal area
(AIAA PAPER 83-2240] p 591 A83-41717
The application of gyroscopes in remotely piloted
vehicles p 609 A83-43708
The development of quartz-membrane pressure
transducers at the Aeronautical Research and Test
Institute p 644 AB3-43815
Flight clearance of the Jaguar fly by wire aircraft I
p675 A83-45845
On-board weight and center-of-gravity measurement
system with tire-pressure monitoring
p 725 A83-47216
Maintenance aspects of modern avionics
p 710 A83-47654
The GTCP331, a 600 hp auxiliary power unit program
— for advanced transport aircraft
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-188] p 742 A83-47994
General aviation goes digital - Many advantages, but
some problems p 735 A83-48640
Bucking the current — electric actuators for V/STOL
aircraft p 729 A83-48887
Improvement of a captive trajectory system by using
optical distance sensors — store separation from aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO 1983-115] p 753 A83-49426
Army family of light rotorcraft (LHX) concept
formulation
[AIAA PAPER 63-2552] p 732 A83-49592
Direct-current power supply units GVG 800/350
p748 A83-50115
Vibration test level cntena for aircraft equipment
p 31 N83-10240 '
Development of avionics installation interface
standards
[AD-A116852] p 38 N83-11123
Conserving aviation fuel by shifting center-of-gravity
position p 194 N83-13063
Aviation repair association chief interviewed
p 176 N83-13064
Development of curves for estimating aircraft arresting
hook loads
[AD-A119551] p 156 N83-14119
Interface specifications for the A-7E shared services
module
[AD-A118897] p 189 N83-14954
The US Navy approach to crashworthy seating
systems p 249 N83-19438
Recommendations as to the elaboration of operational
reliability, maintenance cost and availability clauses in
aeronautical equipment supply contracts
p303 N83-20180
Validation of software for integration of missiles with
aircraft systems p 364 N83-22140
Electromagnetic test-facility characterization An
Identification approach
[DE83-004274) p 360 N83-22498
High voltage testing Volume 2- Specifications and
procedures
[AD-A122355] p 360 N83-22517
Visual judgments of optical distortions in aircraft
windscreens
[AD-A 124307] p 390 N83-24503
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Aircraft equipment random vibration test cntena based
on vibrations induced by turbulent airflow across aircraft
external surfaces
(AD-A1232811 p 440 N83-25696
Fljght testing of a strapdown system Results of a special
flight test — mertial navigation
[DFVLR-MITT-83-02) p 514 N83-27973
Investigation of crew restraint system biomechamcs
[AD-A126199] pS10 N83-29190
Usage of the SYSCAP II circuit analysis program to
determine semiconductor failure threshold levels caused
by lightnmg/6MP transients p 647 N83-31215
Vulnerability assessment of electncal/fijectronic
subsystems and equipment to atmosphenc electricity
p588 N83-31224
Design ana test cntena for increased energy-absorbing
seat effectiveness
[AD-A128015] p589 N83-31589
Integration of a new sensor on to an existing aircraft
p 732 N83-34901
High voltage design guide Volume 4 Aircraft
[AD-A1295301 p 766 N83-36372
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The effect of the jet fuel temperature on wear rates
dunng the fnction of sliding and rolling
p210 A83 16145
Optimal processing of the correction data of an aircraft
fuel-measurement system p 159 A83-19177
Tnm Tank system for optimizing drag at the center of
gravity
[DGLR PAPER 82-030] p 284 A83-24156
Future fuels for turbojet engines and their impacts on
combustion chambers and fuel systems
[DGLR PAPER 82-089J p 295 A83-24201
Flight testing with hot JP 4 fuel - in helicopter suction
fuel systems p 277 A83-24831
Thermal stability of alternative aircraft fuels
[AIAA PAPER 83-1143] p 470 A83-36243
Testing of antimisting kerosene in the DC-10/KC-10 fuel
system simulator
[SAE PAPER 821485] p 550 A83-38004
Performance tests of two inert gas generator concepts
for airplane fuel tank merting
[AIAA PAPER 83-1140] p519 A83-38078
Aircraft flexible tanks general design and installation
recommendations
[SAE ARP 1664] p519 A83-38102
Lubncants in bearings and absorbed materials on aircraft
fuel lines by infrared emission Founer
microspectrophotometry p 220 N83-13455
A computer-based simulation of a simple aircraft-type
fuel system Part 1 Normal transfer
[AD-A123007] p 389 N83-23301
Dynamic charactenstics of aerial refueling systems
[AD-A 124770) p 442 N83-26830
The lightning spark barner p 647 N83-31241
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Estimation of aircraft fuel consumption
p29 A83-10186
Impacts of broadened-specification fuels on aircraft
turbine engine combustors p 59 A83-10655
Tests of blending and correlation of distillate fuel
properties p 59 A83-11050
Fuel for future transport aircraft p 222 A83-20082
Effect of broad properties fuel on injector performance
in a reverse flow combustor
[AIAA PAPER 83-0154] p210 A83-21079
Radiation and smoke from the gas turbine combustor
using heavy fuels p 294 A83-23877
Degradation and characterization of antimisting
kerosene p 294 A83-24035
Application of digital image analysis techniques to
antimisting fuel spray characterization
[ASME PAPER 82-WA/HT-23] p 295 A83-25690
Is LH2 the high cost option for aircraft fuel
p349 A83-27215
Effective generalized conductivity of three-phase cellular
systems — with kerosene-air-water fuel mixture example
p367 A83-29270
Some fuel effects on carbon formation in gas turbine
combustors p 350 A83-29392
Further studies on the prediction of spray evaporation
rates — tor aircraft fuels p 468 A83-35811
Component life reduction due to use of AVGAS in gas
turbine engines p 449 A83-35869
Thermal stability of alternative aircraft fuels
[AIAA PAPER 83-1143] p 470 A83-36243
Operational effects of increased freeze point fuels in
military airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 83-1139] p 550 A83-38077
Aviation gasoline - Issues and answers
I SAE PAPER 8307051 p 634 A83-43316
Autogas flight test in a Cessna 150 airplane
|SAE PAPER 830706] p 599 A83-43317
Model of a cryogenic liquid-hydrogen pipeline for an
airport ground distnbution system p 648 A83-43641
The effect of hydrocarbon structure upon fuel sooting
tendency in a turbulent spray diffusion flame
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-90J p 755 A83-47937
A vortex ventun for reverting antimisting fuel
properties
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-137] p 741 A83-47964
Drop size measurements in evaporating realistic sprays
of emulsified and neat fuels
(ASME PAPER 83-GT-231) p 756 A83-48027
An airline view of LH2 as a fuel for commercial aircraft
p 757 A83-48598
Evaluation of methods for rapid determination of freezing
point of aviation fuels
[NASA-CR-167981] p 60 N83-10207
Aviation turbine fuels An assessment of alternatives
[NASA-CR-169395] p 60 N83-10214
Propulsion and energetics panel, working group 13 on
alternative |et engine fuels Volume 1 Executive
summary
[AGARD-AR 181-VOL-1] p 62 N83-11350
Propulsion and energetics panel, working group 13 on
alternative jet engine fuels Volume 2 Mam report
[AGARD-AR 181-VOL-2] p 62 N83-11351
Conserving aviation fuel by shifting center-ot-gravity
position p 194 N83-13063
Effect of broad properties fuel on injector performance
in a reverse flow combustor
[NASA-TM-83013] p 202 N83-13101
The impact of petroleum, synthetic and cryogenic fuels
on civil aviation
[FAA-EM-82-29] p 178 N83-14291
Sandia Aircraft Crashfire Facility
[DE82-004297] p 198 N83-16313
Symposium on Commercial Aviation Energy
Conservation Strategies Papers and presentations
[AD-A107106) p 188 N83-17455
Development of a procedure for calculating the effects
of airfoil erosion on aircraft engine compressor
performance p213 N83-17457
Aircraft towing feasibility study p 207 N83-17458
An overview of the DOT/FAA aviation energy
conservation policy p 235 N83-17460
Flight preparation and planning p 188 N83-17462
Equivalency evaluation of firefightmg agents and
minimum requirements at US Air Force airfields
[AD-A1264431 p 198 N83-17524
Experimental study of the thermal stability of
hydrocarbon fuels
[ NASA CR 1680271 p 228 N83-17728
Aircraft accident report Reeve Aleutian Airways, Nihon
YS-11A. N169RV, King Salmon, Alaska, February 16,
1982
[PB82-910414] p249 N83-18700
High accuracy fuel flowmeter, phase 1
[NASA-CR-167893] p 359 N83-21314
Military requirements — fuel economy, air traffic control,
and defense budgets p 325 N83-22181
Aviation Gasolines and Future Alternatives
[NASA-CP-2267] p 352 N83-22442
FAA certification requirements for future fuels, fuel
systems and powerplants p 352 N83-22443
Industry's assessment of the number of airplanes in the
general aviation fleet along with their hours flown and fuel
consumption data powered by what type of engines, when
and for what reasons, through the year 2000
p 352 N83-22445
Lightweight aircraft engines, the potential and problems
tor use of automotive fuels p 352 N83-22446
General aviation fuel quality control
p352 N83-22447
Manufacturing comparisons of aviation and motor
gasolines p 352 N83-22448
Fuel supply and distnbution Fixed base operation
p 353 N83-22449
Future of alternate fuels for turbine engines
p 353 N83 22453
Flight summanes and temperature climatology at airliner
cruise altitudes from GASP (Global Atmosphenc Sampling
Program) data
I NASA-CR-1681061 p 409 N83-24048
Influence of liquid water and water vapor on antimisting
kerosene (AMK)
[NASA-CR-170280] p 404 N83-24711
Research on aviation fuel instability
[NASATM-83420] p 553 N83-28255
Alternative fuel technology senes Volume 1 Alternative
fuels for transport
[ISBN-0-902937-63-4] p 555 N83 29414
Shell briefing service Aircraft fuels today and
tomorrow p 638 N83-30678
Potential fuel savings of specific ATC system
improvements
IAD-A126449) p 669 N83-3386)
The NASA High Accuracy Fuel Flowmeter (HAFF)
development program
[ NASA TM-83484 ] p 682 N83 33883
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil Volume 3,
part 2 Above ground shale oil process data
[AD-A128635] p 758 N83-35162
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil, part 2, volume
2 (in situ shale oil process data)
[AD-A129031] p759 N83-36248
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil Part 3 Pilot
plant sample preparation
[AD-A128722] p 759 N83-36249
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The reliability analysis of a dual, physically separated,
communicating IMU system p 20 A83-11128
DC-9 Super 80 digital flight guidance system simulation
techniques for certification p 141 A83-17305
Software design for the Douglas DC-9 Super 80 digital
flight guidance system p 141 A83-17311
Automation of on-board flightpath management
p215 A83-21002
Flight management systems and data links
p 285 A83-24424
Integration of navigation resources in modem avionics
systems p254 A83-24852
Technical and operational evaluation of wide-area
coverage navigation systems in the continental United
States p255 A83-24857
Guidance control systems for aircraft on airport
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 83-1579] p 429 A83-36953
Development of 4-D time-controlled guidance laws using
singular perturbation methodology p512 A83-37149
DC-9 Super 80 Digital Flight Guidance System integrated
system testing
|SAE PAPER 821364] p 529 A83-37959
Mixing 4D equipped and unequipped aircraft in the
terminal area
[AIAA PAPER 83-2240] p 591 A83-41717
4 D fuel-optimal guidance in the presence of winds
[AIAA PAPER 83-2242] p 592 A83-41719
Investigation of advanced navigation and guidance
system concepts for all-weather rotorcraft operations
[ NASA-CR 166274] p 26 N83-10029
Minimum TCAS 2 threat detection and resolution logic
status p 145 N83-14089
TCAS 2 threat detection and resolution logic testing
p 145 N83-14090
TCAS 2
[DV-10496] p 145 N83-14091
Evaluation of TCAS 2 in an air earner environment
p 146 N83-14092
An on-board near-optimal climb-dash energy
management
[NASA-CR-169755] p 205 N83-16329
Results from tests, with van-mounted sensor, of
magnetic leader cable for aircraft guidance dunng roll-out
and turnoff
[NASA-TP2092] p 209 N83-16338
Distributed micro-processor applications to guidance
and control systems
[AD-A119562] p 236 N83-18295
Modern display technologies and applications
[AGARD-AR-169] p 310 N83-20758
Advances in sensors and their integration into aircraft
guidance and control systems
[AGARD-AG-272] p 712 N83-34891
Introduction to optical rate sensors
p 735 N83-34895
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Ice detector evaluation for aircraft hazard warning and
undercooled water content measurements
p33 A83-10187
AEHP for advanced technology aircraft — Atmosphenc
Electricity Hazard Protection p2 A83-11086
Design of an aircraft ice detector using microcomputer
electronics to enhance system availability
p34 A83-11097
A similarity analysis of the droplet trajectory equation
p 212 A83-13133
Conflict of interest wind modeling in aircraft response
study p 189 A83-13158
Corona type sensor tor aircraft electrical potential
measurement
[ONERA. TP NO 1982-73] p 195 A83-14530
Atmosphenc electricity and air transport safety
IONERA.TP NO 1982-82] p 181 A83-14534
The Air Force Flight Test Center Palletized Airborne
Water Spray System
| AIAA PAPER 83-0030] p 148 A83-16472
Aircraft icing roughness features and its effect on the
icing process
| AIAA PAPER 83-01111 p 188 A83-16527
NASA Lewis Research Center's program on tong
research
[AIAA PAPER 83-0204) p 127 A83-16582
Applications of Doppler radar to aviation operations -
JAWS experiences
| AIAA PAPER 83-0205] p 188 A83-16583
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Heavy rain influence on airplane accidents
p 138 AS3-1841S
Remote sensing of problem birds in aviation
p 196 AB3-21876
Management of bird problem in Indian airlines
p 196 A83-21877
Bird stakes to aircraft and associated hazards and
problems regarding the safety of aircraft operations
p 196 A83-21878
Wind shear detection with a modified airport surveillance
radar p 360 A83-27040
A contribution to airworthiness certification of gas turbine
disks p 449 A83-35872
Specification of slant wind shear with an offset tower
observation system p 564 A83-38749
The short-range forecasting of meteorological conditions
of the icing of aircraft on the ground and the runway at
the Sofia airport p 648 A83 41585
F/RF-4 transparency baseline bird impact test
program p 598 A83-42533
FOO hazard from tire-lofted debns - Foreign Object
Damage p 585 A83-42557
Observations of severe in-flighl environments on
airplane composite structural components
p 600 A83-43330
Theoretical and experimental studies of the
electromagnetic coupling mechanisms between aircraft
and consecutive lightning strikes, both direct and nearby
IONERA. TPNO 1983-44| p 667 A83 44318
The diagnosis and evaluation of turbulence which
influences the flight of aircraft, according to rawmsonde
network observation data p 704 A83 45326
A systematic characterization of the effects of
atmospheric electricity on the operational conditions of
aircraft
[ONERA, TPNO 1983591 p719 A83 48180
Microphysical influences on aircraft icing
p 720 A83-49722
Assessment of crash fire hazard of LH sub 2 fueled
aircraft
(NASA-CR-165525] p 16 N83 11095
Direct lightning strikes to aircraft
[AD-A118075] ! p 16 N83 11100
Sandra Aircraft Crashftre Facility
[DE82-004297] p 198 N83 16313
Equivalency evaluation of tirefighting agents and
minimum requirements at US Air Force airfields
[AD-A126443] p 198 N83-17524
Verification testing of a UH-1 Wire Strike Protection
System (WSPS)
|AD-A122220| p 250 N83-19725
Suppression of ice fog from the Fort Wainwnght, Alaska,
cooling pond
(AD-A123069I p 409 N83-24073
Significant events in low-level flow conditions hazardous
to aircraft
[NASA-TM-82522] p410 N83 25268
Aircraft lightning-induced voltage test technique
developments
[NASA-CR-170403] p 442 N83-26829
RF radiation from lightning correlated with aircraft
measurements dunng storm hazards-82
[NASATM-850071 p 479 N83 27537
Electromagnetic measurements of lightning attachment
to aircraft p 647 N8331199
Airborne measurements of the nsetimes in lightning
return stroke fields p 649 N83-31200
The effects of new technology trends on aircraft lightning
vulnerability and the capability to identify technology
deficiencies p 586 N83-31207
Nanosecond resolution of E. Hand I in aircraft lightning
test rigs
 P647 N83-31212
Full-system tests using the Sandia lightning simulator
p632 N83 31213
Lightning interaction with USAF aircraft
p587 N83-31214
Measurements and theoretical analysis of a full scale
NEMP pS88 N83-31222
Updating the MCAIR lightning simulation laboratory
p 632 N83-31223
Vulnerability assessment of electrical/electronic
subsystems and equipment to atmosphenc electnciry
p588 N83-31224
Conditions conducive to lightning sinking an aircraft in
a thunderstorm p 588 N83 31236
The lightning spark barrier
 P647 N83-31241
Protecting the world's largest commercial helicopter
from atmosphenc hazards p 588 N83-31242
The USRA workshop report Electrostatic fog
dispersal
(NASA-CR-1708021 p 704 N83-34514
. Low-level flow conditions hazardous to aircraft
p 767 N83-36595
AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
Determination of the sensitivity of U S Air Force aircraft
hydraulic system components to paniculate
contamination p 475 A83-36910
Calculation of the flow rate characteristic of a
let-throttling hydraulic distributor with allowance for the
election properties of a tube-plate system
p598 A83-42128
Emergency power for the F-16 aircraft
[ASME PAPER 83-GT 189| p 742 A83-47995
Fire resistant aircraft hydraulic system
[AD-A118169) p33 N83-11118
Analysis of United States Air Force aircraft
accumulators
(AD-A122092) p 267 N83-19746
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Rethinking automation in NOT applications
p 298 A83-23920
Aviation system technology from the point of view of
the aircraft manufacturer
IDGLR PAPER 82-025| p 242 A83-24152
The ATR 42 will keep its promises
p262 A83-25115
Advanced technology for future regional transport
aircraft p 326 A83-27499
Materials in the mirror of aviation criteria
p 434 A83-33952
Legislative developments affecting the aviation industry
1981-1982 p 572 A83-39043
Aircraft crashworthmess in the United States - Some
legal and technical parameters p 572 A83-39044
Strict liability in military aviation cases - Should it
apply? p 572 A83-39045
Aircraft crashworthmess and the manufacturer's tort
liability in the United States p 707 A83-45808
Ten years of promoting the development of air transport
research p 709 A83-47185
Technology transfer from the aircraft sector to other
sectors as exemplified by helicopter technology
p709 A8347190
Design' and technology influences - 'Matunty' at
introduction of the 214ST
|AIAA PAPER 83 25281 p 728 A83 48366
LHX The US Army wants 5,000 Industry needs the
business p 729 A83-48642
Civil transport aircraft design methodology
[AIAA PAPER 83 24631 p 731 A83-49579
A McDonnell Douglas perspective - Commercial aircraft
for the next generation
[AIAA PAPER 83-2502] p 731 A83-49587
Transport aircraft requirements How much? How soon?
How to pay
[AIAA PAPER 83 25041 p 720 A83 49588
The influence of water-displacing organic corrosion
inhibitors on the fatigue behaviour of 2024-T3 alcald
aluminium alloy bolted joints
[ARL-STRUC-REPORT390] p 61 N83-11281
Aviation repair association chief interviewed
p 176 N83-13064
Cost functions for airframe production programs
IADA119788] p 128 N83-14062
Impact of advanced air transport technology Part 4
Financing and program alternatives for advanced
high speed aircraft
[ PB83-1105851 p 251 N83-19731
An analysis of the F 16 aircraft requirements generation
process and its adverse impact on contractor rate
capacity
[AD-A123003I p 373 N83-23272
Aviation Executive Conference
(AD A124581] p416 N83-25654
Economic effects of noise abatement regulations on the
helicopter industry
[ADA127331] p 576 N83-30356
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Matenals for the manufacture of aircraft instruments and
structures — Russian book p 58 A83-10466
Advanced multiple output air data sensor for angle of
attack, pilot and static pressure measurements
p34 A83-11098
The reliability analysis of a dual, physically separated,
communicating IMU system p20 A83-11128
Secondary air data measurement technology —
pressure transducers for RPVs, drones cruise missiles and
fighter backup systems p 36 A83-11261
The complete book of cockpits p 37 A83-11575
Trend analysis concerning the displays and the keyboard
of GPS navigation receivers for different applications
p37 A83-13010
The aviation and radioelectronic equipment of the
Yak 1ST aircraft — Russian book p 195 A83-13814
Corona type sensor (or aircraft electncal potential
measurement
(ONERA. TPNO 198273] p 195 A83-14S30
Advanced P-3 flight station studies
p 195 A83-15429
Development and testing of a microwave radiometnc
vertical sensor for application to a vertical seeking aircrew
escape system p 195 A83-15437
Airborne electronic colour displays
p 196 A83-16133
Concerning the measurement of aircraft acceleration
p 158 A83-16876
An instrument for recording the exceeding of specified
levels of an operational parameter of an aircraft
p 159 A83-16880
Multifunction display simulation facility
p 159 A83-17302
Microwave Ice Accretion Measurement Instrument
/MIAMI/ p 208 A83-22163
Calibration support of the AN/AAM-60 common
forward-looking infrared /FLIR/ test bench
p232 A83-22886
Increasing flight safety under shear wind conditions by
modifying thrust regulation systems and existing cockpit
instrumentation
[DGLR PAPER 82-0331 p 284 A83-24159
Human factors in the application of large screen
electronic displays to transport flight station design
p 269 A83-26312
Doppler radar and aircraft measurements of
thunderstorm turbulence p 360 A83-27043
Flight deck display p 334 A83-27123
Analysis of the precision of mertial navigation systems
— German thesis p 321 A83-28649
Development and test of an integrated sensory system
for advanced aircraft p 390 A83-30159
Sidestick controller design requirements
p396 A83-32934
Performance capabilities of photographic flight
navigation and sensor orientation systems
p 431 A83-36122
Advanced display techniques for training the
multi-member tactical air crew
[AIAA PAPER 83-1079] p 443 A83-36207
GE's APG-67 - Fighter radar with a future
p432 A83-36625
Alpha Jet - Further version for the international market
p 529 A83-37858
The use of pressure fluctuations on the nose of an
aircraft for measuring air motion p 566 A83-39118
A history of electronic flight instruments - through
tomorrow p 608 A83-41532
Functional development of the 757/767 digital cat IIIB
Autoland System
[AIAA PAPER 83-2192] p 592 A83-41762
Application and experience of colour CRT flight deck
displays p 680 A83-44688
Four-dimensional flight management using colour CRT
displays p 681 A83-44689
Evolution of map display optical systems
p 681 A83-44830
Improvement of the measurement system for the survey
of class-ll ILS installations p 670 A83-45401
Space technology The art and science of
ergonomics p 681 A83-45605
Laboratory evaluation of an airborne ozone instrument
that compensates for altitude/sensitivity effects
p 681 A83-45618
Military systems acceptance cntena — for digitral aviomc
systems p 657 A83-45844
Flight clearance of the Jaguar fly by wire aircraft I
p 675 A83-45845
Plating on glass tor hermetic seal
' |SAE PAPER 820613] p 696 A83-45871
A new generation of navigation and landing aids for
aviation p 722 A83-47188
Central operating and display unit tor avionics systems
p722 A83-47193
Integrated navigation systems for aircraft
p723 A83-48735
Image generation and display p39 N83-11394
Picture formatting and hardware considerations
p67 N83-11395
Computer graphic presentation of conventional cockpit
instruments
[ARL/SYS-NOTE-82] p 197 N83-12082
Design, development, and flight test of a demonstration
advanced avionics system
(NASA-TM-84323] p 270 N83-18721
Protect Cockpit Instruments and Human Engmeenng as
part of a joint programme of research on aircraft guidance
and control
(DFVLR FB-82-13) p 270 N83-18722
Instrumentation requirements for assessing occupant
response to three dimensional high acceleration
environments p 302 N83-19434
Three-Dimensional Displays Perceptual Research and
Applications to Military Systems
[AD-A122577] p 309 N83-20692
Critical research issues on cockpit applications of 3-D
displays p 272 NS3-20697
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Issues in the evaluation of 3-D display applications
p309 N83-20699
Anemobarometric systems tor next generation aircraft
— architecture lor air data systems p 343 N83-22101
Digital pressure sensor (or altimeters, rate-of-climb and
air speed indicators In aircrafts
[BMFT-FB-W-82-033] p 391 N83-23304
Replacement of electromechanical devices by cathode
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(SNIAS-822.111-110] p407 N83-23523
Atmospheric electricity hazards protection program
p649 N83-3116S
Damage of RFC surface layers by electrostatic
charging p649 N83-3t169
Modelling ot direct-strike lightning coupling by a transfer
function technique p 612 N83-31177
Restfucturable Controls
[NASA-CP-2277] p 668 N83-33896
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Conflict of Interest wind modeling in aircraft response
Study P 189 A83-13158
Fuel-optimal aircraft trajectories with fixed arrival times
p 191 A83-16115
Helmet mounted display symbology for helicopter
landing on small ships p 196 A83-16134
Aerodynamic penalties of heavy rain on landing
airplanes p 138 A83-18403
A proposed simple and safe aircraft take-off or landing
procedure with wing roughness or protuberances
[AIAA PAPER 83-0604] p 153 A83-19594
A concept for reducing helicopter IFR landing weather
mimmums - Onshore p 199 A83-21034
NoisO-reducmg takeoff and landing procedures and the
potential for their operational use in the Airbus A300
[DGLR PAPER 82-032] p 247 A83-24158
Applications of head-up displays in commercial transport
aircraft p 269 A83-24428
Observers as noise filters in an automatic aircraft landing
system p 285 A83-24434
Adjacent channel interference in the case of the
precision distance measunng system DME/P
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Summary Proceedings of a Wind Shear Workshop
[NASA-CP-2270] P 410 N83-25265
Runway surface condition sensor specification guide
[AC-150/5220-13A] p 465 N83-25728
Water survival 20 years Canadian Forces aircrew
experience
[AD-A125401] p509 N83-27969
Factors influencing aircraft ground handling
performance
[NASA-TM-85652] p 527 N83-27979
Extended moment arm anti-spin device
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12979-1] p 505 N83-29173
Modeling of the Mode S tracking system in support of
aircraft safety research
[NASA-CR.156486] p510 N83-29186
Advanced structures technology and aircraft safety
[NASA-TM-6S664] p 564 N83-29733
Rain and deicing expenments in a wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-77077] p 582 N83-30394
Longitudinal flying qualities criteria for single-pilot
instrument flight operations
[NASA-CR-166084] p 606 N83-30407
Limited artificial and natural icing test of the OV-ID
(re-evaluation)
[AD-A127191] p606 N83-30410
A realistic approach to aircraft lightning protection
p586 N83-31190
Recent lightning induced voltage test technique
investigations p 646 N83-31194
The effects of new technology trends on aircraft lightning
vulnerability and the capability to identify technology
deficiencies p 586 N83-31207
Crash tests of three identical low-wing single-engine
airplane
[NASA-TP-2190] p 720 N83-34921
The NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System
[NASA-TM-84339] p 721 N83-34923
Assessment of correlations between laboratory and
full-scale experiments for the FAA (Federal Aviation
Administration) Aircraft Fire Safety Program Part 6
Reduced-scale modeling of compartments at atmosphere
pressure
[PB83-193052] p 721 N83-34927
The effectiveness of the Civil Aviation Security
Program
[AD-A128687] p 721 N83-36013
General aviation safety research issues
(AD-A130074) p 722 N83-36015
A model for nocturnal frost formation on a wing section
Aircraft takeoff performance penalties
[NASA-CR-3733] p 768 N83-36598
AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS
Blackjack - Soviet B-1 or better p 192 A83-16373
Dash 8 - Canada's new commuter
p328 A83-29675
CF34 upgrades Challenger capabilities
p434 A83-35315
Dashing ahead In commuterliners p 519 A83-38470
Suggested changes in large aircraft flying qualities
cntena
[AIAA PAPER 83-2071] p 624 A83-41908
Background information and user guide for MIL-F8785C,
military specification, flying qualities of piloted airplanes
[AD-A119421] p 156 N83-14120
AIRCRAFT SPIN
An evaluation of aerodynamics modeling of spinning light
airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 83-0368] p 169 A83-17922
Autorotation — In fluid dynamics p374 A83-31079
F/A-18 high angle of attack departure resistant cnteria
for control law development
(AIAA PAPER 83-2126] p 626 A83-41950
Wing modification for Increased spin resistance
[SAE PAPER 830720] p 627 A83-43327
Estimation of parameters involved in high angle-of-attack
aerodynamic theory using spin flight test data
[AIAA PAPER 83-2086] p 627 A83-43809
A system study for the application of microcomputers
to research flight test techniques
[NASA-CR-169869] p 305 N83-19487
F-14 rotary balance tests for an angle-of-attack range
of 0 deg to 90 deg
[AD-A124468] p 441 N83-25700
Pilot human factors in stall/spin accidents of supersonic
fighter aircraft
[NASA-TM-84348] p 462 N83-26346
Extended moment arm anti-spin device
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12979-1] p 505 N83-29173
Aspects of correlation in the Identification of dynamic
effects from complimentary techniques Evolution at high
angles p 628 N83-30375
Dual towline anti-spin device — for flight tests
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13076-1] p 733 N83-34934
AIRCRAFT STABILITY
VTOL aircraft stability p 45 A83-10577
Application of model reference adaptive control to a
relaxed static stability transport aircraft
p46 A83-11209
A-10 stall/post-stall testing - A status update
p47 ASS-11808
F-18 Hornet high angle of attack /ADA/ program
p47 A83-11809
Application of matrix singular value properties for
evaluating gain and phase margins of multiloop systems
— stability margins for wing flutter suppression and drone
lateral attitude control p 72 A63-12457
A new concept for aircraft dynamic stability testing
p203 A83-15310
Effects of control saturation on the command response
of statically unstable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-0065] p 168 A83-16497
Active control of a relaxed-static-stability airplane using
a discrete model following technique
[AIAA PAPER 83-0279] p 168 A83-16624
Estimating roll coupling Instability for highly augmented
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-0368] p 169 A83-16673
Stability of steady sideslip equilibria for high alpha —
supersonic fighter aircraft p 284 A83-24031
Increasing flight safety under shear wind conditions by
modifying thrust regulation systems and existing cockpit
instrumentation
[DGLR PAPER 82-033] p 284 A83-24159
Control characteristics of a buoyant quad-rotor research
aircraft p 262 A83-24430
Study on longitudinal dynamic charactenstics of
pilot-airplane system - Approach to the method for studying
PIO problem — Pilot-Induced Oscillation
p287 A83-26762
Development and validation of the V/STOL
aerodynamics and stability and control manual
p312 A83-29020
Airplane model structure determination from flight data
p 340 A83-29023
Near-real-time flutter boundary prediction from
turbulence excited response
[AIAA 83-0814] p 356 A83-29814
Calculation of fundamental aerodynamic derivatives of
aircraft II p 373 A83-30516
Stability study of a tilt-rotor aircraft model
p384 A83-31172
Dynamic stability of a flight vehicle near a perturbed
surface p 398 A83-33008
The corkscrew phenomenon on the prototype of the
Epsilon — training aircraft for French airforce
[AAAF PAPER NT-82-15] p 396 A83-33166
Using adaptive control to synthesize invariant and
partially autonomous automatic stabilization systems
p460 A83-33900
Application of maximum likelihood estimation to the
identification of the stability derivatives of a wide body
transport aircraft p 460 A83-35121
In-flight simulation at the U S Air Force and Naval Test
Pilot Schools
[AIAA PAPER 83-1078] p 436 A83-36206
Stability of aircraft motion In critical cases
p544 A83-37066
Bifurcation and limit cyde analysis of nonlinear systems
with an application to aircraft at high angles of attack
p544 A83-37080
High angle-of-attack flight dynamics of a forward-swept
wing fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-1837] p 544 A83-3B666
Thrust reverser effects on the tail surface aerodynamics
of an F 18 type configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-1860] p 500 A83-38687
Wind tunnel evaluation of tactical aircraft stability and
control as affected by nozzle thrust reverser parameter
variations
[AIAA PAPER 83-1228] p 545 A83-39103
An application of parameter identification to the
oscillatory motion of an airplane at high C(L)
[AIAA PAPER 83-2067] p 623 A83-41905
Coupled static stability analysts for nonlinear
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 83-2069] p 623 A83-41906
Divergence suppression system for a forward swept wing
configuration with wing-mounted stores
(AIAA PAPER 83-2125] p 625 A83-41949
Aerodynamic aspects of aircraft dynamics at high angles
of attack p 658 A83-43964
Ground simulation investigation of helicopter
decelerating instrument approaches p 668 A63-45461
The method of pole displacement in the artificial
stabilization of dynamic systems p 705 A83-46500
Conceptual kinematic design using homogeneous
coordinate transformations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2460] p 768 A83-48337
A piloted simulator Investigation of stability and control,
display and crew-loading requirements for helicopter
Instrument approach Part 1 Technical discussion and
results
[NASA-TM-64258-PT-1] p 48 N83-10049
Digital calculation of the propagation In time of the
aircraft gust response covanance matrix
[VTH-LR-266] p 48 N83-10053
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a transport
configuration having a 42 deg swept supercritical airfoil
wing and three tall height positions
[NASA-TM-X-3149] p 32 N83-11115
Aircraft with reduced longitudinal stability
[BMFT-FB-W-82-004] p 53 N83-11145
A contribution to the investigation of the dynamic
behavior of a controlled aircraft under wind shear
conditions
[TUBS/FB-80-07-01] p 205 N83-13118
Influence of configuration components of statically
unstable combat aircraft on the aerodynamic design for
high angle-of-attack p 245 N83-18694
Evaluation of Iroquois UH-1B stability and control
[AD-A122302] p 289 N83-19760
Augmentation of fighter-aircraft performance by
spanwise blowing over the wing leading edge
[NASA-TM-84330] p315 N83-22159
The Epsilon prototype corkscrew phenomenon
[SNIAS-622-111-101] p376 N83-23279
Stability and control of a supersonic transport airplane
during landing approach
[NASA-TM-84659] p 396 N83-23317
Expenmental testing of flying qualities theones
[AD-A124699] p 440 N83-25697
Determination of stability and control parameters of a
general aviation airplane from flight data
[NASA-TM-84635] p 461 N83-26844
NASA/FAA experiments concerning helicopter IFR
airworthiness cnteria
[NASA-TM-64388] p 688 N83-33904
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Materials for the manufacture of aircraft instruments and
structures — Russian book p 58 A83-10466
The Avdel MBC aerospace blind riveting system
p62 A83-10870
Optimization of aircraft structures p 64 A83-11857
Water-displacing organic corrosion Inhibitors • Their
effect on the fatigue charactenstics of aluminium alloy
bolted joints p59 A83-12014
USAF studying techniques to restore windshields
p2 A83-12324
Anisotropic beam theory and applications
p65 A83-12756
The impact of composite technology on commercial
transport aircraft p30 A83-12969
The Canadalr challenger advanced composite material
program p60 A83-12971
Prediction capability and improvements of the numerical
notch analysis for fatigue loaded aircraft and automotive
components p 213 A83-13907
Principles of helicopter design and construction —
Serbo-Croatian book p 189 A83-14042
Problems of the statics and dynamics of modem
engineering structures - Current status and prospects
p213 A83-14726
Develop In-flight acoustic emission monitoring of aircraft
to detect fatigue crack growth p 195 A83-15197
Establishing signal processing and pattern recognition
techniques for inflight discrimination between crack-growth
acoustic emission and other acoustic waveforms
p214 A83-15198
Design for global damage tolerance and associated
mass penalties p214 ASS-15321
A program system for dynamic analysis of aeronautical
structures/HAJIF-II/ p215 A83-15545
An evaluation of fretting at small slip amplitudes
p 177 A83-17254
The remanulacturers — of passenger aircraft
p127 A83-18075
Fatigue sensitivity of composite structure for fighter
aircraft p 152 ASS-18402
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Icing analysis of an unprotected aircraft radome
p 188 A83-18413
The analysis of operational stresses — on aircraft dunng
flight p 181 A83-18S96
Effect of moisture on adhesively bonded titanium
structures p 222 A83-20442
Aircraft inspection using radiography
p 185 A83-20478
Pnmary bonded aircraft wing construction
p 186 A83-20493
Electncal discharge machining of aluminum honeycomb
core p229 A83-20500
Analysis and repair of flaws in thick structures
p230 A83-21654
Damage tolerance assessment of the A-70 aircraft
structure p 204 A83-21771
Progress in the practical applications of fracture
mechanics p230 A83-21796
An improved methodology for predicting random
spectrum load interaction effects on fatigue crack
growth p 224 A83-21802
Sonic fatigue of advanced composite panels in thermal
environments p 224 A83-22166
Eddy current impedance plane analysis
p 231 A83-22410
Initial design of stnnger stiffened bend boxes using
geometric programming p 232 A83-23149
Application of the matrix method of forces for the
calculation of aircraft structures p 232 A83-23221
The simulation of fatigue loads in aeronautics
p219 A83-23241
The design of bonded structure repairs
p 297 A83-23329
Strain measurement of acoustically excited aircraft
structures at elevated temperatures p 297 A83-23366
Sealants - Uses in composite structures
p293 A83-23615
Advanced composites structures at Hughes Helicopters,
Inc p260 A83-2364S
Developmental trends in helicopter design
[DGLR PAPER 82-065] p 262 A83-24179
Impact-resistant transparencies for marine service —
windscreens for aircraft
[ASME PAPER 82-WA/OCE-4] p 295 A83-25686
'Scaling' analysis of the ice accretion process on aircraft
surfaces
[ASME PAPER 82-WA/HT-39] p 248 A83-25693
Noise transmission characteristics of advanced
composite structural materials
[AIAA PAPER 83-0694] p 306 A83-25915
Statistical determination of a flaw detection probability
curve p 300 A83-26763
Multi-level sub-structural analysis in modal synthesis -
Two improved substructural assembling techniques
p300 A83-26764
Application of laser holographic mterferometry to
vibration analysis of aerocraft beam structure model
p300 A83 26765
An analysis of the durability characteristics of aircraft
structures on the basis of fracture mechanics
p 354 A83-28477
The effect of amsotropy, thickness, and operating time
on the crack growth in pressed and rolled products of
D16chT and V95pchT1 alloys p 350 A83-28478
An alternating method for analysis of surface-flawed
aircraft structural components p 354 A83-28966
On an algorithm for solving the incomplete eigenvalue
problem in the vibration analysis of complex structures
of fuselage type p354 A83-29278
The use of multiple coordinate systems to form stiffness
matnces of thin walled structures on the basis of hybnd
computational schemes p 354 A83-29283
Helicopter flight testing, simulation and real-time
analysis p 328 A83-29391
Reproducible processing and reliable repeatability in
carbon fibre composites p 350 A83-29715
Improved damage-tolerance analysis methodology
[AIAA 83-0863] p 355 A83-29751
Design, fabrication and test of graphite/polyimide
composite joints and attachments
[AIAA 83-09071 p 355 A83-29763
A building block approach to design venfication testing
of primary composite structure
[AIAA 83-09471 p 356 A83-29775
Design for prevention of acoustic fatigue — of aircraft
structures
[AIAA 83-09731 p 329 A83-29782
Improved fatigue life tracking procedures for Navy
aircraft structures
[AIAA 83-0805] p 334 A83-29807
Anti-flutter control concept using a reduced non-linear
dynamic model of elastic structure aircraft
[AIAA 83-09931 p 341 A83-29870
Large amplitude multimode response of clamped
rectangular panels to acoustic excitation
| AIAA 83-1033] p 358 A83-29879
Expenmental venfication of properties of S-N fatigue life
gages for the purpose of a use of the gages as indicators
of the relative seventy of operating conditions
p398 A83-30S14
Composite matenals applications in the manufacture of
helicopters - Design and problems of helicopters
p385 A83-31822
Engineenng property compansons of 7050-T73651,
7010-T7651 and 7010-T73651 aluminium alloy plate
p 403 A83-32340
Matenal, structural component service life — of aircraft
construction matenals p 468 A83-33953
Structural members made of high-strength cast
aluminum and their properties -- and reduction of aircraft
production costs p 468 A83-33954
Light aircraft and sailplane structures in reinforced
plastics p435 A83-36065
On the formulation of the finite-element method in
heat-conduction problems for aircraft structures
p556 A83-37515
The effect of stringers on the stress-strain state near
a hole or crack in an amsotropic plate
p 556 A83-37516
Analytical control of the shape of the polygons used in
the finite-element method p 557 A83-37644
Manufacturing methods for composite graphite hole
generation
[SAE PAPER 821418] p 557 A83-37976
Composite matenals in aircraft structures
p 551 A83-40130
The comparison of the results of service-spectrum tests
with the help of the relative Miner rule - fatigue life analysis
of aircraft structures p 559 AS3-40471
Numencal analysis of natural, coupled,
longitudinal-lateral vibrations of an asymmetnc aeroplane
p 641 A83-42334
Residual strength predictions for ballistically damaged
aircraft p 641 A83-42540
Undetectable critical defects in safety-of-flight
structure p 641 A83-42544
Universities - Have they a role in aeronautical research?
Structures and matenals p 642 A83-42618
Development of a mathematical model of a flight vehicle
and the experimental verification of its reliability
p599 A83-42888
Observations of severe in-flight environments on
airplane composite structural components
p600 A83-43330
Three theorems of weight characteristics of statically
determinate and indeterminate structures and their
application p643 A83-43691
Bonded aluminum honeycomb - Aircraft flight surface
primary structure application p 675 A83-43972
Pulsed holographic nondestructive testing on aircraft
p 695 A83-44828
Annual Airline Plating and Metal Finishing Forum, 18th,
Orlando, FL, March 16-18, 1982, Proceedings
p 695 A83 45863
Composites in commercial aircraft
p 692 A83-46281
Safe structures for future aircraft p 676 A83-46350
Detection of cracks under installed fasteners in aircraft
structures p 697 A83-46769
Automated nveter for spherical aircraft cell structures
p709 A8347182
Automatized bonding process for load beanng aircraft
cellular structural components in light contour systems
p709 A83-47198
Advanced lightweight, fire retardant floor paneling for
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83 2442] p 726 A83-48330
A new approach to fault-tolerant helicopter swashplate
control
[AIAA PAPER 83-2485] p 750 A83-48345
Depot level repairability, maintainability, and
supportability of advanced composites
[AIAA PAPER 83-2516] p 728 A83-48360
Strength-flutter structural optimization of a supersonic
cruise combat aircraft p 730 A83-49190
The effect of damage in structural elements on the
ground resonance of a helicopter p 731 A83-49446
Analysis of subcntical response measurements from
aircraft flutter tests p 52 N83-10269
Calculation of the lift distribution and aerodynamic
derivatives of quasi-static elastic aircraft
plO N83 11036
Aircraft surface coatings study Venfication of selected
matenals
INASA-CR-159288] p 61 N83 11331
Flightweight radiantly and actively cooled panel
Thermal and structural performance
[NASA-TP2074] p 68 N83-11513
Practical applications of fracture mechanics in aircraft
and aerospace structural problems
[AD-A118321] p68 N83-11520
Application of advanced technologies to small,
short-haul transport aircraft (STAT)
[NASA-CR-152362] p 192 N83-12072
Advanced Matenals Technology
[NASA-CP-2251) p210 N83-12147
Opportunities for composites in commercial transport
structures P 210 N83-12148
Multi point excitation ground resonance test facility at
Bntish Aerospace Warton
[BAE-TN-5411] p 209 N83-13128
Development of lightweight, fire retardant, low smoke,
thermally stable, high strength floor paneling Passenger
floor panels
(NASA-CR-167770J p212 N83-13174
Effects of simulated lightning on composite and metallic
pints
[NASA-TM-84554] p 177 N83-14170
A model for prediction bird and ice impact loads on
structures
[AD-A119408] p 184 N83-14543
Study of the damping characteristics of general aviation
aircraft panels and development of computer programs
to calculate the effectiveness of mtenor noise control
treatment, part 1
(NASA-CR-169534J p 190 N83-15043
Composite structural matenals
(NASA-CR-169859) p 226 N83-17597
Application of a systematic finite-element model
modification technique to dynamic analysis of structures
[NASA-TM-83292] p 301 N83-19124
Development of fracture mechanics concepts applicable
to aircraft structures
[AD-A121900] p302 N83-19135
Aircraft canopy lock
[NASA-CASE-FRC-11065-1] p 266 N83-19737
Determination of airplane model structure from flight data
using splines and stepwise regression
[NASA-TP-2126] p 288 N83-1975B
Fire resistant films for aircraft applications
[NASA-TM-84337] p 352 N83-22320
Aeronautical structures technology study Annotated
bnefmg report
[AD-A123064] p 389 N83-23300
Flow control about an airborne laser turret
[AD-A123056] p 407 N83-23595
Advanced manulactunng development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-172657] p 440 N83-25694
Aircraft equipment random vibration test cntena based
on vibrations induced by turbulent airflow across aircraft
external surfaces
[AD-A1232811 p 440 N83-25696
Evaluation of low-cost aluminum composites for aircraft
engine structural applications
[NASA-TM-83357] p 470 N83-25790
A parametric study of surface imperfections and small
cutouts in a composite panel
[AD-A 124739] p 470 N83-25793
Composite material aircraft electromagnetic properties
and design guidelines
[AD-A124016] p470 N83-25795
Adaptation of pullrusion to the manufacture of helicopter
components
[AD-A126291] p 491 N83-29171
Dynamic structural aeroelastic stability testing of the
XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft p628 N83-30376
Ground and flight test techniques used for proof of
structural integrity of the Tornado combat aircraft
p605 N83-30377
Advanced manufactunng development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft Phase 2
Design and analysis
INASA-CR-165634) p 605 N83-30404
Lectures on Composite Matenals for Aircraft
Structures
IARL/STRUC-REPT-394] p 635 N83-30523
Introduction to Lectures on Composite Materials for
Aircraft Structures p 635 N83-30524
Component form and manufacture
p 635 N83-30529
Joining advanced fibre composites
p 636 N83-30531
Environmental effects and durability
p636 N83-30532
Damage tolerance of fibre composite laminates
p636 N83-30533
NDI of fibre reinforced composite matenals
p636 N83-30534
Repair of graphite/epoxy composites
p636 N83-30535
Aircraft applications p 636 N83-30536
Airworthiness considerations p 636 N83-30537
Active vibration control of large flexible structures
p 644 N83-30729
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Eighth International Aerospace and Ground Conference
on Lightning and Static Electricity- Lightning Technology
Roundup
IFAA-CT-83-25) p 649 N83-31163
Electric charging by impact ol hailstones and
raindrops p 649 N83-31231
Standard tests lor toughened resin composites, revised
edition
INASA-RP-1092REV] p 638 N83-31730
Structures and Dynamics Division Research and
technology plans for FY 1983 and accomplishments for
FY 1982
[NASA-TM-85661) p 648 N83-32095
The biparametnc cycle count method and the pnnciple
of simplification p 698 N83-32730
Damage tolerance — of aircraft
[SNIAS-831-551-103] p 679 N83-32BOO
The role of a fatigue damage accumulation plot in
structural loads data analysis — for aircraft
[RAE-TR-82125] p 700 N83-33214
Fatigue crack growth of corner cracks in lug
specimens
[VTH-LR-3751 p 700 N83-33234
Failure Analysis and Mechanisms of Failure of Fibrous
Composite Structures
[NASA-CP-22781 p 693 N83 33957
Commercial transport aircraft composite structures
p693 N83-33958
A preliminary damage tolerance methodology tor
composite structures p 693 N83-33959
Design and analysis of composite structures with stress
concentrations p 693 N83-33960
Safe-life and damage-tolerant design approaches for
helicopter structures p 693 N83-33961
Failure mechanisms p 693 N83-33962
Use of small crack data to bring about and quantify
improvements to aircraft structural integrity
p680 N83-34099
A study of small crack growth under transport spectrum
loading p 701 N83-34t08
Review of investigations of aeronautical fatigue mthe
Federal Republic of Germany
[LBF-S-166J p703 N83-34387
Construction of a natural environment aging machine
with independent energy supply, for load cycles on aircraft
structures
ISNIAS 831 551-101] p 765 N83-35426
AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY
Combat survrvability with advanced aircraft propulsion
development p 28 A83-10179
Computer models for determining countermeasures
effectiveness of expendables in air-to-air engagements
p70 A83-11162
Maximizing survrvability and effectiveness of
air to-ground gunnery using a moveable gun
p21 A83-11192
State space model concept for evaluating survrvability
methodologies for aircraft design p 598 A83-42567
Vector optimization applied to survrvability methodology
evaluation — for aircraft design p 651 A83-42568
Development of low cost RPVs under Indian
conditions p 600 A83-43701
Analysis of aircraft dynamic behavior in a crash
environment p 674 A83-43966
Propulsion system screening for survivability and
effectiveness
[ASMEPAPER83-GT200I p 743 A83-48003
Correlation of flight lest and analytic M-on-N air combat
exchange ratios - Many-on.Many p 710 A83-48219
Application of output predictive algorithm control to a
terrain following aircraft system
I AD-A1180381 p27 N83-11105
Survivability of interdiction aircraft Sensitivity to terrain
following, command altitude, velocity and electronic
counter measures
[AD-A124870] p 443 N83-26833
Expansion of the scan endgame program tor aircraft
survrvability studies and development of a supporting
user's guide
[AO-A1275571 p 608 N83-31598
Restructurable Controls
[NASA-CP-2277] p 688 N83-33896
Robust reconfiguration for high reliability and survrvability
for advanced aircraft p 688 N83-33898
AIRCRAFT TIRES
Recent aircraft tire thermal studies
[ SAE PAPER 821392) p 517 A83-37968
FOD hazard from tire-lofted debns — Foreign Object
Damage p 585 A83-42557
The durability of aircraft tyres p 692 A83-44879
On-board weight and CQnter-ot-gravity measurement
system with tire-pressure moratonng
p 725 A83-47216
Service evaluation of airborne tire pressure indicating
systems
[DOT/FAA/RD-82/89] p 331 N83-20934
Application of tire dynamics to aircraft landing gear
design analysis p 359 N83-21394
Braking of an aircraft tire on grooved and porous
asphaltic concrete
IFAA-CT-82-147) p 360 N83-22593
Factors influencing aircraft ground handling
performance
(NASA-TM-85652I p 527 N83 27979
AIRCRAFT WAKES
Evolution of aircraft trailing vortices in a stratified fluid
[AIAA PAPER 83-05641 p 134 A83-16792
NASA aerial applications wake interaction research —
particle trajectories in aircraft induced wakes
p317 A83-28899
A version of a single beam laser time-of-flight method
for measuring (light velocity p 557 A83-37642
Wake charactenstics and interactions of the
canard/wing lifting surface configuration of the X-29
forward-swept wing flight demonstrator
(AIAA PAPER 83 18351 p 499 A83 38664
Measurements of an aircraft wake vortex system using
a meteorological tower p 565 A83-38751
Motion of aircraft trailing vortices near the ground
(AIAA PAPER 83 21301 p 579 A83-41953
The calculation of two-dimensional transonic flow over
aerofoils including boundary layer and wake effects
I SAE PAPER 8307081 p 580 A83-43318
NASA wake interactions research and applications
| SAE PAPER 8307641 p 580 A83 43329
Measurements in the wake of an infinite swept airfoil
(NASA-CR-1694641 p 13 N83-11086
An investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a new general aviation airfoil in flight
(NASA-CR-1694771 p 179 N83-12046
Measurement of wake interactions of a canard and a
forward swept wing
(AD-A118756I p 180 N83-12053
Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest, Fall/Winter,
1981
|AD-A119168| p 176 N83-13066
Chicago Monostatic Acoustic Vortex Sensing System
Volume 4 Wake vortex decay
[AO-A 120081| p 138 N83-15269
Flow visualization of the wake of a transport aircraft
model with lateral-control oscillations
(NASA-TM84623I p 491 N83-27951
Numencal optimization techniques for bound circulation
distnbution for minimum induced drag of Nonplanar wings
Computer program documentation
(NASA-CR-3458I p 581 N83-30385
AIRDROPS
C-141 operations in Operation Bright Star 82
p317 A83-29203
AIRFIELD SURFACE MOVEMENTS
Transient response of taxiing aircraft
| AIAA 83-09271 p 329 A83-29853
Time-of-day corrections in measures of aircraft noise
exposure p411 A83-33024
Planning mtra airport transportation - A framework for
decision making
| AIAA PAPER 83-15851 p 399 A83-33356
Guidance control systems for aircraft on airport
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 83 1579| p 429 A83 36953
TALIS - A proposed system lor taxiway control - Taxiing
Aircraft Location and Identification System
p513 A83-38934
Airport landside operations and air service
(PB82-235946I p 218 N83-13320
Aircraft Dynamic Response to Damaged and Repaired
Runways
(AGARD-CP-3261 p 157 N83-15284
The HAVE BOUNCE Program p 157 N83-15291
Influence of mathematic modelling of undercarriages on
the prediction of aircraft loads due to damaged and
repaired runways p 157 N83-15292
A method for the numerical simulation of an aircraft
undercarnage system p 176 N83-15295
The problem of design cntena for aircraft loads due to
rough runway operation p 158 N83-15298
A fighter landing gear for the 1980's
p 158 N83-15301
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B-52 operations in the Bright Star 82 exercise
p317 A83 29204
BOMBS (ORDNANCE)
Evaluation of three state-of-the art water-jet systems for
cutting/removing concrete
[AD-A123579] p 407 N83-24732
BONDING
The electncal properties of carbon fibre composites
p227 N83-17618
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine single
crystal vane and blade fabncation technology report
(NASA-CR 165400] p 616 N83-30429
BOOLEAN ALGEBRA
Interactive reductions in the number of states in Markov
reliability analysis
[AIAA PAPER 83-2304) P 650 A83-41761
BOOMS (EQUIPMENT)
Two years of training with the first true three-dimensional
simulator p 218 A83-22833
Aerodynamic charactenstics of the AFFTC noseboom
instrumentation unit, volume 1
[AD-A118315] p 14 N83-11089
Extended moment arm anti-spin device
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12979-11 p 505 N83-29173
BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
A rocket boosted sea launched target system
p 600 A83-43702
BOOSTGLIDE VEHICLES
Design study for remotely piloted, high-altitude airplanes
powered by microwave energy
[AIAA PAPER 83-1825] p 520 A83-38657
BORESIGHT ERROR
Line of sight reconstruction for faster homing guidance
[AIAA PAPER 83-2170] p 591 A83-41666
BORESIGHTS
Installation, validation and flight evaluation of the Federal
Aviation Adminst/ation's head-up display system
[NASA-TM-85255] p610 N83-30412
BORON FIBERS
Procedure for application of boron-fibre reinforced
plastic patch to the Mirage lower wing skin fuel decant
region
[AD-A119545] p 177 N83-14173
BORON-EPOXY COMPOUNDS
Advanced design structural considerations when
introducing new matenals and construction methods
p 328 A83-29394
Program for establishing long-time flight service
performance of composite matenals in the center wing
structure of C-130 aircraft Phases Flight service and
inspection
[NASA-CR-165770] p 227 N83-17600
BORSIC (TRADENAME)
Fabrication and evaluation of brazed titanium-clad
borsic/alummum skin-stringer panels
[NASA-TP-1674] p 552 N83-28098
BOUNDARY INTEGRAL METHOD
Three-dimensional boundary-layer calculations in design
aerodynamics p 662 A83-47034
BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
Expenmental investigation of the effects of wall suction
and blowing on the performance of highly offset
diff users
[AIAA PAPER 83-1169] p 423 A83-36922
A flight test of laminar flow control leading-edge
systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2508] p 727 A83-48356
Design integration of laminar flow control for transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2440] p 731 A83-49577
Passive shock wave/boundary layer control for transonic
supercritical airfoil drag reduction p 180 N83-13068
Introductory survey of aeroelastic problems in separated
and transonic flow p313 N83-20895
BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS
Boundary layer calculations in the inverse mode for
incompressible flows over infinite swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 83-0454] p 137 A83-19590
Finite-difference simulation of transonic separated flow
using a full potential boundary layer interaction approach
(AIAA PAPER 83 1689) p 555 A83-37189
A new method of boundary layer correction in the design
of supersonic wind tunnel nozzle p 659 A83-44561
Computations and turbulent flow modeling in support
of helicopter rotor technology
[NASA-CR-169927] p 244 N83-18662
Calculation of boundary layers near the stagnation point
of an oscillating airfoil
[NASA-TM-84305] p 478 N83-27148
BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
Calculation method for transonic separated flows over
airfoils including spoiler effects
[ONERA, TP NO 1982-66] p 177 A83-14526
Rotation and curvature effects on Reynolds stresses
in boundary-layers
[ONERA, TP NO 1982-81] p 213 A83-14533
A multi-grid method for the computation of viscid/mviscid
interactions on airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-02341 p 132 A83-16602
Investigation ot the effects of upstream stdewall
boundary-layer removal on a supercntical airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 83-0386] p 133 A83-16686
A one-dimensional unsteady model of dual mode
scramjet operation
(AIAA PAPER 83-0422] p 161 A83-16705
Current studies at Calspan utilizing short-duration flow
techniques p 290 A8326128
Stability experiments in rotatmg-disk flow
[ AIAA PAPER 83 17601 p 555 A83-37232
Investigation of the parameters of a boundary layer
before the inlet of a supersonic air intake mounted under
the surface of a triangular plate p 494 A83-37533
Expenmental evaluation of inlet turbulence, wall
boundary layer, surface finish, and fillet radius on small
axial turbine state performance
[SAE PAPER 8214751 p 534 A83-38001
Flow in a hypersonic boundary layer on a delta wing
of finite length at angle of attack p 581 A83-43522
Combined four wall interference assessment in
two-dimensional airfoil tests p 689 A83-45576
Prediction of boundary-layer characteristics of an
oscillating airfoil p 660 A83-46435
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Calculation ol Inction and heal transfer on the profile
of a turfaomachme cascade p 716 A83-48449
Measurgmants m the wake of an infinite swept airfoil
[NASA-CR. 169464) p 13 N83-11086
Gust response prediction of an airfoil using a modified
von Karman-Pohlhausen technique
[AD-A124716] p461 N83-25718
Wall-temperature effects on the aerodynamics of a
hydrogen-fueled transport concept in Mach 8 blowdown
and shock tunnels
[NASA-TP-2159] p 582 N83-30391
A catalog of low Reynolds number airfoil data for wind
turbine applications
[RFP-3387) p665 N83-32772
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
Aerodynamic investigation of closely coupled lifting
surfaces with positive and negative stagger for general
aviation applications
[AIAA PAPER 83-0057] p 129 A83-16489
Modifying a general aviation airfoil for supercritical
flight p 243 A83-24039
Investigation of flow past an aircraft wing section in flight
and in a wind tunnel p 493 A83-37506
Half model testing applied to wings above and below
stall p 661 A83-46455
Wind tunnel investigations of some three dimensional
separated turbulent boundary layers
p 662 A83-47019
Experiments on a flow with swept separation and
reattachment of a boundary layer p 697 A83 47020
Three-dimensional boundary layers in turbomachines
p 697 A83 47021
Analysis of airfoil leading edge separation bubbles
[NASA-CR-165935] p 9 N83-10018
The phenomenon of dynamic stall
p314 N83 20896
Reynolds number effects on transonic shock location
p 347 N83-20961
An experimental investigation of the influence from
controls on supersonic axisymmetnque flow over
afterbodies with a centered propulsive jet
[FFA-TN-1982-501 p 377 N83 23280
A collection of papers in the aerospace sciences
[AD-A122667] p417 N83 26787
Experimental studies of the separating confluent
boundary layer Volume 1 Summary
[NASA-CR-3655] p 427 N83 26822
On issues concerning flow separation and vortical flows
in 3 dimensions
(NASA-TM-84374] p 504 N83 27961
A look at engine handling aspects from aircraft flight
test experience, with an outlook for future requirements
p 540 N83 29245
Feasibility of establishing a correlation between
boundary layer growth and upstream shock conditions
[AD-A126909I p 646 N83 30968
BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
Natural laminar flow data from full-scale flight and
wind-tunnel experiments p 422 A83 36409
A comparison of analytical techniques for predicting
stability boundaries for some types of aerodynamic or
cross-coupling nonlmearities p51 N83-10071
BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
Wind tunnel noise reduction at Mach 5 with a rod-wall
sound shield - for prevention of premature boundary layer
transition on wind tunnel models
| AIAA PAPER 82-0570] p 346 A83-28952
Single- and multiple-crater induced nosetip transition
p 420 A83-3607B
Flight investigation of natural laminar flow on the
Beilanca Skyrocket II
[SAE PAPER 830717] p 599 A83-43326
The trahsiton and dynamics of bounded and free shear
layers
[AO-A118665J p217 N83 12380
Measured and calculated wall temperatures on
air-cooled turbine vanes with boundary layer transition
[NASA-TM-830301 p 183 N83-14432
Ground/Flight Test Techniques and Correlation
[AO-A1294331 p 576 N83-30357
Feasibility of establishing a correlation between
boundary layer growth and upstream shock conditions
| AD-A126909] p 646 N83-3096S
BOUNDARY LAYERS
Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic load
distnbution on a vanable-wing-sweep fighter airplane with
a NASA supercntical airfoil
(NASATMX-3095) p 32 N83-11116
Similarity rules for effects of sidewall boundary layer in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 347 N83-20960
Measured boundary conditions methods for 2D flow
p 348 N83-20966
Farfield inflight measurement of high-speed turboprop
noise
INASA-TM-83327I p 367 N8321895
Pressures measured in flight on the aft fuselage and
external nozzle of a twin-jet fighter
IMASA-TP-2017) p 424 N83-25665
A note on adaptive wind tunnels with imperfect control
p 466 N83-26792
End wall flow characteristics and overall performance
of an axial flow compressor stage
[NASA-CR-3671] p 427 N83-26819
Calculation ol boundary layers near the stagnation point
of an oscillating airfoil
(NASA-TM-84305) p 478 N83-27148
Implicit upwind methods for the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-84364) p 478 N83-27149
Axial compressor middle stage secondary flow study
INASA-CR-3701] p 505 N83-29174
Numerical simulation for droplet combustion using
Lagrangian hydrodynamics p 537 N83-29210
BOUNDARY LUBRICATION
Finite-length solutions for rotodynamic coefficients of
turbulent annular seals
(ASME PAPER 82-LUB-42I p212 A83 13521
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
Importance of inlet boundary conditions for numerical
simulation of combustor flows
|AIAA PAPER 83-1263] P 454 A83-36314
The status of two- and three-dimensional testing in the
University ol Southampton transonic self streamlining wind
tunnel p349 N83-20971
BOX BEAMS
Initial design of stnnger stiffened bend boxes using
geometric programming p 232 A83 23149
Design, manufacture and test of graphite composite wing
box test structure p 525 A83-40291
BRAKING
Review of NASA antiskid braking research
(SAE PAPER 821393] p517 A83-37969
Braking of an aircraft tire on grooved and porous
asphaltic concrete
IFAA-CT-82-147] p 360 N83 22593
Factors influencing aircraft ground handling
performance
[ NASA TM 85652] p 527 N83-27979
The vibration test unit, a unique rail vehicle vibration
test facility p 632 N83-30774
Braking and cornering studies on an air cushion landing
system
INASATP-2196] p 733 N83-34935
BRANCHING (MATHEMATICS)
Bifurcation and limit cycle analysis of nonlinear systems
with an application to aircraft at high angles of attack
p 544 A83-37080
BRAYTON CYCLE
The design and construction of a low power gas turbine
for solar energy conversion An analytical model of
operation of the installation in a variable mode — French
thesis p 361 A83-28647
BRAZING
Brazing of silicon nitnde p 756 A83-48286
Fabrication and evaluation of brazed titanium-clad
borsic/alummum skin-stringer panels
| NASA TP 16741 p 552 N83-28098
BREADBOARD MODELS
Technology upgrade to ALR-46 and ALR-69 radar
warning receivers p 18 A83-11102
Evaluating Scroll refngerant compressors for reducing
size and weight of military aircraft ECS
[SAE PAPER 820877] p 263 A83-25771
Development of advanced heating facility concepts for
microgravity application p 633 N83-31653
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
Progress in the practical applications of fracture
mechanics p 230 A83-21796
Polymer concrete patching manual
| PB83-180265] p 647 N83-31912
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE
Supersonic Harner - One step closer
p200 A83-16371
Development of thrust augmentation technology for the
Pegasus vectored thrust engine
[SAE PAPER 8213901 p 532 A83-37966
BROADBAND
Tone-excited jet Theory and expenments
[NASA-CR-35381 p 222 N83-12968
BROKEN SYMMETRY
Forced and self-excited vibrations of gas-turbine
assemblies with perfect and perturbed symmetry
p 458 A83-36791
BUBBLE MEMORY DEVICES
A portable physiological data recorder using magnetic
bubble memory
|AD-A127304| p 646 N83-30997
BUBBLES
Analysis of airfoil leading edge separation bubbles
| NASA-CR-1659351 p9 N83-10018
Drag reduction by means of pneumatic turbulators
IESA-TT-7431 p 505 N83-27965
BUCKLING
The lateral buckling.Iracture stability of thin-sheet
structural components with deep cracks
p 298 A83-24648
Fracture mechanics in design - Particular reference to
the thickness effect on the nsk of unstable fracture
p 558 A83-39547
Design technology of advanced composites
[AD-A127892I p 638 N83-31735
Buckling of outstanding flanges direct stresses varying
linearly or parabolicalfy
IESDU-80035] p 699 N83-33194
BUDGETING
Towards the starship Enterprise Are the current trends
in defence unit costs inexorable? p413 A83-31923
BUFFETING
Wind tunnel measurements of wing-buffet boundaries
at subsonic and transonic speeds p7 A83-10440
Some measurements of wing buffeting on a flutter model
of a typical stnke aircraft
[RAE-TR-82007] p 48 N83-10052
Introductory survey of aeroelastic problems in separated
and transonic flow p 313 N83 20895
Dynamic response of aircraft with fluctuating flow
fields p 341 N83-20897
Aeroelastic buffeting prediction technique A general
review p 341 N83-20898
Some remarks on buffeting p 341 N83-20899
Companson of flight and wind tunnel buffeting
measurements on the SAAB 105 aircraft
p 604 N83-30369
Some measurements of buffeting on a flutter model of
a typical strike aircraft p 627 N83-30370
BUILDINGS
Wakes from arrays of buildings — flight safety
p 558 A83-38766
Wakes from arrays of buildings — flight safety
[NASA-CR-170666] p 183 N83-14430
Strong winds in the atmosphere boundary layer Part
1 Mean hourly wind speeds — wind loads on buildings
and structures
[ESDU-82026-AMENDAI p 700 N83-33209
BUOYANCY
Effect of buoyancy and power design parameters on
hybrid airship performance
[AIAA PAPER 83-1976] p 521 A83-38907
Hybnd LTA vehicle controllability as affected by
buoyancy ratio
| NASA CR-152344] p 204 N83-12099
BUOYS
An evaluation of SARP (search and rescue planning
system) drift predictions using satellite-tracked
drift-buoys
[AD-A127987] p 589 N83-31588
BURNERS
Combustion expenments with a new burner air
distribution concept
[ASME PAPER 83-GT 31 ] p 737 A83-47893
Experimental gas-fired pulse-combustion studies
INASA-CR-172827) p 637 N83-30548
BURNING RATE
Application of thermochemical modeling to aircraft
interior polymeric matenals
[NASA-CR-169384] p211 N83-12237
BURSTS
Joint Airport Weather Studies (AWS) project
p704 N83-33840
BUTENES
Viscometnc and misting properties of polymer-modified
fuel
[NASA-CR-169750] p 226 N83-16543
BYPASS RATIO
Composite fan exit guide vanes for high bypass ratio
gas turbine engines p 198 A83-13159
New thrusts in engine design p 162 A83-17236
Prediction of high bypass ratio engine static and flyover
jet noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0773] p281 A83-25958
Cost effective performance restoration of high by-pass
engines p 447 A83-35833
Experimental results of a deflected thrust V/STOL
nozzle research program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0170) p 579 A83-42100
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on inlet flow
to a high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-829641 p 166 N83-15306
A study of bird mgestions into large high bypass ratio
turbine aircraft engines
[FAA-CT-82-144) p319 N83-22173
Research and development of the turbofan engine (the
2nd phase, FJR 710)
[NAL-TR-7411 p 395 N83-24508
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Experimental results of a deflected thrust V/STOL
nozzle research program
[NASA-TM-83069] p 423 N83-25657
BYPASSES
An adjustment method and engmeenng realization for
control curves of the 2-vanable function
p32 N83-11045
C-130 AIRCRAFT
C-141 operations in Bnght Star 82 p 14 A83-12224
Program for establishing long-time flight service
performance of composite materials in the center wing
structure of C-130 aircraft Phase 5 Flight service and
inspection
[NASA-CR-165770] p 227 N83-17600
Calibration of C-130 lightning charactenzation sensors
[AD-A127344] p610 N83-30413
C-135 AIRCRAFT
Two years of training with the first true three-dimensional
simulator p21B A83-22833
KC-135/CFM56 re-engine - The best solution
[AIAA PAPER 83-1374] p 456 A83-36367
Flight software for optimal trajectories in transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2241] p 591 A83-41718
NOVA-2S correlation with KC-135A fuselage shock tube
test results
[AD-A124013] p466 N83-25732
Preliminary science report on the directional solidification
of hypereutectic cast iron dunng KG-135 low-Q
maneuvers
[NASA-TM-82S28J p 470 N83-2S854
C-140 AIRCRAFT
Farfield inflight measurements of high-speed turboprop
noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0745] p 280 A83-25947
USAF Environmental Noise Data Handbook Volume
150 C-140 in-flight crew noise
[AD-A120508] p 238 N83-17248
C-141 AIRCRAFT
C-141 operations in Bnght Star 82 p 14 A83-12224
C-141 operations in Operation Bnght Star 82
p317 A83-29203
Infrared observations from the NASA Airborne
Observatories p 573 A83-40454
Wind tunnel investigation of cargo extraction parachutes
in the wake of a Lockheed C-141B Starlifter aircraft
[AD-A124523] p 425 N83-25675
C-15 AIRCRAFT
YC-15 externally blown flap noise p 652 N83-30715
C-2 AIRCRAFT
HP-41CV Flight Performance Advisory System (FPAS)
tor the E-2C, E-2B and C-2A aircraft
[AD-A119580] p 156 N83-14118
C-5 AIRCRAFT
Dynamic taxi response (have bounce) testing of the C-5A
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1024] p 386 A83-32783
CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model, version 3 Volume 2
Program user's guide and appendices
[AD-A118390] p 16 N83-11099
Environmental control subsystems flight test
handbook
[AD-A126872] p 606 N83-30408
CB agent threat to atmosphere inside Navy aircraft
[AD-A127882] p 589 N83-31587
CABINS
Measurements of the attenuation of an Army headset
[BR84535] p309 N83-20704
CABLES (ROPES)
Results from tests, with van-mounted sensor, of
magnetic leader cable for aircraft guidance dunng roll-out
and tumoff
[NASA-TP-2092] p 209 N83-16338
CALCULATORS
HP-41CV Flight Performance Advisory System (FPAS)
for the E-2C, E-2B and C-2A aircraft
(AD-A119580] p 156 N83-14118
Planning fuel-conservative descents with or without time
constraints using a small programmable calculator
Algorithm development and flight test results
[NASA-TP-2085] p210 N83-17535
Hand-held computer programs for preliminary helicopter
design
[AD-A125036] p 481 N83-27624
Effects of wind on the aircraft optimum cruise
performance and flight performance advisory systems for
F-4E and F-5E aircraft
[AD-A125587] p 527 N83-27984
CALENDARS
AGARD Bulletin Meetings, publications, membership
[AGARD-BULL-83/1] p417 N83-26786
CALIBRATING
Status of the calibration support of the Navy ATE
p 1 A83-10786
Timing a LORAN-C Cham p 24 A83-12225
Infrared calibration facilities at Newark Air Force
Station p219 A83-22875
Spatial calibration of a multspectral data base — of
airborne scanner systems p 209 A83-22882
Electro-optical calibration considerations at intermediate
maintenance levels p 232 A83-22883
Calibration support of the AN/AAM-60 common
forward-looking infrared /FUR/ test bench
p232 A83-22886
Seven-hole cone probes for high angle flow
measurement Theory and calibration
p474 A83-36085
Flight test investigation of area calibrated LORAN-C for
en route navigation in the Gulf of Mexico
[FAA-RD-82-7] p 186 N83-12059
The 1981 calibration of the AEDC-PWT aerodynamic
wind tunnel (4T) at Mach numbers from 01 to 1 3
[AD-A118704] p208 N83-12104
Calibration facilities for flight test equipment
[NLR-MP-81029-U] p 159 N83-14125
Calibration of C-130 lightning charactenzation sensors
[AD-A127344] p 610 N83-30413
CAMBER
Vane camber and angle of incidence effects in fan noise
generation
[AIAA PAPER 83-0766] p 280 A83-25956
Vanable camber rotor study
[NASA-CR-166382] p 266 N83-19740
CAMBERED WINGS
Load distribution on deformed wings in supersonic
flow p 6 A83-10180
Influence of leading-edge thrust on twisted and
cambered wing design for suersomc cruise
p312 A83-29018
Circulation-controlled elliptical airfoil
p580 A83-42537
Calculation of potential flow about arbitrary three
dimensional wings using internal singularity distributions
p715 A83-48143
CANADA
Aeronautics - A coop aerospace education program at
University of Sherbrooke, Canada
[AIAA PAPER 83-2474] p 770 A83-48340
CANADAIR AIRCRAFT
CF34 upgrades Challenger capabilities
p434 A83-35315
CANARD CONFIGURATIONS
Aerodynamic optimization, comparison, and trim design
of canard and conventional high performance general
aviation configurations
[AIAA PAPER 83-0058] p 148 A83-16490
Application of the PANAIR production code to a complex
canard/wing configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-0009] p 136 A83-17902
A numerical transformation solution procedure for
closely coupled canard-wing transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-0502] p 137 A83-19591
Delta canard configuration at high angle of attack
p265 A83-24650
Homebuilt airplanes - The sky's the limit
p242 A83-25122
Computational treatment of three-dimensional transonic
canard-wing interactions p312 A83-29021
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a generic
forward-swept-wing aircraft
[SAE PAPER 821467] p 496 A83-37998
The leading-edge vortex trajectones of close-coupled
wing-canard configurations and their breakdown
charactenstics
[AIAA PAPER 83-1817] p 498 A83-38649
High aspect ratio forward sweep for transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1832] p 498 A83-38661
Wake charactenstics and interactions of the
canard/wing lifting surface configuration of the X-29
forward-swept wing flight demonstrator
[AIAA PAPER 83-1835] p 499 A83-38664
Aerodynamics charactenstics of a canard controlled high
fineness ratio missile
[AIM PAPER 83-1839] p 545 A83-38668
An assessment of PANDORA using a
Canard/Wing/Body configuration — Preliminary
Automated Numerical Design of Realistic Aircraft
[AIM PAPER 83-1850] p 500 A83-38678
Parametric study of critical constraints for a canard
configured medium range transport using conceptual
design optimization
[AIM PAPER 83-2141] p 598 A83-41963
Expenmental wing and canard jet-flap aerodynamics
[AIM PAPER 83-0081 ] p 715 A83-48211
Measurement of wake interactions of a canard and a
forward swept wing
[AD-A118756] p 180 N83-12053
Computational treatment of transonic canard-wing
interactions
[AD-A121662] p 246 N83-19718
High-angle-of-attack stability characteristics of a
3-surface fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-84584] p 288 N83-19757
Aeropropulsrve charactenstics of twin
single-expansion-ramp vectoring nozzles installed with
forward-swept wings and canards — transonic tunnel
tests
[NASA-TP-2133] p 316 N83-22161
A wind tunnel study of the effects of a close-coupled
canard on the aerodynamic charactenstics of a
forward-swept wing in incompressible flow
[AD-A124722) p 425 N83-25673
Charactenstics of double-canard aerodynamic shape
configuration
[AD-A128337] p 718 N83-34913
CANOPIES
An analysis of the fatality rate data from 'jettison-canopy'
and 'through-the-canopy' ejections from automated
airborne escape systems p 182 A83-15403
Preliminary generalized thoughts concerning jettisoned
vs through-the-canopy ejection escape systems
p 182 A83-15406
The 3 nng canopy release system
p183 A83-15416
Simulation of T-38 aircraft student canopy response to
cockpit pressure and thermal loads using MAGMA —
Materially and Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis
[AIM 83-0942] p 328 A83-29772
Net-skirt addition to a parachute canopy to prevent
inversion p 428 A83-36911
Finite-element analysis of the T-38 canopy
p594 A83-41044
Aircraft canopy lock
[NASA-CASE-FRC-11065-1) p 266 N83-19737
CANTILEVER BEAMS
Anisotropic beam theory and applications
p65 A83-12756
Deflections of inflated cylindrical cantilever beams
subjected to bending and torsion p 65 A83-12853
Natural frequency of rotating beams using non-rotating
modes p 181 A83-18383
Design of dry-fnction dampers for turbine blades
p450 A83-3S883
CANTILEVER MEMBERS
Cascade flutter analysis of cantilevered blades
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-129] p 740 A83-47958
CANTILEVER PLATES
Companson of frequency determination techniques for
cantilevered plates with bendmg-torsion coupling
[AIM 83-0953] p 358 A83-29885
CAPACITANCE
Design of algorithms to extract data from capacitance
sensors to measure fastener hole profiles
p639 A83-41026
CAPACITORS
High voltage design guide Volume 4 Aircraft
[AD-A129530] p 766 N83-36372
CARBIDES
Ni-base MC-carbide reinforced eutectic alloys for |et
engine application p 691 A83-44061
CARBON
Some fuel effects on carbon formation in gas turbine
combustors p 350 A83-29392
Evaluation of lubricants for air compressors
[PB82-259003] p 226 N83-16538
CARBON DIOXIDE
NASA airborne Doppler lidar program Data
charactenstics of 1981
[NASA-CR-170667] p 220 N83-13706
Development of the utilization of combustible gas
produced in existing sanitary landfills Effects of corrosion
at the Mountain View, California landfill gas-recovery
plant
[DE83-001576] p 363 N83-22769
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
Multifunction CO2 NOE sensor - A status report —
Nap-OI-the-Earth p35 A83-11147
Multifunction CO2 laser radar technology
p208 A83-22502
CO2 laser rengefinders p 670 A83-44812
Airspeed and wind shear measurements with an airborne
CO2 CW laser p 735 N83-34898
CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
A production engineers view of advanced composite
materials p 59 A83-11800
A new high impact resin system for advanced
composites with 300 F H50 C/ properties
p 222 A83-20429
Adhesive stress-strain properties relative to fatigue life
of titanium bonded to graphite reinforced plastic
p294 A83-23616
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Fracture tough composites - The effect of toughened
matrices on the mechanical performance of carbon fiber
reinforced laminates p 294 A83-23642
Design and manufacture of the Tornado carbon-liber
reinforced plastics taileron
[DGLH PAPER 82-038) p 261 A83-24162
Control of the material properties and structural
application of carbon fibre reinforced plastics
[AIM PAPER 83-0859] p 403 A83-32790
Strength tests of CFRP joint assembly models for
tailplane structure p 559 A83-40159
Effect of defect on the behaviour of composites
' p55l A83-40215
The in-service flight testing of some carbon
fibre-reinforced plastic components p 599 A83-42808
Long-term operational testing of CFRP spoilers
p710 A83-47205
Method of construction and fabrication procedures for
the A3004rudder unit, using a carbon-fiber type of
construction p 710 A83-47211
Service operation of a CFRP window frame in short fiber
pressing <'
[BMFT-FB.W-82-021 ] p 233 N83-17749
Composite matenals on a commuter aircraft The ATR
42 I
[SNIAS-822-111-105] p403 N83-23363
Investigation of the RF properties of carbon fiber
composite matenals
[ERA-81-<I09] P552 N83-28084
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Shock wave boundary layer interaction in compressor
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Design and evaluation of cascade test facility
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aluminum and their properties — and reduction ol aircraft
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Integrally cast low-cost compressor
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1
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The effect of variation of diffuser design on the
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performance of a centnfugal compressor stage
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specific objectives
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force a fresh look at the design process
p676 A83-46347
Safe structures for future aircraft p 676 A83-46350
Depot level repairability, maintainability, and
supportability of advanced composites
[AIAA PAPER 83-2516] p 728 A83-48360
Impact of composites on fighter aircraft II - Composites
New look to the aircraft production line
p711 A83-48889
Developments in UK rotor blade technology
[AIM PAPER 83-2525] p 731 A83-49589
Processing composite materials p 210 N83-12153
Durability of aircraft composite matenals
p211 N83-12164
Stress analysis of advanced attack helicopter composite
mam rotor blade root end lug
[NASA-TM-84578] p 178 N83-15361
Advanced composite elevator for Boeing 727 aircraft,
volume 2
[NASA-CR-159258] p 205 N83-16330
Matenal charactenzation Part B Mechanical properties
of 2 metal matnx composite matenals
[AD-A119829] p 225 N83-16402
Composite structural matenals
[NASA-CR-169859] p 226 N83-17597
The electrical properties of carbon fibre composites
p227 N83-17618
Composite matenal aircraft electromagnetic properties
and design guidelines
[AD-A124016] p470 N83-25795
Transient heat flow along um-directional fibers in
composites
[AD-A122926] p 471 N83-26929
Status, trends and implications of carbon fiber matenal
use
[PB83-147751] p 471 N83-26934
Automated design of damage resistant structures
Volume 1 Theory and application
[AD-A125731] p 527 N83-27982
Automated design of damage resistant structures
Volume 2 Program user's manual
[AD-A125732] p 527 N83-27983
Electrical resistance testing of antistatic bench and floor
surface matenal after laying
[AD-A125423] p 548 N83-28007
Advanced composite elevator for Boeing 727 aircraft
[NASA-CR-172910] p 605 N83-30403
Advanced manufactunng development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft Phase 2
Design and analysis
[NASA-CR-165634] p 605 N83-30404
Lectures on Composite Matenals for Aircraft
Structures
[ARL/STRUC-REPT-394] p 635 N83-30523
Introduction to Lectures on Composite Matenals for
Aircraft Structures p 635 N83-30524
Joining advanced fibre composites
p636 N83-30531
Environmental effects and durability
p636 N83-30532
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Damage tolerance of fibre composite laminates
p636 N83-30533
NDI of fibre reinforced composite materials
p 636 N83-30S34
Airworthiness considerations p 636 N83-30537
Unsymmetnc laminated graphite/epoxy composite plate
and beam analysis for determining coefficients of thermal
expansion
[AD-A12862S] p 765 NB3-35416
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
Swept composite wing aeroelastic divergence
experiments p 29 A83-10193
Fatigue sensitivity of composite structure for fighter
aircraft p 152 A83-18402
Damage tolerance and repairabilrty of advanced
composite structures p 222 A83-20484
Elevated temperature repairs of advanced composite
structures p 223 A83-20499
Advanced composites structures at Hughes Helicopters,
Inc p260 A83-23645
The effect of acoustic thermal environments on
advanced composite fuselage panels
[AIAA 83-09551 p 357 A83-29857
Repairing composite structures p 371 AB3-30074
Adhesive bonding and composites
p551 A83-40131
Undetectable critical defects in safety-of-flight
Structure p 641 A83-42544
Observations of severe m-flight environments on
airplane composite structural components
p600 A83-43330
Design, fabrication and test of a composite elevator
p695 A83-44046
Composites in commercial aircraft
p 692 A83-46281
Consideration on the fatigue damage of specimens used
for composite cntical components qualification
p 697 A83-46307
A jointless and beanngless tail rotor of
fiber-remforced-composite construction
p725 A83-47215
Application of composites and computer graphics in the
design of the MH-53E fuel sponsor
[AIAA PAPER 83-2441 ] p 726 A83-48329
Design concepts for low cost composite engine
frames
[AIAA PAPER 83-2445] p 745 A83-48331
Durability of commercial aircraft and helicopter
composite structures p61 N83-11243
Advanced composite elevator for Boeing 727 aircraft
(NASA-CR.157823] p 61 N83-11248
Opportunities for composites in commercial transport
structures p 210 N83-12148
Design considerations for the construction of a Shenff
wing in composite matenals
[BU-280] p206 N83-16337
Program for establishing long-time flight service
performance of composite matenals in the center wing
structure of C-130 aircraft Phase 5 Flight service and
inspection
[NASA-CR-165770] p 227 N83-17600
Manufactunng processes for aeronautical structures
p227 N83-17620
Specific examples of aerospace applications of
composites p 227 N83-17621
The effect of sheet thickness and laminating on the
fatigue resistance of the aluminum alloy AL 7010 - T
73651
[NLRTR-81056-U] p 403 N83-23421
Design and fabncation of realistic adhesively bonded
joints
[NASA-CR-166099] p 408 N83-24876
Advanced manufactunng development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR 172658] p 440 N83-25692
Advanced manufactunng development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-172659] p 440 N83-25693
Advanced manufactunng development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-172657] p 440 N83-25694
Evaluation of low-cost aluminum composites for aircraft
engine structural applications
[NASA-TM-83357] p 470 N83-25790
A parametric study of surface imperfections and small
cutouts in a composite panel
[AD-A124739] p 470 N83-25793
Composite hybrid flywheel rotor design optimization and
fabncation p 553 N83-28620
Ground test experience with large composite structures
for commercial transports
[NASA-TM-84627] p 564 N83-29732
Advanced structures technology and aircraft safety
[NASA-TM-85664] p 564 N83-29733
Advanced composite aileron for L-1011 transport
aircraft. Ground tests and flight evaluation
[NASA-CR-165664] p 606 N83-30405
Structural mechanics of fibre composites
p 635 N83-30530
Aircraft applications p 636 N83-30536
Sonic fatigue testing of the NASA L-1011 composite
aileron p 607 N83-30796
Wind tunnel expenments on the divergence of swept
wings with composite structures
[AD-A127950] p 584 N83-31582
The optical oil flow technique in a shock wave wind
tunnel p 690 N83-32741
Failure Analysis and Mechanisms of Failure of Fibrous
Composite Structures
[NASA-CP 2278] p 693 N83-33957
A preliminary damage tolerance methodology tor
composite structures p 693 N83-33959
Design and analysis of composite structures with stress
concentrations p 693 N83-33960
Safe-life and damage-tolerant design approaches for
helicopter structures p 693 N83-33961
COMPRESSED AIR
Influence of atomizer design features on mean drop
size p612 A83-40865
Evaluation of lubricants for air compressors
[PB82-259003] p 226 N83-16538
Compressed-air energy storage preliminary design and
site development program in an aquifer Volume 5, Part
1 Turbomachmery design
[DE83-004005] p 362 N83-22759
DOE wave-turbine-engine demonstration
[DE82-018322] p 562 N83-28458
Savings can be made by using compressed air when
testing aircraft for fuel leaks (GAO/PLRD-83-69)
[B-207202] p576 N83-30355
COMPRESSIBILITY
Finite difference modeling of rotor flows including wake
effects
(ONERA, TP NO 1982-114] p 243 A83-24326
Numerical simulation for droplet combustion using
Lagrangian hydrodynamics p 537 N83-29210
Fuel conservation evaluation of US Army helicopters
Parts AH-1S slight testing
[AD-A128532] p 608 N83-31601
COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS
Similarity rules for effects of sidewall boundary layer in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 347 N83-20960
COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
Prediction of stagnation flow heat transfer on
turbomachmery airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-1173] p 420 A83-36259
Three-dimensional boundary-layer calculations in design
aerodynamics p 662 A83-47034
COMPRESSIBLE FLOW
The aerodynamics of hyposonic velocities (On flows with
low Mach numbers) p417 A83-35535
Three-dimensional compressible viscous analysis of
mixer nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 83-1401] p 422 A83-36391
Subsonic compressible-gas separated flow past a
low aspect ratio wing p 495 A83-37626
The aerodynamics ol propellers and rotors using an
acoustic formulation in the time domain
[AIAA PAPER 83-1821] p 498 A83-38653
Computational technique for three-dimensional
compressible flow past wings at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 83-2078] p 578 A83-41912
A simple method for designing optimum annular
diffusers
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-42] p 737 A83-47902
Digital simulation of transonic 3-dimensional flows of
perfect compressible flows around aircraft by the methods
of finite elements and of least squares
[PB82 213448] p 33 N83-11122
Numerical simulation of inviscid compressible flow
through two-dimensional cascade by finite area method
[NAL-TR709] p217 N83-12348
Preliminary results of LOV surveys in the compressible
leading edge vortex ol a delta wing
[VKI-TN-137] p376 N83-23278
Finite diff erecnce calculation of an inviscid transonic flow
over oscillating airfoils
[AD-A123982] p 426 N83-25677
Implicit upwind methods for the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-84364] p 478 N83-27149
Numencal modelling of ramjet combustors
[AD-A1296311 p 749 N83-36035
COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS
A numerical simulation of three-dimensional transonic
flows of compressible perfect fluids around aircraft by use
of the finite element and least squares methods
[AAAF PAPER NT 81 23] p 64 A83-11779
Transonic Euler simulations by means of finite element
explicit schemes
[AIAA PAPER 83-1924] p 503 A83-39378
COMPRESSION LOADS
A crack growth fatigue life under spectrum loading
p643 A83-43692
Observation of damage growth in compressrvely loaded
laminates p 692 A83-46810
Ignition and combustion Low compression ratio, high
output diesel
[NASA-CR-169742] p 166 N83-15309
Applications of a compression system stability model
p 542 N83-29260
Vortex motion in axisymmetnc piston-cylinder
configurations
[NASA-TM-85404] p 765 N83-35318
COMPRESSION TESTS
Modelling compression component stability
charactenstics Effects of inlet distortion and fan bypass
duct disturbances p 542 N83-29261
Testing of the Mannesmann Demag oxygen
compressor
[ DE83-006801 ] p 646 N83-31028
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
Effects of extreme aircraft storage and flight
environments on graphite/epoxy p 403 A83-33122
COMPRESSOR BLADES
Study of fan noise sources through thin film pressure
transducers p 41 A83-12350
Experimental evaluation of shockless supercritical
airfoils in cascade
[AIAA PAPER 83-0003] p 129 A83-16455
Numerical prediction of choking flutter of axial
compressor blades
[AIAA PAPER 83-0006] p 160 A83-16458
A method of predicting the performance deterioration
of a compressor cascade due to sand erosion
[AIAA PAPER 83-0178] p 160 A83-16572
Analytical and expenmental investigation of bird impact
on fan and compressor bladmg
[AIAA 83-0954] p 338 A83-29856
Minimum contact magnetic sensing of turbine blade
speed p391 A83-30175
The fatigue strength of compressor disks
p 406 A83-32387
High angle-ot-attack cascade measurements and
analysis p419 A83-35875
Stress analysis of critical areas of low-pressure
compressor-disc assembly of a developmental
aero-engine p 449 A83-35880
Transient blade response due to surge induced structural
loads
[SAE PAPER 821438] p 533 A83-37986
The rule of forbidden signals and apparent Mach
numbers in supersonic compressor cascades
p580 A83-42560
A study of the damping capacity of rods in a centnfugal
force field p 695 A83-45322
Effect of particle presence on the incompressible inviscid
flow through a two dimensional compressor cascade
[ASME PAPER 83-GT 95] p714 A83-47941
Analysis of an axial compressor blade vibration based
on wave reflection theory
(ASME PAPER 83-GT-151] p 741 A83-47970
A three-dimensional model for the prediction of shock
losses in compressor blade rows
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-216] p 744 A83-48016
The effect of the stator with unequal pitch cascades
on the compressor blade vibration p 42 N83-10013
Analysis, design, fabncation and testing of an optical
tip clearance sensor - - turbocompressor blade tips
[NASA-CR-1652651 p 44 N83-11127
Hot wire thermal tuft development for measurement of
flow reversal near a compressor blade
p216 N83-12274
Blade erosion elfects on aircraft engine compressor
performance
[DE82-021791] p 213 N83-16346
Matenals screening tests of the FOD impact design
technology program, task 4C - fan and compressor blades
for aircraft engines
[AD-A119839] p 225 N83-16401
Turbine engine fuel conservation by fan and compressor
profile control p213 N83-17467
Erosion of protective compressor coatings
[NLR-MP-87067-U] p 228 N83 17716
Evaluation of the performance and flow in an axial
compressor
[AD-A125619] p 561 N83-28387
A theory of rotating stall of multistage axial
compressors
| NASA-CR 36851 p 506 N83-29175
Energy efficient engine low pressure compressor
component test hardware detailed design report
I NASA-CR 1653541 p616 N83-30427
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Subsonic-transonic stall flutter study
[NASA-CR-165256] p 629 N83-30435
Control means for a gas turbine engine
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14586-1] p617 N83-31603
Profile design for cascades — compressor blade
profile p686 N83-34832
COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY
The entropy efficiency of blade machines
p 162 A83-16953
On the question of calculating the pressunzation start-up
regimes of a gas-turbine plant p 406 A63-32651
Expenmental study of a high-through-flow transonic axial
compressor stage p419 A83-35853
Effect of humidity on jet engine axial-flow compressor
performance p 448 A83-35856
Design and performance of a low aspect ratio, high tip
speed multi-stage compressor
[AIAA PAPER 83-1161 ] p 451 A83-36253
Gas turbine engine cascade wind tunnel with automatic
data acquisition and control p 630 A83-42563
On the influence of the diffuser inlet shape on the
performance of a centnfugal compressor stage
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-9] p 737 A83-47881
Effect of relative velocity distribution on efficiency and
exit flow of centnfugal impellers
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-74] p 760 A83-47927
Gas turbine compressor interstage cooling using
methanol
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-230] p 763 A83-48026
Testing of the Mannesmann Demag oxygen
compressor
[DE83-006801] p 646 N83-31028
COMPRESSOR ROTORS
An analysis of the natural vibrations of the rotors of
centnfugal compressor machines p405 A83-30310
Charactenstics of the occurrence and elimination of a
stall in an axial-flow compressor in the presence of a
rotating irregulanty at the inlet p613 A83-42132
The rule of forbidden signals and apparent Mach
numbers in supersonic compressor cascades
p 580 A83-42560
Substructurmg and wave propagation - An efficient
technique for impeller dynamic analysis
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-150] p 741 A83-47969
Powder metallurgy Rene 95 rotating turbine engine parts,
volume 2
[NASA-CR-165141] p 178 N83-15412
Energy efficient engine low-pressure compressor
component test hardware detailed design report
[NASA-CR-165354] p 616 N83-30427
Integrally cast low-cost compressor
[AD-A127663] p 639 N83-31824
COMPRESSORS
Evaluating Scroll refrigerant compressors for reducing
size and weight of military aircraft ECS
[SAE PAPER 820877] p 263 A83-25771
Three dimensional holographic flow visualization
p 299 A83-26420
Study of a hypertrochoidal compressor with paddles —
French thesis p 354 A83-28634
The performance of single-shaft gas turbine load
compressor auxiliary power units
[AIAA PAPER 83-1159] p 451 A83-36251
Large scale aeroengine compressor test facility
p630 A83-41534
The response of a compressor to a penodic pressure
vanation in the output region
[ONERA, TPNO 1983-29] p 683 A83-44308
Success of dye forging titanium discs on a gunpowder
hammer p60 N83-11053
Performance of a tandem-rotor/tandem-stator
conical-flow compressor designed for a pressure ratio of
3
[NASA-TP-2034] p 10 N83-11058
Advanced technologies for turbomachmery systems An
overview
[NASA-TM-82949] p 201 N83-12090
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on inlet flow
to a high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-82964] p 166 N83-15306
Application of dynamic gas bearings to cryogenic
compressors and turbines p 185 N83-15540
Rotordynamic instability field problems
p 186 N83-15630
Vibration and destabilizing effects of floating nng seals
in compressors p 187 N83-15642
Compressor cascade performance detenoration caused
by sand mgestion
[NASA-CR-168067] p 190 N83-16286
Evaluation of lubricants for air compressors
[PB8a-259003] p 226 N83-16538
Development of a procedure for calculating the effects
of airfoil erosion on aircraft engine compressor
performance p213 N83-17457
Summary report for CF6 jet engine diagnostics
program
[NASA-CR-165582] p 214 N83-17539
Literature search of publications concerning the
prediction of dynamic inlet flow distortion and related
topics
[NASA-CR-3673] p 282 N83-18729
Journal of Engineering Thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AO-A122037] p 301 N83-18953
Advanced compressor components for aero engines
Phase 2 (1980-1981)
[BMFT-FB-W-82-022] p 394 N83-23311
Roughness effects on compressor outlet guide vanes
at high Reynolds Number and high turning angle
[AD-A124688] p 395 N83-24511
Investigation of the coupling of unsteady lift to low order
acoustic duct modes in an axial flow fan
[AD-A124819] p 483 N83-27796
Flight test expenence on military aircraft engine
handling p 541 N83-29248
Throttle handling related to J85 engine performance and
durability Canadian forces experience
p 541 N83-29249
Integrally cast low-cost compressor
[AD-A127663] p 639 N83-31824
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) powertrain system
development for automotive applications
[NASA-CR-167901] p 708 N83-33800
The trend of future gas turbine technology
[NASA-TM-83505] p712 N83-34886
Current problems m turbomachmery fluid dynamics
[AD-A126478] p 747 N83-34949
COMPUTATION
Improving calculations of wall effects in mdustnal wind
tunnels at ONERA p 348 N83-20968
Computer program analysis of helicopter weight estimate
relationships utilizing parametric equations
[AD-A128590] p 608 N83-31600
Calculation of mviscid air capture and additive drag for
3-D supersonic inlet flows p 685 N83-33889
Free wake aerodynamic analysis of helicopter rotors
[AD-A129710] p718 N83-36007
Optimal penodic control
[AD-A130114] p752 N83-36037
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
Companson of computational and experimental jet
effects p7 A83-10185
A numerical simulation of three-dimensional transonic
flows of compressible perfect fluids around aircraft by use
of the finite element and least squares methods
[AAAF PAPER NT 81-23] p 64 A83-11779
Pressure distribution on a simple delta wing
p8 A83-13023
Large-scale vortex-lattice model for the locally separated
flow over wings p 177 A83-13127
Calculation method for transonic separated flows over
airfoils including spoiler effects
[ONERA, TPNO 1982-66] p 177 A83-14526
Expenments on the role of amplitude and phase
modulations dunng transition to turbulence
p213 A83-14576
Computation of vortex flow around wings using the Euler
equations p 177 A83-14605
Explicit and implicit corrected viscosity schemes for the
computation of steady transonic flows
p 177 A83-14606
The use of an error index to improve numencal solutions
for unsteady lifting airfoils p 178 A83-15281
A fast algorithm for the calculation of transonic flow
over wing/body combinations p 178 A83-15283
Nonlinear aerodynamic modeling of flap oscillations in
transonic flow - A numencal validation
[AIAA PAPER 81-0073] p 178 A83-15290
Some recent applications of high-lift computational
methods at Boeing p 178 A83-15313
Relaxation computation of transonic flows around wings
with blunt leading-edge and discussion on its stability and
convergence p 178 A83-15543
PAN AIR applications to complex configurations —
computer program for predicting subsonic and supersonic
linear potential flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-0007] p 129 A83-16459
A perspective of theoretical and applied computational
fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 83-0037] p 179 A83-16477
Computational wing design for an advanced trainer
[AIAA PAPER 83-0093] p 149 A83-16517
SAMID, an interactive system for the analysis and
constrained minimization of induced drag of aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 83-0095] p 149 A83-16519
A multtgnd method for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 83-0124] p 131 A83-16537
The role of CFD in aeropropulsion ground testing —
Computational Fluid Dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 83-0149] p172 A83-16557
A method of predicting the performance detenoration
of a compressor cascade due to sand erosion
[AIAA PAPER 83-0178] p 160 A83-16572
A multi-grid method for the computation of viscid/mviscid
interactions on airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-0234] p 132 A83-16602
Three-dimensional Euler equation simulation of
propeller-wing interaction in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-0236] p 132 A83-16603
A multi-grid method for transonic wing analysis and
design
[AIAA PAPER 83-0262] p 133 A83-16618
Jet wing vortex lattice theory with nonlinear wake and
tip flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-0263] p 133 A83-16619
Subsonic surface panel method for airframe analysis
and wing design
[AIAA PAPER 83-0341] p 133 A83-16667
Prediction of line sail dunng lines-first deployment —
parachute suspension simulation
[AIAA PAPER 83-0370) p 133 A83-16676
Flow simulations for general nacelle configurations usmg
Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 83-0539] p 134 A83-16775
Transonic wing-body calculations using Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 83-0501] p 135 A83-16828
Calculation of fundamental aerodynamic derivatives of
aircraft p 135 A83-16882
A three-dimensional hypersonic gas flow over a slender
wing p135 A83-17412
Flow over flat and axisymmetnc bodies moving at high
vanable velocities p 135 A83-17413
Rotor blade flap-lag stability in turbulent flows
p 151 A83-18380
Finite-volume solutions to the Euler equations in
transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 81-1265] p 136 A83-18405
Parietal jets II - A problem of hypersustentation — upper
surface blowing p 136 A83-19412
Boundary layer calculations in the inverse mode for
incompressible flows over infinite swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 83-0454] p 137 A83-19590
Optimization of the supersonic drag of a smooth wing
by use of lineanzed potential theory — French thesis
p 188 A83-20400
Numencal calculations for performances of propellers
in a static-state by vortex theory accounting of slipstream
deformation and their compansons with expenments
p189 A83-22072
Fuselage-lifting surfaces interaction in unsteady
subsonic flow — French thesis p 189 A83-22093
Unsteady transonic flow over wings including
mviscid/viscous interaction p 190 A83-22132
Analysis of aero-optic interface phenomena
p 190 A83-22588
A transonic quasi-3D analysis for gas turbine engines
including split-flow capability for turbofans
p 190 A83-22647
Numencal calculation of the separation and connection
of two-dimensional supersonic flows in channels with
discontinuous boundaries p212 A83-22658
Helicopter-rotor aeroelastic equilibrium under nonlinear
aerodynamic forces p 261 A83-23679
Modifying a general aviation airfoil for supercritical
flight p243 A83-24039
Calculation of the average slipstream of a propeller and
its effect on the performance of an aircraft
[ONERA, TPNO 1982-120] p 244 A83-24331
Computed and measured turbulence in axisymmetnc
reciprocating engines p 276 A83-24669
Computational treatment of three-dimensional transonic
canard-wing interactions p312 A83-29021
Effects of viscosity on transonic-aerodynamic and
aeroelastic charactenstics of oscillating airfoils
[AIAA 83-0888] p312 A83 29835
Flutter analysis of a transport wing using XTRAN3S
[AIAA 83-0922] p 357 A83-29848
Airfoil shape and thickness effects on transonic airloads
and flutter
[AIAA 83-0959] p 329 A83-29860
A discretized asymptotic method for unsteady helicopter
rotor airloads
[AIAA 83-0989] p 313 A83-29867
Computational fluid dynamics of airfoils and wings
p313 A83-29927
Calculation of fundamental aerodynamic derivatives of
aircraft II p 373 A8330516
Prediction of turbulent flows - A Boeing view
p 373 A83 30643
Low-Reynolds-number airfoils p 374 A83-31082
Aerodynamic theory for wing with side edge passing
subsonically through a gust p 375 A83-32977
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A more accurate transonic computational method (or
wing-body configurations p 375 A83-32982
Semi implicit calculation method of the flow field in a
duct with the flame stabilized by a step — for aircraft engine
combustion chamber design
[ONERA.TPNO 1983-52] p 446 A83-35820
Applications of computational techniques in the design
of ramiet engines p 416 AS3-35828
Numerical computation of turbulent flow around the
spinner of a turbofan engine p418 A83-35838
A contribution to the calculation of secondary flows in
an anal flow compressor p 419 A83-35852
Evaluation of a surface panel method coupled with
several boundary layer analyses
[AIAA PAPER 83-0011 ] p 474 A83-36039
Numerical calculations of time dependent
three-dimensional viscous flows in a blade passage with
tip clearance
[AIAA PAPER 83-1171 ] p 420 A83-36258
Aerodynamic design of proptan powered transports
(AIAA PAPER 83-1213] p 437 A83-36285
Method for calculating effects of a propfan on aircraft
aerodynamics at subsonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 83-1216] p 420 A83-36287
Importance of inlet boundary conditions for numencal
simulation of combustor flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-1263] p 454 A83-36314
Progress toward the analysis of complex propulsion
installation flow phenomenon
[AIAA PAPER 83-1367] p 421 A83-36363
PAN AIR applications to aero-propulsion integration
[AIAA PAPER 83-1368] p 421 A83-36364
PANAIR Pilot Code application to subsonic nacelle type
mtenor flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-1369] p 421 A83-36365
Three-dimensional compressible viscous analysis of
mixer nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 83-1401] p 422 A83-36391
Improved numencal method for unsteady lifting surfaces
in incompressible flow p 422 A&-36917
Correction to the wing source velocity error in
Woodward's USSAERO code p 423 A83-36920
Flow over a biconic configuration with an afterbody
compression flap - A comparative numencal study
[AIAA PAPER 83-1668] p 491 A83-37179
Navier-Stokes calculations for the vortex wake of a rotor
in hover
[AIAA PAPER 83-1676] p 492 A83-37184
Finite-difference simulation of transonic separated flow
using a full potential boundary layer interaction approach
[AIAA PAPER 83-1689] p 555 AB3-37189
Expenmental and computational investigation of the flow
in the leading edge region of a swept wing
[AIM PAPER 83-1762] p 492 A83-37233
The impact of CFD on development test facilities - A
National Research Council projection — computational
fluid dynamics
(AIAA PAPER 83-1764] p 555 A83-37234
Supersonic flow field analysis for a twin-engine aircraft
model p 493 A83-37521
Application of numencal methods to the calculation of
the characteristics of supersonic and hypersonic let-engine
air intakes p 494 A83-37532
Aerodynamic simulation - A key technology not only for
aviation p495 A83-37860
Convair 990 transonic flow-field simulation about the
forward fuselage
[AIAA PAPER 83-1785] p 496 A83-38626
Advanced airfoil design for general aviation propellers
[AIAA PAPER 83-1791 ] p 496 A83-38631
Design and true Reynolds number 2-D testing of an
advanced technology airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 83-1792] p 496 A83-38632
An extension of a transonic wing/body code to include
underwing pylon/nacelle effects
[AIAA PAPER 83-1805] p 497 A83-38639
Some recent applications of XTRAN3S — time marching
finite difference code for solution of three-dimensional
transonic small perturbation flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-1811 ] p 497 A83-38644
The aerodynamics of propellers and rotors using an
acoustic formulation in the time domain
(AIAA PAPER 83-1821 ] p 498 A83-38653
Analysis of complex inlet configurations using a
higher-order panel method
[AIAA PAPER 83-1828] p 498 A83-38659
A method for predicting low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1845] p 499 A83-38673
An assessment of PANDORA using a
Canard/Wing/Body configuration — Preliminary
Automated Numencal Design of Realistic Aircraft
(AIM PAPER 83-1850] p 500 A83-38678
Computational analysis for an advanced transport
configuration with engine nacelle
[AIM PAPER 83-1851] p 521 A83-38679
Computation of transonic flow field over
Wing-Body-Pylon-Store combinations
[AIAA PAPER 83-1852] p 500 A83-38680
Computational aerodynamic design methodology
(AIM PAPER 83-1865] p 501 A83-38692
Supercritical inlet design
(AIM PAPER 83-1866] p 501 A83-38693
Numencal gnd generation, Proceedings of the
Symposium on Numerical Generation of Curvilinear
Coordinate Systems and Their Use in the Numencal
Solution of Partial Differential Equations, Nashville, TN,
Apnl 13-16. 1982 p 568 A83-38776
An experience in mesh generation for three-dimensional
calculation of potential flow around a rotating propeller
p 501 A83-38798
Gnd generation by elliptic partial differential equations
for a tn-element Augmentor-Wing airfoil
p502 A83-38803
Numencal generation of composite three dimensional
grids by quasilinear elliptic systems p 569 A83-38804
Marching gnd generation using parabolic partial
differential equations p 569 A83-38810
Application of the panel method to airships
[AIAA PAPER 83-1978] p 502 AB3-38909
The LANN program - An experimental and theoretical
study of steady and unsteady transonic airloads on a
supercritical wing
[AIM PAPER 83-1686] p 502 A83-39099
A conservative type-dependent full potential method for
the treatment of supersonic flows with embedded subsonic
[AIM PAPER 83-1887] p 502 A83-39356
Transonic Euler simulations by means of finite element
explicit schemes
[AIM PAPER 83-1924] p 503 A83-39378
Solution of the Euler equations for complex
configurations
[AIM PAPER 83-1929] p 503 A83-39381
Comparison of supercntical airfoil flow calculations with
wind-tunnel results
[AIAA PAPER 83-1688] p 503 A83-40472
The impact of computational aerodynamics on aircraft
design
[AIM PAPER 83-2060] p 596 A83-41901
Computational aerodynamics applications to transport
aircraft design
[AIM PAPER 83-2061] p 578 A83-41902
Computational aerodynamic design of fighter aircraft
Progress and pitfalls
[AIM PAPER 83-2063] p 596 A83-41903
Computational technique for three-dimensional
compressible flow past wings at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 83-2078] p 578 A83-41912
Computational method of the drag of axisymmetnc
afterbodies in subsonic flow
[AIM PAPER 83-2079] p 578 A83-41913
Theoretical gust response prediction of a Joukowski
airfoil p580 A83-42536
Flutter investigation of a repaired T-38 horizontal
stabilizer using NASTRAN p 641 A83-42541
The calculation of two-dimensional transonic flow over
aerofoils including boundary layer and wake effects
[SAE PAPER 830708] p 580 A83-43318
A gnd overlapping scheme for flowfield computations
about multicomponent configurations
p 581 A83-43443
New computers will aid advanced designs
p 704 A83-44102
Calculation of three-dimensional turbulent boundary
layer on an infinite swept wing p 659 A83-44555
On the numencal solution of head-on vehicle
shock-planar incident shock interaction flow
p659 A83-44556
Design of transonic shock-free airfoil
p660 A83-44572
Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional potential
flow around a propeller p 660 A83-45577
An implicit lambda scheme — for transonic mvisctd flow
simulation p 660 A83-45581
Performing literal calculation with a micro-computer —
symbolic calculations applied to aeroelastiaty problem
p 705 A83-45S80
Considerations of the vortiaty fields on wings
p 661 A83-46465
Numencal aerodynamics - Replacement of analytical
solutions and/or the expenment by the supercomputer?
p 661 A83-46485
Calculation of three-dimensional transonic flow over thin
body (wing) p 662 A83-46499
Three-dimensional boundary-layer calculations in design
aerodynamics p 662 A83-47034
A Navier-Stokes analysis of three-dimensional turbulent
flows inside turbine blade rows at design and off-design
conditions
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-40] p 713 A83-47900
Inlet-fan flow field computation
(ASME PAPER 83-GT-41] p 713 A83-47901
Effect of particle presence on the incompressible invisod
flow through a two dimensional compressor cascade
(ASME PAPER 83-GT-95) p714 A83-47941
Three dimensional inviscid computation of an impeller
flow
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-210] p714 A83-48011
Chemical equilibrium laminar or turbulent
three-dimensional viscous shock-layer flows
p715 A83-48133
Calculation of potential flow about arbitrary three
dimensional wings using internal singulanty distributions
p715 A83-48143
PAN AIR applications to complex configurations —
computer program for predicting subsonic and supersonic
linear potential flows p716 A83-48221
A method for calculating the regime of strong viscous
interaction on a delta wing p716 A83-48664
Non-uniform flows in axial compressors due to tip
clearance vanation p 745 A83-48824
Analysis of airfoil leading edge separation bubbles
[NASA-CR-165935] p9 N83-10018
Calculation of three dimensional unsteady transonic flow
around rotor blades
[MSa-UD-353] p 10 N83-10021
An interferometnc investigation of the near design point
flow over supercntical aerofoil BGK-1
[ARL/AERO-NOTE-405] p 10 N83-11057
The strengths and weaknesses of Computational Fluid
Mechanics (CFM) in aerodynamic design and analysis
Part 1 Background and philosophy
p219 N83-13413
Applied computational transonic aerodynamics
[AD-A121012] p 137 N83-14064
The role of analysis in the aerodynamic design of
advanced rotors p 192 N83-17471
Representation of airfoil behaviour
p 192 N83-17472
Studies of aerofoils and blade tips for helicopters
p 193 N83-17473
Calculation of 3D unsteady transonic flow around rotor
blades p 193 N83-17474
Prediction and experimental venfication of the velocity
fields of a rotor during hovering p 193 N83-17477
Studies on blade-to-blade and rotor fuselage-tail
interferences p 193 N83-17479
Methods used at Aerospatiale for calculating the loads
on a rotor and expenmental cross checks
p 194 N83-17486
User's manual for master Modeling of aerodynamic
surfaces by 3-dimensional explicit representation — input
to three dimensional computational fluid dynamics
[NASA-CR-166056] p 236 N83-18304
Computational treatment of transonic canard wing
interactions
[AD-A121662] p 246 N83-19718
Calculation of transonic potential flow around a
wing-body-tail combination
[AD-A124247] p 378 N83-24482
An assessment of factors affecting prediction of
near-field development of a subsonic VSTOL |et in
cross flow
[AD-A124583] p 441 N83-25699
Generalization of the air-|et propulsion systems, the 'N'
flow turbo |et engine
[AD-A123932] p 459 N83-25715
A collection of papers in the aerospace sciences
[AD-A122667] p417 N83-26787
A study of atmosphenc flow in the wake of a large
structure p 567 N83-28788
Ground/Flight Test Techniques and Correlation
[AD-A129433] p 576 N83-30357
Improved method for transonic airfoil
design-by-optimization
[NASA-CR-166497] p 583 N83-31578
Influence of computational fluid dynamics on
expenmental aerospace facilities A fifteen year
projection
[NASA-CR-172859] p 691 N83-33911
A numencal study of flow past a rotating flat plate by
the discrete vortex method p 766 N83-36401
COMPUTATIONAL GRIDS
Numencal gnd generation, Proceedings of the
Symposium on Numerical Generation of Curvilinear
Coordinate Systems and Their Use in the Numerical
Solution of Partial Differential Equations, Nashville, TN,
Apnl 13-16, 1982 p568 A83-38776
Patched coordinate systems — numencal body-fitted
gnd generation for surface boundary treatment of
aerodynamic structures p 568 A83-38785
Gnd generation by elliptic partial differential equations
for a tn-element Augmentor-Wing airfoil
p 502 A83-38803
Numencal generation of composite three dimensional
grids by quasilinear elliptic systems p 569 A83-38804
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Marching gnd generation using parabolic partial
differential equations p 569 A83-38810
A gnd overlapping scheme for flowfield computations
about multicomponent configurations
p 581 A83-43443
Efficient computational gnd generation for
three-dimensional aircraft configurations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2557] p 729 A83-48376
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Analytical design of thin-wall wings at the drafting
stage p 62 A83-10453
Design and application of a multrvanable, digital
controller to the A-7D Digrtac II aircraft model
p45 A83-11148
AEDCS - A computer-aided system design tool for
integrated avionics p 71 A83-11176
The multilevel substructure and the local analysis of
structure p 213 A83-14485
A fast algonthm for the calculation of transonic flow
over wing/body combinations p 178 A83-15283
Computerized design of CAD — Charge Activated
Devices p215 A83-15415
Pan Air versus S/HABP - An evaluation of two diverse
approaches to supersonic missile aerodynamic analysis
—Advanced Panel Pilot Code and Supersonic/Hypersonic
Arbitrary Body Program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0008] p 129 A83-16460
GASAP - A general aviation airplane analysis and
synthesis program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0054] p 148 A83-16488
Development of a flight test maneuver autopilot for a
highly maneuverable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-0061] p 168 A83-16493
Computational wing design for an advanced trainer
[AIAA PAPER 83-0093] p 149 A83-16517
Missile Datcom status report - Body and fin alone
methodology
[AIAA PAPER 83-0181] p 132 A83-16574
A supersonic maneuver wing designed for nonlinear
attached flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-0425] p 134 A83-16707
Application of optimization to aircraft engine disk
synthesis p 162 A83-18213
A comparison between the Craig-Cox and the
Kacker-Okapuu methods of turbine performance
prediction p 163 A83-19025
Curvature transitions of composite curves and surfaces
- Questions regarding details of computer-aided design
— German thesis p 235 A83-20398
A mathematical model for a turboshaft gas-turbine
engine with an optimum control program for high-level
computer-aided design p 273 A83-23436
A system of criteria for evaluating the energy efficiency
of an engine at the state of technical proposals
P273 A83-23437
Selection of the optimal output parameters for the
starting device of a double-shaft turbofan engine
p273 A83-23442
Illustration of the applicability of computer aided design
packages p 298 A83-24719
Composite engine inlet particle separator swirl frame
— CAD for T700 helicopter engine centrifugal filter
p 278 A83-24841
The development of a central electrical generating
system for transport vehicles p 300 A83-26885
Structural tailoring of engine blades (STAEBL)
[AIAA 83-0828] p 338 A83-29737
Structural optimization by multilevel decomposition
[AIAA 83-0832] p 355 A83-29741
High-technology factory of the future
p405 A83-31052
Development of two airfoil sections for helicopter rotor
blades p374 A83-31623
Surfaces in computer aided geometric design,
Proceedings of the Conference, Oberwolfach, West
Germany, Apnl 25-30,1982 p480 A83-33613
A network formulation for phased arrays - Application
to log-penodic arrays of monopoles on curved surfaces
p 431 A83-35090
Monte Carlo simulation of the engine development
process
[AIAA PAPER 83-1405] p 456 A83-36394
The impact of CFD on development test facilities - A
National Research Council projection — computational
fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 83-1764] p 555 A83-37234
Simulate airborne radar environments
p512 A83-37821
Utilization of computer aided design for the development
of advanced turbomachmery components
[SAE PAPER 821423] p 533 A83-37980
A unified approach to turbine blade life prediction
[SAE PAPER 821439] p 533 A83-37987
PAN AIR modeling studies — higher order panel method
for aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 83-1830] p 498 A83-38660
An assessment of PANDORA using a
Canard/Wing/Body configuration — Preliminary
Automated Numencal Design of Realistic Aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1850] p 500 A83-38678
The combination of a geometry generator with transonic
design and analysis algonthms
[AIAA PAPER 83-1862] p 500 A83-38689
Improved method for transonic airfoil
design-by-optimization
[AIAA PAPER 83-1864] p 501 A83-38691
Computer-aided engineering - The Al connection
p569 A83-40307
Tradeoff studies in multiobjectrve insensitive design of
airplane control systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2273] p 622 A83-41739
Development of a mathematical model of a flight vehicle
and the expenmental venfication of its reliability
P599 A83-42888
Complex combined curve design and fitting - A B-splme
multiple knot method p 651 A83-43699
Algorithmic mass-factoring of finite element model
analyses
[SAWE PAPER 1451] p 643 A83-43733
Weight control program for a graphite/epoxy aircraft
[SAWE PAPER 1485] p 635 A83-43752
LEONARDO - A computer-aided engmeenng system
[SAWE PAPER 1488] p 651 A83-43755
Design Optimization Codes for Structures - DOCS
computer program p 694 A83-43974
New computers will aid advanced designs
p704 A83-44102
A new method of boundary layer correction in the design
of supersonic wind tunnel nozzle p 659 A83-44561
Application of advanced CAD/CAM procedures in areas
other than air transport technology p759 A83-47189
The inprease in the cost effectiveness of the construction
of and preparation of manufactunng processes for flight
equipment through integrated and graphic data
processmg-CAD/CAM p 759 A83-47191
A CAD method for centnfugal compressor impellers
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-65] p 714 A83-47920
Advancing electronic technology impact on integrated
propulsion/airframe controls design and development
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-161] p 725 A83-47985
Application of composites and computer graphics in the
design of the MH-53E fuel sponson
[AIAA PAPER 83-2441] p 726 A83-48329
Aircraft synthesis using numerical optimization
methodology
[AIAA PAPER 83-2458] p 768 A83-48336
Conceptual kinematic design using homogeneous
coordinate transformations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2460] p 768 A83-48337
Aeroelastic considerations for automatic structural
design procedures p 730 A83-49189
Conceptual design of transport aircraft
p 731 A83-49475
The development of a generalized advanced propeller
analysis system
[AIAA PAPER 83-2466] p 746 A83-49581
Life Utilization Cnteria Identification in Design (LUCID)
[AD-A117807] p43 N83-10046
Digital flight control system design using singular
perturbation methods
[AD-A118117] p53 N83-11143
Design and Analysis of a multrvanable, digital controller
for the A-7D Digitac 2 aircraft and the development of
an interactive computer design program
[AD-A118134] p53 N83-11144
Studies of aerofoils and blade tips for helicopters
p 193 N83-17473
User's manual for master Modeling of aerodynamic
surfaces by 3-dimensional explicit representation — input
to three dimensional computational fluid dynamics
[NASA-CR-166056] p 236 N83-18304
Theoretical investigations of high lift aerodynamics
[NASA-CR-169926] p 244 N83-18663
Cooling of gas turbine blades p 282 N83-18735
Systematic computer aided control design
p 342 N83-22097
Towards a ventable supervisor program for avionics
software p 334 N83-22116
Use of interactive graphics to analyze
OUICK-geometry
[NASA-TM-83234] p 364 N83-23048
Use of interactive graphics to analyze QUICK-geometry
Supplement
[NASA-TM-83234-SUPPL] p 365 N83-23049
Improved design of subcntical and supercritical
cascades using complex charactenstics and boundary
layer correction
[NASA-CR-168166] p 377 N83-24474
A collection of papers in the aerospace sciences
[AD-A122667] p417 N83-26787
Statistical expenmental designs in computer aided
optimal aircraft design p 442 N83-26812
Hand-held computer programs for preliminary helicopter
design
[AD-A125036] p 481 N83-27624
Composite hybrid flywheel rotor design optimization and
fabrication p 553 N83-28620
CAD of control systems Application of nonlinear
programming to a linear quadratic formulation
[NASA-CR-172151] p 562 N83-29448
Software descnption for the O'Hare runway configuration
management system Volume 1 Technical descnption
[AD-A127398] p 631 N83-30442
Combat performance evaluation of fighter aircraft A
suite of FORTRAN-IV programs based on energy
manoeuverability theory
[AD-A128263] p 608 N83-31599
Design of a multrvanable tracker control law for the A-7D
Digitac 2 aircraft
[AD-A127440] p 629 N83-31607
Structures and Dynamics Division Research and
technology plans for FY 1983 and accomplishments for
FY 1982
[NASA-TM-85661] p 648 N83-32095
Force method optimization II Volume 2 User's
manual
[AD-A128235] p 652 N83-32387
Force method optimization 2 Volume 1 Theoretical
development
[AD-A127073] p 652 N83-32408
Two and three dimensional systems for computer aided
geometnc design of aircraft surface and components
[PB83-187344] p 698 N83-33001
Guide for conceptual helicopter design
[AD-A128974] p 734 N83-36024
COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
USAF's design guide coming out next month
p239 A83-20647
Automated machining of turbine blades by
Rolls-Royce p 229 A83-21348
High-technology factory of the future
p405 A83-31052
Surfaces in computer aided geometnc design,
Proceedings of the Conference, Oberwolfach, West
Germany, Apnl 25-30, 1982 p 480 A83-33613
Utilization of computer aided design for the development
of advanced turbomachmery components
[SAE PAPER 821423] p 533 A83-37980
Implementation and integration of process planning
[SAE PAPER 821424] p 557 A83-37981
Process planning at Sikorsky p 695 A83-44872
Application of advanced CAD/CAM procedures in areas
other than air transport technology p 759 A83-47189
The increase in the cost effectiveness of the construction
of and preparation of manufactunng processes for flight
equipment through integrated and graphic data
processmg-CAD/CAM p 759 A83-47191
A common geometnc data-base approach for
computer-aided manufactunng of wind-tunnel models and
theoretical aerodynamic analysis
[NASA-TP-2151] p316 N83-22166
COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
A users manual for a detailed level fatigue crack growth
analysis computer code Volume 1 The CRKGRO
program
[AD-A118968] p 184 N83-14530
COMPUTER DESIGN
Marconi avionics standard central air data computer
p34 A83-11119
The software-implemented fault tolerance /SIFT/
approach to fault tolerant computing
p235 A83-22825
Computer Aided Mission Planning System (CAMPS)
[AD-A118567] p 221 N83-12895
Naval Airship Program for Sizing and Performance
(NAPSAP), computer program development Program
update number 2
[AD-A120830] p 191 N83-16293
Avionic software design p 334 N83-22113
D L A O A support system for defining avionics
software p 335 N83-22119
Design of a high-speed digital processing element for
parallel simulation
[NASA-TM-83373] p 563 N83-29597
COMPUTER GRAPHICS
Color, pictorial display formats for future fighters
p35 A83-11134
Video stand-alone instrument multi-function cockpit
display system p 35 A83-11172
Flight simulator display capability significantly
advanced p 37 A83-12935
Charactenstics of flight simulator visual systems
p 207 A83-16331
Simple CIG - An approach to visual simulation for
procedure training — Computer Image Generation
p 207 A83-16335
AOI displays in simulation — Area Of Interest
p 197 A83-16337
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GASAP - A general aviation airplane analysis and
synthesis program
(AIAA PAPER 83-0054] p 148 A83-16488
Multifunction display simulation facility
p159 AB3-17302
Calligraphic/raster color display for simulation
p 231 A83-22832
Computer-generated images in visual simulation and
avion* technologies P 219 A83-22835
Riot task profiles, human factors, and image realism
p219 A83-22836
New displays for the next generation of owl aircraft -
Airbus A 310 and A 300/600 color cathode tubes
p 269 A83-24374
Illustration of the applicability of computer aided design
packages p298 A83-24719
Computer generated cockpit engine displays
p269 A83-26309
Simulator performance definition by cue synchronization
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 83-1092] P 463 A83-38216
Design of a real-time CGSI system
[AIAA PAPER 83-1101 ] P 474 A83-36221
Complex combined curve design and fitting - A B-spline
multiple knot method P 651 A83-43699
LEONARDO - A computer-aided engineering system
[SAWE PAPER 1488] P 651 A83-43755
The increase in the cost effectiveness of the construction
of and preparation of manufacturing processes for flight
equipment through integrated and graphic data
processing-CAD/CAM P 759 A83-47191
Application of composites and computer graphics in the
design of the MH-53E fuel sponson
[AIAA PAPER 83-2441] P 726 A83-48329
Importance of topographic features and tactical
annotations on maps used Hy Army aviators for
nap-of-the-earth flight
[AD-A118101] p28 N83-11107
Application of coding methods in development of
symbology for a computer generated topographic display
for Army aviators
[AD-A118142] p38 N83-11124
Computer graphic presentation of conventional cockpit
instruments
[ARL/SYS-NOTE-82] p 197 N83-12082
Design and construction of a flexible autonomous
electronic display device
[TUBS/FB-80-12-02] p 221 N83-13824
Computer tomography of flows external to test models
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board
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A study of real-time computer graphic display technology
for aeronautical applications
[NASA-CR-169828] p 236 N83-18307
Use of interactive graphics to analyze
OUICK-geometry
[NASA-TM-83234] p 364 N83-23048
Use of interactive graphics to analyze QUICK-geometry
Supplement
[NASA-TM-83234-SUPPL] p 365 N83-23049
Generating an out-the-window cockpit image with the
IAPX432
[AD-A124852] p 466 N83-2S735
An interactive bombing mission simulation with computer
graphics interface
[AD-A124661] p 481 N83-26637
Airport and highway noise control, planning and
analysis
[PB83-153692] p 560 N83-28290
Interactive input for the QUICK geometry system User's
manual
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Light emitting diodes p 611 N83-30419
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user's guide
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COMPUTER NETWORKS
MultMnan flight simulator
[NASA-CR-166449] p 359 N83-21210
COMPUTER PROGRAM INTEGRITY
Consolidated TPS implementation today and tomorrow
— quality Test Program Sets for aircraft industry
[AIAA PAPER 83-2495] P 763 A83-48350
Dissimilar software in high integrity applications in flight
controls P343 NB3-22143
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
Interface specifications for the A-7E shared services
module
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D LAO A support system for defining avionics
software p 335 N83-22119
Trends in software reliability for digital flight control
[NASA-CR-166456] p411 N83-24194
Analytical modeling of operating characteristics of
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Wellborne inertia) navigation system
(DE83-004012) p 594 N83-31593
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ATE support of RF line replaceable units
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The first implementation of ATLAS for testing gas turbine
engines p 1 A83-10750
PETTS /Programmable Engine Tnm Test Set/
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Emulation, a cost effective alternative for replacing
obsolete ATE p69 A83-10763
The solution of 'real-world' aircraft EMC problems using
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On the certification of digital computer programs for flight
safety p2 A83-11115
A survey of avionics software support environments
p70 A83-11163
An experiment in assessment of flight control software
development techniques p 71 A83-11177
A digital flight control system venfication laboratory
p55 A83-11178
A ray tracing computer analysts program /RAYCAP/ for
airborne surveillance radar applications
p23 A83-11243
Calculated and experimental stress distributions in a
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Easiest ejection seat stability and control analysis
capability p 190 A83-15428
PAN AIR applications to complex configurations —
computer program for predicting subsonic and supersonic
linear potential flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-0007] p 129 A83-16459
GASAP - A general aviation airplane analysis and
synthesis program
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A multi-grid method for transonic wing analysis and
design
[AIAA PAPER 83-0262] p 133 A83-16618
Software design for the Douglas DC-9 Super 80 digital
flight guidance system p 141 A83-17311
Application of software design standards to commercial
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A software package for computing the three-dimensional
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Research on the thermomechanical stress in turbine
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NASA aenal applications wake interaction research —
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Flutter analysis of a transport wing using XTRAN3S
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A three degree-of-freedom, typical section flutter
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interior flows
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Correction to the wing source velocity error in
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avionics and flight control systems
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finite difference code for solution of three-dimensional
transonic small perturbation flow
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Gnd generation by elliptic partial differential equations
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Residual strength predictions for ballisucally damaged
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NASA wake interactions research and applications
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Weight control program for a graphrte/epoxy aircraft
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Airport landslde Volume 1 Planning guide
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Airport landside Volume 3 ALSIM calibration and
validation
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models of the human pilot p 52 N83-10079
Hybnd LTA vehicle controllability as affected by
buoyancy ratio
[NASA-CR-152344] p 204 N83-12099
The effects of pilot stress factors on handling quality
assessments during US/German helicopter agility flight
tests
[NASA-TM-84294] p 205 N83-13114
A control model for maneuvenng flight for application
to a computer flight testing program
[NLR-MP-81046-U] p 207 N83-17531
Cntena for handling qualities of military aircraft
[AD-A124222] p217 N83-17555
Throttle handling related to J8S engine performance and
durability Canadian forces expenence
p 541 N83-29249
Operational and maintenance aspects of the introduction
of an advanced fighter type p 491 N83-29250
CONTROLLERS
Design of error-actuated controllers for multivariable
plants with unknown dynamics and unmeasurable outputs
— for automatic control of mdustnal processes and gas
turbine engines p 183 A83-19385
Synthesis of C(astensk)-model reference adaptive flight
controller p 287 A83-26559
A samanum cobalt motor-controller for mini-RPV
propulsion p 336 A83-27187
Controller scheduling - A possible algebraic viewpoint
p567 A83-37093
Active flutter suppression using eigenspace and linear
quadratic design techniques
[AIAA PAPER 82-2222] p 621 A83-41702
MIMO controller design for longitudinal decoupled
aircraft motion — Multi-lnput/Multi-Output
[AIAA PAPER 83-2274] p 623 A83-41740
Camer landing simulation results of precision flight path
controllers in manual and automatic approach
[AIAA PAPER 83-2072] p 592 A83-41909
Optimal controller design for a helicopter using its lower
order dynamic model
[AIAA PAPER 83-2550] p 750 A83-48371
Benefits assessment of acuve control technology and
related cockpit technology for rotorcraft
[NASA-CR-166406] p217 N83-17553
NASA/RAE collaboration on nonlinear control using the
F-8C digital fly-by-wire aircraft
[NASA-TM-84296] p 396 N83-23316
Active vibration control of large flexible structures
p644 N83-30729
Advanced digital controller development program, task
1
[AD-A129269] p 749 N83-36034
CONVECTIVE FLOW
Noise generation by a finite span swept airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 83-0768] p 366 A83-28023
Prediction of natural convection flow pattern in
low-aspect ratio enclosures p 561 N83-28364
CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
A computer model for gas turbine blade cooling
analysis
[ASME PAPER 82-JPGC-GT-6] p 279 A83-25267
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SUBJECTINDEX COST ANALYSIS
Profile losses during the release of air onto the surface
of nozzle vanes P418 A83-3S590
Enhancement of heat transfer p 642 A83-42659
Pressure loss and heat transfer through multiple rows
of short pin fins p 642 A83-42709
CONVERGENCE
Relaxation computation of transonic flows around wings
with blunt leading-edge and discussion on its stability and
convergence p 178 A83-15543
Evaluation of the effect of vibration nonlineanty on
convergence behavior of adaptive higher harmonic
controllers
[NASA-CR-166424] p 266 N83-18718
A method for modifying two-dimensional adaptive
wind-tunnel walls including analytical and expenmental
verification
[NASA-TP-2081] p 292 N83-18770
Convergence behavior that controls adaptive wind
tunnel walls near the test section in the high angle of
attack range
[NASA-TM-77006] p 631 N83-30439
CONVERGENT NOZZLES
JT150 1/2-scale nozzle jet noise experiment and
companson with prediction
[NASA-TM-83370] p 482 N83-27793
CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLES
Internal performance prediction for advanced exhaust
systems — for tactical aircraft p 211 A83-22156
A static investigation of yaw vectonng concepts on
two-dimensional convergent-divergent nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 83-1288] p 421 A83-36324
Subsonic/supersonic aeropropulsrve charactenstics of
nonaxisymmetnc nozzles installed on an F-18 model
P744 A83-48215
Investigation of installation effects of single-engine
convergent-divergent nozzles
[NASA-TP-2078] ptt N83-11059
COOLANTS
Flightweignt radiantly and actively coofed panel
Thermal and structural performance
[NASA-TP-2074] p 68 N83-11513
Curvature effects on the heat transfer performance of
three-dimensional film cooling of gas turbine blades
[AD-A119729] p 164 N83-14131
Aerodynamic effect of a honeycomb rotor tip shroud
on a 50 8-centimeter-tip-diameter core turbine
[NASA-TP-2112] p215 N83-17547
COOLERS
Preliminary investigation on the performance of
regenerative turbofan with inter-cooled compressor and
its influence to aircraft p 446 A83-35830
COOLING
An expenmental investigation of endwall heat transfer
and aerodynamics in a linear vane cascade
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-52] p714 A83-47909
A comparative study of the influence of different means
of turbine cooling on gas turbine performance
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-180] p 762 A83-47991
Light aircraft piston engine carburetor ice
detector/warning device sensitivity/effectiveness
[AO-A117745] p38 N83-10041
Feasibility of water injection into the turbine coolant to
permit gas turbine contingency power for helicopter
application
[NASA-TM-83043] p 166 NB3-15307
Cockpit temperatures and cooling requirements of a
packed aircraft
[ARL-MECH-ENG-NOTE-388J p 205 N83-16327
The JT8D and JT9D engine component improvement
Performance improvement program
[NASA-CR-167965] p214 N83-17543
Cooling of gas turbine blades p282 N83-18735
Expenmental investigation of simulating impingement
cooling of concave surfaces of turbine airfoils
p283 N83-18960
Energy efficient engine sector combustor ng test
program
[NASA-CR-167913] p 283 N83-19753
The ARL transonic wind tunnel
[ARL/AERO-NOTE-412] p 401 N83-23327
Early experience in using the Cryogenic Test Facility
at RAE Bedford, England p 465 N83-25726
JT90 thermal bamer coated vanes
[NASA-CR-167964] p 536 N83-27993
Preliminary tests of an advanced high-temperature
combustion system
[NASA-TP-2203] p 686 N83-33893
COOLING FINS
Pressure loss and heat transfer through multiple raws
Of short pin fins p 642 AB3-42709
COOLING SYSTEMS
Hydraulics of a channel with a linear jet array — heat
transfer coefficient enhancement by transpiration cooling
p298 A83-24049
A method foe ensuring the proper operation of an optical
instrument for measuring the temperature of the blades
of a high-temperature turbine p 609 A83-42152
The one-dimensional analysis of fin assembly heat
transfer p 643 A83-43365
Expenmental verification of blade cooling systems and
companson with design calculation p 282 N83-18738
Turbine blade cooling m aeroengines
p282 N83-18739
The cooling of printed circuit board mounted
components using copper ladder heat conduction to a cold
wall
[RAE-TR-62092] P 560 N83-28326
Charactenstics of a fluted nozzle gas eductor system
— gas turbine exhaust gas cooling systems
[AD-A128065] P 702 N83-34241
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
A computational method for performing the rnultiblade
coordinate transformation p 191 A83-16029
The use of multiple coordinate systems to form stiffness
matrices of thin-walled structures on the basis of hybrid
computational schemes P 354 A83-29283
Conceptual kinematic design using homogeneous
coordinate transformations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2460] P 768 A83-48337
COORDINATES
Patched coordinate systems — numencal body-fitted
gnd generation for surface boundary treatment of
aerodynamic structures p 568 A83-38785
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing.wing
bomber Volume 4 NASTRAN model
development-fuselage structure
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-4] p 154 N83-14110
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volumes NASTRAN model development-fainng
structure
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-5] p 154 N83-14111
Journal of Engmeenng Thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AO-A122037] P 301 N83-18953
Minimum operational performance standards for
airborne area navigation equipment using VOR/DME
reference facility sensor inputs
[RTCA/DO-180] P325 N83-22175
Analytical calculation of a single |et in cross-flow and
companson with expenment p 538 N83-29219
COPPER
Service evaluation of airborne tire pressure indicating
systems
[COT/FAA/RD-82/89] p 331 N83-20934
CORES
Expenmental investigation of thrust augmenting electors
using vane excited pnmary jets
[AD-A120424] p 167 N83-15313
CORNER FLOW
Aerosound from corner flow and flap flow
[AIAA PAPER 81-2039] p 237 A83-19813
Development of the flow field in streamwise corners at
hypersonic speeds and effects of the comer flow on
downstream fitted flaps
[ESA-TT-583] p 378 N83-24480
CORNERS
Lifetime prediction methods for comer cracks at holes
— in airframe components
(NLR-MP-82042-UJ p 700 N83-33233
Fatigue crack growth of comer cracks in lug
specimens
[VTH-LH-375] p 700 N83-33234
CORRECTION
Time-of-day corrections in measures of aircraft noise
exposure p 411 A83-33024
Influence of parameter changes to stability behavior of
rotors p 187 N83-15648
Improving calculations of wall effects in industrial wind
tunnels at ONERA p 348 N83-20968
The status of two- and three-dimensional testing in the
University of Southampton transonic self-streamlining wind
tunnel p 349 N83-20971
CORRELATION
Equivalent system verification and evaluation of
augmentation effects on fighter approach and landing flying
qualities Volume 2 Program plan, test data and
analysis
[AD-A119704] p155 N83-14117
Correlation problems between flutter flight test data and
ground tests/calculation results for a variable sweep wing
aircraft p 628 N83-30379
Synthesis of responses to AGARD-FMP questionaire on
"prediction techniques and flight correlation"
p 581 N83-30384
CORROSION
Tnbology p215 N83-12167
Development of the utilization of combustible gas
produced in existing sanitary landfills Effects of corrosion
at the Mountain View, California landfill gas-recovery
plant
[DE83-001576] p 363 N83-22769
Reactions of Nad with gaseous SO3. SO2. and O2
[NASA-TM-83423] p 554 N83-29358
CORROSION PREVENTION
Water-displacing organic corrosion inhibitors Their
effect on the fatigue charactenstics of aluminium alloy
bolted loints p 59 A83-12014
The cleaning of the exterior of the aircraft
p 175 AB3-14325
Sealants - Uses in composite structures
p 293 A83-23615
The effect of water displacing corrosion preventives on
stress corrosion cracking of aluminium alloy 7075-T651
[ARL-MAT-NOTE-132] p 60 N83-10173
CORROSION RESISTANCE
Ion implantating beanng surfaces for corrosion
resistance
[ASME PAPER 82-LUB-23] p 209 A83-13512
A study of the corrosion activity of the fuselage
condensate of passenger aircraft p 190 A83-15398
The corrosion resistance of protective coatings
P223 A83-21454
Macroencapsulation of electronic circuits
p354 A83-29215
Improved chromatic acid anodize seal for optimum paint
adhesion
[SAE PAPER 820603] p 696 A83-45864
Alloy design for hot corrosion resistance
p 757 A83-49482
A fundamental basis for using the platinum group
elements as alloying additions in nickel-base alloys to
improve high temperature corrosion p 757 AB3-49501
Erosion of protective compressor coatings
[NLR-MP-87067-U] p 228 N83-17716
CORROSION TESTS
The effect of liquid media on the strength of an
alummum-matnx composite p 209 A83-15394
COST ANALYSIS
Some thoughts on the development of computer-based
systems — airborne equipment design to cost
p37 A83-11807
The Fokker F28 and a four-engmed newcomer
p 204 A83-2I349
Is LH2 the high cost option for aircraft fuel
p349 A83-27215
The helicopter preliminary design process
p385 A83-31812
A comparison of Navy and contractor gas turbine
acquisition cost
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-198] p 743 A83-48001
Comparative cost of military aircraft - Fiction versus
fact
[AIAA PAPER 83-2565] p711 A83-48378
Cost functions for airframe production programs
[AD-A119788] p 128 N83-14062
Oceanic Area System Improvement Study (OASIS)
Volume 7 North Atlantic region flight cost model results
[FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-7] p 201 N83-16319
Oceanic Area System Improvement Study (OASIS)
Volume 8 Central East Pacific region flight cost model
results
[FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-8] p 201 N83-16320
Oceanic Area System Improvement Study (OASIS)
Volume 9 Flight cost model descnptton
[FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-9] p 201 N83-16321
Engmeenng and fabncation cost considerations for
cryogenic wind tunnel models p 291 N83-18758
Avionics software support cost model
p335 N83-22147
Cost analysis of turbine engine warranties
[AD-A123034] p 394 N83-23313
Computer B (National Airspace System - Automated
Radar Terminal Systems) communications support
[FAA-PM-83-16] p 407 N83-24742
A placement model for flight simulators
[AD-A123782] p 466 N83-25730
Army helicopter improvement program's future may
depend on success in controlling cost
[PB83-168187] p 529 N83-29202
Cost development of the dual-channel GPS (Global
Positioning System) navigator for general aviation
application
[AD-A127157] p 593 N83-31591
POM (Program Ob|ectrve Memorandum) FY-85 BP1500
cost growth and leadlime adiustments Research results
[AD-A128522] p 654 N83-32667
Historical inflation program A computer program
generating historical inflation indices for Army aircraft,
revision
[AD-A127674] p 654 N83-32677
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COST EFFECTIVENESS SUBJECTINDEX
Historical research and development inflation indices for
army fixed and rotor winged aircraft
[AD-A129317] p 713 N83-35993
COST EFFECTIVENESS
The Aquila - A versatile, cost-effective military tool shows
Its potential p 192 A83-16399
The application of a sub-scale flight demonstrator as a
cost effective approach to aircraft development
p 328 A83-29395
A cost effective quick-response test station
p 398 A83-32927
Flight development and certification - How efficient can
It be? p387 A83-32929
Cost effective performance restoration of high by-pass
engines p 447 A83-3S833
NGT sub-scale flight demonstrator - A cost-effective
approach to aircraft development -- Next Generation
Trainer
[SAE PAPER 821341] p517 A83-37952
Designing for supportability and cost effectiveness
[AIAA PAPER 83-2499] p 712 A83-49586
Summary Proceedings of the Future Navigation Systems
Planning Conference
[AD-A128717] p 724 N83-34932
COST ESTIMATES
The cost definition phase of a new commercial aircraft
programme p 242 A83-24425
A critical look at the development and application of
airframe cost models
[SAWE PAPER 1478] p 603 A83-43747
Cost functions for airframe production programs
[AD-A119788] p 128 N83-14062
Transonic cryogenic test section for the Goettingen Tube
Facility
[NASA-TM-77050] p 401 N83-23328
Development and production cost estimating
relationships for aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A123753] p 459 N83-25714
Army helicopter improvement program's future may
depend on success in controlling cost
[PB83-168187] p 529 N83-29202
Cost development of the dual-channel GPS (Global
Positioning System) navigator for general aviation
application
[AD-A127157] p 593 N83-31591
Historical inflation program A computer program
generating historical inflation indices for Army aircraft,
revision
[AD-A127674] p 654 N83-32677
The USRA workshop report Electrostatic fog
dispersal
[NASA-CR-170802] p 704 N83-34514
COST REDUCTION
Fuel-optimal aircraft trajectories with fixed arnval times
p 191 A83-16115
USAF's design guide coming out next month
p 239 A83-20647
Will technology make the helicopter competitive
p204 A83-21574
Fabncation of aircraft components using prephed
broadgoods layed-up in the flat and subsequently formed
- Cost benefits and resource utilization enhancements
p 241 A83-23602
Cost factors and approach methodology in selecting
structural matenals and manufacturing technologies
[AIAA 83-0791] p 368 A83-29730
Benefits of mission profile testing p 405 A83-31481
Reducing the cost for airborne instrumentation hardware
testing p 398 A83-32928
Structural members made of high-strength cast
aluminum and their properties — and reduction of aircraft
production costs p 468 A83-33954
B-1B manufactunng - Rockwell management plan saving
costs, time p 490 A83-40331
Reengmmg the key to aircraft renewal
[AIAA PAPER 83-1372] p 675 A83-45514
Tned and proven engine technology A vital key to
improving airline economics
[PNR-90112] p44 N83-11134
Aircraft thrust/power management can save defense
fuel, reduce engine maintenance costs, and improve
readiness
[GAO/PLRD-82-74] p 139 N83-14074
Development and demonstration of economic
production systems in airframe construction
p658 N83-32709
Additionally compressed titanium fine cast
components p 692 N83-32713
COSTS
The airiine facing the present cnsis
p320 N83-22180
COUNTER ROTATION
Development of counter-rotating intershaft support
bearing technology -- for aircraft gas turbine engines
p 392 A83-32587
Design analysis of a self-acting spiral-groove ring seal
for counter-rotating shafts — o nng seals
[AIAA PAPER 83-1134] p 474 A83-36239
Super choppers — helicopters with counter rotating
rotors p 521 A83-38700
Counter-rotation propellers - A feasibility study
p 683 A83-44874
Technology and benefits of aircraft counter rotation
propellers
[NASA-TM-82983] p 44 N83-11129
Design analysis of a self-acting spiral-groove nng seal
for counter-rotating shafts — o nng seals
[NASA-TM-83346] p 393 N83-23306
COUNTING
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for
Navy and Manne fleet aircraft
[AD-A124966] p 443 N83-26834
The analysis of load-time histones by means of counting
methods -- helicopter performance prediction
[NLR-MP-82039-U] p 679 N83-32799
COUPLING
Service evaluation of airborne tire pressure indicating
systems
[DOT/FAA/RD-82/89] p 331 N83-20934
COUPLINGS
Instabilities of geared couplings Theory and practice
p 187 N83-15634
COVARIANCE
Digital calculation of the propagation in time of the
aircraft gust response covanance matnx
[VTH-LR-266] p 48 N83-10053
COVERINGS
Tip cap for a rotor blade
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13654-1] p 164 N83-14129
The use of vortex generators as inexpensive compressor
casing treatment p 459 N83-26798
Electncal resistance testing of antistatic bench and floor
surface material after laying
[AD-A125423] p 548 N83-28007
The lightning spark barrier p 647 N83-31241
COWLINGS
A study of optimum cowl shapes and flow port locations
for minimum drag with effective engine cooling, volume
1
[NASA-CR-159379] p 191 N83-16288
A study of optimum cowl shapes and flow port locations
for minimum drag with effective engine cooling, volume
2
[NASA-CR-159380] p 191 N83-16289
Drag of axisymmetric cowls at zero incidence for
subsonic Mach numbers
[ESDU-81024] p664 N83-32760
CRACK GEOMETRY
An enhancement for the ultrasonic test bed to inspect
engine disk bolt holes p214 A83-15160
Analysis and repair of flaws in thick structures
p230 A83-21654
An alternating method for analysis of surface-flawed
aircraft structural components p 354 A83-28966
Determination of zones of crack distnbution in flexible
specimens — of aluminum alloys p 551 A83-39S09
CRACK INITIATION
An alternating method for analysis of surface-flawed
aircraft structural components p 354 A83-28966
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
p 33 A83-29024
Fatigue crack initiation and propagation in several
nickel-base superalloys at 650 C p 634 A83-41199
A cntical commentary on magnetic particle inspection
p 694 A83-43829
Detection of cracks under installed fasteners in aircraft
structures p 697 A83-46789
Analysis of a turbine rotor containing a transverse crack
at Oak Creek Unit 17 p 186 N83-15632
Equivalent damage A cntical assesssment
[NASA-CR-167874] p214 N83-17542
TPE331/T76 turboprop propulsion engine durability
[AD-A122962] p 394 N83-23314
NDI of fibre reinforced composite matenals
p 636 N83-30534
Discussion of the short crack effect in airframe matenals
and components p 680 N83-34110
CRACK PROPAGATION
The use of composite patches for repair of aircraft
structural parts p 3 A83-12968
Develop in-flight acoustic emission monitonng of aircraft
to detect fatigue crack growth p 195 A83-15197
Establishing signal processing and pattern recognition
techniques for inflight discnmination between crack-growth
acoustic emission and other acoustic waveforms
p214 A83-15198
Characterization of NDE reliability p 214 A83-15211
Practical application of a model for fatigue damage with
irregular cyclic loading p224 A83-21757
An improved methodology for predicting random
spectrum load interaction effects on fatigue crack
growth p 224 A83-21802
The lateral bucklmg-fracture stability of thin-sheet
structural components with deep cracks
p 298 A83-24648
The effect of anisotropy, thickness, and operating time
on the crack growth in pressed and rolled products of
D16chT and V95pChT1 alloys p 350 A83-28478
On the effect of residual stresses on crack growth from
a hole
[AIAA 83-0840] p 355 A83-29747
Improved damage-tolerance analysis methodology
[AIAA 83-0863] p 355 A83-29751
Statistical crack propagation in fastener holes under
spectrum loading
[AIAA 83-0808] p 356 A83-29808
The residual strength of prefabncated structures made
of pressed panels of D16chT alloy and its modifications
p406 A83-32075
Residual life prediction for jet engine rotor disks at
elevated temperature p 472 A83-33974
The effect of microstructure on the fatigue behavior of
Ni base superalloys p 469 A83-36166
Life prediction for turbine engine components
p474 A83-36174
LCC evaluation of advanced engine damage tolerance
goals for a hot-section disk — in aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPER 83-1407] p 456 A83-36396
A model for determining the reliability of an aircraft wing
structure p 557 A83-37638
Investigation of the fatigue and crack propagation
properties of X7091-T7E69 extrusion
p550 A83-37836
Influence of overloads and block loading sequences on
mode III fatigue crack propagation in A469 rotor steel
p 551 A83-39075
Fatigue crack initiation and propagation in several
nickel-base superalloys at 650 C p 634 A83-41199
A crack growth fatigue life under spectrum loading
p643 A83-43692
Detection of cracks under installed fasteners in aircraft
structures p 697 A83-46769
Observation of damage growth in compressivery loaded
laminates p692 A83-46810
Green's function solution and applications for cracks
emanating from a circular hole in an infinite sheet
p 764 AB3-49599
Acoustic-emission monitonng of steam turbines
[DE82-904663] p 73 N83-10887
Practical applications of fracture mechanics in aircraft
and aerospace structural problems
[AD-A118321] p68 N83-11520
Improved methods for predicting spectrum loading
effects Volume 1 Technical summary
[AD-A118295] p 68 N83-11521
Improved methods for predicting spectrum loading
effects Volume 1 Technical summary
[AD-A118856] p 193 N83-12077
Improved methods for predicting spectrum loading
effects Volume 2 Test data
[AD-A118857] p 193 N83-12078
A users manual for a detailed level fatigue crack growth
analysis computer code Volume 1 The CRKGRO
program
[AD-A118968] p 184 N83-14530
A user's manual for a computer program to predict
fatigue crack growth on flight-by-flight basis (FLTGRO)
[AD-A118965] p 184 N83-14531
Revised Structural Technology Evaluation Program
(STEP) user's manual for structural synthesis
[AD-A118964] p 184 N83-14532
Shaft vibrations in turbomachinery excited by cracks
p187 N83-15635
The fatigue crack growth under variable amplitude
loading in built-up structures
[AD-A119764] p 187 N83-15676
TPE331/T76 turboprop propulsion engine durability
[AD-A122962] p 394 N83-23314
The effect of sheet thickness and laminating on the
fatigue resistance of the aluminum alloy AL 7010 - T
73651
[NLR-TR-81056-U] p 403 N83-23421
Properties of thick sheets of 2124 T351 alloy
[SNIAS^22-111-109] p404 N83-23423
Accelerated corrosion testing
[AD-A125639] p 553 N83-28211
Some considerations on short crack growth behaviour
in aircraft structures
[AGARD-R-696] p 646 N83-31061
Evaluation of small cracks in airframe structures
p 646 N83-31062
Lifetime prediction methods for corner cracks at holes
— in airframe components
[NLR-MP-82042-U] p 700 N83-33233
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SUBJECTINDEX CRUISE MISSILES
Fatigue crack growth of comer cracks in tug
specimens
[VTH-LH-375] p 700 N83-33234
Mechanics and physics ol the growth of small cracks
p700 N83-34096
An assessment of the importance of small crack growth
to aircraft design p 680 N83-34098
Use of small crack data to bring about and Quantify
improvements to aircraft structural integrity
p680 N83-34099
Probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis methods for
structural durability p 701 N83-34104
A study ol small crack growth under transport spectrum
loading p 701 N83-3410S
Small cracks in large forgings p 701 N83-34109
Discussion of the short crack effect in airframe materials
and components p 680 N83-34110
CRACKING (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil Volume 3,
part 2 Above ground shale oil process data
[AD-A128635] p 758 N83-3S162
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil, part 2, volume
2 (in situ shale oil process data)
[AO-A129031] p7S9 N83-36248
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
Practical application of fracture mechanics
p230 AB3-21799
Procedure for application of boron-fibre reinforced
plastic patch to the Mirage lower wing skin fuel decant
region
[AD-A119545] p 177 N83-14173
Creep and fatigue interactions in a nickel base
superalloy
[NLR-MP-82003-U] p 234 N83-17903
TPE331/T76 turboprop propulsion engine durability
[AD-A122962] p 394 N83-23314
Flight systems safety program
[DE82-021833] p413 N83-25S29
CRACKS
Analysis of bonded repairs to damaged fibre composite
structures p209 A83-13200
NOE of fastener hole cracks by the electnc current
perturbation method p 214 A83-15192
The effect of stringers on the stress-strain state near
a hole or crack in an anisotropic plate
p556 A83-37516
Rotordynamic Instability Problems in High-Performance
Turbomachinery
[NASA-CP-2250] p 186 N83-1S629
Fatigue threshold and short crack significance for
aircraft
[NLR-MP-82007-U] p 234 N83-17902
Behaviour of Short Cracks in Airframe Components
[AGARD-CP-326] p 700 N83-3409S
Mechanics and physics of the growth of small cracks
p700 N83-34096
CRASH INJURIES
Correlation and assessment of structural airplane crash
data with flight parameters at impact
[NASA-TP-2083] p 183 N83-14521
Evaluation of the efficiency of helicopter anticrash seats
using a horizontal acceleration bench and a simulated
crash p 250 N83-19444
CRASH LANDING
Studies on an acceleration platform and at the time of
a simulated crash of helicopter anticrash seats
p197 A83-22976
Crashing for safety p 378 A83-31588
Status of FAA crash dynamics program - Transport
category aircraft
[SAE PAPER 821483] p 507 A83-38002
The Jetstar overrun at Luton p687 A83-44B80
Correlation of flammability test data of antimisting
fuels
[FAA-CT-82-29] p 352 N83-22441
CRASHES
Crash tests of four low-wing twin-engine airplanes with
truss-reinforced fuselage structure
[NASA-TP-2070] p 67 N83-10442
Assessment of crash fire hazard of LH sub 2 fueled
aircraft
[NASA-CR-165525] p 16 N83-11095
Antimistng kerosene atormzation and flammability
[NASA-CR-169385] p 211 N83-12246
Correlation and assessment of structural airplane crash
data with flight parameters at Impact
[NASA-TP-2083] p 183 N83-14521
Instrumentation requirements for assessing occupant
response to three dimensional high acceleration
environments p 302 N83-19434
An assessment of correlations between laboratory and
full-scale experiments for trie FAA Aircraft Fire Safety
Program Part 5 Some analyses of the post crash fire
scenario
[PB83-113555] p 251 N83-19730
Computer simulation of an arcraft seat and occupant
m a crash enwonment, volume 1
[FAA-CT-82-33-1 VOL-1J p 319 N83-22171
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant
in a crash environment. Volume 2 Program SOM-LA
user manual
[FAA-CT-82-33-2VOL-2] p 319 N83-22172
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CRASHWORTHINESS
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Application of the nonlinear finite element method to
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analysis
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situations
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Creep and fatigue interactions in a nickel base
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CREEP STRENGTH
Fatigue and creep considerations in the design of turbine
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mechanical properties of alloys p 224 A83-21470
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CREW STATIONS
Space-station crew-safety requirements
p467 A83-36408
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[AD-A122601] p368 N83-23118
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Cnterta for optimizing starting cycles for high
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panels Part 1 Theory
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Prediction of liquid fuel spray capture by v-gutter
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CRUDE OIL
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CRUISE MISSILES
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Air launched cruise missile Logistics planning problems
and implications for other weapons systems
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user's guide
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Investigation of the feasibility of a helicopter-launched
cruise missile system
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Fuel-optimal aircraft trajectories with fixed arrival times
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Measurements and predictions of turboprop noise at high
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report
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CRYOGENIC COOLING
Practical problems of design and manufacture of a 2-D
model and of the device for its cooling and introduction
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CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT
Application ol dynamic gas bearings to cryogenic
compressors and turbines p 185 N83 15540
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Facility
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Early experience in using the Cryogenic Test Facility
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Possible safety hazards associated with the operation
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Possible safety hazards associated with the operation
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Langley Research Center
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CRYOGENIC WIND TUNNELS
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Practical problems of design and manufacture of a 2-D
model and of the device for its cooling and introduction
into the T2 pressurized cryogenic intermittent tunnel
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tunnel
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Cryogenic wind tunnels for high Reynolds number
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Design and manufacture of a transonic wind tunnel
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Possible safety hazards associated with the operation
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Langley Research Center
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Cryogenic Wind Tunnel Models Design and
Fabncation
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Model systems criteria p 291 N83-18749
Analytical methods with application to the Pathfinder 1
model p 291 N83-18753
Engineering and fabrication cost considerations for
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p292 N83-18766
NTF model pressure measurements
p292 N83-18768
Parameter and design studies tor the use of wind tunnel
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Condensation studies in cryogenic nitrogen
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Temperature response of a model to set-point changes
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Materials and modelling technology for cryogenic
environment p 465 N83-25723
Problems involved by the instrumentation and the
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Studies on the cryogenic induction driven wind-tunnel
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CRYSTAL DISLOCATIONS
Creep and fatigue interactions in a nickel base
superalloy
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Discussion of the short crack effect in airframe materials
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CUES
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revisited
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Transportation Energy Conservation Through Land Use
Planning
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CUMULATIVE DAMAGE
Cumulative damage and life-estimations in fatigue
p 64 A83 12660
Application of fatigue strength analysis to the evaluation
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wing shell repairs III - An example of the application of
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Improved damage-tolerance analysis methodology
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program
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depot damage tolerance analysis
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Damage tolerance - of aircraft
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CURING
Manufacturing processes for aeronautical structures
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CURVATURE
Curvature transitions of composite curves and surfaces
- Questions regarding details of computer-aided design
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Introduction to film cooling, three dimensional film
cooling, curvature effects and film cooling
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CURVE FITTING
Complex combined curve design and fitting - A S-splme
multiple knot method p 651 A83-43699
CURVED BEAMS
Design, analysis and test of composite curved frames
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[AIAA 83-1005] p 356 A83-29805
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An adjustment method and engmeenng realization for
control curves of the 2-vanable function
p32 N83-11045
User's manual for master Modeling of aerodynamic
surfaces by 3-dimensional explicit representation — input
to three dimensional computational fluid dynamics
[NASA-CR-166056] p 236 N83-18304
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[USCAE-139] p561 N83-28377
Adaptation of pultrusion to the manufacture of helicopter
components
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[SAE PAPER 821484] p 507 A83-38003
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layers Full Scale Test description and results
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Application of dynamic gas bearings to cryogenic
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CUTTERS
Slack wire strike protection concepts
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CUTTING
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CV-990 AIRCRAFT
Convatr 990 transonic flow-field simulation about the
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CYCLIC LOADS
Practical application of a model for fatigue damage with
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On the effect of residual stresses on crack growth from
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Life estimation methods of gas turbine rotating
components p 449 A83-35870
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The strength of GTE structural elements under low-cycle
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Creep and fatigue interactions in a nickel base
superalloy
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DAMAGE
Damage tolerant design using collapse techniques
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Fatigue threshold and short crack significance for
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Lightning interaction with USAF aircraft
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Volume 1 Theory and application
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AN/ALM-66 to AN/USM-406C p 54 A83-10739
In-flight lightning data measurement system for fleet
application - Flight test results p 29 A8311087
A dynamic interface error performance simulation - IV&V
for the F-4F OFP—Independent Verification and Validation
for Operational Flight Program p 70 A83 11114
Unaided tactical guidance flight test results
p20 A83-11140
Software configuration control in a real-time flight test
environment p 29 A8311144
Integrated flight and fire control development and flight
test on an F-1 SB aircraft p 20 A83-11160
F-4F fire control system software support - An integrated
approach to ground and flight testing p 56 A83-11228
Air-to-air missiles - Flight test in the 60's
p29 A83-11805
Wake vortex attenuation flight tests - A status report
p30 A8311806
Data acquisition/reduction system for flight testing
general aviation aircraft p 37 A83 11903
Reliability and maintainability aspects of a 'fleet' of
prototype helicopters p 2 A83-12654
U S Army considers Aquila RPV ready to field
p30 A83 13025
Flight test of the 747-JT9D for airframe noise
p189 A83-13163
In-flight deflection measurement of the HiMAT
aeroelastically tailored wing p 189 A83-13167
Sky Hook to help ships launch Hamer
p 206 A83 13575
Operation of a helicopter on sloping ground II
p 182 A83-14624
The A310 - Even better than expected
p 190 A83-14952
The Air Force Flight Test Center Palletized Airborne
Water Spray System
[AIAA PAPER 83-0030] p 148 A83-16472
Development of a flight test maneuver autopilot for a
highly maneuverable aircraft
I AIAA PAPER 83-0061] p 168 A83-16493
On-board instrumentation for test vehicles with varying
roll rates
[AIAA PAPER 83-0570] p158 A83-16797
USAF studies lighters for dual-role, all-weather
operations p 151 A83-17276
Long-range Falcon - Flight-test Dassault Falcon 50
p 151 A83-18074
XH-59A ABC aircraft flight tests at Ft Rucker,
Alabama p151 A83-18148
Digital electronic engine control system - F-15 flight
test p 162 A83-18406
Icing analysis of an unprotected aircraft radome
p188 A83-18413
Loran-C RNAV - The best near-term solution to air
operations in northeastern North Amenca
p144 A83-18822
A-110
SUBJECTINDEX FLIGHT TESTS
Right evaluation of modifications to a digital electronic
engine control system in an F-15 airplane
[AJAA PAPER 83-0537] p 163 A83-19593
The MCA method, a flight test technique to determine
the thrust of |et aircraft in flight — Mass Consumption
Acceleration p 202 A83-19661
Fixed wing and rotary wing flight testing of Navstar GPS
as a civilian navigation system p 199 A83-19777
F-104 CCV research flight test program
p 215 A83-20074
Flight test results of an active flutter suppression
system p 216 A83-22164
Design, construction, and testing of an experimental
propeller in the 750 PS performance class
IDGLR PAPER 82-066J p 274 A83-24180
Flight testing with hot JP-4 fuel ~- in helicopter suction
fuel systems p 277 A83-24831
Flight tests of integrated navigation by least squares
adjustment p256 A83-24871
Flight effects on Ian noise with static and wind tunnel
comparisons
[AIAA PAPER 83-0678] p 279 A83-25910
Fluctuating pressure measurements on the fan blades
of a turbofan engine during ground and flight tests
[AIAA PAPER 83-0679] p 279 A83-25911
The design and flight test of an engine inlet bulk acoustic
liner
[AIAA PAPER 83-0781] p 281 A83-25963
The research aircraft of the Special Research Area
'Flight Control' as scientific test stand
p264 A83-26484
Estimation regarding the feasibility of using larger
distances in measurements with L2F systems in flight tests
-- Laser-two-Focus p 300 A83-26487
Helicopter Ilight noise tests about the influence of
rotor-rotational and forward speed changes on the
charactenstics of the immitted sound
[AIAA PAPER 83-0672] p 365 A83-28002
The extended Kalman filter and its use in estimating
aerodynamic derivatives p340 A83-28183
Development and testing of Skyship 500
p 327 A83-28191
Integrated systems evaluated on F-15
p322 A83-28700
FAA helicopter NAVSTAR GPS flight testing
p 323 A83-28788
NASA aenal applications wake interaction research —
particle trajectories in aircraft induced wakes
p317 A83-28899
Analysis of engine usage data for tactical systems
[AIAA PAPER 81-1370] p 337 A83-29011
VOR area navigation - Techniques and results
p 323 A83-29205
Flight testing the Low Cost Inertia! Guidance System
p324 A83-29210
Helicopter flight testing, simulation and real-time
analysis p328 A83-29391
The application of a sub-scale flight demonstrator as a
cost effective approach to aircraft development
p32B A83-29395
Dash 8 - Canada's new commuter
p328 A83-2967S
Determination of honzontal tail load and hinge moment
charactenstics from flight data — on Learjet Model 55
Longhom p 383 A83-30162
Excessive roll damping can cause roll ratchet
p395 A83-30171
Apache on the war path The Hughes AH-64 in
production at last p 385 A83-31939
The 8-1 gets airborne again p 386 A83-31941
Flight tests venfy predictions for F-20
p386 A83-32475
Sun-powered aircraft designs p 386 A83-32577
Unique flight charactenstics of the AD-1 oblique-wing
research airplane p 386 A83-32588
Dynamic taxi response (have bounce) testing of the C-5A
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1024] p 386 A83-32783
Society of Flight Test Engineers, Annual Symposium,
12th. Dayton, OH. September 16-18, 1981. Proceedings
p372 A83-32926
A cost effective quick-response test station
p 398 A83-32927
Flight development and certification How efficient can
It be? p 387 A83-32929
Flight testing the Hustler 500 p 387 A83-32930
Airspeed calibrations on a stretch YC-141B aircraft
p387 A83-32931
Right test and predicted pressure data comparison on
aircraft modifications p 387 A83-32932
Sidestick controller design requirements
p 396 A83-32934
Principal site testing of the F/A-18 at the Naval Air Test
Center p 387 A83-32935
Use of simulated ice shapes in known icing
certification p 378 A83 32936
The United States Air Force and (he use of in-flight
Simulation P388 A83-32937
Performance flight testing — Book
p 433 A83-33621
Application of system identification flight analysis
techniques to the pitch-heave dynamics of an air cushion
vehicle p484 A83-34852
Simulator fidelity and flight test data - Improving the flight
performance of the B-52H WST production unit flight
station simulator
[AIAA PAPER 83-1075) P 436 A83-36204
Use of flight test results to improve the flying qualities
simulation of the B-52H weapon system trainer
[AIAA PAPER 83-1091] p 437 A83-36215
Natural laminar flow data Irom full-scale flight and
wind-tunnel experiments p 422 A83-36409
Variable sweep wing design
[AIAA PAPER 83-1051] p 438 A83-36461
YAV-8B flight demonstration program
[AIAA PAPER 83-1055] P 438 A83-36466
Large |et aircraft validation and demonstrations - An
overview of Boeing experience
[AIAA PAPER 83-1049] P 439 A83-36472
AFTI/F-16 technology demonstrator
[AIAA PAPER 83-1059] P 439 A83-36474
A technique to determine lift and drag polars in flight
P422 A83-36913
Flight tests of tow wire forces while flying a racetrack
pattern p 439 A83-36919
HiMAT onboard flight computer system architecture and
qualification P 529 A83-37061
Piloted simulation of hover and transition of a vertical
attitude takeoff and landing aircraft p516 A83-37064
Investigation of flow past an aircraft wing section in flight
and in a wind tunnel p 493 A83-37506
Dormer Do 24 TT(technology testbed) experimental
amphibian p516 A83-37857
NGT sub-scale flight demonstrator - A cost-effective
approach to aircraft development — Next Generation
Trainer
[SAE PAPER 821341] p517 A83-37952
U S Army helicopter icing developments
[SAE PAPER 821504] p 508 A83-38011
Flight test of the HX-I radio-controlled hybrid airship
[AIAA PAPER 83-1992J P 522 A83-38917
Flight testing and operational demonstrations of a
modern non-ngid airship
[AIAA PAPER 83-1999] p 523 A83-38920
Balloon film strain measurement p 530 A83-39807
US fighter options p 526 A83-40665
F/A-18 inlet/engine compatibility flight test results
p 594 A83-41039
Algorithms for real-time flutter identification
[AIAA PAPER 83-2223] p 640 A83-41703
Integrated flight control systems development - The
F/A-18A Automatic Carrier Landing System
[AIAA PAPER 83-2162) p 623 A83-41765
Determination of aerodynamic parameters of a fighter
airplane from flight data at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 83-2066] P 623 A83-41904
Applications of state estimation in aircraft flight-data
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 83-2087] p 596 A83-41919
Filtering (light data prior to aerodynamic system
identification
[AIAA PAPER 83-2098] p 597 A83-41928
Identification of aerodynamic coefficients using flight
testing data
[AIAA PAPER 83-2099] p 597 A83-41929
Flight test expenence with pilot-mduced-oscillation
suppressor filters
[AIAA PAPER 83-2107] p 625 A83-41936
The application and results of a new flight test
technique
[AIAA PAPER 83-2137] p 598 A83-41959
The in-service flight testing ol some carbon
fibre-reinforced plastic components p 599 A83-42808
Autogas flighl test in a Cessna 150 airplane
(SAE PAPER 830706] P 599 A83-43317
Flight investigation of natural laminar flow on the
Bellanca Skyrocket II
(SAE PAPER 830717] p 599 A83-43326
Aeroacoustic flight test of four single engine propellers
[SAE PAPER 830731 ] p615 A83-43328
Estimation ol nonlinear aerodynamics from transport
airplane certification maneuvers A system identification
approach
[AIAA PAPER 83-2065] p 627 A83-43811
The tasks and organization of the flight testing of
airplanes and helicopters — Russian book
p 674 A83-43901
An experimental investigation of turbulent base heat
transfer in hypersonic flow p 659 A83-44569
Extracting the comprehensive characteristics in terms
of similar parameters from flight test
p675 A83-44570
Expenence with flight lest trajectory guidance
p675 A83-45470
Designed to be stalled — T-46A training aircraft
p 676 A83-46349
Problems in determining aircraft polar curves from
test-flight data p 676 A83-46489
F-16XL shows advances in range, nde
p676 A83-46924
Pneumatic rotor blade deicmg p 676 A83-46926
The Integrated Technology and Flight Research Rotor
Technology demonstrators for the 1985-1995 timeframe
p 677 A83-46928
Flight test evaluation of Loran-C in Alaska
p 671 A83-46955
An improved propeller for general-aviation aircraft
p736 A83-47194
Correlation of flight test and analytic M-on-N air combat
exchange ratios — Many-on-Many p 710 A83-48219
Simulations used in the development and flight test of
the HiMAT vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 83-2505] p 727 A83-48355
A flight test ol laminar flow control leading-edge
systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2508] p 727 A83-48356
NOTAR - The viable alternative to a tail rotor
[AIAA PAPER 83-2527] p 728 A83-48365
Survey of aeroelastic wind tunnel and flight testing
methods at MBB p 753 A83-49181
Expenence from flight flutter testing with tip vanes on
Airbus p730 A83-49183
Evaluation of new Iroquois torquemeter PN 73-30-1
[AD-A117747] p 38 N83-10042
An analysis of airline landing flare data based on flight
and training simulator measurements
[NASA-CR-166404] p 47 N83-10047
Development of handling qualities testing in the 70's
A new direction p 51 N83-10077
Expenence with System Identification From Tracking
(SIFT) flight-test-techniques at the German Air Force Flight
Test Center p 51 N83-10078
Simulation for predicting flying qualities
p52 N83-10080
Random impact vibration tester p 66 N83-10234
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
17-percent-thick supercntical airfoil section, including a
comparison between wind-tunnel and flight data
[NASA-TM-X-2571] p6 N83-11034
Stability and control of the Gossamer human powered
aircraft by analysis and flight test
[NASA-CR-3627] p11 N83-11062
Modeling methodology for MLS range navigation system
errors using flight test data
[NASA-CR-166411] p 27 N83-11101
Modern wing technology for general aviation aircraft
Phase 3 Flight testing
[BMFT-FB-W-82-012] p 33 N83-1H21
Preliminary evaluation of the basic expenmental active
Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS)
[DOT/FAA/RD-82/67] p 186 N83-12058
Flight test investigation of area calibrated LORAN-C for
en route navigation in the Gulf of Mexico
[FAA-RD-82-7] p 186 N83-12059
The effects of pilot stress factors on handling quality
assessments dunng US/German helicopter agility flight
tests
[NASA-TM-84294] p 205 N83-13114
A flight test maneuver autopilot for a highly
manueverable aircraft
[NASA-TM-81372] p 205 N83-13115
Lightning attachment patterns and flight conditions for
storm hazards, 1980
[NASA-TP-2087] p 139 N83-14077
NASA Lewis Research Center's Program on Icing
Research
(NASA-TM-83031] p 139 N83-14078
Preliminary summary of phase 1 Piedmont in-service
evaluation of TCAS 2 p 146 N83-14095
Flutter substantiation tests on a Transavia PL-12/T-300
Airtruk
[AD-AM 8895] P 170 N83-14134
Dynamic structural aeroelastic stability testing of the
XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
[NASA-TM-84293] p216 N83-16349
The application of parameter estimation to flight
measurements to obtain lateral-directional stability
derivatives of an augmented let-flap STOL airplane
[NASA-TP-2033] p216 N83-16350
Flight evaluation of an engine static pressure noseprobe
in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-CR-163109] p214 N83-17546
Gyroscopic instruments and their application to flight
testing
[AGARD-AG-160-VOL-15] p 233 N83-17855
Structural testing for static failure, flutter and other scary
things
[NASA-TM-84606] p 234 N83-17899
A-111
FLIGHT TIME SUBJECT INDEX
Propeller aircraft noise-certification and flight testing
p308 N83-18657
Helical automatic approaches of helicopters with
microwave landing system?
[NASA-TP-2109] p 260 N83-18704
Global positioning system en route/terminal exploratory
tests
[FAA-RD-82-71] p 260 N83-18705
Real-time flutter analysis of an active flutter-suppression
system on a remotely piloted research aircraft
[NASA-TM-84901] p 265 N83-18710
A rotor technology assessment of the advancing blade
concept
[NASA-TM-84298J P 265 N83-18712
Design, development, and flight test of a demonstration
advanced avionics system
[NASA-TM-84323] p 270 N83-18721
Flight test trajectory control analysis
[NASA-CR-170395] p 288 N83-18744
Development and flight test of an active flutter
suppression system for the F-4F with stores Parti Design
of the active flutter suppression system
[AD-A121485] p 288 N83-18746
AH-1 Air Ground Engagement Simulation/air defense
(AGES/ADES) pod jettison evaluation
[AD-A122623] p 332 N83-20939
Investigations on four-dimensional guidance in the
TMA p326 N83-22187
Motion/visual cueing requirements for vortex encounters
dunng simulated transport visual approach and landing
[NASA-TP-2136] p 333 N83-22192
Flight evaluation of modifications to a digital electronic
engine control system in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-83088] p 339 N83-22201
A Canadian approach to flutter clearance for external
Stores p 345 N83-22216
Evaluation of Precision Approach Path Indicator
(PAPI)
[FAA-CT-82-153] p 383 N83-24495
Expenmental testing of flying qualities theories
[AD-A124699] p 440 N83-25697
Aerodynamic model identification from dynamic flight
test data and wind tunnel experiments
[VTH-LR-361] p505 N83-27967
Flight testing of a strapdown system Results of a special
flight test — iriertial navigation
[DFVLR-MITT-83-02] p 514 N83-27973
Flight testing of mertial navigation systems Hardware
and software descnption
[ESA-TT-772] p515 N83-27974
Unmanned vehicle systems expenences at the Dryden
Flight Research Facility — remotely piloted vehicles
[NASA-TM-84913] p 526 N83-27978
Flight and simulation test analysis system
[AD-A125614] p 528 N83-27986
Design, construction and test of an experimental
propeller in the power range 750 HP
[BMFT-FB-W-83-004] p 507 N83-29184
Modeling of the Mode S tracking system in support of
aircraft safety research
[NASA-CR-166486] p 510 N83-29186
Validation flight test of UH-60A for Rotorcraft Systems
Integration Simulator (RSIS)
[AD-A125428] p 529 N83-29201
Engine Handling
[AD-A129168] p 540 N83-29241
A look at engine handling aspects from aircraft flight
test expenence, with an outlook for future requirements
p540 N83-29245
Throttle handling related to J85 engine performance and
durability Canadian forces expenence
p 541 N83-29249
Predicted and flight test results of the performance and
stability and control of the space shuttle from reentry to
landing p634 N83-30360
Ground/flight correlation on the Alpha-Jet expenmental
aircraft with a transonic wing A companson of the wing
pressure distnbution and local wake survey from analytical,
wind tunnel and flight results p 603 N83-30362
Aerodynamic model identification from dynamic flight
test data and wind tunnel experiments
p604 N83-30371
Correlation aspects of analytical, wind tunnel and flight
test results for a hingeless rotor helicopter
p 604 N83-30373
Dynamic st.^ctural aeroelastic stability testing of the
XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft p628 N83-30376
Ground and flight test techniques used for proof of
structural integrity of the Tornado combat aircraft
p605 N83-30377
Correlation problems between flutter flight test data and
ground tests/calculation results for a variable sweep wing
aircraft p 628 N83-30379
Flight flutter testing with emphasis on the tip vane
method p 628 N83-30381
Synthesis of responses to AGARD-FMP questionaire on
"prediction techniques and flight correlation"
p 581 N83-30384
Fuel conservation evaluation of U S (United States)
Army helicopters Part 4 OH-58C flight testing
[AD-A127422] p 637 N83-30673
Results of Beaver aircraft parameter identification
[DFVLR-FB-83-10] p 678 N83-32798
Flight test evaluation of drag effects on surface coabngs
on the NASA Boeing 737 TCV airplane
[ NASA.CR-165767] p 666 N83-33852
Alaska Loran-C flight test evaluation
[AD-A128633] p 724 N83-34930
Summary Proceedings of the Future Navigation Systems
Planning Conference
[AD-A128717] p 724 N83-34932
Dual towline anti-spin device — for flight tests
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13076-1] p 733 N83-34934
Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics
Panel Symposium on Ground/Flight Test Techniques and
Correlation
[AGARD-AR-191] p 733 N83-34939
Supersonic fan engines for military aircraft
[NASA-TM-83499] p 747 N83-34947
Sea King helicopter flight trials
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-415] p 733 N83-36023
FLIGHT TIME
Designing a mim-RPV for a world endurance record
p2 A83-11000
New systems for extending the useful float duration of
standard zero-pressure balloon flights
P524 A83-39805
FLIGHT TRAINING
Toward 'combat realistic' tests, evaluations, exercises
-and training p 56 A83-11237
B-52 operations in the Bnght Star 82 exercise
p317 A83-29204
In-flight simulation at the U S Air Force and Naval Test
Pilot Schools
[AIAA PAPER 83-1078] p 436 A83-36206
Advanced display techniques for training the
multi-member tactical air crew
[AIAA PAPER 83-1079] p 443 A83-36207
Simulation which simulates less p 548 A83-40619
General aviation safety - How safe? Its implication for
flying and theory training p 667 A83-44878
Determination of motion and visual system requirements
for flight training simulators
[AD-A117555] p 57 N83-11149
Applications of simulator freeze to earner glideslope
tracking instruction
[AD-A118862] p 220 N83-16356
Summary Proceedings of a Wind Shear Workshop
[NASA-CP-2270] p410 N83-25265
Helmet mounted feasibility model
[AO-A128150] p 736 N83-34940
General aviation safety research issues
[AD-A130074] p 722 N83-36015
FLIGHT VEHICLES
Intelligent control of tactical target cueing — by subsonic
flight vehicles p 25 A83-12879
Theory and design of flight-vehicle engines — Russian
book p211 A83-22651
Current studies at Calspan utilizing short-duration flow
techniques p 290 A83-26128
Dynamic stability of a flight vehicle near a perturbed
surface p 396 A83-33008
A study of the statistical dynamics of flight vehicles
p396 A83-33009
FUR DETECTORS
Four-channel multiplexed resolver-to-digital converter
p34 A83-11100
Multiscenano imaging sensor autoprocessor — for target
recognition p 22 A83-11224
TF/TA by means of integrated FUR and radar sensors
— terrain following-terrain avoidance displays using
forward looking infrared imagery p 36 A83-11240
The A6E /TRAM/ all-weather weapon system — Target
Recognition and Attack Multisensor p 24 A83-11260
Calibration support of the AN/AAM-60 common
forward-looking infrared /FLIR/ test bench
p232 A83-22886
Bo 105 rotor blade influence on the Calipso FLIR in
the mast-mounted observation platform Ophelia
p205 A83-23249
Target acquisition and extraction from cluttered
backgrounds p 268 A83-23531
FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC
Implementation of the OAST ARW II control laws using
an 8086 microprocessor and an 8087 floating-point
coprocessor — drones for aeroelasticity research
p71 A83-11910
FLOATS
Ejection seat-mounted crewmember restraint integrated
with survival vest and flotation
[AD-A126859] p 585 N83-30399
FLOORS
Advanced lightweight, fire retardant floor paneling for
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2442] p 726 A83-48330
Development of lightweight, fire retardant, low smoke,
thermally stable, high strength floor paneling Passenger
floor panels
[NASA-CR-167770] p212 N83-13174
Analytical modeling of transport aircraft crash scenanos
to obtain floor pulses
[NASA-CR-166089] p 381 N83-24488
Electncal resistance testing of antistatic bench and floor
surface matenal after laying
[AD-A125423] p 548 N83-28007
MRCA run-in floors — aluminum cast alloys
p658 N83-32711
FLOQUET THEOREM
Aeroelasticity of helicopter rotors in forward flight
p 180 A83-17316
FLORIDA
Fresh look is needed at south Flonda jetport
[GAO/CED-82-54] p 189 N83-14769
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
Nonequilibnum flow over delta wings with detached
Shockwaves p 176 A83-13126
Certain effects and paradoxes in aerodynamics and
hydraulics -- Russian book p 229 A83-20379
Embedded flow characteristics of sharp-edged
rectangular wings p 190 A83-22152
Autorotation — in fluid dynamics p 374 A83-31079
New trends in combustion research for gas turbine
engines p 446 A83-35806
PANAIR Pilot Code application to subsonic nacelle type
mtenor flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-1369] p 421 A83-36365
Gas turbine engines p 532 A83-37274
Distinction between different types of impeller and
diffuser rotating stall in a centrifugal compressor with
vaneless diffuser
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-61 ] p 714 A83-47917
Strong pressure waves in air-breathing engines
p715 A83-48216
Flow visualization by light sheet
[ONERA. TPNO 1983-105] p 764 A83-49416
Flow quality of NAL two-dimensional transonic wind
tunnel Parti Mach number distributions, flow angularities
and preliminary study of side wall boundary layer suction
[NAL-TR-693] p 179 N83-12043
Advanced technologies for turbomachmery systems An
overview
[NASA-TM-82949] p 201 N83-12090
New trends in combustion research for gas turbine
engines
[NASA-TM-83338] p 338 N83-20947
Wind tunnel flow quality and data accuracy
requirements
[AGARD-AR-184] p 376 N83-23276
Preliminary results of LDV surveys in the compressible
leading edge vortex of a delta wing
[VKI-TN-137] p 376 N83-23278
Flow control about an airborne laser turret
[AD-A123056] p 407 N83-23595
A study of atmosphenc flow in the wake of a large
Structure p 567 N83-28788
Thermodynamic and flow mechanical problems in
aircraft and spacecraft dnves Summary of work and
results for 1980, 81, 82 p 707 N83-34822
The trend of future gas turbine technology
[NASA-TM-83505] p 712 N83-34886
FLOW COEFFICIENTS
Aerodynamic characteristics of the 10-percent-thick
NASA supercritical airfoil 33 designed for a normal-force
coefficient of 0 7
[NASA-TM-X-72711] p 12 N83-11075
FLOW DEFLECTION
A numerical transformation solution procedure for
closely coupled canard-wing transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-0502] p 137 A83-19591
Investigation of flow past an aircraft wing section in flight
and in a wind tunnel p 493 A83-37506
The theory for a flexible slat p 495 A83-37810
An investigation of flow improvement devices for
reducing propeller excited vibration — ship propellers
[NMI-R-157] p702 N83-34223
FLOW DISTORTION
Axial-compressor flow distortion with water mgestion
[AIAA PAPER 83-0004] p 160 A83-16456
Numencal calculation of the separation and connection
of two-dimensional supersonic flows in channels with
discontinuous boundaries p212 A83-22658
The response of a multistage compressor to an
azimuthal distortion p 281 A83-26923
The prediction of performance of turbojet engine with
distorted inlet flow and its expenmental studies
p446 A83-35832
A-112
SUBJECT INDEX FLOW MEASUREMENT
Variation of rotor blade vibration due to interaction ol
inlet and outlet distortion p 450 A83-35882
Aircraft engine inlet pressure distortion testing in a
ground lest facility
| AIAA PAPER 83-1233) p 453 A83 36298
Literature search of publications concerning the
prediction of dynamic inlet flow distortion and related
topics
[NASA-CH-3673] p 282 N83-18729
Influence of a large free stream disturbance level on
dynamics ol a jet in a cross flow p 562 N83-29217
Modelling compression component stability
characteristics Effects of inlet distortion and fan bypass
duct disturbances p 542 N83-29261
Tests for inlet distortion in a two-spool turbojet engine
on the ground test bed p 683 N83-32733
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
Large-scale vortex lattice model for the locally separated
flow over wings p 177 A83-13127
Assessment of inflow control structure effectiveness and
design system development p 189 A83-13161
A last algorithm for the calculation of transonic How
over wing/body combinations p 178 A83-15283
Analytical profiling of turbine blades
p200 A83-16010
An expenmental study of the unsteady response oJ the
rotor blades of an axial flow compressor operating in the
rotating stall regime
| AIAA PAPER 83-00011 p 129 A83-16454
Flow simulations for general nacelle configurations using
Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 83-0539] p 134 A83-16775
Investigations on the effects of discrete wingiip jets
[AIAA PAPER 83-05461 p 134 A83-16781
An analytical and expenmental comparison of the flow
field of an advanced swept turboprop
[AIAA PAPER 83-01691 p 189 A83-21080
Unsteady transonic flow over wings including
mwscid/viscous interaction p 190 A83-22132
Sound propagation through fluctuating flows - Its
significance in aeroacoustics
| AIAA PAPER 83-0697) p 308 AB3-26448
On the simulation ol the hypervelocity regime of flow
past bodies in wind tunnels p312 A83-27714
A more accurate transonic computational method for
wing-body configurations p 375 A63 32982
Turbulent boundary layer associated with penodic
rotating wakes - - from axial flow turbomachme rotors
p 376 A83 33373
Calculation of subsonic flow past rectangular wings and
their combinations on the basis of a discrete vortex
scheme p418 A83-3S541
Semi implicit calculation method of the flow field in a
duct with the flame stabilized by a step — for aircraft engine
combustion chamber design
(ONERA. TPNO 1983-52) p 446 A83-35820
A study of lean extinction limit tor pilot flame holder
p 469 A83-35821
Applications of computational techniques in the design
ol ramjet engines p 418 A83-35828
An assessment of flow field simulation and
measurement
[AIAA PAPER 83 1721] p 555 A83-37210
Supersonic flow field analysis for a twin-engine aircraft
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turbofan jet airplane p 675 A83-43967
General aviation safety - How safe? Its implication for
flying and theory training p 667 A83-44878
Airports as a threat to public safety — Book
p 668 A83-46420
An improved propeller for general-aviation aircraft
p736 A83-47194
OLGA - A gust-alleviation system for general-aviation
aircraft — Open Loop Gust Alleviation
p750 A83-47212
Propulsion system integration as applied to business
|et aircraft
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-227] p 725 A83-48024
Analysis of general aviation accidents using ATC radar
records p 719 A83-48218
General aviation goes digital - Many advantages, but
some problems p 735 A83-48640
Ultralight aircraft safety and regulation
p719 A83-48885
Demonstration Advanced Avionics System (DAAS)
function description
[NASA-CR-166282] p 26 N83-10027
Crash tests of four low-wing twin-engine airplanes with
truss-reinforced fuselage structure
[NASA-TP-2070] p 67 N83-10442
Wind-tunnel investigation of effects of wing-leading-edge
modifications on the high angle-of-attack characteristics
of a T-tail low-wing general-aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-3636] p 179 N83-12049
Evaluating the use of electronic flight instrument systems
in general aviation aircraft
[AD-A118604] p198 N83-12083
Flight personnel comment on experience flying new
Yak-42 p 194 N83-13061
Minister reviews plans for raising efficiency of civil
aviation p 176 N83-13062
Aviation repair association chief interviewed
p176 N83-13064
Census of U S civil aircraft, calendar year 1981
[AD-A119358] p 176 N83-13087
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general
aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to
90deg 2 Influence of horizontal tail location for Model
D
[NASA-CR-3247] p 180 N83-13070
Pilot-m-command A sociological analysis of general
aviation accidents p 184 N83-13079
Single pilot IFR accident data analysis
[NASA-CR-3650] p 139 N83-14076
A flight investigation of simulated data-link
communications dunng single-pilot IFR flight Volume 2
Right evaluations
[NASA-CR-3653] p 146 N83-14098
Design and test of aircraft engine isolators for reduced
interior noise
[NASA-CR-166021] p 190 N83-15042
Study of the damping characteristics of general aviation
aircraft panels and development of computer programs
to calculate the effectiveness of interior noise control
treatment, part 1
[NASA-CR-169534] p 190 N83-15043
The US aviation system to the year 2000
[NASA-CR-166010] p 140 N83-15273
A microcomputer-based position updating system for
general aviation utilizing Loran-C
[NASA-CR-169722] p 148 N83-15277
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
17-percent-thick medium speed airfoil designed for general
aviation applications
[NASA-TP-1786] p 191 N83-16290
Computer program to predict noise of general aviation
aircraft User's guide
[NASA-CR-168050] p 238 N83-17242
Research and technology program perspectives for
general aviation and commuter aircraft
[NASA-CR-169875] p 187 N83-17454
Statistical summary Study to determine the IFR
operational profile of the general aviation single pilot —
instrument flight rules
[NASA-CR-165805] p 198 N83-17523
Structural testing for static failure, flutter and other scary
things '
[NASA-TM-84606] p 234 N83-17899
A pilot study of human response to general aviation
aircraft noise
[NASA-CR-166053] p 238 N83-18404
Advanced turboprop propulsion technology
[SP-03A82] p 281 N83-18659
Study to determine the IFR operational profile and
problems of the general aviation single pilot
[NASA-CR-3576] p 249 N83-18699
Simulator study of a flight director display
[NASA-TM-84581 ] p 271 N83-19748
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general
aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to
90 deg 1 Influence of airplane components for model
D — Langley spin tunnel tests
[NASA-CR-3246] p 315 N83-20916
Demonstration Advanced Avionics System (DAAS)
[NASA-CR-166281] p 334 N83-20941
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant
in a crash environment, volume 1
[FAA-CT-82-33-1-VOL-1] p319 N83-22171
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant
in a crash environment Volume 2 Program SOM-LA
user manual
[FAA-CT-82-33-2-VOL-2] p319 N83-22172
Industry's assessment of the number of airplanes in the
general aviation fleet along with their hours flown and fuel
consumption data powered by what type of engines, when
and for what reasons, through the year 2000
p352 N83-22445
General aviation fuel quality control
p352 N83-22447
Lightweight diesel aircraft engines for general aviation
p340 N83-22455
General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) overview
p 340 N83-22457
The return of the propeller airplane
[SNIAS-822-111-102] p 389 N83-24501
Demonstration Advanced Avionics System (DAAS)
Phase 1 report
[NASA-CR-170317] p 391 N83-24504
Differential-absorption LIDAR technology for light
twin-engine aircraft operation
[DE83-003888] p410 NB3-25232
Analysis ot nonplanar wing-tip-mounted lifting surfaces
on low-speed airplanes
[NASA-CR-3684] p 424 N83-25667
Determination of stability and control parameters of a
general aviation airplane from flight data
[NASA-TM-84635] p 461 N83-26844
Longitudinal flying qualities criteria for single pilot
instrument flight operations p 545 N83-27997
Multi-fuel rotary engine for general aviation aircraft
[NASA-TM-83429] p 539 N83-29235
Design, implementation and flight testing ot PIF
autopilots for general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-3709] p 547 N83-29270
Longitudinal flying qualities criteria for single-pilot
instrument flight operations
[NASA-CR-166084] p 606 N83-30407
Approximate parametric method lor propeller thrust
estimation
[ESDU-83001] p664 N83-32769
First approximation to take-off distance to 50 ft (15 2m)
for light and general aviation airplanes
[ESDU-82033] p 678 N83-32793
Tabulation of recorded gust and manuever accelerations
and derived gust velocities and airplanes In the NASA VGH
General Aviation Program
[NASA-TM-84660] p 669 N83-33859
A fuel-efficient cruise performance model tor general
aviation piston engine airplanes
[NASA-CR-172188] p 686 N83-33891
Crash tests of three Identical low-wing single-engine
airplane
[NASA-TP-2190] p720 N83-34921
Explosively activated egress area
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12624-1] p713 N83-35992
GEOCHEMISTRY
Use of geochemical investigative methods for
preliminary hygiene assessment of effect of airports on
environment p 349 N83-22972
GEODESY
Utilization of the Tndent radar system for air navigation,
photogrammetry, and geodesy at the National Geographic
Institute First results - Ongoing tests
p514 A83-40623
GEODETIC SURVEYS
The influence of reference system dispanty on navigation
and positioning
[AD-A125546] p515 N83-29195
GEOMETRIC DILUTION OF PRECISION
GPS user errors resulting from one 'bad' satellite in the
navigation solution p 674 AB3-46971
GEOMETRICAL ACOUSTICS
Intensity of focused sonic booms in straight flight at
constant altitude p 571 A83-39424
GEOMETRICAL OPTICS
Holographic HUDs de-mystified p 35 A83-11171
Improved simulation of ground reflections — of radio
navigation signals for flight control p 258 A83-26486
GEOMETRICAL THEORY OF DIFFRACTION
The analysis of a flat plate twist reflector Cassegrain
aenal using GTD p 143 A83-18646
An asymptotic high frequency analysis of the radiation
from sources on perfectly-conducting structures with an
Impedance surface patch p 144 A83-18647
Radiation patterns of a quarter-wave monopole on a
finite ground plane -- for aircraft antennas
p 144 A83-18682
Analysis of airborne antenna patterns
[NASA-CR-169448] p 66 N83-10323
GEOPHYSICS
(?) The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory Aeronomy
aerospace instrumentation, space physics, meteorology,
terrestnal sciences and optical physics
[AD-A126004] p 767 N83-36570
GIMBALLESS INERTIAL NAVIGATION
Mass-produced laser gyros p 63 A83-11628
GIMBALS
Aircraft body-axis rotation measurement system
[NASA-CASE-FRC-11043-1] p 682 N83-33882
GLASS
Plating on glass for hermetic seal
[SAE PAPER 820613] p 696 A83-45871
Design of glass-faced helicopter windshields for survival
in a particle impact environment
[AIAA PAPER 83-2439] p 726 A83-48328
GLASS FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
The use of composite materials in aircraft propellers
p42 A83-12966
On the determination of the load-carrying capacity of
the glass-plastic propeller blade of an aircraft
p338 A83-29294
Fracture behavior of hybnd composite laminates
[AIAA 83-0804] p 350 A83-29736
Composite materials in aircraft structures
p 551 A83-40130
Design, fabrication and test of a composite elevator
p 695 A83-44046
Application of Founer transform infrared spectroscopy
for quality control analysis of epoxy resin prepregs used
in helicopter rotor blades p 61 N83-11232
GLASS FIBERS
Effects of amplitude of oscillation on the wear of dry
beanngs containing PTFE
[ASME PAPER 81-LUB-6] p 64 A83-11942
Fire resistant films for aircraft applications
[NASA-TM-84337] p 352 N83-22320
GLIDE PATHS
Maximum endurance and maximum penetration
trajectories for horizontal gliding flight
[AIAA PAPER 83-0283) p 150 A83-16628
Simulated fan-beam radar imagery — use in assessing
aircraft approach-to-ianding paths p 559 A83-40302
Carrier landing simulation results of precision flight path
controllers In manual and automatic approach
[AIAA PAPER 83-2072] p 592 A83-41909
The landing approach in variable winds Curved
ghdepath geometnes and worst-case wind modeling
[UTIAS-254] p 26 N83-1002B
Hazards of colour coding in visual approach slope
Indicators
[ARL/REPT-25] p 186 N83-12057
Simulator study of a flight director display
[NASA-TM-84581] p 271 N83-19748
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance and
control research using the Microwave Landing System
(MLS) Part 5 Design and development of a Digital
Integrated Automatic Landing System (DIALS) for steep
final approach using modem control techniques
[NASA-CR-3681] p 345 N83-22213
A-123
GLIDERS SUBJECTINDEX
Evaluation of Precision Approach Path Indicator
(PAPI)
[FAA-CT-82-153] p 383 N83-24495
GLIDERS
Analytical consequences of increasing the mass of a
glider p 189 A83-14617
The ULS experimental ultralight glider made of polymer
composites I - Genesis of the program and construction
of the glider p 189 A83-14621
First results of boundary layer research flights with three
powered gliders during the field experiment PUKK
P188 A83-18996
Light aircraft and sailplane structures in reinforced
plastics p 435 A83-36065
GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
NAVSTAR GPS - State of development and future of
this global navigation system p 25 A83-13009
Trend analysis concerning the displays and the keyboard
of GPS navigation receivers for different applications
p 37 A83-13010
Accuracy and availability of various modem navigation
procedures p25 A83-13013
Fixed wing and rotary wing flight testing of Navstar GPS
as a civilian navigation system p 199 A83-19777
A demonstration of relative positioning using
conventional GPS Doppler receivers
p 199 A83-19779
Navstar equipments accuracy compared with
expenmental results p255 A83-24861
Multiconfiguration Kalman filter design for
high-performance GPS navigation p 257 A83-26262
Fault/maneuver tolerance of aided GPS
demodulation/navigation processors in the non-precision
approach environment p 323 A83-28787
FAA helicopter NAVSTAR GPS flight testing
p323 A83-28788
Synergistic integration of JTIDS/GPS technology —
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
P323 A83-28789
Computer simulation of a differential GPS for civil
applications p 323 A83-28790
Reliability of NAVSTAR GPS for cml aviation
p 323 A83-28791
NAVSTAR-GPS at sea p 323 A83-29207
Integrated GPS, DIMS, and radar altimeter
measurements for improved terrain determination
p324 A83-29212
An advanced single-channel NAVSTAR GPS multiplex
receiver with up to eight pseudochannels
p324 A83-29213
Benefits of integrating GPS and Inertia! Navigation
Systems p324 A83-29214
Manne gravity measurement from fixed wing aircraft
p696 A83-46111
Geodesy and the global positioning system
p 671 A83-46338
A strategy for buildup to the operational Navstar GPS
constellation p672 A83-46961
Expenmental results of using the GPS for Landsat 4
onboard navigation p 672 A83-46963
Applications of time transfer using Navstar GPS
p 673 A83-46964
The Navstar GPS p 673 A83-46965
Differential operation of NAVSTAR GPS
p 673 A83-46968
Collins avionics NAVSTAR GPS advanced digital
receiver p 673 A83-46969
GPS navigation using three satellites and a precise
clock p 673 A83-46970
GPS user errors resulting from one 'bad' satellite in the
navigation solution p 674 A83-46971
Pnnciples and present status — of Navstar GPS for sea
and air navigation p 723 A83-48733
GPS for Manne navigation p 723 A83-48734
Instrument approach aids for helicopters
[FAA-RD-82-6] p 187 N83-12061
EMC analysis of a prototype civil use GPS receiver on
four aircraft configurations
[ECAC-CR-82-048] p 217 N83-12300
EMC analysis of a prototype cnnl-use GPS receiver on
four aircraft configurations
fAO-Af 19578] p 147 N83-14103
Global positioning system en route/terminal exploratory
tests
[FAA-RD-82-71] p 260 N83-18705
SH-3 helicopter/Global Positioning System integration
analysis
[AD-A125005] p 432 N83-25691
Navigation National plans, NAVSTAR-GPS, Laser
gyros
[AD-A125533] p515 N83-29194
The influence of reference system disparity on navigation
and positioning
[AD-A125546] p515 N83-29195
Cost development of the dual-channel GPS (Global
Positioning System) navigator for general aviation
application
[AD-A127157] p 593 N83-31591
GOES SATELLITES
Application of VAS multispectral imagery to aviation
forecasting — VISSR Atmospheric Sounder for GOES
satellites p 408 A83-30561
GOES 3
Ice sheet surface features in southwestern Greenland
from satellite radio altimetry
[NASA-CR-156887] p 362 N83-22689
GONIOMETERS
Potential accuracy of the goniometer section of a
complex short-range navigation system
p259 A83-26929
GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT
Tarps test program set /parallel development of avionics
and its support capability/ p 54 A83-10755
Aeronautical research - Some current influences and
trends /The Second Sir Fredenck Page Lecture/
p3 A83-12851
Strict liability in military aviation cases - Should it
apply? P572 A83-39045
Durability and damage tolerance control plans for U S
Air Force aircraft p 594 A83-41045
Requirements and production capabilities are uncertain
for some Air Force, Navy and Manne Corps aircraft spares
and repair parts
[AD-A118423] p6 N83-11055
GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY RELATIONS
Aeronautical research - Some current influences and
trends /The Second Sir Fredenck Page Lecture/
p 3 A83-12851
The role of the research establishments in the
developing world of aerospace p 128 A83-18963
Legislative developments affecting the aviation industry
1981-1982 p572 A83-39043
Stnct liability in military aviation cases - Should it
apply? p 572 A83-39045
Universities - Have they a role in aeronautical research?
Contribution to RAeS discussion evening — university
department planning for aeronautical research
p654 A83-42620
Research and development of helicopters in Europe
p677 A83-46929
Comparative cost of military aircraft - Fiction versus
fact
[AIAA PAPER 83-2565] p711 A83-48378
Government financial support for civil aircraft research,
technology and development in four European countnes
and the United States
[NASA-CR-169537] p 225 N83-14022
Aeronautical research and technology policy Volume
1 Summary report p 187 N83-17452
Aeronautical research and technology polic1/, volume
2 p372 N83-23268
GRANTS
Contracts, grants and funding summary of supersonic
cruise research and variable-cycle engine technology
Programs, 1972-1982
[NASA-TM-85650] p 666 N83-33848
GRAPH THEORY
Air traffic flow control systems - Modelling and
evaluation p 258 A83-26602
GRAPHITE
Service evaluation of airborne tire pressure indicating
systems
tDOT/FAA/RD-82/89] p 331 N83-20934
Unsymmetnc laminated graphite/epoxy composite plate
and beam analysis for determining coefficients of thermal
expansion
[AD-A128625] p 765 N83-35416
GRAPHITE-EPOXY COMPOSITES
Analysis of bonded repairs to damaged fibre composite
Structures p 209 A83-13200
Serviceability evaluation of advanced composite F-14A
rnam-landing-gear-strut doors and overwing famngs
p 185 A83-20480
Demonstration of repairability and repair quality on
graphite/epoxy structural subelements
p 186 A83-20485
Sonic fatigue of advanced composite panels in thermal
environments p 224 A83-22166
Graphite/epoxy material characteristics and design
techniques for airborne instrument application
p225 A83-22595
Sealants - Uses in composite structures
p 293 A83-2361S
Advanced design structural considerations when
introducing new matenals and construction methods
p328 A83-29394
Fracture behavior of hybnd composite laminates
[AIAA 83-0804] p 350 A83-29736
Static and damage tolerance tests of an advanced
composite vertical fin for L-1011 aircraft
[AIAA 83-0970] p 328 A83-29780
First design details of the all-composite Lear Fan
p383 A83-30829
X-29 - Advanced technology demonstrator
p384 A83-31051
Effects of extreme aircraft storage and flight
environments on graphite/epoxy p403 A83-33122
Design of an acrobatic aircraft wing using advanced
composite matenals
[SAE PAPER 821346] p517 A83-37955
Manufactunng methods for composite graphite hole
generation
[SAE PAPER 821418] p 557 A83-37976
Composite matenals in aircraft structures
p551 A83-40130
Fatigue of composite bolted joints under dual load
levels p559 A83-40158
Design, manufacture and test of graphite composite wing
box test structure p 525 A83-40291
Weight control program for a graphite/epoxy aircraft
[SAWE PAPER 1485] p 635 A83-43752
Observation of damage growth in compressrvely loaded
laminates p692 A83-46810
Flight service evaluation of composite helicopter
components
[NASA-CR-165952] p 192 N83-12071
Opportunities for composites in commercial transport
structures p210 N83-12148
Effects of simulated lightning on composite and metallic
lomts
[NASA-TM-84554] p 177 N83-14170
Repair techniques for graphite/epoxy structures for
commercial transport applications
I NASA-CR-159056] p 225 N83-16397
Flight service evaluation of composite components on
Bell 206L and Sikorsky S-76 helicopters
[NASA-TM-84637] p 297 N83-19815
Advanced manufactunng development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-172658] p 440 N83-25692
Advanced manufactunng development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-172659] p 440 N83-25693
Advanced composite aileron for L-1011 transport
aircraft Design and analysis
[NASA-CR-165635] p 606 N83-30406
Advanced composite aileron for L-1011 transport
aircraft Aileron manufacture
[NASA-CR-165718] p 635 N83-30522
Joining advanced fibre composites
p 636 N83-30531
Repair of graphite/epoxy composites
p636 N83-30535
Standard tests for toughened resin composites, revised
edition
[NASA-RP-1092-REV] p 638 N83-31730
Aeroelastic properties of straight and forward swept
graphite/epoxy wings
[AD-A127014] p638 N83-31734
Design technology of advanced composites
[AD-A127892] p 638 N83-31735
Fatigue behavior of adhesively bonded joints
[NASA-CR-174458] p 766 N83-36509
GRAPHITE-POLYIMIDE COMPOSITES
Design, fabrication and test of graphite/polyimide
composite joints and attachments
[AIAA 83-0907] p355 A83-29763
Composite engine duct fabrication
p 490 A83-39941
Graphite/Larc-160 technology demonstration segment
test results
[NASA-CR-172123] p 637 N83-30539
GRAPHS (CHARTS)
Failure mechanisms p 693 N83-33962
GRAVIMETRY
Manne gravity measurement from fixed wing aircraft
p696 A83-46111
GRAVITATION
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for
Navy and Manne fleet aircraft
[AD-A124966] p 443 N83-26834
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
Gravity modeling for airborne applications
p17 A83-11090
'A total G-force environment dynamic flight simulator' -
A new dimension in flight simulation
[AIAA PAPER 83-0139] p 171 A83-16548
GRAVITY ANOMALIES
The use of multiple mertial systems to correct for the
effects of gravitational anomalies
[AIAA PAPER 83-2196] p 591 A83-41681
GRAVITY WAVES
Numencal simulation of the atmosphere dunng a CAT
encounter p 565 A83-38764
A-124
SUBJECTINDEX GUIDE VANES
GREEN FUNCTION
Analysis of microstnp wraparound antennas using dyadic
Green's function p 258 A83-26830
Green's function solution and applications lor cracks
emanating from a circular hole in an infinite sheet
p 764 A83-49599
Finite element calculations for aerodynamic coefficients
of 3-dimensnnal body in subsonic flow using Green's
function method
[NAL-TR-724] p 244 N83-18661
GREENLAND
Ice sheet surface features in southwestern Greenland
from satellite radio altimetry
[NASA-CR-156887] p 362 N83-22689
GRIDS
A multi-gnd method for the computation of viscid/invisod
interactions on airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-0234] p 132 A83-16602
Analytical calculation of a single |et in crossflow and
companson with expenment
[NASA-TM-83027] p 163 N83-14127
Analytical calculation of a single |et in cross-flow and
companson with expenment p 538 N83-29219
GRINDING
Feasibility study on CNC multioperation grinding of |et
engine components using force sensing adaptive control
[AO-A121725] p302 N83-19953
GROOVES
Design analysis of a self-acting spiral-groove nng seal
for counter-rotating shafts — o nng seals
[AIAA PAPER 83-1134] p 474 A83-36239
Design analysis of a self-acting spiral-groove nng seal
for counter-rotating shafts — o nng seals
[NASA-TM-83346] p 393 N83-23306
Design analysis of a self-acting spiral-groove nng seal
for counter-rotating shafts
[NASA-TP-2142] p 458 N83-25712
GROUND BASED CONTROL
Flight-test results using nonlinear control with the F-8C
digital fly-by wire aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2174) p619 A83-41669
A ground control system tor DMA — unmanned
aircraft p 592 A83-43713
Phoenix GCS - Some considerations which influence
the design of computer assisted ground control stations
for RPV p 592 A83-43714
Extended uses of the Aquila RPV system
p601 A83-43716
Digital simulation and control of the Machan UMA
p593 A83-43718
A flight control and navigation system for small RPVs
p593 A83-43723
Techniques for air traffic planning and handling in the
terminal area
[DFVLR-MITT-82-04] p 27 N83-10032
GROUND EFFECT
An experimental and theoretical investigation of thick
wings at vanous sweep angles in and out of ground
effect
[NASA-TP-2068] p9 N83-10016
Rotor aerodynamics in ground effect at low advance
ratios
[AD-A118609] p 180 N83-12051
Viscous flowfields induced by three-dimensional lift lets
in ground effect
[AD-A121026] p301 N83-19062
Ground reflection effects in measuring propeller aircraft
flyover noise
[ESA-rr-742] p571 N83-28992
V/STOL fountain force coefficient
[AD-A126261] p 528 N83-29200
GROUND EFFECT (AERODYNAMICS)
A method for estimating the propulsion induced
aerodynamic charactenstics of STOL aircraft in ground
effect
[AIAA PAPER 83-0169) p 149 A83-16567
Ground effects on aircraft noise for a wide-body
commercial airplane p 305 A83-24034
Subsonic dynamic stall in pitching and plunging
oscillations including large ground interference effects
[AIAA 83-0889] p 313 A83-29836
A study of the motion of thin-section wings of complex
configurations near a solid surface p 375 A83-33005
Dynamic stability of a flight vehicle near a perturbed
surface p 396 A83-33008
Motion of aircraft trailing vortices near the ground
[AIAA PAPER 83-2130] p 579 AS3-41953
The effect of damage in structural elements on the
ground resonance of a helicopter p 731 A83-49446
Charactenstics of the ground vortex developed by
vanous V/STOL lets at forward speeds
[AIAA PAPER 83-2494] p 717 A83-49585
GROUND EFFECT (COMMUNICATIONS)
Improved simulation of ground reflections — of radio
navigation signals for flight control p 258 A83-26486
GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
Canadian Symposium on Air Cushion Technology, 16th.
Cnartottetown, Pnnce Edward Island, Canada, October
19-21, 1982. Preprints p 484 A83-34851
Application of system identification flight analysis
techniques to the pitch-heave dynamics of an air cushion
vehicle p 484 A83-34852
An over-view of LTDAS research on the dynamic stability
of air cushion vehicles p 484 A83-34853
Computer studies of ACV heave performance as a
function of vent valve control parameters
p460 A83-34854
How to improve air cushion vehicle performance with
VUMP equipped wave-forming keels — Vent-pump
p 484 A83-34855
Technical aspects of the AEROBAC AB-7
p 484 A83-34858
'Larus' and 'VP-V tested in winter 1982
p 485 A83-34859
New concept in hovercraft design diesel versus gas
turbines p 485 A83-34860
ACV lift air systems - More puff for less power
p485 A83-34861
AP 1-88 craft 001 prototype clearance tnals
p 485 A83-34862
Operational deployment of the air cushion vehicle
p 485 A83-34864
From Voyageur on - The exploitation of an opportunity
to develop a Canadian air cushion vehicle industry —
developing Canadian Air Cushion Vehicle Industry
p 485 A83-35052
A new class ACV - Tanker freighter
p485 A83-35053
Dynamic modeling of an air cushion vehicle
p 486 A83-35054
Computer studies of ACV heave dynamics stabilization
p 486 A83-35055
Developments in air cushion vehicle spray
suppression p 486 A83-35056
A design synthesis model for ACV/SES lift systems
p 486 A83-35057
Skirts - Time for a new look? p 486 A83-35058
The Transportation Development Centre contribution to
air cushion technology p 486 A83-35059
LACV-30 support-ability p 486 A83-35062
Design and expenmentation within the Mobility
Development Laboratory (MDL) utilizing the Static and
Dynamic Test Machines p 630 A83-42549
The basic aerodynamics of floatation
p 764 A83-48679
Experimental analysis of the performance of an annular
penpheral jet vehicle in ground effect
[AD-A124949] p 443 N83-26832
GROUND HANDLING
Impact of stretching wide-bodied aircraft on existing
airport facilities
[AIAA PAPER 83-1578) p 398 A83-33351
Identifying aircraft and airport comoatibility - A
straightforward approach to complexity
[AIAA PAPER 83-1582] p 399 A83-33354
Interaction of the small commuter operation within the
hub terminal
[AIAA PAPER 83-1584) p 379 A83-33355
Application of nonlinear adaptive motion washout to
transport ground-handling simulation
[NASA-TM-84568] p 265 N83-18709
Factors influencing aircraft ground handling
performance
[NASA-TM-85652] p 527 N83-27979
GROUND STATIONS
VOR/DME automated station selection algonthm
p 321 A83-28597
A cost effective quick-response test station
p398 A83-32927
Air traffic services in Portugal p 325 N83-22182
Overview of United States program for modernizing air
traffic control and airway facilities p 325 N83-22184
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Direct-current power supply units GVG 800/350
p746 A83-50115
Advisory circular Building for storage and maintenance
of airport snow removal and ice control equipment A
guide
[FAA-AC-150/5220-15] p 560 N83-28283
Operational engine usage p 540 N83-29246
GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Some advances in ground systems for air traffic
control p 142 A83-17734
USAF ground fiber optic development program
p228 A83-19711
AISA - Program for automated treatment of aeronautical
data — tor cnnl aviation applications
p462 A83-35598
Increasing future fighter weapon system performance
by integrating basing, support and air vehicle
requirements
[AD-A129039] p 712 N83-34888
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evaluation Volume 1 Unequipped threat phase
[AD-A118256] p 28 N83-11106
LOGIC CIRCUITS
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
evaluation Volume 2 Equipped threat phase and an
assessment in an error-degraded environment
[FAA-CT-82-52-2-VOL-2] p 325 N83-22176
LOGIC DESIGN
Minimum TCAS 2 threat detection and resolution logic
status p 145 N83-14089
TCAS 2 threat detection and resolution logic testing
p 145 N83-14090
LOGISTICS
United States Air Force tactical reconnaissance - An
analysis and commentary p 186 A83-22574
Depot level repairability, maintainability, and
supportability of advanced composites
[AIAA PAPER 83-2516] p 728 A83-48360
Increasing future fighter weapon system performance
by integrating basing, support and air vehicle
requirements
[AD-A129039] p 712 N83-34888
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
Designing for supportability and cost effectiveness
[AIAA PAPER 83-2499] p 712 A83-49586
Air launched cruise missile Logistics planning problems
and implications for other weapons systems
[AD-A118129] p33 N83-11119
A system dynamics policy analysis model of the Air Force
engine management system
[AD-A122829] p 339 N83-20950
Decision support systems An approach to aircraft
maintenance scheduling in the Strategic Air Command
[AD-A123039] p 372 N83-23269
Aircraft availability An acquisition decision strategy
[AD-A123060] p 372 N83-23271
POM (Program Objective Memorandum) FY-85 BP1500
cost growth and leadtime adjustments Research results
[AD-A128522] p 654 N83-32667
LONG TERM EFFECTS
NASA's aviation safety - meteorology research
programs p 668 N83-33829
LONGITUDE
Calculation of the longitudinal stability derivatives and
modes of motion lor helicopter aircraft
[AD-A125593] p 546 N83-28000
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
Expenment control in problems of minimax estimation
— for aircraft longitudinal control p69 A83-10455
Piloting techniques on the backside -- of drag curve
p 169 A83-16927
Nonlinear observers for evaluating the state variables
of the longitudinal motion of an aircraft — German thesis
p 169 A83-19622
Investigation of the longitudinal motion of a flight vehicle
by the method of the separation of motions
p215 A83-20144
Application of vector performance optimization to a
robust control loop design for a fighter aircraft
p215 A83-21160
A unifying framework for longitudinal flying qualities
criteria p 285 A83-24429
The definition of short-penod flying qualities
characteristics via equivalent systems
p 395 A83-32578
Pilot modeling and closed-loop analysis of flexible
aircraft in the pitch tracking task
[AIAA PAPER 83-2231] p 621 A83-41709
MIMO controller design lor longitudinal decoupled
aircraft motion — Multi-lnput/Multi-Outpul
[AIAA PAPER 83-2274] p623 A83-41740
New flying qualities cntena for relaxed static longitudinal
stability
[AIAA PAPER 83-2104] p 625 A83-41933
Aerodynamics propulsion and longitudinal control
requirements for a tilt-nacelle V/STOL with control vanes
submerged in the nacelle slipstream
[AIAA PAPER 83-2513] p728 A83-48357
Gain and phase margin as a basis of longitudinal flying
qualities evaluation — fighter aircraft p 49 N83-10Q59
Bandwidth A criterion for highly augmented airplanes
p49 N83-10063
The status of military helicopter handling qualities
cntena p 50 N83-10065
Wind-tunnel investigation of longitudinal and
lateral-directional stability and control characteristics of a
0 237-scale model of a remotely piloted research vehicle
with a thick, high-aspect-ratio supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-81790] p 53 N83-11142
TRAGEN Computer program to simulate an aircraft
steered to follow a specified verticle profile User's
guide
[NASA-CR-166062] p 569 N83-30062
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
Effects of control saturation on the command response
of statically unstable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-0065] p 168 A83-16497
Tnmmtng high lift for STOL fighters
[AIAA PAPER 83-0168] p 168 A83-16566
Investigation of the longitudinal motion of a flight vehicle
by the method of the separation of motions
p215 A83-20144
Study on longitudinal dynamic characteristics of
pilot-airplane system - Approach to the method for studying
PIO problem -- Pilot-Induced Oscillation
p287 A83-26762
Use of flight test results to improve the trying qualities
simulation of the B-52H weapon system trainer
[AIAA PAPER 83-1091] p 437 A83-36215
Suggested changes in large aircraft flying qualities
cntena
[AIAA PAPER 83-2071] p 624 A83-41908
An expenmental and theoretical investigation of thick
wings at vanous sweep angles in and out of ground
effect
[NASA-TP-2068] p9 N83-10016
Fly by wire control Towards new norms for judging
flight qualities An example The Mirage 2000
p49 N83-10060
Analyzing the role of closed loop systems for a subsonic
aircraft with reduced longitudinal stability
p 51 N83-10076
Effects of wing height on low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a model having a 42 deg swept wing,
a supercritical airfoil, double-slotted flaps, and a low tail
[NASA-TM-X-2794] p6 N83-11033
Static aerodynamic characteristics of a model with a
17 percent thick supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-X-2551] p 12 N83-11074
Static longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
model with a modified 17 percent thick supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-X-3211] p 13 N83-110B1
Aircraft with reduced longitudinal stability
(BMFT-FB-W-82-004] p 53 N83-11145
Evaluation of aerodynamic derivatives from Do 28
TNT-lree flight model tests
[DFVLR-FB-82-17J p 265 N83-18711
High-angle-of-attack stability characteristics of a
3-surface fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-84584] p 288 N83-19757
Propeller power effects with wing flaps deflected
[ARL/AERO-NOTE-413] p 393 N83-23307
A note on the estimation of longitudinal and lateral
aircraft derivatives using semi-empincal methods
[CAR-8312] p 679 N83-33878
LOOP ANTENNAS
Improved airborne HF receive antenna An ILIR
report
[AD-A118861] p182 N83-14369
LOOPS
Handling qualities aspects of CTOL aircraft with
advanced flight controls p 50 N83-10064
LORAN C
Timing a LORAN-C chain p 24 A83-12225
Loran-C RNAV - The best near-term solution to air
operations in northeastern North America
p 144 A83-18822
Hard limiter performance as a polarity detector for
extremely polluted signals — in loran C navigation
systems p 144 A83-19026
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Right test evaluation ol Loran-C in Alaska
p 671 A83-46955
Improved system reliability through master independent
operation — lor Loran C p 672 A83-46956
Flight test investigation ol area calibrated LORAN-C lor
en route navigation in the Gull ol Mexico
[FAA-RD-82-7J p 186 N83-12059
Instrument approach aids for helicopters
[FAA-aD-82-6] p 187 N83-12061
The effects of precipitation static and lightning on the
airborne reception ol Loran-C Volume 1 Analysis
[DOT/FAA/RD-82/45-1] p217 N83-12299
Loran-C en route accuracies in the central Appalachian
region
[FAA-RM2-24J p 147 N83-15274
A RF front end interface and AGC modification
(NASA-CR-169691) p 147 N83-15276
A microcomputer-based position updating system lor
general aviation utilizing Loran-C
[NASA-CR-169722] p 148 N83-15277
LORAN-C grid calibration requirements tor aircraft
non-precision approach
[AD-A121191J p260 N83-18706
Application of additional secondary factors to LORAN-C
positions for hydrographic operations
[AD-A125620J p 514 N83-27972
LORAN-C nonprectsion approaches in the northeast
corridor
[FAA-RD-82 78] p 515 N83-29192
Alaska Loran-C flight test evaluation
[AD-A128633] p 724 N83-34930
LOSSES
Expenmental study on discharge and loss coefficients
of combustor swirters p 43 N83-11042
LOW ALTITUDE
Low-altitude wind measurements from wide-body jet
transports
[NASA-TM-84538] p 15 N83-10024
Low altitude navigation augmentation system
[AD-A119700] p147 N83-14100
LOW ASPECT RATIO
Study of highly sweptback wings by the free vortex sheet
method
[NASA-CR-169559] p 181 N83-13076
Prediction of natural convection flow pattern in
low-aspect ratio enclosures p 561 N83-Z8364
LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
Concerning a type of separated flow on a rectangular
wing of small aspect ratio p 492 A83-37260
The effect of the blunting of the leading edges on the
characteristics of separated flow past delta wings of low
aspect ratio p 494 A83-37551
Subsonic compressible-gas separated flow past a
low-aspect-ratio wing p 495 A83-37626
Algorithmic mass-lactoring of finite element model
analyses
[SAWE PAPER 1451] p 643 A83-43733
The wake of a sideslipping wing in low speed flow
[VKI-TN-143] p 192 N83-16301
LOW COST
Unaided tactical guidance flight test results
p20 A83-11140
The next generation - The Stencel S45 election seat
development program p 191 A83-15440
The 'Flying Peanut' - Revolutionary design promises high
performance p 192 A83-16400
Flight testing the Low Cost Inertial Guidance System
p324 A83-29210
Low cost random vibration testing
p405 A83-31489
The application of low-cost demonstrators for
advancead fighter technology evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 83-1052] p 438 A83-36462
Low cost antenna pointing system — with computerized
control for transmission from aircraft to satellite
p 651 A83-42575
A family of small low cost gas turbines lor unmanned
vehicle systems p615 A83-42616
Development of low cost RPVs under Indian
conditions p 600 A83-43701
Low cost expendable turbojet engines
p616 A83-43711
LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
A study of hypersonic low-density gas flows in
low-pressure blowdown wind tunnels using pressure
tanks p 373 A83-30680
Supersonic nozzle design lor a low density wind
tunnel
[INPE-2753-PRE/329J p 631 N83-30437
LOW FREQUENCIES
Measurements ol the attenuation ol an Army headset
(BR84535) p 309 N83-20704
LOW GRAVITY MANUFACTURING
Preliminary science report on the directional solidification
of hypereutecttc cast iron during KC-135 low-G
maneuvers
[NASA-TM-82528] p 470 N83-25854
LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
Low-Reynolds-number airfoils p374 AB3-31082
A catalog of low Reynolds number airfoil data for wind
turbine applications
[RFP-3387] p665 N83-32772
LOW SPEED
NASA low-speed centnfugal compressor lor
fundamental research
[AIAA PAPER 83-1351) P 464 A83-36353
A method for predicting low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1845] p 499 A83-38673
A projected large low-speed wind tunnel to meet
Australian requirements Aerodynamics note
[AD-A118913] p209 N83-13125
Design of a new contraction, wide angle diffuser and
flow manipulators for the low speed wind tunnel
[AD-A119544] p 175 NS3-14144
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a
17-percent-thick medium speed airfoil designed for general
aviation applications
(NASA-TP-1786] p 191 N83-16290
The wake of a sideslipping wing in low speed flow
[VKI-TN-143] p 192 N83-16301
Low speed performance of a supersonic axisymmetnc
mixed compression inlet with auxiliary inlets — Lewis
9x15-ft anechoic wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-83435] p 536 N83-27992
Simplified forms of performance equations
[ESDU 80032) p 677 N83-32788
LOW SPEED STABILITY
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a model
having a 42 deg swept low wing with a supercntical airfoil,
double-slotted flaps, and a T-tail
[NASA-TM-X-2582] p5 N83-11030
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a
17-percent-thick supercntical airfoil section, including a
comparison between wind-tunnel and flight data
[NASA-TM-X-2571J p6 N83-11034
Hybrid LTA vehicle controllability as affected by
buoyancy ratio
[NASA-CR-152344] p 204 N83-12099
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
Development and tnal of a rotary balance for the 3 M
low speed wind tunnels of West Germany
p55 A83-11082
Low-speed investigation of the maneuver capability of
supersonic fighter wings
[AIAA PAPER 83-0426) p 134 A83-16708
A wind tunnel for unsteady turbulent shear flows - Design
and flow calculation p 218 A83-19664
Flat spin of slender bodies at high angles of attack
p 286 A83-24879
Cryogenic wind tunnels for high Reynolds number
testing p 398 A83-32175
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a generic
forward-swept-wing aircraft
[SAE PAPER 821467] P 496 A83-37998
Something about to improve the accuracy of testing in
low speed wind tunnel P 689 A83-44571
Exploratory low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of
advanced commuter configurations including an
over-the-wing propeller design
[AIAA PAPER 83-2531 ] P 732 A83-49590
LOW TEMPERATURE
Application of strain gauges and thermocouples to
rotating and stationary hardware p 215 N83-12266
Fuel/engme/airframe trade-oil study Operational
effects ol increased freeze point fuels
[AD-A121688] P 351 N83-21169
LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS
Feasibility study on strain gauge balances for cryogenic
wind tunnels at ONERA
[ONERA. TP NO 1982-87] P 206 A83-14539
The effect of primer-adhesive compatibility on adhesive
peel strength at low temperature p 222 A83-20448
LOW THRUST PROPULSION
Complex optimization of engine systems for spacecraft
control — Russian book on low thrust propulsion control
p 755 A83-48248
LOW VISIBILITY
Guidance control systems for aircraft on airport
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 83-1579] P 429 A83-36953
Instrument-approach technique for poor-visibility
landings P 590 A83-41228
Automatic landing in bad weather conditions
[SNIAS-822-111-106] P 381 N83-23287
LUBRICANT TESTS
Wear and Incnon of high-temperature sell-lubncating
composites
[ASLE PREPRINT 82-LC-2B-2) p 212 A83-13234
Lubricant effects on efficiency of a helicopter
transmission p 185 N83-15523
LUBRICANTS
Lubricants in bearings and absorbed materials on aircraft
fuel lines by infrared emission Fourier
microspectrophotometry p 220 N83-13455
Lubricant effects on efficiency of a helicopter
transmission p 185 N83-15523
Evaluation of lubricants for air compressors
[PB82-259003] p 226 N83-16538
Air Force technical objective document FY 1984
[AD-A1239611 p 487 N83-26783
LUBRICATING OILS
Optimization of the oil-change period for aircraft systems
and units p 296 A83-26922
Final evaluation of multi-viscosity oils designed for
aircraft reciprocating engines
(SAE PAPER 830707] p 691 A83-44685
Ferrographic and spectrometer oil analysis from a failed
gas turbine engine
[NASA-TM-82956] p218 N83-12433
Behavior of aircraft engine oils at high temperature
p 185 N83-15529
Expenmental and analytical determination ol gear tooth
temperatures with oil let lubncation p 185 N83-15530
Spectrometer sensitivity investigations on the
spectrometnc oil analysis program
[AD-A127969] p 638 N83-31752
LUBRICATION
Tnbology p215 N83-12167
Lubncant effects on efficiency of a helicopter
transmission p 185 N83-15523
LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
Full-flow debns momtonng and fine filtration for
helicopter propulsion systems p 278 A83-24838
Optimization of the oil-change penod for aircraft systems
and units p 296 A83-26922
Simulation of advanced engine lubncation and rotor
dynamics systems - Rig design and fabncation
[AIAA PAPER 83-1133] p 450 A83-36238
Feasibility of dry lubncation for limited-duty gas turbine
engines
[AIAA PAPER 83-1130] p 475 A83-36405
Large-bore tapered-roller bearing performance and
endurance to 2 4 million DN p 303 N83-20134
The trend of future gas turbine technology
[NASA-TM-83505] p 712 N83-34886
LUGS
Stress analysis of advanced attack helicopter composite
main rotor blade root end lug
[NASA-TM-84578] p 178 N83-15361
Fatigue crack growth of comer cracks m lug
specimens
[VTH-LR-375] p 700 N83-33234
LUMINANCE
Image generation on matrix displays
p611 N83-30418
Light emitting diodes P 611 N83-30419
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A theoretical and experimental study of propeller
noise
[ONERA, TP NO 1982-122] p 305 A83-24333
The rule of forbidden signals and apparent Mach
numbers in supersonic compressor cascades
p580 A83-42560
Noise generation by a low-Mach-number jet
p 769 A83-49462
Flow quality of NAL two-dimensional transonic wind
tunnel Parti Mach number distributions, flow angularities
and preliminary study of side wall boundary layer suction
[NAL-TR-693] p 179 N83 12043
Fuel conservation evaluation of US Army helicopters
Parts UH-1H flight testing
[AD-A125667) p 527 N83 27985
Predicted and flight test results of the performance and
stability and control of the space shuttle from reentry to
landing p 634 N83-30360
Comparison of flight and wind tunnel buffeting
measurements on the SAAB 105 aircraft
p604 N83-30369
Wall interference correction improvements lor the
ONERA mam wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-76971] p 690 N83-33908
MACHINING
Automated machining ol turbine blades by
Rolls-Royce p 229 A83-21348
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Manufacturing methods for composite graphite hole
generation
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Process planning at Sikorsky p 695 A83-44872
Feasibility study on CMC multioperation grinding of jet
engine components using force sensing adaptive control
[AD-A121725] p 302 N83-19953
MAGNET COILS
Development of the design concepts for a medium-scale
wind tunnel magnetic suspension system
[NASA-CB-166042] p 176 N83-15320
MAGNETIC BEARINGS
Active control of parameter-excited rotor systems
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The Actidyne active magnetic beanng
p185 N83-15533
MAGNETIC FIELD CONFIGURATIONS
For operation of the Computer Software Management
and Information Center (COSMIC)
[NASA-CR-172904] p 569 N83-30060
MAGNETIC FIELDS
The Actidyne active magnetic beanng
p 185 N83-15533
Airborne measurements of the nsetimes in lightning
return stroke fields p 649 N83-31200
Lightning field spectra obtained from airborne
measurements p 649 N83-31201
MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
Minimum contact magnetic sensing of turbine blade
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A critical commentary on magnetic particle inspection
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MAGNETIC RESONANCE
Some results and limitations of Prony analysis of in-flight
lightning data p 646 N83-31178
MAGNETIC SHIELDING
Design of the CTX diagnostics screen room
[DE82-002320] p 176 N83-15321
MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
Development of closed loop roll control for magnetic
balance systems
[NASA-CR-166017] p 208 N83-13122
Development of the design concepts for a medium-scale
wind tunnel magnetic suspension system
[ N AS A-CR-166042] p 176 N83-15320
Magnetic suspension and balance systems, a selected,
annotated bibliography
[NASA-TM-846611 p 549 N83-29273
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
On the synthesis of the optimal control of a certain
hydro-magnetic process — with applications in flight vehicle
and temperature control p 363 A83-29285
MAGNETS
A samanum cobalt motor-controller for mini-RPV
propulsion p336 A83-27187
MAGNUS EFFECT
Preliminary report on the engmeenng development of
the Magnus Aerospace Corp LTA 20-1 heavy-lifl aircraft
p327 A83-28193
Wind tunnel measurements of the Magnus induced
surface pressures on a spinning projectile in the transonic
speed regime
[AIAA PAPER 83-1838] P 499 A83-38667
Dynamic analysis of the Magnus Aerospace Corporation
LTA 20-1 heavy-lift aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1977] p 522 A83-38908
Development of the Magnus Aerospace Corporation's
rotating-sphere airship
[AIAA PAPER 83-2003] p 523 A83-38922
MAINTAINABILITY
Serviceability evaluation of advanced composite F-14A
main-landing-gear-strut doors and overwing fainngs
p 185 A83-20480
The significant elements of the reliability and
maintainability programs for the modernized Cobra
helicopter weapons/weapons control systems
p 406 A83-31499
Airframe RDT&E cost estimating A justification for and
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[AD-A123848] p417 N83-25656
MAINTENANCE
Development of maintenance concepts for Navy ATE
p 1 A83-10778
Lessons learned from maintenance applications of
ATE p 1 A83-10780
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[SAE PAPER 821487] p 534 A83-38006
Experiences
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components
[SAE PAPER 821490] p 535 A83-38008
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Aircraft Dynamic Response to Damaged and Repaired
Runways
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Minimum operating strip selection procedure
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Proposed specifications for international interoperability
on repaired bomb damaged runways
p 175 NB3-15286
Advanced rapid runway repair A stable and flush
repaired runway surface p 175 N83-15287
Evaluation of the pilot papers from the Spnng 1981 SMP
Meeting p 175 N83-1S2B8
Application of semi-ngid pavements in rapid runway
repair p 175 N83-15289
The repaired runway clearance environment
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The HAVE BOUNCE Program p 157 N83-15291
Influence of mathematic modelling of undercarriages on
the prediction of aircraft loads due to damaged and
repaired runways p 157 N83-15292
Development of a cost effective approach to modelling
aircraft response to repaired runways
p 157 N83-15293
Predicted and measured landing gear loads for the NF-5
aircraft taxiing over a bumpy runway
p 157 N83-15296
Landing gear shock absorber development to Improve
aircraft operating performance on rough and damaged
runways p 158 N83-15299
Roughness considerations for transport aircraft
p 158 N63-15300
A fighter landing gear for the 1980's
,1 156 N83-15301
Maintenance of airport visual aid facilities Advisory
circular
[AC-150/5340-26] p 219 N83-16352
Recommendations as to the elaboration of operational
reliability, maintenance cost and availability clauses in
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p303 N83-20180
A failure diagnosis methodology — jet aircraft engines
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Avionics software support cost model
p335 N83-22147
Design of a software maintenance facility for the RAF
p364 N83-22150
On aircraft test software for first line maintenance
p364 N83-22152
Questions and answers concerning runway 18 West
[FACHTHEMEN-2] p 400 N83-23321
The runways of the Frankfurt Main airport Air traffic
lifelines
[FACHTHEMEN-3] p 400 N83-23322
Multiplication effects due to wages, salaries and
commissions paid at the airport
[FACHTHEMEN-4] p 400 N83-23323
An evaluation of the pavement condition index prediction
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[AD-A123002J p 402 N83-24524
The effects of the Production Oriented Maintenance
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maintenance productivity and quality
[AD-A123981] p416 N83-25655
Advisory circular Building for storage and maintenance
of airport snow removal and Ice control equipment A
guide
[FM-AC-150/5220-15] p 560 N83-28283
Large airplane operations on contaminated runways
[PB83-917003] p 510 N83-29189
Rapid runway repair program subtask 1 08 Concrete
cutting equipment evaluation
[AD-A127336] p 631 N83-30440
Repair of graphite/epoxy composites
p638 N83-30535
Optimization of long range major rehabilitation of airfield
pavements
[AD-A127579] p 632 N83-31613
Polymer concrete patching manual
[PB83-180265] p 647 N83-31912
Aircraft accident report Coin Acceptors, Inc, Cessna
model 551. Citation 2, N2CA, Mountain View, Missouri,
November 18.1982
[PB83-910404] p 720 N83-34922
Program Management Plan (PMP) for Rapid Runway
Repair (RRR)
[AD-A128565] p 754 N83-34957
The effects of weather on rapid runway repair, volume
1
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MAN ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS
Production of ice particles in clouds due to aircraft
penetrations p 566 AS3-39120
Human factors in air safety p 320 N83-23234
MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Advanced speech technology in fighter cockpits - A new
perspective on issues and applications
p19 A83-11125
An optimal control approach to the design of moving
flight simulators p 218 A83-19949
Human factors in the application of large screen
electronic displays to transport flight station design
p269 A83-26312
A comparison of color versus black and white visual
display as indicated by bombing performance in the 2B35
TA-4J flight simulator p 269 A83-26313
Study on longitudinal dynamic charactenstics of
pilot-airplane system - Approach to the method for studying
PIO problem — Pilot-Induced Oscillation
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Compensation for time delay in flight simulator
visual-display systems
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Hovenng limit cycles - A man-in-the-loop approach
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p50 N83-10068
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An optimal control model approach to the design of
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Analysis and modeling of information handling tasks in
supervisory control of advanced aircraft
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penetration bombers
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Utility of traffic advisory information
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Pictorial formats Volume 3 Literature review
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Equivalent system venfication and evaluation of
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analysis
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Impact of ergonomic studies on the design of civil aircraft
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Multi-man flight simulator
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operating characteristics
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Proceedings
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A survey of equipment and research
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MAN POWERED AIRCRAFT
Stability and control of the Gossamer human powered
aircraft by analysis and flight test
[NASA-CR-3627] p 11 N83-11062
MANAGEMENT
Small airport management handbook
[PB83-194043] p 754 N83 34959
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS
Airport pavement management - A total system
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MANAGEMENT METHODS
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Techniques for system readiness analysis
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The engineering investigation ol aircraft accidents
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Program Management Plan (PMP) for Rapid Runway
Repair (RRR)
IAD-A128565) p 754 N83-34957
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Flight management computers (FMS)
p618 A83-40881
Flight management systems - What are they and why
are they being developed?
[AIAA PAPER 83-2235) p621 A83-41712
Right management systems - Where are we today and
what have we learned?
(AIAA PAPER 83-2236] p 622 A83-41713
Flight Management Systems III - Where are we going
and will it be worth it?
[AIAA PAPER 82-2237] p 622 A83-41714
MANEUVERABILITY
Development of a flight test maneuver autopilot for a
highly maneuverable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-0061 ] p 168 A83-16493
Advanced composite materials in aerobatic aircraft
P203 A83-20496
Aircraft maneuver mechanics with turning of the
power-plant thrust vector p 216 A83-22076
The construction of augmented tracking regulators for
piloting highly maneuverable aircraft
[ONEHA, TP NO 1982-118] p 284 A83-24329
Configuration development of a research aircraft with
post-stall maneuverability p 439 A83-36915
Aerodynamic design for improved maneuverability by the
use of three-dimensional transonic theory
[AIAA PAPER 83-1859) p 521 A83-38686
Aerodynamic charactenstics of maneuvenng flaps
p8 N83-10004
The status of military helicopter handling qualities
criteria p 50 N83-10065
The impact of active control on helicopter handling
qualities p 50 N83-10066
Operational cntena for the handling qualities of combat
helicopters p50 N83-10067
Stability and control for high angle of attack
maneuvenng p 50 N83-10069
A control model for maneuvenng flight for application
to a computer flight testing program
[NLR-MP-81046-U] p 207 N83-17531
Designing improved tracking regulators for piloting highly
maneuverable aircraft — fighter aircraft
p 342 N83-22095
Experimental study of wing leading-edge devices for
improved maneuver performance of a supercntical
maneuvenng fighter configuration — Langley 7- by 10 ft
high speed tunnel tests
[NASA-TP-2125] p316 N83-22162
Flight test experience on military aircraft engine
handling p 541 N83-29248
Ground/flight correlation on the Alpha-Jet expenmental
aircraft with a transonic wing A comparison between wind
tunnel and flight results for aerodynamic performance
p 603 N83-30361
Combat performance evaluation of fighter aircraft A
suite of FORTRAN-IV programs based on energy
manoeuverability theory
(AD-A128263) p 608 N83-31599
MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BODIES
Aerospace technology demonstrators/research and
operational options
[AIAA PAPER 83-1054] p 438 A83-36465
MANEUVERS
The maneuver acceleration parameter - A figure of men!
for evaluating missile miss distance performance
(AIM PAPER 83-21991 p591 A83-41684
MANGANESE COMPOUNDS
The removal of metals from a ;et fuel using a manganese
catalyst p 350 A83-28775
MANUAL
Effects of wind on the aircraft optimum cruise
performance and flight performance advisory systems for
F-4E and F-5E aircraft
(AD-A125587) p 527 N83-27984
MANUAL CONTROL
The 3 nng canopy release system
p 183 A83-15416
'A total G-force environment dynamic flight simulator' -
A new dimension in flight simulation
[AIAA PAPER 83-0139] p 171 A83-16548
Bnng cohesion to handling-qualities engineering
p434 A83-35772
The integrated manual and automatic control of complex
flight systems
(NASA-CR-170099] p 342 N83-209S1
Enhanced manual controllability via active control of
aeroetastic vehicles
[NASA-CH-170118] p 342 N83-209S2
Angle-of-attack feedback in manual aircraft control
Piloting techniques and some flight training implications
p 751 N83-349S4
MANUALS
Development and validation of the WSTOL
aerodynamics and stability and control manual
P3I2 A83-29020
Automatic Carrier Landing System (ACLS) category 3
certification manual
[AD-A118181] p57 N83-11147
MANUFACTURING
Manufacturing methods tor composite graphite hole
generation
[SAE PAPER 821418] P 557 A83-37976
Manufacturing processes for aeronautical structures
P227 N83-17620
Effects of manufacturing processes on structural
allowables
[AD-A122963] p 404 N83-23426
Manufacturing Methods and Technology (MM&T)
specifications for miniature cathode ray tube
[AD-A127160] p645 N83-30921
Use of small crack data to bnng about and quantify
improvements to aircraft structural mtegnty
p680 N83-34099
MAP MATCHING GUIDANCE
Comparison of some matching methods — for aircraft
and missile navigation p 22 A83-11219
MAPPING
Importance of topographic features and tactical
annotations on maps used by Army aviators for
nap-of-the-earth flight
IAD-A118101J p28 N83-11107
Wellborne inertia! navigation system
IDE83-004012J p594 N83-31593
MAPS
Airborne electronic terrain map display - An update
p35 A83-11135
AISA - Program for automated treatment of aeronautical
data — for civil aviation applications
p 462 A83-35598
Low altitude navigation augmentation system
[AD-A119700] p 147 N83-14100
MARAGING STEELS
Development of a cryogenic windtunnel balance
[KB-TE-1-1173] p632 N83-31611
MARINE BIOLOGY
Sublethal effects of JP-4 on Lepomis macrochirus
[AD-A128618] p 758 N83-35163
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
First results ol boundary layer research flights with three
powered gliders during the field expenment PUKK
p 188 A83-18996
The use of non-rigid airships for Maritime patrol in
Canada
[AIAA PAPER 83-1971 ] p 508 A83-38903
Marine gravity measurement from fixed wing aircraft
p696 A63-4611t
MARINE PROPULSION
New concept in hovercraft design diesel versus gas
turbines p 485 A83-34860
MARINE TECHNOLOGY
Integrated navigation Actual and potential -
Sea-air-space. Proceedings of the International Congress.
Pans, France. September 21-24,1982 Volumes 1 & 2
p 254 A83-24851
Impact-resistant transparencies for manne service —
windscreens for aircraft
[ASME PAPER 82 WA/OCE-4] p 295 A83-25686
MARINE TRANSPORTATION
Alternative fuel technology senes Volume 1 Alternative
fuels for transport
[ISBN-0-902937-63-4] P 555 N83-29414
MARITIME SATELLITES
The tracking ol ship routes via satellites
p 513 A83-38935
GPS for Manne navigation p 723 A83-48734
MARKERS
Identification of exit taxiways (retroreflectrve markers
only)
[AD-A117487] P 58 N83-11151
MARKET RESEARCH
Forecasting in air transport A cntical review of the
techniques available P 318 A83-29966
Fleet planning models — in airline operations
p318 A83-29967
The helicopter preliminary design process
p385 A83-31812
Overview of the air cargo industry
[AIAA PAPER 83-1607) P 380 A83-33369
Right frequency determination p 668 A83-46776
Airline requirements for future cml transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2501 ] p 719 A83-48354
Cml transport aircraft design methodology
[AIAA PAPER 83-2463] p 731 A83-49579
Transport aircraft requirements - How much? How soon?
How to pay?
[AIAA PAPER 83-2504) p 720 A83-49588
The return of the propeller airplane
|SNIAS-822-111-102) p 389 N83-24501
MARKETING
Applications and market potentials for the light utility
airship concept
[AIAA PAPER 83-1975] p 489 A83-38906
A survey ol equipment and research
p701 N83-34185
MARKING
A state-of-the-art survey of the development of taxiway
guidance and control systems
[AD-A117520) p58 N83-1I150
MARKOV PROCESSES
Reliability analysis of a dual-redundant engine
controller p 556 A83-37289
Interactive reductions in the number of states in Markov
reliability analysis
(AIAA PAPER 83-2304) p 650 A834176I
Models and techniques lor evaluating the effectiveness
of aircraft computing systems
[ NASA-CR-170229 ] p 411 NB3-24184
MASS
Design of helicopter rotor blades for optimum dynamic
charactenstics
[NASA-CR-169940] p 266 N83-18716
MASS BALANCE
Analytical consequences ot increasing the mass of a
glider p 189 A83-14617
MASS DISTRIBUTION
Optimal mass distribution between the stages of a
two-stage aircraft for maximization of the flight cruise
range p 516 A83-37267
Apparent-mass coefficients for isosceles triangles and
cross sections lormed by two circles - - in slender body
fuselage aerodynamics p 675 A83-43973
Added fluid mass and the equations of motion of a
parachute p 715 A83-48145
MASS FLOW
The MCA method, a flight test technique to determine
the thrust of let aircraft in flight — Mass Consumption
Acceleration p 202 A83-19661
Aerodynamic research on Tipvane wmdturbines
[PB83-147413] p479 N83-27476
Pressure recovery ol axisymmetnc intakes at subsonic
[ESDU-80037] p 663 N83-32753
MASS FLOW RATE
The transient performance of turboiet engines and axial
compressors p 447 A83 35847
High accuracy fuel flowmeter phase 1
(N AS A-CR-167893] p 359 N83 21314
MASS SPECTROSCOPY
Analytical techniques lor aromatic components in aircraft
fuels
[AO-A118838] p211 N83-12252
MASS TRANSFER
A study of the effect of the combustion process on mass
transfer in the primary zone of the combustion chamber
of a gas-turbine engine p 614 A83-42150
Curvature effects on the heat transfer performance of
three-dimensional film cooling of gas turbine blades
[AD-A119729] p 164 N83-14131
MASSACHUSETTS
Aircraft accident report World Airways, Inc, Flight 30H,
NH2WA McDonnell Douglas DC-1030, Boston Logan
International Airport, Boston, Massachusetts January 23,
1982
[PB82 910415] P248 N83-18698
MATCHED FILTERS
Symbolic pattern matching for target acquisition
p24 A83-I1460
MATERIALS HANDLING
Model of a cryogenic liquid-hydrogen pipeline for an
airport ground distribution system p 648 A83-43641
MATERIALS SCIENCE
Matenals for the manufacture of aircraft instruments and
structures — Russian book p 58 A83 10466
Military propulsion technology III - Matenals are the key
— for fighter aircraft engines p 177 A83-18950
Highly stressed matenals, with aviation considered as
an example — Book p 467 A83-33951
Matenals in the mirror of aviation cntena
p 434 A83-33952
Matenal. structural component, service life — of aircraft
construction matenals p 468 A83-33953
Fluoroelastomers — matenals lor hostile fluid
environments p 469 A83-36066
A-1S1
MATERIALS TESTS SUBJECT INDEX
Universities - Have they a rote in aeronautical research?
Structures and materials p 642 A83-42618
Specific examples of aerospace applications of
composites p227 N83-17621
MATERIALS TESTS
Ultrasonic tomography for nondestructive evaluation
p63 A83-11505
The development and application of a full-scale
wide-body test article to study the behavior of interior
matenals dunng a post crash fuel fire
p 173 A83-18373
Eddy current impedance plane analysis
p 231 A83-22410
Application of fracture mechanics for selection of
metallic structural matenals — Book
p295 A83-25317
Design, matenals selection and failure analysts
p29S A83-25325
A building block approach to design verification testing
of pnmary composite structure
[AIAA 83-0947] p 356 A83-29775
The influence of defects on the operational strength
of disks and wheels in engines p 472 A83-33964
Effect of defect on the behaviour of composites
p 551 A83-40215
A quality control test to determine the propensity for
Lueders lines formation in 2024-T3 p 634 A83-4I025
Status report 1981 on the German BMFT-sponsored
programme 'Ceramic components for vehicular gas
turbines' p 756 A83-48309
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Cumulative damage and life-estimations in fatigue
p 64 A83-12660
Reliability model for planetary gear trains
[ASME PAPER 82-DET-81J p 65 A83-12777
A study of transverse turbulent jets in a cross flow —
for gas turbine combustion process modelling
p42 A83-13100
Robust model following systems p220 A83-16146
Engmeenng safety analysis via destructive numerical
expenments p215 A83-16198
The module concept in a mathematical model of a
turboprop engine p 161 A83-16878
Aeroetasbaty of helicopter rotors in forward (light
p 180 A83-17316
Modeling the spatial distribution of aircraft on visual flight
rules p 253 A83-24040
A computer model for gas turbine blade cooling
analysis
[ASME PAPER 82-JPGC-GT-6] p 279 A83-25267
Statistical modeling of ballistic damage and residual
strength in composite structures
[AIAA 83-1002] p 351 A83-29790
Microeconomic models for process development
p472 A83-33650
Dynamic modeling of an air cushion vehicle
p486 A83-35054
The prediction of performance of turboiet engine with
distorted inlet flow and its experimental studies
P446 A83-35832
Numerical simulation of airfoil ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 83-0112] p 428 A83-36042
Progress in propulsion system/airframe structural
integration
[AIAA PAPER 83-1123] p 437 A83-36234
Application of 30 aerodynamic/combustion model to
combustor pnmary zone study
[AIAA PAPER 83-1265] p 454 A83-36316
Mathematical models of the acoustic properties of
propellers p 458 A83-36792
Finite-element mathematical model of a gas turbine
engine in unsteady flow p 531 A83-37252
Supersonic flow field analysis for a twin-engine aircraft
model p 493 A83-37521
Mathematical modeling of gas-turbine engines with heat
regeneration p 615 A83-42154
Development of a mathematical model of a night vehicle
and the expenmental verification of its reliability
p 599 A83-42888
A mathematical model on the thermal behaviour of an
aircraft cabin — Thesis p 676 A83-46691
A mathematical model of a single mam rotor helicopter
for piloted simulation
[NASA-TM-84281) p 48 N83-10051
Life and reliability models for helicopter transmissions
[NASA-TM-82976] p 67 N83-10425
An adjustment method and engmeenng realization for
control curves of the 2-vanable function
p32 N83-11045
Modeling methodology for MLS range navigation system
errors using flight test data
[NASA-CR-166411] p 27 N83-11101
A model lor prediction bird and ice impact loads on
structures
[AD-A119408] p184 N83-14543
Computations and turbulent flow modeling in support
of helicopter rotor technology
[NASA-CR-169927] p 244 N83-18662
Methods for generating aircraft trajectones
(AD-A122386] p 331 N83-20936
Improving calculations of wall effects in industrial wind
tunnels at ONERA p 348 N83-20968
Designing improved tracking regulators for piloting highly
maneuverable aircraft — fighter aircraft
p 342 N83-22095
Numerical calculations of turbulent buoyant flow in
aircraft cabins
[FAA-CT-82-61) p 319 N83-22170
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant
in a crash environment, volume 1
[FAA-CT-82-33-1-VOL-1] p319 N83-22171
Right dynamics analysis and simulation of heavy lift
airships Volume 2 Technical manual
[NASA-CR-166471-VOL-2] p 344 N83-22208
Numencal simulation of an electrothermal deicer pad
[NASA-CR-168097] p 380 N83-23281
Analytical modeling of transport aircraft crash scenarios
to obtain floor pulses
[NASA-CR-166089] p 381 N83-24488
Aerodynamic model identification from dynamic flight
test data and wind tunnel expenments
[VTH-LR-361] p505 N83-27967
Unsteady flow effects in combustor systems
p562 N83-29232
Models for predicting tip clearance changes in gas
turbines p 541 N83-29255
Aerodynamic model identification from dynamic flight
test data and wind tunnel expenmentt
p 604 N83-30371
Correlation aspects of analytical, wind tunnel and flight
test results for a hmgeless rotor helicopter
p604 N83-30373
The evaluation of some collision models used for
Monte-Carlo calculations of diatomic rarefied hypersonic
flows
[IC-AERO-82-03] p 583 N83-30396
Acceleration factors for climb and descent rates at
constant EAS, CAS, M
[ESDU-81046] p 678 N83-32792
Radiation of sound from unflanged cylindrical ducts
[NASA-CR-172171] p 705 N83-33591
A mathematical model for the doubly fed wound rotor
generator
[NASA-TM-83454] p 702 N83-34192
Evaluation of inelastic constitutive models for nonlinear
structural analysis p 703 N83-34357
Correction and improvement of CARE 3 Version 3
[NASA-CR-166122] p 705 N83-34591
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
Initial design of stnnger stiffened bend boxes using
geometnc programming p 232 A83-23149
Structural optimization with dynamic behavior
constraints
[AIAA 83-0936] p 355 AS3-29766
MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
Static aeroelastic analysis of flexible wings via
NASTRAN, part 1
[AD-A124662] p 477 N83-26099
A note on adaptive wind tunnels with imperfect control
p466 N83-26792
CAD of control systems Application of nonlinear
programming to a linear quadratic formulation
[NASA-CR-172151] p 562 N83-29448
MATRIX MATERIALS
Advanced Matenals Technology
[NASA-CP-2251] p210 N83-12147
Polymer matenals research at NASA Ames Research
Center p210 N83-12150
Polymer matrix composites research at NASA Lewis
Research Center p 210 N83-12151
Research on ultra-high-temperature matenals,
monolithic ceramics, ceramic matrix composites and
carbon/carbon composites p211 N83-12161
Material characterization PartB Mechanical properties
of 2 metal matrix composite matenals
(AD-A119829] p 225 N83-16402
MATRIX METHODS
Application of the matrix method of forces for the
calculation ol aircraft structures p 232 A83-23221
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES
Application of maximum likelihood estimation to the
identification of the stability derivatives of a wide body
transport aircraft p460 A83-35121
A comparison of minimizing strategies for maximum
likelihood identification — stability and control derivatives
of wide body aircraft p 567 A83-37085
Adaptive flutter suppression, analysis and test
p346 N83-22219
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
A McDonnell Douglas perspective - Commercial aircraft
for the next generation
[AIAA PAPER 83-2502) p 731 A83-49587
MEASUREMENT
Measurements in the wake ol an infinite swept airfoil
[NASA-CR-169464] p 13 N8311086
A study of noise metric and tone correction accuracy
[NASA-CR-165910] p 304 N83-20445
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Optimal complexing of measuring instruments in
short-range navigation systems p 17 A83 10803
Optimal processing of the correction data of an aircraft
fuel-measurement system p 159 A83-19177
Microwave Ice Accretion Measurement Instrument
/MIAMI/ p 208 A83-22163
Improved fatigue life tracking procedures for Navy
aircraft structures
[AIAA 83-0805] p 334 A83-29807
Methods of laser Doppler anemometry - Russian
book p559 A83-40605
Development and test of a Microwave Ice Accretion
Measurement Instrument (MIAMI)
[NASA-CR-3598] p 159 N83-14123
A precision mertial angular vibration measuring system
p644 N83-30758
Airspeed and wind shear measurements with an airborne
CO2CW laser p 735 N83-34898
MECHANICAL DEVICES
Mechanism case studies VI
[ASME PAPER 82-OET-47] p 65 A83-12772
Low cost random vibration testing
p 405 A83-31489
The dynamics of spatial linked quadrangle chains
p 643 A83-42986
MECHANICAL DRIVES
Fault Detection/Location System for intermediate and
tail rotor gearboxes p 299 A83-24835
Evaluation of lubncants for air compressors
[PB82-259003] p 226 N83-16538
Advances in traction drive technology
[NASA-TM-83397) p 561 N83-28455
Energy efficient engine Core engine bearings, drives
and configuration Detailed design report
[NASA-CR-165376] p617 N83-30430
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Israel Conference on Mechanical Engmeenng, 16th,
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel, July
13, 14, 1982, Proceedings p 231 A83-22318
The application of aeronautical technology to the
construction of machines and vehicles
p 710 A83-47214
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE
Vibration analysis of a helicopter plus an
externally-attached structure p 607 N83-30769
MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT
Surface finish measurement studies
p 292 N83-18765
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Effects of cobalt in nickel-base superalloys
p 223 A83-21467
The relationship between structure, properties and
processing in powder metallurgy superalloys
p 224 A83-21493
Graphite/epoxy matenal characteristics and design
techniques for airborne instrument application
p225 A83-22595
Fracture tough composites - The effect of toughened
matnces on the mechanical performance ol carbon fiber
reinforced laminates p 294 A83-23642
Design, matenals selection and failure analysis
p295 A83-25325
Kevlar aramid as a fiber reinforcement with emphasis
on aircraft p 552 A83-40288
The strength of GTE structural elements under low-cycle
loading p615 A83-42877
Preliminary development of the XV (Ex-Vee) aircrew
restraint
[AD-A118991] p 139 N83-14079
Rotordynamic Instability Problems in High-Performance
Turbomachmery
[NASA-CP-2250] p 186 N83-15629
Material charactenzation PartB Mechanical properties
of 2 metal matrix composite matenals
[AD-A119829] p 225 N83-16402
Impact behavior of fibrous composition and metal
substructures
[AD-A121618] p 296 N83-18858
Physical properties data compilations relevant to energy
storage Part 5 Mechanical properties data on alloys
for use in flywheels
[PB82-232919] p 296 N83-18904
Design and construction of 2 transonic airfoil models
for tests in the NASA Langley C 3-M TCT
[NASA-TM-85325] p 401 N83-23326
A-152
SUBJECTINDEX METHANE
Properties of Duck sheets of 2124 T351 alloy
[SNIAS-822-111-1091 p 404 N83-23423
Etfects of manufacturing processes on structural
allowables
[AI>A122963] p 404 N83-23426
The chemical and physical properties of JP-4 for 1980
-1981
I AD-A122965] p 404 N83-23469
Investigation of crew restraint system btomechantcs
[AD-A126199] p 510 N83-29190
Lectures on Composite Materials tor Aircraft
Structures
[ARL/STRUC-REPT-3941 p 635 N83-30523
Introduction to Lectures on Composite Materials for
Aircraft Structures p 635 N83-30524
Component form and manufacture
p635 N83-30529
Preliminary engineering study quick opening valve MSFC
high Reynolds number wind tunnel (study report
appendices)
[ NASA-CR 170849] p 690 N83-33906
MEDICAL SERVICES
Experiences in medical coverage of airport disasters at
Logan International Airport in Boston
p509 A83-40356
MELTING POINTS
Evaluation of methods lor rapid determination of freezing
point of aviation fuels
[NASA-CR-167981] p 60 N83-10207
MEMBRANES
The development of quartz-membrane pressure
transducers at the Aeronautical Research and Test
Institute p 644 A83-43815
MERCURY CADMIUM TELLURIDES
Infrared fiber early warning receiver
p682 A83-46640
MESH
Instabilities of geared couplings Theory and practice
p 187 N83-15634
Calculation of transonic potential flow around a
wing-body-tail combination
[ADA124247| p 378 N83-24482
Tests for inlet distortion in a two-spool turbojet engine
on the ground test bed p683 N63-32733
MESOMETEOROLOGY
Short-range prediction of mesoscale windfields
p409 A83-30567
MESSAGE PROCESSING
F-16 voice message system study p 19 A83-11121
Computer B (National Airspace System Automated
Radar Terminal Systems) communications support
(FAA-PM-83-161 p407 N83-24742
METAL BONDING
The use of composite patches for repair of aircraft
structural p«rts p3 A83-12968
Cold-setting adnesrves lor repair purposes using vanous
surface preparation methods p 210 A83-15874
Service history of phosphoric acid anodized aluminum
structure -~ with adhesive bonding for aircraft
construction p 185 A83-20479
Sealants - Uses in composite structures
p293 A83-23615
Adhesive stress-strain properties relative to fatigue life
of titanium ponded to graphite reinforced plastic
p 294 A83-23616
Further industrial tests of ceramic thermal barrier
coalings
| NASA TP 20571 p42NB3-10045
Design and fabncation of realistic adhesively bonded
lomts
[NASA-CR-1660991 p 408 N83-24876
METAL COATINGS
Recent developments in high temperature coatings for
gas turbine airfoils p 634 A83-42254
GATOR-GARD applied coatings extend service lives of
cntical aerospace components
[SAE PAPER 8206111 p 696 A83-45869
Erosion-corrosion of coatings and superalloys in high
velocity hot gases p 757 A83-49481
METAL FATIGUE
NDE of fastener hole cracks by the electric current
perturbation method p 214 A83-15192
Develop in-flight acoustic emission monitonng of aircraft
to detect fatigue crack growth p 195 A83-15197
The interaction of high temperature corrosion and
mechanical properties of alloys p 224 A83-21470
Practical application of a model for fatigue damage with
irregular cyclic loading p 224 A83-21757
An improved methodology lor predicting random
spectrum load interaction effects on fatigue crack
growth p 224 A83-21802
Metallurgical instabilities during the high temperature low
cycle fatigue of nickel-base superalloys
p 224 A83-22019
Improved damage-tolerance analysis methodology
[AIAA 83-08631 p 355 A83-29751
The faugue strength of compressor disks
p406 A83-32387
Investigation methods on residua) stresses In aero
engines components p 449 A83-35879
The effect of rracrostructure on the faugue behavior of
Ni base superalloys p 469 A83-38166
Investigation of the fatigue and crack propagation
properties of X7091-T7E69 extrusion
p 550 A83-37838
Titanium fan disc Structural Life Prediction/Correlation
program
[SAE PAPER 821437) p 557 A83-37985
Influence of overloads and block loading sequences on
mode III fatigue crack propagation in A469 rotor steel
p 551 A83-39075
Estimation of the thermal fatigue strength of the blades
of full-scale gas-turbine engines p 613 A83-41596
High frequency fatigue of turbine blade material
[AD-A1245851 p 458 N83-25713
A survey of serious aircraft accidents involving fatigue
fracture Volume 1 Fixed-wing aircraft
(NAE-AN-7) p510 N83-29187
A survey of senous aircraft accidents involving fatigue
fracture Volume 2 Rotary-wing aircraft
(NAEAN-8I pSfO N83-29188
Evaluation of small cracks in airframe structures
p648 N83-31062
Statistical and vibratory fatigue limit charactenstics of
aluminum cast alloys p 692 N83-32712
Additionally compressed titanium fine cast
components p 692 N83-32713
Economic riveting — metal fatigue
p 697 N83-32714
Fatigue crack growth of corner cracks in lug
specimens
[VTHLR-375] p 700 N83-33234
METAL FIBERS
Strain isolated ceramic coatings
[ASME PAPER83GT-223I p 762 A83-48021
METAL FINISHING
Annual Airline Plating and Metal Finishing Forum, 18th,
Orlando. FL. March 16-18. 1982. Proceedings
p695 A83-45863
METAL FOILS
Metal honeycomb to porous wireform substrate diffusion
bond evaluation p SS9 A83-39620
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
High-temperature composites - Status and future
directions p 551 A83-40129
Evaluation of low-cost aluminum composites for aircraft
engine structural applications
[NASA-TM 83357] p 470 N83-25790
METAL PARTICLES
The removal of metals from a jet fuel using a manganese
catalyst p350 A83-28775
METAL PLATES
Engineering property comparisons of 7050-T73651,
7010-T7651 and 7010-T73651 aluminium alloy plate
p 403 A83-32340
In-depth survey report of American Airlines plating
facility
[PB83-187799] p 647 N83-31916
Buckling of outstanding flanges direct stresses varying
linearly or parabolically
[ESDU-800351 p699 N83-33194
METAL POLISHING
Evaluation of the efficiency of the diamond burnishing
of gas-turbine-engine parts p 558 A83-39511
METAL POWDER
Powder metallurgy of titanium alloys — Book
p403 A83-32599
METAL SHEETS
A quality control test to determine the propensity for
Lueders lines formation in 2024-T3 p 634 A83-41025
Special finite elements for sheets with loaded circular
holes
[ARL/STRUC-HEPT-3921 p 360 N83-22625
Properties of thick sheets of 2124 T351 alloy
[SNIAS-822-111 109) p 404 N83-23423
METAL SURFACES
Application of fracture mechanics for selection of
metallic structural materials — Book
p295 A83-25317
Calculation of the depth and hardness of the
carbunzation layer of cylindrical parts — for aircraft
engines p 350 A83-29282
Coating with overlay metallic-cermet alloy systems
(NASA-CASE LEW-13639-2) p 227 N83-17683
METAL WORKING
Manufactunng processes lor aeronautical structures
p 227 N83-17620
METAL-METAL BONDING
The effect of pnmer-adhesive compatibility on adhesive
peel strength at low temperature p 222 A83-20448
Pnmary bonded aircraft wing construction
p 186 A83-20493
In-depth survey report of American Airlines plating
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[NASA-TM-X-2954] p4 N83-11025
An engine installation for fan jet STOL aircraft using
USB powered high lift system (I) engine matching test for
circular confluent exhaust duct
[NAL-TR-703] p 200 N83-12086
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volume 2 NASTRAN model
development-horizontal stabtlzer, vertical stabilizer and
nacelle structures
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-2] p 154 N83-14108
A study of optimum cowl shapes and flow port locations
for minimum drag with effective engine cooling, volume
1
[NASA-CR-159379] p 191 N83-16288
Effects of varying podded nacelle-nozzle installations
on transonic aeropropulsn/e charactenstics of a supersonic
fighter aircraft
[NASA-TP-2120] p427 N83-26821
Nacelle Aerodynamic and Inertial Loads (NAIL) project
[NASA-CR-168712] p 605 N83-30402
Average downwash at the tailplane at low angles of
attack and subsonic speeds, Amendment A
[ESDU-80020-AMEND-A] p 663 N83-32747
Pressure recovery of axisymmetnc intakes at subsonic
[ESDU-80037] p 663 N83-32753
NAP-OF-THE-EARTH NAVIGATION
Multifunction CO2 NOE sensor A status report --
Nap-Of-the-Earth p35 A83-11147
XH-59A ABC aircraft flight tests at Ft Rucker,
Alabama p 151 A83-18148
Application of multiple model estimation to a recursive
terrain height correlation system p 257 A83-26264
The effects of engine and height-control charactenstics
on helicopter handling qualities p619 A83-41078
Importance of topographic features and tactical
annotations on maps used by Army aviators for
nap-of-the-earth flight
[AD-A118101] p28 N83-11107
Application of coding methods in development of
symbology for a computer generated topographic display
for Army aviators
[AD-A118142] p38 N83-11124
NAPHTHALENE
Evaluation of ultraviolet spectrophotometry for
simultaneous analysis of alkylbenzenes,
alkylnaphthalenes, alkylanthracenes/phenanthrenes and
total aromatics in mid-distillate fuels
[NASA-TM-83032] p 179 N83-15483
NASA PROGRAMS
NASA Lewis Research Center's program on rang
research
[AIAA PAPER 83-0204] p 127 A83-16582
NASA clean catalytic combustor program
[ASME PAPER 82-JPGC-GT-11] p 295 A83-25269
NASA technology program for future civil air
transports
[AIAA PAPER 83-1603] p 379 A83-33366
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
p 74 N83-10989
NASA Lewis Research Center's Program on Icing
Research
[NASA-TM-83031] p 139 N83-14078
Research and technology annual report, 1982
[NASA-TM-84312] p 192 N83-16273
NASA helicopter transmission system technology
program p 302 N83-20120
Ames Research Center overview p 243 N83-20831
Small transport aircraft technology
[NASA-SP-460] p 331 N83-20931
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An overview of general aviation propulsion research
programs at NASA Lewis Research Center
p 340 N83-22456
NASA authorization for fiscal year 1384
[GPO-19-200] p487 N83-27921
Who knows? Selected information resources on
aeronautics and astronautics
[SL-82-32] pS73 N83-29123
Structures and Dynamics Division Research and
technology plans for FY 1983 and accomplishments for
FY 1982
[NASA-TM-85661] P 648 N83-3209S
Records of achievement NASA special publications
[NASA-SP-470] P708 N83-33792
NASTRAN
Design, analysis and test of composite curved frames
for helicopter fuselage structure
[AIAA 83-1005] p 356 A83-29805
Flutter investigation of a repaired T-36 honzontal
stabilizer using NASTRAN p 641 A83-42541
Urge displacements and stability analysis of nonlinear
propeller structures p218 N83-12460
A new capability for elastic aircraft airloads via
NASTRAN p218 N83-12464
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volume 1 NASTRAN model plane
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-1] p 154 N83-14107
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volume 2 NASTRAN model
development-horizontal stabilzer, vertical stabilizer and
nacelle structures
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-2] p 154 N83-14108
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volume 3 NASTRAN model development-wing
structure
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-3] p154 N83-14109
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volume 4 NASTRAN model
development-fuselage structure
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-41 p 154 N83-14110
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volumes NASTRAN model development-fairing
structure
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-5] p154 N83-14111
Static aeroelastic analysis of flexible wings via
NASTRAN, part 1
[AD-A124662] p 477 N83-26099
Modelling of direct stnke lightning coupling by a transfer
function technique p612 N83-31177
NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
Modeling the spatial distribution of aircraft on visual flight
rules p253 A83-24040
Development of airborne collision avoidance algonthms
compatible with the national airspace system
p511 A83-37141
FAA national airspace system plan
[GPO-94-438] p346 N83-20953
National Airspace System Plan
[GPO-98-029] p319 N83-22169
National Airspace System Plan, facilities, equipment and
associated development p 402 N83-24521
FAA's plan to improve the air traffic control system A
step m the right direction but improvements and better
coordination are needed
[GAO/AFMD-83-34] p432 N83-25687
The FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) air traffic
activity FY 1982
| AD-A128702] p 712 N83-34889
NATIONAL AVIATION SYSTEM
The development of standards for the common ICAO
Data Interchange Network /CIOIN/ p 230 A83-22027
Technical and operational evaluation of wide-area
coverage navigation systems in the continental United
States p255 A83-24857
The future of the U S aviation system
[AIAA PAPER 83-1594] P 379 A83-33360
The flow of air-passenger traffic in the Federal Republic
of Germany with emphasis on airports and their
hinterland
[GEOGRAPHISCHE-SCHRIFTEN 18]
p380 N83-23283
NATURAL GAS
Development of the utilization of combustible gas
produced in existing sanitary landfills Effects of corrosion
at the Mountain View, California landfill gas-recovery
plant
[DE83-001S76] P 363 N83-22769
NATURAL GAS EXPLORATION
Offshore helicopter operations - Gull of Mexico
[SAE PAPER 821366] P 507 A83-37960
NATURAL LANGUAGE (COMPUTERS)
An expert distributed robotics system with
comprehension and learning abilities in the aircraft flight
domain
[AD-A127739] P 652 N83-32401
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION
Flow over a biconic configuration with an afterbody
compression flap - A comparative numerical study
[AIAA PAPER 83-1668] p 491 A83-37179
Navier-Stokes calculations (or the vortex wake of a rotor
in hover
[AIAA PAPER 83-1676] p 492 A83-37184
Hypersonic flow behind a lifting body
p 577 A83-41206
A turbulent flow Navier-Stokes analysis for an airfoil
oscillating in pitch p660 A83-46437
A Navier-Stokes analysis of three-dimensional turbulent
flows inside turbine blade rows at design and off-design
conditions
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-40] p713 A83-47900
Analytical calculation of a single jet in crossflow and
cornpanson with expenment
[NASA-TM-83027] p 163 N83-14127
An assessment of factors affecting prediction of
near field development of a subsonic VSTOL get in
cross-flow
[AD-A124583] p 441 N83-25699
Implicit upwind methods for the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-84364] p 478 N83-27149
Numencal study of scramjet and ramjet flow fields
p685 N83-33887
NAVIGATION
Sensitivity analysis of helicopter IMC decelerating steep
approach and landing performance to navigation system
parameters
[NASA-CR-166412] p 27 N83-11102
Flight test investigation of area calibrated LORAN-C for
en route navigation in the Gulf of Mexico
[FAA-RD-82-7] p 186 N83-12059
Instrument approach aids for helicopters
[FAARD-82-6] p 187 N83-12061
Conflict momtonng analysis of parallel opposite direction
routes, volume 1
[AD-A120080] p 148 N83-15279
Evaluation of retroreflective pavement markers for
precision and nonprecision runways
[FAA-CT-82-112] p 220 N83-17558
Evaluation of supplemental lights for caution bars
[FAA-CT-82-119] p 220 N83-17559
Flight assessment of a data-link-based
navigation-guidance concept
[NASA-TM-84493] p319 N83-22168
Construction of an ice model basin at the Ship Research
Institute of the Ministry of Transportation
[NRC/CNR TT-2066] p 631 N83-30436
The USRA workshop report Electrostatic fog
dispersal
[NASA-CR-170802] p 704 N83-34514
Summary Proceedings of the Future Navigation Systems
Planning Conference
[AD-A128717] p 724 N83-34932
NAVIGATION AIDS
Optimal complexmg of measuring instruments in
short range navigation systems p 17 A83-10803
Airborne electronic terrain map display - An update
p35 A83-11135
Analysis of three hierarchical motion compensation
systems for synthetic aperture radars p 23 A83-11242
Bootstrap stereo error simulations — autonomous aenal
navigation using terrain images p 25 A83-12895
Celestial navigation in the computer age — Book
p 185 A83-14116
The role of advanced navigation in future air traffic
management p 252 A83-23372
Self-adaptive filters for the integration of navigation
data p 268 A83-23374
Multipath propagation in the radio field of aircraft
navigation systems p 252 A83-23414
The role of advanced navigation in future air traffic
management p 255 A83-24867
Multiprocessors and their impact on integrated
navigation and avionics - A status-ot-the-art paper
p 269 A83-24868
Integrated navigation system for the Agusta 129 attack
helicopter p 256 A83-24870
Potential accuracy of the goniometer section of a
complex short-range navigation system
p259 A83-26929
Estimation of the mutual influence of a group of
radio-electronic devices — for air navigation
p 259 A83-26934
National Aerospace Meeting, Molten Reid, CA. March
24, 25, 1982, Proceedings p 322 A83-28776
CONEX gyroscope p 354 A83-28782
A fault tolerant approach to state estimation and failure
detection in nonlinear systems p 568 A83-37121
Radio-navigation prerequisites for IFR operation ol
regional airports and civil airfields p 512 A83-38932
The tracking of ship routes via satellites
p 513 A83-38935
The use of multiple menial systems to correct for the
effects of gravitational anomalies
[AIAA PAPER 83-2198] p 591 A83-41681
A multi-function radar system for RPVs
p 593 A83-43722
Evolution of map display optical systems
p 681 A83-44830
National Aerospace Meeting, Arlington, VA, March
22-25, 1983, Proceedings p 671 A83-46952
Minimizing pilot work toad in an advanced development
low-cost Omega/VLF/RNAV system
p 671 A83-46954
Right test evaluation of Loran-C in Alaska
p 671 A83-46955
Status of area navigation p 672 A83-46960
State of the art and development potential of fiberoptic
rotation sensors — for inertia) navigation
p 734 A83-47187
A new generation of navigation and landing aids for
aviation p722 A83-47188
Investigation of advanced navigation and guidance
system concepts for all-weather rotorcraft operations
(NASA-CR-166274] p 26 N83-10029
Flight testing operations procedure
[AD-A 116984] p26 N83-10030
Application of advanced signal processing techniques
to angle of arrival estimation in ATC navigation and
surveillance systems
(AD-A118306] p28 N83-11108
Low altitude navigation augmentation system
[AD-A119700] p 147 N83-14100
Software optimization for array processors An AP-120B
Kalman filter
(AD-A119221) p 189 N83-14973
Precision navigational filmstnps for use in DOD aircraft
[AD-A124761] p 432 N83-25688
Modeling the helmet-mounted sight system
[AD-A 124681| p 444 N83-25709
The influence of reference system dispanty on navigation
and positioning
[AD-A 125546] p 515 N83-29195
Report from the International Congress ol Navigation
— integrated navigation
[FOA-C-20489-E3] p 593 N83-30400
Interfacing the ROLM 1602B for the Metro navigation
system
[NLR-MP-81062-U] p 674 N83-32786
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
Fundamentals of radio navigation — Russian book
p 17 A83-10668
Mass-produced laser gyros p 63 A83-11628
Trend analysis concerning the displays and the keyboard
of GPS navigation receivers for different applications
p37 A83-13010
Development of inertia! navigation and its employment
in measurement technology p 141 A83-16900
Hard limiter performance as a polarity detector for
extremely polluted signals - in loran C navigation
systems p 144 A83-19026
Integrated navigation Actual and potential
Sea-air space, Proceedings of the International Congress,
Pans, France, September 21-24, 1982 Volumes 1 8 2
p254 A83-24851
Technical and operational evaluation of wide-area
coverage navigation systems in the continental United
States p 321 A83-28594
Performance capabilities of photographic flight
navigation and sensor onentatton systems
p431 A83-36122
A flight control and navigation system for small RPVs
p593 A83-43723
The emerging need for improved helicopter navigation
p 671 A83-46930
Integrated navigation systems for aircraft
p 723 A83-48735
Minimum operational performance standards for
airborne area navigation equipment using VOR/DME
reference facility sensor inputs
[RTCA/DO-180] p325 N83-22175
Right testing of menial navigation systems Hardware
and software description
[ESA-TT-772] p515 N83-27974
NAVIGATION SATELLITES
Institute of Navigation, Annual Meeting, 38th, U S Air
Force Academy, Colorado Springs, CO, June 14-17,1982,
Proceedings p 323 A83-29201
GPS navigation using three satellites and a precise
clock p 673 A83-46970
NAVSTAR SATELLITES
NAVSTAR GPS - State ol development and future of
this global navigation system p 25 A83-13009
Fixed wing and rotary wing flight testing of Navstar GPS
as a civilian navigation system p 199 A83-19777
Navstar equipments accuracy compared with
expenmental results p 255 A83-24861
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Multiconfiguration Kalman filter design for
high-performance GPS navigation p 257 A83-26262
FAA helicopter NAVSTAR GPS flight testing
p323 A83-28788
Reliability of NAVSTAR GPS for civil aviation
p 323 A83-2B791
NAVSTAR-GPS at sea p 323 A83-29207
An advanced single-channel NAVSTAR GPS multiplex
receiver with up to eight pseudochannels
p324 A83-29213
Alternative techniques to GPS/NAVSTAR
p513 A83-38937
Geodesy and the global positioning system
p 671 A83-46338
A strategy for buildup to the operational Navstar GPS
constellation p 672 A63-46961
Applications of time transfer using Navstar GPS
p 673 A83-46964
The Navstar GPS p 673 A83-4696S
Differential operation of NAVSTAR GPS
p 673 A83-46968
Collins avionics NAVSTAR GPS advanced digital
receiver p 673 A83-46969
GPS user errors resulting from one 'bad' satellite in the
navigation solution p 674 A83-46971
Principles and present status — of Navstar GPS for sea
and air navigation p 723 A83-48733
Instrument approach aids for helicopters
[FAA-RD-82-6] p 187 N83-12061
Global positioning system en route/terminal exploratory
tests
[FAA-RD-82-71] p 260 N83-18705
NAVY
U S Navy search and rescue Model Manager
p 183 A83-1S424
The United States Navy's injury expenence in aircraft
mishaps p 184 A83-15441
Use of commercial Omega/VLF in naval aviation
p 671 A83-46953
The Navy PATE program - A status report — Propulsion
Automatic Test Equipment
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-109] p 739 A83-47944
NEAR FIELDS
Near and far field airborne antenna pattern analysis
p 143 A83-18645
Near-field frequency - Domain theory for propeller
noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0688) p 365 A83-28007
Computer program to predict noise of general aviation
aircraft User's guide
[NASA-CR-168050] p 238 N83-17242
NEAR WAKES
Measurements of the near wake of an airfoil in unsteady
flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-0127] p 131 A83-16540
Velocity coupling A new concept for hover and axial
flow wake analysis and design p 193 N83-17478
NECK (ANATOMY)
Traumatic occlusion of the vertebral artery caused by
neck rotation
[AD-A126922] p 606 N83-30409
NEODYMIUM LASERS
Neodymium YAG laser in airborne systems
p 609 A83-42835
NEPHELOMETERS
Development of an airborne visibility meter
[AD-A124276] p410 N83-25327
NETS
Net-skirt addition to a parachute canopy to prevent
inversion p 426 A83-36911
NETWORK ANALYSIS
Air traffic flow control systems - Modelling and
evaluation p 258 A83-26602
Generation of the mode select sensor network coverage
map
[ATC-98A] p 188 N83-13088
For operation of the Computer Software Management
and Information Center (COSMIC)
(NASA-CR-172904] p 569 N83-30060
NETWORK CONTROL
The design of a packet switched network for aeronautical
data interchange p 185 A83-14862
Generation of the mode select sensor network coverage
map
[ATC-98A] p 188 N83-13088
NETWORK SYNTHESIS
ASTF test instrumentation system detail design —
Aeropropulsion System Test Facility p 54 A83-11059
Extended perfect model following — control system
synthesis technique p235 A83-20289
Multivanable stability margins for vehicle flight control
systems p 285 A83-24815
Multiconfiguration Kalman filter design for
high-performance GPS navigation p 257 A83-26262
Using adaptive control to synthesize invariant and
partially autonomous automatic stabilization systems
p460 A83-33900
NEW YORK
Airport delay and improvement study JohnF Kennedy
International Airport and LaGuardia Airport
[PB82-195884] p 58 N83-11153
NEWTON THEORY
Calculation of damping derivatives for arbitrary
3-dimensional bodies using Newtonian impact theory
(NAL-TR-722] p 244 N83-18660
NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD
A comparison of minimizing strategies for maximum
likelihood identification — stability and control derivatives
of wide body aircraft p 567 A83-37085
NICKEL ALLOYS
Fabrication and heat treatment of a Ni-base superalloy
integrally bladed rotor for small gas turbine engine
applications P 177 A83-19102
Effects of cobalt in nickel base superalloys
p 223 A83-21467
Metallurgical instabilities dunng the high temperature low
cycle fatigue of nickel-base superalloys
p224 A83 22019
The effect of microstructure on the fatigue behavior of
Ni base superalloys p469 A83-36166
Fatigue crack initiation and propagation in several
nickel-base superalloys at 650 C p 634 A83-41199
Ni-base MC-carbide reinforced eutectic alloys for let
engine application p 691 A83-44061
Development of the single crystal alloys CM SX-2 and
CM SX-3 for advanced technology turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-244] p 756 A83-48034
Alummide coatings on superalloys
[ONERA, TPNO 1983-68] p 756 A83-48189
A fundamental basis for using the platinum group
elements as alloying additions in nickel base alloys to
improve high temperature corrosion p 757 A83-49501
COSAM (Conservation Of Strategic Aerospace
Matenals) program oven/tew
[NASA TM-83006] p 61 N83-11282
Overspeed and overtemperature tests and dissection
examination of the turbine discs made of a iron-nickel base
superalloy p 165 N83-15261
Creep and fatigue interactions in a nickel base
superalloy
[NLR-MP-82003-U] p 234 N83-17903
Coarsening and solutioning of precipitates in
superalloys
[NLR-TR-81114-U] p 404 N83-23422
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
Discharge rate capability of nickel-cadmium aircraft
batteries p336 A83-27190
NICKEL COATINGS
Electroless nickel applications in aircraft maintenance
[SAE PAPER 820609] p 696 A83-45867
NICKEL HYDROGEN BATTERIES
Engineenng properties of Hughes/Air Force
nickel-hydrogen cells p 361 A83-27203
NIGHT
Current practices on nighttime pavement construction
asphaltic concrete
[DOT/FAA/RD-80/121] p 207 N83-12101
NIGHT FLIGHTS (AIRCRAFT)
USAF studies fighters for dual-role, all-weather
operations P 151 A83-17276
NICHT VISION
Infrared target array development p 268 A83-23527
Antitank missiles night firing from Aerospatiale
helicopters
[SNIAS-822-320-101] p 58 N83-10102
The status of LLTV for avionic applications
p 735 N83-34892
NIOBIUM
COSAM (Conservation Of Strategic Aerospace
Matenals) program overview
[NASA-TM-83006] p 61 N83-11282
NITROGEN
The AH-64 nitrogen merting unit p 263 A83-25895
NITROGEN OXIDES
Multrfuel evaluation of nch/quench/lean combustor
[NASA-TM-82986] p 69 N83-10559
Investigation of a low NOx full-scale annular
combustor
[NASA-CR-165518] p 202 N83-13104
Water injection into compressors of gas turbines for
power increase and reduction of NOX emission
[BMFT-FB-T-82-075] p 233 NB3-16765
Pollutant formation in monodisperse fuel spray
combustion p 538 N83-29213
Expanded operational capabilities of the Langley Mach
7 Scramjet test facility
[NASA-TP-2186] p 754 N83-36039
NITROUS OXIDES
Design of a low emission combustor for an automotive
gas turbine
[AIAA PAPER 83-0338] p 179 A83-166C4
NOISE
A study of noise metnc and tone correction accuracy
(NASA-CR-165910) p 304 N83-20445
NOISE (SOUND)
Second National Conference on General Aviation Airport
Noise and Land Use Planning Summary of proceedings
[PB82 218520] p 69 N83-11628
Noise source mechanisms in unsteady flow
[PB82-203837] p 223 N83-12976
USAF Bioenwonmental Noise Data Handbook Volume
160 KC-10A aircraft, near and far-field noise
[AD-A121301] p309 N83-19579
A holographic mterferometry technique for measuring
transonic flow near a rotor blade
[NASA-TM-84405] p 702 N83-34278
NOISE GENERATORS
Rotor wake characteristics relevant to rotor-stator
interaction noise generation p 39 A83-10184
A microcomputer-based system for noise charactenstics
analysis p 72 A83-11915
Noise generated by a propeller or a helicopter rotor
p41 A83-12343
Flight test of the 747-JT9D for airframe noise
p 189 A83-13163
Aerosound from corner now and flap flow
[AIAA PAPER 81-2039] p 237 A83-19813
Noise source identification in airplane cabins using
acoustic intensity technique
[AIAA PAPER 83-0716] p 307 A83-25931
Noise generation by a low-Mach-number |et
p769 A83-49462
Noise generated by airfoil profiles placed in a uniform
laminar flow p 769 A83-49463
Recent results about fan noise Its generation, radiation
and suppression
[NASA-TM-83002] p 224 N83-13939
Propeller aircraft interior noise p 309 N83-18658
Investigation of jet installation noise sources under static
conditions
[NASA-TP-2181] p706 N83-33684
NOISE INTENSITY
Helicopter flight noise tests about the influence of
rotor-rotational and forward speed changes on the
characteristics of the immitted sound
(AIAA PAPER 83-0672] p 365 A83-28002
A study of the distribution of the noise source strengths
in coaxial double |et p 570 A83-37570
Second National Conference on General Aviation Airport
Noise and Land Use Planning Summary of proceedings
[PB82-218520] p 69 N83-11628
USAF Bioenvironmental Noise Data Handbook Volume
155 CH-3 in-flight crew noise
[AD-A120791] p191 N83-16154
A survey of helicopter and ambient urban noise levels
in Phoenix, Anzona
[AD-A123856] p 479 N83-26322
NOISE MEASUREMENT
Propeller noise at model- and full-scale
p222 A83-15314
Novel airborne technique for aircraft noise
measurements above the flight path
P222 A83-15316
Free stream noise and transition measurements in a
Mach 3 5 pilot quiet tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 83-0042] p 171 A83-16482
A note on the tip noise of rotating blades
p 305 A83-23708
Noise transmission through sidewall treatments
applicable to twin-engine turboprop aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-0695] p 306 A83-25916
An expenmental study of supersonic get
shock-associated noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0708] p 307 A83-25924
Noise source identification in airplane cabins using
acoustic intensity technique
[AIAA PAPER 83-0716) p 307 A83-25931
Sources of installed turboprop noise
(AIAA PAPER 83-0744] p 280 A83-25946
Farfield inflight measurements of high-speed turboprop
noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0745] p 280 A83-25947
Flyover noise measurements for turbo-prop aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 83-0746] p 280 A83-25948
Airfoil self noise - Effect of scale
[AIAA PAPER 83-0785] p 307 A83-25966
Measurements and predictions of turboprop noise at high
cruise speed
(AIAA PAPER 83-0689] p 365 A83-28008
Companson of broadband noise mechanisms, analyses,
and experiments on helicopters, propellers, and wind
turbines
[AIAA PAPER 83-0690] p 365 A83-28009
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A new measurement method for separating avborne and
struclurebome aircraft tntenor notse p366 A83-28186
A study ol helicopter rotor noise, with special reference
to tad rotors, using an acoustic wind tunnel
p 367 A83-29403
Full-scale measurements of blade-vortex interaction
noise p 435 A83-35947
In-flight acoustic lest results lor the SR-2 and SR-3
advanced-design propellers
[AIAA PAPER 83-1214) p 452 A83-36286
A study of the distribution of the noise source strengths
in coaxial double jet p 570 A83-37570
Sampling strategies lor monitoring noise in the vicinity
of airports p 570 A83-37731
Operational military helicopter interior noise and vibration
measurements with compansons to nde quality cntena
[AIAA PAPER 83-2526] p 728 A83-48364
Noise of the 10-bladed, 40 deg swept SR-6 propeller
in a wind tunnel
[ NASA-TM-82950 ] p 74 N83-11840
Correlation of core noise obtained by three signal
coherence techniques
[NASA-TM-830121 p 222 N83-12966
Operational noise data lor UH-60A and CH-47C Army
helicopter
[ AD-A118796) p 223 N83-12974
Should helicopter noise be measured differently from
other aircraft noise? A review of the psychoacoustic
literature
[NASA-CR-3609I p 224 N83-13937
Propeller aircraft noise-certification and flight testing
p308 N83-18657
X wing noise data acquisition program
(NASA-CR-1664541 p 266 N83-18717
Measurements of the attenuation of an Army headset
[BR84535I pj09 N83-20704
The influence of helicopter operating conditions on rotor
noise charactenstics and measurement repeatability
[AD-A121426I p310 N83-20707
Noise of the 10-bladed 60 deg swept SR-5 propeller
in a wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-83054) p 367 N83-23112
A survey of helicopter and ambient urban noise levels
in Phoenix, Anzona
[AD-A1238561 p 479 N83-26322
Acoustic measurements of the X-wing rotor
|NASATM-84292| p 571 N83-28985
Ground reflection effects in measunng propeller aircraft
flyover noise
(ESA-TT-742I p 571 N83-28992
Propeller aircraft noise certification and night testing
(DFVLR-MITT-82-16] p 572 N83-28993
Charactenstics of the transmission loss apparatus at
NASA Langley Research Center
(NASA-CR-1721531 p 572 N83-30165
The effect on the measurement of aircraft noise of
reflections from the ground
INPL-AC-102) p653 N83-32517
Interior noise and vibration measurements on
operational military helicopters and comparisons with
vanous nde quality cntena
[NASATM-84664] p 653 N83-32518
Residents' annoyance responses to aircraft noise
events
(NASATP-2121] p707 N83-34713
The C-9A mtenor noise evaluation
[AO-A1292561 p 770 N83-36852
NOISE POLLUTION
Aircraft traiectones for reduced noise impact
p667 A83-43971
Noise in America Extent of the noise problem
[PB82-219189] p 69 N83-11629
Aircraft noise problems p 224 N83-13940
Ultra sound and insurance p412 N83-24286
Estimating regression coefficients from clustered
samples Sampling errors and optimum sample
allocation
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acoustic emission and other acoustic waveforms
p214 A83-15198
Target acquisition and extraction from cluttered
backgrounds p 268 A83-23531
Eliminating nearest neighbor searches in estimating
target orientation p 268 A83-23535
PAVEMENTS
Thermal properties of some asphaltic concrete mixes
[AIAA PAPER 83-1598] p 399 A83-33361
Evaluation of properties of recycled asphalt concrete
hot mix
[AIAA PAPER 83-1599] p 399 A83-33362
Airport pavement management - A total system
[AIAA PAPER 83-1600] p 399 A83-33363
Nondestructive airfield pavement testing using laser
technology
[AIAA PAPER 83-1601] p 399 A83-33364
Standardized pavement strength reporting system -
ACN/PCN — Aircraft Classification Number/Pavement
Classification Number
[AIAA PAPER 83-1602] p 400 A83-33365
High temperature/pressure testing of heat resistant
runway matenals
[AIAA PAPER 83-2492] p 753 A83-48349
Pavement roughness and skid properties
[PB82 212309] p 66 N83-10295
Current practices on nighttime pavement construction
asphaltic concrete
[DOT/FAA/RD-80/121] p 207 N83-12101
Aircraft Dynamic Response to Damaged and Repaired
Runways
[AGARD-CP-326] p 157 N83-15284
Minimum operating stnp selection procedure
p175 N83-15285
Proposed specifications for international interoperability
on repaired bomb damaged runways
p175 N83-15286
Advanced rapid runway repair A stable and flush
repaired runway surface p 175 N83-15287
Evaluation of the pilot papers from the Spnng 1981 SMP
Meeting p 175 N83-15288
Application of semi-ngid pavements in rapid runway
repair p 175 N83-15289
The repaired runway clearance environment
p 176 N83-15290
The HAVE BOUNCE Program p 157 N83-15291
Predicted and measured landing gear loads for the NF-5
aircraft taxiing over a bumpy runway
p 157 N83-15296
A-168
SUBJECT INDEX PERFORMANCE TESTS
Prediction of pavement roughness
[AD-A120009| p 232 N83-16566
Predicted and measured landing gear toads lor the NF-5
aircraft taxiing over a bumpy runway
[NLR-MP-82008-U) p 207 N83-17532
Evaluation of retroreflective pavement markers for
precision and nonpreasnn runways
(FAA-CT-82-1121 p 220 N83-17558
Longitudinal joint systems in slip-formed ngid
pavements Volume 5 Summary of field test results from
Chicago O'Hare International Airport
[FAA-RD-79-4.5] p 293 N83-19762
Non-contact, non-destructive airport pavement profile
and deflection measurements
(FAA-PM-83-14| p 400 N83-23325
An evaluation of the pavement condition index prediction
model for rigid airfield pavements
[A0-A123002| p402 N83-24524
Evaluation of three state-of-the-art water-iet systems for
cutting/removing concrete
[AD-A123579] p 407 N83-24732
Runway surface condition sensor specification guide
IAC-150/5220-13A] p 465 N83-25728
Optimization of long range major rehabilitation of airfield
pavements
[AD-A127579] p 632 N83-31613
State of the art survey on confined base courses for
utility airport pavements
[FAA-PM-83-24) p 690 N83-32813
PAYLOAD MASS RATIO
Optimizing tail size and wing location within loadability
constraints
[SAWE PAPER 14661 p 602 A83-43740
PAYLOAD TRANSFER
New concept for low cost VTOL cargo delivery
capability
1AIAA PAPER 83-22071 p 584 A83-41691
PEELING
The effect of pnmer adhesive compatibility on adhesive
peel strength at low temperature p 222 A83-20448
PENDULUMS
Analytical and experimental investigation of a
beanngless hub-absorber p 594 A83-41077
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple pendulum
absorbers on the rotor blade p 204 N83-13109
PERFORATED PLATES
Three-dimensional elastoplastic finite element analysis
p 300 A83-26767
The effect of stnngers on the stress-strain state near
a hole or crack in an anisotropic plate
p556 A83-37516
Green's function solution and applications for cracks
emanating from a circular hole in an infinite sheet
p 764 A83-49599
Special finite elements for sheets with loaded circular
holes
[ARL/STRUC-REPT-392] p 360 N83-22625
PERFORATING
Experimental research on perforated acoustic liners in
turboiet engine afterburners p 165 N83-15256
Development of a three-dimensional adaptive wall test
section with perforated walls p 349 N83-20973
PERFORMANCE
Developments in performance monitonng and
diagnostics in aircraft turbine engines
[SAE PAPER 821400) p 533 A83-37973
Flight personnel comment on expenence flying new
Yak-42 p 194 N83-13061
Short takeoff performance using a gravity assist ski
lump
[AD-A126456,] p 679 N83-33879
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
Prediction of transonic flutter for a supercntical wing by
modified stnp analysis p62 A83-10190
A dynamic interface error performance simulation - IV&V
for the F-4F OFP — Independent Verification and Validation
for Operational Flight Program p 70 A83-11114
A ray tracing computer analysis program /RAYCAP/ for
airborne surveillance radar applications
p23 A83-11243
A technique to empirically model clutter signals in
airborne pulse Doppler radar p 23 A83-11251
Identification of the causes of aircraft performance
shortfalls in fleet operations p3 A83-12659
ACA-ECA or pipedream. Industry needs it - but who will
pay p30 AB3-13017
Prediction capability and improvements of the numerical
notch analysis for fatigue loaded aircraft and automotive
components p213 A83-13907
Some comments on a mathematical model of the static
performance curve of a turboiet engine
p199 A83-14625
The diagnostics of disturbances in components of
turbojet engines with gasdynamics parameter monitonng
p 199 A83-15850
PAN AIR applications to complex configurations —
computer program for predicting subsonic and supersonic
linear potential flows
(AIAA PAPER 83-0007) p 129 A83-16459
A method of predicting the performance deterioration
of a compressor cascade due to sand erosion
[AIAA PAPER 83-01781 p 160 A83-16572
Missile Datcom status report - Body and fin alone
methodology
(AIAA PAPER 83-01811 P 132 A83-16574
Segmented vortex flaps
(AIAA PAPER 83-04241 p 134 A83-16706
Application of the PANAIR production code to a complex
canard/wing configuration
I AIAA PAPER 83-00091 p 136 A83-17902
Natural frequency of rotating beams using non-rotating
modes p 181 A83-18383
A comparison between the Craig-Cox and the
Kacker-Okapuu methods of turbine performance
prediction p 163 A83-19025
An improved methodology for predicting random
spectrum load interaction effects on fatigue crack
growth p 224 A83-21802
Internal performance prediction for advanced exhaust
systems — for tactical aircraft p211 A83-22156
Rotor novenng performance using the method of fast
free wake analysis p 190 A83-22162
Advances in high-speed rolling-element bearings — for
aircraft engine and transmission application
p231 A83-22319
Surface notches in composites p 294 A83-23931
Application of multiple model estimation to a recursive
terrain height correlation system p 257 A83-26264
A steady state performance model tor general aviation
spark-ignition piston engines p 336 A83-27163
Discharge rate capability of nickel-cadmium aircraft
batteries p 336 A83-27190
NASA aerial applications wake interaction research —
particle trajectones in aircraft induced wakes
p317 A83-28899
Helicopter flight testing, simulation and real-time
analysis p 328 A83-29391
Near-real-time flutter boundary prediction from
turbulence excited response
[AIAA 83-0814] p 356 A83-29814
Large-amplitude multimode response of clamped
rectangular panels to acoustic excitation
[AIAA 83-1033] p 358 A83-29879
AFTI/F 16 aeroservoelastic analyses and ground test
with a digital flight control system
[AIAA 83-0994) p341 A83-29888
Performance estimation for light propeller airplanes
p386 A83-32589
Flight test and predicted pressure data comparison on
aircraft modifications p 387 A83-32932
CRAF today - An airline perspective — Cnnl Reserve
Air Fleet
[AIAA PAPER 83-1589] p 379 A83-33358
On improving the fatigue performance of a double-shear
lap joint p 473 A83-34744
Computer studies of ACV heave performance as a
function of vent valve control parameters
p 460 A83-34854
Technical aspects of the AEROBAC AB-7
p 484 A83-34858
Further study on the prediction of liquid fuel spray capture
by v-gutter downstream of a plain onfice injector under
uniform cross air flow p 473 A83-35810
Further studies on the prediction of spray evaporation
rates — for aircraft fuels p 468 A83-35811
The prediction of performance of turboiet engine with
distorted inlet flow and its expenmental studies
p446 A83-35832
The transient performance of turbojet engines and axial
compressors p 447 A83-35847
A study of the response of a turbojet engine to the inlet
temperature transients p 448 A83-35849
Effect of sand erosion on the performance deterioration
of a single stage axiat flow compressor
p 448 A83-35854
Eccentric end wear in cylindrical roller beanngs can be
predicted and prevented
[AIAA PAPER 83-1132) p 474 A83-36237
The performance of single-shaft gas turbine load
compressor auxiliary power units
(AIAA PAPER 83-1159] p 451 A83-36251
Maximum loading capability of axial flow compressors
[AIAA PAPER 83-1163) P 451 A83-362S4
The performance of an annular vane swirter — to aid
in modeling gas turbine combustor flowfields and swirling
confined flow turbulence
(AIAA PAPER 83-13261 p 455 A83-36340
A comprehensive method for preliminary design
optimization of axial gas turbine stages II - Code
venficatioh
[AIAA PAPER 83-1403) P 456 A83-36393
Simulate airborne radar environments
p512 A83-37821
The lateral response of an airship to turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 83-19891 p 502 A83-38915
Invisod drag calculations for transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-19281 p 503 A83-39380
Assessment of rotor fuselage coupling on vibration
predictions using a simple finite element model
p 640 A83-41075
The use of actuator-disc dynamic inflow for helicopter
flap-lag stability p595 A83-41081
LAMPS MK III acoustic target tracker
p609 A83-41533
Optimal symmetric flight with an intermediate vehicle
model
[AIAA PAPER 83-2238] p 596 A83-41715
Finite element model tuning via multiple objective
optimization techniques p 641 A83-42542
A three-dimensional model for the prediction of shock
losses in compressor blade rows
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-216) p 744 A83-48016
Correlation of flight test and analytic M-on N air combat
exchange ratios — Many-on-Many p 710 A83-48219
PAN AIR applications to complex configurations —
computer program for predicting subsonic and supersonic
linear potential flows p 716 A83 48221
The development of a generalized advanced propeller
analysis system
[AIAA PAPER 83-2466) p 746 A83-49581
Life Utilization Cntena Identification in Design (LUCID)
[AD-A117807] p43 N83 10046
Simulation for predicting flying qualities
p 52 N83 10080
The WISGSK A computer code for the prediction of
a multistage axial compressor performance with water
ingestion
[NASA-CR-3624) p 201 N83-12093
Measured and calculated wall temperatures on
air-cooled turbine vanes with boundary layer transition
[NASA-TM-83030] p 183 N83-14432
Blade erosion effects on aircraft engine compressor
performance
(DE82-021791) P 213 N83-16346
The development of a system for interdisciplinary
analysis of rotorcraft flight characteristics
p236 N83-17485
Propeller performance prediction and design
techniques p 281 N83-18653
A study of analytic modeling techniques for landing gear
dynamics
[AD-A122312] P 267 N83-19745
Feed-pump hydraulic performance and design
improvement Phase 1 Research program design, volume
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(DE82-903116) p 303 N83-20165
Dynamic characteristics of aenal refueling systems
[AD-A124770] p 442 N83-26830
Application of the vortex-lattice method to propeller
performance analysis
[AD-A124837] P 459 N83-26840
Models for predicting tip clearance changes in gas
turbines p 541 N83-29255
The use of data items on aircraft performance
estimation
[ESDU-80026] P677 N83-32787
Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics
Panel Symposium on Ground/Flight Test Techniques and
Correlation
[AGARD-AR-191] p 733 N83-34939
PERFORMANCE TESTS
Air bag impact attenuation system for the AQM-34V
remote piloted vehicle p 29 A83-10188
Tactical three-dimensional air surveillance radar
p 17 A83-10259
Testing of voice control device tor aircraft avionics
applications p 19 A83-11122
Noise and detectability charactenstics of small-scale
remotely piloted vehicle propellers p 199 A83-13162
A new use for NWC's wind machine - Parachute
testing p 207 A83-15309
Helicopter tang - Testing and certification
p 152 A83-18381
Calibration support of the AN/AAM-60 common
forward-looking infrared /FUR/ test bench
P232 A83-22886
Strain measurement of acoustically excited aircraft
structures at elevated temperatures p 297 A83-23366
An expenmental study of an annular film-evaporation
combustion chamber in a low-power gas turbine engine
p273 A83-23443
Report on advanced transmission system integration
tests — of Blackhawk helicopters p 298 A83-24833
U S Army/Detroit Diesel Allison Advanced Technology
Demonstrator Engine p 277 A83-24836
Review of shock tube and shock tunnel advancements
atNAL
 P290 A83-26127
A-169
PERIODICALS SUBJECTINDEX
A shock tube driver with a 'cyclone' separator
p 290 A83-26130
A new, diaphragmless, flexible, luminous shock tube
p 290 A83-26131
The testing in BIA hypersonic gun tunnel
p290 A83-26133
A new facility and technique for two-dimensional
aerodynamic testing p 398 A83-3258S
'Larus' and 'VP-1' tested in winter 1982
p 485 A83-34859
AP 1-88 craft 001 prototype clearance tnals
p485 A83-34862
Expenmental investigation on the role of flexbars and
metallic end seals in squeeze film dampers — of gas turbine
engines p 473 A83-35862
Contribution to centrifugal compresor impeller design
p 448 A83-35865
Flight fidelity testing of the F/A-18 simulators
[AIAA PAPER 83-1094] p 437 A83-36225
Accelerated Mission Testing of the F110 Engine
|AIAA PAPER 83-12351 p 453 A83-36298
Effects of compressor hub treatment on stator stall
margin and performance
[AIAA PAPER 83-13521 P 475 A83-36354
Accelerated simulated mission endurance test of a
turboshaft engine for military attack helicopter
application
[AIAA PAPER 83-1359] p 455 A83-36357
Expenmental investigation of the effects of wall suction
and blowing on the performance of highly offset
diffusers
[ AIAA PAPER 83-1169 ] p 423 A83-36922
Performance assessment of a reclined election seat
p516 A83-37879
Performance tests of two inert gas generator concepts
for airplane fuel tank merting
[AIAA PAPER 83-1140] p519 A83-38078
Influence of atomizer design features on mean drop
size p612 A83-40865
Powder pack protection for aircraft dry bays
p 585 A83-42558
High-speed floating-ring bearing test and analysis
[ASLE PREPRINT 83 AM-3E 2] p 643 A83-43337
Comparison of color and black-and-white visual displays
as indicated by bombing performance in the 2B35 TA 4J
flight simulator p 681 A83 44692
Development and testing of a high-technology
amphibious flying vehicle p 724 A83 47192
An improved propeller for general-aviation aircraft
p736 A83 47194
OLGA - A gust-alleviation system for general-aviation
aircraft -- Open Loop Gust Alleviation
p750 A83-47212
A configuration to improve the aerodynamics and scope
of can-annular combustors
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-37] p 737 A83-47898
Power turbine dynamics - An evaluation of a
shear-mounted elastomenc damper
[ASME PAPER 83 GT-228] p 763 A83 48025
Review of helicopter icing protection systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2529] p 719 A83 48367
Parametnc tip effects for conformable rotor
applications p 732 A8350140
Airborne Flight Test System (AFTS)
[AD-A115100] p66 N83-10330
Construction and performance of NAL two-dimensional
transonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-647T] p 57 N83-11146
Overspeed and overtemperature tests and dissection
examination of the turbine discs made of a iron nickel base
superalloy p 165 N83-15261
Lubncant effects on efficiency of a helicopter
transmission p 185 N83-15523
Feed pump hydraulic performance and design
improvement Phase 1 Research program design, volume
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(DE82 903304] p 303 N83-20166
Automatic landing in bad weather conditions
[SNIAS-822 111-106] p 381 N83-23287
Propeller aircraft noise certification and flight testing
[DFVLR-MITT 82-16] p 572 N83-28993
Experimental investigations of transport aircraft low
speed engine interference effects and flight test
correlation p 603 N83-30364
Design, fabrication and test of an integrated Built-in-Test
(BIT) control unit
[AD-A127278] p 631 N83-30441
X-wing 25 foot diameter Lockheed model whirl test
report
[AD-A128959] p 679 N83-33880
PERIODICALS
Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest, Spring/Summer
1982
[AD-A128248] p 577 N83-31571
PERIPHERAL VISION
Theory underlying the penpheral vision horizon device
[AD-A124426) p 445 N83-25710
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
U S Navy search and rescue Model Manager
p 183 A83-15424
PERSONNEL SELECTION
VOR/DME automated station selection algorithm
p 321 A83-28597
PERTURBATION
Transonic and nonlinear flow research
[AD-A121477] p 246 N83-19719
Some recent applications of XTRAN3S
[NASA-TM-85641 ] p 426 N83-26815
Velocity perturbation of a flyer approaching a ngid
impermeable barrier and the transmitted pressure pulse
[DE83-007770] p 632 N83-30443
Modification of flight vehicle vibration modes to account
for design changes p 607 N83-30790
Demonstration and analysis of an improved
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) method for rotary wing
head spindle threads
[AD-A128741J p712 N83-34890
PERTURBATION THEORY
Perturbation adaptive array processor for airborne
application p 320 A83-27913
Development of 4-D time-controlled guidance laws using
singular perturbation methodology p512 A83-37149
Digital flight control system design using singular
perturbation methods
[AD-A118117] p53 N83-11143
Design of high-performance tracking systems
[ADA119440] p 147 N83-14102
Journal of Engineering Thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AD-A129455] p 770 N83-36988
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
A rapid method for determining the initial boiling point
and the saturated-vapor pressure of petroleum products
-- jet fuel tests in railroad tank cars p 229 A83-20962
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine fuel from whole
crude shale oil Part 4 Production of samples of military
fuels from raw shale oils
[AD-A117526) p 60 N83-10211
PHASE DEVIATION
Airframe multipath effects in airborne adaptive antenna
arrays p 143 A83-18627
PHASE DIAGRAMS
Effects of cobalt in nickel-base superalloys
p223 A8321467
PHASE MODULATION
Experiments on the role of amplitude and phase
modulations during transition to turbulence
p213 A83-14576
PHASE SHIFT
Nonlinear filter for pilot's remnant attenuation
p 285 A83-24436
Direct aircraft velocity determination by L-band moving
target detector radar
[AD-A117512] p27 N83-10031
Instrument landing system localizer receiver
performance in the presence of co-channel interference
[AD-A118909I p188 N83-13089
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
The preparation and properties of mesophase
pitch-based carbon fibers p 294 A83-23643
PHASED ARRAYS
Adaptive clutter suppression for airborne phased array
radars p 320 A83-27919
A network formulation for phased arrays - Application
to log-penodic arrays of monopoles on curved surfaces
p 431 A83-35090
Frangible microwave landing system (inverted azimuth
waveguide array configuration)
[DOT/FAA/RD-82/88] p 324 N83-20927
Proceedings of the Antenna Applications Symposium
(1982)
[AD-A1293561 p 765 N83-36338
PHOSPHORIC ACID
Service history of phosphoric acid anodized aluminum
structure -- with adhesive bonding for aircraft
construction p 185 A83-20479
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS
High altitude let fuel photochemistry
[AD-A125035] p 471 N83-27035
PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS
The intricate patterns of stress p 180 A83-17282
Stress analysis of critical areas of low-pressure
compressor-disc assembly of a developmental
aero-engine p 449 A83-35880
PHOTOGRAMMETRY
Close range photogrammetry for aircraft quality control
p 558 A83-38347
Utilization of the Tndent radar system for air navigation,
photogrammetry. and geodesy at the National Geographic
Institute First results Ongoing tests
p514 A83-40623
Image degradation in Langley 0 3-meter transonic
cryogenic tunnel
[NASATM-84550J p219 N83-13419
PHOTORECONNAISSANCE
Analysis of target coverage for an unstabilized 35 mm
panoramic stnke camera p 231 A83-22596
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
Multiple-event airplane noise annoyance
[NASA-TP-2101] p234 N83-16951
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
A study of noise metric and tone correction accuracy
[NASA-CR-165910] p 304 N83-20445
PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
The measurement of pressure pulsations by means of
piezoelectnc transducers p640 A83-41891
Piezoelectric deicmg device
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13773-1] p 528 N83-29197
PIGGYBACK SYSTEMS
Maximum endurance and maximum penetration
trajectories for horizontal gliding flight
[AIAA PAPER 83-0283] p 150 A83-16628
PILOT ERROR
Human factors dilemmas in the quest for aviation
safety p 183 A83-15423
Aircraft accident report Air Florida. Inc Boeing 737-222.
N62AF collision with 14th Street Bndge, near Washington
National Airport, Washington, DC, January 13.1982
[PB82 910408] p 15 N83-10022
Human factors in air safety p 320 N83-23234
Modeling the helmet-mounted sight system
[AD-A124681] p 444 N83-25709
Man-vehicle systems research facility Design and
operating characteristics
[NASATM-84372] p 548 N83-28006
A summary and integration of research concerning single
pilot IFR operational problems
[NASACR-3716] p 668 N83-32783
Aircraft accident report Com Acceptors, Inc. Cessna
model 551. Citation 2. N2CA, Mountain View, Missoun,
November 18, 1982
[PB83-910404] p 720 N83-34922
PILOT PERFORMANCE
Voice techniques on board aircraft - An experimental
approach p 19 A83-11123
Integrated perceptual information for designers
p63 A83-11136
An analytical pilot rating method for highly elastic
aircraft p 203 A83-14843
Head up display operational problems
p 197 A83-16135
Nonlinear filter for pilot's remnant attenuation
p 285 A83-24436
Pilot fatigue - A deadly cover-up — Book
p248 A83-24901
A comparison of color versus black and white visual
display as indicated by bombing performance in the 2B35
TA-4J flight simulator p 269 A83-26313
Integrated flight path control system
p 286 A83-26477
Excessive roll damping can cause roll ratchet
p395 A83-30171
Flight operations A study of flight deck management
— Book p 428 A83-33767
Bnng cohesion to handling-qualities engmeenng
p 434 A83-35772
Helicopter IFR approaches into major terminals using
RNAV, MLS, and CDTI p 584 A83-41042
Advanced helicopter avionics p 590 A83-41531
Pilot modeling and closed-loop analysis of flexible
aircraft in the pitch tracking task
[AIAA PAPER 83-2231 ] p 621 A83-41709
Companson of color and black-and-white visual displays
as indicated by bombing performance in the 2B35 TA-4J
flight simulator p 681 A83-44692
An optimal control approach to pilot/vehicle analysis
and the Neal-Smith cntena p 687 A83-45462
Minimizing pilot work load in an advanced development,
low-cost Omega/VLF/RNAV system
p 671 A83-46954
A piloted simulator investigation of stability and control,
display and crew-loading requirements for helicopter
instrument approach Part 1 Technical discussion and
results
[NASA-TM-84258-PT-1] p 48 N83-10049
A piloted simulator investigation of stability and control,
display and crew-loading requirements for helicopter
instrument approach Pan 2 Supporting data
[NASA-TM-84258-PT-2I p 48 N83-10050
Prediction of aircraft handling qualities using analytical
models of the human pilot p 52 N83-10079
A-170
SUBJECTINDEX PLANKTON
An optimal control model flppco&ch to the design of
compensators for simulator delay
[NASA-CR-3604] p 32 N83-II113
The effects of pilot stress factors on handling quality
assessments dunng US/German helicopter agility flight
tests
[MASA-TM-84294] p 205 N83-13I14
Airborne flight trajectory planning as a new pilot task
ITUBS/FB-82-04-01] p 206 N83-13121
Pilot ability to understand synthetic voice and radio voice
when received simultaneously
[AD-A119137] p219 N83-13338
Applications of simulator freeze to carrier glideslope
tracking instruction
(AD-A118862J p 220 N83-IS356
Comparative evaluation of twenty pilot workload
assessment measure using a psychomotor task in a moving
base aircraft simulator
(NASA-CR-166457J p 249 N83-18702
Simulation study of traffic-sensor noise effects on
utilization of traffic situation display for sell-spacing task
[NASA-TP-2082] p 270 N83-18723
Right test trajectory control analysis
[NASA-CH-170395] p 288 N83-18744
Pursuit rotor tracking performance in conjunction with
extended flight operations in a helicopter simulator
[AD-A118237] p 293 N83-18772
Simulator study of a flight director display
[NASA-TM-84581 ] p 271 N83-19748
Automatic landing in bad weather conditions
[SNIAS-822-111-106] p 381 N83-23287
A simulation study of crew performance in operating
an advanced transport aircraft in an automated terminal
area environment
[NASA-TM-84610] p 382 N83-24490
Longitudinal flying qualities criteria for single pilot
instrument flight operations p 545 N83-27997
Some general topics in the field of engine handling
p 540 N83-2S242
The criteria used for assessing acceptable engine
handling on UK military aircraft p 540 N83-29244
Handling combat engines The pilots viewpoint—Mirage
2000 aircraft p 540 N83-29247
General aviation safety research issues
[AD-A130074] p 722 N83-36015
PILOT SELECTION
Human factors in air safety p 320 N83-23234
PILOT TRAINING
Improved g-cuemg system — for motion simulation in
combat pilot training simulators p 53 A83-10178
Simple CIG - An approach to visual simulation for
procedure training — Computer Image Generation
p207 A83-16335
AOI displays in simulation — Area Of Interest
p 197 A83-16337
Calligraphic/raster color display tor simulation
p 231 A83-22832
Target TV projector with dynamic raster shaping for use
in dome simulators p 231 A83-22834
Pilot task profiles, human factors, and image realism
p219 A83-22836
Simulation which simulates less p 548 A83-40619
Air-to-air combat in a plastic dome
p548 A83-40620
Simulator applications and technology
[AIAA PAPER 83-2172] p 630 A83-41667
Development of terrain-following displays for the tornado
aircraft p680 A83-44687
An analysis of airline landing flare data based on flight
and training simulator measurements
[NASA-CR-166404] p 47 N83-10047
Aviation accident report Train Air, Incorporated, Gates
Learjet 24, N44CJ, Felt, Oklahoma, 1 October 1981
[PB82-910404] p 184 N83-13082
Comparison of simulator fidelity model predictions with
in-simulator evaluation data
[NASA-TP-2106] p 266 N83-1871S
A placement model for flight simulators
[AO-A123782] p 466 N83-25730
Simulator design features for carrier landing Part 2
In-simulator transfer of training
[AD-A124024] p 466 N83-25733
PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
Designing a mini-RPV for a world endurance record
p2 A83-11000
Propulsion systems of flight vehicles and drones -
Conditions, requirements, and current and future
propulsion systems
[DGLfl PAPER 82-086] p 275 AS3-24198
Aeroelastic considerations for continuous patrol/high
altitude surveillance platforms
[AIAA 83-0924] p 329 A83-298SO
A dynamic model of turbojet in starting at high altitude
p447 A83-35846
PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
Airline safety and labor relations taw - Balancing rights
and responsibility p484 A83-34475
Flight experiments with Integrated eometnc side-arm
controllers in a variable stability helicopter
pSO N83-10068 ,
RJot-in-command- A sociological analysis of general
aviation accidents p 184 N83-13079
Electronic voice communications improvements for
Army aircraft
[AD-A119427] p 183 N83-14387
Performance measures for aircraft earner landings as
a function of aircraft dynamics
(AD-A120473) p 206 N83-16334
Study to determine the IFR operational profile and
problems of the general aviation single pilot
[NASA-CR-3578] p 249 N83-18699
Comparative evaluation of twenty pilot workload
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Multiple diffraction effects in VHF propagation
p 182 A83-18725
Probabilistic estmation of the efficiency of radio systems
in the presence of interference p 405 A83-30731
A mm-wave collision warning device for helicopters
p 645 N83-30895
RADIO WAVES
PAVE PILLAR - A new road to avionics reliability
p723 A83-48643
RF radiation from lightning correlated with aircraft
measurements during storm hazards-82
[NASA-TM-85007] p 479 N83-27537
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
Flight-systems safety program
[OE83-001916] p653 N83-32575
RADIOACTIVITY
Reduction ol aerodynamic drag Torsion disc
viscometry
[AD-A117859] p 10 N83-10020
RADIOGRAPHY
Aircraft inspection using radiography
p 185 A83-20478
RADIOMETERS
JANUS - An aircraft prototype of a low earth orbit split
beam stereoscopic observing system — for wind field
determination P 355 A83-29696
RADOMES
Weather radar radomes and their maintenance
p3 A83-I2658
Closed-loop eigenvalue selection for reduced autopilot
sensitivity to radome errors
[AIAA PAPER 83-0062] p 140 A83-16494
long analysis of an unprotected aircraft radome
p 188 A83-18413
Right test and predicted pressure data comparison on
aircraft modifications p387 A83-32932
Wind tunnel test of a C-18 aircraft modified with the
advanced range instrumentation aircraft radome
[AD-A124771] P425 N83-25671
Unprotected radome lightning tests and implications to
Kevlar airframe designs p 587 N83-31208
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
The vibration test unit, a unique rail vehicle vibration
test facility p632 N83-30774
RAIN
The Air Force Flight Test Center Palletized Airborne
Water Spray System
[AIAA PAPER 83-0030] p 148 A83-16472
Aerodynamic penalties of heavy rain on landing
airplanes p 138 A83-18403
Heavy rain influence on airplane accidents
p 138 A83-18415
Operation of ILS dunng snow and ice conditions
P320 A83-27969
Rain and deicmg expenments in a wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-77077] p 582 N83-30394
Weather hazard simulation in the Modane
wind-tunnels
[NASA-TM-77069] p 631 N83-30438
Electnc charging by impact of hailstones and
raindrops p 649 N83-31231
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
CARS temperature and species measurements in
augmented |et engine exhausts — Coherent Anti-Stokes
Raman Spectroscopy
[AIAA PAPER 83-1294] p 455 A83-36328
RAMJET ENGINES
Transverse jet break-up and atomization with rapid
vaponzation along the trajectory
[AIAA PAPER 83-0419] p 161 A83-16702
Investigation of slurry fuel performance for use in a ramjet
propulsor p 223 A83-21014
The effect of the nonumformity of supersonic flow with
shocks on fnction and heat transfer in the channel of a
hypersonic ramjet engine p 211 A83-22654
On the choice of the optimal total wedge angle for the
air intake of a hypersonic ramjet engine
p212 A83-22656
Numencal calculation of the separation and connection
of two-dimensional supersonic flows in channels with
discontinuous boundaries p212 A83-22658
Applications of computational techniques in the design
of ramjet engines p418 A83-35828
Response of a supersonic inlet to downstream
perturbations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2017] p 422 A83-36403
Computational study of an unregulated air intake of a
hypersonic ramjet engine with three-dimensional
deceleration of the flow at freest/earn Mach numbers of
5-7 p 494 A83-37559
An analysis of the parameters determining the maximum
thrust of ramjet engines p613 A83-42127
Flow visualization investigation of choking cascade
turns p 641 A83-42564
An expenmental investigation of the combustion
behavior of solid fuel ramjets
[AOA127165J p 637 N83-30555
Computational Methods for Ramjets JPM Specialist
Session
[AD-A128297] p 685 N83-33885
Linear theory of pressure oscillations in liquid fueled
ramjet engines p 685 N83-33886
An assessment of global and quasi-global models of
hydrocarbon and hydrogen combustion kinetics for
reacting flow-field calculations p 68S N83-33890
Numencal modelling of ramjet combustors
[AD-A129631] p 749 N83-36035
RAMJET MISSILES
New transformations of S4 Modane hypersonic wind
tunnel for ramjet missiles tests
[ONERA, TPNO 1983-24] p 464 A83-36433
Coaxial dump combustor investigations
P459 N83-26791
RAMPS (STRUCTURES)
Design, fabrication, installation and flight service
evaluation of a composite cargo ramp skin on a model
CH-53 helicopter
[NASA-CR-172126] p 693 N83-33955
RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
PEANUTS - the PETW data system
(MAW-82-009-U) p 402 N83-24519
RANDOM LOADS
An improved methodology for predicting random
spectrum load interaction effects on fatigue crack
growth p 224 A83-21802
Statistical crack propagation in fastener holes under
spectrum loading
[AIAA 83-0808) p 356 A83-29808
A-181
RANDOM NOISE SUBJECTINDEX
Some methods for the derivation of taxiing loads for
undercarriages with linear or nonlinear properties
[NLR-TR-81110-UJ p 389 N83-23297
RANDOM NOISE
Hard limiter performance as a polarity detector for
extremely polluted signals — in loran C navigation
systems p 144 A83-19026
Nonlinear filter for pilot's remnant attenuation
p 285 A83-24436
Noise source mechanisms in unsteady flow
[PB82-203837] p 223 N83-12976
RANDOM SAMPLING
Statistical determination of a flaw detection probability
curve p300 A83-26763
RANDOM VIBRATION
Design for random - An example — vibration testing
power supply for drone aircraft p 405 A83-30856
Low cost random vibration testing
p 405 A83-31489
RANGE ERRORS
Navstar equipments accuracy compared with
experimental results p 255 A83-24861
GPS user errors resulting from one 'bad' satellite in the
navigation solution p 674 A83-46971
Modeling methodology for MLS range navigation system
errors using flight test data
[NASA-CR-166411] p 27 N83-11101
Simulation study of traffic-sensor noise effects on
utilization of traffic situation display for self-spacing task
[NASA-TP-2082] p 270 N83-18723
RANGEFINDING
Optimality of the measurement of navigation parameters
on the basis of signals of difference-rangefinding
systems p 17 A83-10805
RANKING
Laboratory studies of scales for measuring helicopter
noise
[NASA-CR-3610J p 74 N83-11839
RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS
A study of hypersonic low-density gas flows m
low-pressure blowdown wind tunnels using pressure
tanks p373 A83-30680
RATE OF CLIMB INDICATORS
Digital pressure sensor for altimeters, rate-of-climb and
air speed indicators in aircrafts
[BMFT-FB-W-82-033] p 391 N83-23304
RATES (PER TIME)
Crash injury protection in survivable air transport
accidents United States civil aircraft expenence from 1970
through 1978 (incomplete)
[FAA-CT-82-118] p 381 N83-24489
Use of small crack data to bnng about and quantify
improvements to aircraft structural mtegnty
p680 N83-34099
RAWINSONDES
The diagnosis and evaluation of turbulence which
influences the flight of aircraft, according to rawinsonde
network observation data p 704 A83-45326
RAY TRACING
A ray tracing computer analysis program /RAYCAP/ for
airborne surveillance radar applications
p23 A83-11243
REACTION CONTROL
A design study of a reaction control systemforaV/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-199] p 743 A83-48002
REACTION KINETICS
Combustion Fundamentals Research
[NASA-CP-2268] p 537 N83-29208
Computational Methods for Ramjets JPM Specialist
Session
[AD-A128297] p 685 N83-33885
An assessment of global and quasi-global models of
hydrocarbon and hydrogen combustion kinetics for
reacting flow-field calculations p 686 N83-33890
REACTION TIME
Effect of control system delays on fighter flying
qualities p 51 N83-10Q72
REAL TIME OPERATION
Software configuration control in a real-time flight test
environment p 29 A83-11144
Real-time infrared image processing — onboard
aircraft p37 A83-11459
Study of fan noise sources through thin film pressure
transducers p 41 A83-12350
The Northrop F-20 avionics mission simulator
[AIAA PAPER 83-0142) p 171 A83-16551
Boeing gains real-time flight data p 172 A83-18270
Real-time scenanos aid McDonnell weapons work
p 173 A83-18272
United States Air Force tactical reconnaissance - An
analysis and commentary p 186 A83-22574
Advanced tactical air reconnaissance system
p 186 A83-22575
Real-time reconnaissance - A systems look at advanced
technology p 200 A83-22576
Real-time multiradar simulation with a multiprocessor
p200 A83-22824
Helicopter flight testing, simulation and real-time
analysts p328 A83-29391
Sinusoidal integration for simulation of second-order
systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-1086] p 480 A83-36210
Spectral decontamination of a real-time helicopter
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 83-1087] p 436 A83-36211
Analysis of a real-time application
[AIAA PAPER 83-1088] p 480 A83-36212
Real time simulation of mission environments for
avionics systems integration
[AIAA PAPER 83-1097] p 463 A83-36217
Design of a real-time CGSI system
[AIAA PAPER 63-1101] p 474 A83-36221
Algonthms for real-time flutter identification
[AIAA PAPER 83-2223] p 640 A83-41703
4 D fuel-optimal guidance In the presence of winds
(AIAA PAPER 83-2242] p 592 A83-41719
Scout - A real time intelligence end surveillance
system p 602 A83-43717
Digital flight control system validation technology
[NASA-CR-166374] p 170 N83-15315
An on-board near-optimal climb-dash energy
management
(NASA-CR-169755] p 205 N83-16329
Real-time flutter analysis of an active flutter-suppression
system on a remotely piloted research aircraft
[NASA-TM-84901] p 265 N83-18710
Comparison of simulator fidelity model nredictions with
m-simulator evaluation data
[NASA-TP-2106] p 266 N83-18715
The management of a large real-time military avionics
protect p335 N83-22144
Simulator investigation plan for digital flight controls
validation technology
[NASA-CR-166427] p 345 N83-22214
Real time digital integration and integral step size for
flight control and flight simulation
[NAL-TR-743] p 397 N83-24514
PEANUTS - the PETW data system
[MAW-82-009-UJ p 402 N83-24519
Automatic control and data acquisition system for
combustion laboratory applications
[AD-A125195] p 470 N83-25829
Design of a high-speed digital processing element for
parallel simulation
[NASA-TM-83373] p 563 N83-29597
REATTACHED FLOW
Unsteady flow separation and attachment induced by
pitching airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-0131] p 131 A83-16544
A supersonic maneuver wing designed for nonlinear
attached flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-0425] p 134 A83-16707
Experiments on a flow with swept separation and
reattachment of a boundary layer p 697 A83-47020
RECEIVERS
Trend analysis concerning the displays and the keyboard
of GPS navigation receivers for different applications
p37 A83-13010
EMC analysis of a prototype civil use GPS receiver on
four aircraft configurations
[ECAC-CR-82-048] p217 N83-12300
EMC analysis of a prototype civil-use GPS receiver on
four aircraft configurations
[AD-A119578) p 147 N83-14103
Global positioning system en route/terminal exploratory
tests
[FAA-RD-82-71] p 260 N83-18705
RECIRCULATIVE FLUID FLOW
Determination of the region of efficient use for
microturbmes with working medium recirculation
p 273 A83-23440
The effect of fuel atomization on soot-free combustion
in a prevaponzing combustor p 446 A83-35812
RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of Federal Aviation Administration responses
to National Transportation Safety Board safety
recommendations
[AD-A118692] p 184 N83-12055
RECONNAISSANCE
United States Air Force tactical reconnaissance - An
analysis and commentary p 186 A83-22574
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
Solar drones scan the earth p 150 AB3-16872
Design and develpment of the RF-5E aircraft
p327 A83-29015
Battlefield surveillance RPVs bnng it 'live'
p 371 A83-30075
Re-enginmg studies on the P-3 aircraft
[SAE PAPER 821445] p519 A83-37993
AN/USD-502 (CL 289) reconnaissance drone system
p 601 A83-43704
The SKYEYE R-4E surveillance system
p 601 A83-43705
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
An instrument for recording the exceeding of specified
levels of an operational parameter of an aircraft
p 159 A83-16880
Materials and modelling technology for cryogenic
environment p 465 N83-25723
RECOVERABILJTY
Launch and recovery techniques for RPVs
p601 A83-43715
Designing for stability in advanced turbine engines
pS43 N83-29266
RECOVERY VEHICLES
Recovery system for the Lockheed Aquila R P V
p630 A83-43724
RECTANGULAR PANELS
Large-amplitude multimode response of clamped
rectangular panels to acoustic excitation
[AIM 83-1033] p358 A83-29879
AeroelasUc optimization of orthotropic rectangular flat
panels p639 A83-40675
RECTANGULAR PLANFORMS
Development of a mini RPV - Stabileye
p 326 A83-28180
RECTANGULAR WINGS
Investigations on the effects of discrete wingtip jets
[AIM PAPER 83-0546] p 134 A83 16781
Evolution of aircraft trailing vortices in a stratified fluid
[AIAA PAPER 83-0564] p 134 A83-16792
Embedded flow characteristics of sharp-edged
rectangular wings p 190 A83-22152
General equations of motion for an elastic wing and
method of solution
[AIAA 83-0921] p 357 A83-29847
Transonic pressure distributions on a rectangular
supercritical wing oscillating in pitch
[AIAA 83-0923] p313 A83-29849
Calculation of subsonic flow past rectangular wings and
their combinations on the basis of a discrete vortex
scheme p418 A83-35541
Improved numencal method for unsteady lifting surfaces
in incompressible flow p 422 A83-36917
Concerning a type of separated flow on a rectangular
wing of small aspect ratio p 492 A83-37260
Use of the panel method to calculate the distributed
aerodynamic charactenstics of a wing with pylon and
nacelle at low speeds p 493 A83-37520
Half model testing applied to wings above and below
stall p 661 A83-46455
Three-dimensional wall corrections for ventilated wind
tunnels p 348 N83-20965
Some recent applications of XTRAN3S
[NASA-TM-85641] p 426 N83-26815
RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS
Recursive relationships for body axis rotation rates
p570 A83-37074
RECYCLING
Evaluation of properties of recycled asphalt concrete
hot mix
[AIAA PAPER 83-1599] p 399 A83-33362
REDUCED GRAVITY
Optical observations of unidirectional solidification in
microgravrty
[NASA-TP-2110] p225 N83-16492
Development of advanced heating facility concepts for
microgravity application p 633 N83-31653
Minizone image furnace — for reduced gravity
experiments p633 N83-31658
REDUCED ORDER FILTERS
Suboptimal filters for INS alignment on a moving base
p 199 A83-21019
REDUNDANCY
The simulation study on a redundant flight control
system p 3 N83-10014
CARE 3 phase 2 report - mathematical description
[NASA-CR-3566] p 189 N83-14929
A functionally reliable avionics systems
p272 N83-20196
Automatic landing in bad weather conditions
[SNIAS-822-111-106] p 381 N83-23287
REDUNDANCY ENCODING
Analytic redundance management for flight control
sensors p 751 NB3-34900
REDUNDANT COMPONENTS
Generic faults and architecture design considerations
in flight-critical systems p 262 A83-24426
Reliability analysis of a dual-redundant engine
controller p 556 A83-37289
New results in fault latency modelling
[AIAA PAPER 83-2303] p 650 A83-41760
REELS
Aircraft acceleration sensitive inertia reel lock
[AD-A122208] p 250 N83-19723
A-182
SUBJECTINDEX REMOTE CONTROL
Aircraft acceleration sensitive inertia reel lock
[AD-A126739] p 721 N83-34924
REENTRY EFFECTS
Predicted and night test results of Die performance and
stability and control of the space shuttle from reentry to
landing p634 N83-30360
REFERENCE SYSTEMS
The influence of reference system disparity on navigation
and positioning
[AD-A125546] p 515 N83-29195
REFILLING
Transfilling and maintenance of oxygen cylinders
[SAE AIR 1059A] p 547 A83-38I03
REFINING
Refining of military let fuels from shale oil Part 1
Preliminary process design, economic and yield
optimization, and computer modeling
[AD-A117511] p60 N83-10210
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine fuel from whole
crude shale oil Part 4 Production of samples of military
fuels from raw shale oils
[AD-AI17526] p 60 N83-10211
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil Volume 3,
part 2 Above ground shale oil process data
[AD-A128635) p 758 N83-35162
Refining of military |et fuels from shale oil, part 2, volume
2 (in situ shale oil process data)
[AD-A129031J p759 N83-36248
Refining of military let fuels from shale oil Part 3 Pilot
plant sample preparation
[AD-At28722] p 759 N83-36249
REFLECTANCE
An experimental investigation of the efficacy of
automated weather data transmission to aircraft in flight
[FAA-PM-83-11] p390 N83-23302
REFRACTIVITY
A study of model deflection measurement techniques
applicable within the national transonic facility
[NASA-CR-165853] p 181 N83-13075
REFRACTORY MATERIALS
High temperature/pressure testing of heat resistant
runway matenals
[AIAA PAPER 83-2492) p 753 A83-48349
Research on ultra-high temperature materials,
monolithic ceramics, ceramic matrix composites and
carbon/carbon composites p211 N83-12161
Development and fabrication of refractory bodies for gas
turbine engines
[BMFT-FB-T-82-138] p 164 N83-14132
PMR polyimide composites for aerospace applications
INASA-TM-83047] p 178 N83 15384
The quality and control of precision castings for
turbomachmes p 179 N83 15446
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Evaluating Scroll refrigerant compressors for reducing
size and weight of military aircraft ECS
[SAE PAPER 820877] p 263 A83-25771
REFUELING
Two years of training with the first true three-dimensional
simulator p 218 A83-22833
Lateral flying qualities of highly augmented fighter
aircraft, volume 2
(AD-A118071] p204 N83-12100
REGENERATION (ENGINEERING)
Mathematical modeling of gas turbine engines with heat
regeneration p 615 A83-42154
REGENERATIVE COOLING
Preliminary investigation on the performance of
regenerative turbofan with inter-cooled compressor and
its influence to aircraft p 446 A83-35830
REGENERATORS
Advanced Gas Turbine (ACT) powertram system
development for automotive applications
[NASA-CR-167901] p 708 N83-33800
REGIONAL PLANNING
Planning for rotorcraft and commuter air
transportationn
[NASA-CR 166453] p 310 N83-19652
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Characterization ol NOE reliability p214 A83-15211
Airplane model structure determination from flight data
p 340 A83-29023
Study on Time Between Overhauls (TBO) of aircraft
turbojet and its reliability p 164 N83-15255
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
Estimating regression coefficients from clustered
samples Sampling errors and optimum sample
allocation
[NASA-CR-166117] p412 N83 25496
REGULATIONS
Airport use and access p 572 A83 39698
Air safety - Enforcement of the Federal Aviation
Regulations p 708 A83-45836
FAA rotorcraft icing regulations and directions
p66B A83-46927
The changing airline industry A report, 1981
[GAO/CEO-82-94] p 139 N83-14075
A realistic approach to aircraft lightning protection
p586 N83-31190
REGULATORS
Interactive fine-tuning of linear-quadratic governors by
selective and direct action on the poles of the control
system
[ONERA, TP NO 1983-211 p 480 A83-36430
Designing improved tracking regulators for piloting highly
maneuverable aircraft — fighter aircraft
p 342 N83-22095
REINFORCED PLASTICS
Procedure for application of boron-fibre reinforced
plastic patch to the Mirage lower wing skin fuel decant
region
[AD-A119545] p 177 N83-14173
REINFORCED PLATES
Control of the matenal properties and structural
application of carbon fibre reinforced plastics
[AIAA PAPER 83-0859] p 403 A83-32790
The effect of stringers on the stress-strain state near
a hole or crack in an amsotropic plate
p 556 A83-37516
REINFORCED SHELLS
A superetement analysis of stiffened shells — Russian
book on aircraft fuselage structures p 202 A83-20392
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
Crash tests of four low-wing twin-engine airplanes with
truss-reinforced fuselage structure
[NASA-TP-2070] p 67 N83 10442
Program for establishing long-time flight service
performance of composite matenals in the center wing
structure of C-130 aircraft Phase 5 Flight service and
inspection
[NASA-CR-165770] p 227 N83-17600
REINFORCING FIBERS
Component form and manufacture
p 635 N83 30529
Structural mechanics of fibre composites
p 635 N83-30530
Joining advanced fibre composites
p 636 N83-30531
RELAXATION METHOD (MATHEMATICS)
Relaxation computation of transonic flows around wings
with blunt leading-edge and discussion on its stability and
convergence p 178 A83 15543
RELIABILITY
The simulation study on a redundant flight control
system p3 N83-10014
Digital systems technical analysis
[ARINC-1469-01-1-2804] p 271 N83-18724
Recommendations as to the elaboration of operational
reliability, maintenance cost and availability clauses in
aeronautical equipment supply contracts
p303 N83-20180
Digital system upset The effects of simulated
lightning-induced transients on a general-purpose
microprocessor
[NASA-TM-84652] p411 N83-24212
Atmosphenc electricity hazards protection program
P649 N83-31165
Phantoms in complex airborne systems
p 682 M83-3280I
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
The reliability analysis of a dual, physically separated,
communicating IMU system p 20 A83-11128
Techniques for system readiness analysis
p70 A83-11155
Engmeenng safety analysis via destructive numencal
expenments p215 A83-16198
The reliability of aviation systems — Russian book
p 299 A83 25621
Reliability of aircraft splines with or without a wear
induction penod
[ASME PAPER 82-WA/DE-4] p 299 A83 25700
Statistical determination of a flaw detection probability
curve p 300 A83 26763
Reliability of NAVSTAR GPS for civil aviation
p323 A83-28791
Benefits of mission profile testing p 405 A83-31481
Institute of environmental sciences aircraft engine
combustor casing life simulation for increased reliability
p391 A83 31493
Trie significant elements of the reliability and
maintainability programs tor the modernized Cobra
helicopter weapons/weapons control systems
p406 A83-31499
A dynamic model of turboiet in starting at high altitude
p 447 A83-35846
Reliability analysis of a dual-redundant engine
controller p 556 A83-37289
A generalized stage state method for centralized
fault-tolerant flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 83-2301 ] p 650 A83-41759
Interactive reductions in the number of states in Markov
reliability analysis
[AIAA PAPER 83-2304] p 650 A83-41761
Residual strength predictions for ballisucally damaged
aircraft p 641 A83-42540
State space model concept for evaluating survrvability
methodologies for aircraft design p 598 A83-42567
Vector optimization applied to survrvability methodology
evaluation -- for aircraft design p 651 A83-42568
Flight clearance of the Jaguar-fly-by-wire aircraft. II
p 687 A83-45846
Life and reliability models for helicopter transmissions
[NASA-TM-82976] p 67 N83-10425
CARE 3 phase 2 report - mathematical descnption
[NASA-CR-3566] p 189 N83-14929
Demonstration of an acceptable safety level for digital
equipment on board civil transport aircraft
p251 N83-20188
Failure Modes, Effects and Cnticality Analysis (FMECA)
of type AN/GRN-27 (V) instrument landing system with
traveling-wave locahzer antenna
[DOT/FAA/PM-83/18] p 382 N83-24492
Analysis of strain gage reliability in F-100 iet engine
testing at NASA Lewis Research Center
[NASA-TM-83325] p 408 N83-24829
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
Preventing the strength failure of machines by
vibrodiagnostic techniques I p 182 A33-19313
Preventing the strength failure of machines by
vibrodiagnostic methods II - The use of vibrodiagnostics
for preventing the failure of certain parts and assemblies
of gas-turbine engines p 182 A83 19314
The software-implemented fault tolerance /SIFT/
approach to fault tolerant computing
p 235 A83 22825
Generic faults and architecture design considerations
in flight-critical systems p 262 A83-24426
Recent developments in digital control for helicopter
powerplants p 277 A83-24829
Developments in the design, analysis, and fabrication
of advanced technology transmission elements
p 298 A83-24832
Benefits of integrating GPS and Inertial Navigation
Systems p 324 A83-29214
Design lor random An example — vibration testing
power supply for drone aircraft p 405 A83 30856
Improved system reliability through master independent
operation - for Loran C p 672 A83 46956
Airplane reliability in a nutshell p 760 A83 47614
Vibration test level criteria for aircraft equipment
p31 N83-10240
Aspects of the reliability and maintenance of turboprops
and large turbofan engines
[PNR90113] p45 N83-11135
A functionally reliable avionics systems
p 272 N83-20196
Results of a quality principle on the MTBF of an
equipment developed for the A-300 p 304 N83-20212
Application of an analytical method to the elaboration
of a maintenance program for a new aircraft
p 242 N83-20227
Trends in software reliability for digital flight control
[NASA-CR 166456] p411 N83-24194
Thejmpact of reliability improvement warranties on naval
aviation maintenance at Ihe fleet level
[AD-A126810] p658 N83-33841
Restructurable Controls
[NASA-CP-2277] p 688 N83 33896
RELIEF MAPS
Evolution of map display optical systems
p 681 A83-44830
REMOTE CONSOLES
Single chip Bus Interface Unit eases MIL-STO-1553B
remote terminal/bus controller designs
p63 A83-11185
The remote link unit A demonstration of operational
performance Part 3 Design manual, volume 1
[AD-A124621] p 476 N83-25934
The remote link unit A demonstration of operational
performance Part 3 Design manual Volume J
Appendices A - C
[AD-A124622] p 476 N83-25935
The remote link unit A demonstration of operational
performance Part 2 User's manual
[AD-A124620] p 476 N83-25938
The remote link unit A demonstration of operational
performance part 1
[AD-A124619] p 476 N83-25939
REMOTE CONTROL
Designing a mira-RPv for a world endurance record
p2 A83-11000
Remotely driven model control surfaces for efficient
wind tunnel operations
(AIAA PAPER 83-0148] p t72 A83 16556
A-183
REMOTE SENSING SUBJECTINDEX
Design study for remotely piloted, high-altitude airplanes
powered by microwave energy
[AIM PAPER 83-1825] p 520 A83-38657
REMOTE SENSING
Remote sensing of problem birds in aviation
p 196 A83-21876
An integrated multisensor aircraft tracK recovery system
for remote sensing p 257 A83-26266
Estimation of turbulence seventy in precipitation
environments by radar p 360 A83-27044
Lidar remote-sensing - Fluorescence and differential
reflectance experiments p 704 A83-45420
Manna gravity measurement from fixed wing aircraft
p696 A83-46111
Coherent CO2 lidar systems for remote atmospheric
measurements p 760 A83-47808
Modular Airborne Remote Sampling and Sensing
System (MARSSS)
[DE82-0146571 p 361 N63-21495
Greenland 1979 microwave remote sensing data catalog
report. 14-15 October 1979
[NASA-TM-84571] p 362 N83-21730
Modular Airborne Remote Sampling and Sensing
System (MARSSS)
[OE82-OOS691] p 410 N83-25226
Vanable acuity remote viewing system flight
demonstration
[NASA-CH-170404] p 531 N83-29204
Advances in sensors and their integration into aircraft
guidance and control systems
[AGARD-AG-272] p 712 N83-34891
REMOTE SENSORS
ICNIA - Lessons learned on sensor integration —
Integrated Communication Navigation Identification
Avionics p 18 A83-11096
Multifunction CO2 NOE sensor - A status report —
Nap-Of-the-Earth p 35 A83-11147
Stimulus vanables affecting dynamic target acquisition
p 209 A83-22590
Imaging sensors for an RPV payload
p610 A83-43721
REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
Air bag impact attenuation system for the AQM-34V
remote piloted vehicle p 29 A83-10188
Designing a mmi-RPV for a world endurance record
p2 A83-11000
U S Army considers Aquila RPV ready to field
p 30 A83-13025
Noise and detectabihty charactenstics of small-scale
remotely piloted vehicle propellers p 199 A83-13162
In-flight deflection measurement of the HiMAT
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Performance capability of a Compact Multimission
Aircraft Propulsion Simulator
(AIAA PAPER 83-1358] p 464 A83-36356
Some measurements of wing buffeting on a flutter model
of a typical strike aircraft
(RAE-TR-82007) p 48 N83-10052
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general
aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to
90 deg 1 Influence of airplane components for model
D — Langley spin tunnel tests
[NASA-CR-3246] p315 N83-20918
Matenals and modelling technology for cryogenic
environment p 465 N83-25723
Analysis and correlation of the test data from an
advanced technology rotor system
[NASA-CR-3714) p 665 N83-32777
SCALING LAWS
A note on the general scaling of helicopter blade-vortex
interaction noise
[ONERA. TPNO 1982-32) p 221 A83-13375
'Scaling' analysis of the ice accretion process on aircraft
surfaces
[ASME PAPER 82-WA/HT-39] p 248 A83-25693
An improved jet noise scaling law which incorporates
phase differences due to flight effects
[AIAA PAPER 83-0747] p 307 A83-25949
Trends of Reynolds number effects on two-dimensional
airfoil characteristics for helicopter rotor analyses
[NASA-TM-84363] p 377 N83-24472
Jet scaling effects in a USB propulsive lift
configuration p 662 N83-32744
SCANNING
Image generation and display p 39 N83-11394
Picture formatting and hardware considerations
p67 N83-11395
SCATTERING
The fatigue crack growth under variable amplitude
loading in built-up structures
[AD-A119764] p 187 N83-15676
SCATTEROMETERS
Program to compute the positions of the aircraft and
of the aircraft sensor footprints
[E83-10139] p234 N83-16814
Helicopter-borne scatterometer
[AD-A125796] p 562 N83-29561
SCENE ANALYSIS
Companson of some matching methods — for aircraft
and missile navigation p 22 A83-11219
Application of image understanding to automatic tactical
target acquisition p 25 A83-12878
SCHEDULES
Aircraft production and development schedules
[AD At 18047] p6 N83-11056
SCHEDULING
ARGHOS - A tool for schedule planning — for airlines
p667 A83-45077
Current practices on nighttime pavement construction
asphaltic concrete
(DOT/FAA/RD-80/121] p 207 N83-12101
Study on Time Between Overhauls (TBO) of aircraft
turbojet and its reliability p 164 N83-15255
Three computer based aids to maintenance
scheduling
[AD-A120351] p187 N83-16280
Time scheduling of a mix of 40 equipped and unequipped
aircraft
[NASA-TM-84327) p 250 N83-19721
The taxrway repair schedule problem A heuristic rule
and a branch-and-bound solution
[AD-A122497] p 346 N83-20955
Decision support systems An approach to aircraft
maintenance scheduling in the Strategic Air Command
[AD-A123039I p 372 N83-23269
SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL TRANSFORMATION
The use of panel methods for the evaluation of subsonic
wall interference p 347 N83-20959
SCINTILLATION
Heater-generated intermediate scale irregulanties
Spatial distribution and spectral characteristics
[AD-A120866] p 302 N83-20048
SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
A hard X-ray experiment for long duration balloon
flights p 530 A83-39822
SCOUT PROJECT
Scout - A real time intelligence and surveillance
system p 602 A83-43717
SCREEN EFFECT
Optimum wire screens lor control of turbulence in wind
tunnels p417 A83 33772
Method tor calculating jet noise in the presence of a
shielding surface p 570 A83-37253
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SEA ICE SUBJECT INDEX
SEA ICE
MIZEX-WEST NASA CV-990 flight report
[NASA-TM-85020] p 409 N83-23670
SEA LAUNCHING
Sky Hook to help ships launch Hamer
p206 A83-13575
A rocket-boosted sea launched target system
p600 A83-43702
SEA LEVEL
Energy efficient engine sector combustor ng test
program
[NASA-CR-167913] p 283 N83-19753
SEA WATER
Application of additional secondary factors to LORAN-C
positions for hydrographic operations
[AD-A125620] p 514 N83-27972
SEALERS
Sealants - Uses in composite structures
p293 A83-23615
SEALING
Improved chromatic acid anodize seal for optimum paint
adhesion
[SAE PAPER 820603] p 696 A83-45864
Sputtered ceramic coatings and sealing layers
[DE82-005225] p 226 N83-16531
The JT8D and JT9D engine component improvement
Performance improvement program
[NASA-CR-167965] p 214 N83-17543
SEALS (STOPPERS)
Experimental investigation on the role of flexbars and
metallic end seals in squeeze film dampers — of gas turbine
engines p 473 A83-35862
Fluoroelastomers — materials for hostile fluid
environments p 469 A83-36066
Energy efficient high-pressure turbine leakage
technology report
[NASA-CR-165202] p 165 N83-15304
JT90 ceramic outer air seal system refinement program,
phase 2
[NASA-CR-167962] p 165 N83-15305
Advanced Gas Turbine (ACT) power-tram system
development
[NASA-CR-167875] p 186 N83-15627
Rotordynamic instability Held problems
p 186 N83-15630
Vibration and destabilizing effects of floating ring seals
in compressors p 167 N63-15642
Design analysis of a self-acting spiral-groove nng seal
for counter-rotating shafts
[NASA-TP-2142] p 458 N83-25712
Damping seal for turbomachinery
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25842-1] p 477 N83-26080
Preliminary engmeenng study Quick opening valve
MSFC high Reynolds number wind tunnel
[ NASA-CR-170845) p 632 N83-31612
The trend of future gas turbine technology
[NASA-TM-83505] p 712 N83-34886
SEAPLANES
The problem of an optimum wing of constant
seaworthiness p 375 A83-33003
SEARCHING
Search and rescue locator beacons - The British
concept p 183 A83-15418
US Navy helicopters in combat search and rescue
[AD-A122451] p 333 N83-22195
An evaluation of SARP (search and rescue planning
system) dnft predictions using satellite-tracked
drift-buoys
(AD-A127987] p 589 N83-31588
SEAS
Water survival 20 years Canadian Forces aircrew
expenence
[AD-A125401] p509 N83-27969
SEASAT SATELLITES
Ice sheet surface features in southwestern Greenland
from satellite radio altimetry
[NASA-CR-156887] p 362 N83-22689
SEAT BELTS
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant
in a crash environment, volume 1
[FAA-CT-82-33-1-VOL-1] p319 N83-22171
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant
in a crash environment Volume 2 Program SOM-LA
user manual
fFAA-CT-82-33-2-VOL-2) p 319 N83-22172
Crash injury protection in survivable air transport
accidents United States civil aircraft expenence from 1970
through 1978 (incomplete)
[FAA-CT-82-118] p 381 N83-24489
ACES II negative Gz restraint investigation
[AD-A124713J p 430 N83-25685
SEATS
Studies on an acceleration platform and at the time of
a simulated crash of helicopter anticrash seats
p 197 A83-22976
Thermal performance of aircraft polyurethane seat
cushions P294 A83-23849
Development of a variable-load energy absorber — for
helicopter seats p248 A83-25896
Application of the nonlinear finite element method to
crashworthmess analysis of aircraft seats
[AIAA 83-0929] p 318 A83-29855
Choice of optimal cabin capacity — statistical model
for optimal number of seats in passenger aircraft
p318 A83-29968
Impact protection in air transport passenger seat
design
[SAE PAPER 821391 ] p 507 A83-37967
Effectiveness of seat cushion blocking layer materials
against cabin fires
[SAE PAPER 821484] p 507 A83-38003
Optimization of fire blocking layers for aircraft seating
[SAWE PAPER 1468] p 585 A83-43742
Flight experiments with integrated isometric side-arm
controllers in a variable stability helicopter
p50 N83-10068
The optimization of aircraft seat cushion fire-blocking
layers Full Scale Test description and results
[NASA-CR-166418] p 16 N83-11097
In-flight aircraft seat Tire extinguishing tests (cabin hazard
measurements)
[FAA-CT-82-111] p197 N83-16308
Vertical impact tests of a modified F/FB-111 crew seat
to evaluate headrest position and restraint configuration
effects
[AD-A120255] P 197 N83-16311
The US Navy approach to crashworthy seating
systems p249 N83-19438
Recent improvements in crash restraint in UK
helicopters p 250 N83-19443
Evaluation of the efficiency of helicopter anticrash seats
using a horizontal acceleration bench and a simulated
crash p 250 N83-19444
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant
in a crash environment, volume 1
[FAA-CT-82-33-1-VOL-1] p319 N83-22171
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant
in a crash environment Volume 2 Program SOM-LA
user manual
[FAA-CT-82-33-2-VOL-2] p319 N83-22172
Evaluation of g seat augmentation of fixed-base/moving
base simulation for transport landings under two visually
imposed runway width conditions
(NASA-TP-2135) p 333 N83 22191
Design and test cntena for increased energy-absorbing
seat effectiveness
[AD-A128015] p589 N83-31589
SECONDARY FLOW
Strut or guide vane secondary flows and their effect
on turbomachinery noise p 190 A83-18414
A contnbution to the calculation of secondary flows in
an axial flow compressor p419 A83-35852
Effect of entry boundary layer thickness on secondary
flows in an annular cascade of turbine nozzle and rotor
blades p419 A83-35868
Measurements of secondary flows within a cascade of
curved blades and in the wake of the cascade
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-24] p713 A83-47889
The use of coloured smoke to visualize secondary flows
m a turbine-blade cascade p717 A83-49466
Axial compressor middle stage secondary flow study
[NASA-CR-3701] p 505 N83-29174
SECONDARY RADAR
Data transmission in the case of secondary radar /Mode
S/ p320 A83-27124
Improvements in SSR p 722 A83-47655
SECURITY
Sandia Helicopter Acoustic Detector (SHAD)
[DE82-018925] P 483 N83-27803
The effectiveness of the Civil Aviation Secunty
Program
[AD-A128687] p 721 N83-36013
SELECTION
Transducer selection — for F29 transport aircraft
[NLR-MP-81028-U] p 198 N83-13099
SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
Development studies for incorporation of air
transportation documentation in the building up of a
transport information system p 249 N83-18703
SELF ALIGNMENT
Self-tuning fly-by-wire control system
p 287 A83-26603
Helicopter transmission arrangements with split-torque
gear trains p 303 N83-20126
Design study of Self-Alining Beanngless Planetary
(SABP)gear p303 N83-20127
SELF INDUCED VIBRATION
The coupled aeroelastic response of turbomachinery
blading to aerodynamic excitations
[AIAA 83-0844] p 357 A83-29822
Forced and self-excited vibrations of gas-turbine
assemblies with perfect and perturbed symmetry
p 458 A83-36791
Nonsynchronous whirls of the turbine rotor in aerojet
engines p615 A83-43694
SELF LUBRICATING MATERIALS
Wear and friction of high-temperature self-lubricating
composites
[ASLE PREPRINT 82-LC-2B-2] p 212 A83-13234
SELF REPAIRING DEVICES
Restructurable Controls
[NASA-CP-2277] p 688 N83-33896
Sell-repairing digital flight control system
p 688 N83-33902
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
Usage of the SYSCAP II circuit analysis program to
determine semiconductor failure threshold levels caused
by lightmng/EMP transients p 647 N83-31215
SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS
Usage of the SYSCAP II circuit analysis program to
determine semiconductor failure threshold levels caused
by lightnmg/EMP transients p 647 N83-31215
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
Wide-beam atmospheric optical communication for
aircraft application using semiconductor diodes
p669 A83-44159
SEMICONDUCTORS (MATERIALS)
Light emitting diodes p 611 N83-30419
SEMISPAN MODELS
An experimental investigation of the subcntical and
supercritical flow about a swept semispan wing
[NASA-TM-84367] p 563 N83-29634
SENSITIVITY
Sensitivity analysis of helicopter IMC decelerating steep
approach and landing performance to navigation system
parameters
[NASA-CR-166412] p 27 N83-11102
Comparative evaluation of twenty pilot workload
assessment measure using a psychomotor task in a moving
base aircraft simulator
[NASA-CR-166457] p 249 N83-18702
Survivability of interdiction aircraft Sensitivity to terrain
following, command altitude, velocity and electronic
counter measures
[AD-A124870] p 443 N83-26833
SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE
Integrated perceptual information for designers
p63 A83-11136
SENSORS
Performance capabilities of photographic flight
navigation and sensor orientation systems
p431 A83-36122
Generation of the mode select sensor network coverage
map
[ATC-98A] p 188 N83-13088
Vanable acuity remote viewing system flight
demonstration
[NASA-CR-170404] p 531 N83-29204
Sensor failure detection for jet engines
[NASA-CR-168190J p 699 N83-33182
SEPARATED FLOW
Large scale vortex-lattice model for the locally separated
flow over wings p 177 A83-13127
Calculation method for transonic separated flows over
airfoils including spoiler effects
[ONERA.TP NO 1982-66) p 177 A83-14526
A study of the effect of the transverse sweep of delta
wings on their vortex structures and aerodynamic
characteristics in separated flows at low subsonic
velocities p 178 A83-15096
Unsteady flow separation and attachment induced by
pitching airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-0131] p 131 A83-16544
Investigation of unsteady flow problems
p 180 A83-16897
Panetal jets II - A problem of hypersustentation — upper
surface blowing p 136 A83-19412
Boundary layer calculations in the inverse mode for
incompressible flows over infinite swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 83-0454] p 137 A83-19590
Separated flows on a concave conical wing
p418 A83-35707
Finite-difference simulation of transonic separated flow
using a full potential boundary layer interaction approach
(AIAA PAPER 83-1689] p 555 A83-37189
Concerning a type of separated flow on a rectangular
wing of small aspect ratio p 492 A83-37260
The effect of the blunting of the leading edges on the
characteristics of separated flow past delta wings of low
aspect ratio p 494 A83-37551
Separated flows at the leeward side of a delta wing
and body of revolution in supersonic flow
p 494 A83-37553
Subsonic compressible-gas separated flow past a
low-aspect-ratio wing p 495 A83-37626
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SUBJECTINDEX SHOCK LAYERS
Dynamic distortion in a short s-shaped subsonic diffuser
with flow separation — Lewis 8 by 6 foot Supersonic Wind
Tunnel
(AIAA PAPER 83-1412] p 683 A83-45515
Negative incidence flow over a turbine rotor blade
(ASME PAPER 83-GT-23] p 713 A83-47888
Effects of external burning on spike-induced separated
flow p 715 A83-48132
Aeroelastiaty at separated flow Concepts and
prospects p 716 A83-49177
The calculation of separated flow at helicopter bodies
INASA-TM-767151 P 191 N83-16291
Computation of the flow around wings with rear
separation
(DFVLR-FB-82-22] p 195 N83-17517
Introductory survey of aeroelastic problems in separated
and transonic flow p313 N83-20895
The phenomenon of dynamic stall
p314 N83-20896
Dynamic response of aircraft with fluctuating flow
fields p 341 N83-20897
Some remarks on buffeting p 341 N83-20899
Companson of computed and measured unsteady
pressure fields of a supercritical wing
p314 N83 20903
Wind tunnel wall interference in unsteady transonic
testing p 346 N83-20905
Unsteady airloads on oscillating wings in post-stall
condition p 314 N83-20906
An experimental investigation of the influence from
controls on supersonic axisymmetnque flow over
afterbodies with a centered propulsive jet
[FFA-TN-1982-50] p 377 N83 23280
Aeroelastic loads prediction lor an arrow wing Task
3 Evaluation of the Boeing three-dimensional
leading edge vortex code
[NASA-CR-36421 p 377 N83 24479
Dynamic distortion in a short s shaped subsonic diffuser
with flow separation - Lewis 8 by 6 foot Supersonic Wind
Tunnel
| NASA TM-834121 p459 N83-26838
Effects of flow separation and cove leakage on pressure
and heat-transfer distributions along a wing cove elevon
configuration at Maori 6 9 - - Langley 8 ft high temperature
tunnel test
[NASA-TP2127] p 561 N83-28378
Convergence behavior that controls adaptive wind
tunnel walls near the test section in the high angle of
attack range
[NASA-TM-77006] p 631 N83 30439
Feasibility of establishing a correlation between
boundary layer growth and upstream shock conditions
[AD-A126909] p 646 N83 30968
Contribution of wing planform to derivatives of yawing
moment and sideforce due to roll rate at subsonic speeds
(N sub p)sub w and (Y sub p)sub w
IESOU 81014] p663 N83 32756
A holographic interferometry technique for measunng
transonic flow near a rotor blade
(NASATM-844051 p 702 N83 34278
SEPARATION
Aircraft separation assurance - Systems design
p255 A83 24863
SEPARATORS
Composite engine inlet particle separator swirl frame
- CAD for T700 helicopter engine centrifugal filter
p278 A83-24841
A shock tube driver with a 'cyclone' separator
p290 A8326130
A separator lor obtaining samples of cloud water in
aircraft p640 A83-41983
SERVICE LIFE
Accelerated life tests of aircraft thermocouples
p34 A83-10442
Impacts of broadened-specification fuels on aircraft
turbine engine combustors p 59 A83-10655
Life development of components/systems of aircraft
p64 A83-12657
The load-life relationship for M50 steel bearings with
silicon mtnde ceramic balls
{ASLE PREPRINT 82-LC-3C-4) p 212 A83-13239
Fatigue life evaluation ol the A-7E arresting gear hook
shank p 175 A83-13912
Damage tolerance assessment ol the A 7D aircraft
structure p 204 A83 21771
Optimization of the oil-change period for aircraft systems
and units p 296 AB3 26922
An analysis of the durability charactenstics of aircraft
structures on the basis of fracture mechanics
p354 A83-28477
Institute of environmental sciences aircraft engine
combustor casing life simulation for increased reliability
p 391 A83-31493
On the question of calculating the pressunzation start-up
regimes of a gas-turbine plant p 406 ASS 32651
Material, structural component, service life — of aircraft
construction materials p 468 A83-33953
Component life reduction due to use of AVGAS in gas
turbine engines p 449 A83-35869
Life prediction for turbine engine components
p474 A83-36174
The durability of aircraft tyres p 692 A83-44879
Reengining the key to aircraft renewal
(AIAA PAPER 83-13721 p 675 A83-45514
GATOH-GARD applied coatings extend service lives of
critical aerospace components
[SAE PAPER 8206111 p 696 A83-45869
Aircraft usage and effects on engine life
| ASME PAPER 83-GT-143] p 741 A83-47967
Development of double-rotor supercharged turbojet
engines in the USSR as seen from models H11 to R29
p43 N83-1I050
Equivalent damage A critical assesssment
(NASA-CR 167874] p214 N83-17542
Program for establishing long-time flight service
performance of composite matenals in the center wing
structure of C-130 aircraft Phase 5 Flight service and
inspection
INASA-CR-165770] p 227 N83-17600
Service life evaluation of ngid explosive transfer lines
[NASA-TP-2143] p 608 N83-31596
SERVOCONTROL
Aeroservoelasticity in the time domain — for YF-16
aircraft p 687 A83-43965
SEHVOMECHANISMS
New flight control technologies for future naval aircraft
| AD-A128624 ] p 751 N83-34955
SET THEORY
Solution of the fundamental control problem /FCP/ —
for aircraft p 341 A83-29291
SH-3 HELICOPTER
Preliminary kinematic consistency checking of helicopter
flight data
IARL/AERO-NOTE-414] p 678 N83-32794
Sea King helicopter flight tnals
IARL-AERO-NOTE-415] p 733 N83-36023
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
Development of counter-rotating mtershaft support
beanng technology — for aircraft gas turbine engines
p392 A83-32587
Powder metallurgy Rene 95 rotating turbine engine parts,
volume 2
| NASA-CR 1651411 p 178 N83-15412
Vibration and destabilizing effects of floating nng seals
in compressors p 187 N83-15642
Development of methodology for horizontal axis wind
turbine dynamic analysis
(NASA-CR 1681101 p 362 N83-22747
Durability of propeller shaft interference fits under
variable cyclic loading — ship propellers dunng storms
IDRIC-T-6880] p 684 N83-32803
SHAKERS
Low cost random vibration testing
p405 A83-31489
SHALE OIL
Refining of military |et fuels from shale oil Part 1
Preliminary process design, economic and yield
optimization, and computer modeling
[AD-A117511] p60 N83-10210
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine fuel from whole
crude shale oil Part 4 Production of samples of military
fuels from raw shale oils
[AD-A117526] p 60 N83-10211
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil Volume 3,
part 2 Above ground shale oil process data
(AD-A 128635] p 758 N83-35162
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil, part 2, volume
2 (in situ shale oil process data)
(AD-A129031 ] p759 N83-36248
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil Part 3 Pilot
plant sample preparation
[AD-A 128722] p 759 N83-36249
SHAPE CONTROL
Analytical control of the shape of the potygons used in
the finite-element method p 557 A83-37644
SHAPE MEMORY ALLOYS
An evaluation of vacuum centnfuged titanium castings
for helicopter components p 178 N83-15439
SHAPES
Determination of the theoretical profile of the electrode
tool in the electrochemical processing of parts of complex
Shape p407 A83-32967
SHARP LEADING EDGES
Embedded now charactenstics of sharp-edged
rectangular wings p 190 A83-22152
SHEAR FLOW
A wind tunnel for unsteady turbulent shear flows - Design
and now calculation P 218 A83-19664
SHEAR LAYERS
Acoustic wave propagation through the shear layer of
the DNW large open jet wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 83-06991 p 306 A83-25919
SHEAR PROPERTIES
Equivalent G/E of helicopter rotor blades — shear
modulus to Young's modulus ratio p 230 A83-22151
The transiton and dynamics of bounded and free shear
layers
[AD-A118665] p217 N83-12380
Physical properties data compilations relevant to energy
storage Part 5 Mechanical properties data on alloys
for use in flywheels
[PB82-232919] p 296 N83-18904
SHEAR STRESS
Nonlinear supersonic flutter of panels considenng shear
deformation and rotary inertia p 473 A83-34315
Secondary loading of I spar caps due to shear
deformation of the web p 559 A83-39991
Experimental studies of the separating confluent
boundary-layer Volume 1 Summary
(NASA-CR-3655) p 427 N83-26822
SHELL THEORY
A superelement analysis of stinened shells — Russian
book on aircraft fuselage structures p 202 A83 20392
Finite element strength analysis of rotating shell-plate
structures p 229 A83-21448
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
An experimental study of a high rotational speed
propulsor
[AD-A1260601 p 539 N83-29238
SHELTERS
Advisory circular Building for storage and maintenance
of airport snow removal and ice control equipment A
guide
[FAA-AC-150/5220-15] p 560 N83-28283
A laboratory study of the perceived benefit of additional
noise attenuation by houses
[NASA-TM-85647] p 706 N83-33682
SHIELDING
The design of shielded pitot tubes with small sensitivity
to incidence
[RAE-TM-AERO-1863] p 530 N83-27988
Experimental and analytical studies of shielding
concepts for point sources and let noise
[UTIAS-266] p571 N83-28983
SHIPS
All-weather small-deck operations in the US Navy
(SAE PAPER 8215031 p 508 A83-38010
The tracking of ship routes via satellites
p513 A83-38935
GPS for Manne navigation p 723 A83-48734
A proiected large low speed wind tunnel to meet
Australian requirements Aerodynamics note
[AD-A118913] p209 N83-13125
Constnjction of an ice model basin at the Ship Research
Institute of the Ministry of Transportation
[NRC/CNR-rr-2066] p 631 N83-30436
Durability of propeller shaft interference fits under
vanable cyclic loading — ship propellers dunng storms
[DRIC-T-6880] p684 N83-32803
An investigation of flow improvement devices for
reducing propeller excited vibration — ship propellers
[NMI-R-157] p702 N83-34223
SHOCK
Reynolds number effects on transonic shock location
p347 N83-20961
SHOCK ABSORBERS
Hydromechanical dynamics of aircraft landing gear
p 153 A83-18925
Selecting shock and vibration isolators
p 697 A83-46346
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts 4 Other
polyols
[AD-A 119399] p 178 N83-14287
Landing gear shock absorber development to improve
aircraft operating performance on rough and damaged
runways p 158 N83-15299
Evaluation of the efficiency of helicopter anticrash seats
using a horizontal acceleration bench and a simulated
crash p 250 N83-19444
SHOCK DISCONTINUITY
Finite-volume solutions to the Euler equations in
transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 81-1265] p 136 A83-18405
SHOCK LAYERS
A three-dimensional hypersonic gas flow over a slender
wing p 135 A83-17412
Flow over flat and axrsymmetnc bodies moving at high
vanable velocities p 135 A83-17413
Chemical equilibrium laminar or turbulent
three-dimensional viscous shock-layer flows
p715 A83-48133
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SHOCK TESTS SUBJECT INDEX
SHOCK TESTS
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin Part 2 Environmental
testing, shock testing, shock analysis
[AD-D4328301 p 66 N83-10231
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin Part 3 Analytical
methods, dynamic analysis, vehicle systems
[AD-D432842) p 66 N83-10253
SHOCK TUBES
Review of shock tube and shock tunnel advancements
atNAL p290 A83-26127
A shock tube driver with a 'cyclone' separator
p 290 A83-26130
A new, diaphragmless, flexible, luminous shock tube
p290 A83-26131
A powder-injection shock-tube facility
p 290 A83-26132
The testing in BIA hypersonic gun tunnel
p290 A83-26133
Measurement and analyses of heat flux data in a turbine
stage I Description of experimental apparatus and data
analysis
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-121 ] p 740 A83-47950
NOVA-2S correlation with KC-135A fuselage shock tube
test results
[AD-A124013] p 466 N83-25732
SHOCK TUNNELS
Review of shock tube and shock tunnel advancements
atNAL p290 AB3-26127
Current studies at Calspan utilizing short-duration flow
techniques p 290 A83-26128
An experimental investigation of turbulent base heat
transfer in hypersonic flow p 659 A83-44569
SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION
A three-dimensional model for the prediction of shock
losses in compressor blade rows
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-216) p 744 A83-48016
SHOCK WAVE CONTROL
Design of transonic shock-free airfoil
p 660 A83-44572
SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION
Shock-associated noise in supersonic jets
p 367 A83-28957
Conical similanty of shock/boundary layer interactions
generated by swept fins
(AIAA PAPER 83-1756] p 492 A83-37229
On the numerical solution of head-on vehicle
shock-planar incident shock interaction flow
p659 A83-44556
Shock wave boundary layer interaction in compressor
cascades p 43 N83-11041
Expenmental investigation of a two-dimensional
shock-turbulent boundary layer interaction with bleed
[NASA-TM-83057] p 339 N83-22200
An expenmental study into the scaling of an
unswept-sharp-fin-generated shock/turbulent boundary
layer interaction
IAD-A126919] p 645 N83-30967
SHOCK WAVE PROFILES
Adapter for mounting a microphone flush with the
external surface of the skin of a pressurized aircraft
[NASA-CASE-FRC-11072-1] p 526 N83-27975
SHOCK WAVES
Nonequiltbnum flow over delta wings with detached
Shockwaves p 176 A83-13126
On the shock cell structure and noise of supersonic
jets
[AIM PAPER 83-0703) p 306 A83-25923
An experimental study of supersonic let
shock-associated noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0708) p 307 A83-25924
Current studies at Calspan utilizing short-duration flow
techniques p 290 AB3-26128
Coaxial supersonic jet-flows, shock structure and related
problems with noise-suppression assessment and
prediction
[AIAA PAPER 83-0707] p 366 A83-28011
Experiment of a shockless transonic airfoil partially
modified from an arbitrary airfoil p 374 A83-32514
Passive shock wave/boundary layer control for transonic
supercntical airfoil drag reduction p 160 N83-13068
Finite difference calculation of an inviscid transonic flow
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A comparison of minimizing strategies for maximum
likelihood identification — stability and control derivatives
of wide body aircraft p 567 A83-37085
Qualification of the Datcom for sweptforward wing
planforms A summary of work to date
[AIAA PAPER 83-1836] p 499 A83-38665
On approximating higher-order rotor dynamics in
helicopter stability-derivative models
[AIAA PAPER 83-2088] p 624 A83-41920
Subsonic roll oscillation experiments on the Standard
Dynamics Model
[AIAA PAPER 83-2134] p 626 A83-41956
The method of pole displacement in the artificial
stabilization of dynamic systems p 705 A83-46500
Conceptual kinematic design using homogeneous
coordinate transformations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2460] p 768 A83-48337
Numerical calculation of lilt, moment coefficient and
dynamic stability derivative on sideslipping wings in
unsteady supersonic flows p 9 N83-10005
A mathematical model of a single mam rotor helicopter
for piloted simulation
[NASA-TM-84281 ] p 48 N83-10051
Dynamic stability charactenstics in pitch, yaw, and roll
of a supercritical-wing research airplane model - - langley
8-foot transonic tunnel tests
(NASA-TM-X-2900] p4 N83-11023
Aerodynamic charactenstics of two 10-percent thick
NASA supercritical airfoils with different upper surface
curvature distributions — Langley 8 foot transonic tunnel
tests
[ NASA TM-X-2977] p5 N83-11026
Aerodynamic characteristics of an improved
10-percent-thick NASA supercritical airfoil — Langley 8
foot transonic tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-X-2978] p5 N83-11031
Dynamic stability of flight vehicles
[AD-A1196371 p 170 N83-14137
Representation of airfoil behaviour
p 192 N83-17472
A computer program for obtaining airplane configuration
plots from digital Datcom input data
[NASATM-84639) p 331 N83-20933
The YAV-8B simulation and modeling Volume 1
Aircraft description and program summary
[NASA-CR-170397] p 333 N83-22193
The YAV 8B simulation and modeling Volume 2
Program listing
[NASA-CR-170397] p 333 N83-22194
Flight dynamics analysis and simulation of heavy lift
airships Volume 2 Technical manual
[ N ASA CR-166471 VOL-2] p 344 N83-22208
A conceptual framework for using Doppler radar
acquired atmospheric data for flight simulation
[NASATP2192] p 526 N83-27977
Experimental expenence at Calspan
p 688 N83-33900
STABILITY TESTS
Measured mplane stability characteristics in hover tor
an advanced bearingless rotor
[AIAA 83-0987] p 330 A83-29865
STABILIZED PLATFORMS
The stable sensor platform (SSP) tethered balloon
senes
[AIAA PAPER 83-2000) p 509 A83-38921
STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
Vibration isolation system development for the FB-111
tail pod electronics p 150 A83-16932
Application of multiple objective optimization techniques
to finite element model tuning — for flutter analysis of
T 38 aircraft horizontal stabilizer
[AIAA 83-1010] p356 A83-29796
Flutter investigation of a repaired T-38 horizontal
Stabilizer using NASTRAN p 641 A83-42541
Finite element model tuning via multiple objective
optimization techniques p 641 A83-42542
Design, fabrication, and qualification of composite
carbon/epoxy honzontal stabilizer components
p 575 A83-42546
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing wing
bomber Volume 2 NASTRAN model
development-honzontal stabilzer, vertical stabilizer and
nacelle structures
[NASACR-170392-VOL-2) p 154 N83-14108
Advanced manufactunrtg development of a composite
empennage component for L 1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-172657) p 440 N83 25694
Investigation of an improved finite element model for a
repaired T-38 honzontal stabilizer flutter analysis using
NASTRAN
[ AD-A 1247411 p 461 N83-25717
Structural model tuning via vector optimization
[AD-A124791] p477 N83-26103
Advanced composite vertical stabilizer for DC-10
transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-172780) p 607 N83-31595
Contribution of fin to sideforce, yawing moment and
rolling moment derivatives due to rate of yaw, (Y sub r)sub
F. (N sub r)sub F, (L sub r)sub F
IESDU-82017) p664 N83-32764
Contribution of fin to sideforce, yawing moment and
rolling moment derivatives due to rate of roll. (Y sub p)
sub F, (N sub p) sub F, (L sub p) sub F, in the presence
of body, wing and tailplate
[ESDU-83006) p 665 N83-32770
STACKS
An investigation of the effectiveness of smoke
suppressant fuel additives for turbojet applications
[AD-A125025] p 471 N83-27034
Charactenstics of a fluted nozzle gas eductor system
- gas turbine exhaust gas cooling systems
[AD-A128065) p 702 N83-34241
STAGNATION FLOW
Prediction of stagnation flow heat transfer on
turbomachmery airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-1173) p 420 A83-36259
STAGNATION POINT
Calculation of boundary layers near the stagnation point
of an oscillating airfoil
(NASA-TM-84305I p 478 N83-27148
Stagnation region gas film cooling Effects of
dimens/onless coolant temperature
[NASA-CR-168197] p 645 N83-30960
STAGNATION PRESSURE
The design of shielded pilot tubes with small sensitivity
to incidence
[RAETM-AERO 1863| p 530 N83-27988
STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
Investigation at near sonic speed of some effects of
humidity on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of an NASA supercritical wing research airplane model
[ NASA-TM-X-2618 ] p 5 N83-11029
Condensation studies in cryogenic nitrogen
expansions p 465 N83-25720
STAINLESS STEELS
Rolling-element fatigue life of AMS 5900 balls
[NASA-TP-2080I p 232 N83 16758
Metallic alloy stability studies p 292 N83-18760
STALLING
Effects of compressor hub treatment on stator stall
margin and performance
[AIAA PAPER 83-1352] p 475 A83-36354
Techniques for determining engine stall recovery
characteristics P 543 N83 29265
Designing for stability in advanced turbine engines
p 543 N83-29266
STANDARDIZATION
Role of standards with integrated control
p568 A83-37104
Safety benefits analysis of general aviation cockpit
standardization
[FAA-CT-82-143] p 140 N83 15272
Technical and secretariat support of the MIL-STD-1515
fastener standardization effort
[AD-A119828] p 232 N83-16760
STANDARDS
The development of standards for the common ICAO
Data Interchange Network /CIDIN/ p 230 A83-22027
U S sets own standards for airport lighting
p463 A83-35625
Aircraft cabin safety staffing standards
[H-REPT-97-394] p 15 N83-11093
Aircraft cabin safety staffing standards
[GPO-77969] p 16 N83-11094
Development of avionics installation interface
standards
[ADA116852) p 38 N83 11123
Proposed MIL standard and handbook Flying qualities
of air vehicles Volume 2 Proposed MIL handtxxA
[AD-At 23726] p 441 N83-25704
Propeller aircraft noise certification and flight testing
[DFVLR-MITT-82-16) p 572 N83 28993
Advisory circular Certification of transport category
rotorcraft
[FAAAC-29-2) p 721 N83-36011
STANDING WAVES
Flutter and forced response of mistuned rotors using
standing wave analysis
[AIAA 83-08451. p 357 A83-29823
Investigation of the coupling of unsteady lift to low order
acoustic duct modes in an axial flow fan
(AD-A124819) p 483 N83-27796
STARTING
Airstart performance of a digital electronic engine control
system in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-84908] P 339 N83-22203
A-199
STATE VECTORS SUBJECT INDEX
Restartable high power gas generator
(AD-A127291) p 646 N83-31022
Comparative evaluation of gas-turbine engine
combustion chamber starting and stalling characteristics
for mechanical and air-injection
[NASA-TM-77024] p 684 N83-32805
STATE VECTORS
Nonlinear observers for evaluating the state vanables
of the longitudinal motion of an aircraft — German thesis
p 169 A83-f9622
State-space aeroelastic modeling and its application in
flutter calculation p 300 A83-26761
State space model concept for evaluating survivability
methodologies (or aircraft design p 598 A83-42567
Vector optimization applied to survivability methodology
evaluation — for aircraft design p 651 A83-42568
STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Numerical calculations for performances of propellers
in a static-state by vortex theory accounting of slipstream
deformation and their comparisons with expenments
p 189 A83 22072
STATIC DISCHARGERS
Laboratory and in flight passive dischargers
characterization — for elimination of electrostatic radiation
interference
[ONERA, TP NO 1983-54] p719 A83-48176
The effects of precipitation static and lightning on the
airborne reception of Loran-C Volume 1 Analysis
(DOT/FAA/RD-82/45-1] p217 N83-12299
P-static flight evaluation of a large jet aircraft
p 588 N83-31230
STATIC ELECTRICITY
A systematic characterization of the effects of
atmospheric electricity on the operational conditions of
aircraft
(ONERA, TP NO 1983-59] p719 A83-48180
The effects of precipitation static and lightning on the
airborne reception of Loran-C Volume 1 Analysis
[DOT/FAA/RD-82/45-1] p217 N83-12299
Digital system upset The effects of simulated
lightning-induced transients on a general-purpose
microprocessor
[NASA-TM-84652] p411 N83-24212
Damage of RFC surface layers by electrostatic
charging p 649 N83-31169
Digital system upset The effects of simulated
lightning-induced transients on a general purpose
microprocessor p 651 N83-31233
STATIC FRICTION
Effects of static fnction on the forced response of
fnctionally damped turbine blades
[ASME PAPER 83-GT 155] p 741 A83-47981
STATIC LOADS
Feasibility of computing residual displacements in
runways and crater repairs
[AD-A118610] p208 N83-18105
Methods used at Aerospatiale for calculating the loads
on a rotor and expenmental cross checks
p 194 N83-17486
Designing with rolling bearings Part 3 Special types
[ESDU-82014] p698 N83-33160
STATIC PRESSURE
The swirl in an S-duct of typical air intake proportions
p418 A83-35620
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on inlet flow
to a high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-82964] p 166 N83-15306
Flight evaluation of an engine static pressure noseprobe
man F-15 airplane
[NASA-CR-163109] p214 N83-17546
Force and pressure measurements on a research model
with a low-, mid- and T-tail at Mach numbers of 0 60 to
090 Volume 2 Tabulated data
[AD-A124068] p 425 N83-25676
Expenmental study of strength and existence domain
of ground-to-air inlet vortices by ground board static
pressure measurements
[PB83-144865] p 460 N83-26843
An expenmental study of transonic flow about a
supercntical airfoil Static pressure and drag data obtained
from tests of a supercntical airfoil and an NACA 0012
airfoil at transonic speeds, supplement
[NASA-TM-81336-SUPPLJ p 666 N83-33846
STATIC STABILITY
Application of model reference adaptive control to a
relaxed static stability transport aircraft
P46 A83-11209
Decomposition method for minimizing the weight of the
load-carrying structure of a swept wing with allowance for
the conditions of static strength and proscribed aileron
efficiency p556 A83-37514
Wind tunnel demonstration of an optimized LTA system
with 65 percent power reduction and neutral static
stability
(AIAA PAPER 83-1981 ] p 522 A83-38910
Coupled static stability analysis for nonlinear
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 83-2069] P 623 A83 41906
Static aerodynamic charactenstics of a model with a
17 percent thick supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-X-2551] p 12 N83-11074
Static longitudinal aerodynamic charactenstics of a
model with a modified 17 percent thick supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-X-3211] p 13 N83-11081
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a transport
configuration having a 42 deg swept supercritical airfoil
wing and three tail height positions
[NASA-TM-X-3149] p 32 N83-11115
Structural testing for static failure, flutter and other scary
things
[NASA-TM-84606] p 234 N83-17899
Influence of configuration components of statically
unstable combat aircraft on the aerodynamic design for
high angle-of attack p 245 N83-18694
A computer program tor obtaining airplane configuration
plots from digital Datcom input data
[NASA-TM-84639] p 331 N83-20933
Flying qualities of relaxed static stability aircraft, volume
1 — flight charactenstics
[ADA128758] p 333 N83-22189
Flying qualities of relaxed static stability aircraft, volume
2 — flight charactenstics
[AD-A128720] p 333 N83-22190
STATIC TESTS
Support interference in static and dynamic tests — of
wind tunnel models at high angles of attack
p55 A83-11074
Theoretical stiffness matnx correction by using static
test results p 229 A8321007
Flight effects on fan noise with static and wind tunnel
compansons
[AIAA PAPER 83-0678] p 279 A83-25910
Static and damage tolerance tests of an advanced
composite vertical fin for L-1011 aircraft
[AIAA 83-0970] p 328 A83-29780
Design and expenmentation within the Mobility
Development Laboratory (MDL) utilizing the Static and
Dynamic Test Machines p 630 A83-42549
Static testing to evaluate airtanker delivery performance
— distnbutton of flame retardants in forest fires
[PB82-179946] p 194 N83-12079
STATICS
Problems of the statics and dynamics of modern
engineenng structures - Current status and prospects
p213 A83-14726
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
An analysis of the fatality rate data from '|ettison-canopy'
and 'Ihrough-Ihe-canopy' elections from automated
airborne escape systems p 182 A83-15403
Statistical estimation of the mean time-to-failure of an
aircraft engine as a function of the cause of failure
p272 A83-23433
The reliability of aviation systems — Russian book
p299 A83-25621
Statistical modeling of ballistic damage and residual
strength in composite structures
[AIAA 83-1002] p 351 A83-29790
Choice of optimal cabin capacity — statistical model
for optimal number of seats in passenger aircraft
p318 A83-29968
An analysis of reports of operational errors
[AD-A123416] p 383 N83-24499
Statistical expenmental designs in computer aided
optimal aircraft design p 442 N83-26812
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for
Navy and Manne fleet aircraft
[AD-A124966] p 443 N83-26834
Effect of test result uncertainty on the performance of
a context-free troubleshooting task
[AD-A128584] p 577 N83-31573
STATISTICAL CORRELATION
Reply correlation test analysis in monopulse beacon
radars p 200 A83-22727
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Simulation of background clutter — causing target
signature distortion p 62 A83-10063
Statistical crack propagation in fastener holes under
spectrum loading
[AIAA 83-0808] p 356 A83-29808
STATISTICAL MECHANICS
A study of the statistical dynamics of flight vehicles
p396 A83-33009
STATISTICAL TESTS
Statistical determination of a flaw detection probability
curve p 300 A83-26763
STATOR BLADES
Effects of compressor hub treatment on stator stall
margin and performance
(AIAA PAPER 83-1352] p 475 A83-36354
STATORS
Experimental evaluation of inlet turbulence, wall
boundary layer, surface finish, and fillet radius on small
axial turbine state performance
[SAE PAPER 821475] p 534 A83-38001
A study of the gas-oVnamtc efficiency of the labynnth
seals of gas-turbine engines with a profiled stator wall
p615 A83-42153
The measurement of turbomachmery stator-to drum
running clearances
[ASME PAPER 83-GT 204] p 743 A83-48005
The effect of the stator with unequal pitch cascades
on the compressor blade vibration p 42 N83-10013
Performance of a landem-rotor/tandem-stator
conical-flow compressor designed for a pressure ratio of
3
[NASA-TP-2034] p 10 N83-11058
Analytical and experimental investigation of stator
endwall contounng in a small axial-flow turbine 1 Stator
performance
[ NASA-TP-2023 ] p 43 N83-11125
Damping seal for turbomachmery
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25842-1 ] p 477 N83 26080
Evaluation of ceramics for stator applications Gas
turbine engines interim report Stator fabncation and
evaluation
[NASA-CR-168140] p 637 N83-30662
STEADY FLOW
The far Held of an airfoil p7 A83-10573
Explicit and implicit corrected viscosity schemes for the
computation of steady transonic flows
p 177 A83-I4606
Experiment of a shockless transonic airfoil partially
modified from an arbitrary airfoil p 374 A83-32514
A study of the motion of thin-section wings of complex
configurations near a solid surface p 375 A83-33005
The LANN program - An experimental and theoretical
study of steady and unsteady transonic airloads on a
supercntical wing
[AIAA PAPER 83-1686] p 502 A83-39099
Cntical review of the trailing edge condibon in steady
and unsteady flow Blade flutter in compressors and fans
Numencal simulation of the aerodynamic loading
[NASA-CR 169705] p 137 N83-15264
Flutter prediction in forward-swept wings by assumed
modes and strip theory
[AD-A124715J p 461 N83-25719
Nonlinear aerodynamics of conical delta wings
p504 N83-27956
STEADY STATE
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on inlet flow
to a high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-82964] p 166 N83-15306
Application of the finite element method to the solution
of transient two-dimensional temperature field for
air-cooled turbine blade p 301 N83-18958
Improvements in the dynamic simulation of gas
turbines p 543 N83 29264
STEAM TURBINES
Acoustic emission monitoring of steam turbines
[DE82-904663] p 73 N83-10887
Analysis of a turbine rotor containing a transverse crack
at Oak Creek Unit 17 p 186 N83 15632
Small cracks in large forgings p 701 N83-34109
STEEL STRUCTURES
The Avdel MBC aerospace blind riveting system
p62 A83-10870
Economic evaluation of a standard product of
fiber-reinforced composite matenal in comparison with
Steel p 551 A83 38875
STEELS
Influence of overloads and block loading sequences on
mode III fatigue crack propagation in A469 rotor steel
p 551 A83 39075
Accelerated corrosion testing
[AD-A125639] p 553 N83-28211
STEERABLE ANTENNAS
The application of sub-optimal control methods to
adaptive antennas for airborne communication systems
p 143 A83-18632
Low cost antenna pointing system — with computenzed
control for transmission from aircraft to satellite
p 651 A83-42575
STEERING
Escape low and hot — vertical-seeking, steerable
election seat design for F 14A aircraft
P384 A83-31587
Braking and cornering studies on an air cushion landing
system
[NASA-TP-2196] p 733 N83-34935
STEPS
Semi implicit calculation method of the flow field in a
duct with the flame stabilized by a step — for aircraft engine
combustion chamber design
[ONERA, TP NO 1983 52] p 446 A83-35820
A-200
SUBJECT INDEX STRESS ANALYSIS
STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY
Bootstrap stereo error simulations — autonomous aenal
navigation using ten-am images p 25 A83-12895
STEREOSCOPIC VISION
Three-Dimensional displays Perceptual Research and
Applications to Military Systems
[AD-A122577J p 309 N83-20692
Critical research Issues on cockpit applications of 3-D
displays p 272 N83-20697
Issues in the evaluation of 3-D display applications
p 309 N83-20699
Applicability of 3D display research to operational
needs p 272 N83-20702
STEREOSCOPY
Potential uses of two types of stereographic display
systems in the airborne fire control environment
p270 AB3-26314
JANUS - An aircraft prototype of a low earth orbit split
beam stereoscopic observing system — for wind field
determination p355 A83-29696
STIFFENING
Overall buckling of specially orthotropic Z-stiffened
panels Part 1 Theory
[VTH-LR-351-PT-1] p 69 N83-11526
On the fail-sale characteristics of stiffened panels
[DFVLR-FB-83-08] p 562 N83-28501
STIFFNESS
The stiffness of transport wings for minimum weight
p358 A83-29970
Control of the material properties and structural
application of carbon fibre reinforced plastics
[AIAA PAPER 83-0859] p 403 A83-32790
Finite element prediction of damping in beams with
constrained vlscoelastlc layers p 66 N83-10223
Design of helicopter rotor blades for optimum dynamic
characteristics
[NASA-CR-169940J p 266 N83-18716
Loads and performance data from a wind-tunnel test
of model articulated helicopter rotors with 2 different blade
torsional stiffnesses
[NASA-TM-84573] p 377 N83-24471
An evaluation ol the pavement condition index prediction
model for ngid airfield pavements
[AD-A123002] p 402 N83-24524
Repair of graphite/epoxy composites
p636 N83-30535
Aircraft applications p636 N83-30536
Unsymmetnc laminated graphite/epoxy composite plate
and beam analysis for determining coefficients of thermal
expansion
[AD-A128625] p 765 N83-35416
STIFFNESS MATRIX
Investigation ol dynamic characteristics of an elastic
wing due to correction of mass and stiffness matrices
[AIAA PAPER 83-0653] p 150 A83-16818
Theoretical stiffness matrix correction by using static
test results p229 A83-21007
The use of multiple coordinate systems to form stiffness
matnces of thin-walled structures on the basis of hybrid
computational schemes p 354 A83-29283
Application of a systematic finite-element model
modification technique to dynamic analysis of structures
[NASA-TM-83292] p 301 N83-19124
STIMULATION
Stimulation versus simulation — as Illustrated with
Mission System Avionics for Airborne Early Warning
Nimrod p 185 A83-16332
STIRLING CYCLE
Whence Stirling engines — auto and air applications
p353 A83-27265
Heat-activated heat-pump development and potential
application of Stirling-engine technology
[DE83-002134] p 363 N83-22817
A structural-ceramic research program A preliminary
economic analysis
[OE83-014263J p 766 N83-36499
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
Rotor blade flap-lag stability in turbulent Hows
p 151 A83-I8380
Concepts of stochastic stability in rotor dynamics
p152 A83-18382
Stochastic control and identification enhancement for
the flutter suppression problem p 286 A83-26544
Tradeoff studies in multiobiective insensitive design of
airplane control systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2273] p 622 A83-41739
Correlation of flight test and analytic M-on-N air combat
exchange ratios — Many-on-Many p 710 A83-48219
Identification and stochastic control ol helicopter
dynamic modes
[NASA-CR-166425] p 157 N83-15283
Investigation of a third order baro-damped vertjde
channel of INS
[AD-A124882] p 432 N83-26828
Structure of evaporating and combusting sprays
Measurements and predictions p 538 N83-29211
STOICHIOMETRY
A variable-geometry combustor used to study primary
and secondary zone stotthiometry
[NASA-TM-83372] p 537 N83-27995
Preliminary tests of an advanced high-temperature
combustion system
[NASA-TP-2203] p 686 N83-33893
STORAGE STABILITY
The effect of additive compositions on the oxidation
stability of T-6 fuel p 58 A83-10458
STORM DAMAGE
Observations of severe in-flight environments on
airplane composite structural components
p600 A83-43330
Lightning attachment patterns and flight conditions for
storm hazards, 1980
[NASA-TP-2087] p 139 N83-14077
STORMS
Scanning strategies for next generation weather radars
A study based on lifetimes of convectrve atmospheric
phenomena hazardous to aviation
(FAA.RD-82-69) p 476 N83-25929
STORMS (METEOROLOGY)
Aircraft observations of large scale cloud systems
[AD-A122515] p 767 A83-49698
STRAIN ENERGY METHODS
Recent aircraft tire thermal studies
[SAE PAPER 821392] p 517 A83-37968
Further advances In helicopter vibration control
p334 N83-22477
STRAIN GAGE BALANCES
The measurement of Impulsive forces on a wind tunnel
model with a conventional strain gage balance
p55 A83-11069
Feasibility study on strain gauge balances for cryogenic
wind tunnels at ONERA
[ONEHA, TPNO 1982-87] p 206 A83-14539
Strain gage balances and buffet gages
p292 N83-18766
STRAIN GAGES
Strain measurement of acoustically excited aircraft
structures at elevated temperatures p 297 A83-23366
Experimental venfication of properties of S-N fatigue life
gages for the purpose of a use of the gages as indicators
of the relative seventy of operating conditions
p 398 A83-30514
Application of thin film strain gages and thermocouples
for measurement on aircraft engine parts
[AIAA PAPER 83-1292] p 444 A83-36326
Advanced techniques for measurement of strain and
temperature in a turbine engine
[AIAA PAPER 83-1296] p 558 A83-39106
Strain gauges used for torque measurement in a gas
turbine environment
[PNR-90111] p68 N83-11484
Application of strain gauges and thermocouples to
rotating and stationary hardware p 215 N83-12266
Development of a non-insulated cryogenic strain-gauge
balance
[M-TP-82-006-U] p402 N83-24520
Analysis of strain gage reliability in F-100 {el engine
testing at NASA Lewis Research Center
[NASA-TM-63325] p 408 N83-24829
Development of a cryogenic windtunnel balance
[KB-TE-1-1173] p632 N83-31611
STRAIN RATE
The effect of loading rates, temperature and moisture
on the fracture toughness of polycarbonate
p223 A83-20497
STRAKES
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a generic
forward-swept-wlng aircraft
[SAE PAPER 821467] p 496 A83-37998
The impact of strakes on a vortex-flapped delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 83-1814] p 497 A83-38647
Strake-wing-body combinations p 264 N83-18696
A numerical study of Strake aerodynamics
[AD-A125882] p 506 N83-29182
STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE
Strapdown inertial performance needed for the 1990s
p 19 A83-11127
Unaided tactical guidance flight test results
p20 A83-11140
Development of inertial navigation and its employment
in measurement technology p t41 A63-16900
Carrier Aircraft Inertial Navigation System /CAINS/
integrated system approach p 254 A83-24854
Analysis of the precision of inertial navigation systems
— German thesis P 321 A83-28649
Guidance and flight control demonstration in a helicopter
flight environment using a laser-gyro inertial navigation
system p 322 A83-28779
Performance of a Strapdown Ring Laser Gyro Tetrad
Inertial Navigation System in a helicopter flight
environment p 322 A83-28781
A new Strapdown attitude algonthm
p511 A83-37068
Kalman filter formulations for transfer alignment of
Strapdown inertial units p 569 A83-40303
Design of an integrated Strapdown guidance and control
system for a tactical missile
[AIAA PAPER 83-2169] p 591 A83-41665
A sensitivity analysis of the Kalman filter as applied to
an inertial navigation system
[AD-A119823] p 147 N83-14101
Right testing of a Strapdown system Results of a special
flight test — inertia) navigation
[OFVLR-MITT-83-02] p 514 N83-27973
STRAPS
Aircraft acceleration sensitive inertia reel lock
[AD-A122208] p250 N83-19723
STRATIFIED FLOW
Evolution of aircraft trailing vortices in a stratified fluid
[AIAA PAPER 83-0564] p 134 A83-16792
Numerical simulation of the atmosphere dunng a CAT
encounter p565 A83-38764
STRATOSPHERE
The radiation controlled balloon (RACOON)
p 524 A83-39803
Electrodynamics ol the stratosphere using 5000 cu m
superpressure balloons p 525 A83-39818
Activities report of the French aerospace and research
industry p 221 N83-17564
STREAM FUNCTIONS (FLUIDS)
Lneanzed potential solution for an airfoil in nonumform
parallel streams
[NASA-CR-173047] p 665 N83-33843
STREAMLINING
The status of two- and three-dimensional testing in the
University of Southampton transonic self-streamlining wind
tunnel p 349 N83-20971
STRESS ANALYSIS
Cumulative damage and life-estimations in fatigue
p64 A83-12660
An efficient triangular plate bending finite element for
crash simulation p 64 A83-12755
The application of nonlinear analysis techniques to
practical structural design problems p 65 A83-12765
Deflections of inflated cylindrical cantilever beams
subjected to bending and torsion p 65 A83-12853
Calculated and expenmental stress distnbutions in a
nbbon parachute canopy p 181 A83-13168
Fatigue life evaluation of the A-7E arresting gear hook
shank o 175 A83-13912
Natural frequency of rotating beams using non-rotating
modes p 181 A83-18383
The analysis of operational stresses — on aircraft dunng
flight p 181 A83-18596
Theoretical stiffness matrix correction by using static
test results p 229 A83-81007
Rmte element strength analysis of rotating shell-plate
structures p 229 A83-21448
Damage tolerance assessment of the A-7D aircraft
Structure p 204 A83-21771
A software package for computing the three-dimensional
stressed state of the blades of gas-turbine engines
p 354 A83-28507
Research on the thermomechanical stress in turbine
disks under thermal manipulations — German thesis
p 337 A83-28667
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
p 337 A83-29024
On the determination of the load-carrying capacity of
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Flow visualization by light sheet
[ONERA, TP NO 1983-105] p 764 A83-49416
Computation of the flow around wings with rear
separation
[DFVLR-FB-82-22] p 195 N83-17517
Finite element calculations for aerodynamic coefficients
of 3-dimensional body in subsonic flow using Green's
function method
[NAL-TR-724] p 244 N83-18661
Flap effectiveness on subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a modified arrow wing
[NASA-TM-84582] p 245 N83-18673
The performance calculation of an axial flow compressor
stage p283 N83-18957
Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a 60
deg delta wing with leading edge devices
[NASA-CR-165923] p 246 N83-19714
Subsonic wall interference corrections for finite-length
test sections using boundary pressure measurements
p348 N83-20967
Flutter investigations in the transonic flow regime for a
fighter type aircraft p345 N83-22217
Finite element program for calculating flows in
turbomachmes with results for NASA task-1 compressor
[AD-A124987] p 460 N83-26841
The evaluation of the rolling moments induced by
wraparound fins
[NASA-TM-84381] p 506 N83-29180
Subsonic panel method for designing wing surfaces from
pressure distribution
[NASA-CR-3713] p 528 N83-29198
Analysis of incompressible separated flow around an
airfoil with a finite-gap flap p 662 N83-32745
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
wing-wmglet model designed at M = 0 8, C sub L = 0 4
using linear aerodynamic theory
[NASA-CR-172186] p 666 N83-33854
Transonic and subsonic compressors
three-dimensional flow p 703 N83-34836
SUBSONIC FLUTTER
Classical flutter stability of swept propellers
[AIAA PAPER 83-0847] p 392 A83-32792
Some measurements of wing buffeting on a flutter model
of a typical strike aircraft
[RAE-TR-82007] p 48 N83-10052
Correlation problems between flutter flight test data and
ground tests/calculation results for a vanable sweep wing
aircraft p 628 N83-30379
Subsonic-transonic stall flutter study
[NASA-CR-165256] p 629 N83-30435
SUBSONIC SPEED
Extension of the lifting body theory to evolution on
random trajectones at subsonic velocities
p7 A83-10576
A study of the effect of the transverse sweep of delta
wings on their vortex structures and aerodynamic
characteristics in separated flows at low subsonic
velocities p 178 A83-15096
Advances in methods for predicting store aerodynamic
charactenstics in proximity to an aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-0266] p 133 A83-16622
The aerodynamic characteristics of caret wings at
subsonic flight speeds p 243 A83-24241
Subsonic rolling moments for wing roll control of a
cruciform missile model p 285 A83-24876
Concerning a type of separated flow on a rectangular
wing of small aspect ratio p 492 A83-37260
A study of the distnbutton of the noise source strengths
in coaxial double jet p 570 A83-37570
Experimental and analytical investigation of the subsonic
aerodynamics of slender wings with leading-edge vortex
flaps
[AIAA PAPER 83-2113] p 579 A83-41940
Subsonic roll oscillation expenments on the Standard
Dynamics Model
[AIAA PAPER 83-2134] p 626 A83-41956
A method for determining wall-interference corrections
in solid-wall tunnels from measurements of static pressure
at the walls p347 N83-20958
Calculation of wing response to gusts and blast waves
with vortex lift effect
[NASA-CR-170340] p 408 N83-24796
Model aerodynamic test results for a refined actuated
inlet ejector nozzle at simulated takeoff and cruise
conditions
[NASA-CR-168051] p 426 N83-26816
Propeller noise at subsonic blade tip speeds, torque and
thrust force
[DFVLR-MITT-82-17] p 653 N83-31425
The FFA wing body 83 computer program A panel
method for determination of aeroelastic charactenstics at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
[FFA-TN-1983-3] p 665 N83-32780
Longitudinal aerodynamic charactenstics of a
wing-winglet model designed at M = 0 8, C sub L = 0 4
using linear aerodynamic theory
[NASA-CR-172186] p 666 N83-33854
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Acoustic capabilities of the German-Dutch wind tunnel
DNW
[AIAA PAPER 83-0146] p 172 A83-16554
The German-Dutch wind tunnel as an aid m aircraft
development
[DGLR PAPER 82-050] p 289 A83-24173
A new facility and technique for two-dimensional
aerodynamic testing p 398 A83-32585
A version of a single-beam laser time-of-flight method
for measunng flight velocity p 557 A83-37642
The S2Ch subsonic wind tunnel and its utilization for
detailed studies of helicopter rotors
[ONERA, TP NO 1983-27] p 688 A83-44306
The ONERA wind tunnels at MODANE Centre and at
LE FAUGA Centre and their utilization in subsonic range
[ONERA, TP NO 1983-28] p 689 A83-44307
Aerodynamic test facility requirements for defence R
and D to 2000 and beyond
[AD-A122096] p 293 N83-I9763
The ARL transonic wind tunnel
[ARL/AERO-NOTE-412] p 401 N83-23327
SUBSTRATES
Coating with overlay metallic-cermet alloy systems
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13639-2] p 227 N83-17683
SUBSTRUCTURES
The multilevel substructure and the local analysis of
Structure p213 A83-14485
Multi-level substructural analysis in modal synthesis -
Two improved substructural assembling techniques
p300 A83-26764
SUCTION
Expenmental investigation of the effects of wall suction
and blowing on the performance of highly offset
diffusers
[AIAA PAPER 83-1169] p 423 A83-36922
The effect of slot suction on the aerodynamic
charactenstics of an airfoil at transonic velocities
p 494 A83-37552
Determination of the suction-force distribution and its
effect on the aerodynamic design of a wing for supersonic
flow p 661 A83-46495
Drag of wings with cambered airfoils and partial
leading-edge suction p 716 A83-48220
Flow quality of NAL two-dimensional transonic wind
tunnel Part 1 Mach number distributions, flow angulanties
and preliminary study of side wall boundary layer suction
[NAL-TR-693] p 179 N83-12043
Study of supersonic wings employing the attainable
leading-edge thrust concept
[NASA-CR-3637] p 180 N83-13073
Pumped vortex
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12615-1] p 246 N83-19715
SUPERCHARGERS
Alternative vaneless diffusers and collecting volutes for
turbocharger compressors
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-32] p 760 A83-47894
SUPERCOMPUTERS
Numencal aerodynamics - Replacement of analytical
solutions and/or the expenment by the supercomputer?
p 661 A83-46485
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS
Development of the design concepts for a medium-scale
wind tunnel magnetic suspension system
[NASA-CR-166042] p 176 N83-15320
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SUPERCRITICAL FLOW
Existence and uniqueness of shock-free transonic now
past symmetrical thin wings at zero incidence
p 135 A83-17847
A new facility and technique for two-dimensional
aerodynamic testing p 398 A83-32585
Supercritical inlet design
IAIAA PAPER 83-1666) p 501 A83-38693
Flow visualization investigation of choking cascade
turns p 641 A83-42564
Comparison of the experimental aerodynamic
characteristics of theoretically and experimentally
designed supercnucai airfoils
(NASA-TM-X-3082] p 12 N83-11076
Advanced compressor components for aero engines
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(BMFT-FB-W-82-022) p 394 N83-23311
An experimental investigation of the subcritical and
supercritical flow about a swept semispan wing
[NASA-TM-84367] p 563 N83-29634
SUPERCRITICAL WINGS
Prediction of transonic flutter for a supercntical wing by
modified strip analysis p 62 A83-10190
Aerodynamic charactenstics of a slotted vs smooth-skin
supercntical wing model p 178 A83-15324
Experimental evaluation of shockless supercntical
airfoils in cascade
[AIAA PAPER 83-0003] p 129 A83-16455
A companson of trim drag for conventional and
supercntical wings
[AIAA PAPER 83-00941 p 131 A83-16518
.A transonic analysis of preplan slipstream effect on a
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1 AIAA PAPER 83-0186] p 132 A83-16577
Three-dimensional Euler equation simulation of
propeller wing interaction in transonic flow
{AIAA PAPER 83-02361 p 132 A83-16603
A mult-grid method for transonic wing analysis and
design
[AIAA PAPER 83-02621 p 133 A83 16618
Investigation of the effects of upstream sidewalJ
boundary-layer removal on a supercntical airfoil
(AIAA PAPER 83-0386] p133 A83-16686
A supersonic maneuver wing designed for nonlinear
attached flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-04J51 p 134 A83-16707
Modifying a general aviation airfoil for supercritical
flight p 243 A83 24039
Transonic pressure distributions on a rectangular
supercntical wing oscillating in pitch
(AIAA 83-0923) p313 A83-29849
On measuring transonic dips in the flutter boundaries
of a supercntical wing in the wind tunnel
[AIAA 83-1031 ] p 331 A83-29878
Computational fluid dynamics of airfoils and wings
p313 A83-29927
SC3 - A wing concept for supersonic maneuvenng
(AIAA PAPER 83-1858] p 500 A83-38685
Improved method for transonic airfoil
design-by-optimization
[AIAA PAPER 83-1864) p 501 A83-38691
The LANN program • An expenmental and theoretical
study of steady and unsteady transonic airloads on a
supercntical wing
[AIAA PAPER 83-1686] p 502 A83-39099
Companson of supercntical airfoil flow calculations with
wind-tunnel results
(AIAA PAPER 83-1688) p 503 A83-40472
Transonic flutter model study of a supercntical wing and
winglet p 640 A83-4104B
An advanced control system for a next generation
transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2194] p 620 A83-41679
Transonic wind tunnel test on an oscillating flap
[AIAA PAPER 83-2132) p 579 A83-41954
The way to the supercntical wing p 661 A83-46483
Effects of angle of attack on transonic flutter of a
supercritical wing p726 A83-482I3
Unsteady airloads on supercntical wings
p717 A83-49179
Comparison of analytical and expenmental subsonic
steady and unsteady pressure distributions for a
high-aspect-ratio-supercntical wing model with oscillating
control surfaces
[NASA-TM-84490] p9 N83-10017
Investigation of some effects of humidity on aerodynamic
charactenstics on a 10-percent-thick NASA supercntical
airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-3355] p4 N83-11018
Wind-Tunnel investigation of effects of underwmg
leading-edge vortex generators of a supercntical-wrng
research airplane configuration
(NASA-TM-X-2471) p4 N83-11019
Wind-tunnel investigation of effects of rear upper surface
modification on a NASA supercntical airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-2454) p4 N83-11020
Effects of wing trailing-edge truncation on aerodynamic
characteristics of a NASA supercritical-wing research
airplane model
[NASA-TMX-3024] p4 N83-11021
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 42 deg
swept high-wing model having a double-slotted flap system
and a supercntical airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-3036) p4 N83-11022
Dynamic stability characteristics in pitch, yaw. and roll
of a supercntical-wing research airplane model — langfey
8-foot transonic tunnel tests
[NASA-TMX-2900] p4 N83-11023
Stability and control charactenstics Including aileron
hinge moments of a model of a supercntical-wing research
airplane
[NASA-TMX-2929] p4 N83-11024
Effect of wing-mounted nacelles on a 42 deg swept
supercnucai wing configuration at near-sonic speeds
(NASA-TM-X-2954) p4 N83-11025
Aerodynamic charactenstics of two 10-percent-thick
NASA supercntical airfoils with different upper surface
curvature distributions — Langley 8 foot transonic tunnel
tests
[NASA-TM X-2977) p5 N83-11026
Wind-tunnel measurements of the chordwise pressure
distribution and profile drag of a research airplane model
incorporating a 17-percent-thick supercntical wing
(NASA-TM-X-2760) p5 N83-11027
A wind-tunnel investigation of the application of the
NASA supercntical airfoil to a vanable-wing-sweep fighter
airplane
(NASA-TM-X-2759) p5 N83-11028
Investigation at near sonic speed of some effects of
humidity on the longitudinal aerodynamic charactenstics
of an NASA supercntical wing research airplane model
[NASATM-X-261S] p5 N83-11029
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a model
having a 42 deg swept low wing with a supercntical airfoil,
double-slotted flaps, and a T-tail
(NASA-TM-X-2582] p5 N83-11030
Aerodynamic characteristics of an improved
10-percent-thick NASA supercntical airfoil -- Langley 8
foot transonic tunnel tests
(NASATM-X-2978) pS N83-11031
Wind-tunnel development of underwing leading-edge
vortex generators on a NASA supercntical-wing research
airplane configuration
[NASA-TM-X2808] p6 N83-11032
Effects of wing height on low-speed aerodynamic
charactenstics of a model having a 42 deg swept wing,
a supercntical airfoil, double-slotted flaps, and a low tail
[NASATM-X-2794) p6 N83-11033
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a
17 percent-thick supercntical airfoil section, including a
companson between wind-tunnel and flight data
[NASA-TM-X-2571] p6 N83-11034
An interferometnc investigation of the near design point
How over supercntical aerofoil BGK-1
[ARL/AERO-NOTE-405) p 10 N83-11057
Tabulated pressure measurements on an executive-type
let transport model with a supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-X-72701 ] p11 N83-11069
Wind-tunnel investigation of several high aspect-ratio
supercntical wing configurations on a wide-body-type
fuselage
(NASA-TM-X-71996) p11 N83-11070
The NASA supercntical-wing technology
[NASA-TM-78731 ] p11 N83-11071
Effects of differential and symmetrical aileron dellection
on the aerodynamic charactenstics of an NASA
supercntical-wing research airplane model
[NASATM-X-3231] p 12 N83-11073
Static aerodynamic charactenstics of a model with a
17 percent thick supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-X-2551] p 12 N83-11074
Aerodynamic charactenstics of the 10-percent-thick
NASA supercntical airfoil 33 designed tor a normal-force
coefficient of 0 7
(NASA-TM-X-72711) p 12 N83-11075
Aerodynamic charactenstics of a 14-percent-thick NASA
supercntical airfoil designed for a normal-force coefficient
of 07
[NASA-TM-X-72712] p 12 N83-11077
Aerodynamic characteristics of 10 percent thick NASA
supercntical airfoils with different aft camber
[NASA-TM-X-72007J p 12 N83-11078
Development of two supercntical airfoils with a
thickness-to-chord ratio of 0 20 and design lift coefficients
of 0 3 and 0 4
[NASA-TM-X-73948] p 12 N83-11079
Comparison of expenmental and theoretical drag
charactenstJcs for a 10-percent-thick supercntical airfoil
using a new version of an analysis code
[NASA-TM-X-74041] p 13 N83-11080
Static longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
model with a modified 17 percent truck supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-X-3211) p 13 N83-11081
Application of a supercntical wing to an executive-type
let transport model
[NASA-TM-X-32511 p 13 N83-11082
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of the
10-percent-thick NASA supercntical airfoil 31
(NASA-TM-X-3203) p 13 NS3-11083
Aerodynamic characteristics of an 11-percent-thick
symmetrical supercntical airfoil at Mach numbers between
0 30 and 0 85
[NASA-TM-X-1831) p 13 N83-11084
Effects of landing gear, speed brake and protuberances
on the longitudinal aerodynamic charactenstics of an NASA
supercntical-wing research airplane model
(NASA-TM-X-72684) p 13 N83-1108S
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a transport
configuration having a 42 deg swept supercntical airfoil
wing and three tail height positions
[NASA-TM-X-3149] p 32 N83-11115
Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic load
distnbution on a vanable-wing-sweep fighter airplane with
a NASA supercntical airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-3095] p 32 N83-11116
Stability and control charactenstics at Mach numbers
1 60 to 2 86 of a vanable-sweep fighter configuration with
supercntical airfoil sections — Langley unitary plan wind
tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-X-2284) p 52 N83-11141
Wind-tunnel investigation of longitudinal and
lateral-directional stability and control characteristics of a
0 237 scale model of a remotely piloted research vehicle
with a thick, high-aspect-ratio supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-81790) p 53 N83-11142
Numencal simulation of transonic flutter of a supercntical
wing
(NAL-TR-726T) p 288 N83-18743
Companson of computed and measured unsteady
pressure fields of a supercntical wing
p314 N83-20903
Expenmental study of wing leading-edge devices for
improved maneuver performance of a supercnticaJ
maneuvenng fighter configuration — Langley 7- by 10-ft
high speed tunnel tests
[NASA-TP-2125] p 316 N83-22162
Low speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a
14-percent-thick NASA phase 2 supercritical airfoil
designed for a lift coefficient of 0 7
[NASA-TM-81912] p317 N83-22167
Some recent applications of XTRAN3S
[NASA-TM-85641] p 426 N83-26815
Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic loading on a
0 237 scale model of a remotely piloted research vehicle
with a thick, high-aspect-ratio supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-84614] p 506 N83-29176
Companson of prediction, wind tunnel and flight test
data for the Canadair Challenger turbofan aircraft
p604 N83-30365
Low-speed aerodynamic performance of an
aspect-ratio-10 supercntical-wing transport model
equipped with a full-span slat and part-span and full-span
double-slotted naps
[NASA-TP-1805] p 582 N83-30390
An expenmental study of transonic now about a
supercntical airfoil Static pressure and drag data obtained
from tests of a supercntical airfoil and an NACA 0012
airfoil at transonic speeds, supplement
[NASA-TM-81336-SUPPL) p 666 N83-33846
Correlation of expenmental and quasi-3D theoretical
airloads on the oscillating LANN supercntical wing model
[AD-A130550] p 718 N83-36002
SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES
Integration produces small Ku-band altimeter
p529 A83-37820
SUPERPLASTICrrY
SuperplastK transformation and diffusion welding of
titanium alloys p 692 N83-32716
SUPERPRESSURE BALLOONS
Balloon materials and designs p 524 A83-39806
Electrodynamics of the stratosphere using 5000 cu m
superpressure balloons p 525 AS3-39818
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
Supersonic Hamer - One step closer
p200 A83-16371
Blackjack - Soviet B-1 or better p 192 ASS-16373
Computational wing design for an advanced trainer
(AIAA PAPER 83-0093] p 149 A83-16517
Military propulsion technology II - Supersonic V/STOL
technology shapes up p 163 A83-18949
Design of an integrated control system for a supersonic
aircraft power plant p 212 A83-23175
Performance-increasing modifications on transonic
passenger plane wings
(DGLR PAPER 82-031 ] p 261 A83-24157
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Development trends regarding jet engines for future
combat aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 82-072] p 275 A83-24188
On the design philosophy of fighter aircraft engines
[DGLR PAPER 82-073] p 275 A83-24187
Alleviation of the subsonic pitch-up of delta wings
p 374 A83-32583
Supersonic STOVL research aircraft
[SAE PAPER 821375] p517 A83-37965
Status review of a supersomcally-biased Tighter
wing-design study
[AIAA PAPER 83-1857] p 521 A83-38684
SC3 - A wing concept for supersonic maneuvering
(AIAA PAPER 83-1858] p 500 A83-38685
Smart aerodynamic optimization
[AIAA PAPER 83-1863] p 501 A83-38690
On the conceptual design of supersonic cruising aircraft
with subsonic wing leading edges p 523 A83-38950
Survey of inlet development for supersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1164] p 503 A83-40473
On the numerical solution of head-on vehicle
shock-planar incident shock interaction flow
p659 A83-44556
Supersonic V/STOL - Tandem fan concepts
[AIAA PAPER 83-2567] p 748 A83-49597
Aeronautics research and technology program and
specific ob|ectives
[NASA-TM-85163] p 176 N83-13059
An aerodynamic assessment of various supersonic
fighter airplanes based on Soviet design concepts
[NASA-TM-84647] p315 N83-22157
Stability and control of a supersonic transport airplane
dunng landing approach
[NASA-TM-84659] p 396 N83-23317
Ultra sound and insurance p412 N83-24286
Pilot human factors in stall/spin accidents of supersonic
fighter aircraft
[NASA-TM-84348] p 462 N83-26846
Historical development of worldwide supersonic
aircraft
[NASA-TM-85637] p 573 N83-29170
SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS
A supersonic maneuver wing designed tor nonlinear
attached flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-0425] p 134 A83-16707
Low-speed investigation of the maneuver capability of
supersonic fighter wings
[AIAA PAPER 83-0426] p 134 A83-16708
The prediction of the noise of supersonic propellers in
time domain - New theoretical results
[AIAA PAPER 83-0743] p 280 A83-25945
Development of two airfoil sections for helicopter rotor
blades p374 A83-31623
An experimental study of the turbulent boundary layer
on a transport wing in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-1687] p 492 A83-37188
An investigation of wing leading-edge vortices at
supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 83-1816] p 498 A83-38648
The combination of a geometry generator with transonic
design and analysis algonthms
[AIAA PAPER 83-1862] p 500 A83-38689
Improved method for transonic airfoil
design-by-optimization
[AIAA PAPER 83-1864] p 501 A83-38691
The calculation of two-dimensional transonic flow over
aerofoils including boundary layer and wake effects
(SAE PAPER 830708] p 580 A83-43318
Grumman's forward swept wing feasibility studies and
X-29A technology demonstrator
[SAWE PAPER 1454] p 602 A83-43736
Expenmenlal work on the aerodynamics of integrated
slender wings for supersonic flight p 659 A83-44360
Design of the leading edge of a delta wing
[AD-A117469] p 31 N83-10036
Study of supersonic wings employing the attainable
leading-edge thrust concept
[NASA-CR-3637] p 180 N83-13073
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION
A study on the hydrogen-oxygen diffusion flame in high
speed flow p 296 A83-26199
Characteristics of the supersonic combustion of
nonmixed gases in ducts p 758 A83-49778
Investigation of a low NOx full-scale annular
combustor
[NASA-CR-165518] p 202 N83-13104
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
A one-dimensional unsteady model of dual mode
scramiet operation
[AIAA PAPER 83-0422] p 161 A83-16705
Errors in the expenmental determination of the
parameters of supersonic combustion ramjet engines
p211 A83-22653
The ideas of F A Tsander and an assessment of the
application of let engines for the acceleration of aerospace
vehicles p 221 A83-22657
Numencal study of scramjet and ramjet flow fields
p 685 N83-33887
Calculation of invisctd air capture and additive drag for
3-D supersonic inlet flows p 685 N83-33889
Expanded operational capabilities of the Langley Mach
7 Scramiet test facility
[NASA-TP-2186] p 754 N83-36039
SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS
The rule of forbidden signals and apparent Mach
numbers in supersonic compressor cascades
p 580 A83-42560
SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH
Wind tunnel investigation of the transonic aerodynamic
charactenstics of forward swept wings -- supersonic cruise
aircraft research p 190 A83-22153
Influence of leading-edge thrust on twisted and
cambered wing design for suersonic cruise
p312 A83-29018
Inlet, engine, airframe controls integration development
for supercruising aircraft p 447 A83-35842
On the conceptual design of supersonic cruising aircraft
with subsonic wing leading edges p 523 A83-38950
Progress in supersonic cruise technology
p 576 A83-43025
Strength-flutter structural optimization of a supersonic
cruise combat aircraft p 730 A83-49190
Effect of advanced technology and a fuel efficient engine
on a subsonic-cruise executive jet with a small cabin
[NASA-CR-172190] p 679 N83-33876
SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS
Dynamic distortion in a short s-shaped subsonic diffuser
with flow separation — Lewis 8 by 6 foot Supersonic Wind
Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 83-1412] p 683 A83-45515
Dynamic distortion in a short s-shaped subsonic diffuser
with flow separation — Lewis 8 by 6 foot Supersonic Wind
Tunnel
[NASA-TM-83412] p 459 N83-26838
SUPERSONIC DRAG
Optimization of the supersonic drag of a smooth wing
by use of linearized potential theory — French thesis
p 188 A83-20400
The maximum aerodynamic efficiency of conical
wing-body combinations at high supersonic speeds
p578 A83-41266
Wave drag prediction using a simplified supersonic area
rule p 716 A83-48222
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
Supersonic maneuvers without superbooms
p 189 A83-21021
Expenmental work on the aerodynamics of integrated
slender wings for supersonic flight p 659 A83-44360
Effects of varying podded nacelle-nozzle installations
on transonic aeropropulsive charactenstics of a supersonic
Tighter aircraft
[NASA-TP-2120] p427 N83-26821
SUPERSONIC FLOW
Load distribution on deformed wings in supersonic
now p6 A83-10180
Supersonic flow around a conical fuselage of arbitrary
section isolated or equipped with a delta wing with subsonic
leading edges p 7 A83-10579
Application of the Carafoli method to the supersonic
flow around a cruciform wing p 7 A83-10581
Pressure distnbution on a simple delta wing
p8 A83-13023
Problems concerning supersonic flow past bodies of
prismatic configurations p 179 A83-16394
PAN AIR applications to complex configurations —
computer program for predicting subsonic and supersonic
linear potential flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-0007] p 129 A83-16459
Flutter of orthotropic panels in supersonic flow using
affine transformations p 228 A83-19821
The effect of the nonumformity of supersonic flow with
shocks on friction and heat transfer in the channel of a
hypersonic ramjet engine p211 A83-22654
Numencal calculation of the separation and connection
of two-dimensional supersonic flows in channels with
discontinuous boundaries p212 A83 22658
Aeroacoustics of supersonic porous plug-nozzle flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-0775] p 411 A83-31325
Applications of computational techniques in the design
of ramjet engines p 418 A83-35828
Optimal form of the middle surface of a wing with
supersonic leading edge, assunng minimum drag for a
prescnbed lift force and pitching moment
p493 A83-37518
Supersonic flow field analysis for a twin-engine aircraft
model p 493 A83-37521
Separated flows at the leeward side of a delta wing
and body of revolution in supersonic flow
p 494 A83-37553
Aerodynamic loads on the rear part of a fuselage behind
a swept wing in supersonic flow p 494 A83-37562
A supersonic velocity field in the region of interference
between a wing and a body having a common apex
p495 A83-37802
A conservative type-dependent full potential method for
the treatment of supersonic flows with embedded subsonic
regions
[AIAA PAPER 83-1887] p 502 A83-39356
Computation of aerodynamic forces on bodies with
non-circular cross-section in supersonic viscous flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-2077] p 660 A83-45519
Determination of the suction-force distnbution and its
effect on the aerodynamic design of a wing for supersonic
flow p 661 A83-46495
PAN AIR applications to complex configurations —
computer program for predicting subsonic and supersonic
linear potential flows p 716 A83-48221
An experimental investigation of the influence from
controls on supersonic axisymmetnque flow over
afterbodies with a centered propulsive jet
[FFA-TN-1982-50] p 377 N83-23280
Nonlinear aerodynamics of conical delta wings
p504 N83-27956
Wind-tunnel investigation of leading-edge thrust on
arrow wings in supersonic flow
[NASA-TP-2167] p 583 N83-31577
Linearised two-dimensional oscillatory airforce
coefficients and load distributions on thin aerofoils in
supersonic flow — pitching moments
[ESDU-8200S] p664 N83-32762
SUPERSONIC FLUTTER
Helicopter blade tips
[AAAF PAPER NT 81-19) p8 A83-11778
Flutter of orthotropic panels in supersonic flow using
affine transformations p 228 A83-19821
Nonlinear supersonic flutter of panels constdenng shear
deformation and rotary inertia p 473 A83-34315
SUPERSONIC INLETS
Inlet, engine, airframe controls integration development
for supercruising aircraft p 447 A83-35842
Response of a supersonic inlet to downstream
perturbations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2017] p 422 A83-36403
Application of numerical methods to the calculation of
the charactenstics of supersonic and hypersonic jet-engine
air intakes p 494 A83-37532
Investigation of the parameters of a boundary layer
before the inlet of a supersonic air intake mounted under
the surface of a triangular plate p 494 A83-37533
Supercntical inlet design
(AIAA PAPER 83-1866] p 501 A83-38693
Axisymmetnc nose inlet effects on supersonic airloads
p503 A83-40008
Low flight speed acoustic results for a supersonic inlet
with auxiliary inlet doors
[AIAA PAPER 83-1415) p 706 A83-45517
Low flight speed acoustic results for a supersonic inlet
with auxiliary inlet doors
[NASA-TM-83411] p 482 N83-27794
Low speed performance of a supersonic axisymmetnc
mixed compression inlet with auxiliary inlets — Lewis
9x15-ft anechoic wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-83435) p 536 N83-27992
SUPERSONIC JET FLOW
Tests of a thermal acoustic shield with a supersonic
jet p72 A83-10183
Screech suppression in supersonic jets
p237 A83-19814
On the shock cell structure and noise of supersonic
jets
[AIAA PAPER 83-0703] p 306 A83-25923
An expenmental study of supersonic jet
shock-associated noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0708] p 307 A83-25924
Porous-plug flowfield mechanisms for reducing
supersonic jet noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0774] p 281 A83-25959
Neartield observations of tones generated from
supersonic jet flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-0706] p 308 A83-26449
Coaxial supersonic jet-flows, shock structure and related
problems with noise-suppression assessment and
prediction
[AIAA PAPER 83-0707) p 366 A83-28011
Shock-associated noise in supersonic jets
p 367 A83-28957
Aeroacoustics of a porous plug supersonic jet noise
suppressor
[ NASA-CR-169977] p 309 N83-19576
SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
Pan Air versus S/HABP - An evaluation of two diverse
approaches to supersonic missile aerodynamic analysis
— Advanced Panel Pilot Code and Supersonic/Hypersonic
Arbitrary Body Program
[AIAA PAPER 83-00081 p 129 A83-16460
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SUPERSONIC NOZZLES
Effects of varying podded nacefle-nozzle installations
on transonic aeropropulsive characteristics of a supersonic
fighter aircraft
[NASA-TP-2120] p 427 N83-26821
Supersonic nozzle design for a low density wind
tunnel
[INPE-2753-PRE/329] p 631 N83-30437
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
Status review of a supersomcally-biased fighter
wing-design study
[AIAA PAPER 83-1857] p 521 A83-38S84
Induced rolling moment on wings of a missile with
tilt-wings in 'X-X' configuration at supersonic speeds
p627 A83-43689
Noise of the 10-bladed, 40 deg swept SR-6 propeller
in a wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-82950] p 74 N83-11840
The minimization of pylon-mounted store effects on air
combat capability
[NASA-TM-84597] p 195 N83-17510
Model aerodynamic test results for a refined actuated
inlet ejector nozzle at simulated takeoff and cruise
conditions
[NASA-CR-168051) p 426 N83-26816
The FFA wing body 83 computer program A panel
method for determination of aeroelastic characteristics at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
[FFA-TN-1983-3] p 665 N83-32780
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
Technology status for an advanced supersonic
transport
[SAE PAPER 820955] p 433 A83-33627
Ejector nozzle test results at simulated flight conditions
for an advanced supersonic transport propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 83-1287] p 454 A83-36323
Progress in supersonic cruise technology
p576 A83-43025
Theoretical and oxpenmental investigation of supersonic
aerodynamic charactenstics of a twin-fuselage concept
[NASA-TP-2184] p 665 N83-32776
Contracts, grants and funding summary of supersonic
cruise research and variable-cycle engine technology
programs, 1972-1982
[NASA-TM-85650] p 666 N83-33848
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Free stream noise and transition measurements in a
Mach 3 5 pilot quiet tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 83-0042] p 171 A83-16482
Wind tunnel noise reduction at Mach 5 with a rod-wall
sound shield — for prevention of premature boundary layer
transition on wind tunnel models
[AIAA PAPER 82-0570] p 346 A83-28952
A new method of boundary layer correction in the design
of supersonic wind tunnel nozzle p 659 A83-44561
Sound shield
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12883-1] P 237 N83-17235
The effects of supports on the flow behind a body
[NASA-TM-77073] p 691 N83-33909
SUPPORT INTERFERENCE
An algorithm of flight simulation on a dynamic stand of
support type p 462 A83-34429
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A survey of avionics software support environments
p70 A83-11163
Operational deployment of the air cushion vehicle
p 485 A83-34864
LACV-30 supportablllty p 486 A83-35062
Designing for supportablllty and cost effectiveness
[AIAA PAPER 83-2499] p712 A83-49588
SUPPORTS
Stability of two-bladed aeroelastic rotors on flexible
supports p 152 A83-18387
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts 4 Other
polyols
[AD-A119399] p 178 N83-14287
Model mount system for testing flutter
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12950-1] p 465 N83-25727
The effects of supports on the flow behind a body
[NASA-TM-77073] p 691 N83-33909
SUPPRESSORS
Utilizing numerical techniques in turbofan inlet acoustic
[NASA-TM-82994J p 73 N83-10885
SURFACE CRACKS
USAF studying techniques to restore windshields
p3 A83-12324
Surface notches in composites p 294 A83-23931
Damage tolerance evaluation of structures with small
cracks p 701 N83-34101
SURFACE DEFECTS
An alternating method for analysis of surface-flawed
aircraft structural components p 354 A83-28966
SURFACE DISTORTION
Design and construction of 2 transonic airfoil models
for tests in the NASA Langley C 3-M TCT
[NASA-TM-85325] p 401 N83-23326
SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS
From Voyageur on - The exploitation of an opportunity
to develop a Canadian air cushion vehicle industry —
developing Canadian Air Cushion Vehicle Industry
p485 A83-35052
A new class ACV - Tanker-freighter
p485 A83-35053
A design synthesis model for ACV/SES lift systems
p486 A83-35057
SURFACE FINISHING
Cold-setting adhesrves for repair purposes using various
surface preparation methods p 210 AS3-15874
Aircraft surface coatings study Verification of selected
materials
[NASA-CR-159288] p 61 N83-11331
Self resonating pulsed water jets for aircraft coating
removal Feasibility study
[AD-A119114] p218 N83-13292
Surface finish measurement studies
p292 N83-18765
Braking of an aircraft tire on grooved and porous
asphaltic concrete
[FAA-CT-82-147] p 360 N83-22593
SURFACE GEOMETRY
Operation of a helicopter on sloping ground I
p 182 A83-1461B
Curvature transitions of composite curves and surfaces
- Questions regarding details of computer-aided design
— German thesis p 235 A83-20398
Determination of the theoretical profile of the electrode
tool in the electrochemical processing of parts of complex
Shape p407 A83-32967
Surfaces in computer aided geometnc design,
Proceedings of the Conference, Oberwolfach. West
Germany, Apnl 25-30, 1982 p 480 A83-33613
SURFACE NAVIGATION
Accuracy and availability of vanous modem navigation
procedures p25 A83-13013
NAVSTAR-GPS at sea p 323 A83-29207
Pnnciples and present status — of Navstar GPS for sea
and air navigation p 723 A83-48733
GPS for Manne navigation p 723 A83-48734
Navigation National plans, NAVSTAR-GPS, Laser
gyros
[AD-A125533] p515 N83-29194
Report from the International Congress of Navigation
— integrated navigation
[FOA-C-20489-E3] p 593 N83-30400
SURFACE PROPERTIES
Ion implantating beanng surfaces for corrosion
resistance
[ASME PAPER 82-LUB-23] p 209 A83-13512
Calculation of the depth and hardness of the
carburization layer of cylindrical parts — for aircraft
engines p 350 A83-29282
Airfield coatings incorporating polymer materials - Repair
and maintenance — Russian book p 689 A83-45029
Prediction of pavement roughness
[AD-A120009] p232 N83-16566
Unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic properties on
control surfaces in transonic flow p 314 N83-20902
Runway surface condition sensor specification guide
[AC-150/5220-13A] p 465 N83-25728
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
Aircraft icing roughness features and its effect on the
icing process
[AIAA PAPER 83-0111] p 188 A83-16527
Nondestructive airfield pavement testing using laser
technology
[AIAA PAPER 83-1601] p 399 A83-33364
Aircraft response to operations on rapidly repaired battle
damaged runways and taxrways p 31 N83-10270
Pavement roughness and skid properties
[PB82-212309] p 66 N83-10295
Proposed specifications for international interoperability
on repaired bomb damaged runways
p 175 N83-15286
Predicted and measured landing gear loads for the NF-5
aircraft taxiing over a bumpy runway
p 157 N83-15296
The problem of design catena for aircraft loads due to
rough runway operation p 158 N83-15298
Landing gear shock absorber development to improve
aircraft operating performance on rough and damaged
runways p 158 N83-15299
Roughness considerations for transport aircraft
p 158 N83-15300
A fighter landing gear for the 1980's
p 158 N83-15301
Compressor cascade performance deterioration caused
by sand ingestion
[NASA-CR-168067] p 190 N83-16286
Surface finish measurement studies
p 292 N83-18765
Aircraft dynamic response to damaged and repaired
runways
[AD-A124111] p267 N83-19747
Roughness effects on compressor outlet guide vanes
at high Reynolds Number and high turning angle
[AD-A124688] p 395 N83-24511
Damping seal for turbomacrunery
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25842-1] p 477 N83-26080
Application of active control landing gear technology
to the A-10 aircraft
[NASA-CR-166104] p 546 N83-27998
An assessment of the A-10's capability to operate on
rough surfaces p607 N83-30717
SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS
A proposed simple and safe aircraft take-off or landing
procedure with wing roughness or protuberances
[AIAA PAPER 83-0604] p 153 A83-19594
Transient response of taxiing aircraft
[AIAA 83-0927] p 329 A83-29853
Enhancement of heat transfer p 642 A83-42659
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
Expenmental and analytical determination of gear tooth
temperatures with oil let lutancation p 185 N83-15530
Temperature response of a model to set-point changes
and conditioning in ETW p465 N83-25721
SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
ASAT - The U K 's new turbo jet R P V
p 601 A83-43707
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
Pretaunch survrvabifity of Ground Launched Cruise
Missile (GLCM) Volume 3 SAVAGE code version 1 0
user's guide
[AD-A119023] p155 N83-14113
SURFACE VEHICLES
The design of a human-powered vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 83-0649] p 180 A83-16816
The application of aeronautical technology to the
construction of machines and vehicles
p710 A83-47214
SURGES
Transient blade response due to surge induced structural
loads
[SAE PAPER 821438] p 533 A83-37986
An expenment to improve the surge margin by use of
cascade with splitter blades p 283 N83-18956
Digital system upset The effects of simulated
lightning-induced transients on a general-purpose
microprocessor
[NASA-TM-84652] p411 N83-24212
Eighth International Aerospace and Ground Conference
on Lightning and Static Electncity Lightning Technology
Roundup
[FAA-CT-83-25] p 649 N83-31163
Modelling of direct-stnke lightning coupling by a transfer
function technique p612 N83-31177
Usage of the SYSCAP II circuit analysis program to
determine semiconductor failure threshold levels caused
by lightnmg/EMP transients p647 N83-31215
SURVEILLANCE
Aeroelastic considerations for continuous patrol/high
altitude surveillance platforms
[AIAA 83-0924] p 329 A83-29850
Battlefield surveillance RPVs bnng it 'live1
p371 A83-30075
The utility of small aerostats for surveillance missions
[AIAA PAPER 83-1973] p 508 A83-38904
Canadair rotary wing R P V technology development
II p601 A83-43706
Scout - A real time intelligence and surveillance
system p602 A83-43717
Generation of the mode select sensor network coverage
map
[ATC-98A] p 188 N83-13088
SURVEILLANCE RADAR
Tactical three-dimensional air surveillance radar
p 17 A83-10259
Wind shear detection with a modified airport surveillance
radar p360 A83-27040
Improvements in SSR p 722 A83-47655
Mode S beacon system Functional description
[ATC-42-REV-B] p 188 N83-13086
Mode S beacon system Functional descnpbon
[ATC-42-REV-C] p 698 N83-33016
SURVEYS
Statistical summary Study to determine the IFR
operational profile of the general aviation single pilot —
instrument flight rules
[NASA-CR-165805] p 198 N83-17523
Estimating regression coefficients from clustered
samples. Sampling errors and optimum sample
allocation
[NASA-CR-166117] p 412 N83-25496
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SURVIVAL SUBJECT INDEX
Application of additional secondary factors to LORAN-C
positions for hydrographic operations
[AD-A125620] p 514 N83-27972
Synthesis of responses to AGARD-FMP quesbonaire on
"prediction techniques and flight con-elation"
p 581 N83-30384
SURVIVAL
An option for enhanced aircrew survrvability
p183 A83-15409
The survrvable aircraft fire p 585 A83-43407
Crash injury protection in survivable air transport
accidents United States cm) aircraft experience from 1970
through 1978 (incomplete)
IFAA-CT-82-118] ' p 381 N83-24489
A computer simulation of aircraft evacuation with fire
[NASA-CR-166511] p 589 N83-31586
SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT
Election seat-mounted crewmember restraint integrated
with survival vest and flotation
[AD-A126859] p 585 N83-30399
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
The effects of supports on the flow behind a body
[NASA-TM-77073] p 691 N83-33909
SUSPENDING (MIXING)
Effective generalized conductivity of three-phase cellular
systems — with kerosene-air-water fuel mixture example
p 367 A83-29270
SWEAT COOLING
Small gas turbine combustoi study - Combustor liner
evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 83-0337) p 161 A83-16663
Hydraulics of a channel with a linear jet array — heat
transfer coefficient enhancement by transpiration cooling
p 298 A83-24049
Small gas turbine combustor study Combustor liner
evaluation
[NASA-TM-83028] p 282 N83-18725
SWEEP ANGLE
Experiments on a flow with swept separation and
reattachment of a boundary layer p 697 A83-47020
An experimental and theoretical investigation of thick
wings at venous sweep angles m and out of ground
effect
[NASA-TP-2068] p 9 N83-10016
SWEPT FORWARD WINGS
Quadratic synthesis of integrated active controls for an
aeroelastic forward-swept-wing-aircraft
p47 A83-12458
Wind tunnel investigation of the transonic aerodynamic
charactenstics of forward swept wings — supersonic cruise
aircraft research p 190 A83-22153
Stability of steady sideslip equilibria for high alpha —
supersonic fighter aircraft p 284 A83-24031
Investigations concerning the structural design of a
forward swept wing for a combat aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 82-036] p 261 A83-24161
Computational treatment of three-dimensional transonic
canard-wing interactions p312 A83-29021
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities on a
forward swept wing
[AIAA 83-0991] p 341 A83-29869
X-29 - Advanced technology demonstrator
p384 A83-31051
X-29 integrated technology demonstrator and ATF
[AIAA PAPER 83-1058] p 438 A83-36469
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a genenc
forward-swept-wing aircraft
[SAE PAPER 821467] p 496 A83-37998
High aspect ratio forward sweep for transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1832] p 498 A83-38661
Application of forward sweep wings to an air combat
fighter
[AIAA PAPER 83-1833] p 520 A83-38662
X-29 forward swept wing aerodynamic overview
[AIAA PAPER 83-1834] p 520 A83-38663
Wake charactenstics and interactions of the
canard/wing lifting surface configuration of the X-29
forward-swept wing flight demonstrator
[AIAA PAPER 83-1835] p 499 A83-38664
Qualification of the Datcom for sweptforward wing
planforms A summary of work to date
[AIAA PAPER 83-1836] p 499 A83-38665
High angle-of-attack flight dynamics of a forward-swept
wing fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-1837] p 544 A83-38666
Rigid-body structural mode coupling on a forward swept
wing aircraft p 594 A83-41046
Control of forward swept wing aeroelastic instabilities
using active feedback systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2220] p 621 A83-41701
Divergence suppression system for a forward swept wing
configuration with wing-mounted stores
[AIAA PAPER 83-2125] p 625 A83-41949
Grumman's forward swept wing feasibility studies and
X-29A technology demonstrator
[SAWE PAPER 1454] p 602 A83-43736
Performance of a forward swept wing fighter utilizing
thrust vectoring
[AIAA PAPER 83-2482] p 727 A83-48344
Measurement of wake interactions of a canard and a
forward swept wing
[AD-A118756] p 180 N83-12053
Computational treatment of transonic canard-wing
interactions
[AD-A121662] p 246 N83-19718
Aeropropulsrve charactenstics of twin
smgle-expansion-ramp vectonng nozzles installed with
forward-swept wings and canards — transonic tunnel
tests
[NASA-TP-2133] p 316 N83-22161
A wind tunnel study of the effects of a close-coupled
canard on the aerodynamic charactenstics of a
forward-swept wing in incompressible flow
[AD-A124722] p 425 N83-25673
Flutter prediction in forward-swept wings by assumed
modes and strip theory
[AD-A124715] p461 N83-25719
Wind tunnel experiments on the divergence of swept
wings with composite structures
[AD-A127950] p 584 N83-31582
Aeroelastic stability of a forward swept wing with wing
tip stores
[AD-A125457] p 678 N83-32797
SWEPT WINGS
Swept composite wing aeroelastic divergence
experiments p 29 A83-10193
Wind-tunnel measurements of wing-buffet boundaries
at subsonic and transonic speeds p 7 A83-10440
Low-speed investigation of the maneuver capability of
supersonic fighter wings
[AIAA PAPER 83-0426] p 134 A83-16708
Boundary layer calculations in the inverse mode for
incompressible flows over infinite swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 83-0454] p 137 A83-19590
Noise generation by a finite span swept airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 83-0768] p 366 A83-28023
Computational fluid dynamics of airfoils and wings
p 313 A83-29927
Progress toward the analysis of complex propulsion
installation flow phenomenon
[AIAA PAPER 83-1367] p 421 A83-36363
An experimental study of the turbulent boundary layer
on a transport wing in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-1687] p 492 A83-37188
Contouring tunnel walls to achieve free-air flow over a
transonic swept wing
[AIAA PAPER 83-1725] p 492 A83-37211
Expenmental and computational investigation of the flow
in the leading edge region of a swept wing
[AIM PAPER 83-1762] p 492 A83-37233
Distribution of the load-carrying matenal in a
minimum-weight wing in the case of constraints on strength
and load-carrying capacity p 556 A83-37513
Decomposition method for minimizing the weight of the
load-carrying structure of a swept wing with allowance for
the conditions of static strength and prescnbed aileron
efficiency p 556 A83-37514
Aerodynamic loads on the rear part of a fuselage behind
a swept wing in supersonic flow p 494 A83-37562
Calculation of a turbulent boundary layer of an
incompressible fluid over swept wings of large aspect
ratios p495 A83-37803
Viscous effects on a swept wing in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-1804] p 497 A83-38638
Calculation of three-dimensional turbulent boundary
layer on an infinite swept wing p 659 A83-44555
Wind tunnel investigations of some three-dimensional
separated turbulent boundary layers
p662 A83-47019
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a 42 deg
swept high-wing model having a double-slotted flap system
and a supercritical airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-3036] p4 N83-11022
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a model
having a 42 deg swept low wing with a supercritical airfoil,
double-slotted flaps, and a T-tail
[NASA-TM-X-2582] p5 N83-11030
Effects of wing height on low-speed aerodynamic
charactenstics of a model having a 42 deg swept wing,
a supercntical airfoil, double-slotted flaps, and a low tail
[NASA-TM-X-2794] p6 N83-11033
Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic load
distribution on a vanable-wing-sweep fighter airplane with
a NASA supercritical airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-3095] p 32 N83-11116
Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a 60
deg delta wing with leading edge devices
[NASA-CR-165923] p 246 N83-19714
Lunate-tail swimming propulsion as a problem of curved
lifting line in unsteady flow 1 Asymptotic theory
[USCAE-139] p 561 N83-28377
An experimental investigation of the subcntical and
supercntical flow about a swept semispan wing
[NASA-TM-84367] p 563 N83-29634
Correlation problems between flutter flight test data and
ground tests/calculation results for a vanable sweep wing
aircraft p 628 N83-30379
Aeroelastic properties of straight and forward swept
graphrte/epoxy wings
[AD-A127014] p 638 N83-31734
Contribution of wing planform to rolling moment
derivative due to sideslip, (L sub V) sub W, at subsonic
speeds
[ESDU-80033] p 663 N83-32751
Contnbution of wing planform to derivatives of yawing
moment and sideforce due to roll rate at subsonic speeds
(N sub p)sub w and (Y sub p)sub w
[ESDU-81014] p663 N83-32756
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a highly
swept, untwisted uncambered arrow wing
[NASA-TP-2176] p 718 N83-36000
SWEPTBACK WINGS
Some expenmental investigations on transonic flutter
charactenstics of thin plate wing models with sweptback
and tapered tips p 150 A83-16926
The design, testing and analysis of aeroelastically
tailored transonic flutter model wings
[AIAA 83-1027] p 330 A83 29876
Determination of the suction-force distribution and its
effect on the aerodynamic design of a wing for supersonic
How p 661 A83-46495
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a transport
configuration having a 42 deg swept supercntical airfoil
wing and three tail height positions
[NASA-TM-X-3149] p 3J N83-11115
Study of highly sweptback wings by the free vortex sheet
method
[NASA-CR-169559] p 181 N83-13076
SWING WINGS
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volume 1 NASTRAN model plane
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-1] p 154 N83-14107
SWIRLING
The swirl in an S-duct of typical air intake proportions
p 418 A83-35620
The performance of an annular vane swirler — to aid
in modeling gas turbine combustor flowfields and swirling
confined flow turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 83-1326] p 455 A83-36340
Emissions from enclosed swirl stabilised premixed
flames
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-192] p 742 A83-47998
Expenmental study on discharge and loss coefficients
of combustor swirters p43 N83-11042
SWITCHING CIRCUITS
A cost effective approach to design evaluation of
advanced system display switchology
p71 A83-11200
SYMBOLIC PROGRAMMING
Performing literal calculation with a micro-computer —
symbolic calculations applied to aeroelasticity problem
p705 A83-45980
Application of coding methods in development of
symbology for a computer generated topographic display
for Army aviators
[AD-A118142] p38 N83-11124
SYMBOLS
Symbolic pattern matching for target acquisition
p24 A83-11460
Helmet mounted display symbology for helicopter
landing on small ships p 196 A83-16134
SYMMETRY
Turbulent combustor flowfield investigation
p 538 N83-29220
Drag of axisymmetnc cowls at zero incidence for
subsonic Mach numbers
[ESDU-81024] p 664 N83-32760
SYNCHRONISM
Synchrophasing for cabin noise reduction of
propeller-driven airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 83-0717] p 326 A83-28013
SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
EASY5 balanced load simulation of a bang-bang voltage
regulator controlled synchronous generator — of rotor
aircraft p 40 A83-11203
Transient performance of permanent magnet
synchronous motors p 353 A83-27189
SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
Alternative techniques to GPS/NAVSTAR
p513 A83-38937
A review of geostationary satellite alternatives for
retrieving data from long duration balloon flights
p 514 A83-39812
SYNOPTIC MEASUREMENT
Relay balloon — data terminal for long duration synoptic
earth observations p 524 A83-3S811
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SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
Automatic change detection of synthetic aperture radar
imagery p22 A83-11222
Analysis of three hierarchical motion compensation
systems for synthetic aperture radars p 23 A83-11242
SYNTHETIC APERTURES
Constrained optimization of monopulse circular aperture
distribution in the presence of blockage
p259 A83-26835
SYNTHETIC FUELS
Is LH2 the high cost option for aircraft fuel
p349 A83-27215
Development of new combustion chamber technologies
for future alternative combustion fuels
p736 A83-471S3
The impact of petroleum, synthetic and cryogenic fuels
on civil aviation
[FAA-EM-82-29] p 178 N83-14291
Evaluation of synthetic-fuel character effects on
rich-lean stationary gas-turbine combustion systems
Volume 2 Full-scale test program
[DEB3-902337] p 694 NB3-34067
SYNTHETIC RESINS
Characterization and degradation studies on synthetic
polymers for aerospace application
[NASA-CR-172998] p 698 N83-33014
SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
Aircraft systems test requirements analysis
p54 A83-10737
Analysis of systems containing multiple, irregular
sampling p 70 A83-11131
A prototype parallel computer architecture for advanced
avionics applications p 70 A83-11153
NAVSTAR-GPS at sea p 323 AS3-29207
Benefits of integrating GPS and Inertial Navigation
Systems p324 A83-29214
Evaluation of the productivity of an automated system
for the testing of aircraft engines p 338 A83-29277
Improved system reliability through master independent
operation - for Loran C p 672 A63-46956
Avionics built-in-test effectiveness and life cycle cost
[AIAA PAPER 83-2448] p 712 A83-49578
Aerospace safety advisory panel
[NASA-TM-85220] p 248 N83-18697
Models and techniques for evaluating the effectiveness
of aircraft computing systems
[NASA-CR-170229] p 411 N83-24184
Airport and highway noise control, planning and
analysis
[PB83-153692] p 560 N83-28290
Some general topics in the field of engine handling
p 540 N83-29242
Ground/flight correlation on the Alpha-Jet expenmental
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[AIAA PAPER 83-1598] p 399 A83-33361
NDI of fibre reinforced composite materials
p 636 N83-30534
THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS
Recent developments in high temperature coatings for
gas turbine airfoils p 634 A83-42254
Further industrial tests of ceramic thermal barrier
coatings
[NASA-TP2057] p 42 N83-10045
Turbine engine matenals durability research
p 202 N83-12163
THERMAL CYCLING TESTS
Metallurgical instabilities dunng the high temperature low
cycle fatigue of nickel-base superalloys
p224 A83-22019
Effects of extreme aircraft storage and flight
environments on graphite/epoxy p 403 A8333122
Thermal cycling in compact plate fin heat exchangers
— in aircraft gas turbines p 445 A83-34253
Graphite/Larc-160 technology demonstration segment
test results
[NASA-CR-172123] p 637 N83-30539
Evaluation of ceramics tor stator applications Gas
turbine engines interim report Stator fabrication and
evaluation
[NASA-CR-168140] p 637 N83-30662
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION
The toxic nature of gases from the thermal
decomposition of combustible materials — in aircraft
passenger cabins
[RAETRANS-2082] p 553 N83-28118
THERMAL DEGRADATION
Research on aviation fuel instability
[NASA-TM 83420] p 553 N83-28255
THERMAL ENERGY
Apparatus for improving the fuel efficiency of a gas
turbine engine
[NASA-CASE LEW-13142-1] p 748 N83-36029
THERMAL EXPANSION
Processing composite matenals p210 N83-12153
Development of a non-insulated cryogenic strain-gauge
balance
[MTP-82-006U] p402 N83-24520
Designing for tighter engine transients
p540 N83-29243
Component form and manufacture
p635 N83-30529
Unsymmetnc laminated graphite/epoxy composite plate
and beam analysis for determining coefficients of thermal
expansion
[ADA128625] p 765 N83-35416
THERMAL FATIGUE
Metallurgical instabilities during the high temperature low
cycle fatigue of nickel base superalloys
p224 A83-22019
Sonic fatigue of advanced composite panels in thermal
environments p 224 A83-22166
The effect of acoustic-thermal environments on
advanced composite fuselage panels
[AIAA 83-0955] p 357 A83-29857
A unified approach to turbine blade life prediction
[SAE PAPER 821439] p 533 A83-37987
Estimation of the thermal fatigue strength of the blades
of full scale gas-turbine engines p613 A83-41596
THERMAL INSULATION
Thermal behavior and insulation of a cryogenic wind
tunnel
[ONERA. TP NO 1982-89) p 173 A83-18427
THERMAL MAPPING
Thermal infrared pushbroom imagery acquisition and
processing — of NASA's Advanced Land Observing
System p 209 A83-22841
Bo 105 rotor blade influence on the Calipso FLIR in
the mast-mounted observation platform Ophelia
p205 A83-23249
A versatile thermal imager for RPV applications
p610 A83-43720
MI2EX WEST NASA CV 990 flight report
I NASA-TM 85020] p 409 N83-23670
THERMAL NOISE
Effects of thermal noise and interference due to
scatterers on VOR system accuracy p 18 A83-11092
Comparative analysis of a phase and an amplitude
processor lor amplitude monopulse systems
p 431 A83-35192
THERMAL PROTECTION
Structural analysis of Shuttle orbiter penetration tiles
[ AIAA PAPER 83-09141 p 406 A83-32788
Repamng gas turbine hot section airfoils today
[SAE PAPER 821487) p 534 A83-38006
Transient heat-transfer measurement technique in wind
tunnel and data analysis technique using system
identification theory
[AD-A124663) p 424 N83-25669
Air Force technical objective document FY 1984
[AD-A123961] p 487 N83-26783
Silicon-slurry/alumimde coating -- protecting gas turbine
engine vanes and blades
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13343] p 638 N83-31795
THERMAL RESISTANCE
Thermal performance of aircraft polyurethane seat
cushions p294 A83-23849
Nitrogen ceramics in France p 757 A83-48310
THERMAL SHOCK
Strain isolated ceramic coatings
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-223] p 762 A83-48021
THERMAL SIMULATION
New thermal and trajectory model for high-altitude
balloons p 386 A83-32579
THERMAL STABILITY
High temperature stability of pack alummide coatings
onlN38LC p230 A83-21459
Graphite/epoxy material charactenstics and design
techniques for airborne instrument application
p 225 A83-22595
Thermal stability of alternative aircraft fuels
(AIAA PAPER 83-1143] p 470 A83-36243
Development of lightweight, fire retardant, low smoke,
thermally stable, high strength floor paneling Passenger
floor panels
[ NASA CR-167770] p212 N83-13174
Experimental study of the thermal stability of
hydrocarbon fuels
[NASA-CR-168027] p 228 N83-17728
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with
improved fire resistance characteristics Phase 4
Sandwich panel decorative ink development
[NASA-CR 166432] p 296 N83-18851
Development of powder metallurgy Al alloys for high
temperature aircraft structural applications, phase 2
[NASA-CR-165965] p 296 N83-18894
THERMAL STRESSES
Research on the thermomechamcal stress in turbine
disks under thermal manipulations — German thesis
p 337 A83-28667
Simulation of T-38 aircraft student canopy response to
cockpit pressure and thermal loads using MAGMA —
Matenally and Geometrically Nonlinear Analysis
[AIAA 83-0942] p 328 A83-29772
Residual life prediction for jet engine rotor disks at
elevated temperature p 472 A83-33974
Major hot section component salvaged through
advanced repair methods
[SAE PAPER 821489] p 534 A83-38007
Flutter A finite element program for aerodynamic
instability analysis of general shells of revolution with
thermal prestress
[NASA CR 170013] p 288 N83-19756
THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Application of thermochemical modeling to aircraft
interior polymeric materials
[ N ASA CR-169384] p211 N83-12237
THERMOCOUPLES
Accelerated life tests of aircraft thermocouples
p 34 A83-10442
Application of thin film strain gages and thermocouples
for measurement on aircraft engine parts
[AIAA PAPER 83-12921 p 444 A83-36326
Development of advanced high-temperature heat flux
sensors
[NASACR-165618] p 42 N83-10044
Signal transmission via slipnngs and telemetry
p216 N83-12267
Early expenence in using the Cryogenic Test Facility
at RAE Bedford, England p 465 N83-25726
Improving the accuracy of thermocouple temperature
measuring circuits — jet engines
[PNR 90148] p563 N83-29670
THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES
Criteria for optimizing starting cycles for high
performance fighter engines
| AIAA PAPER 83-1127] p 450 A83-36236
Cruise missile propulsion versus commercial airliner
propulsion - Different challenges can produce similar
engine cycles
[AIAA PAPER 83-1176] p 451 A83-36261
Preliminary design engine thermodynamic cycle
selection for advanced fighters
[AIAA PAPER 83-2480) p 745 A83-48343
THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY
The diagnostics of disturbances in components of
turbojet engines with gasdynamics parameter momtonng
p 199 A83-15850
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The entropy efficiency of Wade machines
p162 A83-16953
New thrusts m engine design p 162 A83-17236
Thermodynarnic efficiency of air injection into the radial
clearance of the turbine of a turbojet engine
p614 A83-42139
A comparative study of the Influence of Different means
of turbine coding on gas turbine performance
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-180] P 762 A83-47991
THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
Structure of evaporating and combusting sprays
Measurements and precSctions p 538 N83-29211
THERMOOYNAMIC PROPERTIES
Evaluation of the technical state of aircraft gas-turbine
engines from therrnogasdyrtamic parameters with
allowance for the natural scatter of state parameters
p272 A83-23430
Thermal design of standard avfonic enclosures
[SAE PAPER 820878] P 256 A83-25772
A crtterial approach to estimating the accumulation of
the working medium mass and energy in the gas-air circuit
of gas-turbine engines when analyzing transient regimes
p613 A83-42126
Results from recent NASA tire thermal studies
p360 N83-21401
Improvements in the dynamic simulation of gas
turbines p543 N83-29264
THERMODYNAMICS
The relationship between the aerodynamics of a
combustion chamber and the dynamics of heat release
p273 A83-23446
Aeronautics research and technology program and
specific objectives
[NASA-TM-85163] p176 N83-13059
Energy efficient engine sector combustor rig test
program
[NASA-CR-167913] P 283 N83-19753
Integrally cast low-cost compressor
[AD-A127663] p639 N83-31824
Journal of Engineering Thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AD-A129455] P 770 N83-36988
THERMOELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
Gas turbines for the production of electrical and thermal
energy
[AD-A126182] P 539 N83-29239
THERMOELECTRICITV
Numerical simulation of electrothermal de-rang
systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-0114] p 428 A83-36043
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
Simplified method for nonlinear structural analysis
[NASA-TP-2208] P 703 N83-34372
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Journal of Engineering Thermophysics /selected
articles)
[AD-A129455] p 770 N83-36988
THERMOPLASnCITY
Nonlinear structural and life analyses of a combustor
liner p 65 A83-12764
Multiaxial cyclic thermoplastiaty analysis with
Bessellng's subvolume method p 703 N83-34356
THERMOREQULATION
A mathematical model on the thermal behaviour of an
aircraft cabin — Thesis p 876 A83-46691
THERMOSETTINQ RESINS
Cold-setting adhestves for repair purposes using various
surface preparation methods p210 A83-15874
A new high impact resin system for advanced
composites with 300 F /150 C/ properties
p 222 A83-20429
THICK FILUS
Integration produces small Ku-band altimeter
p529 A83-37820
THICKENERS (MATERIALS)
Rheologjcal behavior of FM-9 solutions and correlation
with flammabdrty test results and Interpretations — fuel
thickening additive p 691 A83-44856
THICKNESS
Further mdustnal tests of ceramic thermal barrier
coatings
[NASA-TP-2057] P 42 N83-10045
Adhesive layer thickness and porosity criteria for bonded
joints
IAD-A129817) P 759 N83-36227
THICKNESS RATIO
Wind-tunnel measurements of the chordwise pressure
distribution and profile drag ol a research airplane model
Incorporating a 1/.percent-thick supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-X-2760] P5 N83-11027
THIN FILMS
Study of fan nose sources through thin film pressure
transducers P<1 A83-12350
Application of Urn film strain gages and thermocouples
for measurement on aircraft engine parts
[AIAA PAPER 83-1292] P 444 A83-36326
A noruntrusive laser interferometer method for
measurement of skin friction p 695 A83-44677
Measurement techniques in turbomachines. ultrathin
transducers applied to measurements in turbomacfunes
p216 N83-12273
A nonintnjsive laser interferometer method for
measurement of skin fricbon
[NASA-TM-84300] p217 N83-12393
Fire resistant films for aircraft applications
[NASA-TM-a4337] p 352 N83-22320
THIN PLATES
Analysis of bonded repairs to damaged fibre composite
structures p 209 A83-13200
The lateral buckling-fracture stability of thin-sheet
structural components with deep cracks
p288 A83-24848
THIN WALLED SHELLS
Problems of the statics and dynamics of modern
engineering structures - Current status and prospects
p213 A83-14726
THIN WALLS
The use of multiple coordinate systems to form stiffness
matrices of thin-walled structures on the basts of hybrid
computational schemes p 354 A83-29283
THIN WINGS
Analytical design of thin-wall wings at the drafting
stage p62 A83-10453
Application of the Carafoli method to the supersonic
flow around a cruciform wing p7 A83-10581
Existence and uniqueness of shock-free transonic flow
past symmetrical thin wings at zero incidence
p 135 A83-17847
Curved liftng-fine theory for thin planar wings
p 189 A83-21024
Embedded flow characteristics of sharp-edged
rectangular wings p 190 A83-22152
The use of multiple coordinate systems to form stiffness
matrices of thin-walled structures on the basis of hybrid
computational schemes p 354 A83-29283
Aerodynamic theory for wing with side edge passing
subsonically through a gust p 375 A83-32977
A study of the motion of thin-section wings of complex
configurations near a solid surface p 375 A83-33005
Improved numerical method for unsteady lifting surfaces
in incompressible flow p 422 A83-36917
On the accuracy of calculating the aerodynamic
charactenstics of thin wings and airfoils by the method
of discrete vortices p 493 A83-37519
Aerodynamic charactenstics of thin wings in a
nonequilibnum hypersonic gas flow p 495 A83-37640
Calculation of three-dimensional transonic flow over thin
body (wing) p662 A83-46499
THIXOTROPY
Investigation of slurry fuel performance for use in a ramjet
propulsor p223 A83-21014
THREAT EVALUATION
Traffic alert and collision avoidance system logic
evaluation Volume 1 Unequipped threat phase
[AD-A118256] p 28 N83-11106
Minimum TCAS 2 threat detection and resolution logic
status p 145 N83-14089
TCAS 2 threat detection and resolution logic testing
p 145 N83-14090
Assessment of survtvability against laser threats The
ASALT-I computer program
[AD-A128472] p 703 N83-34313
THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
Evaluation of a surface panel method coupled with
several boundary layer analyses
[AIAA PAPER 83-0011 ] p 474 A83-36039
Calculation of three-dimensional turbulent boundary
layer on an infinite swept wing p 659 A83-44555
Three-dimensional boundary layers in turbomachines
p 697 A83-47021
Three-dimensional boundary-layer calculations in design
aerodynamics p662 A83-47034
A method for calculating the regime of strong viscous
interaction on a delta wing p 716 A83-48664
Calculation of damping derivatives tor arbitrary
3-dimensional bodies using Newtonian impact theory
[NAL-TR-722] p 244 N83-18660
Wall Interference in Wind Tunnels
[AD-A124122] p 347 N83-2O957
THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
The far field ol an airfoil p7 A83-10573
A half-wing near a wall at high angles of attack in a
pulsed flow
[AAAF PAPER NT 81-12] p8 A83-11773
A numerical simulation of three-dimensional transonic
flows of compressible perfect fluids around aircraft by use
of the finite element and least squares methods
[AAAF PAPER NT 81-23] p 64 A83-11779
Some recent applications of high-lift computational
methods at Boeing p 178 A83-15313
Three-dimensional Euler equation simulation of
propeller-wing interaction in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-0238] p 132 A83-16603
Flow simulations for general nacelle configurations using
Euter equations
[AIAA PAPER 83-0539] p 134 A83-16775
Investigations on the effects of discrete wingtipjets
[AIAA PAPER 83-0546] p 134 A83-16781
A three-dimensional hypersonic gas flow over a slender
wing p135 A83-17412
Three-dimensional Euler solutions for long-duct
nacelles
[AIAA PAPER 834089] p 136 A83-17905
Boundary layer calculations in the inverse mode for
incompressible flows over infinite swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 83-0454] p 137 A83-19590
Unsteady transonic flow over wings including
invtsctd/viscous interaction p 190 A83-22132
Analysis of aero-optic interface phenomena
p 190 A83-22588
A transonic quast-3D analysis for gas turbine engines
including split-flow capability for turbofans
p 190 A83-22647
Three dimensional holographic flow visualization
p299 A83-26420
Aerodynamic optimization theory of A 3-D axial-flow
rotor-blading via optimal control p 418 A83-35839
Row measurements within rotating stall cells in single
and multistage axial-flow compressors
p419 A83-35873
Numerical calculations ol time dependent
three-dimensional viscous flows in a blade passage with
tip clearance
[AIAA PAPER 83-1171] p 420 A83-36258
Progress toward the analysis of complex propulsion
installation flow phenomenon
[AIAA PAPER 83-1367] p 421 A83-36363
Three-dimensional compressible viscous analysis of
mixer nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 83-1401] p 422 A83-36391
Row over a bicomc configuration with an afterbody
compression flap - A comparative numencal study
[AIAA PAPER 83-1668] p 491 A83-37179
A supersonic velocity field in the region of interference
between a wing and a body having a common apex
p 495 A83-37802
Calculation of a turbulent boundary layer of an
incompressible fluid over swept wings of large aspect
ratios p 495 A83-37803
Some recent applications of XTRAN3S — time marching
finite difference code for solution of three-dimensional
transonic small perturbation flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-1811] p 497 A83-38644
Aerodynamic design for improved maneuverability by the
use of three-dimensional transonic theory
[AIAA PAPER 83-1859] p 521 A83-38686
An expenence in mesh generation for three-dimensional
calculation of potential flow around a rotating propeller
p 501 A83-38798
Numerical generation of composite three dimensional
gnds by quasilinear elliptic systems p 569 A83-38804
Computational technique for three-dimensional
compressible flow past wings at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 83-2078] p 578 A83-41912
A gnd overlapping scheme for flowfield computations
about multicomponent configurations
p 581 A83-43443
A nonintrusrve laser interferometer method for
measurement of skin friction p 695 A83-44677
Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional potential
flow around a propeller p 660 A83-45577
Calculation of three-dimensional transonic flow over thin
body (wing) p662 A83-46499
Wind tunnel investigations of some three-dimensional
separated turbulent boundary layers
p662 A83-47019
Negative incidence flow over a turbine rotor blade
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-23] p713 A83-47888
A Navier-Stokes analysis of three-dimensional turbulent
flows inside turbine blade rows at design and off-design
conditions
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-40] p 713 A83-47900
Performance evaluation of centrifugal compressor
impellers using three-dimensional viscous flow
calculations
[ASME PAPER 63-GJ-62] p 714 A83-47918
The impact of three-dimensional analysis on fan design
— for turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-136] p 740 A83-47963
Three dimensional imnsad computation of an impeller
flow
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-210] p714 A83-48011
Chemical equilibrium laminar or turbulent
three-dimensional viscous shock-layer flows
p715 A83-48133
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Calculation of potential flow about arbitrary three
dimensional wings using Internal singularity distributions
p715 A83-48143
Calculation of three dimensional unsteady transonic flow
around rotor blades
[MBB-UD-353] p 10 NB3-10021
Evaluation Report AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel
Symposium on Fluid Dynamics of Jets with Application
to V/STOL
[AGARD-AR-187) p 67 N83-10403
Recent experiences with three-dimensional transonic
potential flow calculations
[NASA-TM-78733] p 12 N83-11072
Digital simulation of transonic 3-dimenslonal flows of
perfect compressible flows around aircraft by the methods
of finite elements and of least squares
[PB82-213448] p 33 N83-11122
An aerodynamic design method for transonic axial flow
compressor stage
[AD-A118278 J p44 N83-11132
A nonlntrusive laser interferometer method for
measurement of skin friction
[NASA-TM-84300] p 217 N83-12393
Tndimensional computation of the flow in helicopter air
intakes
[PB82-204512] p 194 N83-13093
A study of optimum cowl shapes and flow port locations
for minimum drag with effective engine cooling, volume
2
[NASA-CR-159380) p 191 N83-16289
A study of the flow around a slotted flap end
[BU-279] p192 N83-16308
Calculation of 3D unsteady transonic flow around rotor
blades p 193 N83-17474
Introduction to film cooling, three dimensional film
cooling, curvature effects and film cooling
p 301 N83-18731
Numerical simulation of transonic flutter of a supercritical
wing
[NAL-TR-726T] p 288 N83-18743
Instrumentation requirements for assessing occupant
response to three dimensional high acceleration
environments p 302 N83-19434
The phenomenon of dynamic stall
p314 N83-20896
A method for determining wall-interference corrections
in solid-wall tunnels from measurements of static pressure
at the walls p 347 N83-20958
Row properties of slotted-wall test sections
p347 N83-20963
Three-dimensional wall corrections for ventilated wind
tunnels ' p348 N83-20965
Aeroelastic loads prediction for an arrow wing Task
3 Evaluation of the Boeing three-dimensional
leading-edge vortex code
[NASA-CR-3642] p 377 N83-24479
Some recent applications of XTRAN3S
[NASA-TM-85641] p 426 N83-26815
On issues concerning flow separation and vortical flows
in 3 dimensions
[NASA-TM-84374] p 504 N83-27961
Experimental and analytical studies of a true airspeed
sensor
[N ASA-CR-165704] p 530 N83-27989
Analytical calculation of a single jet in cross-flow and
comparison with experiment p 538 N83-29219
Test facility for basic research on distortion
p542 N83-29258
An experimental study Into the scaling of an
unswept-sharp-fln-generated shock/turbulent boundary
layer interaction
[AD-A126919] p 645 N83-30967
Transonic and subsonic compressors —
three-dimensional flow p 703 N83-34B36
Combined direct/inverse three-dimensional transonic
wing design
[AD-A12S573] p 718 N83^ 6006
THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION
Interception in three dimensions - An energy
formulation
[AIAA PAPER 83-2121] p 597 A83-41946
Added fluid mass and the equations of motion of a
parachute p 715 A83-48145
Development of a three-dimensional adaptive wall test
section with perforated walls p 349 N83-20973
THRESHOLDS
Fatigue threshold and short crack significance for
aircraft
[NLR-MP-82007-U] p 234 N83-17902
THROATS
Construction and test of flexible walls for the throat of
the ILR high-speed wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-77005] p 293 N83-18771
THROTTLING
Calculation of the flow rate charactenstic of a
jet-throttling hydraulic distnbutor with allowance for the
election properties of a tube-plate system
p598 A83-42128
Investigation of F/A-18A engine throttle usage and
parametnc sensitivities
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-64] p 738 A83-47919
The aerodynamic performance of several flow control
devices for internal flow systems
[NASA-TP-1972] p 221 N83-17560
Designing for fighter engine transients
p540 N83-29243
The criteria used for assessing acceptable engine
handling on UK military aircraft p 540 N83-29244
Handling combat engines The pilots viewpoint -- Mirage
2000 aircraft p 540 N83-29247
Flight test expenence on military aircraft engine
handling p 541 N83-29248
THRUST
Aerodynamic performance of a fan stage utilizing
variable inlet guide vanes (VIGV's) for thrust modulation
- subsonic V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1162] p 660 A83-45508
Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a 60
deg delta wing with leading edge devices
[NASA-CR-165923] p 246 N83-19714
A simple propulsion system model for the simulation
of nonlinear dynamic thrust response
[NASA-TM-77053] p 393 N83-23310
Aerodynamic performance of a fan stage utilizing
Variable Inlet Guide Vanes (VIGVs) for thrust modulation
— subsonic V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-83438] p 504 N83-27957
Simplified forms of performance equations
[ESDU-80032] p677 N83-32788
THRUST AUGMENTATION
Progress towards a theory of jet flap thrust recovery
[AIM PAPER 83-0079] p 153 A83-19579
Theory of resistance interference of airfoil wings and
engine exhaust p 188 A83-19667
Investigation of possible LTA craft application to solve
national economy problems p317 A83-28194
Preliminary investigation on the performance of
regenerative turbofan with inter-cooled compressor and
its Influence to aircraft p 446 A83-35830
Entrainment and mixing in thrust augmenting ejectors
[AIM PAPER 83-0172] p419 A83-36046
Development of thrust augmentation technology for the
Pegasus vectored thrust engine
[SAE PAPER 821390] p 532 A83-37966
Gnd generation by elliptic partial differential equations
for a tn-element Augmentor-Wmg airfoil
p502 A83-38803
The feasibility of water injection into the turbine coolant
to permit gas turbine contingency power for helicopter
application
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-66] p 536 A83-39993
Experimental investigation of thrust augmenting ejectors
using vane excited pnmary jets
[AD-A120424] p 167 N83-15313
Proceedings Ejector Workshop for Aerospace
Applications
[AD-A124264] p 395 N83-24510
A new approach to reheat control
p 543 N83-29268
THRUST BEARINGS
Tapered roller beanngs for turbine engines
p 641 A83-42559
THRUST CONTROL
Increasing flight safety under shear wind conditions by
modifying thrust regulation systems and existing cockpit
instrumentation
[DGLR PAPER 82-033] p 284 A83-24159
Axisymmetnc nose inlet effects on supersonic airloads
p503 A83-40008
Complex optimization of engine systems for spacecraft
control — Russian book on low thrust propulsion control
p755 A83-48248
Aircraft thrust/power management can save defense
fuel, reduce engine maintenance costs, and improve
readiness
[GAO/PLRD-82-74] p 139 N83-14074
Handling combat engines The pilots viewpoint — Mirage
2000 aircraft p 540 N83-29247
Deterioration in service of engine transient behaviour
p542 N83-29256
A new approach to reheat control
p543 N83-29268
Aerodynamic ejectors in the UK
[BAE-KRS-N-GEN-243] p 607 NS3-31594
THRUST DISTRIBUTION
Study of supersonic wings employing the attainable
leading-edge thrust concept
[NASA-CR-3637] p 180 N83-13073
THRUST LOADS
Power turbine dynamics - An evaluation of a
shear-mounted elastomeric damper
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-228] p 763 A83-48025
THRUST MEASUREMENT
The MCA method, a flight test technique to determine
the thrust of jet aircraft in flight — Mass Consumption
Acceleration p 202 A83-19661
Extracting the comprehensive charactenstics in terms
of similar parameters from flight test
p675 A83-44570
Approximate parametnc method for propeller thrust
estimation
[ESDU-83001] p664 N83-32769
THRUST REVERSAL
Thrust reversing effects on honzontal tail effectiveness
of twin-engine fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-0088] p 149 A83-16512
Effects of spanwise blowing and reverse thrust on fighter
low-speed aerodynamics p 136 A83-18410
Thrust reverser exhaust plume remgestion tests for a
STOL fighter model
[AIM PAPER 83-1229] p 452 A83-36293
Results of tests of a rectangular vectonng/reversing
nozzle on an F100 engine
[AIM PAPER 83-1285] p 454 A83-36322
Advanced technology exhaust nozzle development
[AIAA PAPER 83-1286] p 496 A83-38080
Thrust reverser effects on the tail surface aerodynamics
of an F-18 type configuration
[AIM PAPER 83-1860] p 500 A83-38687
Exhaust nozzle concepts for STOL tactical aircraft
[AIM PAPER 83-1228] p 523 A83-39102
Wind tunnel evaluation of tactical aircraft stability and
control as affected by nozzle thrust reverser parameter
vacations
[AIM PAPER 83-1228] p 545 A83-39103
Expenmental investigation of a model of the internal
exhaust gas mixer configuration of a turbofan engine in
the reverse-thrust mode p 614 A83-42146
Thrust performance of a vanable-geometry, divergent
exhaust nozzle on a turbojet engine at altitude
[NASA-TP-2171] p459 N83-26839
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
Microwave measurements for an attitude reference
system design — thrust vector controlled escape
systems p 196 A83-15438
Tnmmmg high lift for STOL fighters
[AIM PAPER 83-0168] p 168 A83-16566
Effects of spanwise blowing and reverse thrust on fighter
low-speed aerodynamics p 136 A83-18410
Aircraft maneuver mechanics with turning of the
power-plant thrust vector p216 A83-22076
Internal performance prediction for advanced exhaust
systems — for tactical aircraft p211 A83-22156
Compact installation for testing vectored-thrust
engines p218 A83-22158
Preliminary report on the engineenng development of
the Magnus Aerospace Corp LTA 20-1 heavy-lift aircraft
p327 A83-28193
Vectored thrust afterbody nozzles for future combat
aircraft p 448 A83-35859
Indoctrination of Navy test pilots to vectored thrust flight
in the X-22A in-flight simulator
[AIAA PAPER 83-1076] p 436 A83-36205
STOL wind tunnel test results for a tactical
supercruiser
[AIM PAPER 83-1224] p 420 A83-36291
A high speed wind tunnel test evaluation of STOL
dedicated advanced exhaust nozzle concepts
[AIM PAPER 83-1225] p 421 A83-36292
Results of tests of a rectangular vectonng/reversing
nozzle on an F100 engine
[AIM PAPER 83-1285] p 454 A83-36322
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On the propulsion system ol the NAL quiet STOL
research aircraft p446 A83-35831
Expenmental wing and canard jet-Hap aerodynamics
(AIAA PAPER 83-00811 p 715 A83-48211
STOL attack aircraft design based on an upper surface
blowing concept
I AIAA PAPER 83-2535) p 729 A83-48369
An interterometnc investigation ol the near design point
flow over supercritical aerofoil BGK-1
(ARL/AERO-NOTE-4051 p 10 N83-11057
A flight test evaluation and analytical study of the
Ball-Bartoa letwing propulsive lift concept without elector
(AD-A121733) p 332 N83-20938
Jet scaling effects in a USB propulsive lift
configuration p 662 N83-32744
UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAPS
Wind tunnel investigation of an upper surface blown-flap
half model of the NALSTOL research aircraft
INAL-TR-734] p 245 N83-18674
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Planning intra-airpon transportation - A framework for
decision making
IAIAA PAPER 83-1585) P 399 A83-33356
URBAN PLANNING
Transportation Energy Conservation Through Land Use
Planning
(PB83-148387) P 475 N83-25919
URBAN TRANSPORTATION
Rotorcraft air transportation p 251 N83-20834
Transportation Energy Conservation Through Land Use
Planning
(PB83-148387) P 475 N83-25919
Assessment of Houston Airport WEDway Automated
Transit System
(PB83-210443) P754 N83-36042
USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS)
Airport landside Volume 2 The Airport Landside
Simulation Model (ALSIM) description and users guide
[AD-A117600I p56 N83-10084
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model, version 3 Volume 2
Program user's guide and appendices
[AD-A 118390] p 16 N83-11099
A user's manual for a computer program to predict
fatigue crack growth on flight-by-flighl basis (FLTGRO)
(AD-A 1189651 p 184 N83-14531
Aircraft noise prediction program user's manual
(NASA-TM-84486) p 190 N83-161SO
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant
in a crash environment Volume 2 Program SOM-LA
user manual
[FAA-CT-82-33-2-VOL-2) p319 N83-22172
Non-intrusive parameter identification procedure user's
guide
(NASA-CR-170398] p 397 N83-23318
The remote link unit A demonstration of operational
performance Part 2 User's manual
[AD-A124620] p 476 N83-25938
Interactive input for the QUICK geometry system User's
manual
[NASA-TM 81933) p 582 N83-30388
The TOPSY guide Transient tunnel operating, data
acquisition and processing system User's and
programmer's guides
[OUEL-1462/83] p 632 N83-31610
USER REQUIREMENTS
Aircraft systems test requirements analysis
p54 A83-10737
Operator influences on aircraft design
p204 A83-21032
Airline requirements for future civil transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2501] p 719 A83-48354
Software development Design and reality
p363 N83-22114
A UK NATS view of the air traffic management
requirements in the next decade p 325 N83-22178
The airline facing the present cnsis
p 320 N83-221BO
Air traffic services in Portugal p 325 N83-22182
Modular Airborne Remote Sampling and Sensing
System (MARSSS)
(DE82-005691) p 410 N83-25226
Status, trends and implications of carbon fiber material
use
[PB83-147751] p 471 N83-26934
Flight and simulation test analysis system
(AO-A125614J p528 N83-27986
UTILITY AIRCRAFT
Development trend in general aviation
[DGLR PAPER 82-026] p 242 A83-24153
The consideration of operational aspects for
utility-/commuter aircraft, taking into account the example
of the Dormer 228
(DGLR PAPER 82-047] p 247 A83-24171
Offshore helicopter operations - Gulf of Mexico
(SAE PAPER 821366] p 507 AB3-37960
Applications and market potentials for the light utility
airship concept
[AIAA PAPER 83-1975] p 489 A83-38908
Commonality potential ol future public service
helicopters and Army light utility helicopters
[AIAA PAPER 83-2553] p 720 A83-49593
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
Digital engine control lor V/STOL and V/TOL aircraft
p 40 A83-10871
Monogram for take-off performance ol the V/STOL
airplane p30 A83-12665
Recent progress in V/STOL technology
p3 A83-12852
Airframe effects on a top-mounted fighter inlet system
p 177 A83-13166
V/STOL - A practical weapon system
p 127 A83-18808
Military propulsion technology II - Supersonic V/STOL
technology shapes up p 163 A83-18949
CTOL. STOAL, V/STOL - An operational comparison
for forward deployed CVNs p 196 A83-22157
Compact installation for testing vectored-thrust
engines p218 A83-22158
Some fatigue of advanced composite panels in thermal
environments p 224 A83-22166
Effect of variable guide vanes on the performance of
a high-bypass turbofan engine p 274 A83-24028
Thermal design of integrated anomc racks for aircraft
(SAE PAPER 820871] p 263 A83-25770
Zero-length inlets for subsonic V/STOL aircraft
p312 A83-29012
Development and validation of the V/STOL
aerodynamics and stability and control manual
p312 A83-29020
Type A V/STOL - One aircraft for all support
missions? p 386 A83-32580
The history of V/STOL aircraft. II p 372 A83-33097
The history of V/STOL aircraft p435 A83-36074
Comparison of an experience with full authority digital
engine controls in rotary wing and let-lift VSTOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1241] p 454 A83-36304
V/STOL status from the engine technology viewpoint
p458 A83-36912
Supersonic STOVL research aircraft
|SAE PAPER 821375) pSI7 A83-37965
Hover and transition flight performance of a twin
tilt-nacelle V/STOL configuration
[AIAA PAPER 83-1824] p 520 A83-38656
V/STOL from the propulsion viewpoint (7th Sir Sydney
Camm Memonal Lecture) p 535 A83-38869
Status of the development of handling cntena for VSTOL
transition
[AIAA PAPER 83-2103] p 624 A83-41932
V/STOL.STOL.CTOL compansons
[SAWE PAPER 1499] p 603 A83-43759
Aerodynamic performance of a fan stage utilizing
vanable inlet guide vanes (VIGVs) for thrust modulation
... subsonic V/STOL aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 83-1162] p 660 A83-455C8
Inlet-fan flow field computation
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-41 ] p713 A83-47901
A design study of a reaction control system for a V/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-199] p 743 A83-48002
Aerodynamics propulsion and longitudinal control
requirements for a tilt-nacelle V/STOL with control vanes
submerged in the nacelle slipstream
(AIAA PAPER 83-2513] p 728 A83-48357
A new ejector concept for V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2514) p 745 A83-48358
Bucking the current -- electric actuators for V/STOL
aircraft P 729 A83-48887
An overview of V/STOL aircraft development
[AIAA PAPER 83-2491 ] p 731 A83-49584
Characteristics ol the ground vortex developed by
various V/STOL |ets at forward speeds
(AIAA PAPER 83-2494] p 717 A83-49585
Wind tunnel tests of a zero length, slotted-lip engine
air inlet for a fixed nacelle V/STOL aircraft
(NASA-TM-82939] p 9 N83-10019
Status ol VTOL and VSTOL flying qualities criteria
development Where are we and where are we going?
p 49 N83-10056
Evaluation Report AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel
Symposium on Fluid Dynamics of Jets with Application
to V/STOL
[AGARD-AR-187] p 67 N83-10403
Research and development of lrft-|et engine, 1 — v/stol
aircraft
[NALTR-699] p 200 N83-12084
Ames Research Center overview p 243 N83-20831
The YAV-8B simulation and modeling Volume 1
Aircraft description and program summary
[NASA-CR-170397] p 333 N83-22193
The YAV-8B simulation and modeling Volume 2
Program listing
[NASA-CR-170397] p 333 N83-22194
Venfication testing of an AH-1S Wire Strike Protection
System (WSPS)
[AD-A123168] p 429 N83-25684
An assessment of factors affecting prediction of
near-field development of a subsonic VSTOL jet in
cross-flow
(AD-A 124583) p 441 N83-25699
Advances in ejector technology- A tribute to Hans von
Chain's vision p 477 N83-26805
Aircraft aerodynamic prediction method for V/STOL
transition including flow separation
(NASA-CR-166467] p 426 N83-26818
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VACUUM APPARATUS SUBJECTINDEX
Aerodynamic performance of a fan stage utilizing
Variable Inlet Guide Vanes (VIGVs) for thrust modulation
- subsonic WSTOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-83438] p 504 N83-27957
V/STOL fountain force coefficient
[AD-A126261] p 528 N83-29200
V/STOL propulsion control analysis Phase 2, task
5-9
[NASA-CR-165523) p 684 N83-32804
Short takeoff performance using a gravity assist ski
lump
[AD-A126456] p 679 N83-33879
VACUUM APPARATUS
A study of hypersonic low-density gas flows in
low-pressure blowdown wind tunnels using pressure
tanks p373 A83-30680
VACUUM FURNACES
Isothermal gradient heat-pipes space furnace (500 to
1000 deg C) p 633 N83-31659
VACUUM TUBES
Vacuum fluorescent tubes p 611 N83-30422
VALUE ENGINEERING
Life cycle cost management - An engineer's view
[AIAA PAPER 83-2451 ] p 770 A83-48334
Flight testing operations procedure
[AD-A116984] p 26 N83-10030
VALVES
Preliminary engineering study Quick opening valve
MSFC high Reynolds number wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-1708451 p 632 N83-31612
Preliminary engmeenng study quick opening valve MSFC
high Reynolds number wind tunnel (study report
appendices)
(NASA-CR-1708491 p 690 N83-33906
VANELESS OIFFUSERS
Alternative vaneless diffusers and collecting volutes for
turbocharger compressors
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-32) p 760 A83-47894
Distinction between different types of impeller and
diffuser rotating stall in a centrifugal compressor with
vaneless diffuser
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-61) p 714 A83-47917
VANES
Evaluation of air-cooled Si3N4 vanes
p 224 A83-22263
Vane camber and angle of incidence effects in tan noise
generation
[AIAA PAPER 83-0766] p 280 A83-25956
The effect of variation of diffuser design on the
performance of centnfugal compressors
P448 A83-35866
Structural response due to blade vane interaction
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-133) p 740 A83-47960
Developments in air cooling of gas turbine vanes and
blades
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-160) p 742 A83-47984
NASA LeRC/Akron University Graduate Cooperative
Fellowship Program and Graduate Student Researchers
Program
[NASA-CR-167943) p 74 N83-10970
Measured and calculated wall temperatures on
air-cooled turbine vanes with boundary layer transition
[NASA-TM-83030] p 183 N83-14432
Erosion of protective compressor coatings
[NLR-MP-87067-U] p 228 N83-17716
Flight flutter testing with emphasis on the tip vane
method p 628 N83-30381
Stagnation region gas film cooling Effects of
dimensionless coolant temperature
[NASA-CR-168197] p 645 N83-30960
VAPOR DEPOSITION
The corrosion resistance of protective coatings
P223 A83-21454
VAPOR PRESSURE
A rapid method for determining the initial boiling point
and the saturated-vapor pressure of petroleum products
— jet fuel tests in railroad tank cars p 229 A83-20962
Thermodynamics of organic compounds
[AO-A125022) p 483 N83-27895
VAPORIZERS
Increasing the combustion efficiency of fuel in an
air-heating chamber operating on a prevaponzed fuel
P614 A83-42151
The Rolls-Royce annular vaporizer combustor
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-49] p 738 A83-47908
VAPORIZING
Fuel vaponzation effects p 553 N83-29214
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
Full Authority Digital Electronic Control (FAOEC) -
Augmented Tighter engine demonstration
[SAE PAPER 821371) p 532 A83-37963
Development of a compact real-time turbofan engine
dynamic simulation
(SAE PAPER 821401! p 533 A83-37974
Full-authority fault-tolerant electronic engine control
system for variable cycle engines
[AD-A121746] p 359 N83-21357
Contracts, grants and funding summary of supersonic
cruise research and vanable-cycle engine technology
programs, 1972-1982
[NASA-TM-85650] p 666 NS3-33848
Advanced digital controller development program, task
1
[AD-A129269] p 749 N83-36034
VARIABLE MASS SYSTEMS
VTOL aircraft stability p 45 A83-10577
General basic concepts for a trajectory simulation of a
guided missile
[PML-1981-36] p221 N83-17574
VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS
Approximate parametric method for propeller thrust
estimation
[ESDU-83001] p664 N83-32769
VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
Variable sweep wing design
[AIAA PAPER 83-1051 ] p 438 A83-36461
Application of slender wing benefits to military aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2566] p717 A83-49596
A wind-tunnel investigation of the application of the
NASA supercntical airfoil to a vanable-wing-sweep fighter
airplane
[NASA-TM-X-2759] pS N83-11028
Stability and control charactenstics at Mach numbers
1 60 to 2 88 of a variable-sweep Tighter configuration with
supercntical atrioil sections — Langley unitary plan wind
tunnel tests
[NASA TM-X-2284] p 52 NS3-11141
Application of variable-sweep wings to commuter
aircraft
[NASA-CR-166067] p 265 N83-18713
VATOL AIRCRAFT
Piloted simulation of hover and transition of a vertical
attitude takeoff and landing aircraft p516 A83-37064
VECTOR ANALYSIS
Orbit prediction for IRAS using vector and analytic
techniques — Infra-Red Astronomical Satellite
(IAF PAPER 83-315) p 755 A83-47338
VECTORS (MATHEMATICS)
Structural model tuning via vector optimization
[AD-A124791) p477 N83-26103
VEHICLES
A structural-ceramic research program A preliminary
economic analysis
[DE83-014263] p 766 N83-36499
VELOCITY
Flutter prediction in forward swept wings by assumed
modes and strip theory
[AD-A124715] p 461 N83-25719
Fuel conservation evaluation of US Army helicopters
Parts UH-1H flight testing
[AD-A125667] p 527 N83-27985
VELOCITY COUPLING
Velocity coupling A new concept for hover and axial
flow wake analysis and design p 193 N83-17478
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Instantaneous turbulence profiles in the wake of an
oscillating airfoil p 312 A83-28951
The performance of an annular vane swirier — to aid
in modeling gas turbine combustor flowfields and swirling
confined flow turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 83-1326] p 455 A83-36340
A supersonic velocity field in the region of interference
between a wing and a body having a common apex
p 495 A83-37802
Determination of full pressure losses in stepped annular
diffusers with rectilinear outer walls and a uniform velocity
field at the inlet
 P613 A83-42130
Prediction of boundary-layer characteristics of an
oscillating airfoil p 660 A83-46435
Prediction and expenmental verification of the velocity
fields of a rotor during hovering p 193 N83-17477
Analytical modeling of operating charactenstics of
premixing-prevaponzmg fuel-air mixing passages
p 537 N83-29209
Fuel spray diagnostics p 538 N83-29212
Dilution jet experiments in compact combustor
configurations p 538 N83-29218
Strong winds in the atmosphere boundary layer Part
1 Mean hourly wind speeds -- wind loads on buildings
and structures
[ESDU-82026-AMEND-A] p 700 N83-33209
VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Concerning the measurement of aircraft acceleration
p 158 A83-16876
Minimum contact magnetic sensing of turbine blade
speed p391 A83-30175
A version of a single-beam laser time-of-flight method
for measunng flight velocity p 557 A83-37642
Direct aircraft velocity determination by L-band moving
target detector radar
[AD-A117512] p27 N83-10031
Velocity perturbation of a fryer approaching a ngid
impermeable bamer and the transmitted pressure pulse
[DE83-007770] p 632 N83-30443
VENTILATION
Proceedings of the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel
Specialists Meeting on Wall Interference in Wind
Tunnels
[AGARD-AR-190] p 550 N83-29277
Wind-tunnel research of flowfields within naturally
ventilated rooms of simple geometry
[DE83-008110] p644 N83-30813
VENTILATION FANS
Expenmental research on the design of highly loaded
axial fans — German thesis p 493 A83-37498
VENTS
Computer studies of ACV heave performance as a
function of vent valve control parameters
p 460 A83-34854
VENTURI TUBES
A vortex ventun tor reverting antimisting fuel
properties
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-137) p 741 A83-47964
VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
Significant events in low-level flow conditions hazardous
to aircraft
[NASA-TM-82522] p410 N83-25268
VERTICAL FLIGHT
Vertical seeking ejection seat boosts pilots odds
p525 A83-40305
Optimal symmetnc flight with an intermediate vehicle
model
[AIAA PAPER 83-2238] p 596 A83-41715
Vertical flight path and speed control autopilot design
using total energy pnnciples
(AIAA PAPER 83-2239) p 622 A83-41716
Application of optimal control synthesis to integrated
vertical flight path and airspeed control for an advanced
fighter
[AIAA PAPER 83-2560] p 751 A83-49594
Computer programs for generation and evaluation of
near-optimum vertical flight profiles
[NASA-CR-3688] p 389 N83-24500
VERTICAL LANDING
US Navy STOVL - Waiting in the wings
p 153 A83-19450
A visual technology research simulator for Vertical Take
Off and Landing (VTOL)
(AD-A115626) p 207 N83-12103
VERTICAL ORIENTATION
Vertical accelerations of a large aircraft during landing
and taxiing
(NLR-TR-62001-U) p 389 N83-23298
Investigation of a third order baro-damped verticle
channel of INS
[AD-A124882] p 432 N83-26828
Advanced composite vertical stabilizer for DC-10
transport aircraft
(NASA-CR-172780] p 607 N83-31595
On the prediction of the lateral/directional
characteristics of distnbuted jet STOL configurations
[AO-A128902] p 688 N83-33905
VERTICAL TAKEOFF
Ames expands rotorcraft capability
P173 A83-18273
Aerodynamic ejectors in the UK
[BAE-KRS-N-GEN-243] p 607 N83-31594
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
VTOL aircraft stability p 45 A83-10577
A remote augmentor lift system with a turbine bypass
engine p 163 A83-19595
Aircraft maneuver mechanics with turning of the
power-plant thrust vector p216 A83-22076
Entramment and mixing in thrust augmenting ejectors
[AIAA PAPER 83-0172] p419 A83-36046
Surface pressures induced on a flat plate with in-line
and side-by-side dual jet configurations
[AIAA PAPER 83-1849) p 500 A83-38677
New concept for low cost VTOL cargo delivery
capability
[AIAA PAPER 83-2207] p 584 A83-41691
Hovenng limit cycles - A man-in-the-loop approach
[AIAA PAPER 83-2232) p621 A83-41710
Supersonic V/STOL - Tandem fan concepts
[AIAA PAPER 83-2567] p 746 A83-49597
Research and development of lift-jet engine, 2
[NAL-TR-700] p 200 N83-12085
A remote augmentor lift system with a turbine bypass
engine
[NASA-TM-82932] p 200 N83-12087
A visual technology research simulator for Vertical Take
Off and Landing (VTOL)
IAD-A115626) p 207 N83-12103
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SUBJECTINDEX VIBRATION TESTS
Conceptual design, evaluation and
identification for Remote Augmented Propulsive Lift
Systems (RALS) with ejectors for VTOL aircraft
[NASA-CH-167906] p 202 N83-13103
Cntena for handling qualities of military aircraft
[AD-A124222] p 217 N83-17555
Viscous flowfields induced by three-dimensional lift jets
in ground effect
[AO-A121026] p 301 NB3-18062
Proceedings Ejector Workshop for Aerospace
Applications
[AD-A124264] p 395 N83-24510
A preliminary assessment of helicopter/VSTOL handling
qualities specifications
[AD-A124667] p 461 N83-2S716
V/STOL fountain force coefficient
[AD-A126261] p 528 NB3-29200
VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
Multiple diffraction effects in VHP propagation
p 182 A63-18725
A rapid-tuning high-power pod-mounted VHP antenna
system p 430 A83-35088
The performance of VHF and UHF aenals mounted on
carbon fiber composite materials p 560 N83-28092
VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
A Differential Omega/VLF Navigator
p 254 A83-24856
VESTS
Ejection seat-mounted crewmember restraint integrated
with survival vest and flotation
[AD-A126859] p 585 N83-30399
VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
Effects of thermal noise and interference due to
scatterers on VOR system accuracy p 18 A83-11092
Effects of finite wire scatterers in the field of VOR
p 144 A83-19039
Simple integrated navigation systems
p 256 A83-24873
Technical and operational evaluation of wide-area
coverage navigation systems in the continental United
States p 321 AB3-28594
VOR/DME automated station selection algorithm
p 321 A83-28597
VOR area navigation - Techniques and results
p 323 AS3-29205
A theoretical framework for analysis of lateral position
errors in VOR jet-route systems p 431 A83-35273
LORAN-C nonprecision approaches in the northeast
corridor
[FAA-RD-82-78] p 515 N83-29192
VHSIC (CIRCUITS)
Multiscenano imaging sensor autoprocessor—for target
recognition p22 AB3-11224
VIBRATION
Parametncally excited vibrations in theory and practice
p407 A83-32961
Rnite element prediction of damping in beams with
constrained viscoelastic layers p 66 N83-10223
Bending-torsion flutter of a highly swept advanced
turboprop
[NASA-TM-82975] p 68 N83-11514
Rotordynamic instability field problems
p 186 N83-15630
Field experiences with rub induced instabilities in
turbomachinery p 186 N83-15631
Analysis of a turbine rotor containing a transverse crack
at Oak Creek Unit 17 p 186 N83-15632
Shaft vibrations in turbomachinery excited by cracks
p 187 N83-15635
Rotor vibration caused by external excitation and rub
p 187 N83-15637
Vibration and destabilizing effects of floating ring seals
in compressors p 187 N83-15642
Vibration in turtjomachinery A bibliography of research
reports (1966-1981)
[CUED/A-TURBO-TR-109] p 301 N83-19129
Feed-pump hydraulic performance and design
improvement Phase 1 Research program design, volume
1
[DE82-903116] p 303 N83-20165
Computer control and activation of
srx-degree-of-freedom simulator
[AD-A126126] p 549 N83-28010
Modification of flight vehicle vibration modes to account
for design changes p607 N83-30790
Interior noise and vibration measurements on
operational military helicopters and comparisons with
various nde quality cntena
[NASA-TM-84664] p 653 N83-32518
Activities of the Institute of Sound and Vibration
Research p 707 N83-33687
VIBRATION DAMPING
Analysis and flight data for a drone aircraft with active
flutter suppression p 29 A83-10192
On the damping effect of sloshing fluid on flexible rotor
systems
[ASME PAPER 82-OET-140] p 65 ASS-12783
The effect of aerodynamic coupling between the blades
of a cascade on the aerodynamic damping of blade
vibrations and the onset of blading flutter
p 182 A83-19312
Bending vibrational behavior of laminated rotors —
German thesis P 182 A83-19620
Flight test results of an active flutter suppression
system p 216 A83-22164
Friction damping of flutter in gas turbine engine airfoils
p 274 A83-24038
Stochastic control and identification enhancement for
the flutter suppression problem p 286 A83-26544
Aeroelasuc tailoring of rotor blades for vibration
reduction in forward flight
[AIAA 83-0916] p 329 A83-29844
Design of the flutter suppression system for DAST
ARW-1R - A status report
[AIAA 83-0990] P 330 A83-29868
Active suppression of aeroelastic instabilities on a
forward swept wing
[AIAA 83-0991 ] P 341 A83-29869
Ann-flutter control concept using a reduced non-linear
dynamic model of elastic structure aircraft
[AIAA 83-0993] P 341 A83-29870
Test demonstration of digital control of wing/store
flutter p 383 A83-30163
Higher harmonic control for the |et smooth nde
p396 A83-33096
Design of dry-fnction dampers for turbine blades
p 450 A83-35883
Rigid-body structural mode coupling on a forward swept
wing aircraft P 594 AS3-4t046
Blade design for reduced helicopter vibration
p594 A83-41076
The use of actuator-disc dynamic inflow for helicopter
flap-lag stability P 595 A83-41081
Active flutter suppression using eigenspace and linear
quadratic design techniques
[AIAA PAPER 82-2222] p 621 A83-41702
Active control of parameter-excited rotor systems
p 642 A83-42982
A study ol the damping capacity of rods in a centrifugal
force field P 695 A83-45322
An investigation into the effect of side-plate clearance
in an uncentrahzed squeeze-film damper
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-176] p 761 A83-47975
Effects of static friction on the forced response of
(rationally damped turbine blades
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-155] p 741 A83-47981
International Symposium on Aeroelasticity, Nuremberg,
West Germany, October 5-7, 1981, Collected Papers
[ DGLR BERICHT 82-01 ] p 711 A83-49176
Identification and control of flutter on military combat
aircraft p 730 A83-49187
Active control of near frequency coalescence flutter
p 750 A83-49191
The F-4 flutter suppression program
p730 A83-49192
Application of Zimmerman flutter-margin criterion to a
wind tunnel model
[NASA-TM-84545] p 192 N83-12070
Influence of parameter changes to stability behavior of
rotors p 187 N83-15648
Vibration limiting of rotors by feedback control
p187 N83-15656
Survey of active and passive means to reduce rotorcraft
vibrations
[MB8-UD-350] p 206 N83-16335
Vibration-free internal combustion engine for general
aviation
[BMFT-FB-W-82-016] p 213 N83-16347
Real-time flutter analysis of an active flutter-suppression
system on a remotely piloted research aircraft
[NASA-TM-84901] P 265 N83-18710
Development of a passive rotor isolation system for
helicopters — vibration isolators
[BMFT-FB-W-82-026] p 389 N83-23296
Development of monofilar rotor hub vibration absorber
[NASA-CR-166088] p 549 N83-29272
Active vibration control of large flexible structures
p 644 N83-30729
Department of Aeroacoustics p 706 N83-32980
VIBRATION EFFECTS
On the possibility of balancing rotating flexible shafts
p 180 A83-17724
Analysis of missile response to gunfire environment —
vibration and shock effects on captive-carry configuration
aboard aircraft P 384 A83-3149S
A theoretical framework for analysis of lateral position
errors in VOR jet-route systems p 431 A83-35273
The effect of the staler with unequal pitch cascades
on the compressor blade vibration p 42 N83-10013
Technical evaluation Report. The Specialists' Meeting
on Dynamic Environmental Qualification Techniques
[AD-A121979] p 31 N83-10039
The vibration characteristics of a coupled helicopter
rotor-fuselage by a finite element analysis
[NASA-TP-2118] p265 N83-18714
VIBRATION ISOLATORS
Procedure for evaluation of engine isolators for reduced
structure-borne noise transmission p 199 A83-15320
Vibration isolation system development for the FB-111
tail pod electronics p 150 A83-16932
Specification, design, and test of aircraft engine isolators
for reduced interior noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0718] p 279 A83-25932
Experimental investigation on the role of flexbars and
metallic end seals in squeeze film dampers — of gas turbine
engines p 473 A83-3S862
Analytical and experimental investigation of a
beanngless hub-absorber p 594 A83-41077
Selecting shock and vibration isolators
p 697 A83-46346
The system ARIS and its employment in the
development of future helicopters p 725 A83-47196
Power turbine dynamics - An evaluation of a
shear-mounted elastomenc damper
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-228] p 763 A83-48025
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple pendulum
absorbers on the rotor blade p 204 N83-13109
Design and test of aircraft engine isolators for reduced
interior noise
[NASA-CR-166021] p 190 N83-15042
Survey of active and passive means to reduce rotorcraft
vibrations
[MBB-UD-350] p 206 N83-16335
Further advances in helicopter vibration control
p 334 N83-22477
Development of a passive rotor isolation system for
helicopters — vibration isolators
[BMFT-FB-W-82-026] p 389 N83-23296
VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
Vibrational diagnostics of gas-turbine blades
p 473 A83-35040
Modern technology and airborne engine vibration
monitonng systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-1240] p 444 A83-36303
Change in vibrations of an flexible rotor due to a change
in bearings p 558 A83-39423
Blade vibration measurements on centnfugal
compressors by means of telemetry and holographic
mterferometry
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-131] p 740 A83-47959
Vibration analysis of radial compressor impellers
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-156] p 761 A83-47982
Operational military helicopter intenor noise and vibration
measurements with compansons to nde quality cntena
[AIAA PAPER 83-2526] p 728 A83-48364
Flight flutter testing with emphasis on the tip vane
method p 628 N83-30381
A precision inertia! angular vibration measunng system
p 644 N83-30758
VIBRATION MODE
Analysis and flight data for a drone aircraft with active
flutter suppression p 29 A83-10192
Application of laser holographic interferometry to
vibration analysis of aerocraft beam structure model
p 300 A83-26765
On an algonthm for solving the incomplete eigenvalue
problem in the vibration analysis of complex structures
of fuselage type p 354 A83-29278
An analysis of the natural vibrations of the rotors of
centnfugal compressor machines p 405 A83-30310
The response of aircraft to pulse excitation
p434 A83-34312
Excitation and vibration of flexible bladed disks under
operating and simulated operation conditions
p449 A83-35881
Simulation of advanced engine lubrication and rotor
dynamics systems - Rig design and fabncation
[AIAA PAPER 83-1133] p 450 A83-362C8
Longitudinal modes of gas oscillations in the mam
combustion chamber of gas-turbine engines
p535 A83-39169
Evaluation of four subcntical response methods for
on-line prediction of flutter onset in wind tunnel tests
p 753 A83-48212
VIBRATION TESTS
The McDonnell Aircraft environmental test laboratory
p172 A83-16931
Right flutter testing with emphasis on the tip vane
method
[ONERA, TP NO 1982-109] p 152 A83-18435
Preventing the strength failure of machines by
vibrodiagnostic techniques I p 182 A83-19313
A-231
VIBRATIONAL STRESS SUBJECT INDEX
Preventing the strength failure of machines by
vibrodiagnostic methods II - The use of vibrodiagnostics
for preventing the failure of certain parts and assemblies
of gas-turbine engines p 182 A83-19314
Evaluation of interior noise control treatments for
high-speed prapfan-pawered aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-0693] p 264 A83-25914
Dynamic characteristics of the 40- by 80-/80- by 120-foot
wind tunnel drive fan blades
[AIAA 83-0918] p 346 A83-29846
Design for random - An example — vibration testing
power supply for drone aircraft p 405 A83-308S6
Low cost random vibration testing
p405 AB3-31489
Automated diagnostic system for engine maintenance
— vibration data extraction from gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-103] p 739 A83-47943
Survey of the state of the art in modem ground vibration
testing p 753 A83-49184
The Shock and vibration Bulletin Part 2 Environmental
testing, shock testing, shock analysis
[AD-D432830] p88 N83-10231
Random impact vibration testor p 66 N83-10234
Vibration qualification of equipment mounted in
turboprop aircraft P 31 N83-10238
Vibration test level cntena for aircraft equipment
p 31 N83-10240
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin Part 3 Analytical
methods, dynamic analysis, vehicle systems
[AD-D432842] p 66 N83-10253
Coupled rotor/airtrame vibration analysis
[NASA-CR-3582] p 154 N83-14105
Measurements of self-excited rotor-blade vibrations
using optical dispacements
[NASA-TM-82953] p 183 N83-14523
Rotordynamic Instability Problems in High-Performance
Turbomachinery
[NASA-CP-2250] p 186 N83-15629
Aeroelastic instability stoppers for wind tunnel models
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12458-1] p 361 N83-21503
Aircraft equipment random vibration test cntena based
on vibrations induced by turbulent airflow across aircraft
external surfaces
[AD-A123281] p 440 N83-25696
Flight flutter testing with emphasis on the tip vane
method p 628 N83-30381
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin, no 52 Part 1
Welcome, keynote address, invited papers, rotor dynamics
and machinery vibration
[BULL-52-PT-1] p644 N83-30684
SLV-3 flight vibration environment
p629 N83-30721
Vibration analysis of a helicopter' plus an
externally-attached structure p 607 N83-30769
The vibration test unit, a unique rail vehicle vibration
test facility p 632 N83-30774
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
Helicopter vibration reduction by local structural
modification p215 A83-16028
Turbofan blade stresses induced by the flow distortion
of a VTOL inlet at high angles of attack
[NASA-TM-82963] p 194 N83-17509
VIBRATORY LOADS
Wind tunnel results showing rotor vibratory loads
reduction using higher harmonic blade pitch
p 169 A83-18385
High frequency fatigue of turbine blade material
[AD-A124585] p 458 N83-25713
VIDEO DATA
Operational sensitivity of EW receivers
p22 ASS-11234
VIDEO DISKS
Design of a real-time CGSI system
[AIAA PAPER 83-1101] p 474 A83-36221
VIDEO EQUIPMENT
Video distribution requirements for future tactical
aircraft p21 A83-11182
Application of video multiplexing to design of cockpit
display systems
[AD-A122127] p 271 N83-19752
VIDEO LANDMARK ACQUISITION AND TRACKING
Application of image understanding to automatic tactical
target acquisition p 25 A83-12878
VIDICONS
Pyroelectric IR imaging sensors - The potential for
compact inexpensive RPV payloads p 609 A83-43712
VISCOELASTICITY
Finite element prediction of damping in beams with
constrained viscoelastic layers p 66 N83-10223
VISCOMETERS
Reduction of aerodynamic drag Torsion disc
viscometry
[AD-A117859] p 10 N83-10020
High accuracy fuel flowmeter, phase 1
[NASA-CR-167893] p 359 N83-21314
VISCOMETRY
Viscometnc and misting properties of polymer-modified
fuel
[NASA-CR-169750] p 226 N83-16543
VISCOSITY
Exphctt and implicit corrected viscosity schemes lot ttie
computation of steady transonic flows
p177 A83-14606
Lubncant effects on efficiency of a helicopter
transmission p 185 N83-15523
VISCOUS FLOW
Effects of viscosity on transonic-aerodynamic and
aercelastic characteristics of oscillating airfoils
[AIAA 83-0888] p312 A83-29835
The aerodynamics of hyposornc velocities (On flows with
low Mach numbers) p 417 A83-35535
Numerical calculations of time dependent
three-dimensional viscous Hows in a blade passage with
tip clearance
[AIM PAPER 83-1171] p 420 A83-36258
Three-dimensions) compressible viscous analysis of
mixer nozzles
[AIM PAPER 83-1401] p 422 A83-36391
Viscous effects on a swept wing in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-1804] p 497 A83-38638
Row In a hypersonic boundary layer on a delta wing
of finite length at angle of attack p 581 A83-43522
Computation of aerodynamic forces on bodies with
non-circular cross-section in supersonic viscous flow
[AIM PAPER 83-2077] p 660 A83-45519
Performance evaluation of centrifugal compressor
impellers using three-dimensional viscous flow
calculations
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-62] p 714 A83-47918
A method for calculating the regime of strong viscous
interaction on a delta wing p716 A83-46664
Estimation of simulation errors and investigations of
operating range extensions for the European Transonic
Wind tunnel (ETW)
[BMFT-FB-W-82-003] p 58 N83-11152
A study of optimum cowl shapes and flow port locations
for minimum drag with effective engine cooling, volume
2
[NASA-CR-159380] p 191 N83-16289
Expenmental investigation of a 10-percent-thick
helicopter rotor airfoil section designed with a viscous
transonic analysis code
[NASA-TP-1864] p 582 N83-30389
VISCOUS FLUIDS
Angular motion of a spinning projectile with a viscous
liquid payload p 544 A83-37087
VISIBILITY
Udar system for visibility monitoring
p406 A83-32449
Identification of exit taxiways (retroreflective markers
only)
[AD-A117487] p 58 N83-11151
Instrument approach aids for helicopters
[FAA-RD-82-6] p 187 N83-12061
Aircraft accident report Sun West Airlines Flight 104,
Piper PA-31-350(T-1020), N41070, Durango-LaPlata
County Airport Durango, Colorado, December 31,1981
[PB82-910413] p197 N83-16309
Desirable characteristics of underwater lights for
helicopter escape hatches
[AD-A120510] p 198 N83-16312
An assessment of correlations between laboratory and
full-scale experiments for the FAA Aircraft Fire Safety
Program Part 1 Smoke
[PB83-113522] p 251 N83-19727
Suppression of ice fog from the Fort Walnwnght, Alaska,
cooling pond
[AD-A123069] p 409 N83-24073
Development of an airborne visibility meter
[AD-A124276] p410 N83-25327
VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN SCAN RADIOMETER
Application of VAS multJspectral imagery to aviation
forecasting — VISSR Atmospheric Sounder for GOES
satellites p408 A83-30561
VISIBLE SPECTRUM
Light emitting diodes p 611 N83-30419
VISION
Image Processing Techniques
IAGA.BD-LS-1191 p67 N83-11390
VISUAL ACUITY
Variable acuity remote viewing system flight
demonstration
[NASA-CR-170404] p 531 N83-29204
VISUAL AIDS
Identification of exit taxiways (retroreflective markers
only)
[AD-A117487] p 58 N83-11151
A visual technology research simulator for Vertical Take
Off and Landing (VTOL)
[AD-A115626] p 207 N83-12103
Development of the precision approach path indicator
light unit
[RAE-TM-FS(B)-483] p 202 N83-17527
Evaluation of retroreflective pavement markers for
precision and nonprecision runways
[FAA-CT-62-H2J p220 N83-U55e
Evaluation of supplemental lights for caution bars
[FAA-CT-82-119] p 220 N83-17559
An analytical evaluation of three visual approach slope
indicators
[AD-A122973] p 382 N83-23290
VISUAL CONTROL
An in-flight investigation of pilot-induced oscillation
suppression filters during the fighter approach and landing
task
[NASA-CR-163116] p 204 N83-13110
Motion/visual cueing requirements for vortex encounters
during simulated transport visual approach and landing
[NASA-TP-2136] p 333 N83-22192
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Hazards of colour coding in visual approach slope
indicators
[ARL/REPT-25] p 186 N83-12057
VISUAL FLIGHT
Real time simulation of mission environments for
avionics systems integration
[AIAA PAPER 83-1097] p 463 A83-36217
DFVLR-remote slant visual range (SVR) and wind vector
measuring systems p 565 A83-38750
VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Modeling the spatial distribution of aircraft on visual flight
rules P253 A83-24040
VISUAL PERCEPTION
Dot-matrix display light measurement and interpretation
techniques — for qualification tests techniques
p36 A83-11257
Determination of motion and visual system requirements
for flight training simulators
[AD-A117555] p 57 N83-11149
Three-Dimensional Displays Perceptual Research and
Applications to Military Systems
[AD-A122577] p 309 N83-20692
Cntical research issues on cockpit applications of 3-D
displays P 272 N83-20697
Issues in the evaluation of 3-D display applications
p309 N83-20699
Applicability of 3D display research to operational
needs P 272 N83-20702
Motion/visual cueing requirements for vortex encounters
dunng simulated transport visual approach and landing
[NASA-TP-2136] p333 N83-2Z192
Theory underlying the peripheral vision horizon device
[AD-A124426] p 445 N83-25710
Research and analysis of head-directed area-of-mtsirest
visual system concepts
[NASA-CR-166480] p 467 N83-26849
Human factors aspects of displays
p610 N83-30415
VISUAL TASKS
Pilot task profiles, human factors, and image realism
p 219 A83-22836
VITON
Power turbine dynamics - An evaluation of a
shear-mounted elastomenc damper
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-228] p 763 A83-48025
VOICE COMMUNICATION
F-16 voice message system study p 19 A83-11121
Voice techniques on board aircraft - An experimental
approach p 19 A83-11123
Bus protocols for a digital audio distribution system
p 19 A83-11126
Pilot ability to understand synthetic voice and radio voice
when received simultaneously
[AD-A119137] p219 N83-13338
Application of advanced speech technology in manned
penetration bombers
[AD-A1192741 p 219 N83-13344
Electronic voice communications improvements for
Army aircraft
[AD-A1194Z7] p 183 N83-14387
VOICE CONTROL
Testing of voice control device for aircraft avionics
applications p 19 A83-11122
Voice-actuated avionics p 724 A83-48891
Automatic recognition of speech in military aircraft
p 702 N83-34186
VOICE DATA PROCESSING
F-16 voice message system study p 19 A83-11121
General review of military applications of voice
processing p 701 N83-34180
VOIDS
Evaluation of the effect of voids in composite main rotor
blades P 472 A83-33507
Evaluation of the effect of voids in composite mam rotor
blades P435 A83-35950
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SUBJECTINDEX VULNERABILITY
VOLATILITY
Effect ol volatility on air-fuel ration distribution and torque
output of a carbureted light aircraft piston engine
[FAA-CT-82-117] p 393 N83-23308
VOLT-AMPERE CHARACTERISTICS
A mathematical model for the doubly fed wound rotor
generator
[NASA-TM-83454] p 702 N83-34192
VOLTAGE GENERATORS
Low power, air-cooled DC-Link aircraft generation
systems p338 A83-27324
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
EASYS balanced load simulation of a bang-bang voltage
regulator controlled synchronous generator — of rotor
aircraft p 40 A83-11203
Low power, air-cooled OC-LInk aircraft generation
systems p336 AB3-27324
VORTEX ALLEVIATION
Helicopter blade tjps
[AAAF PAPER MT 81-19] p8 A83-11778
Development of the vortex nng wake model and its
influence on the prediction of rotor loads
p 194 NS3-17481
An appraisal of rotor blade-tip vortex Interaction and
wake geometry from flight measurements
p 194 N83-17488
Row visualization of the wake of a transport aircraft
model with lateral-control oscillations
[NASA-TM-84623] p 491 N83-27951
VORTEX AVOIDANCE
Moton/visual cueing requirements for vortex encounters
dunng simulated transport visual approach and landing
[NASA-TP-2138J p 333 N83-22192
VORTEX BREAKDOWN
A study of the effect of the transverse sweep of delta
wings on their vortex structures and aerodynamic
characteristics in separated flows at low subsonic
velocities p178 A83-15096
The leading-edge vortex trajectories of close-coupled
wing-canard configurations and their breakdown
cnaractenstics
[AIAA PAPER 83-1817] p 498 A83-38649
An investigation of the breakdown of the leading edge
vortices on a delta wing at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 83-2114] p 579 A83-41941
Experimentation with turbulent flows experiencing the
effects of an adverse pressure gradient
[ONERA. TPNO 1983-36] p 659 A83-44314
Slender wings with leading edge vortex-separation
p 661 A83-46466
User-Doppler velcometer (LDV) measurements of the
velocity field of a leading edge vortex over a delta wing
before and after vortex breakdown
[VKI-TN-142] p192 N83-16300
Numerical simulation of vortex breakdown by the
vortex-filament method
[NASA-TM-84334] p 563 N83-29636
VORTEX FLAPS
Jet wing vortex lattice theory with nonlinear wake and
tip flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-0263] p 133 A83-16619
Segmented vortex flaps
[AIAA PAPER 83-0424] p 134 A83-16706
The impact of strakes on a vortex-flapped delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 83-1814] p 497 A83-38647
An investigation of wing leading-edge vortices at
supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 83-1816] p 498 A83-38648
Experimental and analytical investigation ol the subsonic
aerodynamics of slender wings with leading-edge vortex
flaps
[AIAA PAPER 83-2113] p 579 A83-41940
Pressure investigation of NASA leading edge vortex flaps
on a 60 deg Delta wing
[NASA-CR 169984] p 244 N83-18672
Wind tunnel investigation of cargo extraction parachutes
in the wake of a Lockheed C-141B Startifter aircraft
(AD-A124523] p 425 N83-25675
VORTEX GENERATORS
Vortex theory for hovenng rotors p 177 A83-13144
Aeroacoustical characteristics of a mechanical noise
suppressor in a nozzle configuration with a central
tailcone p 222 A83-13590
Investigation of the possibility of reducing aerodynamic
drag by a mechanism of initial vortex formations
p 374 A83-30723
Alleviation of the subsonic pitch-up of delta wings
p374 A83-325S3
Experimental study ol a high-through-(low transonic axial
compressor stage p 419 A83-35853
Wind-Tunnel investigation of effects of underwing
leading-edge vortex generators of a supercntical-wmg
research airplane configuration
[NASA-TM-X-2471) p4 N83-11019
Wind-tunnel development of underwing leading-edge
vortex generators on a NASA supercritical-wing research
airplane configuration
[NASA-TM-X-2808] p6 N83-11032
Missile body vortices and their interaction with biting
surfaces p 245 N83-18695
Experimental study of wing leading-edge devices for
improved maneuver performance of a supercritical
maneuvenng fighter configuration — Langley 1- by 10-fl
high speed tunnel tests
[NASA-TP-2125] p316 N83-22162
Summary Proceedings of a Wind Shear Workshop
[NASA-CP-2270] p 410 N83-2S26S
An investigation of flow improvement devices for
reducing propeller excited vibration — ship propellers
[NMI-R-157] p702 N83-34223
VORTEX RINGS
Investigation of the possibility of reducing aerodynamic
drag by a mechanism of initial vortex tarnations
p374 A83-30723
Development of the vortex nng wake model and its
influence on the prediction of rotor loads
p 194 N83-17481
VORTEX SHEDDING
Rotor-vortex interaction noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0720) p 387 A83-29950
Navier-Stokes calculations for the vortex wake of a rotor
in hover
[AIAA PAPER 83-1676] p 492 A83-37184
The fluid mechanics of slender wing rock — vortex
shedding of delta configurations
[AIAA PAPER 83-1810] p 497 A83-38843
Chicago Monostatic Acoustic Vortex Sensing System
Volume 4 Wake vortex decay
[AD-A120081] p 138 N83-15269
A numencal study of Strake aerodynamics
[AD-A125882] p 506 N83-29182
VORTEX SHEETS
The far field of an airfoil p 7 A83-10573
Investigation of unsteady flow problems
p180 A83-18897
Experimental investigation of the turbulent structure of
vortex wakes
[ONERA, TPNO 1983-107] p 717 A83-49418
VORTICES
Jet noise and the effects of jet forcing
p72 AS3-10898
Wake vortex attenuation flight tests - A status report
p30 A83-11806
A note on the general scaling of helicopter blade-vortex
interaction noise
[ONERA, TPNO 1982-32] p 221 A83-13375
The vortex theory of rotors p 178 A83-15095
Evolution of aircraft trailing vortices in a stratified fluid
[AIAA PAPER 83-0564] p 134 A83-18792
Aerosound from comer flow and flap flow
[AIAA PAPER 81-2039] p 237 A83-19813
Numencal calculations for performances of propellers
in a static-state by vortex theory accounting of slipstream
deformation and their compansons with expenments
p 189 A83-22072
Rotor hovenng performance using the method of fast
free wake analysis p 190 A83-22162
The new hydrodynamic visualization laboratory of the
aerodynamics division p 289 A83-23676
A comparison ol model helicopter rotor Primary and
Secondary blade/vortex interaction blade slap
[AIAA PAPER 83-0723] p 307 A83-2S934
Measurements of the scatlenng of sound by a line
vortex
[AIAA PAPER 83-0676] p 365 A83-28004
Full scale measurements of blade-vortex interaction
noise p 482 A83-33505
Recent studies at NASA-Langley of vortical flows
interacting with neighbonng surfaces
p417 A83-33972
Calculation of subsonic flow past rectangular wings and
their combinations on the basis of a discrete vortex
scheme p 418 A83-35541
Full-scale measurements of blade-vortex interaction
noise p 435 A83-35947
Stability expenments in rotating-drsk flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-1760] p 555 A83-37232
On the accuracy of calculating the aerodynamic
characteristics of thin wings and airfoils by the method
of discrete vortices p 493 A83-37519
The leading-edge vortex trajectones ol close-coupled
wing-canard configurations and their breakdown
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 83-1817) p 498 A83-38649
Measurements of an aircraft wake vortex system using
a meteorological tower p 565 AB3-38751
Interactions of airfoils with gusts and concentrated
vortices in unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 83-1691 ] p 502 A83-39267
Influence of airplane components on rotational
aerodynamic data lor a typical single-engine airplane
[AIAA PAPER 83-2135] p 579 A83-41957
Half model testing applied to wings above and below
StaD p 661 A83-46455
Slender wings with leading edge vortex-separation
p661 A83-46466
A vortex ventun lor reverting antirrasting fuel
properties
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-137] p 741 A83-47964
Experimental investigation of the turbulent structure of
vortex wakes
[ONERA, TPNO 1983-107) p 717 A83-49418
Characteristics of the ground vortex developed by
various V/STOL jets at forward speeds
[AIAA PAPER 83-2494] p717 A83-49585
A note on the general scaling of helicopter blade-vortex
interaction noise
[AD-A118761] p223 N83-12972
Study of highly sweptback wings by the free vortex sheet
method
[NASA-CR.169559] p 181 N83-13076
Subsonic steady and unsteady aerodynamic loads on
missiles and aircraft
[NASA-CR-169749] p 190 N83-16284
Laser-Doppler veloameter (LDV) measurements of the
velocity field of a leading edge vortex over a delta wing
before and after vortex breakdown
[VKI-TN-142] p 192 N83 16300
An appraisal of rotor blade-tip vortex interaction and
wake geometry from flight measurements
p 194 N83-17488
Simplified free wake analysis for rotors
[FFA-TN-1982-07] p 195 N83-17518
Missile body vortices and their interaction with lifting
surfaces p 245 N83-18695
Preliminary rotor wake measurements with a laser
veloctmeter
[NASA-TM-83246] p 301 N83-19018
Lifting surface theory for a helicopter rotor in forward
flight
[NASA-CR-169997J p 246 N83-19709
Pumped vortex
[NASA-CASE-LAH-12615-1] p 246 N83-19715
Aeroelastic loads prediction for an arrow wing Task
1 Evaluation of R P White's method
[NASA-CR-3640] p316 N83-22163
Motion/visual cueing requirements for vortex encounters
dunng simulated transport visual approach and landing
[NASA-TP-2136] p 333 N83-22192
Preliminary results of LDV surveys in the compressible
leading edge vortex of a delta wing
[VKI-TN-137] p376 N83-23278
Calculation of wing response to gusts and blast waves
with vortex lift effect
[NASA-CR-170340] p 408 N83-24796
Experimental study of strength and existance domain
of ground-to-air inlet vortices by ground board static
pressure measurements
[PB83-144865] p 460 N83-26843
Expenmental and analytical studies of a true airspeed
sensor
[NASA-CR-165704] p 530 N83-27989
Unsteady flow effects in combustor systems
p 562 N83-29232
Calculation ol lateral-directional stability derivatives of
wings by a nonplanar quasi-vortex-lanice method
[NASA-CR-165659] p 581 N83-30387
An experimental study of pressures on 60 deg Delta
wings with leading edge vortex flaps
[NASA-CR-172833] p 583 N83-31576
Lift and dreg of two staggered lifting surfaces at low
speeds
[ESDU-81023) p 663 N83-32759
Unsteady swirling flows in gas turbines
[AD-A128386] p 685 N83-32812
Vortex motion in axisymmetnc piston-cylinder
configurations
[NASA-TM-85404] p 765 N83-35318
A numerical study of flow past a rotating flat plate by
the discrete vortex method p 766 N83-36401
VOHTICITY
Computer-enhanced analysis ol a jet in a cross
stream p 228 A83-19804
Considerations ol the vortioty fields on wings
p 661 A83-46465
Theoretical investigations of high lift aerodynamics
[NASA-CR.169926] p 244 N83-18663
A continuous vorticity panel method lor the prediction
ol steady aerodynamic loads on lifting surfaces
p 505 N83-29172
VULNERABILITY
Prelaunch survtvability of Ground Launched Cruise
Missile (GLCM) Volume 3 SAVAGE code version 1 0
user's guide
[AD-A119023] p 155 N83-14113
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WAKES SUBJECT INDEX
Vulnerability assessment of electncal/electronic
subsystems and equipment to atmosphenc electnaty
p588 N83-31224
Assessment of survtvability against laser threats The
ASALT-I computer program
[AD-A128472J p 703 N83-34313
w
WAKES
Wake vortex attenuation flight tests - A status report
p30 A83-11806
Jet wing vortex lattice theory with nonlinear wake and
tip flows
[AIAA PAPER 83-0263] p 133 A83-16619
Finite difference modeling of rotor flows including wake
effects
[ONERA, TP NO 1982-114] p 243 A83-24326
Wakes from arrays of buildings — flight safety
p558 A83-38766
Measurements of secondary flows within a cascade of
curved blades and In the wake of the cascade
[ASME PAPER 83-QT-24] p 713 A83-47889
Wakes from arrays of buildings — flight safety
[NASA-CR-170666] p 183 N83-14430
The calculation of separated flow at helicopter bodies
[NASA-TM-76715] p 191 N83-16291
The wake of a sideslipping wing in low speed flow
[VKI-TN-143] p 192 N83-16301
A study of atmosphenc flow in the wake of a large
Structure p 567 N83-28788
Free wake aerodynamic analysis of helicopter rotors
[AD-A129710] p718 N83-36007
WALL FLOW
Investigation of the effects of upstream sidewall
boundary-layer removal on a supercntical airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 83-0386] p 133 A83-16686
The transonic wind tunnel Braunschweig of DFVLR
p217 A83-19663
Blade loading and rotation effects on compressor rotor
wake near end walls p 190 A83-22138
Survey of the ONERA activities on the adaptive wall
applications and commutation of residual corrections
[ONERA, TP NO 1983-11] p 464 A83-36421
Sound propagation in ducts with impedance walls in the
presence of an air flow II - Optimization of acoustic
attenuation in ducts p 570 A83-37512
Extraction of model performance from wall data in a
2-dimensional transonic flexible walled test section
[NASA-CR-165994] p 207 N83-12102
Measuring the flow properties of slotted test-section
walls
[PB82-239849] p219 N83-13417
Computer modeling of aircraft cabin fire phenomena
[PB83-119891J p319 N83-22174
Wind tunnel testing of three-dimensional models in wind
tunnels with two adaptive walls
[VKI-TN-147] p 665 N83-32781
WALL PRESSURE
Three-dimensional wall corrections for ventilated wind
tunnels p 348 N83-20965
Improving calculations of wall effects in industrial wind
tunnels at ONERA p 348 N83-20968
Convergence behavior that controls adaptive wind
tunnel walls near the test section in the high angle of
attack range
[NASA-TM-77006] p 631 N83-30439
WALL TEMPERATURE
Investigation of unsteady temperature fields of
nonaxisymmetric nozzle inserts p 764 A83-49667
Measured and calculated wall temperatures on
air-cooled turbine vanes with boundary layer transition
[NASA-TM-83030] p 183 N83-14432
Wall-temperature effects on the aerodynamics of a
hydrogen-fueled transport concept in Mach 8 blowdown
and shock tunnels
[NASA-TP-2159] p 582 N83-30391
WALLS
A nonlinear structural concept for compliant walls —
drag reduction
[NASA-CR-3628] p11 N83-11061
Analytical and experimental investigation of stator
endwall contouring in a small axial-flow turbine 1 Stator
performance
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wind-tunnel operations
[AIAA PAPER 83-0148] p 172 A83-16556
The effect of backlash and trailing-edge strips on the
flutter speed of a two-dimensional model of a tailplane
with tab p151 A83-18068
Model attitude and deformation measurement in wind
tunnel
[ONERA, TPNO 1982-91] p 181 A83-18428
Full scale test of the C22 target in the ONERA S1MA
wind tunnel
[ONERA, TPNO 1982-95] p 152 A83-18430
Progress in wind tunnel test techniques and in the
corrections and analysis of the results
[ONERA, TPNO 1982-108] p 174 A83-18434
On the simulation of the hypervelocity regime of flow
past bodies in wind tunnels p312 A83-27714
Wind tunnel noise reduction at Mach 5 with a rod-wall
sound shield — for prevention of premature boundary layer
transition on wind tunnel models
[AIAA PAPER 82-0570] p 346 A83-28952
Survey of the ONERA activities on the adaptive wall
applications and commutation of residual corrections
[ONERA, TPNO 1983-11] p 464 A83-36421
Wind tunnel demonstration of an optimized LTA system
with 65 percent power reduction and neutral static
stability
[AIAA PAPER 83-1981] p 522 A83-38910
Transonic flutter model study of a supercritical wing and
winglet p 640 A83-41048
Studies concerning model technology in the European
Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW) p 752 A83-47197
Improvement of a captive trajectory system by using
optical distance sensors — store separation from aircraft
[ONERA, TPNO 1983-115] p 753 A83-49426
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a model
having a 42 deg swept low wing with a supercritical airfoil,
double-slotted flaps, and a T-tail
[NASA-TM-X-2582] p5 N83-11030
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Application ol Zimmerman flutter-margin cntenon to a
wind tunnel model
[NASA-TM-84545] p 192 N83-12070
A study of model deflection measurement techniques
applicable within the national transonic facility
[NASA-CR-165853] p 181 N83-13075
Design and manufacture of a transonic wind tunnel
model and the investigation of model components under
cryogenic flow conditions in the European transonic wind
tunnel
[BMFT-FB-W-82-0151 p 181 N83-13078
Computer tomography of flows external to test models
[NASA-CR 169521 ] p221 N83-13835
Analytical procedures for flutter model development and
checkout in preparation for wind tunnel testing of the DAST
ARW-1 wing
(NASA-CR-166023J p 170 N83-15317
The half-model technique in the wind tunnel and its
employment in the development of the airbus family
[NASA-TM 76970] p 205 N83-16328
Cryogenic Wind Tunnel Models Design and
Fabncation
[NASA-CP 22621 p 290 N83-18748
Model systems cntena p 291 N83-18749
NTF user operations requirements
p 291 N83-18750
Status Of NTF models P 291 N83-18754
NTF model concept for the X-29A Part 1
Requirements, guidelines, and design loads
p291 N83-18756
NTF model concept for the X-29A Part 2 Design
and fabrication concept p 291 N83-18757
Engineering and fabrication cost considerations for
cryogenic wind tunnel models p 291 N83-18758
Dimensional stability considerations for cryogenic
metals P 291 N83-18759
Metallic alloy stability studies p 792 N83-18760
Surface finish measurement studies
P292 N83-18765
Model deformation system p 292 N83-18767
NTF model pressure measurements
P292 N83-18768
Angle of attack system p 292 N83-18769
Aeroelastic instability stoppers for wind tunnel models
[NASA-CASE LAR-12458-1] p 361 N83 21503
Aeroelastic instability stoppers for wind tunnel models
[NASA-CASE-LAR-t2720-t 1 p361 N83-21504
A common geometric data-base approach for
computer-aided manufactunng of wind-tunnel models and
theoretical aerodynamic analysis
[NASA-TP-2151 ] p316 N83 22166
Parameter and design studies for the use of wind tunnel
models in the ETW
[MBB/FE123/S/PUB/83] p 402 N83-24518
Basic investigations for the use of wind tunnel models
in the ETW — transonic wind tunnels
[BMFT-FB-W-82-0231 p 402 N83 24522
Wind tunnel test of a C-18 aircraft modified with the
advanced range instrumentation aircraft radome
[AD-A124771] p 425 N83-25671
Some measurements of buffeting on a flutter model of
a typical strike aircraft p 627 N83-30370
Transonic interference effects in testing of oscillating
airfoils P662 N83-32746
Wind tunnel testing of three-dimensional models in wind
tunnels with two adaptive walls
[VKI-TN-147] p665 N83-32781
WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES
A new method of boundary layer correction in the design
of supersonic wind tunnel nozzle p 659 A83-44561
Design of a new contraction, wide angle diffuser and
flow manipulators for the low speed wind tunnel
[AD-A119544] p175 N83-14144
WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
A new concept for aircraft dynamic stability testing
P203 A83-15310
Near-real-time flutter boundary prediction from
turbulence excited response
[AIAA 83-0814) p 356 A83-29814
Stability study of a tilt-rotor aircraft model
P384 A83-31172
Wind tunnel experiments on the divergence of swept
wings with composite structures
[AD-A127950] p 584 N83-31582
WIND TUNNEL TESTS
Comparison of computational and expenmental jet
effects p 7 A83-10185
Swept composite wing aeroelastic divergence
experiments p 29 A83-10193
Wind-tunnel measurements of wing-buffet boundaries
at subsonic and transonic speeds p 7 A83-10440
Dynamic simulation in wind tunnels
pSS A83-11079
Optical sensor for measurement of position and
deformations of models in wind tunnel
p64 A83-12347
Development ol analytical and expenmental techniques
tor determining store airload distnbutions
p 8 A83-13077
A note on the general scaling of helicopter blade-vortex
interaction noise
(ONERA, TP NO 1982-321 p 221 A83-13375
Feasibility study on strain gauge balances for cryogenic
wind tunnels at ONERA
[ONERA, TP NO 1982-87] p 206 A83-14539
Sting line feasibility for force measurements in the
European wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO 1982-90) p 207 A83-14541
Experiments on the role of amplitude and phase
modulations during transition to turbulence
P213 A83-14576
Propeller noise at model- and full-scale
p222 A83-15314
Wind tunnel measurements of blade/vane ratio and
spacing effects on fan noise p 222 A83-15317
Modular asymmetric parachute for wind tunnel testing
p 178 A83-15322
Aerodynamic charactenstics of a slotted vs smooth-skin
supercntical wing model p 178 A83-15324
Free stream noise and transition measurements in a
Mach 3 5 pilot quiet tunnel
(AIAA PAPER 83-0042) p 171 A83-16482
The performance of a circulation control airfoil at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 83-0083] p 130 A83-16510
On the transonic aerodynamic charactenstics of 10
percent thick airfoils with a plain flap
[AIAA PAPER 83-0091) p 130 A83-16515
Investigation of the effects of upstream sidewall
boundary-layer removal on a supercntical airfoil
(AIAA PAPER 83-0386] p 133 A83-16686
Supporl-sting interference on boattail pressure drag for
Reynolds numbers up to 70 x 10 to the 6th
[AIAA PAPER 83-0387] p 172 A83-16687
Laser holographic mterierometry for an unsteady airfoil
in dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 83-0388] p 179 A83-16688
Low-speed investigation of the maneuver capability of
supersonic fighter wings
[AIAA PAPER 83-0426] p 134 A83-16708
The design of a human-powered vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 83-0649] p 180 A83-16616
Some expenmental investigations on transonic flutter
characteristics of thin plate wing models with sweptback
and tapered tips p 150 A83-16926
Wind tunnel results showing rotor vibratory loads
reduction using higher harmonic blade pitch
p 169 A83-18385
An investigation of the aerodynamics of an RAE swept
tip using a model rotor
[ONERA, TP NO 198276) p 136 A83-18426
The impact of data processing on wind tunnel testing
[ONERA. TP NO 1982-92] p 173 A83-18429
Full scale test of Ihe C22 target in the ONERA S1MA
wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO 1982-95) p 152 A83-18430
Progress in wind tunnel test techniques and in the
corrections and analysis of the results
[ONERA, TP NO 1982 108J p 174 A83-18434
Soon 30 years of testing at Modane - Research
continues with precision and efficacity
[ONERA, TP NO 1982-131] p 174 A83-19414
Research on contaminated wings, current issues —
concerning icing conditions and aerodynamic effects
[AIAA PAPER 83-0277 ] p 139 A83-19584
Wind tunnel investigation of the transonic aerodynamic
charactenstics of forward swept wings — supersonic cruise
aircraft research p 190 A83-22153
Turbolan engine blade pressure and acoustic radiation
at simulated forward speed p 274 A83-24026
The German-Dutch wind tunnel as an aid in aircraft
development
[DGLR PAPER 82-050] p 289 A83-24173
Design, construction, and testing of an expenmental
propeller in the 750 PS performance class
[DGLR PAPER 82-066] p 274 A83-24180
Wind tunnel study of rang and de-mng on oscillating
rotor blades
[ONERA. TP NO 1982116] p 247 A83-24327
Comparative trials of helicopter rotors in a wind tunnel
[ONERA. TP NO 1982-119] p 243 A83-24330
ONERA test facilities for propellers and rotors
(ONERA. TP NO 1982-121) p 276 A83-24332
Subsonic rolling moments for wing roll control of a
cruciform missile model p 285 A83-24876
Flat spin of slender bodies at high angles of attack
p286 A83-24879
Right effects on Ian noise with static and wind tunnel
comparisons
[AIAA PAPER 83-0676] p 279 A83-25910
Acoustic measurements of a full-scale coaxial
helicopter
(AIAA PAPER 83-0722) p 264 A83-25933
A comparison of model helicopter rotor Primary and
Secondary blade/vortex interaction blade slap
(AIAA PAPER 83-07231 p 307 A63-25934
Right effects for jet-airframe interaction nose
[AIAA PAPER 83-0784] p 264 A83-25965
Comparison of measured and predicted flight effects
on high-bypass coaxial let exhaust noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0749] p 308 A83-26450
The influence of inlet design on the aeroacousuc
performance of a JT15D turbofan engine as measured in
Ihe NASA-Ames 40 x 80 foot wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 83-0681 ] p 337 A83-28006
Zero-length inlets for subsonic V/STOL aircraft
p312 A83-29012
Dynamic charactenstics of the 40- by 80-/80- by 120-foot
wind tunnel drive tan blades
(AIAA 83-0918] p 346 A83-29846
Wind tunnel correlation study of aerodynamic modeling
for F/A-18 wing-store tip-missile flutter
[ AIAA 83-1028 ] p 331 A83-29877
On measunng transonic dips in the flutter boundanes
of a supercntical wing in the wind tunnel
(AIAA 83-1031 ] p 331 A83-29878
Transonic interference effects in testing of oscillating
airfoils
[ AIAA 83-1032 ] p 313 A83-29883
Cryogenic wind tunnels for high Reynolds number
testing p 398 A83-32175
Alleviation of the subsonic pitch-up of delta wings
p 374 A83-32583
Recent studies at NASA-Langley of vortical flows
interacting with neighboring surfaces
p417 A83-33972
The swirl in an S-duct of typical air intake proportions
p418 A83-35620
Separated flows on a concave conical wing
p418 A83-35707
Development of a turboiet engine simulator for scale
model wind tunnel testing of multi-mission aircraft
p 447 A83-35848
Propulsion system simulation technique for scaled wind
tunnel model testing p 463 A83-35850
STOL wind tunnel test results for a tactical
supercruiser
[AIAA PAPER 83-1224] p 420 A83-36291
A high speed wind tunnel test evaluation of STOL
dedicated advanced exhaust nozzle concepts
[AIAA PAPER 83-1225] p 421 A83-36292
Ejector nozzle test results at simulated flight conditions
for an advanced supersonic transport propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 83 1287] p 454 A83-36323
Performance capability of a Compact Multimission
Aircraft Propulsion Simulator
[AIAA PAPER 83-1358] p 464 A83-36356
Natural laminar flow data from full-scale flight and
wind-tunnel expenments p 422 A83-36409
New transformations of S4 Modane hypersonic wind
tunnel for ramie! missiles tests
[ONERA, TP NO 1983-24] p 464 A83-36433
Configuration development of a research aircraft with
post-stall maneuverability p 439 A83-36915
An assessment of flow-field simulation and
measurement
[AIAA PAPER 83-1721] p 555 A63-37210
Investigation of flow past an aircraft wing section in flight
and in a wind tunnel p 493 A83-37506
Jet-propulsion of subsonic bodies with |et total-head
equal to free stream's
[AIAA PAPER 83-1790] p 535 A83-38630
Design and true Reynolds number 2-D testing of an
advanced technology airfoil
(AIAA PAPER 83-1792] p 496 A83-38632
Wind tunnel measurements of the Magnus induced
surface pressures on a spinning projectile in the transonic
speed regime
[AIAA PAPER 83-1838) p 499 A83-38667
Wakes from arrays of buildings — flight safety
p558 A83-38766
Development of the Magnus Aerospace Corporation's
rotating.sphere airship
[AIAA PAPER 83-2003] p 523 A83-38922
Wind tunnel evaluation of tactical aircraft stability and
control as affected by nozzle thrust reverser parameter
variations
(AIAA PAPER 83-1228] p 545 A83-39103
Determining compressor-tnlet airflow in the compact
muttimission aircraft propulsion simulators in wind-tunnel
applications
[AIAA PAPER 83-1231] p 547 A83-39104
Comparison ol supercntical airfoil flow calculations with
wind-tunnel results
(AIAA PAPER 83-1688] p 503 A83-40472
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Transonic wind tunnel test on an oscillating flap
[AIAA PAPER 83-2132) p 579 A83-41954
Subsonic roll oscillation experiments on the Standard
Dynamics Model
[AIAA PAPER 83-2134] p 626 A83-41956
Interior noise considerations lor advanced high-speed
turboprop aircraft p 675 A83-43970
The S2Ch subsonic wind tunnel and its utilization for
detailed studies of helicopter rotors
[ONERA, TPNO 1983-27] p 688 A83-44306
The ONERA wind tunnels at MODANE Centre and at
LE FAUGA Centre and their utilization in subsonic range
[ONERA, TPNO 1983-28] p 689 A83-44307
An experimental investigation of turbulent base heat
transfer in hypersonic flow p 659 A83-44569
Something about to improve the accuracy of testing in
low speed wind tunnel p 689 A83-44571
Aerodynamic performance of a fan stage utilizing
variable inlet guide vanes (VIGVs) for thrust modulation
— subsonic WSTOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-1162] p 660 A83-45508
Low flight speed acoustic results for a supersonic inlet
with auxiliary inlet doors
[AIAA PAPER 83-1415] p 706 A83-45517
Combined four-wall interference assessment in
two-dimensional airfoil tests p 689 A83-45576
Cryogenic-wind-tunnel technology - A way to
measurement at higher Reynolds numbers
p689 A83-46484
Wind tunnel investigations of some three-dimensional
separated turbulent boundary layers
p 662 A83-47019
An improved propeller for general-aviation aircraft
p 736 A83-47194
Hypersonic dynamic testing of ablating models with
three-degree-of-treedom gas bearings
p753 A83-48135
Evaluation of four subcntical response methods for
on-line prediction of flutter onset in wind tunnel tests
p 753 A83-48212
The effect of a leading-edge slat on the dynamic stall
of an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 83-2533] p 716 A83-48368
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on airfoils with
oscillating control in sub- and transonic flows
p 717 A83-49180
Survey of aeroelastic wind tunnel and flight testing
methods at MBB p 753 A83-49181
Flow visualization by light sheet
[ONERA, TPNO 1983-105] p 764 A83-49416
Exploratory low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of
advanced commuter configurations including an
over-the-wing propeller design
[AIAA PAPER 83-2531 ] p 732 A83-49590
Aeromechanical stability of a hingeless rotor in hover
and forward flight - Analysis and wind tunnel tests
p732 A83-50141
Recent applications of a laser velocimeler in the Langley
4by 7-meter Wind Tunnel p 765 A83-50145
Aerodynamic characteristics of maneuvenng flaps
p8 N83-10004
An expenmental and theoretical investigation of thick
wings at various sweep angles in and out of ground
effect
[NASA-TP-2068] p9 N83-10016
Wind tunnel tests of a zero length, slotted-lip engine
air inlet for a fixed nacelle V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-82939] p9 N83-10019
Some measurements of wing buffeting on a flutter model
of a typical strike aircraft
[RAE-TR-82007] p 48 N83-10052
Analysis of subcntical response measurements from
aircraft flutter tests p 52 N83-10269
Investigation of some effects of humidity on aerodynamic
charactenstics on a 10-percent-thick NASA supercritical
airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-3355] p4 N83-11018
Wind-Tunnel investigation of effects of underwmg
leading-edge vortex generators of a supercritical-wing
research airplane configuration
[NASA-TM-X-2471] p4 N83-11019
Wind-tunnel investigation of effects of rear upper surface
modification on a NASA supsrcntical airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-2454] p4 N83-11020
Effects of wing trailing-edge truncation on aerodynamic
charactenstics of a NASA supercritical-wing research
airplane model
(NASA-TM-X-3024)
 P4 N83-11021
Dynamic stability charactenstics in pitch, yaw, and roll
of a supercntical-wing research airplane model -- langley
8-foot transonic tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-X-2900] p4 N83-11023
Aerodynamic charactenstics of two 10-percent-thick
NASA supercntical airfoils with different upper surface
curvature distributions — Langley 8 foot transonic tunnel
tests
[NASA-TM-X2977] p5 N83-11026
Wind-tunnel measurements of the chordwise pressure
distribution and profile drag of a research airplane model
incorporating a 17-percent-thick supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-X-2760] p5 N83-11027
A wind-tunnel investigation of the application of the
NASA supercntical airfoil to a vanable-wing-sweep fighter
airplane
[NASA-TM-X-2759] p5 N83-11028
Investigation at near-sonic speed of some effects of
humidity on the longitudinal aerodynamic charactenstics
of an NASA supercntical wing research airplane model
[NASA-TM-X-2618] p5 N83-11029
Aerodynamic charactenstics of an improved
10-percent thick NASA supercntical airfoil — Langley 8
foot transonic tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-X-2978] p5 N83-11031
Wind tunnel development of underwing leading-edge
vortex generators on a NASA supercritical-wing research
airplane configuration
[ NASA-TM-X-2808 ] p 6 N83-11032
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a
17-percent-thick supercntical airfoil section, including a
companson between wind-tunnel and flight data
[NASA-TM-X-2571] p6 N83-11034
Investigation of installation effects of single-engine
convergent-divergent nozzles
[NASA-TP-2078] p11 N83-11059
Wind tunnel investigation of several high aspect-ratio
supercritical wing configurations on a wide-body-type
fuselage
[NASA TM-X-71996] p11 N83-11070
Aerodynamic charactenstics of the 10-percent-thick
NASA supercntical airfoil 33 designed for a normal-force
coefficient of 0 7
[ NASA TM-X-72711] p 12 N83-11075
Aerodynamic charactenstics of a 14-percent-thick NASA
supercritical airfoil designed for a normal-force coefficient
0(07
[NASA-TM-X-72712] p 12 N83-11077
Aerodynamic characteristics of 10 percent thick NASA
supercntical airfoils with different aft camber
(NASA-TM-X-72007 ] p 12 N83-11078
Static longitudinal aerodynamic charactenstics of a
model with a modified 17 percent thick supercntical wing
[NASATM-X-3211] p 13 N83-11081
Application of a supercntical wing to an executive-type
jet transport model
[NASA TM-X-3251 ] p 13 N83-11082
Transonic aerodynamic charactenstics of the
10 percent-thick NASA supercritical airfoil 31
[NASA-TM-X-3203] p 13 N83-11083
Aerodynamic charactenstics of the AFFTC noseboom
instrumentation unit, volume 1
[AO-A118315] p14 N83-11089
Numencal and expenmental investigation of the
aerodynamics of double membrane sailwing airfoil
sections
[VTH-LR-345] p 14 N83-11092
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a transport
configuration having a 42 deg swept supercntical airfoil
wing and three tail height positions
[NASA-TM-X-3149] p 32 N83-1111S
Wind tunnel investigation of aerodynamic load
distnbution on a vanable-wing-sweep tighter airplane with
a NASA supercntical airfoil
[NASA TM-X-3095] p 32 N83-11116
Stability and control charactenstics at Mach numbers
1 60 to 2 86 of a vanable-sweep fighter configuration with
supercntical airfoil sections — Langley unitary plan wind
tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-X-2284] p 52 N83-11141
Wind tunnel investigation of longitudinal and
lateral-directional stability and control charactenstics of a
0 237-scale model of a remotely piloted research vehicle
with a thick, high-aspect-ratio supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-81790] p 53 N83-11142
Bending-torsion flutter of a highly swept advanced
turboprop
[NASA-TM-82975] p 68 N83-11514
Wind tunnel investigation of effects of wing-leading-edge
modifications on the high angle-of-attack charactenstics
of a T-tail low-wing general-aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-3636] p 179 N83-12049
Passive shock wave/boundary layer control for transonic
supercntical airfoil drag reduction p 180 N83-13068
A projected large low speed wind tunnel to meet
Australian requirements Aerodynamics note
[AO-A118913] p209 N83-13125
Wakes from arrays of buildings — flight safety
[NASA-CR-170666] p 183 N83-14430
Wind tunnel tests of a free-wing/free-tnmmer model
[NASA-CR-170394] P 137 N83-15263
Wind tunnel evaluation of air-foil performance using
simulated ice shapes
[NASA-CR-167960] p 138 N83-15265
Wind-tunnel studies of the effects of stimulated damage
on the aerodynamic characteristics of airplanes and
missiles
[NASA-TM-84588] p 138 N83-15266
Wind tunnel force and pressure tests
[NASA-CR-3439] p 190 N83-16287
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a
17-percent-thick medium speed airfoil designed for general
aviation applications
[NASA-TP-1786] p 191 N83-16290
Flap effectiveness on subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic
charactenstics of a modified arrow wing
[NASA-TM-84582] P 245 N83-18673
Flow visualization techniques for the study of high
incidence aerodynamics p 245 N83-18686
A rotor technology assessment of the advancing blade
concept
[NASA-TM-84298] p 265 N83-18712
Status of NTF models p 291 N83-18754
A method for modifying two-dimensional adaptive
wind-tunnel walls including analytical and expenmental
venfication
[NASA-TP-2081] p 292 N83-18770
Construction and test of flexible walls for the throat of
the ILR high-speed wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-77005] p 293 N83-18771
Preliminary rotor wake measurements with a laser
velocimeter
[NASA-TM-83246] p 301 N83-19018
Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a 60
deg delta wing with leading edge devices
(NASA-CR-165923J p 246 N83-19714
Variable camber rotor study
(NASA-CR-166382] p 266 N83-19740
High-angle-of-attack stability charactenstics of a
3-surface fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-84584] p 288 N83-19757
Aerodynamic test facility requirements for defence R
and D to 2000 and beyond
[AD-A122096] P 293 N83-19763
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general
aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to
90 deg 1 Influence of airplane components for model
0 -- Langley spin tunnel tests
[NASA-CR-3246] p315 N83-20918
Improving calculations of wall effects in industnaf wind
tunnels at ONERA p 348 N83-20968
Aeropropulsrve charactenstics of twin
single-expansion-ramp vectoring nozzles installed with
forward-swept wings and canards — transonic tunnel
tests
[NASA-TP-2133] P 316 N83-22161
Expenmental study of wing leading-edge devices for
improved maneuver performance of a supercntical
maneuvenng fighter configuration — Langley 7- by 10-ft
high speed tunnel tests
[NASA-TP-2125] p 316 N83-22162
Flutter and steady/unsteady aerodynamic
charactenstics of supercntical and conventional transport
wings p 345 N83-22218
Noise of the 10-bladed 60 deg swept SR-5 propeller
in a wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-83054] p 367 N83-23112
Wind tunnel flow quality and data accuracy
requirements
[AGARD-AR-184] p 376 N83-23276
An experimental investigation of the influence from
controls on supersonic axisymmetnque flow over
afterbodies with a centered propulsive jet
[FFA-TN-1982-50] p 377 N83-23280
The ARL transonic wind tunnel
[ARL/AERO-NOTE-412] p 401 N83-23327
Transonic cryogenic test section for the Goettingen Tube
Facility
[NASA-TM-77050] p 401 N83-23328
Loads and performance data from a wind-tunnel test
of model articulated helicopter rotors with 2 different blade
torstonal stiffnesses
[NASA-TM-84573] p 377 N83-24471
Effects of twin-vertical-tail parameters on twin-engine
afterbody/nozzle aerodynamic charactenstics — Langley
16-ft transonic tunnel tests
[NASA-TP-2158] p 377 N83-24478
High Reynolds number tests of the CAST 10-2/DOA 2
airfoil in the Langley 0 3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel,
phase 1
[NASA-TM-84620] p 424 N83-25660
Effect of empennage location on twin-engine
afterbody-nozzle aerodynamic characteristics at Mach
Numbers from 0 6 to 1 2 — wind tunnel tests
(NASA-TP-2116] p424 N83-25666
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Wind tunnel investigation of varying hinged flaps
[AD-A124703] p 424 N83-25668
Transient heat-transfer measurement technique in wind
tunnel and data analysis technique using system
identification theory
[AD-A124663] p 424 N83-25669
Wind tunnel test of a C-18 aircraft modified with the
advanced range instrumentation aircraft radome
[AD-A124771] p 425 N83-25671
Force and pressure measurements on a research model
with a low-, mid- and T-tail at Mach numbers of 0 60 to
090 Volume 2 Tabulated data
[AD-A124068] p 425 N83-25676
F-14 rotary balance tests for an angle-of-attack range
of 0 deg to 90 deg
[AD-A124468] p 441 NS3-25700
Model mount system for testing flutter
[NASA-CASE-LAH-12950-1] p 465 N83-25727
Experimental study of strength and existence domain
of ground-to-air inlet vortices by ground board static
pressure measurements
[PB83-144865] p 460 N83-26843
Low flight speed acoustic results for a supersonic inlet
with auxiliary inlet doors
[NASA-TM-83411] p 482 N83-27794
Aerodynamic performance of a fan stage utilizing
Variable Inlet Guide Vanes (VIGVs) lor thrust modulation
— subsonic V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-83438] p 504 N83-27957
Force and pressure measurements on a research model
with a low-, mid- and T-tail at Mach numbers of 0 60 to
0 90 Volume 1 Summary report
[AO-A124067] p 504 N83-27962
Aerodynamic model identification from dynamic flight
test data and wind tunnel experiments
[VTH-LR-361] p505 N83-27967
Low speed performance of a supersonic axisymmetnc
mixed compression inlet with auxiliary inlets — Lewis
9x15-ft anechoic wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TM-83435] p 536 N83-27992
Studies on the cryogenic induction driven wind-tunnel
T2 p 548 N83-28004
Design and evaluation of cascade test facility
[AD-A125622] p 549 N83-28009
Effects of flow separation and cove leakage on pressure
and heat-transfer distnbutions along a wing-cove-elevon
configuration at Mach 6 9 — Langley 8-ft high temperature
tunnel test
[NASA-TP-2127] p 561 N83-28378
Acoustic measurements of the X-wing rotor
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| AIAA PAPER 83-17251 p 492 A83-37211
Aeronautical Research Inst of Sweden, Stockholm
Measuring the flow properties of slotted test-section
walls
|PB82239849| p219 N83-13417
Simplified free wake analysis for rotors
| FFATN 1982-071 p 195 N83-17518
An experimental investigation of the influence from
controls on supersonic axisymmetrique flow over
afterbodies with a centered propulsive |et
| FFATN-1982 501 p 377 N83-23280
The FFA wing body 83 computer program A panel
method for determination of aeroelastic characteristics at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
|FFA-TN-1983-3| p 665 N83-32780
Aeronautical Research Labs, Melbourne (Australia)
The effect of water displacing corrosion preventives on
stress corrosion cracking of aluminium alloy 7075-T651
IARLMATNOTE-132] p 60 N83 10173
An mterferometnc investigation of the near design point
flow over supercritical aerofoil BGK 1
IARL/AERONOTE-405I p 10 N83-11057
The influence of water-displacing organic corrosion
inhibitors on the fatigue behaviour of 2024 T3 alcald
aluminium alloy bolted joints
IARLSTRUC-REPORT-390I p61 N83-11281
Hazards of colour coding in visual approach slope
indicators
|ARL/REPT25| p 186 N83 12057
Computer graphic presentation of conventional cockpit
instruments
IARL/SYSNOTE82I p 197 N83-12082
A general program for predicting rigid-aircraft gust
response
IARL/AERO-NOTE-4071 p 203 N83-12097
A projected large low-speed wind tunnel to meet
Australian requirements Aerodynamics note
|AD-A118913| p209 N83-13125
Digital filtering of helicopter flight data
IARL/AERO-NOTE-406I p 154 N83 14106
Flutter substantiation tests on a Transavia PL-12/T-300
Airtruk
|ADA118895| p 170 N83-14134
A set of flight dynamic equations for aircraft simulation
|AD-A119543| p 175 N83-14143
Design of a new contraction wide angle diftuser and
flow manipulators for the low speed wind tunnel
IAD-A119544) p 175 N83-14144
Procedure for application of boron fibre reinforced
plastic patch to the Mirage lower wing skin fuel decant
region
[AD-A119545I p 177 N83-14173
Cockpit temperatures and cooling requirements of a
packed aircraft
IARL-MECH-ENG-NOTE-388I p 205 N83-16327
An evaluation of engine performance assessment
procedures for the Lycommg T53 engine as installed in
the Iroquois helicopter
|ARL-MECH-ENG-NOTE387| p 282 N83-18728
Aerodynamic test facility requirements for defence R
and D to 2000 and beyond
[AD-A122096I P 293 NB3-19763
Manufacture of a hot wire target element for a cloud
liquid water content meter
|AD-A122111| p304 N83-20500
Special finite elements for sheets with loaded circular
holes
|ARL/STRUC-REPT-392| p 360 N83-22625
An analytical evaluation of three visual approach slope
indicators
|AO-A122973| p 382 N83-23290
Propeller power effects with wing flaps deflected
|ARL/AERONOTE-413| p 393 N83-23307
The ARL transonic wind tunnel
IARL/AERO-NOTE-4121 p 401 N83-23327
Resonance tests on the tail of a CT4 aircraft
| AD-A1245661 p 441 N83 25703
Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data processing
installation Part 10 Six component measurements
updated
|AD-A122248| p 427 N83-26824
Lectures on Composite Matenals for Aircraft
Structures
(ARL/STRUC-REPT394I p 635 N83-30523
Introduction to Lectures on Composite Materials for
Aircraft Structures p 635 N83-30524
Component form and manufacture
p 635 N83 30529
C-1
Aeronautical Systems Dlv., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Structural mechanics of fibre composites
p 635 N83-30530
Joining advanced fibre composites
p 636 N83-30531
Environmental effects and durability
p 636 N83-30532
Damage tolerance of fibre composite laminates
p 636 N83-30533
NDI of fibre reinforced composite matenals
p 636 N83-30534
Repair of graphite/epoxy composites
p 636 N83-30S3S
Aircraft applications p 636 N83-30536
Airworthiness considerations p 636 N83-30537
Combat performance evaluation of fighter aircraft A
suite of FORTRAN-IV programs based on energy
manoeuverability theory
[AD-A128263] p 608 N83-31599
Operating instructions manual for Microprocessor
Airborne Data Acquisition and Replay (MADAR) module
[AD-A128558] p 648 N83-32031
Preliminary kinematic consistency checking of helicopter
flight data
[ARL/AERO-NOTE-414] p 678 N83-32794
Sea King helicopter flight trials
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-415] p 733 N83-36023
Aeronautical Systems Dlv, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio
The HAVE BOUNCE Program p 157 N83-15291
Handbook of Military Aircraft Design Normal Load Factor
Exceedance Data
[AD-A120870] p 267 N83-19743
Analysis of United States Air Force aircraft
accumulators
[AD-A122092] p 267 N83-19746
Lightning interaction with USAF aircraft
p 587 N83-31214
Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment,
Boscombe Down (England)
The repaired runway clearance environment
p 176 N83-15290
The criteria used for assessing acceptable engine
handling on UK military aircraft p 540 N83-29244
Aeroportos e Navegacao Aerea E P, Lisbon (Portugal)
Air traffic services in Portugal p 325 N83-22182
Aerospace Corp, El Segundo, Calif
Potential fuel savings through improved airframe
maintenance p 188 N83-174S6
Aerospace Corp, Los Angeles, Calif
Electrodynamics of the stratosphere using 5000 cu m
superpressure balloons p 525 A83-39818
Aerospace Medical Research Labs, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio
USAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook Volume
172 Hush-noise suppressor (Aero Systems Engmeenng,
Incorporated) far-field noise
[AD-A118773] p 223 N83-12973
USAF Bioenvironmental Noise Data Handbook Volume
155 CH-3 m-flight crew noise
[AO-A120791] p 191 N83-16154
USAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook Volume
157 KC-10A in-flight crew noise
[AD-A120507] p 191 N83 16156
Vertical impact tests of a modified F/FB-111 crew seat
to evaluate headrest position and restraint configuration
effects
[AD-A120255] p 197 N83-16311
USAF Environmental Noise Data Handbook Volume
150 C-140 in-flight crew noise
[AD-A120508] p 238 N83-17246
USAF Bioenvironmental Noise Data Handbook Volume
152 C-12A in-flight crew noise
[AD-A120509] p 238 N83-17247
USAF Bioenvironmental Noise Data Handbook Volume
160 KC-10A aircraft, near and far-field noise
[AD-A121301] p309 N83-1B579
Cntical research issues on cockpit applications of 3-D
displays p 272 N83-20697
USAF Bioenvironmental Noise Data Handbook Volume
156 HH-1N In-flight Crew Noise
[AD-A122601] p368 N83-23118
Far-field acoustic data for the Texas ASE, Inc
Hush-House, supplement
[AD-A122844] p 412 N83-24289
Visual judgments of optical distortions in aircraft
windscreens
[AD-A124307] p 390 N83-24503
USAF (United States Air Force) bioenvironmental noise
data handbook Volume 2 Index
[AD-A126851] p 653 N83-31421
Aerospace Systems, Inc, Burlington, Mass
Effects of dynamic stall on SWECS
p 409 N83-23732
AeroVlronment, Inc., Pasadena, Calif
Sun-powered aircraft designs p 386 A83-32577
Air Force Academy, Colo
Measurement of wake interactions of a canard and a
forward swept wing
[AD-A118756] p 180 N83-12053
Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest, Fall/Winter,
1981
[AD-A11916B] p 176 N83-13066
Catapult dynamics in a high acceleration environment
[AD-A122314] p 250 N83-19724
Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest, Spnng/Summer
1982
(AD-A128248) p 577 N83-31571
Optimal penodic control
[AD-A130114] p752 N83-36037
Air Force Aero Propulsion Lab, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio
Application of strain gauges and thermocouples to
rotating and stationary hardware p215 N83-12266
Signal transmission via slipnngs and telemetry
p216 N83-12267
Coaxial dump combustor investigations
P459 N83-26791
The use of vortex generators as inexpensive compressor
casing treatment p 459 N83-26798
Air Force Avionics Lab, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
Avionics software support cost model
p335 N83-22147
Air Force Engineering and Services Center, Tyndall
AFB, Fla
Minimum operating stnp selection procedure
p 175 N83-15285
Proposed specifications for international interoperability
on repaired bomb damaged runways
p175 N83-15286
Program Management Plan (PMP) for Rapid Runway
Repair (RRR)
[AD-A128565] p 754 N83 34957
Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio
Aircraft equipment random vibration test cntena based
on vibrations induced by turbulent airflow across aircraft
external surfaces
[AD-A123281] p 440 N83-25696
Advances in ejector technology A tnbute to Hans von
Chain's vision p 477 N83-26805
Statistical experimental designs in computer aided*
optimal aircraft design p 442 N33-26812
Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, Calif
Expenmental comparison of icing cloud instruments
[AIAA PAPER 83-0026] p 585 A83-42099
Development of handling qualities testing in the 70's
A new direction p 51 N83-10077
Aerodynamic charactenstics of the AFFTC noseboom
instrumentation unit, volume 1
[AD-A118315] p14 N83-11089
Development of curves for estimating aircraft arresting
hook loads
[AD-A119551] p 156 N83-14119
Predicted and flight test results of the performance and
stability and control of the space shuttle from reentry to
landing p 634 N83-30360
Environmental control subsystems flight test
handbook
[AD-A126872] p 606 N83-30408
Air Force Geophysics Lab, Hanscom AFB, Mass
Azimuth monitonng experiment
[AD-A120834] p 148 N83-15278
Heater-generated intermediate-scale irregularities
Spatial distnbution and spectral charactenstics
[AD-A120866] p 302 N83-20048
Analysis and specification of slant wind shear
[AD-A125883) p 479 N83-26367
(?) The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory Aeronomy,
aerospace instrumentation, space physics, meteorology,
terrestrial sciences and optical physics
[AD-A126004] p 767 N83-36570
Air Force Human Resources Lab, Brooks AFB,Tex
Computer based maintenance aids system Preliminary
development and evaluation of a prototype
[AD-A120627] p 187 N83-16281
Air Force Inst of Tech, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
Direct lightning strikes to aircraft
[AD-A118075J p16 N83-11100
Application of output predictive algorithm control to a
terrain following aircraft system
[AD-A118038] p27 N83-11105
Digital flight control system design using singular
perturbation methods
[AD-A118117] p53 N83-11143
Design and Analysis of a muluvanable, digital controller
for the A-7D Digitac 2 aircraft and the development of
an interactive computer design program
[AD-A118134] p53 N83-11144
A new capability for elastic aircraft airloads via
NASTRAN p218 N83-12464
A qualitative analysis of SAC aircraft maintenance
[AD-A122815] p311 N83-20908
A system dynamics policy analysis model of the Air Force
engine management system
[AD-A122829] p 339 N83-20950
Decision support systems An approach to aircraft
maintenance scheduling in the Strategic Air Command
[AD-A123039] p 372 N83-23269
Aircraft availability An acquisition decision strategy
[AD-A123060] p 372 N83-23271
An analysis of the F-16 aircraft requirements generation
process and its adverse impact on contractor rate
capacity
[AD-A123003] p 373 N83-23272
Cost analysis of turbine engine warranties
[AD-A123034] p 394 N83-23313
A prototype model for the development of training
systems and the acquisition of aircrew training devices
tor developing weapon systems
[AD-A123041] p401 N83-23331
Computer prediction of store aerodynamic loading during
separation
[AO-A124693] p 378 N83-24483
Roughness effects on compressor outlet guide vanes
at high Reynolds Number and high turning angle
[AD-A124688] p 395 N83-24511
An evaluation of the pavement condition index prediction
model for ngid airfield pavements
[AD-A123002] p 402 N83 24524
The effects of the Production Oriented Maintenance
Organization (POMO) concept on ADTAC aircraft
maintenance productivity and quality
[AD-A123981] p416 N83-25655
Airframe RDT&E cost estimating A justification for and
development of unique cost estimating relationships
according to aircraft type
[AD-A123848] p417 N83-25656
Wind tunnel investigation of varying hinged flaps
[AD-A124703] p 424 N83-25668
Transient heat-transfer measurement technique in wind
tunnel and data analysis technique using system
identification theory
[AD-A124663] p 424 N83-25669
Theoretical determination of the lift of a simulated ejector
wing
[AD-A124695] p 425 N83-25670
Wind tunnel test of a C-18 aircraft modified with the
advanced range instrumentation aircraft radome
[AD-A124771] p 425 N83-25671
A wind tunnel study of the effects of a close-coupled
canard on the aerodynamic charactenstics of a
forward-swept wing in incompressible flow
[AD-A124722] p 425 N83-25673
Application of a finite difference method to the transonic
airfoil problem
[AD-A124720] p 425 N83-25674
ACES II negative Gz restraint investigation
[AD-A124713] p 430 N83-25685
Expenmental testing of flying qualities theones
[AD-A124699] p 440 N83-25697
An experimental/analytical investigation into the
performance of a 20-percent thick, 8 5-percent cambered,
circulation controlled airfoil
[AD-A124732] p 441 N83-25701
Design and analysis of a subcntical airfoil for high
altitude, long endurance missions
[AD-A124757] p 441 N83-25702
Modeling the helmet-mounted sight system
[AD-A124681] p 444 N83-25709
Investigation of an improved finite element model for a
repaired T-38 horizontal stabilizer flutter analysis using
NASTRAN
[AD-A124741] p 461 N83-25717
Gust response prediction of an airfoil using a modified
von Karman-Pohlhausen technique
[AD-A124716] p 461 N83-25718
Flutter prediction in forward-swept wings by assumed
modes and st/ip theory
[AD-A124715] p 461 N83-25719
A placement model for flight simulators
[AD-A123782] p 466 N83-25730
Generating an out-the-window cockpit image with the
lAPX 432
[AD-A124852] p 466 N83-25735
A parametnc study of surface imperfections and small
cutouts in a composite panel
[AD-A124739] p 470 N83-25793
Analysis of F-16 radar discrepancies
[AD-A124749] p 476 N83-25948
Design of choking cascade turns
[AD-A124792] p 477 N83-26023
Static aeroelastic analysis of flexible wings via
NASTRAN, part 1
[AD-A124662] p 477 N83-26099
Structural model tuning via vector optimization
[AD-A124791] p 477 N83-26103
C-2
CORPORA TE SOURCE Anacapa Sciences, Inc., Santa Barbara, Calif.
A review and comparison of lightning return stroke
models using expenmentaf data
[AD-A124680) p 479 N83-26345
Development ot an oculometer data collection
subsystem
[AD-A124700] p 481 N83-26501
An interactive bombing mission simulation with computer
graphics interlace
[AD-A124661] p 481 N83-26637
Computation of incompressible potential flow over an
airfoil using a high order aerodynamic panel method based
on circular arc panels
(AD-A124896) p 428 NB3-26B2S
Investigation of a third order bare-damped verticle
channel of INS
[AD-A124882] p 432 N83-26828
Dynamic charactenstics of aenal refueling systems
[AD-A124770) p 442 N83-26830
Survrvability of interdiction aircraft Sensitivity to terrain
following, command altitude, velocity and electronic
counter measures
[AD-A124870] p 443 N83-26833
Application of the vortex-lattice method to propeller
performance analysts
[AD-A124837] p 459 N83-26840
High-gam error actuated flight control systems for
continuous linear multrvanable plants
[AD-A124871] p 462 N83-26848
Analysis of progressive collapse of complex structures
[AD-A125266) p 478 N83-27260
Design and evaluation of cascade test facility
[AD-A125622J p 549 N83-28009
An expenmental study into the scaling of an
unswept-sharp-fin-generated shock/turbulent boundary
layer interaction
[AD-A126919] p 645 N83-30967
A portable physiological data recorder using magnetic
bubble memory
[AD-A127304] p 646 N83-30997
A life cycle cost management pnmer for use within the
Aeronautical Systems Division
[AD-A127267] p 654 N83-31519
Effect of test result uncertainty on the performance of
a context-free troubleshooting task
[AD-A128584] p 577 N83-31573
Design of a multrvanable tracker control law for the A-7D
Digitac 2 aircraft
[AO-A127440] p 629 N83-31607
A lateral-directional controller for high-angle-of-attack
flight
[AD-A128579J p 630 N83-31609
Optimization of long range major rehabilitation of airfield
pavements
[AD-A127579] p 632 N83-31613
Aeroelastic properties of straight and forward swept
graphite/epoxy wings
[AD-A127014] p638 N83-31734
Aeroelastic stability of a forward swept wing with wing
tip stores
[AD-A125457] p 678 N83-32797
Unsymmetnc laminated graphite/epoxy composite plate
and beam analysis for determining coefficients of thermal
expansion
[AD-A128625] p 765 N83-35416
Air Force Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio
F100 engine build policy findings
[AD-A122868] p311 N83-20907
Air Force Occupational and Environmental Health Lab,
Brooks AFB, Tex.
The C-9A intenor noise evaluation
[AD-A129256] p 770 N83-36852
Air Force Systems Command, Eglln AFB, Fla
Ejection seat testing for females
[AD-A122870] p 381 N83-23285
Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica
[AD-A117465] p3 N83-10003
Aerodynamic charactenstics ol maneuvenng flaps
p8 N83-10004
Numerical calculation of lift, moment coefficient and
dynamic stability derivative on sideslipping wings in
unsteady supersonic flows p 9 N83-10005
Numerical computation of unsteady subsonic
aerodynamic forces on wing-body-tail exposed to traveling
gust p 9 N83-10006
The effect of the stator with unequal pitch cascades
on the compressor blade vibration p 42 N83-10013
The simulation study on a redundant flight control
system p3 N83-10014
Design ot the leading edge of a delta wing
[AD-A117469] p31 N83-10036
Journal of Aeronautics
[AD-A118185] p6 N83-11035
Calculation of the lift distribution and aerodynamic
derivatives of quasi-static elastic aircraft
p10 N83-11038
Preliminary study on variable porosity walls for a
transonic wind tunnel p 57 N83-11037
Shock wave boundary layer interaction in compressor
cascades p 43 N83-11041
Expenmental study on discharge and loss coefficients
of combustor swirlers p 43 N83-11042
Aerodynamic coefficient identification of time-varying
aircraft system and its application p 10 N83-11044
An adjustment method and engineering realization for
control curves ot the 2-vanable function
p32 N83-11045
Development of double-rotor supercharged turbojet
engines in the USSR as seen from models R11 to R29
p43 N83-11050
The problems of refitting aero-gas turbine engines for
multiple uses p43 N83-11052
Success of dye forging titanium discs on a gunpowder
hammer p60 N83-11053
The general assembly and painting of the Y.er - 86
passenger plane p 32 N83-11054
An aerodynamic design method for transonic axial flow
compressor stage
[AD-A118278) p 44 N83-11132
Chinese aviation in the eyes of Amencan experts
[AD-A118961] p 128 N83-14063
The manufacture of intenor decoration wall plates for
the Yier-86 aircraft
| AD-A118962] p 155 N83-14112
Study on Time Between Overhauls (TBO) of aircraft
turbojet and its reliability p 164 N83-15255
Experimental research on perforated acoustic liners in
turbojet engine afterburners p 165 N83-15256
A computational geometry method for blade space
geometnc design p 165 N83-15260
Overspeed and overtemperature tests and dissection
examination of the turbine discs made of a iron-nickel base
superalloy p 165 N83-15261
Radio navigation and airplane navigation
[AD-A120595] p 202 N83-16325
Journal of Engmeenng Thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AD-A122037] p 301 N83-18953
An expenment to improve the surge margin by use of
cascade with splitter blades p 283 N83-18956
The performance calculation of an axial flow compressor
Stage p283 N83-18957
Application of the finite element method to the solution
of transient two-dimensional temperature field for
air-cooled turbine blade p 301 N83-18958
Expenmental investigation of simulating impingement
cooling o1 concave surfaces of turbine airfoils
p 283 N83-18960
Survey of transonic flow research in China
[AD-A122788] p315 N83-20923
Generalization of the air-jet propulsion systems, the 'N'
flow turbo-jet engine
[AD-A123932] p 459 N83-25715
Gas turbines for the production of electncal and thermal
energy
[AD-A126162] p539 N83-29239
Traumatic occlusion of the vertebral artery caused by
neck rotation
[AD-A126922] p 606 N83-30409
Expenmental investigation of interferences of top and
bottom slotted walls and the effects of sidewalls in a
transonic airfoil wind tunnel p 690 N83-32729
The biparametnc cycle count method and the principle
of simplification p 698 N83-32730
Tests for inlet distortion in a two-spool turbojet engine
on the ground test bed p 683 N83-32733
Fundamental investigation of jet engine ignition ot fuel
sprays and its application p 693 N83-32734
Several problems in the design of environmental wind
tunnels p690 N83-32739
Aerodynamic computation of the wing-body-short cabin
composite p 662 N83-32740
The optical oil flow technique in a shock wave wind
tunnel p 690 N83-32741
Charactenstics of double-canard aerodynamic shape
configuration
[AD-A128337] p 718 N83-34913
MIKOYAN MIG-23. USSR
[AD-A128293] p 733 N83-34937
China's Oiang 5 attack aircraft
[AD-A13011/) p734 N83-36026
Journal of Engmeenng Thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AD-A129455] p 770 N83-36988
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Labs., Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio
The design, testing and analysis of aeroelastically
tailored transonic flutter model wings
[AIAA 83-1027) p 330 A83-29876
Subsonic/supersonic aeropropulsrve charactenstics of
nonaxisymmetnc nozzles installed on an F-18 model
p744 A83-48215
Present status of flying qualities cntena for conventional
aircraft p 48 N83-10055
Vibration test level cntena for aircraft equipment
p 31 N83-10240
Analysis of the effects of explosive fuel ignition on an
aircraft noise suppressor system p 43 N83-10247
Aircraft response to operations on rapidly repaired battle
damaged runways and taxrways p 31 N83-10270
Acoustic environment on the surface of a large-scale
powered model ol a vectored-engtne-over-the-wing STOL
configuration p 73 N83- .0272
Background information and user guide for MIL-F8785C,
military specification, flying qualities of piloted airplanes
[AD-A119421] p 156 N83-14120
Software optimization for array processors An AP-1208
Kalman filter
[AD-A119221] p189 N83-14973
AFWAL FYB1 technical accomplishments
[AD-A120682J p 191 N83-16253
Design cntena for the future of flight controls
[AD-A121423] p 289 N83-19759
The chemical and physical properties of JP-4 for 1980
-1981
[AD-A122965] p 404 N83-23469
Air Force technical objective document FY 1984
[AD-A123961] p 487 N83-26783
A collection of papers in the aerospace sciences
[AD-A122667] p417 N83-26787
Expenmental analysis of the performance of an annular
penpheral jet vehicle in ground effect
[AD-A124949) p 443 N83-26832
Vibration and aeroelastic facility
(AD-A126317) p 549 N83-29275
YC-15 externally blown flap noise p 652 N83-30715
Determination of the dynamic environment of the
F/FB-111 tail pod assembly p606 N83-30716
An assessment of the A-10's capability to operate on
rough surfaces p 607 N83-30717
Evaluation of small cracks m airframe structures
p646 N83-31062
Atmosphenc electricity hazards protection program
p649 N83-31165
Electromagnetic measurements of lightning attachment
to aircraft p 647 N83-31199
Airborne measurements of the nsetimes in lightning
return stroke fields p 649 N83-31200
Lightning field spectra obtained from airborne
measurements p649 N83-31201
Vulnerability assessment of electrical/electronic
subsystems and equipment to atmosphenc electricity
p588 N83-31224
The F-4C/D life extension program
[AD-A127495] p 577 N83-31569
Wind tunnel expenments on the divergence of swept
wings with composite structures
[AD-A127950] p 584 N83-31582
Self repamng digital flight control system
p 688 N83-33902
Use of small crack data to bnng about and quantify
improvements to aircraft structural mtegnty
p680 N83-34099
Probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis methods for
structural durability p 701 N83-34104
Multiprocessor Shared Memory (MSM) development
[AD-A126527] p 705 N83-34598
Numencal modelling of ramjet combustors
[AD-A129631] p 749 N83-36035
Aircraft Research and Development Unit, Edlnburg
(Australia)
Evaluation of Iroquois UH-1B stability and control
[AD-A122302] p 289 N83-19760
AIResearch Mfg Co, Phoenix, Ariz.
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) powertram system
development program
[NASA-CR-169475] p 200 N83-12088
Akron Unlv, Ohio
NASA LeRC/Akron University Graduate Cooperative
Fellowship Program and Graduate Student Researchers
Program
[NASA-CR-167943] p 74 N83-10970
Allied Air Forces Central Europe, Ramsteln AFB (West
Germany).
Military requirements p 325 N83-22181
Allls-Chalmers Mtg Co., Milwaukee, WIs.
Vibration and destabilizing effects of floating nng seals
in compressors p 187 N83-15642
Anacapa Sciences, Inc., Santa Barbara, Calif
Importance of topographic features and tactical
annotations on maps used by Army aviators for
nap-of-the-earth flight
[AD-A118101] p28 N83-11107
C-3
Analytic Sciences Corp., Reading, Mass. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Application of coding methods m development of
symbology for a computer generated topographic display
for Army aviators
[AD-A118142] p38 N83-11124
Analytic Sciences Corp, Reading, Mass.
LORAN-C grid calibration requirements for aircraft
non-precision approach
[AD-A121191] p260 N83-18706
Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc., Hampton, Va
Analytical procedures for flutter model development and
checkout in preparation for wind tunnel testing of the OAST
ARW-1 wing
[NASA-CR-166023] p 170 N83-15317
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance and
control research using the Microwave Landing System
(MLS) Part 5 Design and development of a Digital
Integrated Automatic Landing System (DIALS) for steep
final approach using modern control techniques
[NASA-CR-3681 ] p 345 N83-22213
Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc, Jericho, N Y
Guidance and flight control demonstration in a helicopter
flight environment using a laser-gyro mertjal navigation
system p 322 A83-28779
Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc, Mountain View,
Calif
Performance of a Strapdown Ring Laser Gyro Tetrad
Inertial Navigation System in a helicopter flight
environment p 322 A83-28781
Analysis of m-trail following dynamics ol CDTI-equipped
aircraft p390 A83-30161
Flight management concepts development for fuel
conservation p 447 A83 35843
A Kalman filter algonthm for terminal-area navigation
with sensors of moderate accuracy p 670 A83-45460
Modeling methodology for MLS range navigation system
errors using flight test data
[NASA-CR-166411] p 27 N83-11101
Sensitivity analysis of helicopter IMC decelerating steep
approach and landing performance to navigation system
parameters
(NASA-CR-166412) p 27 N83-11102
Computer programs for generation and evaluation of
near-optimum vertical flight profiles
[NASA-CR-3688] p 389 N83-24500
Modeling of the Mode S tracking system in support of
aircraft safety research
[NASA-CR-166486] p 510 N83-29186
OPTIM Computer program to generate a vertical profile
which minimizes aircraft fuel burn or direct operating cost
User's guide
[NASA-CR-166061] p 569 N83-30061
TRAGEN Computer program to simulate an aircraft
steered to follow a specified verticle profile User's
guide
[NASA-CR-166062] p 569 N83-30062
Anamet Labs, Inc, San Carlos, Calif
Finite element prediction of damping in beams with
constrained viscoolaslic layers p 66 N83-10223
ANDERSA/GERBOIS, Palalseau (France)
A failure diagnosis methodology p 304 N83-20232
AOA Apparatebau Gautlng GmbH (West Germany)
Digital pressure sensor for altimeters, rate-of-climb and
air speed indicators in aircrafls
[BMFT-FB-W-82-033] P 391 N83-23304
Applied Cryogenics and Materials Consultants, New
Castle, Del
Possible safety hazards associated with the operation
of the 0 3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel at the NASA
Langley Research Center
(NASA-CR-166026] p 174 N83-14140
Applied Inst of Mathematics, Inc, Evanston, III
A nonlinear structural concept for compliant walls
[NASA-CR-3628] p 11 N83-11061
Applied Physics Lab, Johns Hopkins Unlv, Laurel, Md
An analysis of aerodynamic requirements for
coordinated bank-to-turn autopilots
[NASA-CR-3644] p 180 N83-13072
Computational Methods for Ramjets JPM Specialist
Session
[AD-A128297] p 685 N83-33885
Calculation of inviscid air capture and additive drag for
3-0 supersonic inlet flows p 685 N83-33889
Arbeitsgemelnschaft Deutscher Verkehrsflughaefen,
Stuttgart (West Germany)
Guidelines for the planning and dimensioning of general
aviation installations on traffic airports
IISBN-3-87977-049-2] p 690 N83-32815
Argonne National Lab, III
Expenmental gas-fired pulse-combustion studies
[NASA-CR-172827] p 637 N83-30548
A structural-ceramic research program A preliminary
economic analysis
[DE83-014263] p 766 N83-36499
Aries Corp, McLean, Va
Preliminary summary of phase 1 Piedmont in-service
evaluation of TCAS 2 p 146 N83-14095
Arinc Research Corp, Annapolis, Md
Development of avionics installation interface
standards
[AD-A116852] p 38 N83-11123
Automatic Garner Landing System (ACLS) category 3
certification manual
[AD-A118181] p57 N83-11147
Digital systems technical analysis
[ARINC-1469-01-1-2804] p 271 N83-18724
Cost development of the dual-channel GPS (Global
Positioning System) navigator for general aviation
application
[AD-A127157] p 593 N83-31591
Arizona State Unlv, Tempe
Wakes from arrays of buildings p 558 A83-38766
Wakes from arrays of buildings
[NASA-CR 170666] p 183 NB3-14430
Arizona Unlv, Tucson
Noise generation by a finite span swept airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 83-0768] p 366 A83-28023
A note on adaptive wind tunnels with imperfect control
p466 N83-26792
Nonlinear aerodynamics of conical delta wings
p504 N83-27956
Armament Systems, Inc, Anaheim, Calif
Assessment of survrvability against laser threats The
ASALT-I computer program
[AD-A128472] p 703 N83-34313
Proposal and justification for the establishment of an
aeronautical systems-target nonnuclear
survivability-vulnerability information analysis
center-SURVIAC
[AD-A130414] p771 N83-37015
Army Aeromedlcal Research Unit, Fort Rucker, Ala
Pursuit rotor tracking performance in conjunction with
extended flight operations in a helicopter simulator
[AD-A119237] p 293 N83-18772
Army Air Corps, Stockbridge (England)
Operational cntena for the handing qualities of combat
helicopters p 50 N83-10067
Army Armament Research and Development
Command, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md
Expenmental aerodynamic facilities of the Aerodynamics
Research and Concepts Assistance Section
[AD-A126272] p 549 N83 29274
Army Aviation Engineering Flight Activity, Edwards
MB, Calif
Airworthiness and High! characteristics test Part 1
YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter
[AD-A118490] p 193 N83-12075
AH-1 Air Ground Engagement Simulation/air defense
(AGES/ADES) pod jettison evaluation
[AD-A122623] p 332 N83-20939
Climatic laboratory survey Hughes YAH-64 helicopter
(AD-A124670) p 440 N83-25698
Airworthiness and flight characteristics test Part 2
YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter
[ AD A125270] p 442 N83 25705
Fuel conservation evaluation of US Army helicopters
Pans UH-tH flight testing
(ADA125667] p 527 N83 27985
UH-60A light icing envelope evaluation with the blade
deicing kit installed but inoperative
[AD-A125630] p 528 N83-27987
Airworthiness and Flight Charactenstics test (A&FC) of
AH-1S with Aircraft General Purpose Dispenser System
(AGPDS)
[AD-A125978] p 528 N83 29199
Validation flight test of UH 60A for Rotorcrafl Systems
Integration Simulator (RSIS)
[AD-A125428] p 529 N83-29201
Limited artificial and natural icing test of the OV-ID
(re-evaluation)
(AD-A127191] p606 N83-30410
Fuel conservation evaluation of U S (United States)
Army helicopters Part 4 OH-58C flight testing
(ADA127422] p 637 N83-30673
Fuel conservation evaluation of US Army helicopters
Parts AH-1S slight testing
[AD-A128532] p 608 N83-31601
Airworthiness and Flight Charactenstics (AFC) test of
YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter, Prototype
Qualification Test-Government (POT-G), part 3 and
Production Validation Test-Government (PvT-G) for
handbook verification
(AD-A130524 ] p734 N83-36025
Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
Cleveland, Ohio
Life and reliability models for helicopter transmissions
INASA-TM-82976] p 67 N83-10425
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on inlet flow
to a high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine
[NASATM-82964] p 166 N83-15306
New trends in combustion research for gas turbine
engines
[NASA-TM-83338] p 338 N83-20947
Advances in traction drive technology
INASATM-83397] p 561 N83-28455
Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
Fort Eustls, Va
Operational military helicopter mtenor noise and vibration
measurements with compansons to nde quality cntena
[AIAA PAPER 83-2526] P 728 A83 48364
Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
Hampton, Va.
Reduction of high-speed impulsive noise by blade
planform modification of a model helicopter rotor
[NASATM-84553] p 191 N83-16151
Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
Moffett Field, Calif
Navier Stokes calculations for the vortex wake of a rotor
in hover
[AIAA PAPER 83-1676] p 492 A83-37184
Prediction of boundary layer characteristics of an
oscillating airfoil p 660 A83-46435
Holographic mterferometry technique for rotary wing
aerodynamics and noise
[NASA-TM-84723] p 67 N83-10378
An expenmental study of dynamic stall on advanced
airfoil section Volume 2 Pressure and force data
[NASA-TM-84245-VOL-2] P 179 N83-12048
Dynamic structural aeroelastic stability testing of the
XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
[NASA-TM-84293] p216 N83-16349
A rotor technology assessment ol the advancing blade
concept
[NASA-TM-84298] p 265 N83 18712
Dynamic structural aeroelastic stability testing of the
XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft p 628 N83-30376
Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
St Louis, Mo
Improved airborne HF receive antenna An IL1R
report
[AD-A118861] p 182 N83-14369
Impact behavior of fibrous composition and metal
substructures
[AD-A121618] P296 N83-18858
Venfication testing of a UH-1 Wire Stnke Protection
System (WSPS)
[AD-A122220] p 250 N83-19725
Flight service evaluation of composite components on
Bell 206L and Sikorsky S-76 helicopters
[NASA-TM-84637] p 297 N83 19815
Histoncal research and development inflation indices for
army fixed and rotor winged aircraft
[AD-A129317] p 713 N83-35993
Army Avionics Research and Development Activity,
Fort Monmouth, N J
Electronic voice communications improvements for
Army aircraft
[AD-A119427] p 183 N83-14387
Electroluminescent displays p611 N83-30421
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab.,
Hanover, N H
Suppression of ice fog from the Fort Wamwnght, Alaska,
cooling pond
[AD-A 123069] p 409 N83 24073
Army Communications-Electronics Command, Fort
Monmouth, N J
Propagation prediction usage in automated frequency
assignments based on cosite and remote system spectrum
shanng p 645 N83 30905
Army Construction Engineering Research Lab,
Champaign, III
Operational noise data for UH-60A and CH-47C Army
helicopter
IAD-A118796] p 223 N83-12974
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
Vlcksburg, Miss
Prediction of pavement roughness
[AD-A120009) p232 N83-16566
Evaluation of three state-of-the-art water-jet systems for
cutting/removing concrete
[AD-A123579] p 407 N83-24732
Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center,
Watertown, Mass
Application of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
for quality control analysis of epoxy resin prepregs used
in helicopter rotor blades p 61 N83 11232
Army Propulsion Lab, Cleveland, Ohio
Elfect ol vanable guide vanes on the performance of
a high-bypass turbofan engine p 274 A83-24028
New trends in combustion research for gas turbine
engines p 446 A83 35806
Army Research and Technology Labs, Fort Eustis, Va
DATAMAP and its impact on prediction programs
p236 N83-17489
Venfication testing of an AH-1S Wire Strike Protection
System (WSPS)
[AD-A123188] P 429 N83-25684
Safe life and damage-tolerant design approaches for
helicopter structures P 693 N83 33961
C-4
CORPORA TE SOURCE Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, Wash.
Army Research and Technology Labs, Moftett Reid,
Call)
Finite difference modeling of rotor flows including wake
effects
(ONERA.TPNO 1982-1141 P 243 A83-24328
Guidance and flight control demonstration in a helicopter
flight environment using a laser-gyro inertia) navigation
system p322 A83-28779
Effects of rotor inertia and rpm control on helicopter
handling qualities
[AIAA PAPER 83-20701 p623 A83-41907
The status of military helicopter handling qualities
criteria p SO N83-10065
A note on the general scaling of helicopter blade-vortex
interaction noise
[AO-A118761] p223 N83-12972
Helicopter simulation validation using flight data
[NASATM-84291] p 204 N83-13112
The development of a system for interdisciplinary
analysis of rotorcraft flight characteristics
p236 N83-17485
The vibration characteristics of a coupled helicopter
rotor-fuselage by a finite element analysis
[NASATP-2118] p265 N83-18714
Calculation of boundary layers near the stagnation point
of an oscillating airfoil
[NASA-TM-84305] p 478 N83-27148
Army Research Inst for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences, Alexandria, Va
Research Issues in the Determination of Simulator
Fidelity Proceedings of the ARI sponsored Workshop
[AD-A118253) p 208 N83-12106
Army Structures Lab, Hampton, Va.
Recent applications of a laser velocimeter in the Langley
4by 7-meter Wind Tunnel p765 A83-50145
Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md
Flight testing operations procedure
[AD-A116984] p 26 N83-10030
Army Troop Support and Aviation Materiel Readiness
Command, St Louis, Mo
Historical inflation program A computer program
generating historical inflation indices for Army aircraft,
revision
[AD-A127674] p 654 N83-32677
ARO, Inc, Arnold Air Force Station, Tenn
The 1981 calibration of the AEDC-PWT aerodynamic
wind tunnel (4T) at Mach numbers from 0 1 to 1 3
[AD-A118704] p208 N83-12104
Development of a three-dimensional adaptive wall test
section with perforated walls p 349 N83-20973
Techniques for determining engine stall recovery
characteristics p 543 N83-29265
Ashland Petroleum Co, Ky
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil Part 1
Preliminary process design, economic and yield
optimization, and computer modeling
[AD-A117511) p60 N83-10210
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil Volume 3,
part 2 Above ground shale oil process data
[AD-A128635] p 758 N83-35162
Refining at military (at fuels from shale oil, part 2, volume
2 (in situ shale oil process data)
[AD-A129031] p759 N83-36248
Refining of military jet fuels from shale oil Parts Pilot
plant sample preparation
[AD-A128722) p 759 N83-36249
Associated Architects of Crested Butte, Colo.
Gunnison County airport terminal
[OE83-004512] p 401 N83-23332
Association Aeronautlque et Astronautlque da Franc*,
Paris.
Aerodynamics on a transport aircraft type wing-body
mode
[PB82-206855] p 194 N83-12081
Noise source mechanisms in unsteady flow
(PB82-203837) p 223 N83-12978
Tndimensional computation of the flow in helicopter air
intakes
[PB82-204512J p 194 N83-13093
Atlantic Research Corp, Alexandria, Va.
Composite material aircraft electromagnetic properties
and design guidelines
[AD-A124016] p470 N83-25795
Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell
(England).
An efficient fully implicit simulator
(CSS-126] p 176 N83-15322
Avco Corp., Nashville, Tenn.
Advanced composite aileron for L-1011 transport
aircraft Aileron manufacture
[NASA-CR-165718] p 635 N83-30522
Avco Lycomlng Dlv., Stratford, Conn.
Experimental evaluation of inlet turbulence, wall
boundary layer, surface finish, and fillet radius on small
axial turbine state performance
[SAE PAPER 821475] p 534 A83-38001
Integrally cast low-cost compressor
(AD-A127663] p 639 N83-31824
Avco Lycomlng Dlv, WHBaimport, Pa.
Current designs, future possibilities and programmatic
suggestions p353 N83-22452
Avlons Marcel Dassault, Saint-Cloud (France).
A method for the numerical simulation of an aircraft
undercarriage system p 176 N83-15295
The high angle of attack behavior of a combat aircraft
Correlation between prediction and flight
p 604 N83-30367
Avlons Marcel Dassault-Broguet Aviation, Saint-Cloud
(Franc*).
Fly by wire control Towards new norms for judging
flight qualities An example The Mirage 2000
p49 N83-10060
Digital simulation of transonic 3-dimensional flows of
perfect compressible flows around aircraft by the methods
of finite elements and of least squares
[PB82-213448] p 33 N83-11122
B
Ballistic Research Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md.
A critique of the Bell Helicopter Textron COBRA 2 75
inch rocket ballistic algonthm
[AD-A123703] p 390 N83-24502
Bath Unlv (England).
The nature of libra composite materials
p227 N83-17610
Battelle Columbus Labs., Mountain View, Calif.
The NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System
[NASA-TM-84339J p 721 N83-34923
Battelle Columbus Labs, Ohio
Analytical techniques for aromatic components in aircraft
fuels
[AD-A118838 J p211 N83-12252
Technical and secretariat support of the MIL-STD-1515
fastener standardization effort
[AD-A119828] p 232 N83-16760
Effects of manufacturing processes on structural
allowables
(AD-A122963] p 404 N83-23426
Battelle Memorial Inst, Columbus, Ohio
Discussion of the short crack effect in airframe materials
and components p680 N83-34110
Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, Wash
Research to develop and evaluate advanced eddy
current sensors for detecting small flaws in metallic
aerospace components
(AD-A125873) p 564 N83-29726
BOM Corp, McLean, Va.
Rapid runway repair program subtask 1 08 Concrete
cutting equipment evaluation
(AD-A127336) p 631 N83-30440
The effects of weather on rapid runway repair, volume
1
[AD-A130409] p 754 N83-36040
Beech Aircraft Corp., Wichita, Kan*.
Studies of light-twin wing-body interference
[SAE PAPER 830709] p 580 A83-43319
Bell Aerospace Co, Buffalo, N. Y.
Force method optimization II Volume 2 User's
manual
[AD-A128235] p 652 N83-32387
Bell Helicopter Co, Fort Worth, Tex.
Measured inplane stability charactenstics In hover for
an advanced beanngless rotor
[AIAA 834987) p 330 A83-29865
Velocity coupling A new concept for hover and axial
flow wake analysis and design p 193 N83-17478
Design of an advanced 500-hp helicopter transmission
p303 N83-20125
Bendlx Corp, Baltimore, Md.
Enhanced TCAS 2 p 145 N83-14088
Frangible microwave landing system (inverted azimuth
waveguide array configuration)
[DOT/FAA/RD-82/88] p 324 N83-20927
Bendlx Corp, South Bend, Ind.
Nonlinear multrvanable design by total synthesis
p 531 AB3-37092
Application of tire dynamics to aircraft landing gear
design analysis p359 N83-21394
Bendlx Corp, Teterboro, N J
New results in fault latency modelling
[AIAA PAPER 83-2303) p 650 A83-41760
Advanced Flight Control Actuation System (AFCAS
-E/P) Fabrication and design verification testing of a dual
mode electro/pneumatic actuator for the T 2C aircraft
(AD-A 119627 ] p 170 N83-14136
Advanced flight control system study
[NASA-CR-163120] p 170 N83-15316
Bthrte Applied Research, Inc, Jericho, N V
Spin prediction techniques p 169 A83-18401
Influence of airplane components on rotational
aerodynamic data for a typical single-engine airplane
[AIAA PAPER 83-2135] p 579 A83-41957
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general
aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to
90 deg 2 Influence of horizontal tail location for Model
D
[NASA-CR-3247] p 180 N83-13070
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine general
aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to
90 deg 1 Influence of airplane components for model
0
[NASA-CR-3246] p 315 N83-20916
F-14 rotary balance tests for an angle-of attack range
of 0 deg to 90 deg
(AD-A124468) ' p441 N83-25700
Blonetlcs Corp, Hampton, Va.
Noise transmission charactenstics of advanced
composite structural materials
[AIAA PAPER 83-0694] p 306 A83-25915
Charactenstics of the transmission loss apparatus at
NASA Langley Research Center
[NASA-CR-172153] p 572 N83-30165
Aerodynamic evaluation of circulation control
propellers
[NASA-CH 165748] p 616 N83-30428
BloTechnology, Inc, Falls Church, Va
A flight investigation of simulated data-link
communications dunng single-pilot IFR flight Volume 2
Flight evaluations
[NASA-CR 3653) p 146 N83-14098
Bodenseewerfc Geraetetechnlk GmbH, Ueberllngen
(West Germany)
Introduction to optical rate sensors
p 735 N83-34895
Boeing Aerospace Co, Seattle, Wash
Descnption and planned use of a data distribution
evaluation system for fiber optic data buses
p21 A83-11183
High voltage testing Volume 2 Specifications and
procedures
[AD-A122355] 0360 N83-22517
High voltage design guide Volume 4 Aircraft
[AD-A129530] p 766 N83-36372
Boeing Co, Seattle, Wash
Tests of a thermal acoustic shield with a supersonic
|et p72 A83-10183
Flight test evaluation of drag effects on surface coatings
on the NASA Boeing 737 TCV airplane
[NASA-CR-165767] p 666 N83-33852
Boeing Commercial Airplane Co, Seattle, Wash
Prediction of jet exhaust noise on airframe surfaces
dunng low-speed flight p 198 A83-13160
Transonic flow simulation of prop-tan configurations
[AIAA PAPER 83-0187] p 137 A83-19582
A three degree-of-freedom, typical section flutter
analysis using harmonic transonic air forces
[AIAA PAPER 83-0960] p 406 A83-32797
Applications of advanced upper surface blowing
propulsive-lift technology
[SAE PAPER 820956] p 433 A83-33628
Progress in propulsion system/alrframe structural
integration
[AIAA PAPER 83-1123] p 437 A83-36234
Advanced composite elevator for Boeing 727 aircraft
[NASA-CR-157823] p6f N83-11248
Aircraft surface coatings study Venfication of selected
matenals
(NASA-CR-159288] p 61 N83-11331
Aircraft noise reduction
[PB82-206095] p 194 N83-12080
Study of supersonic wings employing the attainable
leading-edge thrust concept
[NASA-CR-3637] p 180 N83-13073
Development ol lightweight, fire retardant, low smoke,
thermally stable, high strength floor paneling Passenger
floor panels
[NASA-CR-167770] p212 N83-13174
Advanced composite elevator for Boeing 727 aircraft,
volume 2
[NASA-CR-159258] p 205 N83-16330
User's manual for master Modeling of aerodynamic
surfaces by 3-dimensional explicit representation
(NASA-CR-166056] p 236 N83-18304
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with
improved fire resistance charactenstics Phase 4
Sandwich panel decorative ink development
(NASA-CR-166432] p 296 N83-18851
C-5
Boeing Computer Services, Inc., Seattle, Wash. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Traffic alert and collision avoidance system
Developmental simulation
(FAA-RO-82-49] p 260 N83-19732
Aeroelastic loads prediction for an arrow wing Task
1 Evaluation of R P White's method
[NASA-CR-36401 p316 N83-22163
Aeroelastic loads prediction for an arrow wing Task
2 Evaluation of semi-empirical methods
[NASA-CR-3641]
 P316 N83-22164
Aeroelastic loads prediction for an arrow wing Task
3 Evaluation of the Boeing three-dimensional
leading-edge vortex code
[NASA-CR-36421 p 377 N83-24479
Selected advanced aerodynamics and active controls
technology concepts development on a derivative B-747
aircraft
[NASA-CR-32951 p 442 N83-26831
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project
Wing planform study and final configuration selection
[NASA-CR-165630] p 605 N83-30401
Nacelle Aerodynamic and Inertial Loads (NAIL) proiect
[NASA-CR-168712] p 605 N83-30402
Advanced composite elevator for Boeing 727 aircraft
[NASA-CR-172910] p 605 N83-30403
P-static flight evaluation of a large |et aircraft
p 588 N83-31230
Commercial transport aircraft composite structures
p 693 N83-33958
Boeing Computer Services, Inc, Seattle, Wash
A three degree-of-freedom, typical section flutter
analysis using harmonic transonic air forces
[AIAA PAPER 83-0960) p 406 A83-32797
Correction and improvement of CARE 3 Version 3
[NASA-CR 166122] p 705 N83-34591
Boeing Military Airplane Development, Seattle, Wash
Unsteady transonic flow over wings including
mviscid/viscous interaction p 190 A83-22132
Integrated airframe/propulsion control system
architectures (IAPSA) study
[AIAA PAPER 83-2158] p 595 A83-41660
Integrated control system concept for high-speed
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-25641 p 751 A83 50074
Fire resistant aircraft hydraulic system
[AD-Al 18169] p33 N83-11118
Microprocessor applications to guidance and control
architectures p 236 N83-18297
Advanced aviorac systems for multimission applications,
volume 1
[AD-A121793] p 271 N83-19749
Advanced aviomc systems for multimission applications,
volume 2
[AD-A121794] p 271 N83-19750
Advanced aviomc systems for multtmtssion applications,
volume 3
(AD-A121795] p 271 N83-19751
Fuei/engme/airlrame trade-off study Operational
effects of increased freeze point fuels
[AD-A121688] p 351 N8321169
Atmospheric electricity threat definition for aircraft
lightning protection p 586 N83-31192
Boeing Military Airplane Development, Wichita, Kans
Calibration of C-130 lightning charactenzation sensors
(AD-A127344] p 610 N83-30413
Boeing Vertol Co, Philadelphia, Pa
Developments in the design, analysis, and fabncation
of advanced technology transmission elements
p 298 A83-24832
Variable camber rotor study
(NASA-CR-166382] p 266 N83-19740
Large rotorcraft transmission technology development
program
[NASA-CR-168120] p 332 N83-22188
Protecting the world's largest commercial helicopter
from atmospheric hazards p 588 N83-31242
A piloted simulator investigation of side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation system
requirements for helicopter visual flight tasks
[NASA-CR-172852] p 754 N83-36041
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc, Cambridge, Mass
A fault tolerant approach to state estimation and failure
detection in nonlinear systems p 568 A83-37121
Energetics and optimum motion of oscillating lifting
surfaces
(AIAA PAPER 83-1710) p 492 A83-37204
An optimal control model approach to the design of
compensators for simulator cjelay
[NASA-CR-3604] p 32 N83-11113
Limits on the prediction of helicopter rotor noise using
thickness and loading sources Validation of helicopter
noise prediction techniques
[NASA-CR-1660971
 P412 N83-25498
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc, Canoga Park, Calif
Propeller aircraft interior noise p 309 N83-18658
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc, Los Angeles, Calif
Noise in America Extent of the noise problem
[PB82-219189I p 69 N83-11629
Borg-Wamer Corp, Carson, Calif
Feed-pump hydraulic performance and design
improvement Phase 1 Research program design, volume
1
[DE82-903116) p 303 N83-20165
Feed-pump hydraulic performance and design
improvement Phase 1 Research program design, volume
2
[DE82903304I p 303 N83-20166
Boston Unlv, Mass
Free wake aerodynamic analysis of helicopter rotors
(AD-A129710I p 718 N83-36007
Bristol Unlv (England)
A laboratory method for the analysis of helicopter
underslung load oscillations
(BU-2731 p 192 N83-16303
An investigation and comparison of the aerodynamic
performance of selected hang-glider airfoil sections
[BU-2761 P 192 N83-16305
A study of the flow around a slotted flap end
[BU-2791 p 192 N83-16306
Helicopter fin effectiveness
[8U-2711 p 206 N83-16336
Design considerations tor the construction of a Shenft
wing in composite matenals
[BU-280] p 206 N83-16337
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Brough (England)
The use of panel methods for the evaluation of subsonic
wall interference p 347 N83-20959
British Aerospace Aircraft Group,
Klngston-upon-Thames (England)
Advanced castings in the design of military aircraft
p 178 N83-15429
Aerodynamic ejectors in the UK
(BAE-KRS-N-GEN-2431 p 607 N83-3I594
Composites in ground test services
[BAE-KGT-N-GEN-00999] p 638 N83-31729
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Preston (England)
Multi point excitation ground resonance test facility at
Bntish Aerospace Warton
[BAE-TN-5411] p 209 N83-13128
The strengths and weaknesses of Computational Fluid
Mechanics (CFM) in aerodynamic design and analysis
Part 1 Background and philosophy
p219 N83-13413
Ground and flight testing on the fty-by-wtre Jaguar
equipped with a full time quadruplex digital integrated flight
control system p 343 N83-22111
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Warton (England)
Lessons from Tornado afterbody development
p604 N83-30366
Comparison of flight loads measurements results and
prediction for Tornado p 605 N83-30378
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Weybrldge
(England)
Development of a cost effective approach to modelling
aircraft response to repaired runways
p 157 N83-15293
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Woodford (England)
Design of a software maintenance facility for the RAF
p364 N83-22150
British Aerospace Dynamics Group, Bristol (England)
Missile body vortices and their interaction with lifting
surfaces p 24"i N83-18695
British Aerospace Public Ltd Co, Lancashire
(England)
Lightning protection design and lightning threat flight
clearance of a fly-by-wire flight control system for an
unstable aircraft p 629 N83-31234
British Aerospace Public Ltd Co, Preston (England)
Piloted handling qualities design cntena for high order
flight control systems p 49 N83-10058
Expenence of non-linear high incidence aerodynamic
characteristics p 50 N83-10070
Integration of a new sensor on to an existing aircraft
p 732 N83-34901
British Library Lending Dlv, Boston Spa (England)
Protective coatings against fretting in aircraft engine
construction
[BLL-CE-TRANS-7736-(902209] p 351 N83-21102
Brookhaven National Lab, Upton, N Y
Polymer concrete patching manual
[PB83-180265) p 647 N83-31912
Brown, Boverie und Cle, A G Baden (Switzerland)
Cooling of gas turbine blades p 282 N83 18735
Expenmental venfication of blade cooling systems and
companson with design calculation p 282 N83-18736
Bundesakademle fuer Wehrverwaltung und
Wehrtechnik, Mannheim (West Germany)
A life cycle model for aviomc systems
p 335 N83-22146
Bundesamt fuer Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung,
Koblenz (West Germany)
Lightning strikes to aircraft of the German Federal Armed
Forces p586 N83-31193
Bundesamt fuer Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung,
Munich (West Germany)
Expenence with System Identification From Tracking
(SIFT) flight-test-techmques at the German Air Force Flight
Test Center p 51 N83-10078
Bundesanstalt fuer Ffugslcherung, Frankfurt am Main
(West Germany)
Activities report on air traffic secunty
p514 N83-27971
Activities of the Federal Administration of Air Navigation
Services (BFS) p 674 N83-32785
Burroughs Corp, Paoll, Pa
System descnption for automated radar terminal air
traffic control system, ARTS 2 enhancements, revision A
[FAA-PM-83-19-REV-A] p 382 N83-24494
System descnption for automated radar terminal air
traffic control system (ARTS II) Enhancements System
decnption, revision A
[AD-A128896] p 674 N83-33870
California Inst. of Tech, Pasadena
Observation of damage growth in compressrvefy loaded
laminates p 692 A83-46810
Unsteady flow effects in combustor systems
p 562 N83-29232
Linear theory of pressure oscillations in liquid fueled
ramjet engines p 685 N83-33886
California Polytechnic State Unlv, San Luis Oblspo
Wind tunnel tests of a free-wmg/free tnmmer model
[NASA-CR-170394] p 137 N83-15263
California State Unlv, Long Beach.
Prediction of boundary-layer characteristics of an
oscillating airfoil p 660 A83-46435
California Unlv, Berkeley
Anti-misting additives for iet fuels
(NASA-CR-169751] p 225 N83-16417
Viscometnc and misting properties of polymer-modified
fuel
[NASA-CR-169750] p 226 N83-16543
California Unlv, Berkeley Lawrence Berkeley Lab
Mechanics and physics of the growth of small cracks
p700 N83-34096
California Unlv, Irvine
Environmental quality research Fate of toxic jet fuel
components in aquatic systems
[AD-A122548] p 351 N83-21168
California Unlv, Uvermore Lawrence Uvermore Lab
Electromagnetic test facility characterization An
identification approach
[DE83-004274] p 360 N83-22498
California Unlv, Los Angeles.
Aerosound from corner flow and flap flow
[AIAA PAPER 81-2039] p 237 A83-19813
Structural optimization with dynamic behavior
constraints
[ AIAA 83-0936] p 355 A83-29766
Aeroelastic tailonng of rotor blades for vibration
reduction in forward flight
[AIAA 83-0916] p 329 A83-29844
Coupled flap-lag-torsional dynamics of hingeless rotor
blades in forward flight p 433 A83-33508
Coupled flap-lag-torsional dynamics of hingeless rotor
blades in forward flight p 435 A83 35948
Numencal simulation of the atmosphere dunng a CAT
encounter p565 A83-38764
A conservative type-dependent full potential method for
the treatment at supersonic flows with embedded subsonic
regions
(AIAA PAPER 83-1887] p 502 A83-39356
Formulation and solution of rotary-wing aeroelastic
stability and response problems p 600 A83-43673
Transonic and nonlinear flow research
[AD-A121477] p 246 N83-19719
California Unlv, Riverside
High altitude let fuel photochemistry
[AD-A125035] p 471 N83-27035
Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo,NY
Effect of control system delays on fighter flying
qualities p 51 N83-10072
Simulation for predicting flying qualities
p52 N83-10080
Lateral flying qualities of highly augmented fighter
aircraft, volume 2
[AD-A118071] p204 N83-12100
Flight control system design using robust output
observers p 343 N83-22105
Application of Calspan pitch rate control system to the
Space Shuttle for approach and landing
[NASA-CR-170402] p 397 N83-24513
C-6
CORPORA TE SOURCE Curtiss-Wrlght Corp., Wood-Ridge, N.J.
Rotating stall investigalions Volume 1 Theoretical
investigations
IAD-A128744] p 748 N83-34951
Rotating stall investigations Volume 2 Expenmental
studies
[AD-A128745] p 748 N83-34952
Calspan Corp, Buffalo. N. Y
An in (light investigation of pilot-induced oscillation
suppression filters during the fighter approach and landing
task
INASA-CR-163116) p 204 N83-13110
Equivalent system verification and evaluation of
augmentation effects on fighter approach and landing flying
qualities Volume 2 Program plan, test data and
analysis
IAD-A119704) p 155 N83-14117
Equivalent system verification and evaluation of
augmentation effects on fighter approach and landing flying
qualities Volume 1 Summary
[AD-A1194061 p 156 N83-14122
In-flight investigation of large airplane flying qualities for
approach and landing
[AD-A120202] p 206 N83-16332
Lateral flying qualities of highly augmented fighter
aircraft, volume 1
[AD-A118070) p443 N83-26835
Expenmental experience at Calspan
p688 N83-33900
Cambridge Unlv (England)
Reduction of aerodynamic drag Torsion disc
viscometry
[AD-A117859] p 10 N83-10020
Vibration in turbomachmery A bibliography of research
reports (1966 - 1981)
[CUED/A-TURBO-TR-109] p 301 N83-19129
Canada Inst. for Scientific and Technical Information,
Ottawa (Ontario)
Construction of an ice model basin at the Ship Research
Institute of the Ministry of Transportation
[NRC/CNR-TT-2066] p 631 N83-30436
Canadalr Ltd, Montreal (Quebec)
Comparison of prediction, wind tunnel and flight test
data for the Canadair Challenger turbofan aircraft
p 604 N83-30365
Canyon Research Group, Inc, Westlake Village, Calif
Applications of simulator freeze to earner glideslope
tracking instruction
[AD-A118862) p 220 N83-16356
Simulator design features for earner landing Part 2
In-simulator transfer of training
[AD-A124024) p 466 N83-25733
Carleton Unlv, Ottawa (Ontario)
An overview of engine dynamic response and
mathematical modeling concepts p 542 N83 29262
Carnegie-Mellon Unlv, Pittsburgh, Pa
Electro-optical processor for optimal control
p 298 A83-23596
Friction damping of flutter in gas turbine engine airfoils
p 274 A83 24038
Effects of friction dampers on aerodynamically unstable
rotor stages
[AIAA PAPER 83-0848) p 392 A83-32791
Case Western Reserve Unlv, Cleveland, Ohio
Prediction of natural convection flow pattern in
low-aspect ratio enclosures p 561 N83 28364
Dilution |et expenments in compact combustor
configurations p 538 N8329218
Center for Naval Analyses, Alexandria, Va
Methods for generating aircraft trajectones
[AD-AI22386] p331 N83 20936
Centre National d'Etudea Spatlales, Toulouse (France)
Isothermal gradient heat-pipes space furnace (500 to
1000 degC) p633 N83-31659
Centre National de la Recherche Sclentlflque,
Grenoble (France)
Minizone image furnace p 633 N83 31658
Centre Technique des Industries Mecanlques, St
Etlenne (France).
Evaluation of lubncants for air compressors
IPB82 259003] p 226 N83-16538
Centre de Mecanlca e Engenharla Estruturals, Lisbon
(Portugal).
Application of semi-ngid pavements in rapid runway
repair p 175 N83-15289
Cessna Aircraft Co, Wichita, Kans.
Application of advanced technologies to small,
short-haul transport aircraft (STAT)
[NASA-CR-152362) p 192 N83-12072
Airframe and engine integration and potential
improvements p 353 N83-22451
Cincinnati Unlv, Ohio
A method of predicting the performance deterioration
of a compressor cascade due to sand erosion
[AIAA PAPER 83-01781 p 160 A83-16572
Metallurgical instabilities during the high temperature low
cycle fatigue of nickel-base superalloys
p 224 A83-22019
The effect of rmcrostructure on the fatigue behavior of
Ni base superalloys p 469 A83-36166
Optimal short range traiectones for helicopters
(AIAA PAPER 83-2140) p 598 A83-41962
Effect of parucle presence on the incompressible imnsad
flow through a two dimensional compressor cascade
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-95] p 714 A83-47941
Compressor cascade performance deterioration caused
by sand ingestjon
(NASA-CR 168067) p 190 N83-16286
City Unlv, London (England)
Further advances in helicopter vibration control
p 334 N83-22477
Civil Aeromedlcal Inst, Oklahoma City, Okla
Crash injury protection in survivable air transport
accidents United States crvil aircraft expenence from 1970
through 1978 (incomplete)
IFAA-CT-82118) p 381 N83-24489
Civil Aeronautics Board, Washington, 0 C
Area equivalent method A quick procedure for
determining noise impact at civilian airports
[PB82-195892] p 223 N83-12975
Airport activity statistics of certificated route air
earners
[AO-A119713) p 185 N83-13084
Civil Aviation Authority, London (England)
A UK NATS view of the air traffic management
requirements in the next decade p 325 N83-22178
Fuel conservation and economy constraints
p362 N83-22179
Clemaon Unlv, S C
Cost functions for airframe production programs
[AD-A119788] p 128 N83-14062
Coast Guard Research and Development Center,
Groton, Conn
An evaluation of SARP (search and rescue planning
system) drift predictions using satellite-tracked
drift-buoys
[AD-A127987J p 589 N83-31588
Colorado State Unlv, Fort Collins
Wind-tunnel research of llowfields within naturally
ventilated rooms of simple geometry
[DE83-008110] p644 N83-30813
Colorado Unlv, Boulder
Pilot-in-command A sociological analysis of general
aviation accidents p 184 N83-13079
Columbia Unlv, New York
Effects of cobalt in nickel-base superalloys
p223 A83-21467
Laboratory study of add-on treatments for intenor noise
control in light aircraft p 386 A83-32581
Recent research on noise transmission into aircraft
p 73 N83-10435
The effects of small deformation on creep and stress
rupture of ODS superalloys
(AOA125640) p553 N83-28212
Comarco, Inc, Anaheim, Calif
Computer Aided Mission Planning System (CAMPS)
(ADA118567I p 221 N83-12895
Committee of Conference (U S Congress)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
p 74 N83-10989
Committee on Appropriations (U S Senate)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration research
and development, including space flight control and data
communications p 573 N83-29134
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
(U S Senate)
National Airspace System Plan
IGPO-98-029) p319 N83-22169
NASA authorization for fiscal year 1984
[GPO-19200] p487 N83-27921
Committee on Government Operations (U S House)
Aircraft cabin safety staffing standards
[H-REPT-97-394] p 15 N83-11093
Aircraft cabin safety staffing standards
[GPO-77-9691 p 16 N83 11094
Committee on Science and Technology (U S House).
Aviation weather
IGPO-98-983) p304 N83-20493
FAA national airspace system plan
IGPO-94-438) p346 N83 20953
Committee on the Judiciary (U S House)
Air disaster litigation
1GPO-97-336I p510 N83-29185
Complere, Inc, Palo Alto, Calif
An assessment ol How-field simulation and
measurement
(AIAA PAPER 83-1721] p 555 A83 37210
Comptroller General of the United States, Washington,
DC
DOD's use of remotely piloted vehicle technology offers
opportunities for saving lives and dollars
[MASAD-81 20) p 72 N83-10875
Requirements and production capabilities are uncertain
for some Air Force, Navy and Manne Corps aircraft spares
and repair parts
[AD-A118423J p6 N83-11055
Aircraft thrust/power management can save defense
fuel, reduce engine maintenance costs, and improve
readiness
[GAO/PLRD-82-74] p 139 N83-14074
A strategy is needed to deal with peaking problems at
international airports
[GAO/GGD-83-4] p 429 N83-25683
FAA's plan to improve the air traffic control system A
step in the right direction but improvements and better
coordination are needed
[GAO/AFMD-83-34] p 432 N83-25687
Computational Mechanics Consultants, Knosvllle,
Tenn
An assessment of factors affecting prediction of
near-field development of a subsonic VSTOL jet in
cross-flow
[AD-A124583] p 441 N83-25699
Comsls Corp, Mountain View, Calif
ARTS 2A design analysis
[FAA-RD-82-54] p 187 N83-12064
Connecticut Unlv, Storrs.
Identification of helicopter rotor dynamic models
[AIAA 83-0988] p 330 A83-29866
Identification and stochastic control of helicopter
dynamic modes
[NASA-CR-166425] P 157 N83-15283
Evaluation of the effect of vibration nonlineanty on
convergence behavior of adaptive higher harmonic
controllers
[NASA-CR-166424] p 266 N83-18718
Contel Information Systems, Fairfax, Va
Computer B (National Airspace System - Automated
Radar Terminal Systems) communications support
[FAA-PM-83-16] p 407 N83-24742
Control Data Corp, Minneapolis, Minn.
Flight summaries and temperature climatology at airliner
cruise altitudes from GASP (Global Atmospheric Sampling
Program) data
[NASA-CR 168106] P 409 N83-24048
Cooper Union, New York
An assessment of global and quasi-global models of
hydrocarbon and hydrogen combustion kinetics for
reacting flow-field calculations p 686 N83-33890
Cornell Unlv, Ithaca, N Y
Comparison of broadband noise mechanisms, analyses,
and experiments on helicopters, propellers, and wind
turbines
[AIAA PAPER 83-0690] p 365 A83-28009
Infrared observations from the NASA Airborne
Observatories p 573 A83-40454
A theory of rotating stall of multistage axial
compressors
[NASA-CR-3685] p 506 N83-29175
Costruzlonl Aeronautlche Giovanni Agusta S p A,
Varese (Italy)
First results for the definition of a general rotorcraft
dynamic program p 236 N83-17483
Crantleld Inst of Tech, Bedfordshire (England)
Initial findings during studies of the flow within a high
speed impeller using a transit anemometer
p216 N83-12270
Alternative fuel technology senes Volume 1 Alternative
fuels for transport
[ISBN-0-902937-63-4] p 555 N83-29414
A combat aircraft availability assessment technique
(ISBN-0-902937-80-4) p 658 N83-32708
A note on the estimation of longitudinal and lateral
aircraft derivatives using semi-empmcal methods
[CAR-8312] p679 N83-33878
Crouzet Aerospace and Systems, Valence (France).
Anemobarometnc systems for next generation aircraft
p 343 N83-22101
Automatic recognition of speech in military aircraft
p702 N83-34186
Curtiss-Wrlght Corp., Wood-Ridge, N J
Study of advanced rotary combustion engines for
commuter aircraft
[NASA-CR-165399] p 214 N83-17545
Advanced rotary engines p 340 N83-22454
High Temperature Turbine Technology Program Phase
2 Technology test and support studies
[OE83-O08933) p 699 N83-33173
High-temperature-turbine technology program Phase
2 Technology test and support studies Transpiration
cooled turbine vane aerodynamic cascade results and
analysis
IOE83-010307) p 765 N83-35404
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Dalmo Victor Co., Belmont, Calif.
D
Dalmo Victor Co, Belmont, Calif
TCAS2
10V-10496] p 145 N83-14091
Dayton Univ., Ohio
Aerodynamic penalties of heavy rain on landing
airplanes p 138 A83-18403
Heavy rain influence on airplane accidents
p138 A83-18415
A proposed simple and safe aircraft take-off or landing
procedure with wing roughness or protuberances
[AIAA PAPER 83-0604] p 153 A83-19594
Numerical simulation of airfoil ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 83-0112] p 428 A83-36042
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model, version 3 Volume 2
Program user's guide and appendices
[AD-A118390] p 16 N83-11099
A model for prediction bird and ice impact loads on
structures
[AD-A119408] p184 N83-14543
Analytical and experimental investigation of turbine
blade damping
[AD-A120470] p213 N83-16345
Matenals screening tests of the FDD impact design
technology program, task 4C
[AD-A119839] p 225 N83-16401
Proceedings Ejector Workshop for Aerospace
Applications
[AD-A124264] p 395 N83-24510
High frequency fatigue of turbine blade matenal
[AD-A124585] p 458 N83-25713
Automated design of damage resistant structures
Volume 1 Theory and application
[AD-A125731] p 527 N83-27982
Automated design of damage resistant structures
Volume 2 Program user's manual
[AD-A125732] p 527 N83-27983
Investigation of crew restraint system bio-mechanics
[AD-A126199] p 510 N83-29190
Computer programs for producing single-event aircraft
noise data for specific engine power and meteorological
conditions for use with USAF (United States Air Force)
community noise model (NOISEMAP)
[AD-A127419] p 653 N83-31422
A computer simulation of aircraft evacuation with fire
[NASA-CR-166511] p 589 N83-31586
Structural element and real blade impact testing, volume
1
[AD-A127744] p618 N83-31606
Spectrometer sensitivity investigations on the
spectrometnc oil analysis program
[AD-A127969] p 638 N83-31752
A model for nocturnal frost formation on a wing section
Aircraft takeoff performance penalties
[NASA-CR-3733] p 768 N83-36598
Defence and Civil Inst of Environmental Medicine,
Downsvlew (Ontario)
An operational hygiene study for ozone in the cabin of
the Canadian Forces (CC137) Boeing 707 aircraft
[AD-A121749] p 332 N83-20937
Theory underlying the penpheral vision honzon device
[AD-A124426] p 445 N83-25710
Water survival 20 years Canadian Forces aircrew
expenence
[AD-A125401] p509 N83-27969
Defence Research Establishment Pacific, Victoria
(British Columbia)
Detection and diagnosis of bearing deterioration in
aircraft propulsion systems by wear debns analysis
p 184 N83-15506
Defence Research Information Centre, Orpington
(England)
Durability of propeller shaft interference fits under
vanable cyclic loading
[DRIC-T-6880] p 684 N83-32803
Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center, St Louis,
Mo
Precision navigational filmstnps for use in DOD aircraft
(AD-A124761] p 432 N83-25688
Defense Mapping School, Fort Bervolr, Va.
The influence of reference system dispanty on navigation
and positioning
[AD-A125546] P 515 N83-29195
Delaware Unfv, Newark.
Inlet-fan flow field computation
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-41] p 713 A83-47901
Delco Electronics, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Full-authonty fault-tolerant electronic engine control
system for vanable cycle engines
[AD-A121746] p 359 N83-21357
Denver Research Inst, Colo
Relative cost and training effectiveness of the 6883
F-111 converter/flight control system simulators as
compared to actual equipment
[AD-A123534] p 402 N83-24523
Department of Agriculture, Phoenix, Ariz.
Airborne reconnaissance in the civilian sector -
Agncultural momtonng from high-altitude powered
platforms p 566 A83-39939
Department of Energy, Bartlesvllle, Okla.
Aviation turbine fuels, 1981
[DE82-015870] p 404 N83-23478
Thermodynamics ol organic compounds
[AD-A125022] p 483 N83-27895
Aviation turbine fuels, 1982
[DE83-010848] p 758 N83-35165
Department of Energy, Washington, D. C
Symposium on Commercial Aviation Energy
Conservation Strategies Papers and presentations
[AD-A107106] p 188 N83-17455
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) powertrain system
development for automotive applications
[NASA-CR-167901] p 708 N83-33800
Department of Transport, Pretoria (South Africa).
Human factors in air safety p 320 N83-23234
Department of the Air Force, Washington, D C
USAF (United States Air Force) avionics master plan
[AD-A125819] p 531 N83-29205
Department of Transportation, Washington, D C
Airport delay and improvement study JohnF Kennedy
International Airport and LaGuardia Airport
[PB82-195884] p 58 N83-11153
Detroit Diesel Allison, Indianapolis, Ind
Application of 3D aerodynamic/combustion model to
combustor pnmary zone study
[AIAA PAPER 83-1265] p 454 A83-36316
Component qualification and initial build of the AGT 100
advanced automotive gas turbine
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-225] p 763 A83-48023
Components for digitally controlled aircraft engines
[NASA-CR-165296] p 201 N83-12089
Time-vanant aerodynamics for translational motion of
large-turning airfoils
[AD-A118884] p 203 NS3-13105
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) power-train system
development
[NASA-CR-167875] p 186 N83-15627
Full-authority fault-tolerant electronic engine control
system for vanable cycle engines
[AD-A121746] p 359 N83-21357
Influence of blade tip clearance on aerodynamic ally
induced vibration
[AD-A123125] p 394 N83-23312
Rotorcraft convertible engine study
[NASA-CR-168161] p 537 N83-27996
Small gas turbine combustor pnmary zone study
p 538 N83-29221
Applications of a compression system stability model
p 542 N83-29260
Advanced digital controller development program, task
1
[AD-A129269] p 749 N83-36034
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Brunswick (West Germany).
Techniques for air traffic planning and handling in the
terminal area
[DFVLR-MITT-82-04] p 27 N83-10032
Handling qualities aspects of CTOL aircraft with
advanced flight controls p 50 N83-10064
comparison of rotor analysis results with aerodynamic
windtunnel data p 194 N83-17487
Propeller aircraft noise-certification and flight testing
p 308 N83-1B657
Evaluation of aerodynamic derivatives from Do 28
TNT-free flight model tests
[DFVLR-FB-82-17] p 265 N83-18711
Project Cockpit Instruments and Human Engineenng as
part of a joint programme of research on aircraft guidance
and control
[DFVLR-FB-82-13] p 270 N83-18722
Measurement of the flow-field behind harmonically
oscillating gust generators in the model subsonic wind
tunnel (MUK)
[DFVLR-FB-82-26] p315 N83-20920
Investigations on four-dimensional guidance in the
TMA p326 N83-22187
Flight testing of a strapdown system Results of a special
night test
[DFVLR-MITT-83-02] p 514 N83-27973
On the fail-safe characteristics of stiffened panels
[DFVLR-FB-83-08] p 562 N83-28501
Propeller aircraft noise certification and flight testing
[DFVLR-MITT-82-16] p 572 N83-28993
Evaluation of an airborne terminal for a digital data link
in aviation
[DFVLR-FB-83-05] p 516 N83-29196
Correlation aspects of analytical, wind tunnel and flight
test results for a hmgeless rotor helicopter
p604 N83-30373
CORPORA TESOURCE
Correlation aspects in the identification of dynamic
effects using complementary techniques flight in
turbulence Gust alleviation p 628 N83-30374
Results of Beaver aircraft parameter identification
[DFVLR-FB-83-10] p 678 N83-32798
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Urft-
und Raumfahrt, Cologne (West Germany).
Companson of a propfan/turbofan engine by
thermodynamic cycle calculations
[DFVLR-MITT-82-18] p617 N83-30434
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Goettlngen (West Germany)
The influence of blade tip geometry on the unsteady
pressure distribution of a rotor blade Part 1 Rectangular
tip
[DFVLR-FB-82-11] p 14 N83-11091
Computation of the flow around wings with rear
separation
[DFVLH-FB-82-22] p 195 N83-17517
Introductory survey of aeroelastic problems in separated
and transonic flow p 313 N83-20895
Aeroelastic buffeting prediction technique A general
review p 341 N83-20898
Unsteady airloads on oscillating wings in post-stall
condition p 314 N83-20906
Three-dimensional wall corrections for ventlated wind
tunnels p 348 N83-20965
Condensation studies in cryogenic nitrogen
expansions p 465 N83-25720
Propeller noise at subsonic blade tip speeds, torque and
thrust force
[DFVLR.MITT-82-17] p 653 N83-31425
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Oberpfaffenhofen (West Germany)
Systematic computer aided control design
p342 N83-22097
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Stuttgart (West Germany)
Behavior of aircraft engine oils at high temperature
p 185 N83-15529
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Wessellng (West Germany)
Astroplane A European research aircraft for IR and
submillimetre astronomy (the DFVLR proposal)
p 369 N83-22049
Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheldeanstalt, Frankfurt
am Main (West Germany).
Gas turbine parts made of injection molded silicon
nitnde
[BMFT-FB-T-83-021] p 539 N83-29240
Gas turbine parts made of injection molded silicon nitnde
and brazing of silicon nitnde with metal
[BMFT-FB-T-83-028] p 554 N83-29377
Deutsche Lufthansa Aktiengeseuschaft, Cologne (West
Germany)
Aircraft noise problems p 224 N83-13940
Deutsche Shell A G, Hamburg (West Germany)
Shell bnefmg service Aircraft fuels today and
tomorrow p 638 N83-30678
Domier-Werke G.m b H, Friedrtchshafen (West
Germany)
Modem wing technology for general aviation aircraft
Phase 3 Flight testing
[BMFT-FB-W-82-012] p 33 N83-11121
Estimation of simulation errors and investigations of
operating range extensions for the European Transonic
Wind tunnel (ETW)
[BMFT-FB-W-82-003] p 58 N83-11152
Influence of configuration components of statically
unstable combat aircraft on the aerodynamic design for
high angles-attack p245 N83-18694
The Open Loop Gust Alleviation system OLGA
[BMFT-FB-W-82-030] p 397 N83-23319
Design, construction and test of an experimental
propeller in the power range 750 HP
[BMFT-FB-W-83-004] p 507 N83-29184
Ground/flight correlation on the Alpha-Jet expenmental
aircraft with a transonic wing A companson between wind
tunnel and flight results for aerodynamic performance
p603 N83-30361
Douglas Aircraft Co- Inc, Long Beach, Calif
Sound propagation in segmented exhaust ducts -
Theoretical predictions and companson with
measurements
[AIAA PAPER 83-0734] p 366 A83-28016
Computational aerodynamics applications to transport
aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 83-2061] p 578 A83-41902
The optimization of aircraft seat cushion fire-blocking
layers Full Scale Test description and results
[NASA-CR-166418] p 16 N83-11097
Evaluation of laminar flow control systems for subsonic
commercial transport aircraft Executive summary
[NASA-CR-159252] p216 N83-17551
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CORPORA TE SOURCE Federal Aviation Administration, Atlantic City, N.J.
Service evaluation of airborne tire pressure indicating
systems
[DOT/FAA/RD-82/89] p 331 N83-20934
Compatibility study of antimtsting Kerosene and the
OC/KC-10 fuel system
[FAA-CT-82-116] p 404 N83-23466
The lightning spark bamer p 647 N83-31241
Advanced composite vertical stabilizer for DC-10
transport aircraft
[NASA-CH-172780] p 607 N83-31595
A study of small crack growth under transport spectrum
loading p 701 N83-34108
Improved interior emergency lighting study
[OOT/FAA/CT-83/31 ] p 721 N83-36010
Dowty Rotol Ltd, Gloucester (England).
Landing gear shocK absorber development to improve
aircraft operating performance on rough and damaged
runways p 158 N83-15299
Historical review of propeller developments
p242 N83-18652
Propeller performance prediction and design
techniques p 281 N83-18653
Draper (Charles Stark) Lab, Inc., Cambridge. Mass.
Low altitude navigation augmentation system
[AD-A119700 J p 147 N83-14100
Orexel Univ., Philadelphia, Pa.
A vanable structure approach to robust control of VTOL
aircraft p 544 A83-37145
Pollutant formation in monodisperse fuel spray
combustion p 538 N83-29213
Duesseldorl Unrv (West Germany).
The flow of air-passenger traffic in the Federal Republic
of Germany with emphasis on airports and their
hinterland
[GEOGRAPHISCHE-SCHRIFTEN-18J
p 380 N83-23283
Eastern Air Lines, Inc, Atlanta, Ga.
Air traffic control Its effect on fuel conservation
p202 N83-17464
A practical economic cntenon for fuel conservation
p 239 N83-17468
Ecole Natlonale Superleure des Telecommunications,
Paris (France).
Numencal treatment of Doppler radar signals
[ENST-E-82014] p 478 N83-27114
Ecole Polytechnlque Federate de Lausanne
(Switzerland).
Aeroelasticity in turbomachme-cascades
[AD-A127709] p618 N83-31605
ECON, Inc, Princeton, N J
Status, trends and implications of cartoon fiber material
use
[PB83-147751] p 471 N83-26934
Edgerton, Germeshausen and Grter, Inc., Salem, Mass.
Phase 2A bench model development lacteal rubidium
frequency standard
[AD-A124462] p 477 N83-25990
EG and G Washington Analytical Services Center, Inc,
Pocomoke City, Md
Airborne dual laser excitation and mapping of
phytoplankton photopigments in a Gulf Stream Warm Core
Ring p 648 A83-42210
Electro Magnetic Applications, Inc, Denver, Colo
Interpretation methodology and analysis of in-flight
lightning data
[NASA-CR-3590] p 69 N83-11661
Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center,
Annapolis, Md
EMC analysis ol a prototype civil use GPS receiver on
four aircraft configurations
[ECA&CR-82-048] p217 N83-12300
Microwave Landing System (MLS) channel plans and
frame loading
[DOT/FAA/RD-81/113] p 146 N83-14097
Electronlque Serge Dassault, SL Cloud (France).
Towards a ventable supervisor program for avionics
software p 334 N83-22116
DLAO A support system for defining avionics
software p 335 N83-22119
Elektroschmelzwerk Kenpten Qjn b H, Munich (West
Germany).
Development and fabrication of refractory bodies for gas
turbine engines
[BMFT-FB-T-82-138] p 164 N83-14132
Elliott (Dennis) and Associates, Inc, Arlington, Tex.
Assessment of Houston Airport WEOway Automated
Transit System
[PB83-210443] p754 N83-36042
Embry-Rlddle Aeronautical Untv, Daytona Beach, Fta.
Evaluating the use of electronic flight instrument systems
in general aviation aircraft
[AD-A118604] p 198 N83-12083
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D C
Airport norse Land-use compatibility by the year 2000
[PB32-259151] p 220 N83-16359
Environmental Systems Corp, KnoxvOle, Term.
'Scaling' analysis of the ice accretion process on aircraft
surfaces
[ASME PAPER 82-WA/HT-39] p 248 A83-25693
ERA Ltd, Leatnerhead (England).
Investigation of the RF properties of carbon fiber
composite materials
[ERA-81-109] p 552 N83-28084
Further measurements of the screening effectiveness
of carbon fiber composite materials p 552 N83-28088
The electromagnetic environment of an airframe partly
constructed from carbon fiber composite material
p 552 N83-28O90
The performance of VHF and UHF aerials mounted on
carbon fiber composite materials p 560 N83-28092
EMC implications of using CFC materials in aircraft
manufacture p 552 N83-28093
Emo Raumfanrttechnlk G.m b.H, Bremen (West
Germany).
Development of advanced heating facility concepts for
microgravrry application p 633 N83-31653
ESDU International Ltd, London (England).
Average downwash at the tailplane at low angles of
attack and subsonic speeds, Amendment A
[ESDU-80020-AMEND-A] p 663 N83-32747
Contnbution of wing planform to rolling moment
derivative due to sideslip, (L sub V) sub W. at subsonic
speeds
[ESDU-80033] p663 N83-32751
Effect of trailing-edge flaps on rolling moment derivative
due to sideslip, (L sub V) sub F
[ESDU-80034] p 663 N83-32752
Pressure recovery of axisymmetnc intakes at subsonic
[ESOU-80037] p 663 N83-32753
Effect of trailing-edge flaps on sideforce and yawing
moment derivatives due to sideslip, (V sub v) sub f and
(N sub v) sub f Amendment A
[ESDU-81013-AMEND-A] p 663 N83-32755
Contnbution of wing planform to derivatives of yawing
moment and sideforce due to roll rate at subsonic speeds
(N sub plsuta w and (Y sub p)sub w
[ESOU-81014] p663 N83-32756
Lift and drag of two staggered lifting surfaces at tow
speeds
[ESDU-81023] p663 N83-32759
Drag of axisymmetnc cowls at zero incidence for
subsonic Mach numbers
[ESDU-81024] p664 N83-32760
Linearized two-dimensional oscillatory airforce
coefficients and load distributions on thin aerofoils in
subsonic flow
[ESDU-81034] p664 N83-32761
Linearised two-dimensional oscillatory airforce
coefficients and load distnbutions on thin aerofoils in
supersonic flow
[ESDU-82005J p 664 N83-32762
Contribution of fin to sideforce, yawing moment and
rolling moment derivatives due to sideslip, (Y sub v) sub
f, (N sub v) sub f, (L sub v) sub f, in the presence of
body, wing and tailplane
[ESDU-82010] p664 N83-32763
Contnbution of fin to sideforce, yawing moment and
rolling moment derivatives due to rate of yaw, (Y sub r)sub
F, (N sub r)sub F, (L sub r)sub F
[ESDU-82017] p664 N83-32764
Aircraft forces due to interference between a |et efflux
and a slotted flap
(ESDU-82034] p 664 N83-32768
Approximate parametric method for propeller thrust
estimation
[ESDU-83001] p664 N83-32769
Contnbution of fin to sideforce, yawing moment and
rolling moment derivatives due to rate of roll, (Y sub p)
sub F, (N sub p) sub F, (L sub p) sub F, in the presence
of body, wing and tailplate
[ESDU-83006] p 665 N83-32770
The use of data items on aircraft performance
estimation
[ESDU-80026] p 677 N83-32787
Simplified forms of performance equations
[ESDU-80032] p 677 N83-32788
Estimation of windmilling drag and airflow of turbo-jet
and turbo-fan engines
[ESDU-81009] p677 N83-32789
Representation of drag in aircraft performance
calculations
[ESDU-81026] p 677 N83-32790
Estimation of rolling moment derivative due to sideslip
for complete aircraft at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-81032-AMEND-A] p 678 N83-32791
Acceleration factors for climb and descent rates at
constant EAS, CAS, M
(ESDU-81046) p678 N83-32792
First approximation to take-oft distance to 50 ft (15 2m)
for light and general aviation airplanes
[ESDU-82033] p 678 N83-32793
Designing with rolling beanngs Part 3 Special types
[ESDU-82014] p 698 N83-33160
Elastic stresses in the adhesive in single step double
lap bonded joints
(ESDU-80011] p699 N83-33190
Buckling of outstanding flanges direct stresses varying
linearly or parabolically
[ESDU-60035] p 699 N83-33194
Lattice structures Part 1 Mean fluid forces on single
and multiple plane frames
[ESDU-81027-PT-1-AMEND-A] p 699 N83-33201
Lattice structures Part 2 Mean fluid forces on tower-like
space frames
(ESDU-81028-PT 2-AMEND-A] p 700 N83-33202
Strong winds in the atmosphere boundary layer Part
1 Mean hourly wind speeds
[ESDU-82026-AMEND-A] p 700 N83-33209
An introduction to aircraft noise lateral attenuation
[ESDU-81035] p706 N83-33677
Estimation of lateral attenuation of air-to-ground jet or
turbofan aircraft noise in one-third octave bands
[ESOU-82027] p 706 N83-33680
Eurocontrol Agency, Brussels (Belgium)
Dynamic control of inbound flights for minimum cost
operation p 326 N83-22186
European Space Agency, Paris (France).
Development of the flow field in streamwise corners at
hypersonic speeds and effects of the comer flow on
downstream fitted flaps
[ESA-TT-583] p 378 N83-24480
Evaluation of aerodynamic derivatives from Do-28-TNT
free-flight model tests
[ESA-TT-784] p 442 N83-25706
Drag reduction by means of pneumatic turbulators
(ESA-TT-743) p 505 N83-27965
Laminar boundary layers in the vicinity of the attachment
line on wings and winglike bodies at incidence
[ESA-TT-752] p 505 N83-27966
Flight testing of inertia! navigation systems Hardware
and software descnption
[ESA-TT-772] p515 N83-27974
An observer approach to the identification and isolation
of sensor failures in flight control systems
[ESA-TT-738] p 546 N83-28001
Ground reflection effects in measunng propeller aircraft
flyover noise
[ESA-TT-742] p 571 N83-28992
Factory Mutual Research Corp, Norwood, Mass.
Computer modeling of aircraft cabin fire phenomena
[PB83-119891] p319 N83-22174
Failure Analysis Associates, Palo Alto, Calif
Analysis of a turbine rotor containing a transverse crack
at Oak Creek Unit 17 p 186 N83-15632
Falrchild Republic Co, Farmlngdale, N. Y
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a generic
forward-swept-wing aircraft
[SAE PAPER 821467] p 496 A83-37998
Falcon Research and Development Co, Englewood,
Colo
Correlation of flammabihty test data of antimisting
fuels
[FAA-CT-82-29] p 352 N83-22441
Correlation of flammability test data on antimisting
fuels
[AD-A127142] p 694 N83-34068
Federal Aviation Administration, Atlantic City, N.J
Mixing 4D equipped and unequipped aircraft in the
terminal area
[AIAA PAPER 83-2240] p 591 A83-41717
Light aircraft piston engine carburetor ice
detector/warning device sensitivity/effectiveness
[AD-A117745] p 38 N83-10041
Comparison of the Mode S system to the Automated
Radar Terminal System (ARTS) with respect to range and
azimuth resolution
[AD-A118247] p 27 N83-11104
Traffic alert and collision avoidance system logic
evaluation Volume 1 Unequipped threat phase
[AD-A118256] p 28 N83-11106
Identification of exit taxrways (retroreflectrve markers
only)
[AD-A117487] p58 N83-11151
Preliminary evaluation of the basic expenmental active
Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BOAS)
[DOT/FAA/RD^2/67] p 186 N83-1205B
C-9
Federal Aviation Administration, Los Angeles, Calif. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Flight test investigation of area calibrated LORAN-C for
en route navigation in the Gulf of Mexico
[FAA-RD-82-7] p186 N83-12059
Coast Terminal Radar Approach Control Facility
(TRACON) refurbishment
[DOT/FAA/RD-82/38] p 186 N83-12060
Airport Surface Detection Equipment (ASDEJ-3
improvements test and evaluation
[DOT/FAA/RD-82/23] p 187 N83-12063
Recommendations for automated momtonng of radio
equipment associated with flight service stations
[FAA-CT-82-31] p217 N83-12298
TCAS 2 threat detection and resolution logic testing
p 145 N83-14090
Loran-C en route accuracies in the central Appalachian
region
[FAA-RD-82-24] p 147 N83-15274
In-flight aircraft seat fire extinguishing tests (cabin hazard
measurements)
[FAA-CT-82-111] p197 N83-16308
Equivalency evaluation of firefightmg agents and
minimum requirements at US Air Force airfields
[AD-A126443] p 198 N83-17524
Evaluation of retroreflective pavement markers for
precision and nonprecision runways
[FAA-CT-82-112] p 220 N83-17558
Evaluation of supplemental lights for caution bars
[FAA-CT-82-119] p 220 N83-17559
Mode S baseline radar tracking
[FAA-RD-82-53] p 233 N83-17770
Global positioning system en route/terminal exploratory
tests
[FAA-RD-82-71 ] p 260 N83-18705
En route Moving Target Detector (MTD) 2 Test and
evaluation
[FAA-RD-82-34] p 359 N83-21212
A study of bird mgestions into large high bypass ratio
turbine aircraft engines
[FAA-CT-82-144] p319 N83-22173
Braking of an aircraft tire on grooved and porous
asphaltic concrete
[FAA-CT-82-147] p 360 N83-22593
Crash iniury protection in survivable air transport
accidents United States civil aircraft experience from 1970
through 1978 (incomplete)
[FAA-CT-82-118] p381 N83-24489
Evaluation of Precision Approach Path Indicator
(PAPI)
[FAA-CT-82-153] p 383 N83-24495
Fire containment charactenstics of aircraft class D cargo
compartments
[FAA-CT-82-156] p 509 N83-27968
Installation, validation and flight evaluation of the Federal
Aviation Adminstralion's head-up display system
[NASA-TM-85255] p610 N83-30412
Eighth International Aerospace and Ground Conference
on Lightning and Static Electricity Lightning Technology
Roundup
[FAA-CT-83-25] p 649 N83-31163
Engine performance comparison associated with
carburetor icing during aviation grade fuel and automotive
grade fuel operation
[DOT/FAA/CT-82/110] p 618 N83-31604
Survey of characteristics of near mid-air collisions
involving helicopters
[FAA-CT-83-40] p 720 N83-34920
Federal Aviation Administration, Los Angeles, Calif
Wake vortex attenuation flight tests - A status report
p30 A83-11806
Federal Aviation Administration, Motfett Field, Calif
Helicopter IFR approaches Into major terminals using
RNAV, MLS. and CDTI p 584 A83-41042
Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, 0 C
Direct aircraft velocity determination by L-band moving
target detector radar
[AD-A117512] p27 N83-10031
Summary of Federal Aviation Administration responses
to National Transportation Safety Board safety
recommendations
[AD-A118692] p 184 N83-12055
Census of U S civil aircraft, calendar year 1981
[AD-A119358] p 176 N83-13067
Airport activity statistics of certificated route air
earners
[AD-A119713] p 185 N83-13084
Third Symposium on Traffic Alert and Collision
Avoidance Systems (TCAS)
[FAA-RD-82-75] p 144 N83-14080
TCAS program p 145 N83-14081
Status of Mode S implementation p 145 N83-14082
TCAS 2 operational doctnne p 145 N83-14083
Evaluation of TCAS 2 in an air earner environment
P146 N83-14092
Traffic alert and collision avoidance system
p 146 N83-14094
Summary of Dalmo victor and Lincoln Laboratory PWI
bearing performance p 146 N83-14096
Summary of the FAA's future navigation system mix
evaluation, through May 1982
[AD-A119314] p 146 N83-14099
The impact of petroleum, synthetic and cryogenic fuels
on crvil aviation
[FAA-EM-82-29] p 178 N83-14291
Use of radar position reports for estimating aircraft
acceleration
[FAA-RD-82-81] p 156 N83-15281
Maintenance of airport visual aid facilities Advisory
circular
[AC-150/5340-26] p 219 N83-16352
An overview of the DOT/FAA aviation energy
conservation policy p 235 N83-17460
Applicability of 3D display research to operational
needs p 272 N83-20702
Overview of United States program for modernizing air
traffic control and airway facilities p 325 N83-22184
FAA certification requirements for future fuels, fuel
systems and powerplants p 352 N83-22443
The 3rd Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System
(TCAS) Symposium
[AD-A123037] p 381 N83-23288
Advanced Automation System (AAS) transition
strategy
[FAA-AP-83-1] p382 N83-24493
National Airspace System Plan, facilities, equipment and
associated development p 402 N83-24521
Helicopter noise exposure curves for use in
environmental impact assessment
[AO-A123467] p413 N83-25500
FAA aviation forecasts Fiscal years 1983-1994
[AD-A124611] p416 N83-25652
General aviation activity and avionics survey
[AD-A124595] p 416 N83-25653
Aviation Executive Conference
[AD-A124581] p416 N83-25654
Runway surface condition sensor specification guide
[AC-150/5220-13A] p 465 N83-25728
A survey of helicopter and ambient urban noise levels
in Phoenix. Anzona
[AD-A123856] p 479 N83-26322
Advisory circular Airport design standards Transport
airports
[FAA-AC-150/5300-12] p 548 N83-28005
Advisory circular Building for storage and maintenance
of airport snow removal and ice control equipment A
guide
[FAA-AC-150/5220-15] p 560 N83-28283
State of the art survey on confined base courses for
utility airport pavements
[FAA-PM-83-24] p 690 N83-32813
The FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) air traffic
activity FY 1982
[AD-A128702] p 712 N83-34889
Summary Proceedings of the Future Navigation Systems
Planning Conference
[AD-A128717] p 724 N83-34932
Advisory circular Certification of transport category
rotorcraft
[FAA-AC-29-2] p 721 N83-36011
The effectiveness of the Civil Aviation Security
Program
[AD-A128687] p 721 N83-36013
Helicopter noise survey at selected New York City
heliports
[AD-A129167] p 770 N83-36849
Federal Aviation Agency, Atlantic City, N J
Operational and technical evaluation of the full digital
Automated Radar Terminal Systems (ARTS) Display
(FDAD)
(AD-A122269] p 324 N83-20930
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
evaluation Volume 2 Equipped threat phase and an
assessment in an error-degraded environment
[FAA-CT-82-52-2-VOL-2] p 325 N83-22176
Digital flight control system validation
[AD-A124506] p462 N83 26847
LORAN-C nonprecision approaches in the northeast
comdor
[FAA-RD-82-78] p 515 N83-29192
General aviation safety research issues
[AD-A130074] p722 N83-36015
Feecon Corp, Westborough, Mass.
Air transportable AS32/P-4 crash rescue vehicle
[AD-A128068] p 669 N83-33864
Rorence Unlv (Italy)
Blade design with a finite element method
p283 N83-19040
Florida State Untv, Tallahassee
On the shock cell structure and noise of supersonic
jets
[AIAA PAPER 83-0703] p 306 A83-25923
Florida Unlv, Gainesville
Vortex motion in axisymmetnc piston-cylinder
configurations
[NASA-TM-85404] p 765 N83-35318
Row Application Research, Fremont, Calif
Turbine engine fuel conservation by fan and compressor
profile control p 213 N83-17467
Row Research, Inc, Kent, Wash
An expenence in mesh generation for three-dimensional
calculation of potential flow around a rotating propeller
p 501 A83-38798
Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional potential
flow around a propeller p 660 A83-45577
Calculation of transonic potential flow around a
wing-body-tail combination
[AD-A124247] p 378 N83-24482
Flughafen, Frankfurt am Main (West Germany)
Runway 18 West under discussion On icy winds in the
airport controversy
[FACHTHEMEN-1] p 400 N83-23320
Questions and answers concerning runway 18 West
[FACHTHEMEN-2] p 400 N83-23321
The runways of the Frankfurt Mam airport Air traffic
lifelines
[FACHTHEMEN-3] p 400 N83-23322
Multiplication effects due to wages, salaries and
commissions paid at the airport
[FACHTHEMEN-4] p 400 N83-23323
Ruldyne Engineering Corp, Minneapolis, Minn
Preliminary engmeenng study Quick opening valve
MSFC high Reynolds number wind tunnel
(NASA-CR-170845] p 632 N83-31612
Preliminary engmeenng study quick opening valve MSFC
high Reynolds number wind tunnel (study report
appendices)
[NASA-CR-170849] p 690 N83-33906
Rylng Training Wing (323d), Mather AFB, Calif
AICUZ (Air Installation Compatible Use Zone) report
[AD-A124974] p 483 N83-27801
Ford Motor Co, Dearborn, Mich
Evaluation of ceramics for stator applications Gas
turbine engines interim report Stator fabrication and
evaluation
[NASA-CR-168140] p 637 N83-30662
Forecasting International Ltd, Arlington, Va
Evaluation of technology assessments and development
of evaluation protocols, project report
[PB82-197393] p 224 N83-13027
Evaluation of technology assessments and development
of evaluation protocols
[PB82-197385] p 224 N83-13028
Franklin Research Center, Philadelphia, Pa
Computer control and activation of
six-degree-of-freedom simulator
[AD-A126126] p 549 N83-28010
Fraunhofer-lnst fuer Betrlebsfestigkelt, Darmstadt
(West Germany)
Operational loads at nose and mam landing gear of an
airplane of type Airbus A 300 B2 during normal service
of the German Lufthansa
[BMFT-FB-W-82-010] p 33 N83-11120
Review of investigations of aeronautical fatigue mthe
Federal Republic of Germany
[LBF-S-166] p 703 N83-34387
French Air Force, Paris.
Handling combat engines The pilots viewpoint
p540 N83-29247
FWG Associates, Inc, Tullahoma, Tenn
Influence of multidroplet size distribution on icing
collection efficiency
[AIAA PAPER 83-0110] p 188 A83-16526
Flight in low-level wind shear
[NASA-CR-3678] p 362 N83-21711
Garrett Turbine Engine Co., Phoenix, Ariz.
Design and development of a mixer compound exhaust
system p 274 A83-24029
Experiments in dilution jet mixing
(AIAA PAPER 83-1201] p 475 A83-36277
Three-dimensional compressible viscous analysis of
mixer nozzles
t AIAA PAPER 83-1401) p 422 A83-36391
High-temperature (649 deg C/1200 deg F) coatings for
gas-lubricated foil bearings of the Navy's advanced
auxiliary power unit concepts p 185 N83-15538
A method to estimate weight and dimensions of small
aircraft propulsion gas turbine engines User's guide
[NASA-CR-168049] p213 N83-16343
Computer program to predict noise of general aviation
aircraft User's guide
[NASA-CR-168050] p 238 N83-17242
Future of alternate fuels lor turbine engines
p 353 N83-22453
C-10
CORPORA TE SOURCE Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, N.Y.
TPE331/T76 turboprop propulsion engine durability
(AD-A122962] p 394 N83-23314
Computations of emissions using a 3-D combustor
program p538 N83-29226
Scaled centrifugal compressor, collector and running
gear program
[NASA-CR-168167] p617 N83-30432
Advanced Gas Turbine (ACT) powertrain system
development for automotive applications
[ NASA-CR. 167901] p 708 N83-33800
Gates Lear|et Corp, Wichita, Kans.
Aerodynamic optimization, comparison, and tnm design
of canard and conventional high performance general
aviation configurations
[AIAA PAPER 8*0058] p 148 A83-16490
Gellman Research Associates, Int., Jenklntown, Pa.
Government financial support for cml aircraft research,
technology and development in four European countries
and the United States
[NASA-CR-169537) p 225 N83-14022
Economic analysis of aeronautical research and
technology
[NASA-CR-170083] p 368 N83-22025
General Accounting Office, Washington, D C
Air launched cruise missile Logistics planning problems
and implications for other weapons systems
[AD-A118129J p33 N83-1II1S
The changing airline industry A report, 1981
[GAO/CEM2-94] p 139 N83-14075
Fresh look is needed at south Flnnda letport
[GAO/CEf>82-54] p 189 N83-14769
Greater benefits to be gained from DoO flight
simulators
[AD-A123713] p 466 N83-25731
Army helicopter improvement program's future may
depend on success in controlling cost
(PB83-168187] p 529 N83-29202
Savings can be made by using compressed air when
testing aircraft for fuel leaks (GAO/PLRD-83-69)
[B-207202] p 576 N83-30355
Potential joint civil and military use of military airfields
[PB83-186734] p 633 N83-31616
The B-1 bomber program A new start
[AD-A127523] p 708 N83-34844
General Dynamlcs/Convalr, San Diego, Calif
The design of a human-powered vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 83-0649] p 180 A83-16816
General Dynamics Corp, Fort Worth, Tex
The design, testing and analysis of aeroelastically
tailored transonic flutter model wings
[AIAA 83-1027] p 330 A83-29876
A design study of a reaction control system for a V/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-199] p 743 A83-48002
Development of aerodynamic prediction methods for
irregular planform wings
[NASA-CR-3664] p 195 N83-17515
Advanced Ultra-Violet (UV) aircraft fire detection system
Volume 1 System descnption and flight test
[AD-A121253] p 198 N83-17526
Avionic software design p 334 N83-22113
Force and pressure measurements on a research model
with a low-, mid- and T-tail at Mach numbers of 0 60 to
090 Volume 2 Tabulated data
[AD-A124068] p 425 N83-25676
Force and pressure measurements on a research model
with a low-, mid- and T-tail at Mach numbers of 0 60 to
0 90 Volume 1 Summary report
[AD-A124067] p504 N83-27962
A preliminary damage tolerance methodology for
composite structures p 693 N83-33959
General Dynamics/Fort Worth, Tex.
Advanced Ultra-Violet (UV) aircraft fire detection system
Volume 2 System hardware design, software design, and
test
[AD-A121721] p250 N83-19722
General Electric Co, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Impacts of broadened-speaficauon fuels on aircraft
turbine engine combustors p 59 A83-10655
Scale model performance test investigation of mixed
flow exhaust systems for an energy efficient engine /E3/
propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 83-0541 ] p 161 A83-16776
NASA dean catalytic combustor program
[ASME PAPER 82-JPGC-GT-11] p 295 A83-25269
The influence of inlet design on the aeroacoustic
performance of a JT150 turbofan engine as measured in
the NASA-Ames 40 x 80 foot wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 83-0661 ] p 337 A83-28006
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
p337 A83-29024
The aerodynamic design and performance of the
General Electro/NASA EEE fan
[AIAA PAPER 83-1160] p 451 A83-36252
Advanced technology exhaust nozzle development
(AIAA PAPER 83-1286) p496 A83-38080
Composite engine duct fabrication
p490 A83-39941
Blade loss transient dynamic analysis of
turbomachinery p612 A83-40864
Analysis, design, fabrication and testing of an optical
Up clearance sensor
[NASA-CR-165265] P 44 N83-11127
CF6 jet engine diagnostics program High pressure
turbine roundness/clearance investigation
[NASA-CR-165581] P 202 N83-13100
Conceptual design, evaluation and research
identification for Remote Augmented Propulsive Lift
Systems (RALS) with electors for VTOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-167906] P 202 N83-13103
Tip cap for a rotor blade
[NASA-CASE LEW-13654-1] p 164 N83-14129
Materials for advanced turbine engines Volume 1
Advanced blade tip seal system
[NASA-CR-167851-VOH] p 166 N83-15308
Response sensitivity of typical aircraft let engine fan
blade-like structures to bird impacts
[AD-A119974] P 166 N83-15310
Powder metallurgy Rene 95 rotating turbine engine parts,
volume 2
[NASA-CR-165141] p 178 N83-15412
Energy efficient engine Fan test hardware detailed
design report
[NASA-CR-165148] p212 N83-16341
The CF6 engine performance improvement
[NASA-CR-165612] p 212 N83-16342
Material characterization PartB Mechanical properties
of 2 metal matrix composite materials
[AD-A119829] P 225 N83-16402
Equivalent damage A critical assesssment
[NASA-CR-167874] p 214 N83-17542
Bearing fatigue investigation 3
[NASA-CR-168029] p 233 N83-17880
Impact of NASA-sponsored research on aircraft turbine
engine bearing specifications p 303 N83-20129
The Rene 150 directionally solidified superalloy turbine
blades, volume 1
[NASA-CR-167992] p 338 N83-20946
Energy efficient engine component development and
integration program
[NASA-CR-170089] p 339 N83-22204
Energy efficient engine Core engine beanngs, drives
and configuration Detailed design report
[NASA-CR-T65376J p617 N83-30430
Control means for a gas turbine engine
[NASA-CASE-LEW-14586-1] p617 N83-31603
Multiaxial cyclic thermoplasticity analysis with
Besselmg's subvolume method p 703 N83-34356
Apparatus for improving the fuel efficiency of a gas
turbine engine
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13142-1] p 748 N83-36029
General Electric Co., Evendale, Ohio
Sound propagation in segmented exhaust ducts -
Theoretical predictions and comparison with
measurements
[AIM PAPER 83-0734] p 366 A83-28016
Energy efficient engine Flight propulsion system
preliminary analysis and design
[NASA-CR-159859] p 201 N83-12094
Summary report for CF6 jet engine diagnostics
program
[NASA-CR-165582] P 214 N83-17539
Modelling compression component stability
characteristics Effects of inlet distortion and fan bypass
duct disturbances P 542 N83-29261
V/STOL propulsion control analysis Phase 2, task
5-9
[NASA-CR-165523] p 684 N83-32804
General Electric Co, Lynn, Mass.
Status report - DARPA/NASA convertible
turbotan/turboshaft engine program
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-196] p 743 A83-48000
Analytical fuel property effects, small combustors, phase
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systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2508] p 727 A83 48356
Operational military helicopter mtenor noise and vibration
measurements with compansons to nde quality cntena
[AIAA PAPER 83-2526] p 728 A83-48364
C-18
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA. Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.
Exploratory low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of
advanced commuter configurations including an
over-the-wmg propeller design
[AIAA PAPER 83-2531 ] p 732 A83-49590
Application of slender wing benefits to military aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-2566) p717 AB3-49596
Recent applications of a laser veloameter in the Langley
4by 7-meter Wind Tunnel p 765 A83-50145
An expenmental and theoretical investigation of thick
wings at various sweep angles in and out of ground
effect
[NASA-TP-2068] p9 N83-10016
Comparison of analytical and expenmental subsonic
steady and unsteady pressure distributions for a
high-aspect-ratic-supercntical wing model with oscillating
control surfaces
[NASA-TM-84490] p9 N83-10017
Low-altitude wind measurements from wide-body |el
transports
[NASA-TM-84538] p 15 N83-10024
The design integration of wingtip devices for light general
aviation aircraft
[NASA-TM-83252] p 30 N83-10034
Flutter clearance of the horizontal tail of the Bellanca
Skyrocket II airplane
[NASA-TM-84528] p 31 N83-10035
Sensitivity analysis of cool-down strategies for a
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-84527] p 56 N83-10082
Crash tests of four low-wing twin-engine airplanes with
truss-reinforced fuselage structure
[NASA-TP-2070] p 67 N83-10442
Flight effects of fan noise
[NASA-CP-2242] p 73 N83-10883
Investigation of some effects of humidity on aerodynamic
characteristics on a 10-percent-thick NASA supercritical
airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-3355] p4 N83-11018
Wind-Tunnel investigation of effects of underwing
leading-edge vortex generators of a supercritical-wmg
research airplane configuration
[NASA-TM-X-2471] p4 N83-11019
Wind-tunnel investigation of effects of rear upper surface
modification on a NASA supercritical airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-2454] p4 N83-11020
Effects of wing trailing-edge truncation on aerodynamic
characteristics of a NASA supercntical-wing research
airplane model
[NASA-TM-X-3024] p4 N83-11021
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a 42 deg
swept high-wing model having a double-slotted flap system
and a supercritical airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-3036] p4 N83-11022
Dynamic stability charactenstics in pitch, yaw, and roll
of a supercntical-wing research airplane model
[NASA-TM-X-2900] p4 N83-11023
Stability and control charactenstics Including aileron
hinge moments of a model of a supercntical-wing research
airplane
[NASA-TM-X-2929] p4 N83-11024
Effect of wing-mounted nacelles on a 42 deg swept
supercntical wing configuration at near-sonic speeds
[NASA-TM-X-2954] p4 N83-11025
Aerodynamic charactenstics of two 10-percent-thick
NASA supercntical airfoils with different upper surface
curvature distributions
[NASA-TM-X-2977] p5 N83-11026
Wind-tunnel measurements of the chordwise pressure
distribution and profile drag of a research airplane model
incorporating a 17-percent-thick supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-X-2760] p5 N83-11027
A wind-tunnel investigation of the application of the
NASA supercntical airfoil to a vanable-wing-sweep fighter
airplane
[NASA-TM-X-2759] p5 N83-11028
Investigation at near-sonic speed of some effects of
humidity on the longitudinal aerodynamic charactenstics
of an NASA supercntical wing research airplane model
[NASA-TM-X-2618] p5 N83-11029
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a model
having a 42 deg swept low wing with a supercritical airfoil,
double-slotted flaps, and a T-tail
[NASA-TM-X-2582] p5 N83-11030
Aerodynamic charactenstics of an improved
10-percent-thick NASA supercntical airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-2978] p5 N83-11031
Wind-tunnel development of underwing leading-edge
vortex generators on a NASA supercritical-wing research
airplane configuration
[NASA-TM-X-2808] p6 N33-11032
Effects of wing height on low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a model having a 42 deg swept wing,
a supercntical airfoil, double-slotted flaps, and a low tail
[NASA-TM-X-2794] p6 N83-11033
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
17-percent-thick supercntical airfoil section, including a
comparison between wind-tunnel and night data
[NASA-TM-X-2571] p6 N83-11034
Investigation of installation effects of single-engine
convergent-divergent nozzles
[NASA-TP-2078] p 11 N83-11059
Tabulated pressure measurements on an executive-type
let transport model with a supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-X-72701J pit N83-11069
Wind-tunnel investigation of several high aspect-ratio
supercritical wing configurations on a wide-body-type
fuselage
[NASA-TM-X-71996] p11 N83-11070
The NASA supercntical-wing technology
[NASA-TM-78731] p 11 N83-11071
Recent expenences with three-dimensional transonic
potential flow calculations
[NASA-TM-78733] p 12 N83-11072
Effects of differential and symmetrical aileron deflection
on the aerodynamic charactenstics of an NASA
supercntical-wing research airplane model
[NASA-TM-X-3231J p 12 N83-11073
Static aerodynamic charactenstics of a model with a
17 percent thick supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-X-2551] p 12 N83-11074
Aerodynamic charactenstics of the 10-percent-thick
NASA supercntical airfoil 33 designed for a normal-force
coefficient of 0 7
[NASA-TM-X-72711] p 12 N83-11075
Companson of the expenmental aerodynamic
charactenstics of theoretically and expenmentalfy
designed supercntical airfoils
[NASA-TM-X-3082] p 12 N83-11076
Aerodynamic charactenstics of a 14-percent-thick NASA
supercntical airfoil designed for a normal-force coefficient
of 07
[NASA-TM-X-72712] p 12 N83-11077
Aerodynamic charactenstics of 10 percent thick NASA
supercntical airfoils with different aft camber
[NASA-TM-X-72007] p 12 N83-11078
Development of two supercntical airfoils with a
thickness-to-chord ratio of 0 20 and design lift coefficients
of 0 3 and 0 4
[NASA-TM-X 73948] p 12 N83-11079
Companson of experimental and theoretical drag
charactenstics for a 10-percent-thick supercntical airfoil
using a new version of an analysis code
[NASA-TM-X-74041] p 13 N83-11080
Static longitudinal aerodynamic charactenstics of a
model with a modified 17 percent thick supercntical wing
(NASA-TM-X-3211] p 13 N83-11081
Application of a supercntical wing to an executive-type
let transport model
(NASA-TM-X-3251 ] p 13 N83-11082
Transonic aerodynamic charactenstics of the
to-percent-thick NASA supercntical airfoil 31
[NASA-TM-X-3203] p 13 N83-11083
Aerodynamic charactenstics of an 11-percent-thick
symmetrical supercntical airfoil at Mach numbers between
0 30 and 0 85
[NASA-TM-X-1831] p 13 N83-11084
Effects of landing gear, speed brake and protuberances
on the longitudinal aerodynamic charactenstics of an NASA
supercntical-wing research airplane model
[NASA-TM-X-72684] p 13 N83-11085
OPDOT A computer program for the optimum
preliminary design of a transport airplane
[NASA-TM-81857] p 32 N83-11114
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a transport
configuration having a 42 deg swept supercntical airfoil
wing and three tail height positions
(NASA-TM-X-3149) p 32 N83-11115
Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic load
distnbution on a vanable-wing-sweep fighter airplane with
a NASA supercntical airfoil
[NASA-TM-X-3095] p 32 N83-11116
Gain selection method and model for coupled propulsion
and airframe systems
[NASA-TP-2067] p 52 N83-11139
Stability and control charactenstics at Mach numbers
1 60 to 2 86 of a variable-sweep fighter configuration with
supercntical airfoil sections
[NASA-TM-X-2284] p 52 N83-11141
Wind-tunnel investigation of longitudinal and
lateral-directional stability and control charactenstics of a
0 237-scale model of a remotely piloted research vehicle
with a thick, high-aspect-ratio supercntical wing
[NASA-TM-81790] p 53 N83-11142
Durability of commercial aircraft and helicopter
composite structures p 61 N83-11243
Flightweight radiantly and actively cooled panel
Thermal and structural performance
(NASA-TP-2074) p 68 N83-11513
A new measurement method for separating airborne and
structurebome noise radiated by aircraft type panels
[NASA-TP-2079] p 73 N83-11838
Application of Zimmerman flutter-margin criterion to a
wind tunnel model
[NASA-TM-84545] p 192 N83-12070
Advanced Materials Technology
[NASA-CP-2251] p 210 N83-12147
Opportunities for composites in commercial transport
structures p210 N83-12148
Processing composite materials p210 N83-12153
Advanced powder metallurgy aluminum alloys and
composites p 210 N83-12156
Durability of aircraft composite materials
p211 N83-12164
Flow visualiztion in a cryogenic wind tunnel using
holography
[NASA-TM-84556] p217 N83-12395
Image degradation in Langley 0 3-meter transonic
cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-84550] p219 N83-13419
Lightning attachment patterns and flight conditions for
storm hazards, 1980
[NASA-TP-2087] p 139 N83-14077
Adaptive wall wind tunnels, a selected, annotated
bibliography
[NASA-TM-84526] p 174 N83-14138
Effects of simulated lightning on composite and metallic
joints
[NASA-TM-84554] p 177 N83-14170
Correlation and assessment of structural airplane crash
data with flight parameters at impact
[NASA-TP-2083] p 183 N83-14521
Wind-tunnel studies of the effects of stimulated damage
on the aerodynamic characteristics of airplanes and
missiles
[NASA-TM-84588] p 138 N83-15266
Stress analysis of advanced attack helicopter composite
mam rotor blade root end lug
[NASA-TM-84578] p178 N83-15361
Aircraft noise prediction program user's manual
[NASA-TM-84486] p 190 N83-16150
Reduction of high-speed impulsive noise by blade
planform modification of a model helicopter rotor
[NASA-TM-84553] p 191 N83-16151
Low-speed aerodynamic charactenstics of a
17-percent-thick medium speed airfoil designed for general
aviation applications
[NASA-TP-1786] p 191 N83-16290
Results from tests, with van-mounted sensor, of
magnetic leader cable for aircraft guidance dunng roll-out
and turnoff
[NASA-TP-2092] p 209 N83-16338
Multiple-event airplane noise annoyance
[NASA-TP-2101] p234 N83-16951
Sound shield
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12883-1] p 237 N83-17235
Effect of external stores on the stability and control
charactenstics of a delta wing fighter model at Mach
numbers from 0 60 to 2 01
[NASA-TM-84596] p 194 N83-17508
The minimization of pylon-mounted store effects on air
combat capability
[NASA-TM-84597] p 195 N83-17510
Performance of high-altitude, long-endurance, turboprop
airplanes using conventional or cryogenic fuels
[NASA-TM-84534] p 207 N83-17530
Planning fuel-conservative descents with or without time
constraints using a small programmable calculator
Algonthm development and flight test results
[NASA-TP-2085] p210 N83-17535
Analysis of oscillatory motion of a light airplane at high
values of lift coefficient
[NASA-TM-84563] p216 N83-17550
Structural testing for static failure, flutter and other scary
things
[NASA-TM-84606] p 234 N83-17899
Advanced theoretical treatment of propeller noise
p308 N83-18655
Rap effectiveness on subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic
charactenstics of a modified arrow wing
[NASA-TM-84582] p 245 N83-18673
Application of nonlinear adaptive motion washout to
transport ground-handling simulation
[NASA-TM-84568] p 265 N83-18709
Real-time flutter analysis of an active flutter-suppression
system on a remotely piloted research aircraft
[NASA-TM-84901] p 265 N83-18710
Companson of simulator fidelity model predictions with
in-simulator evaluation data
(NASA-TP-2106] p 266 N83-1B715
Simulation study of traffic-sensor noise effects on
utilization of traffic situation display for self-spacing task
[NASA-TP-2082] p 270 N83-18723
C-19
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Cryogenic Wind Tunnel Models Design and
Fabncation
[NASA-CP-2262] p 290 N83-18748
Model systems criteria p 291 N83-18749
NTF user operations requirements
p291 N83-18750
Analytical methods with application to the Pathfinder 1
model p 291 N83-18753
Status of NTF models p291 N83-18754
Engineering and fabrication cost considerations for
cryogenic wind tunnel models p 291 N83-18758
Strain gage balances and buffet gages
p292 N83-18766
Model deformation system p 292 N83-18767
NTF model pressure measurements
p292 N83-18768
Angle of attack system p 292 N83-18769
A method for modifying two-dimensional adaptive
wind-tunnel walls including analytical and expenmental
verification
[NASA-TP-2081] p 292 N83-18770
Preliminary rotor wake measurements with a laser
veloometer
[NASA-TM-83246] p 301 N83-19018
Application of a systematic finite-element model
modification technique to dynamic analysis of structures
[NASA-TM-83292] p 301 N83-19124
Pumped vortex
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12615-1] p 246 N83-19715
Simulator study of a flight director display
[NASA-TM-84581] p 271 N83-19748
High-angle-of-attack stability characteristics of a
3-surface fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-84584] p 288 N83-197S7
Flight service evaluation of composite components on
Bell 206L and Sikorsky S-76 helicopters
[NASA-TM-84637] p 297 N83-19815
A computer program for obtaining airplane configuration
plots from digital Datcom input data
[NASA-TM-84639] p 331 N83-20933
Similarity rules for effects of sidewall boundary layer in
two-dimensional wind tunnels p 347 N83-20960
Tire Modeling
[NASA-CP-2264] p 359 N83-21391
Results from recent NASA tire thermal studies
p 360 N83-21401
Aeroelastic instability stoppers for wind tunnel models
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12458-1] p 361 N83-21503
Aeroelastic instability stoppers for wind tunnel models
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12720-1] p 361 N83-21504
Greenland 1979 microwave remote sensing data catalog
report. 14-15 October 1979
[NASA-TM-84571] p 362 N83-21730
An aerodynamic assessment of various supersonic
fighter airplanes based on Soviet design concepts
[NASA-TM-84647] p315 N83-22157
Aeropropulsive characteristics of twin
single-expansion-ramp vectoring nozzles installed with
forward-swept wings and canards
[NASA-TP-2133) p316 N83-22161
Expenmental study of wing leading-edge devices for
improved maneuver performance of a supercritical
maneuvenng fighter configuration
[NASA-TP-2125] p316 N83-22162
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
14-percent-thick NASA phase 2 supercritical airfoil
designed for a lift coefficient of 0 7
[NASA-TM-81912) p317 N83-22167
Flight assessment of a data-hnk-based
navigation-guidance concept
[NASA-TM-84493] p319 NB3-22168
Evaluation of g seat augmentation of fixed base/moving
base simulation for transport landings under two visually
imposed runway width conditions
(NASA-TP-2135) p 333 N83-22191
Motion/visual cueing requirements for vortex encounters
dunng simulated transport visual approach and landing
(NASA-TP-2136] p 333 N83-22192
Time-based self-spacing techniques using cockpit
display of traffic information during approach to landing
in a terminal area vectoring environment
[NASA-TM-84601] p 335 N83-22196
Flutter and steady/unsteady aerodynamic
charactenstics of supercritical and conventional transport
wings p345 N83-22218
Adaptive flutter suppression, analysis and test
p346 N83-22219
Use of interactive graphics to analyze OUICK-geometry
Supplement
[NASA-TM-83234-SUPPL] p 365 N83-23049
Stability and control of a supersonic transport airplane
dunng landing approach
[NASA-TM-84659] p 396 N83-23317
Design and construction of 2 transonic airfoil models
for tests in the NASA Langley C 3-M TCT
[NASA-TM-85325) p 401 N83-23326
Digital system upset The effects of simulated
lightning-induced transients on a general-purpose
microprocessor
[NASA-TM-84652] p411 N83-24212
Loads and performance data from a wind-tunnel test
of model articulated helicopter rotors with 2 different blade
torsional stiffnesses
[NASA-TM-84573] p 377 N83-24471
Effects of twin-vertical-tail parameters on twin-engine
afterbody/nozzle aerodynamic characteristics
[NASA-TP-2158] p 377 N83-24478
A simulation study of crew performance in operating
an advanced transport aircraft in an automated terminal
area environment
[NASA-TM-84610J p 382 N83-24490
Miniature electro-optical air flow sensor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13065-1] p413 N83-25539
High Reynolds number tests of the CAST 10-2/DOA 2
airfoil in the Langley 0 3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel,
phase 1
[NASA-TM-84620] p 424 NB3-25660
Effect of empennage location on twin-engine
afterbody-nozzle aerodynamic charactenstics at Mach
Numbers from 0 6 to 1 2
[NASA-TP-2116] p424 N83 25666
Description of the computations and pilot procedures
for planning fuel-conservative descents with a small
programmable calculator
[NASA-TM-85642] p 444 N83-25707
Model mount system for testing flutter
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12950-1] p 465 N83-25727
Some historical trends in the research and development
of aircraft
[NASA-TM-84665] p417 N83-26785
Some recent applications of XTRAN3S
[NASA-TM-85641 ] p 426 N83-26815
Effects of varying podded nacelle-nozzle installations
on transonic aeropropulsive characteristics of a supersonic
fighter aircraft
[NASA-TP-2120] p 427 N83-26821
Determination of stability and control parameters of a
general aviation airplane from flight data
[NASA-TM-84635] p 461 N83-26844
Flow visualization of the wake of a transport aircraft
model with lateral-control oscillations
[NASA-TM-84623] p 491 N83-27951
Psuedospectral calculation of shock turbulence
interactions
[NASA-CR-172133] p 491 N83-27952
Factors influencing aircraft ground handling
performance
[NASA-TM-85652] p 527 N83-27979
Structural response of transport airplanes in crash
situations
[NASA-TM-85654] p 527 N83-27980
Fabrication and evaluation of brazed titanium-clad
borsic/alummum skin-stringer panels
[NASA-TP-1674] p 552 N83-28098
Effects of flow separation and cove leakage on pressure
and heat transfer distributions along a wmg-cove-elevon
configuration at Mach 6 9
[NASA-TP-2127] p 561 N83-28378
Propeller noise prediction
[NASA-TM-85636] p 571 N83-28984
Historical development of worldwide supersonic
aircraft
(NASA-TM-85637] p 573 N83-29170
Extended moment arm anti spin device
[NASA-CASE LAR-12979-1] p 505 N83-29173
Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic loading on a
0 237-scale model of a remotely piloted research vehicle
with a thick, high-aspect-ratio supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-84614] p 506 N83-29176
Magnetic suspension and balance systems, a selected,
annotated bibliography
[NASA-TM-84661 ] p 549 N83-29273
CAD of control systems Application of nonlinear
programming to a linear quadratic formulation
[NASA-CR-172151] p 562 N83 29448
Ground test experience with large composite structures
for commercial transports
(NASA-TM-84627] p 564 N83 29732
Advanced structures technology and aircraft safety
[NASA-TM-85664I p 564 N83 29733
Design and experimental results for a flapped
natural-laminar flow airfoil for general aviation
applications
[NASA-TP 1865] p 581 N83-30386
Interactive input for the QUICK geometry system User's
manual
[NASA-TM-81933J p 582 N83-30388
Experimental investigation of a 10-percent-thick
helicopter rotor airfoil section designed with a viscous
transonic analysis code
[NASA-TP-1864] p582 N83-30389
Low-speed aerodynamic performance of an
aspect-ratio-10 supercntical-wing transport model
equipped with a full-span slat and part-span and full-span
double-slotted flaps
[NASA-TP-1805] p 582 N83-30390
Wall-temperature effects on the aerodynamics of a
hydrogen-fueled transport concept in Mach 8 blowdown
and shock tunnels
[NASA-TP-2159] p 582 N83-30391
NASA F-106B lightning ground tests
p586 N83-31195
Digital system upset The effects of simulated
lightning-induced transients on a general purpose
microprocessor p 651 N83 31233
Conditions conducive to lightning sinking an aircraft in
a thunderstorm p 588 N83-31236
Wind-tunnel investigation of leading-edge thrust on
arrow wings in supersonic flow
[NASA-TP-2167] p 583 N83-31577
Service life evaluation of ngid explosive transfer lines
[NASA-TP-2143] p 608 N83-31596
Standard tests for toughened resin composites, revised
edition
[NASA-RP-1092-REV] p 638 N83-31730
Structures and Dynamics Division Research and
technology plans for FY 1983 and accomplishments for
FY 1982
[NASA-TM-85661 ] p 648 N83-32095
Interior noise and vibration measurements on
operational military helicopters and comparisons with
vanous ride quality cntena
[NASA-TM-84664] p 653 N83-32518
Theoretical and experimental investigation of supersonic
aerodynamic characteristics of a twin-fuselage concept
[NASA-TP-2184] p 665 N83-32776
Radiation of sound from unflanged cylindrical ducts
[NASA-CR-172171] p 705 N83-33591
A laboratory study of the perceived benefit of additional
noise attenuation by houses
[NASA-TM-85647] p 706 N83-33682
Investigation of jet-installation noise sources under static
conditions
[NASA-TP-2181] p706 N83-33684
Proceedings Sixth Annual Workshop on Meteorological
and Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems
[NASA-CP-2274] p 658 N83-33827
Contracts, grants and funding summary of supersonic
cruise research and variable-cycle engine technology
programs, 1972 - 1982
[NASA-TM-85650] p 666 N83-33848
Tabulation of recorded gust and manuever accelerations
and derived gust velocities and airplanes in the NASA VGH
General Aviation Program
[NASA-TM-84660] p 669 N83-33859
Numerical study of scramjet and ramjet flow fields
p 685 N83-33887
Restructurable Controls
[NASA-CP-2277] p 688 N83-33896
Failure Analysis and Mechanisms of Failure of Fibrous
Composite Structures
[NASA-CP-2278] p 693 N83-33957
Radiant heating tests of several liquid metal heat-pipe
sandwich panels
[NASA-TM-85669] p 702 N83-34226
Residents' annoyance responses to aircraft noise
events
[NASA-TP-2121] p707 N8334713
Low cost fluidic sensors p 735 N83-34897
Crash tests of three identical low-wing single engine
airplane
[NASA-TP-2190] p 720 N83 34921
Dual towline anti-spin device
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13076-1] p 733 N83-34934
Braking and cornering studies on an air cushion landing
system
[NASA-TP-2196] p 733 N83-34935
Explosively activated egress area
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12624-1] p 713 N83-35992
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a highly
swept, untwisted uncambered arrow wing
[NASA-TP-2176] p718 N83-36000
Comparison of advanced turboprop and turbofan
airplanes
[NASA-TM-85692] p 733 N83-36022
Effect of lead-aircraft ground-speed on self-spacing
performance using a cockpit display of traffic information
[NASA-TP-2194] p 736 N83-36028
Expanded operational capabilities of the Langley Mach
7 Scramjet test facility
[NASATP-2186] p 754 N83-36039
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
Rotor wake characteristics relevant to rotor-stator
interaction noise generation p 39 A83-10184
MulMuel evaluation of rich/quench/lean combustor
p59 A83-11492
C-20
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Nonlinear structural and Me analyses ol a combustor
liner p 65 A83-12764
Wind tunnel measurements of blade/vane ratio and
spacing effects on Ian noise p222 A83-15317
Experimental evaluation of shockless supercntical
airfoils in cascade
[AIAA PAPER 63-0003] p 129 A83-164SS
Influence of multidroplet size distribution on icing
collection efficiency
[AIAA PAPER 830110] p 188 A83-16526
NASA Lewis Research Center's program on tang
research
[AIAA PAPER 83-0204] p 127 ASS-16582
Small gas turbine combustor study - Combustor liner
evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 83-0337] p 161 A83-16663
Fiberoptics technology and its application to propulsion
control systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-0534] p 158 A83-16772
Scale model performance test investigation of mixed
flow exhaust systems for an energy efficient engine /E3/
propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 83-0541 ] p 161 A83-16776
Flight evaluation of modifications to a digital electronic
engine control system in an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 83-0537] p 163 A83-19593
A remote augmentor lift system with a turbine bypass
engine p 163 A83-19595
Effect of broad properties fuel on injector performance
in a reverse flow combustor
[AIAA PAPER 83-0154] p210 A83-21079
An analytical and experimental comparison of the flow
field of an advanced swept turboprop
[AIAA PAPER 83-0189] p 189 A83-21080
Conventional profile coaxial let noise prediction
p237 A83-22128
Advances in high-speed rolling-element bearings
p 231 A83-22319
Fiber optics for aircraft engine/inlet control
p 211 A83-22494
Effect of variable guide vanes on the performance of
a high-bypass turbofan engine p 274 A83-24028
NASA clean catalytic combustor program
[ASME PAPER 82-JPGC-GT-11] p 295 A83-25269
Farfield inflight measurements of high-speed turboprop
noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0745] p 280 A83-25947
Tone generation by rotor-downstream strut interaction
[AIAA PAPER 83-0767] p 280 A83-25957
Comparison of measured and predicted flight effects
on high-bypass coaxial jet exhaust noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0749] p 308 A83-26450
The influence of inlet design on the aeroacoustic
performance of a JT15D turbofan engine as measured in
the NASA-Ames 40 x 80 foot wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 83-0681 ] p 337 A83-28006
Application of 3-signal coherence to core noise
transmission
[AIAA PAPER 83-0759] p 366 A83-28021
Zero-length inlets for subsonic V/STOL aircraft
p 312 A83-29012
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
p337 A83-29024
Structural tailonng of engine blades (STAEBL)
[AIAA 83-0828] p 338 A83-29737
The coupled aeroelastic response of turtaomachmery
bladmg to aerodynamic excitations
[AIAA 83-0844) p 357 A83-29822
Acoustic modal analysis of a full-scale annular
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 83-0760] p 481 A83-33486
Cross spectra between temperature and pressure in a
constant area duct downstream of a combustor
[AIAA PAPER 83-0762] p 481 A83-33487
New trends in combustion research for gas turbine
engines p 446 A83-35806
Design analysis of a self-acting spiral-groove nng seal
for counter-rotating shafts
(AIAA PAPER 83-1134] p 474 A83-36239
The aerodynamic design and performance of the
General Electnc/NASA EEE fan
[AIAA PAPER 83-1160] p 451 A83-36252
Expenments in dilution jet mixing
[AIAA PAPER 83-1201] p 475 A83-36277
Application of 3D aerodynamic/combustion model to
combustor primary zone study
[AIAA PAPER 83-1265] p 454 AS3-36318
Ejector nozzle test results at simulated flight conditions
for an advanced supersonic transport propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 83-1287] p 454 A83-36323
NASA low-speed centrifugal compressor for
fundamental research
[AIAA PAPER 83-1351] p 464 A83-36353
Three-dimensional compressible viscous analysis of
mixer nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 83-1401] p 422 A83-36391
Supersonic STOVL research aircraft
[SAE PAPER 821375] p517 A83-37965
Development and operating characteristics of an
advanced two-stage combustor p 535 A83-38022
Metal honeycomb to porous wireform substrate diffusion
bond evaluation p 559 A83-39620
The feasibility of water injection into Die turbine coolant
to permit gas turbine contingency power for helicopter
application
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-66] p 536 A83-39993
High-temperature composites - Status and future
directions p 551 A83-40129
JT9D performance deterioration results from a simulated
aerodynamic load test p612 A83-41040
Fatigue crack initiation and propagation in several
nickel-base superalloys at 650 C p 634 A83-41199
Expenmental comparison of rang cloud instruments
[AIAA PAPER 83-0026] p 585 A83-42099
Expenmental results of a deflected thrust V/STOL
nozzle research program
[AIAA PAPER 83-0170] p 579 A83-42100
Aerodynamic performance of a fan stage utilizing
variable inlet guide vanes (VIGV's) for thrust modulation
[AIAA PAPER 83-1162] p 660 A83-45508
Dynamic distortion in a short s-shaped subsonic diffuser
with flow separation
[AIAA PAPER 83-1412] p 683 A83-45515
Low flight speed acoustic results for a supersonic inlet
with auxiliary inlet doors
[AIAA PAPER 83-1415] p 706 A83-45517
Inlet-fan flow field computation
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-41] p713 A83-47901
Power turbine dynamics - An evaluation of a
shear-mounted elastomenc damper
[ASME PAPER 83-GT-228] p 763 A83-48025
Design concepts for low cost composite engine
frames
[AIAA PAPER 83-2445] p 745 A83-48331
The development of a generalized advanced propeller
analysis system
[AIAA PAPER 83-2466] p 746 A83-49581
Wind tunnel tests of a zero length, slotted-lip engine
air inlet for a fixed nacelle V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-82939J p9 N83-10019
Further industrial tests of ceramic thermal barrier
coatings
[ NASA TP 2057 ] p 42 N83-10045
Life and reliability models for helicopter transmissions
[NASA-TM-82976] p 67 N83-10425
Multifuel evaluation of rich/quench/lean combustor
[NASA-TM-82986] p 69 N83-10559
Utilizing numencal techniques in turbofan inlet acoustic
suppressor design
[NASA-TM-82994] p 73 N83 10885
Performance of a tandem-rotor/tandem-stator
conical-flow compressor designed for a pressure ratio of
3
[NASA-TP2034] p 10 N83-11058
Analytical and experimental investigation of stator
endwall contounng in a small axial-flow turbine 1 Stator
performance
[NASA-TP-2023] p 43 N83-11125
Army/NASA small turboshaft engine digital controls
research program
[NASA-TM-82979] p 44 N83-11128
Technology and benefits of aircraft counter rotation
propellers
[NASA-TM-82983J p 44 N83-11129
Expenmental program for the evaluation of
turbofan/turboshafl c conversion technology
[NASA-TM-82988] p 44 N83-11130
Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on Aerodynamics of
Power Plant Installation
[AGARD-AR-173] p 45 NB3-11138
COSAM (Conservation Of Strategic Aerospace
Matenals) program overview
[NASA-TM-83006] p 61 N83-11282
Recent trends in aviation turbine fuel properties
[ NASA-TP 2056 ] p 61 N83-11340
Bending-torsion flutter of a highly swept advanced
turboprop
[NASA-TM-82975] p 68 N83-11514
Noise of the 10-bladed. 40 deg swept SR-6 propeller
in a wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-82950] p 74 N83-11840
A remote augmentor lift system with a turbine bypass
engine
[NASA-TM-82932] p 200 N83-12087
Advanced technologies for turbomachmery systems An
overview
[NASA-TM-82949] p 201 N83-12090
Rotorcrafl convertible engines for the 1980s
[NASA-TM-83008] p 201 N83-12091
OCSEE under-the-wing engine-wing-flap aerodynamic
profile charactensucs
[NASA-TM-82890] p 201 N83-12092
Polymer maun composites research at NASA Lewis
Research Center p 210 N83-12151
Research on ultra-high-temperature materials,
monolithic ceramics, ceramic matrix composites and
carbon/carbon composites p211 N83-12161
Turbine engine matenals durability research
p202 N83-12163
Tnbology p215 N83-12167
Ferrographic and spectrometer oil analysis from a failed
gas turbine engine
[NASA-TM-82956] p 218 N83-12433
Large displacements and stability analysis of nonlinear
propeller structures p218 N83-12460
Correlation of core noise obtained by three signal
coherence techniques
(NASA-TM-83012) p 222 N83-12966
Effect of broad properties fuel on injector performance
in a reverse flow combustor
[NASA-TM-83013] p 202 N83-13101
Recent results about fan noise Its generation, radiation
and suppression
[NASA-TM-83002] p 224 N83-13939
An analytical and experimental comparison of the flow
field of an advanced swept turboprop
[NASA-TM-83037] p 128 N83-14061
NASA Lewis Research Center's Program on Icing
Research
[NASA-TM-83031 ] p 139 N83-14078
Uniform engine testing program Phase 1 NASA Lewis
Research Center participation
[NASA-TM-82978] p 163 N83-14126
Analytical calculation of a single jet in crossflow and
comparison with expenment
[NASA-TM-83027] p 163 N83-14127
Tip cap for a rotor blade
[NASA-CASE-LEW. 13654-1] p 164 N83-14129
Measured and calculated wall temperatures on
air-cooled turbine vanes with boundary layer transition
[NASA-TM-83030] p 183 N83-14432
Measurements of self-excited rotor-blade vibrations
using optical dispacements
[NASA-TM-82953] p 183 N83-14523
Research and technology, Lewis Research Center
[NASA-TM-83038] p 191 N83-15169
Fiberoptics technology and its application to propulsion
control systems
[NASA-TM-83009] p 159 N83-15302
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on inlet flow
to a high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-82964] p 166 N83-15306
Feasibility of water injection into the turbine coolant to
permit gas turbine contingency power for helicopter
application
[NASA-TM-83043] p 166 N83-1S307
PMR polyimide composites for aerospace applications
[NASA-TM-83047] p 178 N83-15364
Evaluation of ultraviolet spectrophotometry for
simultaneous analysis of alkylbenzenes,
alkylnaphthalenes, alkylanthracenes/phenanthrenes and
total aromatics in mid-distillate fuels
[NASA-TM-83032] p 179 N83-15483
Lubncant effects on efficiency of a helicopter
transmission p 185 N83-15523
Expenmental and analytical determination of gear tooth
temperatures with oil jet lubncation p 185 N83-15530
Rotordynamic Instability Problems in High-Performance
Turbomachmery
[NASA-CP-2250] p 186 N83-15629
Expenments on high bypass internal mixer nozzle jet
noise
[NASA-TM-83020] p 191 N83-16152
Analysis of a MIL-L-27502 lubricant from a gas-turbine
engine test by size-exclusion chromatography
[NASA-TP-2063] p 226 N83-16528
Rolling-element fatigue life of AMS 5900 balls
[NASA-TP 2080] p 232 N83-16758
Turbofan blade stresses induced by the flow distortion
of a VTOL inlet at high angles of attack
[NASA-TM-82963] p 194 N83-17509
Aerodynamic effect of a honeycomb rotor tip shroud
on a 50 8-centimeter-tip-diameter core turbine
[ NASA-TP-2112 ] p 215 N83-17547
Coating with overlay metallic-cermet alloy systems
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13639-2] p 227 N83-17683
Aircraft turbofan noise
[NASA-TM-83317] p 239 N83-18405
Small gas turbine combustor study Combustor liner
evaluation
[NASA-TM-83028] p 282 N83-18725
BASIC Data Manipulation And Display System
(BDMAOS)
[NASA-TM-«3328] p 305 N83-19496
Tone generation by rotor-downstream strut interaction
[NASA-TM-83330] p 283 N83-19754
Fuels research studies at NASA Lewis
[NASA-TM-630031 p 297 N83-19921
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Advanced Power Transmission Technology
(NASA-CP-2210| p 302 N83-20119
NASA helicopter transmission system technology
program p 302 N83-20120
Large-bore tapered-roller bearing performance and
endurance to 2 4 million ON p 303 N83-20134
New trends in combustion research lor gas turbine
engines
[NASA-TM-83338I p 338 N83-20947
Farfield inflight measurement of high-speed turboprop
noise
[NASA-TM-83327) p 367 N83-21895
New test techniques and analytical procedures for
understanding the behavior of advanced propellers
[NASA-TM-83360] p311 N83-22092
Experimental investigation of a two-dimensional
shock-turbulent boundary layer interaction with bleed
(NASA-TM-83057) p 339 N83-22200
Aviation Gasolines and Future Alternatives
(NASA-CP-2267) p 352 N83-22442
Aviation energy and the future of the recreational use
of sport and general aviation aircraft
p 352 N83-22444
Industry's assessment of the number of airplanes in the
general aviation fleet along with their hours flown and fuel
consumption data powered by what type of engines, when
and for what reasons, through the year 2000
p352 N83-22445
Fuel supply and distribution Fixed base operation
p353 N83-22449
An overview of general aviation propulsion research
programs at NASA Lewis Research Center
p 340 N83-22456
General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) overview
p 340 N83-22457
Noise of the 10-bladed 60 deg swept SR-5 propeller
in a wind tunnel
[ NASA TM-83054 ] p 367 N83-23112
Application of 3-signal coherence to core noise
transmission
[NASA-TM-83333I p 367 N83-23114
Comparison of measured and predicted flight effects
on high-bypass coaxial jet exhaust noise
(NASA-TM-83347] p 368 N83-23115
Design analysis of a self-acting spiral-groove ring seal
for counter-rotating shafts
|NASA-TM83346| p 393 N83-23306
A preliminary comparison between the SR-6 propeller
noise in flight and in a wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-83341) p 412 N83-24287
Effects of interstage diffuser flow distortion on the
performance of a 15 41 -centimeter tip diameter axial power
turbine
INASA-TM 83359| p 394 N83-24505
Opportunities for research in aerothermodynamics
(NASA-TM-83348I p 394 N83-24506
Particle sizing by measurement of forward-scattered light
at two angles
[NASA-TP-2156] p 395 N83-24509
Advanced electrical power system technology for the
all electric aircraft
[NASA-TM-83390I p 407 N83-24764
Analysis of strain gage reliability in F 100 let engine
testing at NASA Lewis Research Center
[NASA-TM-83325I p 408 N83-24829
NASA transmission research and its probable effects
on helicopter transmission design
INASATM-83389) p 408 N83-24858
Acoustical modal analysis of the pressure field in the
tailpipe of a turbofan engine
INASA-TM-83387] p412 N83-25499
Experimental results of a deflected thrust V/STOL
nozzle research program
(NASA-TM83069I p 423 N83-25657
NASA low speed centrifugal compressor for
fundamental research
[NASA-TM-83398] p 424 N83-25662
NASA propulsion controls research
(NASA-TM-83343I p 458 N83-25711
Design analysis of a self-acting spiral-groove nng seal
for counter rotating shafts
[NASA-TP-2142) p 458 N83-25712
Evaluation of low-cost aluminum composites for aircraft
engine structural applications
[NASA-TM-83357] p 470 N83-25790
A compact inflow control device for simulating flight fan
noise
INASA-TM 833491 p 482 N83-26643
Dynamic distortion in a short s-shaped subsonic diffuser
with flow separation
INASA-TM-83412] p 459 N83-26838
Thrust performance of a variable-geometry, divergent
exhaust nozzle on a turbojet engine at altitude
[NASA-TP-21711 p459 N83-26839
JT150 1/2-scale nozzle jet noise experiment and
comparison with prediction
(NASA-TM-83370I p 482 N83-27793
Low flight speed acoustic results for a supersonic inlet
with auxiliary inlet doors
INASA-TM-83411) p 482 N83-27794
Aerodynamic performance of a fan stage utilizing
Vanable Inlet Guide Vanes (VIGVs) for thrust modulation
(NASA-TM-83438) p 504 N83-27957
A survey of inlet/engine distortion compatibility
(NASA-TM-834211 p 536 N83-27991
Low speed performance of a supersonic axisymmetric
mixed compression inlet with auxiliary inlets
INASA-TM-83435) p 536 N83-27992
Advantage of resonant power conversion in aerospace
applications
[NASA-TM-83399I p 536 N83-27994
A variable-geometry combustor used to study primary
and secondary zone stoichiometry
[NASA-TM-83372I p 537 N83-27995
Research on aviation fuel instability
[NASA-TM-83420] p 553 N83-28255
Advances in traction drive technology
[NASA-TM-83397I p 561 N83-28455
Piezoelectnc deicing device
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13773-11 p 528 N83-29197
Combustion Fundamentals Research
1NASA-CP2268] p 537 N83-29208
Fuel spray diagnostics p 538 N83-29212
Fuel vaporization effects p 553 N83-29214
Dilution zone mixing p 562 N83-29216
Analytical calculation of a single iet in cross-flow and
companson with expenment p 538 N83-29219
Multi-fuel rotary engine for general aviation aircraft
[NASA-TM-83429) p 539 N83-29235
The NASA broad specification fuels combustion
technology program An assessment of phase 1 test
results
[NASA-TM-834471 p 539 N83-29236
Parametric study of flame radiation charactenstics of a
tubular-can combustor
[NASA-TM-834361 p 539 N83-29237
Reactions of NaCI with gaseous S03, SO2. and O2
[NASA-TM-83423] p 554 N83-29358
Considerations of technology transfer barriers in the
modification of strategic superalloys for aircraft turbine
engines
(NASA-TM-833951 p 554 N83-29360
Design of a high-speed digital processing element for
parallel simulation
(NASA-TM-83373] p 563 N83-29597
Energy efficient engine Core engine bearings, drives
and configuration Detailed design report
(NASA-CR 165376] p617 N83-30430
Incidence loss for fan turbine rotor blade in
two-dimensional cascade
[ NASA-TP 21881 p 617 N83-30431
Air modulation apparatus
(NASA-CASE-LEW-13524-1] p 645 N83-30957
Control means for a gas turbine engine
(NASA-CASE LEW-14586-11 p617 N83-31603
Silicon-slurry/alummide coating
(NASA-CASE LEW-13343] p 638 N83-31795
Propeller performance and weight predictions appended
to the Navy/NASA engine program
(NASA-TM-83458) p 684 N83-32810
Current and future technology in radial and axial gas
turbines
(NASA-TM-83414] p 684 N83-32811
The NASA High Accuracy Fuel Flowmeter (HAFF)
development program
(NASA-TM 834841 p 682 N83-33883
Preliminary tests of an advanced high temperature
combustion system
[NASA-TP 22031 p 686 N83-33893
A mathematical model for the doubly fed wound rotor
generator
[NASA-TM-83454| p 702 N83-34192
Evaluation of inelastic constitutive models for nonlinear
structural analysis p 703 N83-34357
Simplified method for nonlinear structural analysis
(NASA-TP-2208I p 703 N83 34372
Design of a microprocessor-based Control, Interface and
Monitonng (CIM unit for turbine engine controls research
[NASA-TM-83433] p 712 N83-34885
The trend of future gas turbine technology
(NASA-TM-83505) p 712 N83-34886
Effects of percentage of blockage and flameholder
downstream counterbores on lean combustion limits of
premixed, prevaponzed propane-air mixture
INASA-TP-2227) p 746 N83-34941
Study of LH2-fueled topping cycle engine for aircraft
propulsion
[NASA-TM 834661 p 746 N83 34942
Effects of wind on turbofan engines in outdoor static
test stands
INASA-TM-83493] p 747 N83 34945
Use of cooling air heat exchangers as replacements
for hot section strategic matenals
[NASA-TM-83494I p 747 N83-34946
Supersonic fan engines for military aircraft
[NASA-TM-834991 p 747 N83-34947
High-pressure flame visualization of autoignition and
flashback phenomena with liquid-fuel spray
[NASA-TM-83501) p 747 N83-34948
Vortex motion in axisymmetnc piston-cylinder
configurations
[NASA-TM-85404) p 765 N83-35318
Apparatus for improving the fuel efficiency of a gas
turbine engine
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13142-1] p 748 N83-36029
Multi-fuel rotary engine for general aviation aircraft
[NASA-TM-85428] p 748 N83 36031
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala
Observations of optical lightning emissions from above
thunderstorms using U-2 aircraft p 234 A83-22703
An analysts of spanwtse gust gradient data
p565 A83-38762
Wakes from arrays of buildings p 558 A83-38766
Coherent CO2 lidar systems for remote atmospheric
measurements p 760 A83-47808
Optical observations of unidirectional solidification in
microgravity
[NASATP-21101 p225 N83-16492
Summary Proceedings of a Wind Shear Workshop
[NASA-CP-2270] p410 N83-25265
Significant events in low-level flow conditions hazardous
to aircraft
[NASA-TM-82522] p410 N83-25268
Preliminary science report on the directional solidification
of hypereutectic cast iron during KG-135 low-G
maneuvers
[NASA-TM-82528] p 470 N83-25854
Damping seal for turbomachmery
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25842-1] p 477 N83-26080
A conceptual framework for using Doppler radar
acquired atmospheric data for flight simulation
| NASA-TP 2192) p 526 N83-27977
Low-level gust gradient program and avialtion workshop
effort p 767 N83-36592
Feasibility study of a procedure to detect and warn of
low-level wind shear p 767 N83-36593
Low-level flow conditions hazardous to aircraft
p 767 N83-36595
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Pasadena Office, Calif
CAT altitude avoidance system
[NASA-CASE-NPO-15351-1) p 38 N83-10040
Centrifugal-reciprocating compressor
[NASA-CASE-NPO-14597-2] p 563 N83-29708
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Wallops Flight Center, Wallops Island, Va
Airborne dual laser excitation and mapping of
phytoplankton photopigments in a Gulf Stream Warm Core
Ring p848 A83-42210
National Aerospace Lab, Amsterdam (Netherlands)
Analysis of possible interference in radio altimeters
induced by a position marker system called RASP
[NLR-TR-81135-U] p 38 N83-10043
Handling qualities of transports with advanced flight
control systems p 49 N83-10061
Evaluation Report AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel
Symposium on Fluid Dynamics of Jets with Application
to V/STOL
[AGARD-AR-187] p 67 N83-10403
Laser Doppler measurements in transparent pump
impellers p 216 N83-12272
Flight test instrumentation for airline digital avionics
[NLR-MP-81017-U] p 198 N83-13096
The digital data acquisition system for the flight testing
of the Fokker F29 aircraft
[NLR-MP-81019-U] p 198 N83-13097
Transducer selection
[NLR-MP-81028-U] p 198 N83-13099
Instrumentation for gas turbines
[NLR-MP-81016-U] p 203 N83-13106
Calibration facilities for flight test equipment
[NLR-MP-81029-U] p 159 N83-14125
Predicted and measured landing gear loads for the NF-5
aircraft taxiing over a bumpy runway
p 157 N83-15296
The on-board computer system for the F29 prototype
flight test
[NLR-MP-81034-U] p 209 N83-16339
The F29 flight test instrumentation and data processing
system An overview of requirements, design and
organization
[NLR-MP-81035-U] p 209 N83-16340
C-22
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A control model for maneuvering flight for application
to a computer flight testing program
INLR-MP-8I046-U] p 207 N83-17531
Predicted and measured landing gear loads for the NF-5
aircraft taxing over a bumpy runway
[NLfl-MP-82008-U] p 207 N83-17532
Erosion of protective compressor coatings
[NLR-MP-87067-U] p 228 N83-17718
Fatigue threshold and short crack significance for
aircraft
[NLR MP-82007-U] p 234 N83-17902
Creep and fatigue interactions in a nickel base
superalloy
[NLR-MP-82003-UJ p 234 N83-17903
Computers in avionics systems
[NLR-MP-81063-U] P 238 N83-18Z91
Measured boundary conditions methods for 2D now
p348 N83-20966
Some methods for the derivation of taxiing loads for
undercarriages with linear or nonlinear properties
INLR-TR-81110-U ] p 389 N83-23297
Vertical accelerations of a large aircraft during landing
and taxiing
[NLR-TR-82001-U] p 389 N83-23298
The effect of sheet thickness and laminating on the
fatigue resistance of the aluminum alloy AL 7010 • T
73651
[NLR-TR-81056-U] p 403 N83-23421
Coarsening and solutioning of precipitates in
superalloys
[NLR-TR-81114-U1 p404 N83-23422
PEANUTS - the PETW data system
[MAW-82-009-U] p402 N83-24519
Development of a non insulated cryogenic strain-gauge
balance
[M-TP-82-006-U] P402 N83-24520
Deterioration in service of engine transient behaviour
p 542 N83-29256
Interfacing the ROLM 16028 for the Metro navigation
system
[NLRMP-81062-U) p674 N83-32786
The analysis of load-time histories by means of counting
methods
(NLR-MP-82039-U) p 679 N83-32799
Lifetime prediction methods for corner cracks at holes
[NLR MP-82042-U] p 700 N83-33233
Correlation of expenmental and quasi-3D theoretical
airloads on the oscillating LANN supercritical wing model
[AD-A130550] p718 N83-36002
National Aerospace Lab, Tokyo (Japan)
Construction and performance of NAL two-dimensional
transonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-647T] p 57 N83-11146
Flow quality of NAL two-dimensional transonic wind
tunnel Parti Mach number distributions, flow angulanties
and preliminary study of side wall boundary layer suction
[NAL-TR-693] p 179 N83-12043
Research and development of lift-jet engine, 1
[NAL-TR-699J p 200 N83 12084
Research and development of lift jet engine. 2
[NALTR-700] p200 N83-12085
An engine installation for Ian |et STOL aircraft using
USB powered high lift system (I) engine matching test for
circular confluent exhaust duct
[NAL-TR-703] p 200 N83-12086
Numencal simulation of inviscid compressible flow
through two-dimensional cascade by finite area method
(NAL-TR-709) p217 N83-12348
Flight simulation test of National Aerospace Laboratory
STOL-research-aircraft Part 1 STOL configuration
[NAL-TR-713-PT-1) p 207 N83-17528
General purpose flight simulation program (FSPK-1)
Part 1 Contents of the program
INAL-TR-702] p 207 N83-17529
The estimation method on flutter boundary from
subcntical random responses due to air turbulences
Problems of test procedures and data analysis
(NAL-TR-718) p217 N83 17554
Calculation of damping derivatives for arbitrary
3-d.unensional bodies using Newtonian impact theory
(NAL-TR-722) p 244 N83-18660
Finite element calculations for aerodynamic coefficients
of 3-dimensional body in subsonic flow using Green's
function method
[NAL-TR-724] p 244 N83-18661
Wind tunnel investigation of an upper surface blown-flap
half model of the NALSTOL research aircraft
(NAL-TR-734J p 245 N83-18674
A study of aerodynamic charactensucs of wing-body
combinations Part 1 Case of a mid-wing airplane
[NAL-TR-729-PT-1] p 245 N83-18675
Numencal simulation of transonic flutter of a supercritical
wing
[NAL-TR-726TI p 288 N83-18743
Research and development of the turbofan engine (the
2nd phase. FJR 710)
(NAL-TR741) p 395 N83-24508
Real lime digital integration and integral step size for
flight control and flight simulation
(NAL-TR-7431 p 397 N83-24514
A numerical study of flow past a rotating flat plate by
the discrete vortex method p 766 N83-38401
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, 0 C
Surface finish measurement studies
p292 N83-18765
Physical properties data compilations relevant to energy
storage Part 5 Mechanical properties data on alloys
for use in flywheels
(PB82-232919) p 296 N83-18904
An assessment of correlations between laboratory and
full-scale expenments for the FAA Aircraft Fire Safety
Program Part 1 Smoke
(PB83-113522] p 251 N83-19727
An assessment of correlations between laboratory and
full-scale expenments for the FAA Aircraft Fire Safety
Program Part 2 Rate of energy release in fire
[PB83-113530] p251 N83-19728
An assessment of correlations between laboratory and
full-scale expenments tor the FAA Aircraft Fire Safety
Program Part 4 Flammability tests
[PB83-113548] p 251 N83-19729
An assessment of correlations between laboratory and
full-scale experiments for the FAA Aircraft Fire Safety
Program Part 5 Some analyses of the post crash fire
scenario
[PB83-113555] p 251 N83-19730
Assessment of correlations between laboratory and
full-scale expenments for the FAA (Federal Aviation
Administration) Aircraft Fire Safety Program Part 6
Reduced-scale modeling of compartments at atmosphere
pressure
[PB83-193052) p 721 N83 34927
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
Colo
Applications of Doppler radar to aviation operations -
JAWS experiences
[AIAA PAPER 83-0205) P 188 A83-16583
Joint Airport Weather Studies (AWS) project
p 704 N83-33840
National Defence Headquarters, Ottawa (Ontario)
Throttle handling related to J85 engine performance and
durability Canadian forces expenence
p 541 N83 29249
National Engineering Lab, East Kllbrlde (Scotland)
Casting critical components
(NEL-681] p218 N83-13294
National Gas Turbine Establishment, Pyestock
(England)
Improvements in the dynamic simulation of gas
turbines p 543 N83-29264
A new approach to reheat control
p 543 N83-29268
National Inst for Occupational Safety and Health,
Cincinnati, Ohio
In-depth survey report of American Airlines plating
facility
[PB83-187799) p 647 N83-31916
National Inst for Transport and Road Research,
Pretoria (South Africa).
Aircraft noise reduction
IPB82-206085] p 194 N83-12080
National Maritime Inst, Feltham (England).
An investigation of flow improvement devices for
reducing propeller excited vibration
(NMI-R-1S71 p 702 N83-34223
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Miami, Fla
Descnption and operating procedures for the NOAA
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) C-130
AWRD (Airborne Weather Reconnaissance System)
system
IPB83-197053) p 768 N83-36615
National Physical Ub, Teddlngton (England).
The effect on the measurement of aircraft noise of
reflections from the ground
INPL-AC-102] p653 N83-32517
National Severe Storms Lab, Norman, Okla.
Scanning strategies for next generation weather radars
A study based on lifetimes of convectrve atmospheric
phenomena hazardous to aviation
[FAA-RD-82-691 p 476 N83 25929
National Telecommunications and Information
Administration, Annapolis, Ml
Background study on efficient use of the 2700-2900 MHz
band
IPBB3-214288I p 766 N83-36352
National Telecommunications am) Information
Administration, Boulder, Colo
Instrument landing system localrzer receiver
performance in the presence of co-channel interference
(AD-A118909] P 188 N83-13089
National Transportation Safety Board, Washington, D.
C
Aircraft accident report Air Florida, Inc Boeing 737-222,
N62AF collision with 14th Street Bndge, near Washington
National Airport. Washington. DC. January 13,1982
(PB82-910408] p 15 N83-10022
National transportation safety p 164 N83-13080
Aviation safety p 184 N83-13081
Aviation accident report Train Air, Incorporated, Gates
Leariet 24, N44CJ, Felt, Oklahoma, 1 October 1981
(PB82-910404] p 164 N83-13082
Airciaft accident report Sun West Airlines Flight 104,
Piper PA-31-350(T-1020), N41070, Ourango-LaPlata
County Airport, Durango, Colorado, December 31. 1981
[P882-910413] p 197 N83-16309
Aircraft accident report World Airways, Inc, Right 30H,
N112WA McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30. Boston-Logan
International Airport. Boston, Massachusetts, January 23,
1982
(PB82-910415) p 248 N83-16698
Aircraft accident report Reeve Aleutian Airways, Nihon
YS-11A, N169RV, King Salmon, Alaska. February 16,
1982
[PB82-910414] p249 N83-18700
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US air earners,
calendar year 1980
INTSB-ARC-83-01] p 409 N83-23664
Aircraft accident report IBEX Corporation Gates Leariet
23, N100TA, Atlanta, near Savannah, Georgia, 6 May
1982
[PB83-910401J p430 N83-26827
Large airplane operations on contaminated runways
[PB83-917003] p510 N83-29189
Aircraft accident report Coin Acceptors, Inc , Cessna
model 551, Citation 2. N2CA, Mountain View, Missoun,
November 18, 1982
[PB83-910404] p 720 N83-34922
Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md
An experimental study of a high rotational speed
propulsor
IAD-A126060] p 539 N83-29238
Naval Air Development Center, Warmlnster, Pa
Evaluation of control and display configurations for
helicopter shipboard operations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2486] p 734 A83-48346
Status of VTOL and VSTOL flying qualities criteria
development Where are we and where are we going?
p49 N83-10056
Preliminary development of the XV (Ex-Vee) aircrew
restraint
[AD-A118991] P 139 N83-14079
A dive performance computer program
(AD-A119407] p 156 N83-14121
Computer program for calculation of turbojet system
performance
[AD-A120665] p 167 N83-15314
The US Navy approach to crashworthy seating
systems p 249 N83-19438
Aircraft acceleration sensitive inertia reel lock
[AD-A122208] p 250 N83-19723
A study ol alternative aircraft for installation of the Navy
standard tow target system
(AD-A120882I p267 N83-19742
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for
Navy and Marine fleet aircraft
IAO-A121989] p267 N83-19744
Application of video multiplexing to design of cockpit
display systems
[AD-A122127] p 271 N83-19752
A preliminary assessment of helicopter/VSTOL handling
qualities specifications
[AD-A1246671 p 461 N83-25716
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for
Navy and Manne fleet aircraft
[AD-A124966] p 443 N83-26834
Helicopter performance computer programs
| AD-A1246031 p527 N83-27981
Ejection seat-mounted crewmember restraint integrated
with survival vest and notation
| AD-A1268591 p 585 N83-30399
An engmeenng method for estimating the aerodynamic
characteristics of Circulation Control Wings (CCW)
[ AD-A 1264361 p 666 N83-33856
Centnfuge tests of modifications to the MA-2 aircrowman
torso harness, phase 1
IAD-M264161 p669 N83-33860
Aircraft acceleration sensitive inertia reel lock
[AD-A126739] p 721 N83-34924
New flight control technologies for future naval aircraft
[ AD-A1286241 p 751 N83-34955
C-23
Naval Air Engineering Center, Lakehurst, N.J. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Development of a continuous mode sequencing concept
for ejection seats
[AD-A128966] p 721 N83-36012
Naval Air Engineering Center, Lakehurst, NJ
The 60-Hz to 400-Hz electrical power conversion
[AD-A122040] p 302 NS3-20007
Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, Trenton, N J
Rotor fragment protection program Statistics on aircraft
gas turbine engine rotor failures that occurred in US
commercial aviation dunng 1979
[NASA-CR-168163] p 539 N83-29234
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Md.
Evaluation of control and display configurations for
helicopter shipboard operations
[AIAA PAPER 83-2486] p 734 A83-48346
The 5th Advanced Aircrew Display Symposium
Proceedings
[AD-A126132] p 531 N83-29206
Naval Blodynamics Lab, New Orleans, La.
Instrumentation requirements for assessing occupant
response to three dimensional high acceleration
environments p302 N83-19434
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Alexandria, Va
Airfield lighting, design manual 23 1
[AD-A119525] p 174 N83-14141
Helium plants and storage, design manual 24 2
[AD-A119517] p175 NB3-14142
Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity, Bay
SL Louis, Miss.
A plan for optical oceanography R&D to support
MC&G
[AD-A126215] p 567 N83-29955
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif
A sensitivity analysis of the Kalman filter as applied to
an mertial navigation system
[AD-A119623] p 147 N83-14101
HP-41CV Flight Performance Advisory System (FPAS)
for the E-2C, E-2B and C-2A aircraft
[AD-A119580] p 156 N83-14118
Dynamic stability of flight vehicles
[AD-A119637] p 170 N83-14137
Atmospheric effects on ultra high frequency radio
propagation
[AD-A119581] P183 N83-14388
Experimental investigation of thrust augmenting electors
using vane excited primary jets
[AD-A120424] p 167 N83-15313
Evaluation of helicopter pilot's attitude control using a
simulated head-up display in a simulated helicopter
cockpit
[AD-A119570] p219 N83-16355
An investigation of the effectiveness of smoke
suppressant fuel additives for turbojet applications
[AD-A121228] p21S N83-17549
US Navy helicopters in combat search and rescue
[AD-A122451] p333 N83-22195
Flow control about an airborne laser turret
[AD-A123056] p 407 N83-23595
SH-3 helicopter/Global Positioning System integration
analysis
[AD-A125005] p432 N83-25691
Automatic control and data acquisition system for
combustion laboratory applications
[AD-A12S195] p470 N83-25829
Finite element program for calculating flows in
turbomachmes with results for NASA task-1 compressor
[AD-A124987] p 460 N83-26841
An investigation of the effectiveness of smoke
suppressant fuel additives for turbojet applications
[AD-A125025] P471 N83-27034
Hand-held computer programs for preliminary helicopter
design
[AD-A125036] p 481 N83-27624
Application of additional secondary factors to LORAN-C
positions for hydrographic operations
[AD-A125620] p 514 N83-27972
Effects of wind on the aircraft optimum cruise
performance and flight performance advisory systems for
F-4E and F-5E aircraft
[AD-A125587] p 527 N83-27984
Calculation of the longitudinal stability derivatives and
modes of motion for helicopter aircraft
[AD-A125593] p 546 N83-28000
Positioning of jamming aircraft using the integrated
refractive effects prediction system
[AD-A125644] p 560 N83-28308
Evaluation of the performance and flow in an axial
compressor
[AD-A125619] p561 N83-28387
Economic effects of noise abatement regulations on the
helicopter industry
[AD-A127331] p 576 N83-30356
An expenmental investigation of the combustion
behavior of solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A127165] P637 N83-30555
Expansion of the scan endgame program for aircraft
survivability studies and development of a supporting
user's guide
[AD-A127557] p 608 N83-31598
Computer program analysis of helicopter weight estimate
relationships utilizing parametric equations
[AD-A128590] p 608 N83-31600
The impact of reliability improvement warranties on naval
aviation maintenance at the fleet level
[AD-A126810] p658 N83-33841
A comparison of audio, visual and tactile warning devices
in a simulated flight environment
[AD-A128200] p 669 N83-33862
Characteristics of a fluted nozzle gas eductor system
[AD-A128065] p 702 N83-34241
Graphic enhancement of the Aircraft Penetration Model
for use as an analytic tool
[AD-A128226] p 733 N83-34936
Guide for conceptual helicopter design
[AD-A128974] p 734 N83-36024
Naval Research Lab, Washington, D C.
The effect of additives on the aerosolization of JP-5
jet fuel
[AD-A119324] p 178 N83-14294
Interface specifications for the A-7E shared services
module
[AD-A118897] p 189 N83-14954
The A-7E software requirements document Three years
of change data
[AD-A121602] p237 N83-18322
Crab angle estimation with two dimensional cross
correlations and centroids
[AD-A122872] p 382 N83-23289
Numencal simulation for droplet combustion using
Lagrangian hydrodynamics p 537 N83-29210
Hot corrosion in gas turbines
[AD-A127425] p617 N83-30433
Electrostatic theory applied to helicopter discharging
p587 N83-31210
CB agent threat to atmosphere inside Navy aircraft
[AD-A127882] p 589 N83-31587
Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
Bethesda, Md
Wind tunnel investigation of cargo extraction parachutes
in the wake of a Lockheed C-141B Starlifter aircraft
[AD-A124523] p 425 N83-25675
Short takeoff performance using a gravity assist ski
jump
[AD-A126456] p 679 N83-33879
Naval Submarine Medical Research Lab, Groton,
Conn
Desirable characteristics of underwater lights for
helicopter escape hatches
[AD-A120331] p 197 N83-16310
Desirable characteristics of underwater lights for
helicopter escape hatches
[AD-A120510] p 198 N83-16312
Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak, Md
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts 4 Other
polyols
[AD-A119399] p 178 N83-14287
Naval Test Pilot School, Patuxent River, Md
Fixed wing stability and control theory and flight test
techniques Revision
[AD-A124610] p546 N83-27999
Naval Training Equipment Center, Orlando, Fla
A visual technology research simulator for Vertical Take
Off and Landing (VTOL)
[AD-A115626] p 207 N83-12103
Helmet mounted display feasibility model Optical
design
[AD-A119191] p 159 N83-14124
Helmet mounted feasibility model
[AD-A128150] p736 N83-34940
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Calif
Operational flight program development with a higher
order language p 363 N83-22125
Validation of software for integration of missiles with
aircraft systems p 364 N83-22140
Neilsen Engineering and Research, Inc, Mountain
View, Calif
Blade erosion effects on aircraft-engine compressor
performance
[DE82-021791] p213 N83-16346
Development of a procedure for calculating the effects
of airfoil erosion on aircraft engine compressor
performance p213 N83-17457
A numencal study of Strake aerodynamics
[AD-A125882] p 506 N83-29182
Nevada Unlv, Reno
Computations and turbulent flow modeling in support
of helicopter rotor technology
[NASA-CR-169927] p 244 N83-18662
New Mexico Inst of Mining and Technology, Socorro
Observations of optical lightning emissions from above
thunderstorms using U-2 aircraft p 234 A83-22703
New Mexico Univ., Albuquerque
Soft airfield test with F-4 aircraft
[AD-A125393] p 548 N83-28008
New York Unlv, New York.
Computational fluid dynamics of airfoils and wings
p313 A83-29927
Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc, Mountain
View, Calif.
Wing-alone aerodynamic charactenstics to high angles
of attack at subsonic and transonic speeds
[AD-A125764] p 504 N83-27963
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State Unlv,
Greensboro
Impact-initiated damage in laminated composites
[AD-A122166] p 297 N83-19820
North Carolina State Unlv, Raleigh
An expenmental study of supersonic |et
shock-associated noise
[AIAA PAPER 83-0708] p 307 A83-25924
Aeroelastic considerations for continuous patrol/high
altitude surveillance platforms
[AIAA 83-0924] p 329 A83-29850
A study of optimum cowl shapes and flow port locations
for minimum drag with effective engine cooling, volume
1
[NASA-CR-159379] p 191 N83-16288
A study of optimum cowl shapes and flow port locations
for minimum drag with effective engine cooling, volume
2
[NASA-CR-159380] p 191 N83-16289
A study of real-time computer graphic display technology
for aeronautical applications
[NASA-CR-169828] p 236 N83-18307
Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a 60
deg delta wing with leading edge devices
[NASA-CR-165923] p 246 N83-19714
Subcntical flutter testing using the feedback system
approach p 629 N83-30718
Northrop Corp, Hawthorne, Calif
Airframe effects on a top-mounted fighter inlet system
p 177 A83-13166
Demonstration of repairabihty and repair quality on
graphite/epoxy structural subelements
p 186 A83-20485
Subsonic/supersonic aeropropulsrve charactenstics of
nonaxisymmetnc nozzles installed on an F-18 model
p744 A83-48215
Evaluation of a damage accumulation monitonng system
as an individual aircraft tracking concept
[AD-A118768] p 193 N83-12076
Modern fighter aircraft design for high-angle-of-attack
maneuvenng p 245 N83-18687
Development and application of digital control for tactical
aircraft flutter suppression p 343 N83-22108
Northwest Airlines, Inc, Minneapolis, Minn
Fuel conservation techniques in jet transport aircraft
operations p 198 N83-17463
Northwestern Unlv, Evanston, III
A reappraisal of transport aircraft needs 1985 - 2000
Perceptions of airline management in a changing
economic, regulatory, and technological environment
[NASA-CR-165887] p 249 N83-18701
Notre Dame Unlv, Ind
Nonlinear multrvanable design by total synthesis
p 531 A83-37092
Controller scheduling - A possible algebraic viewpoint
p 567 A83-37093
A study of analytic modeling techniques for landing gear
dynamics
[AD-A122312] P 267 N83-19745
Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CR-170100] p 338 N83-20945
Numencal calculations of turbulent buoyant flow in
aircraft cabins
[FAA-CT-82-61 ] p319 N83-22170
Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CR-170233] P 393 N83-23305
Oak Ridge National Lab, Tenn
Heat-activated heat-pump development and potential
application of Stirling-engine technology
[DE83-002134] p 363 N83-22817
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aeronautlques, Paris (France).
Improving calculations of wall effects in industrial wind
tunnels at ONERA p348 N83-20968
Use of adaptive walls in 2D tests p 349 N83-20970
Designing improved tracking regulators for piloting highly
maneuverable aircraft p 342 N83-22095
Test facility for basic research on distortion
p 542 N83-29258
C-24
CORPORA TE SOURCE Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford, Conn.
Ground/night correlation on Die Alpha-Jet experimental
aircraft with a transonic wing A comparison ol the wing
pressure distribution and local wake survey from analytical,
wind tunnel and flight results p 603 N83-30362
Office National d'Etudes et da Recnerchet
Aerospatiale* Lederc (France).
Finite difference modeling of rotor flows including wake
effects
[ONERA, TP NO 1982-114] p 243 A83-24326
Flow visualization techniques for the study of high
incidence aerodynamics p 245 N83-18688
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherchea
Aerospatiale* Parts (France).
Measurement techniques in turbomachines, ultrathin
transducers applied to measurements in turbomachines
p216 N83-12273
Adaptation of laser veloameters to various
applications p 218 N83-12410
Studies of aerofoils and blade tips for helicopters
p 193 N83-17473
Aeroelastic equilibrium of an helicopter rotor with
nonlinear aerodynamic forces p 235 N83-17482
Activities report of the French aerospace and research
industry p 221 N83-17564
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherchea
Aerospatiale* Toulouse (France).
Problems involved by the instrumentation and the
conception of cryogenic tests p 465 N83-25725
Studies on the cryogenic induction driven wind-tunnel
T2 p 548 N83-28004
The modem concept of acceleration control
Introduction to optimal command in a handling by objective
structure p 543 N83-29267
Office of Air Force History, Washington, D C
Development and employment of fixed-wing gunships,
1962-1972
[AD-A122538] p 331 N83-20935
Office of Science and Technology, Washington, 0 C
Aeronautical research and technology policy Volume
1 Summary report p 187 N83-17452
Aeronautical research and technology policy, volume
2 p 372 N83-23268
Office of Technical Services, Washington, D C
Impact of advanced air transport technology Part 4
Financing and program alternatives for advanced
high-speed aircraft
[PB83-110585] p251 N83-19731
Office of Technology Assessment, Washington, D C
Airport and air traffic control system
[PB82-207606] p 27 N83-10033
Impact of advanced air transport technology Part 2
The air cargo system, background paper
[PB82-186818J p 221 N83-12919
Impact of advanced transport technology Part 3 Air
service to small communities
[PB82-186800] p 221 N83-12920
Review of the FAA 1982 National Airspace System
Plan
[PB83-102772] p 293 N83-19764
Ohio State Unlv, Columbus.
A similarity analysis of the droplet trajectory equation
p212 A83-13133
An analytical evaluation of the icing properties of several
low and medium speed airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-0109] p 131 A83-16525
Marching gnd generation using parabolic partial
differential equations p 569 A83-38810
Right investigation of natural laminar flow on the
Bellanca Skyrocket II
[SAE PAPER 830717] p 599 A83-43326
Analysis of airborne antenna patterns
[NASA-CR-169448] p 66 N83-10323
An investigation of the aerodynamic charactenstics of
a new general aviation airfoil in flight
[NASA-CR-169477] p 179 N83-12046
Relationship between the adaptive performance of
antenna arrays and their underlying electromagnetic
characteristics p 219 N83-13324
Wind tunnel evaluation of air-foil performance using
simulated ice shapes
[NASA-CR-167960] p 138 N83-15265
An algonthm to select element locations of an adaptive
array
[AD-A120486] p 186 N83-15570
Statistical summary Study to determine the IFR
operational profile of the general aviation single pilot
[NASA-CR-165805] p 198 N83-17523
Study to determine the IFR operational profile and
problems of the general aviation single pilot
[NASA-CR-3576] p 249 N83-18699
Transient heat flow along urn-directional fibers in
composites
[AD-A122926] p 471 N83-26929
Jam resistant communications systems techniques
[AO-A126217] p563 N83-29579
Near field analysis of airborne antenna
[AD-A127246] p 648 N83-31931
Transonic interference effects in testing of oscillating
airfoils p862 N83-32746
A summary and integration of research concerning single
pilot IFR operational problems
[NASA-CR-3716] p 668 N83-32783
Heat transfer on three turbine airfoils
[AO-A128762] p 747 N83-34950
Ohio Unlv, Athens.
Performance tests results of automatic direction finder
receiver interference susceptibility
[AD-A118438] p 28 N83-11109
The effects of precipitation static and lightning on the
airborne reception of Loran-C Volume 1 Analysis
[DOT/FAA/RD-82/45-1] p217 N83-12299
Enhanced character sizes for the VDM-1 video display
board
[NASA-CR-169692] p 147 N83-15275
A RF front end interface and AGC modification
[NASA-CR-169691] p 147 N83-15276
A microcomputer-based position updating system for
general aviation utilizing Loran-C
[NASA-CR-169722] p 148 N83-15277
Cockpit weather radar display demonstrator and
ground-to-air sfencs telemetry system
[ NASA-CR-169830] p 210 N83-17534
An experimental investigation of the efficacy of
automated weather data transmission to aircraft in flight
[FAA-PM-83-11] p390 N83-23302
Oklahoma State Unlv, Stlllwater
An analytical pilot rating method for highly elastic
aircraft p 203 A83-14843
The performance of an annular vane swirter
[AIAA PAPER 83-1326] p 455 A83-36340
Turbulent combustor flowfield investigation
p 538 N83-29220
Old Dominion Unlv, Norfolk, Va
Computational technique for three-dimensional
compressible flow past wings at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 83-2078] p 578 A83-41912
Study of highly sweptback wings by the free vortex sheet
method
[NASA-CR-169559] p 181 N83-13076
Flutter A finite element program for aerodynamic
instability analysis of general shells of revolution with
thermal prestress
[NASA-CR-170013] p 288 N83-19756
Inherent spiral stability in a fixed wing aircraft by means
of a simplified pneumatic wing tip control system
[NASA-CR-170207] p 344 N83-22206
Expenmental and analytical studies of a true airspeed
sensor
[NASA-CR-165704] p 530 N83-27989
Numerical optimization techniques for bound circulation
distribution for minimum induced drag of Nonplanar wings
Computer program documentation
[NASA-CR-3458] p 581 N83-30385
Linearized potential solution for an airfoil in nonuniform
parallel streams
[NASA-CR-173047] p 665 N83-33843
Longitudinal aerodynamic charactenstics of a
wing-winglet model designed at M = 0 8, C sub L = 0 4
using linear aerodynamic theory
[NASA-CR-172186] p 666 N83-33854
Operations Research, Inc, Silver Spring, Md
Second National Conference on General Aviation Airport
Noise and Land Use Planning Summary of proceedings
[PB82-218520] p 69 N83-11628
Aircraft flight procedure program Data base
development
[PB82-183740] p 175 NB3-12040
Aircraft flight procedure program Modified computer
program model, user's manual
[PB82-183757] p 176 N83-12041
Government financial support for civil aircraft research,
technology and development in four European countnes
and the United States
[NASA-CR-169537] p 225 N83-14022
Airport community soundproofing and relocation study
[PB82-259144] p 220 N83-16358
Research and technology program perspectives for
general aviation and commuter aircraft
[NASA-CR-169875] p 187 N83-17454
Oregon State Univ., Corvallls.
An aeroelastic analysis of the Dameus wind turbine
p 220 N83-13476
Oxford Unlv (England).
Heat transfer rate to blade profiles Theory and
measurement in transient facilities p 283 N83-18740
Temperature response of a model to set-point changes
and conditioning in ETW p 465 N83-25721
The TOPSY guide Transient tunnel operating, data
acquisition and processing system User's and
programmer's guides
[OUEL-1462/83] p 632 N83-31610
Pacific Gas and Electric Co, San Francisco, Calif
Development of the utilization of combustible gas
produced in existing sanitary landfills Effects of corrosion
at the Mountain View, California landfill gas-recovery
plant
[DE83-001576] p 363 N83-22769
Pacific Missile Test Center, Point Hugu, Calif
Random impact vibration testor p 66 N83-10234
Parameters for design of reverberant acoustic chambers
for testing air-carried missiles p 73 N83-10235
Pacific Northwest Lab, Richland, Wash.
Sputtered ceramic coatings and sealing layers
[DE82-005225] p 226 N83-16531
Composite design of an advanced airborne momtonng
system
[DE82-006980] p 235 N83-18108
Pallen-Jormson Associates, Inc, McLean, Va.
Failure Modes, Effects and Cnticality Analysis (FMECA)
of type AN/GRN-27 (V) instrument landing system with
traveling-wave localrzer antenna
[DOT/FAA/PM-83/18] p 382 N83-24492
Peat, Marwlck, Mitchell and Co, San Francisco, Calif
Aircraft towing feasibility study p 207 N83-17458
Pennsylvania State Unlv, University Park.
Blade loading and rotation effects on compressor rotor
wake near end walls p 190 A83-22138
Aircraft trajectories for reduced noise impact
p667 A83-43971
Efficiency improved turboprop
[AD-A118819] p202 N83-12096
End wall flow charactenstics and overall performance
of an axial flow compressor stage
[NASA-CR-3671] p 427 N83-26819
Investigation of the coupling of unsteady lift to low order
acoustic duct modes in an axial flow fan
[AD-A124819] p 483 N83-27796
Structure of evaporating and combusting sprays
Measurements and predictions p 538 N83-29211
Rotor noise due to blade-turbulence interaction
[AD-A129757] p 770 N83-36851
Perceptronlcs, Inc, Woodland Hills, Calif
Analysis and modeling of information handling tasks in
supervisory control of advanced aircraft
[AD-A119067] p205 N83-13116
Issues in the evaluation of 3-D display applications
p309 N83-20699
Performance Measurement Associates, Inc, Vienna,
Va
Performance measures for aircraft earner landings as
a function of aircraft dynamics
[AD-A120473] p 206 N83-16334
Phillips Petroleum Co, Bartlesvllle, Okla
Manufacturing comparisons of aviation and motor
gasolines p 352 N83-22448
Physics Lab RVO-TNO, The Hague (Netherlands)
Measunng target position with the FUCAS phased-array
radar system
[PHL-1982-64] p 560 N83-28317
Plaseckl Aircraft Corp, Philadelphia, Pa
Hybrid LTA vehicle controllability as affected by
buoyancy ratio
[NASA-CR-152344] p 204 N83-12099
Pisa Unlv (Italy).
Application of dynamic gas bearings to cryogenic
compressors and turbines p 185 N83-15540
The fatigue crack growth under vanable amplitude
loading in built-up structures
[AD-A119764] p 187 N83-15676
Rotor-fuselage interference on engine internal
aerodynamics in maneuvering high-speed rotorcraft
p193 N83-17480
Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw
Department of Aeroacoustics p 706 N83-32980
Portuguese Air Force, Alfraglde.
Air traffic services in Portugal Civil-military coordination
aspects p 325 N83-22183
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn.
Recent developments in high temperature coatings for
gas turbine airfoils p 634 A83-42254
Increasing the wear life of gas turbine engine roller
beanngs p 184 N83-15S07
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Designing for fighter engine transients
p 540 N83-29243
Designing for stability in advanced turbine engines
p543 N83-29268
Evaluation of synthetic-fuel character effects on
rich-lean stationary gas-turbine combustion systems
Volume 2 Full-scale test program
[DE83-902337] p 694 N83-34067
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford, Conn.
Nonlinear structural and life analyses of a combustor
liner p 65 A83-12764
C-25
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, Middletown, Conn. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Assessment of inflow control structure effectiveness and
design system development p 189 A83-13161
Structural tailoring of engine blades (STAEBL)
[AIAA 83-0828] p 338 A83-29737
Ejector nozzle test results at simulated flight conditions
for an advanced supersonic transport propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 83-1287] p 454 A83-36323
Development and operating characteristics of an
advanced two-stage combustor p 535 A83-38022
Development of advanced high-temperature heat flux
sensors
[NASA-CR-165618] p 42 N83-10044
Energy efficient high-pressure turbine leakage
technology report
[NASA-CR-165202] p 165 N83-15304
JT90 ceramic outer air seal system refinement program,
phase 2
[NASA-CR-167962] p 165 N83-15305
The JT8D and JT9D engine component improvement
Performance improvement program
[NASA-CR-167965] p 214 N83-17543
The JT9D Jet Engine Diagnostics Program
[NASA-CR-167966] p 214 N83-17544
Energy efficient engine sector combustor ng test
program
[NASA-CR-167913] p 283 N83-19753
Model aerodynamic test results for a refined actuated
inlet eiector nozzle at simulated takeoff and cruise
conditions
[NASA-CR-1680511 p 426 N83-26816
JT90 thermal barrier coated vanes
[NASA-CR-167964] p 536 N83-27993
Energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine single
crystal vane and blade fabncation technology report
[NASA-CR-165400] p616 N83-30429
Subsonic-transonic stall flutter study
[NASA-CR-165256] p 629 N83-30435
Broad specification fuels technology program, phase 1
[NASA-CR-168180] p 637 N83-30551
Aerothermal modeling program, phase t
[NASA-CR-168202] p 645 N83-30959
Sensor failure detection for jet engines
[NASA-CR-168190] p 699 N83-33182
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, Middletown, Conn
Composite fan exit guide vanes for high bypass ratio
gas turbine engines p 198 A83-13159
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, West Palm Beach,
Flu
Integrated research aircraft control technology with full
authority digital electronic control
[NASA-CR-163100] p 170 N83-15318
Flight evaluation of an engine static pressure noseprobe
man F-15 airplane
[NASA-CR-163109] p214 N83-17546
Princeton Unlv, N J
Distributed processing and fiber optic communications
in air data measurement p 36 A83-11258
Effects of control saturation on the command response
of statically unstable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 83-0065] p 168 • A83-16497
A multi-gnd method for the computation of viscid/mviscid
interactions on airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 83-0234] p 132 A83-16602
Computed and measured turbulence in axisymmetnc
reciprocating engines p 276 A83-24669
Design of dry-fnction dampers for turbine blades
p 450 A83-35883
Conical similanty of shock/boundary layer interactions
generated by swept Tins
[AIAA PAPER 83-1756] p 492 A83-37229
Rotor aerodynamics in ground effect at low advance
ratios
[AD-A118609] p180 N83-12051
Longitudinal flying qualities criteria for single pilot
instrument flight operations p 545 N83-27997
Longitudinal flying qualities criteria for single-pilot
instrument flight operations
[NASA-CR-166084] p 606 N83-30407
A fuel-efficient cruise performance model for general
aviation piston engine airplanes
[NASA-CH-1721BB] p 686 N83-33891
Prins Maurlts Lab TNO, Rljswljk (Netherlands)
General basic concepts for a trajectory simulation of a
guided missile
[PML-1981-36] p221 N83-17574
Bail out simulation of an F-16 ejection seat by means
of a blast simulator
[PML-1982-7] p585 N83-30398
Public Service Co of Indiana, Plalnfleld
Compressed-air energy storage preliminary design and
sue development program in an aquifer Volume 5, Part
1 Turbomachmery design
[DE83-004005] p 362 N83-22759
Purdue Unlv, Fort Wayne, Ind
Advanced theoretical treatments of propeller
aerodynamics p 244 N83-18654
Purdue Unlv, Lafayette, Ind
Quadratic synthesis of integrated active controls for an
aeroelastic forward-swept-wing-aircraft
p 47 A83-12458
Axial-compressor flow distortion with water mgestion
[AIAA PAPER 83-0004) p 160 A83-16456
Theoretical and experimental evaluation of transmission
loss of cylinders P 237 A83-19808
An analytical and experimental comparison of the flow
field of an advanced swept turboprop
[AIAA PAPER 83-0189] p 189 A83-21080
Direct measurement of transmission loss of aircraft
structures using the acoustic intensity approach
p327 A83-28185
Effect of humidity on jet engine axial-flow compressor
performance p 448 A83-35856
The effect of a normal shock on the aeroelastic stability
of a panel
[ASME PAPER 83-APM-28] p 493 A83-37381
Pilot modeling and closed-loop analysis of flexible
aircraft in the pitch tracking task
[AIAA PAPER 83-2231 ] p 621 A83-41709
A modal analysis of flexible aircraft dynamics with
handling qualities implications
[AIAA PAPER 83-2074] p 624 A83-41911
An optimal control approach to pilot/vehicle analysis
and the Neal-Smith criteria p 687 A83-45462
The WISGSK A computer code for the prediction of
a multistage axial compressor performance with water
mgestion
[NASA-CR-3624] p 201 N83-12093
The integrated manual and automatic control of complex
flight systems
[NASA-CR-170099] p 342 N83-20951
Enhanced manual controllability via active control of
aeroelastic vehicles
[NASA-CR-170118] p 342 N83-20952
Non-contact, non-destructive airport pavement profile
and deflection measurements
(FAA-PM-B3-14J p 400 N83-23325
Aerothermodynamics of axial-flow compressors with
water mgestion p 504 N83-27953
Spontaneous ignition characteristics of hydrocarbon
fuel-air mixtures P 554 N83-29231
Stagnation region gas film cooling Effects of
dimensionless coolant temperature
[NASA-CR-168197] p 645 N83-30960
Radian Corp, Austin, Tex
Field experiences with rub induced instabilities in
turbomachmery p 186 N83-15631
Radio Technical Commission lor Aeronautics,
Washington, D C
Minimum operational performance standards for
airborne area navigation equipment using VOR/DME
reference facility sensor inputs
[RTCA/DO-180] p325 N83-22175
Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) equipment
installation and performance
[RTCA/DO-182] p 380 N83-23282
RAND Corp, Santa Monica, Calif
Avionics software Where are we?
[RAND/P-6786] p 159 N83-15303
The taxiway repair schedule problem A heunstic rule
and a branch-and-bound solution
[AD-A122497] p 346 N83-20955
Development and production cost estimating
relationships for aircraft turbine engines
[AD-A123753] p 459 N83-25714
Increasing future fighter weapon system performance
by integrating basing, support and air vehicle
requirements
[AD-A129039] p 712 N83-34888
Ratcllffe (S), Malvem (England)
Management and planning concepts
p 326 N83-22185
Raytheon Co, Sudbury, Mass
CARE 3 phase 2 report - mathematical description
[NASA-CR-3566] p 189 N83-14929
Rensselaer Polytechnic InsL, Troy, N Y
Natural frequency of rotating beams using non-rotating
modes p 181 A83-18383
Structural dynamics studies of rotating bladed-disk
assemblies coupled with flexible shaft motions
[AIAA PAPER 83-0919] p 392 A83-32787
Passive shock wave/boundary layer control for transonic
supercritical airfoil drag reduction p 180 N83-13068
Lubncants in beanngs and absorbed matenals on aircraft
fuel lines by infrared emission Founer
microspectrophotometry p 220 N83-13455
Composite structural matenals
[NASA-CR-169859] p 226 N83-17597
Research InsL of National Defence, Unkoeplng
(Sweden)
Simulation program of rotary wings
[FOA-C-30308-E1] p 443 N83-26836
Laser safety of air bathymetry
[FOA-C-30292-E1 ] p 478 N83-27210
Research Inst of National Defence, Stockholm
(Sweden)
A limited study of thrust vector control with guide vanes
and |et rudder
[FOA-C-20455-E3] p 221 N83-16386
Report from the International Congress of Navigation
[FOA-C-20489-E3] p 593 N83-30400
Research Triangle Inst, Research Triangle Park, N C
Interpretation methodology and analysis of in-flight
lightning data
[NASA-CR-3590] p 69 N83-11661
Rocketdyne, Canoga Park, Calif
Acoustic-emission monitoring of steam turbines
[DE82-904663] p 73 N83-10887
Hybnd hydrostatic/ball beanngs in high-speed
turbomachmery
[NASA-CR 168124] p 478 N83-27213
Restartable high power gas generator
[AD-A127291] p 646 N83-31022
Rockwell International Corp, Anaheim, Calif
Usage of the SYSCAP II circuit analysis program to
determine semiconductor failure threshold levels caused
by lightnmg/EMP transients p 647 N83-31215
Rockwell International Corp, Calif
Testing of the Mannesmann Demag oxygen
compressor
[DE83-006801] p 646 N83-31028
Rockwell International Corp, Columbus, Ohio
Expenmental wing and canard jet-flap aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 83-0081) p 715 A83-48211
Rockwell International Corp, Downey, Calif
Graphite/Larc-160 technology demonstration segment
test results
[NASA-CR-172123] p 637 N83-30539
Rockwell International Corp, El Segundo, Calif
A users manual for a detailed level fatigue crack growth
analysis computer code Volume 1 The CRKGRO
program
[AD-A118968] p 184 N83-14530
A user's manual for a computer program to predict
fatigue crack growth on flight-by-flight basis (FLTGRO)
[AD-A118965] p 184 N83-14531
Revised Structural Technology Evaluation Program
(STEP) user's manual for structural synthesis
[AD-A118964] p 184 N83-14532
Rockwell International Corp, Los Angeles, Calif
HiMAT onboard flight computer system architecture and
qualification p 529 A83-37061
Improved methods for predicting spectrum loading
effects Volume 1 Technical summary
[AD-A118295] p 68 N83-11521
Improved methods for predicting spectrum loading
effects Volume 1 Technical summary
[AD-A118856] p 193 N83-12077
Improved methods for predicting spectrum loading
effects Volume 2 Test data
[AD-A118857] p 193 N83-12078
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volume 1 NASTRAN model plane
[ NASA-CR-170392-VOL-1] p 154 N83-14107
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volume 2 NASTRAN model
development-horizontal stabilzer, vertical stabilizer and
nacelle structures
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-2] p 154 N83-14108
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volume 3 NASTRAN model development-wing
structure
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-3] p 154 N83-14109
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volume 4 NASTRAN model
development-fuselage structure
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-4] p 154 N83-14110
A NASTRAN model of a large flexible swing-wing
bomber Volumes NASTRAN modeldevelopment-fainng
structure
[NASA-CR-170392-VOL-5J p 154 N83-14111
Rockwell International Corp, Pittsburgh, Pa
HiMAT highly maneuverable aircraft technology, flight
report
[NASA-CR-170245] p 388 N83-23294
Rockwell International Corp, Thousand Oaks,Calif
Computational treatment of transonic canard-wing
interactions
[AD-A121662] p 246 N83-19718
Transonic and nonlinear flow research
[AD-A121477] p 246 N83-19719
C-26
CORPORA TE SOURCE Sikorsky Aircraft, Stratford, Conn.
Rockwell International Science Center, Thousand
Oaks, Calif
A conservative type-dependent full potential method for
the treatment of supersonic flows with embedded subsonic
regions
[AIAA PAPER 83-1887] p 502 A83-393S6
Rolls-Royce Ltd, Bristol (England).
Effects of intake flow distortion on engine stability
p542 N83-29257
Rolls-Royce Ltd,, Derby (England)
Tried and proven engine technology A vital key to
improving airline economics
[PNR-90112] p44 N83-11134
Aspects of the reliability and maintenance of turboprops
and large turbofan engines
[PNR-90113] p45 N83-11135
The fuel efficient |el engine
[PNR-90114] p45 N83-11136
Strain gauges used for torque measurement in a gas
turbine environment
[PNR-90111] p68 N83-11484
Radiation pyrometry in gas turbine research and
development
[PNR-90116] P68 N83-11485
Some laser measurement techniques used in aero
engine research
[PNR-90118] P68 N83-11486
Blade pressure measurements p 216 N83-12275
Recent advances in the performance of high bypass
ratio fans
[PNR-90120] P203 N83-13107
Method of studying the operating temperature of gas
turbines
[PNR-90159] P460 N83-26842
Mechanical and thermal effects on the transient and
steady state component performance of gas turbines
p 541 N83-29252
Use of composites in aero-engines
[PNR-90149] P 554 N83-29322
Improving the accuracy of thermocouple temperature
measunng circuits
[PNR-90148] P563 N83-29670
Rome Air Development Center, Grlfllss AFB, N.Y
The role and nature of adaptive antennas in ECCM
[AO-P000923] p 701 N83-34148
General review of military applications of voice
processing p 701 N83-34180
Proceedings of the Antenna Applications Symposium
(1982)
[AD-A129356] p 765 N83-36338
Rosenberg (Paul) Associates, Pelham, N Y
Navigation National plans, NAVSTAR-GPS, Laser
gyros
[AD-A125533] p515 N83-29194
Rosenthal-Stemag, Technlsche Keramlk A G, Selb
(West Germany)
Development of high-temperature resistant,
noncorrosible, nonmetallic ceramic matenals, especially
silicon nitnde, for heat exchangers in gas turbine
application
[BMFT-FB-T-83-026] p 555 N83-29408
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford (England)
An appraisal of rotor blade-tip vortex interaction and
wake geometry from flight measurements
p 194 N83-17488
Some remarks on buffeting p 341 N83-20899
A method for determining wall-interference corrections
in solid-wall tunnels from measurements of static pressure
at the walls p347 N83-20958
Earty expenence in using the Cryogenic Test Facility
at RAE Bedford, England p 465 N83 25726
Some measurements of buffeting on a flutter model of
a typical strike aircraft p 627 N83-30370
Airspeed and wind shear measurements with an airborne
CO2 CW laser p 735 N83-34898
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Famborough (England).
Some measurements of wing buffeting on a flutter model
of a typical strike aircraft
[RAE-TR-82007] P 48 N83-10052
A comparison of analytical techniques for predicting
stability boundaries for some types of aerodynamic or
cross-coupling nonlmeanties p 51 NS3 10071
Analysis of subcntical response measurements from
aircraft flutter tests p 52 N83-10269
Finite difference calculation of an invisctd transonic How
over oscillating airfoils
[RAE-TRANS-2087] p 191 N83-16292
Flying and design of aircraft
[RAE-TRANS-2070] p 205 N83-16326
Development of the vortex nng wake model and its
influence on the prediction of rotor loads
p 194 N83 17481
Development of the precision approach path indicator
light unit
[RAE-TM-FS(BM83] P 202 NB3-17527
The electrical properties of carbon fibre composites
p227 N83-17618
Measurements of the attenuation of an Army headset
JBR84535] p 309 N83-20704
The influence of helicopter operating conditions on rotor
noise characteristics and measurement repeatability
[AD-A121426) p310 N83-20707
Dynamic response of aircraft with fluctuating flow
fields p 341 N83-20897
A modular approach to high reliability software
generation with application to nonlinear control
p 363 N83-22104
A computer-based simulation of a simple aircraft-type
fuel system Part 1 Normal transfer
[AD-A123007] p 389 N83-23301
Finite differecnce calculation of an mviscid transonic flow
over oscillating airfoils
(AD-A123982) p 426 N83-25677
The design of shielded pitot tubes with small sensitivity
to incidence
[RAE-TM-AERO-1863] p 530 N83-27988
The toxic nature of gases from the thermal
decomposition of combustible matenals
[RAE-TRANS-2082] p 553 N83-28118
Possible effects of citizens band radio transmissions on
service airborne radio navaids
[RAE-TM-RAD-NAV-197] p 560 N83-28291
The cooling of pnnted circuit board mounted
components using copper ladder heat conduction to a cold
wall
[RAE-TR-82092] p 560 N83-28326
The use of free-flight models for the prediction of
departure control p 593 N83-30368
Synthesis of responses to AGARD-FMP questionnaire on
"prediction techniques and flight correlation"
p 581 N83-30384
Recommended colours for use on airborne displays
[RAE-TR-82110] p 610 N83-30411
Optical techniques for airborne displays
p611 N83-30425
Induced transients in a simulated lightning test of the
fly-by-wire Jaguar aircraft p 586 N83-31196
The role of a fatigue damage accumulation plot in
structural loads data analysis
[RAE-TR-82125] p 700 N83-33214
Automatic speech recognition as a cockpit interface
p736 NB3-34899
Royal Australian Air Force, Edinburgh
Evaluation of new Iroquois torquemeter PN 73-30-1
[AD-A117747] p 38 N83-10042
Royal InsL of Tech, Stockholm (Sweden)
Flow properties o1 slotted-wall test sections
p 347 N83-20963
Experimental study of strength and existance domain
of ground to air inlet vortices by ground board static
pressure measurements
[PB83-144865] p 460 N83-26843
Royal Netherlands Air Force, The Hague
Effect of control system delays on fighter flying
qualities p 51 N83-10073
Royal Netherlands Air Force, Volkel
Operational and maintenance aspects of the introduction
of an advanced fighter type p 491 N83-29250
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, Malvem
(England)
Image generation and display p 39 N83-11394
Picture formatting and hardware considerations
p67 N83-11395
Liquid crystal displays p 611 N83-30420
Other types of display p 611 N83-30424
Saab-Scanla, Unkoplng (Sweden)
Companson of flight and wind tunnel buffeting
measurements on the SAAB 105 aircraft
p 604 N83-30369
On pursuit-evasion between two realistic aircraft
[SAAB-TN-AE 75] p 705 N83-33641
Salford Unlv (England)
Design of high-performance tracking systems
[AD-A119440] p 147 N83-14102
Microprocessor implementation of fast-sampling direct
digital flight-mode controllers p 342 N83-22096
San Jose State Univ., Calif
Characterization and degradation studies on synthetic
polymers for aerospace application
[NASA-CR-172996] p 698 N83-33014
Fire extinguishant matenals
[NASA-CASE-ARC-112521] p 759 N83-36118
Sandla Labs., Albuquerque, N Mex
Dameus rotor aerodynamics
[DE82-003495] p 138 N83-15271
Sandia Aircraft Crashfire Facility
[OE82-004297] p 198 N83-16313
Investigation of the feasibility of a helicopter-launched
cruise missile system
[DE82-008623] p 332 N83-20940
Modular Airborne Remote Sampling and Sensing
System (MARSSS)
[DE82-014657] p 361 N83-21495
An experimental and theoretical investigation of the
reduction in parachute drag caused by forebody wake
effects Data compilation and program summary
[DE83-005364] p 378 N83-24486
Modular Airborne Remote Sampling and Sensing
System (MARSSS)
[DE82-005691 ] p 410 N83-25226
Sandia Helicopter Acoustic Detector (SHAD)
[DE82-018925] p 483 N83-27803
Full-system tests using the Sandia lightning simulator
p632 N83-31213
Performance of the Sandia lightning simulator dunng
F-14A and F/A-18 aircraft lightning tests
p 587 N83-31220
Wellbome inertia) navigation system
[DE83-004012] p 594 N83-31593
Performance of the Sandia Lightning Simulator dunng
F 14A and F/A-18 aircraft lightning tests
[DE83-009288] p 721 N83-34926
Santa Clara Unlv, Calif
Derivation of the fundamental equation of sound
generated by moving aerodynamic surfaces
p482 A83-36096
Noise suppressor for turbo fan jet engines
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10812-1] p 685 N83-33884
School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.
An overview of human factors in aircraft accidents and
investigative techniques p 198 N83-17491
Scientific Research Associates, Inc, Glastonbury,
Conn
A turbulent flow Navier-Stokes analysis for an airfoil
oscillating in pitch p 660 A83-46437
Seville Research Corp, Pensacola, Fla
Evaluating the use of electronic flight instrument systems
in general aviation aircraft
[AD-A118604] p 198 N83-12083
Shaker Research Corp, Ballston Lake, N Y
Digital system for structural dynamics simulation
[NASA-CR-168019] p 174 N83-14139
Shannon Engineering, Seattle, Wash
Feasibility of establishing a correlation between
boundary layer growth and upstream shock conditions
[AD-A126909] p 646 N33-30968
Shell Oil Co, Houston, Tex
General aviation fuel quality control
p 352 N83-22447
Ship Systems, Inc, San Diego, Calif
Prelaunch survrvability of Ground Launched Cruise
Missile (GLCM) Volume 3 SAVAGE code version 1 0
user's guide
[AD-A119023] p 155 N83-14113
Shock and Vibration Information Center (Defense),
Washington, D C
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin Part 2 Environmental
testing, shock testing, shock analysis
[AD-D432830] p 66 N83-10231
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin Part 3 Analytical
methods, dynamic analysis, vehicle systems
[AD-D432842] p 66 N83-10253
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 14, no 8
[AD-A119004] p67 N83-10433
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin, no 52 Part 1
Welcome, keynote address, invited papers, rotor dynamics
and machinery vibration
[BULL-52-PT-1] p644 N83-30684
Sikorsky Aircraft, Stratford, Conn
Flight service evaluation of composite helicopter
components
[NASA-CR-165952] p 192 N83-12071
Predesign study for a modem 4-bladed rotor for RSRA
[NASA-CR-166155] p 176 N83-13065
Structural demonstration of the SH-60B he'copter,
appendix 1 and 2
(SER-520235] p 194 N83-13092
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis
(NASA-CR-3582) p 154 N83-14105
Predesign study for a modem 4-bladed rotor for the
RSRA
[NASA-CR 166155] p 206 N83-16331
Review of rotor loads prediction methods
p 194 N83-17484
Analysis and correlation of the test data from an
advanced technology rotor system
[NASA-CR-3714] p 665 N83-32777
Design, fabrication, installation and flight service
evaluation of a composite cargo ramp skin on a model
CH-53 helicopter
[ NASA-CR-172126] p 693 N83-33955
C-27
Simula, Inc., Tempe, Ariz. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Model HH-53 helicopter, durability and damage
tolerance assessment report submittal
[AD-A129255] p 734 N83-36027
Simula, Inc, Tempe, Aril.
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant
in a crash environment, volume 1
[FAA-CT-82-33-1-VOL-1] p319 N83-22171
Computer simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant
in a crash environment Volume 2 Program SOM-LA
user manual
[FAA-CT-82-33-2-VOL-2] p319 N83-22172
Design and test criteria for increased energy-absorbing
seat effectiveness
[AO-A128015] p589 N83-31589
Slnacori (John B) Associates, Holllster, Calif
Research and analysis of head-directed area-ot-interest
visual system concepts
[NASA-CR-166480] p 467 N83-26849
SKF Engineering and Research Centre, Nleuwegein
(Netherlands).
Lightweight materials for rolling elements in aircraft
beanngs p 184 N83-15S10
Smiths Industries Ltd, Bishops Cleeve (England).
The use of multiplex data buses in a high integrity
system p 332 N83-22102
Soclete Crouzet, Valence (France)
A functionally reliable avionics systems
p 272 N83-20196
Soclete Nationals d'Etude et de Construction de
Moteurs d'Aviation, Evry Cedex (France).
The quality and control of precision castings for
turbomachmes p 179 N83-15446
Soclete Natlonale d'Etudes et de Construction de
Moteurs d'Avlatlon, Moissy-Cramayel (France)
The matrix of axial and radial plays The present situation
and perspectives p 541 N83-29253
Soolete Natlonafe industrlefle Aerospatiale, Us
Mureaux (France)
Automatic landing in bad weather conditions
[SNIAS-822-111-106] p 381 N83-23287
Composite materials on a commuter aircraft The ATR
42
[SNIAS-822-111-105] p 403 N83-23363
Replacement of electromechanical devices by cathode
ray tubes
[SNIAS-822-111-110] p407 N83-23523
The return of the propeller airplane
[SNIAS-822-111-102] p 389 N83-24501
Evolution of launch vehicle avionics
[SNIAS-831-422-121] p 682 N83-32802
Soclete Natlonale Industrielle Aerospatiale, Marseille
(France)
Methods used at Aerospatiale for calculating the loads
an a rotor and experimental cross checks
p 194 N83-17486
Soclete Natlonale Industrielle Aerospatiale, Paris
(France)
Antitank missiles night firing from Aerospatiale
helicopters
[SNIAS-822-320-101] p 58 N83-10102
Properties of thick sheets of 2124 T351 alloy
[SNIAS-822-111-109] p 404 N83-23423
Helicopter air inlets Design process, wind tunnel testing
and correlations with flight data p 581 N83-30383
Aerospace industry matenals Choice cntena and needs
to be met
[SNIAS-831-502-101] p 658 N83-32742
Soclete Natlonale Industrielle Aerospatiale, Suresnes
(France)
Damage tolerance
[SNIAS-831-551-103] p 679 N83-32800
Construction of a natural environment aging machine
with independent energy supply, for load cycles on aircraft
Structures
[SNIAS-831-551-101] p 765 N83-35426
Soclete Natlonale Industrielle Aerospatiale, Toulouse
(France)
An example of longitudinal and transversal oscillation
coupling The Epsilon aircraft cork screw
p 51 N83-10074
Analyzing the role of closed loop systems for a subsonic
aircraft with reduced longitudinal stability
p 51 N83-10076
Impact of ergonomic studies on the design of civil aircraft
Cockpits p 267 N83-20184
Demonstration of an acceptable safety level for digital
equipment on board crvil transport aircraft
p251 N83-20188
Results of a quality principle on the MTBF of an
equipment developed for the A-300 p 304 N83-20212
Application of an analytical method to the elaboration
Of a maintenance program for a new aircraft
p 242 N83-20227
The Epsilon prototype corkscrew phenomenon
[SNIAS-822-111 101] p376 N83-23279
Propeller mean slipstream computation Slipstream
influence on aircraft performances
[SNIAS-822-111-104] p389 N83-23299
SoHaR, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif
Trends in software reliability for digital flight control
[NASA-CR-166456] p411 N83-24194
Solar Turbines International, San Diego, Calif
Investigation of a low NOx full-scale annular
combustor
[NASA-CR-165518] p 202 N83-13104
Mid and high temperature rotor program for a 30 kW
gas turbine generator set
[AD-A129780] p 749 N83-36033
Southampton Unlv (England)
Propeller noise prediction and research techniques
p 308 N83-18651
Dimensional stability considerations for cryogenic
metals p 291 N83-18759
The status of two- and three-dimensional testing in the
University of Southampton transonic self-streamlining wind
tunnel p 349 N83-20971
Activities of the Institute of Sound and Vibration
Research p 707 N83-33687
Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics
Panel Symposium on Ground/Flight Test Techniques and
Correlation
[AQARD-AR-191] p 733 N83-34939
Southwest Research Inst, San Antonio, Tex
Tests of blending and correlation of distillate fuel
properties p 59 A83-11050
Procedure for evaluation of engine isolators for reduced
structure-borne noise transmission p 199 A83-15320
Design and test of aircraft engine isolators for reduced
intenor noise
[NASA-CR-166021] p 190 N83-15042
Rotordynamic instability field problems
p 186 N83-15630
Degradation and characterization of antimisting
kerosene (AMK)
[MED-132] p297 N83-19922
Emergency fuels technology
[AD-A125275] p 471 N83-25904
Electrostatic voltage sensors for helicopter
dischargers p612 N83-31188
Demonstration and analysis of an improved
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) method for rotary wing
head spindle threads
[AO-A128741] p712 N83-34890
Spectron Development Labs, Inc, Costa Mesa, Calif
Laser holographic mterferometry for an unsteady airfoil
in dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 83-0388] p 179 A83-16688
A study of model deflection measurement techniques
applicable within the national transonic facility
[NASA-CR-165853] p 181 N83-13075
Feasibility study of three-dimensional holographic
mterferometry for aerodynamics
[NASA-CR-166483] p 483 N83-27845
Spectrum Technology, Inc, Virginia Beach, Va
Single pilot IFR accident data analysis
[NASA-CR-3650] p 139 N83-14076
Sperry Research Center, Sudbury, Mass
Polarization null characteristics of simple targets
[AD-A129303] p 765 N83-36312
Sperry Systems Management, Huntsvllle, Ala
Design, fabrication and test of an integrated Built-in-Test
(BIT) control unit
[AD-A127278] p 631 N83-30441
SRI International Corp, Menlo Park, Calif
The software-implemented fault tolerance /SIFT/
approach to fault tolerant computing
p 235 A83-22825
ARTS 2A design analysis
[FAA-RD-82-54] p 187 N83 12064
Oceanic Area System Improvement Study (OASIS)
Volume 1 Executive summary and improvement
alternatives development and analysis
[FAA-EM-81-17VOL-1] p 200 N83-16314
Oceanic Area* System Improvement Study (OASIS)
Volume 2 North Atlantic region air traffic services system
descnption
[FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-2] p 201 N83-16315
Oceanic Area System Improvement Study (OASIS)
Volume 3 Central East Pacific region air traffic services
system descnption
[FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-3] p 201 N83-16316
Oceanic Area System Improvement Study (OASIS)
Volume 4 Canbbean region air traffic services system
descnption
(FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-4) p 201 N83-16317
Oceanic Area System Improvement Study (OASIS)
Volume 5 North Atlantic, Central East Pacific, and
Caribbean regions communication systems descnption
[FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-5] p 201 N83-16318
Oceanic Area System Improvement Study (OASIS)
Volume 7 North Atlantic region flight cost model results
[FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-7] p 201 N83-16319
Oceanic Area System Improvement Study (OASIS)
Volume 8 Central East Pacific region flight cost model
results
[FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-8] p 201 N83-16320
Oceanic Area System Improvement Study (OASIS)
Volume 9 Flight cost model descnption
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F08635-81-C-0235
F08635-81-C-0301
F08635-81-K-0096
F08635-81-R-0211
F08635-82-K-0102
F09603-78-G-4368-001 4
F09603-81-G-1808
F10628-80-C-0042
F1 628-81 -C-0055
F19628-77-C-0107
F19628-80-C-0002
F19628-80-C-0042
F19628-80-C-0064
F19628-80-G-0042
F1 9628-81 -C-0005
F29601-81-C-0013
F29601-81-C-0031
F30602-79-C-0068
F30602-79-C-0230
F30602-80-C-0106
F30602-81-C-0254
F33615-76-C-0803
F33615-76-C-1002
F33615-76-C-1360
F33615-76-C-2064
F33615-76-C-2091
F33615-76-C-2148
F33615-76-C-5234
F33615-77-C-1252
F33615-77-C-2029
F33615-77-C-3035
F33615-77-C-3121
p303
p694
P51
p665
p211
p359
p27
p233
p515
p186
p260
p188
p188
p698
p325
p720
p674
p610
p220
P58
p220
p360
p217
p509
p 197
p319
p38
p618
p 186
p217
p298
p690
p377
p377
p38
p270
p420
p324
p687
p20
p669
p631
P754
p471
p715
p511
pSOO
p 140
p21
p590
p585
p 18
p734
p217
p477
p 144
p28
p187
p 187
p220
p 188
p 188
p 188
p674
p698
p 147
p186
p63
p410
p548
p466
p 186
p563
p221
p217
p765
p232
p66
p209
p33
p451
p534
p403
p271
p271
p271
p198
p250
p 198
p355
p68
p 193
p 193
p 184
p 184
p 184
N83-20166
N83-34067
N83-10075
N83-32780
N83-12246
N83-21212
N83-11104
N83-17770
N83-29192
N83-12059
N83-18705
N83-13086
N83-13088
N83-33016
N83-22176
N83-34920
N83-32784
N83-30412
N83-17558
N83-11151
N83-17559
N83 22593
N83-12298
N83-27968
N83-16308
N83-22173
N83-10041
N83-31604
N83-12060
N83-12299
A83-24648
N83-33906
N83-23280
N83-23280
N83-11123
N83-18720
A83-36078
A83-29214
A83-43965
A83-11140
N83-33864
N83-30440
N83-36040
N83-27035
A83-48134
A83-37136
A83-38680
A83-16494
A83-11192
A83-41662
A83-42557
A83-11102
N83-36027
N83-12300
N83-25990
A83-18647
N83-11108
N83-12066
N83-12067
N83-12867
N83-13086
N83-13088
N83-13090
N83-32784
N83-33016
N 83-14103
N83-15558
A83-11085
N83-25327
N83-28008
N83-25732
N83-15570
N83-29579
N83-12895
N83-12318
N83-36312
N83-16760
N83-10330
A83-22882
N83-11118
A83-36254
A83-37997
A83-33122
N83-19749
N83-19750
N83-19751
N83-17526
N83-19722
A83-13160
A83-29751
N83-11521
N83-12077
N83-12078
N83-14530
N83-14531
N83-14532
D-2
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX N ASM 4459
F33815-77-C-3123
F33615-77-C-5155
F33815-77-C-5221
F33815-78-C-0018
F33615-78-CO500
F33615-78-C-1563
F33615-78-C-2001
F33615-78-C-2019
F33615-78-C-2024
F33615-78-C-2044
F33615-78-C-2062
F33615-78-C-2063
F33615-78-C-2072
F33815-78-C-2080
F33615-78-C-2401
F33615-78-C-3145
F3361S-78-C-3602
F33615-78-C-3603
F3361S-78-C-3608
F3361S-78-C-3614
F3381S-78-C-3615
F33615-79-C-0525
F33615-79-C-2002
F33615-79-C-2004
F33615-79-C-2023
F3361S-79-C-2027
F33615-79-C-2036-
F33615-79-C-2045
F33615-79-C-2067
F33615-79-C-3009
F33615-79-C-3030
F33615-79-C-3209
F3361S-79-C-3406
F3361S-79-C-3618
F33615-79-C-5108
F33615-79-C-5109
F33615-79-C-5119
F33615-80-C-0120
F33615-80-C-0512
F33615-80-C-1095
F33615-80-C-1096
F33615-80-C-1209
F33615-80-C-2008
F33615-80-C-2047
F33615-80-C-3001
F33615-80-C-3003
F33615-80-C-3208
F33615-80-C-3212
F33615-80-C-3214
F33615-80O3217
F33615-80-C-3401
F33615-80-C-3404
F33815-80-C-3406
F33615-SO-C-3601
F33615-80-C-3604
F33615-80O3606
F3361S-80-C-3617
F33615-80-C-5092
F33615-80-C-5140
F33615-80-C-5168
F33615-80-C-5172
F33615-80-C-5190
F33615-80-K-3242
F33815-81-C-1481
p 701 N83-34104
p358 A83-29885
p638 N83-3173S
p338 A83-29856
p 184 N83-14543
p166 N83-15310
p225 N83-16401
p225 N83-16402
p618 N83-31606
p402 N83-24523
p653 N83-31422
p20 A83-11128
p550 A83-38077
p351 N83-21169
p211 N83-12252
p60 N83-10211
p739 A83-47926
p533 A83-37973
p 167 N83-15311
p167 N83-15312
p508 A83-38078
p519 A83-38078
p43 N83-10046
p 60 N83-10210
p758 N83-35162
p759 N83-36248
p759 N83-36249
p160 A83-16456
p448 A83-35856
p511 A83-37063
p 155 N83-14117
p 156 N83-14122
p625 A83-41933
p436 A83-36214
p269 A83-26309
p 49 N83-10063
p510 N83-29190
p359 N83-21357
p646 N83-31022
p748 N83-34951
p748 NB3-34952
p508 A83-38076
p747 N83-34950
p 740 A83-47960
p360 N83-22517
p 766 N83-36372
p 421 A83-36292
p718 N83-3S002
p527 N83-27982
p527 N83-27983
p 191 A83-15444
p204 N83-12100
p204 N83-13110
p 206 N83-16332
p 443 N83-26835
p458 N83-25713
p 553 N83-2821 1
p472 A83-33650
p70 A83-11104
p351 N83-21168
p476 N83-25934
p476 N83-25935
p 476 N83-25938
p476 N83-25939
p23 A83-11242
p 147 N83-14100
p 713 A83-47888
p533 A83-37973
p420 A83-36291
p7tO A83-482I9
p358 A83-29887
p502 A83.39099
p652 N83-32387
p652 NB3-32408
p383 A83-30163
p343 N83-22108
p598 A83-42533
p 191 A83-15444
p516 A83-37879
p722 N83-36014
p 155 N83-14114
p 155 N83-14115
p625 A83-41935
p 49 N83-10063
p373 N83-24468
p441 N83-25704
p219 N83-13344
p324 A83-29212
p759 N83-36227
p214 A83-15211
p404 N83-23426
p564 N83-29726
p212 A83-13234
p267 N83-19745
p21 A83-11181
p530 N83-27990
F33815-81-C-1501
F33615-81-C-1512
F33615-81-C-2017
F33615-81-C-3204
F33615-61-C-3405
F33615-81-C-3409
F33615-81-C-5015
F33615-81-C-5016
F33615-81-C-5018
F33615-81-K-2039
F33615-81-K-3007
F33615-81-K3032
F33615-81-K-3034
F33615-81-K-5116
F33615-82-C-1872
F33615-82-C-3007
F33615-82-C-3406
F3361S-a2-K-2252
F33615-82-M-2220
F33657-72-C0242
F33657-72-C-089
F33657-77-C-0391
F33657-77-C-0479
F33657-79-C-0728
F33700-81-C-0057
F41608-81-C-B231
F44620-75-C-0016
F44620-81-C-0044
F49620-77-C-0100
F49620-77-C-0101
F49620-78-C-0045
F49620-78-C-0060
F49620-78-C-0069
F49620-79-C-0130
F49620-79-C-0210
F49620-79-0189
F49620-80-C-0050
F49620-80-C-0078
F49620-80-C-0081
F49620-81-C-0026
F49620-81-K-0014
F49620-81-K-0018
F49620-82-C-0018
F49620-82-C-0043
F49620-82-C-0059
F49620-82-C-0061
F49620-82-C-0066
F49620-82-K-0002
F49620-82-K-0009
IPA-810-626-1
MARAD-MA-80-SAC-01 92
MDA903-80-C-0235
MDA903-80-C-0641
MDA903-81-C-0166
MDA903-81-C-0281
MDA903-81-C-0395
MDA903-82-C-0246
MIPR-28-MP-075
MIPR-79-102
MIPR-79-404
MM4T PROJ T785097
MOD-AT/2037/084
MOD-A12/1510
MOD-K/LR32B/2175
NAGI-52
NAG1-109
NAG1-124
NAG1-129
NAG1-13
NAG1-145
NAG1-156
NAG1-157
NAG1-168
NAG1-180
NAG1-184
NAG1-203
NAG1-217
NAG1-229
NAG1-238
NAG 1-250
NAG1-254
p21 A83-11182
p63 A83-11089
p740 A83-47950
p740 A83-47951
p 193 N83-12076
p263 A83-25771
p610 N83-30413
p356 A83-29808
p394 N83-23314
p577 N83-31574
p654 N83-32667
p222 A83-19846
p305 N83-19562
p395 N83-24510
p 134 A83-16781
p 128 N83-14062
p 651 A83-4257S
p 133 A83-16622
p586 N83-31192
p 531 A83-37219
p749 N83-36036
p457 A83-36412
p 198 A83-13160
p455 A83-36346
p36 A83-11188
p749 N83-36034
P404 N83-23466
p533 A83-37973
p 581 A83-43454
p312 A83-29021
p209 A83-22590
p213 A83-14576
p685 N83-32812
p217 N83-12380
P153 A83-19579
p205 N83-13116
p581 A83-43454
P482 A83-36077
p297 N83-19820
p394 N83-23312
p246 N83-19718
p246 N83-19719
p46 A83-11179
p 163 A83-19385
p 147 N83-14102
P213 N83-16345
p492 A83-37229
p346 N83-20955
p459 N83-25714
p712 N83-34888
P584 N83-31580
p646 N83-30968
P130 A83-16507
p302 N83-19953
p475 A83-36354
p745 A83-48824
p747 N83-34949
p652 N83-32401
p506 N83-29175
p 597 A83-41928
p57 N83-11149
P214 A83-15160
P155 N83-14116
p 401 N83-23330
p679 N83-33880
p266 N83-18717
p389 N83-23300
p407 N83-23595
p425 N83-25675
p425 N83-25675
p639 N83-31824
p583 N83-30397
p 190 A83- 18393
p64 A83-11942
p287 A83-26604
p 491 N83-27952
P210 N83-17534
p411 A83-31325
p309 N83-19576
p246 N83- 19709
P678 N83-32796
p279 A83-25912
P47 A83-12458
P695 A83-45591
P249 N83-18701
p 729 A83-48375
p596 A83-41715
p598 A83-41960
P205 N83-16329
p621 A83-41702
p217 N83-17556
p 161 A83-16705
P668 N83-32783
P266 N83-18716
p 621 A83-41709
p624 A83-41911
NAG1-26
NAG1-274
NAG 1-282
NAG 1-28
NAG 1-300
NAG1-58
NAG 1-5
NAG 1-75
NAG2-109
NAG2-110
NAG2-118
NAG2-175
NAG2-17
NAG2-72
NAG2-6
NAG3-11
NAG3-121
NAG3-135
NAG3-181
NAG3-182
NAGS- 189
NAGS- 190
NAG3-202
NAG3-204
NAG3-20631
NAG3-214
NAG3-221
NAG3-231
NAG3-27
NAG3-28
NAG3-357
NAG3-37
NAG3-50
NAG3-5
NAG3-62
NAG3-63
NAG3-65
NAG3-67
NAG3-71
NAG3-72
NAG3-8
NAG3-90
NAG4-1
NASA ORDER A-93024-B
NASA ORDER A-98346-B
NASA ORDER C-41581-B
NASA ORDER H-59314-B
NASA ORDER L-44921-B
NASW-2961
NASW-3079
NASW-3247
NASW-3302
NASW-3455
NASW-3522
NASW-3541
NASW-3542
NASW-3552
NASW-3554
NASW-3598
NAS1-10817
NAS1-11100
NAS1-12426
NAS1-13710
NAS1-14000
NAS1-1400
NAS1-14447
NAS1-14459
p342
p 129
p 148
p244
p583
p397
P15
p679
p237
p327
p214
p408
p492
P13
p221
p598
p249
p157
p266
p544
p282
p713
p741
p212
p306
p307
p538
p366
p160
p448
p214
p357
p450
p274
p392
P59
p212
p 131
p 138
p366
p 181
p392
p74
p298
p448
p201
p 160
p428
p223
p668
p380
p276
p248
p687
p342
p411
p510
p539
p188
p 174
p225
p626
p569
p72
p691
p60
p 191
p293
p400
p401
p631
p684
p686
p690
p691
p205
p314
p388
p393
p582
p631
p584
p568
p187
p368
P47
p227
p132
P32
p440
p440
p440
p605
p328
p693
P546
N83-20952
A83-16489
A83-16490
N83-18672
N83-31576
N83-24512
N 83-10023
N83-33875
A83-19808
A83-28185
A83-15321
N 83-24796
A83-37229
N 83-11086
N 83-13835
A83-41962
N 83-18702
N83-15283
N83-18718
A83-37145
N 83-18729
A83-47901
A83-47970
AB3-13521
A83-25923
A83-25924
N83-29211
A83-28011
A83-16456
A83-35856
N83-17539
A83-29823
A83-35883
A83-24038
A83-32791
A83-11482
A83-13133
A83-16525
N83-15265
A83-28023
A83-18383
A83-32787
N83-10970
A83-23596
A83-35856
N83-12093
A83-16456
A83-36042
N83-13936
N83-32782
N83-23281
A83-24669
A83-25693
A83-45462
N83-20951
N83-24194
N83-29186
N83-29234
A83-16583
N83-14140
N83-14022
A83-41956
N83-30060
N83-10803
N83-33911
N83-10214
N83-16291
N83-18771
N83-23324
N83-23328
N83-30438
N 83-32809
N83-33892
N83-33908
N 83-33909
N83-16328
N 83-20915
N83-23295
N83-23310
N83-30394
N83-30439
N83-31579
A83-38776
N83-17454
N83-22025
N 83-10047
N83-17600
A83-16602
N83-11117
N 83-25692
N83-25693
N83-25694
N 83-30404
A83-29780
N83-33955
N83-27998
D-3
NAS1-14632 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
NAS1-14632
NAS1-14717
NAS1-14741
N4S1-14742
NAS1-14B49
NAS1-14861
NAS1-14869
NAS1-14952
NAS1-14970
NAS1-15069
NAS1-15072
NAS1-15073
NAS1-15085
NAS1-15094
NAS1-15116
NAS1-15214
NAS1-15268
NAS1-15269
NAS1-15279
NAS1-15325-10
NAS1-15325
NAS1-15327
NAS1-15351
NAS1-15357
NAS1-15371
NAS1-15388
NAS1-15428
NAS1-15497
NAS1-15534
NAS1-15593
NAS1-15678
NAS1-15764
MAS 1-15820
NAS1-15884
NAS1-15955
NAS1-15969
NAS1-16000
NAS1-16028
NAS1-16037
NAS1-16041
NAS1-16048
NAS1-16055
NAS1-16058
NAS1-16083
NAS1-16096
NAS1-16107
NAS1 16135
NAS1-16150
NAS1-16156
MAS 1-16205
NAS1-16276
NAS1-16284
NAS1-16303
NAS1-16363
NAS1-16392
NAS1-16394
NAS1-16420
NAS1-16430
NAS1-16489
NAS1-16542
NAS1-16561
NAS1-16564
NAS1-16579
NAS1-16585
NAS1-16643
NAS1 16644
NAS1 16700
NAS1-16742
NAS1-16817
NAS1 -16826
p216 N83-17551
p11 N83-11061
p442 N83-26831
p61 N83-11331
p 169 A83-18401
p 199 A83- 15320
p 190 N83-15042
p607 N83-31595
p61 N83-11248
p205 N83-16330
p605 N83-30403
p616 N83-30428
p606 N83-30405
p606 N83-30406
p635 N83-30522
p607 N83-30796
p 189 N83-14929
p 195 N83-17515
p 189 A83-13161
p 190 A83-18397
p345 N83-22213
p660 A83-46437
p379 A83-33360
p 140 N83-15273
p 186 A83-20485
p225 N83-16397
p 177 N83-14169
p236 N83-18304
p605 N83-30401
p605 N83-30402
p666 N83-33852
p578 A83-41902
p 134 A83-16707
pSOO A83-38685
p637 N83-30539
p 238 N83- 18404
p235 A83-22825
p389 N83-24500
p 569 N83-30061
p569 N83-30062
p 180 N83-13073
p170 N83-15317
p316 N83-22163
p316 N83-22164
p377 N83-24479
p606 N83-30407
p 502 A83-39356
p 139 N83-14077
p304 N83-20445
p 198 N83-17523
p249 N83-18699
p 179 N83-12049
p207 N83-12102
p238 N83-17239
p265 N83-18713
p679 N83-33876
p 771 N83-35943
p427 N83-26822
p 146 N83-14098
p316 N83-22165
p296 N83-18894
p521 A83-38679
p 154 N83-14105
p 381 N83-24488
p 171 A83-16482
p412 N83-25496
p 390 A83-30161
p447 A83-35842
p 421 A83-36363
p528 N83-29198
p 169 A83-18401
p579 A83-41957
p 180 N83-13070
p315 N83-20918
p74 N83-11839
p224 N83-13937
p 281 A83-25959
p547 N83-29270
p262 A83-24178
p367 A83-29950
p 491 N83-27952
p 546 N83-27998
p29 A83-10186
p69 N83-11661
p 192 N83-12071
p609 A83-41922
p 181 N83-13075
p568 A83-37121
p9 N83-10018
P555 A83-37210
P519 A83-38079
P549 N83-29272
p420 A83-36287
p423 N83-25658
p423 N83-25659
p356 A83-29805
NAS1 -15869
NAS1-16886
NAS1-16900
NAS1-16920
NAS1-16942
NAS1 -16952
NAS1 -16978
NAS1 -17068
NAS1-17070
NAS1 -17070
NAS1-17130
NAS1-184
NAS1-87416
NAS2-10021
NAS2-101085
NAS2-10211
NAS2- 10263
NAS2-10270
NAS2- 10330
NAS2-10411
NAS2-10670
NAS2-10691
NAS2-10743
NAS2-10762
NAS2-10768
NAS2-10770
NAS2-10771
NAS2-10777
NAS2-10799
NAS2-10815
NAS2- 10855
NAS2- 10880
NAS2-10907
NAS2-10934
NAS2-10981
NAS2-11080
NAS2-11095
NAS2-11120
NAS2-11161
NAS2-11179
NAS2-11184
NAS2-11269
NAS2-11285
NAS2-11391
NAS2-11555
NAS2-19573
NAS2-7800
NAS2-8675
NAS2-9328
NAS2-9864
NAS2-9891
NAS3-10825
NAS3-15337
NAS3-17859
NAS3-19408
NAS3-20074
NAS3-20591
NAS3-20606
NAS3-20609
NAS3-20616
NAS3-20629
NAS3-20630
NAS3-20631
NAS3-20632
NAS3-20643
NAS3-20646
NAS3-20797
NAS3-21037
NAS3-21249
p746
p412
p705
p 139
p595
p751
p408
p306
p572
p546
p491
p562
p705
p491
p 179
p307
p26
p334
p391
p612
p204
p665
p 192
p 170
p345
p340
p344
p344
p 344
p344
p368
p369
p27
p27
p 176
p206
p26
p 190
p266
p427
p376
p216
p262
p660
p310
p608
p754
p32
p467
p743
p555
p 16
p437
p426
p397
p589
p440
p581
p597
p501
p583
p483
p29
p337
p 198
p296
p 131
p339
p233
p302
p686
p 166
p 178
p338
p 163
p629
p763
p202
p212
p 165
p214
p536
p202
p214
p605
p20t
p212
p339
p617
p 165
p283
p616
p616
p 199
p 198
p409
A83-49595
N83-25498
N83-34591
N83-14076
A83-41660
A83-50074
N83-24876
A83-25916
N83-30165
N83-27998
N83-27952
N83-29448
N83-33591
N83-27952
N83-12046
A83-25934
N83-10027
N83-20941
N83-24504
N83-31602
N83- 12099
N83-32777
N83- 12072
N83-15315
N83-22214
A83-29016
N83-22207
N83-22208
N83-22210
N83-22211
N83-23240
N83-23241
N83-11101
N83-11102
N83- 13065
N83-16331
N83-10029
A83-22132
N83-19740
N83-26820
N83-23275
A83-22160
A83-24430
A83-46435
N83-19652
N83-31597
N83-36041
N83-11113
N83-26849
A83-48002
A83-37210
N83-11097
A83-36285
N83-26818
N83-24515
N83-31586
N83-25695
A83-43443
A83-41928
A83-38691
N83-31578
N83-27845
A83-10191
A83-28006
A83-13160
N83-18851
A83-16537
N8322198
N83- 17880
N83 20124
N83-33894
N83- 15308
N83-15412
N83-20946
N83 14128
N83-30435
A83-48025
N83 13104
N83 16342
N83-15305
N83-17543
N83-27993
N83-13100
N83-17544
N83-30402
N83-12094
N83-16341
N83-22204
N83-30430
N83-15304
N83-19753
N83-30427
N83-30429
A83 15068
A83-13159
N83-24048
NAS3-21461
NAS3-21595
NAS3-21604
NAS3-21623
NAS3-21843
NAS3-21854
NAS3-21987
NAS3-22008
NAS3-22039
NAS3-22042
NAS3-22045
NAS3-22046
NAS3-22053
NAS3-22057
NAS3-22109
NAS3-22133
NAS3-22137
NAS3-22139
NAS3-22140
NAS3-22143
NAS3-22148
NAS3-22251
NAS3-22392
NAS3-22431
NAS3-22480
NAS3-22511
NAS3-22525
NAS3-22531
NAS3-22533
NAS3-22543
NAS3-22546
NAS3-22738
NAS3-22742
NAS3-22743
NAS3-22751
NAS3-22752
NAS3-22760
NAS3-22762
NAS3-22765
NAS3-22766
NAS3-22783
NAS3-22829
NAS3-23037
NAS3-23046
NAS3-23157
NAS3-23282
NAS3-23524
NAS3-2483
NAS3-74
NAS4-2308
NAS4-2348
NAS4-2432
NAS4-2533
NAS4-2556
NAS42614
NAS4-2619
NAS4-2703
NAS4-2705
NAS4-2839
NAS4-2876
NAS4-2877
NAS4-2906
NAS4 2930
NAS4 2941
NAS4-2995
NAS5-24323
NAS5-25662
NAS6-3072
NAS6-3077
NAS6-3232
NAS7-100
NAS8-33369
NAS8-33458
NAS8-33716
NAS8-33730
NAS8-34318
NAS8-34505
NAS8-34627
NAS8-34768
NAS8-35056
NAS9-16400
NAVY TASK LTV-78-5
NB81-NADA-2000
NB81-NADA-2007
NCA2-OR-565-101
NCC1-14
p312
p277
p303
p303
p763
p44
p490
p221
p222
p715
p506
p202
p741
p201
p612
p684
p534
p42
p72
p359
p214
p332
p501
p660
p746
p637
p617
p478
p228
p338
p377
p357
p60
p 174
p426
p537
p747
p495
p743
p270
p454
p538
p 159
p366
p59
p404
p213
p238
p450
p505
p699
p454
p645
p 16
p455
p 154
p 154
p 154
p 154
p 170
p 154
p531
p214
P11
p333
p333
p205
p 170
p288
p442
p344
p397
p397
p209
p209
p386
p530
p362
p211
p 153
p768
p362
p212
p704
p 183
p395
p658
p220
p632
p690
p212
P175
p319
p319
p569
p498
A83-29012
A83-24834
N83-20125
N83-20127
A83-48025
N83-11127
A83-39941
A83-13136
N83-12968
A83-48012
N83-29178
N83-13103
A83-47964
N83-12089
A83-40864
N83-32804
A83-38001
N83-10044
A83-10183
N83-21314
N83-17545
N83-22188
A83-38798
A83-45577
A83-49581
N83-30551
N83-30432
N83-27213
N83-17728
A83-29737
N83-24474
A83-29824
N83-10207
N83-14139
N83-26816
N83-27996
N83-34944
A83-37957
A83-48000
N83-18720
A83-36316
N83-29221
N83-14123
A83-28016
A83-11050
N83-23464
N83-16343
N83-17242
A83-36250
N83-29174
N83-33182
A83-36314
N83-30959
N83-11095
A83-36340
N83-14107
N83-14108
N83-14109
N83-14110
N83-15318
N83-14111
N83-29204
N83-17546
N83-11062
N83-22193
N83-22194
N83-13113
N83-15316
N83-18744
N83-26829
N83-22212
N83-23318
N83-24513
A83-22841
A83-22841
A83-32579
A83-39807
N83-22689
N83-12248
A83-19594
N83-36598
N83-21711
A83-13521
N83-34514
N83-14430
N83-24507
N83-33827
N83-13706
N83-31612
N83-33906
N83-13174
A83-13912
N83-22170
N83-22174
A83-38810
A83-38653
D-4
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX 505-31-32
NCC1-29
NCC1-48
NCC1-65
NCC1-6
NCC1-70
NCC2-O41
NCC2-106
N CCS-13
NCC2-163
NCC2-164
NCC2-191
NCC2-28
NCC2-75
NCC2-93
NE PROJ HU-2262 1
NE-5061-014
NGL-31-001-2S2
NGL-33-018-003
NGR-009-818
NGR-33-010-146
NGR-33-016-167
NGR-33-016-201
NGR-36-009-017
NGT-33-016-800
NGT-36-001-800
NGT-36-001-801
NIVR-1867
NIVR-1947
NOAA-NA-82RAA03404
NR PROJ 094-395
NR PROJ 196-167
NR PROJ 347-020
NSERC-A-1613
NSERC-A-3378
NSERC-A-3662
NSERC-P-7901
NSF ATM-79-00948
NSF ATM-80-17071
NSF ATM-61-09828
NSF ATM-82-05776
NSF CEE-80-10891
NSF CME-79-06304
NSF CME-79-26003
NSF ENG-77-07446
NSF GME-79-06304
NSF ISP 79-08955
NSF MEA-78-00719
NSF PRA-80-22613
NSG-1010
NSG-1165
NSG-1167
NSG-1177
NSG-1200
NSG-1262
NSG-1266
NSG-1306
NSG-1323
NSG-1354
NSG-1355
NSG-1357
NSG-1483
NSG-1490
NSG-1498
NSG-1S02
NSG-1509
NSG-1560
NSG-1561
NSG-1578
NSG-1579
NSG-1584
NSG-1587
NSG-1623
NSG-1633
NSG-2142
NSG-21S6
NSG-2194
NSG-2230
NSG-2291
NSG-2347
NSG-3012
NSG-3032
p 170
P246
p665
p72
p 190
p76B
p336
p593
p 181
p226
p225
p482
p698
p238
p238
p358
P195
P195
p36
p686
p226
p492
p573
P 12
p313
p12
p 147
p 147
p148
p313
p74
p74
p403
p389
p389
p566
p749
p309
p6
p484
p484
p190
p190
p566
p767
p525
p188
p 188
p644
p595
p561
p568
p152
p754
p213
p224
p224
p 176
p 190
p288
p344
p530
p13
p190
p764
p411
p218
P547
P236
p581
p666
p692
p355
p66
p208
p667
pS78
p 181
p329
p433
p435
p600
p313
p 191
p 191
p 168
p244
p424
p375
p359
p493
p218
p244
p573
p 190
p427
N83-15319
N83-19714
N83-33843
A83-11915
N83-1S043
N 83-36509
N83-22197
N 83-3 1590
A83- 18386
N 83- 16543
N83-16417
A83-36096
N83-33014
N83- 17237
N83- 17238
N83-21209
N83-17518
N83-17518
A83-112S8
N83-33891
N83- 17597
A83-37204
A83-40454
N83-11072
A83-29927
N83-11072
N83-15275
N83-15276
N83-15277
A83-29927
N83-10970
N83-10970
N83-23421
N83-23297
N83-23298
A83-39120
N83-36032
N83-20692
N83-11056
A83-34852
A83-34852
A83-22647
A83-22647
A83-39120
A83-49691
A83-39818
A83-16583
A83- 16583
N83-30729
A83-41081
N83-28377
A83-37128
A83- 18387
N83-34959
A83-14576
N83-13027
N83-13028
N83-15320
N83-16287
N83-19756
N83-22206
N83-27989
N83-11086
N83-16284
A83-49188
N83-24184
A83- 19949
N83-29271
N83-18307
N83-30385
N83-33854
A83-46810
A83-29766
N83- 10323
N83-13122
A83-43971
A83-41912
N83- 13076
A83-29844
A83-33506
A83-35948
A83-43673
A83-29927
N 83- 16288
N 83- 16289
A83- 16497
N83-18663
N83-25667
A83-32977
N 83-21 210
A83-37381
A83-19949
N83-18662
A83-40454
A83-22138
N83-26819
NSG-3048
NSG-3071
NSG-3161
NSG-3162
NSG-3218
NSG-3239
NSG-3263
NSG-3270
NSG-3295
NSG-3303
NSG-4018
NSG-4019
NSG-4020
NSG-4024
NSG-4026
NSG-4027
NSG-7172
N00014-75-C-0144
N00014-75-C-0451
N00014-75-C-0729
N00014-76O0001
N00014-76-C-0182
N00014-76-C-1105
N00014-77-C-0032
N00014-77-C-0033
N00014-78-C-0257
N00014-78-C-0388
N00014-78-C-0529
N00014-78-C-0714
N00014-79-C-0255
N00014-79-C-0285
N00014-80-C-0453
N00014-80-C-0454
N00014-80-C-0481
N00014-80-C-0509
N00014-80-C-0517
N00014-81-C-0017
N00014-82-C-0143
N00014-82-C-0340
N00016781-C-0057
N00019-72-C-0628
N00019-76-C-0423
N00019-77-C-0202
N00019-77-C-0546
N00019-79-C-0491
N0001979-C-0634
N00019-80-C-0050
N0001 9-8000225
N00019-80-C-0430
N00019-80-C-0508
N00019-81-C-0178
N00019-81-C-0424
N00019-81-C-0506
N00019-81-C-0549
N00019-82-C-0077
N00024-79-C-6043
N00024-80-C-5375
N00024-83-C-5301
N00039-80-C-0032
N00123-80-C-1564
N001 23-80- O-O033
N0014-80-K-0460
N00140-79O1294
N00140-80O-0097
N00167-80-M-4800
N00167-81-C-0057
N00167-81-C-0075
N00167-81-C-0078
N00167-82-M-3701
N0021-79-C-0171
N00421-81-C-0187
N00421-83-R-0069
N60921-81-C-0134
N61339-78-C-0060
N61339-80-C-0132
N61339-60-O-0009
N61339-81-C-0105
N62269-76-C-0105
p531 A83-37092
p567 A83-37093
p338 N83-20945
p393 N83-23305
p645 N83-30960
p 166 N83-15309
p 137 N83-15264
p 160 ASS- 16572
p714 A83-47941
p190 N83-16286
p705 N83-34656
p224 A83-22019
p489 A83-36168
p713 A83-47901
p456 A83-36393
p361 N83-21509
p362 N63-22740
p362 N83-22747
p203 A83-14843
p37 A83-11903
p137 N83-15263
p565 A83-38764
p24 A83-11902
p305 N83-19487
p207 N83-12102
p349 N83-20971
p 51 N83-10075
p 128 N83-14062
p6 N83-11056
p 331 N83-20936
p243 A83-24039
p562 N83-29561
p 12 N83-11072
p 12 N83-11072
p36 A83-11258
p506 N83-29182
p 189 A83- 19033
p762 A83-48007
p394 N83-23315
p 749 N83-36032
p378 N83-24482
p301 N83-19062
p422 A83-36403
p285 A83-24815
p222 A83-19846
p309 N83-20692
p218 N83-13292
p425 N83-25676
p 504 N83-27962
p375 A83-32982
p24 A83-11260
p532 A83-37963
p533 A83-37974
p 194 N83-13092
p715 A83-48012
p302 N83-19135
p470 N83-25795
p 143 A83-18645
p211 A83-22154
p457 A83-36412
p 203 N83-13105
p222 A83-20442
p544 A83-37145
p648 N83-31931
p332 N83-20938
p559 A83-40158
p490 A83-39941
p202 N83- 12096
p483 N83-27796
p770 N83-36851
p597 A83-41928
p620 A63-41683
p685 N83-33885
p285 A83-24434
p682 A83-46640
p703 N83-34313
p771 N83-37015
p 756 A83-48027
p 739 A83-47926
p470 A83-36243
p535 A83-38630
p522 A83-38910
p426 N83-25679
p535 A83-38630
p522 A83-38910
p718 N83-36006
p387 A83-32785
p592 A83-41909
p57 N83-11147
p592 A83-41909
p 180 A83- 17532
p 220 N83-16356
p206 N83-16334
p633 N83-31615
p466 N83-25733
p 18 A83-11094
N62269-78-C-0247
N62269-78-C-0448
N62269-78-R-0294
N62269-79-C-0206
N62269-80-C-0239
N62269-80-C-0240
N62269-80-C-0720
N62269-80-M-2376
N62269-80-MP-00034
N62269-81-C0395
N62269-81-C-0717
N62269-81-C-0729
N62269-81-M-3248
N62269-82-C-0220
N62269-82-C-0233
N62269-82-WR-00232
N622691-81-C0534
N66314-70-A-0067
N68335-80-C-2008
N68335-81-C-4587
PROJ AGRISTARS
PROJ SQUID
PROJ 339
PROJ-34-03-3320
RB-KLU 1980-P59
RF41411801
RR01 40941
RR0240301
RR0420901
SB9-448(A)81-C-480
SRI PROJ 8066
STAE-77 93304
STPA7998-012
USASADWC PROJ 82C-185A
W-31-109-ENG-38
W-7405-ENG-26
W-7405-ENG-36
W-7405-ENG-48
WF4 1400000
WF4 1460000
WF41461000
WO584001
WR02302000
XE-1 1055-1
010-01-01-00-00
126-13-01-29-23
501-06-05-02
501-06-05-07
501-15-01-04
505-03-1 1
505-04-22
505-06-13-01
505-06-31-02
505-06-33-09
5054)7-31-07
505-11-11-01
505-11-11-04
505-150
505-31-03-O1
505-31-11
505-31-21-00-21
505-31-21
505-31-32
p 170
p550
p263
p390
p357
p224
p285
p 191
p419
p441
p528
p621
p 191
p688
p 441
p 198
p 149
p633
p58
p638
p234
p394
p401
P552
P207
p425
p504
p237
p749
p309
p 187
p200
p201
p201
p201
p201
p201
p201
p201
p201
p304
p8
p 193
p637
p766
p551
p363
p562
p 176
p410
p413
p653
p304
p360
p 441
p461
p688
p721
p638
p302
p 139
p528
p306
p504
p 13
P5
P5
P12
P5
p266
p215
p12
p4
p12
P12
P13
P13
p515
p32
P11
p12
P13
P13
p427
p316
p563
p563
P316
p344
p397
p583
p222
P191
p239
p263
p367
N 83-1 4 136
A83-37836
A83-25770
A83-30159
A83-29857
A83-22166
A83-24429
N83-16293
A83-36046
N83-25699
N83-29200
A83-41710
N 83- 16293
N 83-33905
N83-25700
N83-16312
A83-16516
N83-31614
N83-11150
N83-31752
N 83- 168 14
N83-23315
N83-23332
N83-28084
N83-17532
N83-25676
N83-27962
N83-18322
N83-36032
N83-20692
N83-12064
N83-16314
N83-16315
N83-16316
N83-16317
N83-16318
N83-16319
N83-16320
N83-16321
N83-16322
N83-20232
A83-11773
N83-12074
N83-30548
N83-36499
A83-39075
N83-22817
N83-28622
N83-15321
N83-25232
N83-25529
N83-32575
N83-20430
N83-22498
N83-25700
N83-25716
N83-33905
N83-36012
N83-31752
N83-20007
N83- 14079
N83-29200
A83-25913
N83-27961
N83-11084
N83-1102G
N83-11031
N83-11076
N83-11030
N83- 19740
N83-17547
N83-11072
N83-11018
N83-11077
N83-11078
N83-11083
N83-11080
N83-29193
N83-11115
N83-11069
N83-11073
N83-11081
N83-11085
N83-26819
N83-22162
N83-29634
N83-29636
N83-22166
N83-22212
N83-23318
N83-31578
N83- 12966
N83-16152
N83-18405
NS3-19754
N 83-231 14
D-5
505-31-33-01 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
505-31-33-01
505-31-33-04
505-31-33-05
505-31-33-09
505-31-33-12
505-31-41-03
505-31-42
505-31-43-01
505-31-43-03
505-31-44
505-31-51
505-31-53-06
505-31-53-10
505-31-54
505-31-63-03
505-31-73-01
505-31-93-01
505-32-02
505-32-03-01
505-32-03-06
505-32-12
505-32-2A
505-32-2B
505-32-32
505-32-33
505-32-4A
505-32-42
505-32-52
505-32-6A
505-32-6B
505-32-72
505-32-82
505-33-1A
505-33-12
505-33-22
505-33-32
505-33-33-01
505-33-41
505-33-43-07
505-33-43-08
505-33-43-09
505-33-52
505-33-53-01
505-33-53-03
505-33-53-05
505-33-53-07
505-33-53-09
505-33-53-12
505-33-54
505-33-63-03
D-6
p368
p412
p424
p 174
p317
p 190
p 191
p582
p292
p706
p666
p 163
p 166
p228
p297
p338
p394
p553
p539
p746
p365
p582
p246
p208
p288
p483
p608
p718
p56
p207
p217
p174
p176
p424
p549
p359
p682
p219
p582
p491
p73
p222
p 190
P73
p282
p10
p201
P42
p43
p60
p282
p686
p747
p505
p201
p67
p218
p 186
p226
p232
p458
p377
p 163
p 183
p 166
p747
p44
p305
p61
p42
p395
p554
p61
p214
p703
p 178
p470
p210
p 177
p265
p234
p301
p426
p393
P31
p73
p527
p192
p720
p678
p 154
p 154
p154
p 154
p 154
P 9
N83-23115
N83-24287
N83-25662
N83-14138
N83-22167
N83-16287
N83-16290
N83-30389
N83-18770
N83-33684
N83-33846
N83-14127
N83- 15307
N83-17728
N83-19921
N83-20947
N83-24506
N83-28255
N83-29237
N83-34941
N83-23049
N83-30388
N83-19714
N83-13124
N83-18744
N83-27845
N83-31597
N83-34906
N83-100B2
N83-12102
N83-12395
N83-14140
N83-15320
N83-25660
N83-29273
N83-21314
N83-33883
N83-13419
N83-30391
N83-27951
N83- 10885
N83- 12968
N83-16150
N83- 10883
N83- 18729
N83-11058
N83-12093
N83-10045
N83-11125
N83-10207
N83- 18725
N83-33893
N83-34948
N83-29174
N83-12090
N83-10425
N83-12433
N83-15629
N83- 16528
N83- 16758
N83-25712
N83-24474
N83-14126
N83-14523
N83- 15306
N83-34945
N83-11128
N83-19496
N83-11340
N83-10044
N83-24509
N83-29358
N83-11282
N83-17542
N83-34372
N83-15364
N83-25790
N83-12147
N83-14170
N83-18710
N83-17899
N83-19124
N83-26815
N83-23306
N83-10035
N83-11838
N83-27980
N83-12070
N83-34921
N83-32796
N83-14107
N83-14108
N83-14109
N83-14110
N83-14111
N83-10017
505-33-73-01
505-34-01
505-34-02
505-34-03-03
505-34-03-05
505-34-03-06
505-34-11-11
505-34-1 1
505-34-13-34
505-34-33-02
505-34-33-05
505-34-33-06
505-34-43-05
505-35-01-05-00
505-35-13-01
505-35-21
505-35-23-03
505-35-23-04
505-35-23-30
505-35-23-31
505-35-33-01
505-35-33-02
505-36-24
505-40-02
505-40-12-01
505-40-22
505-40-32
505-40-42
505-40-5A
505-40-58
505-40-6B
505-40-6C
505-40-62C
505-40-62
505-40-82
505-41-13-01
505-41-14
505-41-33-01
505-41-61
505-41-63-03
505-41-73-01
505-41-83-02
505-42-11
505-42-13-01
505-42-21-01
505-42-21-06-00
505-42-21
505-42-23-01
505-42-23-03
505-42-23-06
505-42-39-69
505-42-42
505-42-51
p68
P52
p462
p339
p712
p396
p331
p288
p461
p217
p187
p288
p250
p411
p52
p32
p216
p 189
p705
p548
p234
p706
p707
p 16
p249
p358
p359
p526
p335
p736
p319
p271
p668
p266
p333
p333
p221
p 137
p339
p459
p536
p571
p 183
p409
p537
p539
p617
p 128
p311
p506
p408
p408
p 159
p458
p563
p214
p539
p746
p684
p747
p352
p747
p 191
p 191
p11
p67
p 183
p270
p530
p 198
p30
p157
p266
p343
p376
p377
p440
p427
p571
p665
p688
p377
p316
p506
p48
p205
p315
p571
p301
p377
p297
p316
p608
p561
P344
p344
N83-11513
N83-11140
N83-26846
N83-22201
N83-34885
N83-23317
N83-20933
N83- 19758
N83-26844
N83-17552
N83-17451
N83- 18745
N83-19721
N83-24212
N83-11139
N83-11114
N83-17550
N83-14929
N83-34591
N83-28006
N83-16951
N83-33682
N83-34713
N83-1 1098
N83- 18702
N83-21209
N83-21210
N83-27978
N83-22196
N83-36028
N83-22168
N83-19748
N83-32783
N83-18715
N83-22191
N83-22192
N83- 12959
N83- 15263
N83-22200
N83-2683B
N83-27991
N83-28984
N83-14432
N83-24048
N83-27995
N83-29236
N83-30431
N83-14061
N83-22092
N83-29178
N83-24858
N83-24829
N83-15302
N83-25711
N83-29597
N83-17545
N83-29235
N83-34942
N83-32810
N83-34946
N83-22442
N83-34947
N83- 16288
N83- 16289
N83-11062
N83-10442
N83-14521
N83-18721
N83-27989
N83-17523
N83- 10034
N83- 15283
N83-18718
N83-22205
N83-23275
N83-24472
N83-25695
N83-26820
N83-28986
N83-32777
N83-33904
N83-24471
N83-22165
N83-29180
N83-10049
N83-13114
N83-22159
N83-28985
N83-19018
N83-24478
N83-19815
N83-22165
N83-31596
N83-28455
N83-22207
N83-22208
505-42-74
505-42-81-00-00
505-43-02
505-43-09-07
505-43-13-01
505-43-14
505-43-22
505-43-23-01
505-43-23-02
505-43-23-03
505-43-23-04
505-43-23-09
505-43-43-01
505 43-43-04
505-43-53-01
505-43-83-03
505-43-92
505-44-12
505-44-13-01
505-44-21-01
505-45-01A
505-45-02
505-45-03-01
505-45-1 1
505-45-12
505-45-23-01
505-45-23
505-45-43-02
505-53-1 1
505-55-31
505-58-23-01
506-31-32
506-51 11-08-00-21
506-51 11
506-51-21-01-00-21
506-53-23
506-53-43-01
506-53-53-07
506-53-63-05
512-52
512-54-11
51254-14
516-50-23-01
516-53-01-11
523-02-61
530-01-13-01
530-01-13-02
530-04-13
530-05-12
532-01-11
532-02-11
532-04-11
532-06-11
532-06-12
532-06-13-01
532-06-13-03
533-01-13-01
533-02 21
533-02-91
533-03-14
534-02-13-03
534-02-13-21
534-02-22
534-03-13-01
534-03-13
P344
P333
P333
P221
p9
p 194
P423
P504
P316
P288
P315
P204
P459
p11
P424
p771
p 180
p9
p245
p665
p 138
p 194
p 195
P207
P265
p315
P417
P573
P666
p733
P427
P679
p/54
p200
p 159
p 138
P15
p 139
P352
P668
p 139
p669
p589
p702
p270
P359
P527
P733
P564
P718
p290
P32
p362
P412
P217
P478
P652
P377
P766
P648
P702
P561
P26
p 411
p205
p442
P11
p 11
p 198
P581
p249
p 140
P44
P260
p266
p461
p216
P265
P266
P310
P368
P369
P201
P201
p537
p 178
p 191
p552
p339
P216
P205
P582
P53
P536
P638
P564
N83-22210
N83-22193
N83-22194
N83-17560
N83-10019
N83-17509
N83-25657
N83-27957
N83-22161
N83-19757
NS3-20918
N83-13110
N83-26839
N83-11059
N83-25666
N83-35943
N83-13072
N83-10016
N83-18673
N83-32776
N83-15266
N83-17508
N83-17510
N83-17530
N83-18713
N83-22157
N83-26785
N83-29170
N83-33848
N83-36022
N83-26821
N83-33876
N83-36039
N83-12087
N83-14123
N83-15265
N83-10024
N83-14077
N83-22320
N83-32782
N83-14078
N83-33859
N83-31586
N83-34278
N83-18720
N83-21391
N83-27979
N83-34935
N83-29733
N83 36000
N8318748
N83-11113
N83-21730
N83-25499
N83-12393
N83-27149
N83-32397
N83-24473
N83 36509
N83-32095
N83-34226
N83-28378
N83 10027
N83-24194
N83-13113
N83-26829
N83-11071
N83-11070
N83-13095
N83-30387
N83-18701
N83-15273
N83-11129
N83-18704
N83-19739
N83 26845
N83 16349
N83-18712
N83-18717
N83-19652
N83-23240
N83 23241
N83 12091
N83 12092
N83-27996
N83-15361
N83-16151
N83 28098
N83 22203
N83 16350
N83-13115
N83-30390
N83-11142
N83 27994
N8331730
N83-29732
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX 992-21-01
534-04-13-52
534-04-13-54
534-04-13-55
535-02-12
535-03-12
535-04-12
535-05-12
7204)1-11-02
742-73-01-14
742-73-02-01
742-73-02-03
743-01-12-02
760-17-01-01
760-64-01-05
760-64-60-01
760-64-60-04
766-73-6004
767-73-01-04
776-31-41
776-33-41
778-14-10
909-21-01
992-21-01
P72
p210
p209
p382
p68
P74
p367
p367
p712
p214
p214
p684
p52
P4
P4
P12
p6
p316
P32
p5
p5
P 4
p4
p6
p4
p4
P4
p5
p6
p702
p362
p69
p265
p204
N 83-10803
N83-17535
N 83-16338
N 83-244 90
N 83-11514
N83-11840
N83-21895
N83-23112
N83-34888
N83-17543
N83-17544
N83-32611
N83-11141
N83-11019
N83-11020
N83-11074
N 83-11034
N83-22163
N83-11116
N 83-11027
N 83-11028
N 83-11025
N 83-11022
N83-11033
N83-11021
N 83-11024
N 83-11023
N83-11029
N83-11032
N83-34192
N83-22747
N83-10559
N83-18714
N83-13112
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REPORT PAGE ACCESSIO
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER
AAAF PAPER NT 82-02
1 AAAF PAPER NT 82-03
1 AAAF PAPER NT 82- 16
I AAAF PAPER NT 82-18
I AAAF PAPER NT-82-15
AAAF-NT-80-49
AAAF-NT-81-01
AAAF-NT-81 22
g
AAS PAPER 83-041
AC- 1 50/5220- 13A
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A-8762 p666 N83-33846'
A-8816 p221 N83-17560'
A-8925 p179 N83-12048'
A-8955 p515 N83-29193'
A-8977 p216 N83-16350'
A-8992 p16 N83-11098'
A-8993 p 461 N83-26845'
A-9011 p47 N83-10048'
A-9033 p 48 N83-10051 •
A-9034 p260 N83-18704'
A-9053 p265 N83-18714'
A-9056-PT-1 p48 N83-10049'
A-9056-PT-2 p 48 N83-10050'
A-9063 p204 N83-13112"
A-9067 p217 N83-17552'
A-9076 p396 N83-23316'
A-9077 p 217 N83-12393'
A-9080 p 571 N83-28985'
A-9081 p 216 N83-16349'
A-9084 p205 N83-13114'
A-9091 p52 N83-11140-
A-9094 p265 N83-18712'
A-9132
 P187 N83-17451-
A-9136 p 192 N83-16273'
A-9143 p478 NS3-27148'
A-9164 p377 N83-24473'
A-9169 p316 N83-22166'
A-9176 p270 N83-1872V
A-9177 p288 N83-18745'
A-9185 p311 N83-22091'
A-9187 p266 N83- 19739 '
A-9218 p352 NS3-22320'
A-9220 p343 N83-22205'
A-9225 p250 N83-197211
A-9243 p315 N83-22159'
A-9255 p718 N83-34906'
A-9263 p563 N83-296361
A-9297 p462 N83-26846*
A-9301 p571 N83-289861
A-9332 p478 N83-271491
A-9343 p377 N83-24472'
A-9359 p563 N83-29634*
A-9371 p548 N83-28006'
A-9375 p504 N83-27961'
A-9399 p506 N83-29180'
A-9404 p652 N33-32397-
A-9432 p 702 N83-34278'
A-9440 p688 N83-33904*
AAAF PAPER NT 81 -11 p8 A83-11772
AAAF PAPER NT 81-12 p8 A83-11773
AAAF PAPER NT 81 -15 p8 A83-11775
AAAF PAPER NT 81-19 p8 A83-11778
AAAF PAPER NT 81-23 p 64 A83-11779
AAAF PAPER NT 82-01 p 392 A83-33159
AD-A1 15626
AD-A1 16852
AD- At 16984
tt AD-A1 17425
# AD-A1 17448
ft AD-A1 17449
a AD-A1 17465
a AD-A1 17469
AD-A1 17487
9
 AD-At 17511
9
 AD-A117512
9
 AD-A1 17520
* AD-A1 17526
9
 AD-A1 17555
9
 AD-A1 17597
J AD-A1 17599
* AD-A1 17600
* AD-A1 17601
9
 AD-A1 17602
* AD-A117603
* AD-A117745
9
 AD-A1 17747
* AD A1 17807
* AD-A1 17859
* AD- A1 18038
* AD-A1 18047
* AD-A1 18070
* AD-A118071
* AD-A1 18075
* AO-A118101
* AD-A118117
* AD-A1 18129
AD-A1 18134
* AD-A1 18142
* AD-A1 18169
* AD-A1 18181
* AD-A1 18185
* AD-A1 18247
* AD-A1 18253
9
 AD- A1 18256
* AD-A1 18278
* AD-A1 18295
* AD-A118306
* AD-A118315
* AD-A1 18321
* AD-A118390
* AD-A1 18423
* AD-A1 18438
* AD-A1 18446
* AD-A1 18459
* AD-A1 18490
* AD-A1 18527
AD-A1 18567
J AD-A1 18595
2 AD-A1 18596
tf AD-A1 18604
ff AD-A1 18609
tt AD-A1 18610
p388
p376
p393
p388
p396
p223
p 194
p 194
p691
p465
p219
p216
p607
p219
p187
p188
p66
p207
p38
p26
p67
p 15
p15
p3
p31
p58
p60
p27
p58
p60
p57
p28
p56
p56
P57
p57
p57
p38
p38
p43
p 10
p27
p6
p443
p204
p 16
p28
p53
p33
P53
P38
P33
p57
p6
P27
p208
p28
p44
p68
p28
p14
p68
p 16
p6
p28
p 179
p217
p 193
p193
p221
p216
p48
p198
pieo
p208
A83-33160
A83-33161
A83-33167
A83-33169
A83-33166
N 83- 12976
N83-13093
N83- 12081
A83-44168
N83-25728
N83- 16352
N83-175511
N83-31595'
N83-13338
N83- 12063
N83-17455
N83-10330
N83-12103
N83-11123
N83-10030
N83-10378'
N83-10025
N83-10026
N83- 10003
N83-10036
N83-1H51
N83-10210
N83- 10031
N83-11150
N83-10211
N83-11149
N83-11110
N83- 10083
N83-10084
N83-10085
N83- 10086
N83-10087
N83-10041
N83- 10042
NB3-10046
N83-10020
N83-11105
N83-11056
N83-26835
N83-12100
N83-11100
N83-11107
N83-11143
N83-11119
N83-11144
N83-11124
N83-1111B
N83-11147
N83-11035
N 83-1 1104
N83-12106
NS3-11106
N 83-1 11 32
N 83- 11 521
N83-11108
N83-11089
N83-11520
N 83- 11 099
N83-11055
N83-11109
N83- 12050
N 83- 123 18
N83-12075
N83-12074
NB3-12895
N83- 12279
N83-10054
N83- 12083
N83-12051
N83-12105
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AD- A1 18665
AD-A1 18692
AD-A1 18704
AD-A1 18756
AD-A118761
AD-A1 18763
AD-A1 18773
AD-A1 18796
AD-A1 18819
AD-A1 18827
AD-A1 18828
AD-A1 18838
AD-A1 18856
AD-A1 18857
AD-A1 18861
AD-A118862
AD-A1 18884
AD-A1 18894
AD-A118895
AD-A1 18897
AD-A118899
AD-A1 18909
ADA118913
AD-A1 18961
AD- A1 18962
AD-A1 18964
AD-A1 18965
AD-A1 18968
AD-A1 18991
AD-A1 19004
AD-A1 19023
AD-A1 19067
AD-A119114
AD-A1 19137
AD-A11916B
AD-A119191
AD-A1 19221
AD-A1 19222
AD-A1 19223
AD-A1 19237
AD-A119274
AD-A1 19314
AD-A119324
AD-A1 19357
AD-A1 19358
AD-A119399
AD-A1 19406
AD-A1 19407
AD-A119408
AD-A1 19421
AD A1 19427
AO-A1 19440
AD-A1 19489
AD-A119517
AD-A1 19525
AD-A1 19543
AO-A1 19544
AD-A1 19545
AD-A1 19551
AD-A1 19560
AD-A1 19561
AD-A1 19562
AD-A1 19563
AD-A1 19570
AD-A1 19578
AD-A119580
AD-A1 19581
AD-A1 19598
AD-A119623
AD-A119627
AD-A1 19637
AD-A1 19700
AD-A1 19704
AD-A119713
AD-A1 19729
AD-A119743
AD-A1 19764
AD-A1 19788
AD-AU9828
AD-A1 19829
AD-A1 19839
AD-A1 19916
AD-A1 19917
p217
p 184
p208
p 180
p223
PI93
p223
p223
p202
p 184
p 187
p211
P193
p193
p182
p220
p203
p 10
p 170
p 139
p 188
p 188
p209
p 128
P155
p 184
p184
P184
P139
p67
p 155
p205
p218
p219
p176
p159
p189
p 155
p 155
p293
p219
p 146
P178
p45
p176
p 178
p 156
p 156
p 184
p 156
p 183
p 147
p67
P175
p 174
p175
p 175
p 177
p 156
p67
p31
p236
p 155
p219
p 147
p 156
p!83
p 187
p 147
p 170
p 170
p 147
p 155
p 185
p 164
p217
p187
p 128
p232
p225
p225
P62
p62
N83-12380
N83-12055
N83-12104
N83-12053
N83- 12972
N83-12076
N83-12973
N83-12974
N83-12096
N83-12056
N83- 12069
N83-12252
N83-12077
N83- 12078
N83-14369
N83- 16356
N83-13105
N83-11057
N83-14134
N83- 14954
N83-13090
N83- 13089
N83-13125
N83- 14063
N83-14112
N83-14532
N83-14531
N83-14530
N83-14079
N83-10433
N83-14I13
NB3-13116
N83-13292
N83-13338
N83-13066
N83-14124
N83- 14973
N83-14115
N83-14114
N83-18772
N83- 13344
N83-14099
N83- 14294
N83-11138
N83-13067
N83 14287
N83-14122
N83-14121
N83-14543
N83-14120
N83-14387
N83-14102
N83-11390
N83-14142
N83-14141
N83-14143
N83-14144
N83-14173
N83-14119
N83-10403
N83- 10039
N83-1B295
N83-14116
N83- 16355
N 83-1 4 103
N 83-141 18
N83-14388
N83- 12064
N 83-14101
N83-14136
N83-14137
N 83-1 4 100
N83-14117
N83-13084
N83-14131
N83- 12299
N83-15676
N83- 14062
N 83- 16760
N83-16402
N83-16401
N 83- 11 350
N83-11351
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E-1
AD-A119963 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AD-A119963
AD-A119974
AD-A119998
AD-A119999
AD-A120009
AD A120078
AD A120080
AD-A120081
AD-A120187
AD-A120202
AD-A120255
AD-A120331
AD-A120351
AD-A120424
AD-A 120470
AD-A120473
AO-A120466
AD-A 120507
AD-A120508
AD-A 120509
AD-At 20510
AD-A120595
AD-A120627
AD-A120665
AD-A120671
AD-A 120682
AD-A 120791
AD-A120830
AD-A120834
AD-A 120866
AD-A 120870
AD-A120882
AD-A1210t2
AD-A121026
AD-A121191
AD-A121228
AD-A121253
AD-A121301
AO-A121379
AD A121423
AD-A121426
AD-A121477
AD-A121485
AD-A121602
AD-A121618
AOA121647
AD-A121662
AD-A! 21688
AD-A121721
AD-A121725
AD-A121733
AD-A121746
AD A12I749
AD-A121793
AD-A121794
AD-A121795
AD-A121900
AD-A121979
AD-A121989
AD-A122037
AD-A 122040
AD-A122061
AD-A 122092
AD A122096
AD-A122111
AD-A122127
ADA122163
AD-A 122166
AD-A 122208
AD-A122220
AD-A 122248
AD A122269
AD-A 122302
AD-A122312
AD-A122314
AD-A 122355
AD-A122386
AD-A 122451
AD-A122497
AD-A122515
AD-A 122538
AD-A122548
AD A122577
AD-A122601
AD-A122623
AD-A122667
AD-A122788
AD A122815
AD-A122829
AD-A122844
AO A122868
AD-A122870
AD-A122872
ADA122879
AD-A122917
AD A122926
p 186 N83- 15558 #
P166 N83-15310 tt
p 167 N83 15311 tt
p 167 N83-153I2 tt
P232 N83- 16566 tt
p 186 N83- 12060 tt
p 148 N83- 15279 tt
p 138 NB3-15269 tt
P202 N83-16323 tt
P206 N83- 16332 tt
p 197 N83-16311 tt
p 197 N83-16310 tt
p 187 N83-16280 tt
p 167 N83-15313 tt
p213 N83-16345 tt
p 206 NB3- 16334 tt
p 186 N83 15570 tt
p 191 N83-16156 tt
P238 N83- 17246 tt
p238 N83-17247 #
p 198 N83 16312 tt
p202 N83 16325 tt
p 187 N83-16281 tt
p 167 N83-15314 tt
p211 N83-12246' tt
p 191 N83 16253 tt
p 191 N83-16154 tt
p 191 N83-16293 #
p 148 N83- 15278 tt
p302 N83 20048 tt
p267 N83- 19743 tt
p267 N83- 19742 tt
p 137 N83-14064 #
p301 N83- 19062 #
p260 N83-18706 tt
p215 N83-17549 #
p 198 N83- 17526 tt
p 309 N83 19579 tt
p305 N83- 19562 tt
p289 N83- 19759 #
p310 N83-20707 tt
p246 N83-19719 tt
p288 N83- 18746 tt
p237 N83- 18322 #
p296 N83-18858 tt
p351 N83-21062 tt
p246 N83-19718 tt
p351 N83-21169 tt
p250 N83- 19722 tt
p302 N83- 19953 tt
p 332 N83-20938 tt
p359 N83-21357 tt
p 332 N83-20937 tt
p 271 N83-19749 tt
p271 N83- 19750 tt
p 271 N83 19751 tt
p302 N83-19135 tt
p31 N83- 10039 tt
p 267 N83 19744 tt
p301 N83-18953 »
p302 N83-20007 #
p 157 N83 15284 #
p267 N83- 19746 tt
p 293 N83- 19763 tt
p304 N83-20500 #
p 271 N83-19752 tt
p 153 N83-14104 tt
p297 N83- 19820 #
p250 N83-19723 tt
p250 N83- 19725 #
p427 N83-26824 tt
p324 N83-20930 tt
p289 N83- 19760 #
p 267 N83-19745 tt
p250 N83- 19724 tt
p 360 N83-22517 #
p331 N83-20936 tt
p333 N83-22195 #
p346 N83 20955 #
p767 A83-49698 tt
p331 N83-20935 #
p351 N8321168 tt
p309 N83-20692 tt
p368 N8323118 #
p332 N83-20939 tt
p 417 N83-26787 #
p315 N83 20923 tt
p311 N83-20908 tt
p339 N83-20950 #
p412 N83 24289 tt
p311 N83-20907 #
p381 N83 23285 #
p382 N83-23289 #
p401 N83 23330 #
p 380 N83 23284 tt
p 471 N83-26929 #
AD-A 122953
AD-A1 22962
AD-A1 22963
AD-A122965
AD-A1 22973
AD A1 23002
AD-A 123003
AD-A123007
AD-A123034
AO-A1 23037
AD-A1 23039
AD-A123041
AD-A123056
AD-A1 23060
AD A1 23064
AD-A1 23069
AD-A123125
AD-A123188
ADA123281
AD A123416
AD-A1 23450
AD-A1 23467
AD-A123534
AD A1 23579
AD-A1 23674
AD-A1 23703
AD-A123713
AD A 123726
AD-A1 23753
AD-A1 23782
AD-A1 23848
AD A 123856
AD-A1 23932
AD-At 23961
AD-A1 23981
AD-A 123982
ADA124013
AD A1 2401 6
AD-A 124024
ADA 124067
AD A1 24068
AD A1 24079
AD-A1 24097
ADA124111
AD-A124122
AD A1 24222
ADA124247
AD A 124260
AD-A124264
AD A 124276
AD A 124307
AD A124426
AD A1 24462
AD-A 124468
AD A1 24506
AD-A1 24523
AD-A124566
AD A1 24581
AD-A 124583
AD-A1 24585
AD A1 24595
AD-A 124603
AD-A1 24610
ADA124611
AD-A 1246 19
AD-A1 24620
AD-A124621
AD-A 124622
AD A1 24645
AD-A 124661
AD-A1 24662
AD-A1 24663
AD-A 124667
AD-A1 24670
AD-A 124680
AD-A124681
AD-A 124688
AO-A1 24693
AD-A 124695
AD-A 124699
AD-A124700
AD-A124703
AD-A124713
AD-A 1247 15
AD-A124716
AD- A 124720
AD-A1 24722
AD-A1 24732
AD-A 124739
AD-A1 24741
AD-A1 24749
AD-A1 24757
AD-A124761
AD-A124770
AD-A1 24771
AD-A1 24791
p394 N83-23315 #
p394 N83-23314 tt
p404 N83-23426 H
p404 N83-23469 tt
p382 N83-23290 tt
p402 N83-24524 #
p373 N83-23272 tt
p389 N83-23301 tt
p394 N83-23313 tt
p381 N83-23288 tt
p372 N83-23269 t>
p 401 N83-23331 tt
p407 N83-23595 #
p372 N83-23271 #
p389 N83-23300 tt
p409 N83-24073 tt
p394 N83-23312 tt
p429 N83 25684 tt
p440 N83-25696 tt
p383 N83-24499 #
p227 N83- 17609 tt
P413 N83 25500 tt
P402 N83-24523 #
P407 N83-24732 tt
p373 N83-24468 tt
p390 N83 24502 tt
p466 N83-25731 #
p441 N83-25704 #
p459 N83 25714 tt
p466 N83-25730 tt
p417 N83-25656 #
p479 N83-26322 #
p459 N83-25715 #
p487 N83-26783 #
P416 N83-25655 tt
p426 N83 25677 #
P466 N83-25732 tt
P470 N83-25795 tt
P466 N83-25733 tt
P504 N83-27962 tt
P425 N83-25676 tt
P426 N83-25679 tt
P479 N83-26320 tt
p267 N83-19747 tt
p347 N83-20957 #
P217 N83-17555 tt
p378 N83-24482 tt
p 188 N83-17470 tt
p395 N83-24510 #
p410 N83-25327 #
p390 N83-24503 tt
P445 N83-25710 tt
p477 N83-25990 #
p441 N83-25700 #
P462 N83-26847 #
P425 N83-25675 tt
p441 N83-25703 tt
p416 N83-25654 #
p441 N83-25699 tt
P458 N83-25713 #
P416 N83-25653 #
p 527 N83-27981 #
p 546 N83-27999 tt
p416 N83-25652 #
P476 N83-25939 #
P476 N83-25938 #
P476 N83-25934 tt
P476 N83-25935 #
p 477 N83-26081 #
P481 N83-26637 tt
P477 N83-26099 #
P424 N83-25669 #
p461 N83 25716 tt
P440 N83-25698 #
P479 N83-26345 tt
P444 N83-25709 #
p 395 N83 2451 1 #
P378 N83-24483 #
P425 N83-25670 If
p440 N83-25697 #
p 481 N83 26501 tt
P424 N83-25668 #
p430 N83-25685 tt
P461 N83-25719 #
P461 N83-25718 tt
p425 N83-25674 #
P425 N83-25673 #
p 441 N83-25701 #
p470 N83-25793 tt
P461 N83-25717 #
P476 N83-25948 tt
P441 N83-25702 #
P432 N83-25688 tt
p442 N83-26830 #
p425 N83-25671 #
p477 N83-26103 tt
AO A124792
AD- A 1248 19
AD-A 124837
AD-A 124852
AD-A1 24870
AD-A124871
AD-A1 24882
AD-A 124896
AD-A124949
AD A1 24966
AD-A1 24974
AD-A 124987
AD-A125005
AO-A1 25022
AD-A125025
AD-A 125035
AD-A 125036
AD-A125195
AD-A1 25237
AD-A 125266
AD-A125270
AD-A1 25275
AD-A1 25393
AD-A125401
AD-A125423
AD-A1 25428
AD-A 125457
AD-A1 25533
AD-A1 25546
AO-A125587
AD-A 125593
AD A1 2561 4
AD- A 1256 19
AD-A 125620
AD-A125622
AD-A125630
AD-A 125639
AD-A1 25640
AD-A1 25642
AD-A1 25644
AD-A1 25667
AD-A1 25687
AD-A125731
AD-A1 25732
AD-A1 25749
AO-A125764
AD-A1 25796
AD-A125819
AD-A125873
AD-A1 25882
AD-A1 25883
AD-A1 25978
AD-A1 26004
AD-A1 26060
AD-A1 26095
AD-A126126
AD-A126132
AD-A126182
AD-A126199
AD-A126215
AD-A126217
AD-A126261
AD-A1 26272
AD-A126291
AD-A126317
AD-A126416
AD-A1 26436
AD-A126443
AD-A1 26449
AD-A1 26456
AD-A1 26478
AD-A126527
AD-A1 26739
AD-A126810
AD-A1 26851
AD-A1 26859
AD-A1 26872
AD-A126909
AD-A126919
AD-A1 26922
AD-A127014
AD-A127073
AD-A127140
AD-A127142
AD-A127146
AD-A127157
AD-A127160
AD-A127165
AD-A127191
AD-A1 27246
AD-A1 27267
AD-A1 27278
AD-A1 27291
AD- A 127304
AD-A127331
AD-A1 27336
p477 N83-26023 tt
p483 N83-27796 tt
p459 N83-26840 tt
p466 N83-2573S #
p443 N83-26833 tt
p462 N83-26848 tt
p432 N83-26828 tt
p428 N83-26825 tt
p443 N83-26832 tt
p443 N83-26834 tt
p483 N83 27801 tt
p460 N83-26841 tt
p432 N83-25691 tt
p483 N83-27895 tt
p471 N83-27034 #
p471 N83-27035 tt
p481 N83 27624 #
p470 N83 25829 tt
p471 N83-27033 tt
p478 N83-27260 #
p442 N83-25705 tt
p471 N83-25904 #
p548 N83-28008 tt
p509 N83-27969 #
p548 N83-28007 #
p529 N83 29201 #
p678 N83-32797 tt
p515 N83-29194 tt
p515 N83-29195 tt
p 527 N83-27984 #
p546 N83-28000 tt
p528 N83-27986 tt
p56l N83-28387 #
p514 N83-27972 tt
p549 N83-28009 tt
p528 N83-27987 #
p553 N83-28211 tt
p553 N83-28212 tt
p510 N83-27970 tt
p560 N83-28308 tt
p527 N83-27985 tt
p311 N83-22093 tt
p527 N83-27982 tt
p527 N83-27983 tt
p530 N83-27990 #
p 504 N83 27963 tt
p562 N83-29561 #
p531 N83-29205 tt
p564 N83-29726 #
p506 N8329182 tt
p479 N83 26367 #
p 528 N83-29199 tt
p767 N83-36570 tt
p539 N83-29238 #
p567 N83 29930 #
p 549 N83-28010 tt
p531 N83-29206 #
p539 N83-29239 tt
p510 N83-29190 #
p567 N83-29955 #
p563 N83-29579 tt
p528 N83-29200 #
p549 N83-29274 tt
p491 N83-29171 tt
P549 N83-29275 #
P669 N83-33860 tt
p666 N83-33856 #
p 198 NB3-17524 #
p669 N83-33861 tt
P679 N83-33879 #
p747 N83-34949 tt
p 705 N83-34598 #
p721 N83-34924 #
p658 N83-33841 tt
p653 N83-31421 #
p585 N83-30399 #
p606 N83-30408 #
p646 N83-30968 #
p645 N83-30967 tt
p606 N83-30409 #
p638 N83-31734 #
p652 N83-32408 #
p584 N83-31580 #
p694 N83-34068 #
P325 N83-22177 #
P593 N83-31591 #
P645 N83-30921 #
p637 N83-30555 #
P606 N83-30410 #
p648 N83-31931 #
P654 N83-31519 #
p631 N83-30441 #
P646 N83-31022 #
p646 N83-30997 #
P576 N83-30356 #
P631 N83-30440 #
E-2
REPORT NUMBER INDEX AFWAL-TR-81-3094
AD-Al 27344
AO-A127398
AD-A127419
AD-A127422
AD-A127425
AD-A127440
AO-A 127495
AD-A127523
AD-A 127557
AD-A127579
AD-A127663
AD-A 127674
AO-A127709
AD-A127739
AD-A127744
AD-A127827
AD-A127828
AD-A 127882
AD-A127892
AD-A 127950
AD-A127969
AD-A127987
AD-A128015
AD-A 128065
AD-A128068
AO-A1281SO
AD-A128162
AD-A 128200
AO-A128226
AD-A128235
AD-A 128248
AD-A128263
AD-A 128293
AD-A128297
AD-A 128323
AD-A 128331
AD A128337
ADA128386
AD-A 128440
ADA128472
ADA128503
AD-A 128522
AD-A128530
AD-A 128532
AD-A128548
AD A128558
AD-A128565
AD-A128579
AD-A 128584
AD A128590
AD-A128618
AD-A128624
AD-A128625
AD-A 128628
AD-A128633
AD-A128635
AD-A128675
AD-A 128687
AD-A128702
AD-A128717
AD-A 128720
AD-A 128722
AD-A 128741
AD-A 128744
AD-A128745
AD-A 128758
AD-A 128762
AD-A128841
AD-A 128896
AD-A128902
AD-A 128959
AD-A128966
AD-A128974
AD-A 129007
AD-A129017
AO-A129024
AD-A 129031
AD A129039
AO-A129141
AD-A129167
AD-A 129168
AD-A 129255
AD-A 129256
AD-A129269
AD-A129303
AD-A129317
AD-A129356
AD-A 129433
AD-A129455
AD-A 129530
AD-A129573
AD-A 129578
AD-A 129631
AD-A129710
AD-A129757
AD-A129780
p610
p631
p653
p637
p617
p629
p577
p708
p608
p632
p639
p654
p618
p652
p618
p648
p594
p589
p638
p584
p638
p589
p589
p702
p669
p736
p345
p669
p733
p652
p577
p608
p733
p685
p633
p629
p718
p685
p550
p703
p 733
p654
p633
p608
p577
p648
p754
p630
p577
p608
p758
p 751
p 765
p390
p724
p758
p 749
p721
p712
p724
p333
p759
p712
p748
p748
p333
p747
p680
p674
p688
P679
p721
p734
p383
P325
p397
p759
p712
p722
p770
P540
P734
p770
p749
p765
p713
p765
p576
p770
p766
p718
p749
p749
p718
p770
p749
N83-30413
N83-30442
N83-31422
N83-30673
N83-30433
N83-31607
N 83-3 1569
N83-34844
N83-31598
N 83-31813
N83-31824
N83-32677
N 83-3 1605
N83-32401
N 83-3 1606
N83-32071
N83-31592
N83-31587
N83-31735
N83-31582
N83-31752
N83-31588
N83-31589
N83-34241
N83-33864
N83-34940
N83-22215
N83-33862
N83-34936
N83-32387
N83-31571
N8331599
N83-34937
N83-33885
N 83-31614
N83-31608
N83-34913
N8332812
N83-29276
N83-34313
N83 34938
N83-32667
N83-31615
N83-31601
N83-31574
N83-32031
N83-34957
N83-31609
N83-31573
N83-31600
N83-35163
N83-34955
N83-35416
N83-23302
N83-34930
N83-35162
N83-36032
N83-36013
N83-34889
N83-34932
N83-22190
N83-36249
N83-34890
N83-34951
N83-34952
N83-22189
N83-34950
N83-33881
N83-33870
N83-33905
N83-33880
N83-36012
N83-36024
N83-24495
N83-22176
N83-24515'
N83-36248
N83-34888
N83-36014
N83-36849
N83-29241
N 83-36027
N83-36852
N83-36034
N83-36312
N83-35993
N83-36338
N83-30357
N83-36988
N83-36372
N83-36006
N83-36036
N83-36035
N83-36007
N83-368S1
N83-36033
tt
tt
tt
a
tt
tt
ttf
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
»
tt
tt
#
»
tt
tt
tt
»
tt
tt
#
tt
»
»
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
it
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
»
it
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
it
tt
tt
tt
it
tt
tt
tt
tt
it
tt
it
tt
it
tt
tt
tt
tt
»
tt
AD-A129817
AD- A 129833
AD- A 129841
AD-A 129876
AD-A 130074
AD-A130114
AD-A130117
AD- A 130409
AD- A 1304 14
AD- A 130463
AD- A 130524
AD-A 130550
AD- A 130883
AD-A130952
ADA131159
AD-A 132030
AD-D432830
AD-D432842
AD-E000506
AD-E000517
AD-E400962
AD-E950357
AD-E950376
AD-F400070
AD-P000923
AD-TH-82-68
ADR- 11 64
AD124287
AEDC-TR 82 10
AERO-A060104
AERO-A 08 01 02
AERO-A0801 03
AERO- A 08 01 04
AERO-3525
AFAMRLTR-81 103
AFAMRLTR-81 148-SUPPL
AFAMRLTR-81-24
AFAMRL TR-82-51
AFAMRL TR-82-64
AFAMRL TP-83-020
AFAPL-TR 79 2126
AFESC/ESL-TR-81-14
AFESC/ESL-TR82-18
AFESC/ESL-TR 82-38
AFESC/ESL TR-82-40
AFESC/ESL TR-82-41-VOL-1
AFFTC-TIH-82-2
AFFTC-TIM-81-2VOL-1
AFFTC-TIM-81-3
AFGL-ERP 781
AFGL-IP-311
AFGL-TR-82-0123
AFGL-TR82-0'32
AFGL-TR 82-01 74
AFGL-TR-82-0200
AFGL-TR-82-0328
AFGL-TR-82-0343
AFGL-TR-82-0366
AFGL-TR-83-0154
AFHRL TP-82-24
AFHRL-TR-82-30
AFHRL TR-82-3
AFIT-CI-NR-82-63D
AFIT-CI-NR-82-69T
AFIT-CI-NR-83-11T
AFIT-CI-NR-83 12T
AFIT-CI-NR-83-6T
AFIT-CI-NR-83-7D
AFIT-LSSR- 14-82
AF1T LSSR. 17-82
AFIT-LSSR-18-82
AFIT-LSSR-23-82
AFIT-LSSR-42-82
AFIT LSSR-56-82
p759
p754
p524
p610
p722
p752
p734
p754
p771
p539
P734
p718
p550
p646
p700
p 159
p66
p66
p237
p382
p549
p528
p631
p 178
p701
p381
p 192
p 188
p208
p663
p663
p663
p663
p310
p510
p412
p390
p 197
p351
p653
p417
p669
p548
p471
p631
p754
p606
p14
p 156
p302
p 148
p 186
p767
p302
p 148
p410
p767
p479
p524
p 187
p402
p220
P478
p678
p638
p630
p645
P632
p372
p311
P401
P466
p372
p417
N83-36227
N83-36041 '
A83-39802
N83-30414
N 83-360 15
N83-36037
N83-36026
N 83-36040
NS3-37015
N83-29234'
N 83-36025
N83-36002
N83-29277
N 83-31061
N83-34095
N83- 15303
N83-10231
N 83- 10253
N83-18322
N83-23289
N83-28010
N83-27986
N83-30441
N83-14287
N83-34148
N83-23285
N83-12072'
N83- 17490
N83-12104
N83-32751
N83-32747
N83-32747
N83-32747
N83-20707
N83-29190
N83-24289
N83 24503
N83-16311
N83-21168
N83-31422
N83-26787
N83-33864
N83-28008
N83-27035
N83-30440
N83-36040
N83-30408
N83-11089
N83-14119
N83-20048
N83- 15278
N83-15558
N83-36570
NB3-20048
N83-15278
N83-25327
A 83-49698
N83-26367
A83-39802
N83-16281
N83-24523
N 83- 16356
N83-27260
N83-32797
N83-31734
N83-31609
N83-30967
N83-31613
N83-23271
N83-20908
N83-23331
N83-25730
N83-23269
N83-25656
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
t>
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
»
tt
tt
tt
tt
AFIT-LSSR-64-82
AFIT-LSSR-70-82
AFIT-LSSR-74-82
AFIT-LSSR-80-82
AFIT-LSSR-85-82
AFIT-LSSR-88-82
AFIT-LSSR-92-82
AFIT/a/NR-83-5T
AFIT/DS/AA/82-1
AFIT/GAE/AA/79D-4
AFIT/GAE/AA/81D-19
AFIT/GAE/AA/81D-2
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-11
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-13
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-15
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-16-PT-1
AF1T/GAE/AA/82D-19
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-1
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-22
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-23
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-27
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-28
AFIT/GAE/AA/82O-30
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-34
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-3
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-4
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-8
AFIT/GAE/AA/82D-9
AFIT/GAE/EE/82D-1
AFIT/GAE/82D-10
AFIT/GCS/EE/82D-12
AFIT/GCS/MA/82D-4
AFIT/GE/EE/81D-47
AFIT/GE/EE/81D-48
AFIT/GE/EE/81D-55
AFIT/GE/EE/82D-24
AFIT/GE/EE/82D-43
AFIT/GE/EE/82D-45
AFIT/GE/EE/82D-55
AFIT/GE/EE/82D-56
AFIT/GE/EE/82D-61
AFITVGE/EE/82D-72
AFIT/GE/EE/82J-12
AFIT/GE/EE/82M-1
AFIT/GE/EE/83M-2
AFIT/GOR/MA/82D-2
AFLRL-155
AFOSR-82-0619TR
AFOSR-82-0652TR
AFOSR-82-0669TR
AFOSR-82-0841TR
AFOSR-82-0874TR
AFOSR-82-0911TR
AFOSR-82-0054TR
AFOSR-82-0992TR
AFOSR-82-1007TR
AFOSR-82-1038TR
AFOSR-82-1086TR
AFOSR-83-0025TR
AFOSR-83-0047TR
AFOSR-83-0095TR
AFOSH-83-0147TR
AFOSR-83-0196TR
AFOSR-83-0232TR
AFOSR-83-0334TR
AFOSR-83-0354TR
AFOSR-83-0426TR
AFOSR-83-0443TR
AFWAL-TR-80-2112
AFWAL-TR-81-1 131-PT-1
AFWAL-TR-81 -1 1 31 -PT-2
AFWAL-TR-81-1 131-PT-3-VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-81-1 131-PT-3-VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-81-1222
AFWAL-TR-81-2056-PT-1
AFWAL-TR-8 1 -2056-PT-3
AFWAL-TR-8 1 -2056-VOL-2-PT-2
AFWAL-TR-81 -2056-VOL-3-PT-2
AFWAL-TR-81-2087-PT-4
AFWAL-TR-81-3092 VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-81-3092-VOL-1
AFWAL-TH-8 1-3092 VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-81-3093-VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-81-3094
p402
p416
p373
p654
p394
p577
p339
p765
p428
p425
p459
p549
p395
p441
p470
p477
p461
p441
p378
p424
p461
p425
p425
p424
p477
p442
p477
p461
p462
p425
p466
p481
p629
P53
p53
p444
p440
p430
p432
p476
p479
p481
p16
p27
p646
p443
p471
p 10
p217
p208
p351
p 187
p213
p246
p302
p246
p297
p394
p471
p483
p553
p747
p646
p584
p652
p618
p685
pT58
p33
p476
p476
p476
p476
p 147
p 60
p759
p759
p7S8
p60
p68
p 193
p 193
p 184
p 184
N83-24524
N83-25655
N83-23272
N83-31519
N 83-233 13
N83-31573
N 83-209 50
N83-35416
N 83-26825
N83-25674
N83-26840
N 83-28009
N83-2451 1
N83-25701
N83-25793
N 83-26099
N83-25717
N83-25702
N83-24483
N83-25668
N83-25719
N83-25671
N83-25673
N83-25669
N83-26023
N83-26830
N83-26103
N83-25718
N83-26848
N83-25670
N83-25735
N83-26637
N83-31607
N83-11144
N83-11143
N83-25709
N83-25697
N83-25685
N83-26828
N83-25948
N83-26345
N83-26501
N83-11100
N83-11105
N83-30997
N83-26833
N83-25904
N83-10020
N83-12380
N83-12105
N83-21062
N83- 16280
N83-16345
N83-19719
N83-19953
N83-19718
N83- 19820
N83-23312
N83-27033
N83-27895
N83-28212
N83-34949
N83-30968
N 83-3 1580
N83-32401
N 83-3 1605
N83-32812
N83-35163
N83-11118
N83-25939
N83-25938
N83-25934
N83-25935
N83-14100
N83-10210
N83-36249
N 83-36248
N 83-35 162
N 83- 102 11
N83-11521
N83-12077
N 83- 12078
N83-14530
N83-14531
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
f
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
g
tt
tt
tt
E-3
AFWAL-TR-81-3095 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AFWAL-TR-81-3095
AFWAL-TR-81-3109
AFWAL-TR-81 -31 1 6-VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-81-31 16-VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-81 -31 18
AFWAL-TR-81 -31 56-VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-81 -31 56-VOL-3
AFWAL-TR-81 -3171 -VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-81-3171-VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-81-3173
AFWAL-TR-81-4134
AFWAL-TR-82-0001
AFWAL-TR-82-1076-VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-82-1076-VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-82-1076-VOL-3
AFWAL-TR-82-1100
AFWAL-TR-821118
AFWAL-TR-82-2015
AFWAL-TR-82-2037
AFWAL-TR-82-2039
AFWAL-TR-82-2042-VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-82-2043
AFWAL-TR-82-2045
AFWAL-TR-82-2046
AFWAL-TR-82-2047
AFWAL-TR-82-2052
AFWAL-TR-82-2057-VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-82-2057-VOL-4
AFWAL-TR-82-2058-VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-82-2058-VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-82-2062-VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-82-2062 VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-82-2067
AFWAL-TR-82-2113
AFWAL-TR-82-2118
AFWAL-TR-82-2119
AFWAL-TR-82-21 21 -VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-82-2124
AFWAL-TR-82-3004
AFWAL-TR-82-3018
AFWAL-TR-82-3023
AFWAL-TR-82-3027
AFWAL-TR-82-3032
AFWAL-TR-82-3040-PT-1
AFWAL-TR-82-3043
AFWAL-TR-82-3047
AFWAL-TR-82-3054
AFWAL-TR-82-3057
AFWAL-TR-82-3059
AFWAL-TR-82-3061
AFWAL-TR-82-3064
AFWAL-TR-82-308 1- VOL- 1
AFWAL-TR-82-3081 -VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-82-3087-VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-82-3087-VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-82-3088-VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-82-3088-VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-82-3093
AFWAL-TR-82-3095
AFWAL-TR-82-4069
AFWAL-TR-02-4136
AFWAL-TR-82-4151
AFWAL-TR-82-4155
AFWAL-TR-82-4172
AFWAL-TR-82-4178
AFWAL-TR-82-4186
AFWAL-TR-82-4201
AFWAL-TR-83-1 024-VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-83-2002-VOL-1
AFWAL-TR-83-2002-VOL-2
AFWAL-TR-83-3050
AFWL-TR-82 101
AGARD-AG-1 60- VOL-1 5
AGARD-AG-266
AGARD-AG-272
AGARD-AG-279
AGARD-AR-169
AGARD-AR-173
AGARD-AR-178
AGARD-AR-1 81 -VOL-1
AGARD-AR-1 81 -VOL-2
AGARD-AR-182(ENG)
AGARD-AR-183
AGARD-AR-1 84
AGARD-AR-186
AGARD-AR-187
AGARD-AR-1 89
AGARD-AR-1 90
AGARD-AR-1 91
AGARD-AR-198
AGARD-AR-335
AGARD-BULL-83/1
p 184
P156
P156
P155
P206
P155
p155
p443
P204
p 179
p487
p 191
p271
p271
p271
p 189
p530
p211
p359
p43
p225
P225
p 166
p 184
p749
p404
p360
p766
P167
P167
P198
P250
P351
p749
p749
p646
p618
p747
p219
p584
P193
p267
p 147
P288
p443
p577
p549
p305
p395
P471
p289
p373
P441
P527
P527
P652
P652
P722
P610
P394
p404
P458
P564
P759
p638
p553
p487
p705
p748
p748
p718
p466
p233
p 137
p712
p550
p310
p45
p236
p62
p62
p748
p31
p376
p217
p67
p426
p550
p733
p267
P347
p417
N83-14532 tt
N83-14120 tt
N83-14122 #
N83-14117 tt
N83-16332 #
N83 14115 #
N83-14114 #
N83-26835 #
N83-12100 tt
M83-12050 #
N83-26783 #
N83-16253 tt
N83-19749 #
N83-19750 #
N83-19751 tt
N83-14973 #
N83-27990 tt
N83-12252 tt
N83-21357 #
N83-10046 #
N83-16402 tt
N83-16401 tt
N83-15310 #
N83-14543 tt
N83-36034 #
N83-23469 #
N83-22517 tt
N83-36372 #
N83-15311 tt
N83-15312 #
N83-17526 ijf
N83-19722 #
N83-21169 #
N83-36035 #
N83-36036 #
N83-31022 #
N83-31606 ft
N83-34950 tt
N83-13344 tt
N83-31582 #
N83-12076 #
N83-19745 tt
N83-14102 ft
N83-18746 #
N83-26832 #
N83-31569 #
N83-29275 #
N83-18562 #
N83-24510 #
N83-26929 #
N83-19759 ft
N83-24468 #
N83-25704 tt
N83-27982 tt
N83-27983 #
N83-32408 #
N83-32387 #
N83-36014 ft
N83-30413 tt
N83-23314 #
N83-23426 #
N83-25713 #
N83-29726 #
N83-36227 #
N83-31735 #
N83-28211 #
N83-26783 #
N83-34598 #
N83-34951 #
N83-34952 #
N83-36002 #
N83-25732 #
N83-17855 tt
N83-14064 ft
N83-34891 tt
N83-29276 #
N83-20758 #
N83-11138 ft
N83-18295 tt
N83-11350 tt
N83-11351 #
N83-34953 #
N83- 10039 #
N83-23276 #
N83-17555 #
N83-10403 tt
N83-25682 #
N83-29277 tt
N83-34939 #
N83-19747 #
N83-20957 #
N83-26786 tt
AGARD-CP-174
AGARO-CP-321
AGARD-CP-324
AGARD-CP-326
AGARD-CP-328
AGARD-CP-333
AGARD-CP-334
AGARD-CP-335
AGARO-CP-339
AGARD-CP-340
AGARD-LS-119
AGARD-LS-124
AGARD-LS-125
AGARD-LS-126
AGARD-R-696
AGARD-R-703
AGARD-R-704
AHS-RWP-16
AHS-RWP-19
AHS-RWP-7
AIAA PAPER 83-2536
AIAA PAPER 81-0073
AIAA PAPER 81-1265
AIAA PAPER 81 -1370
AIAA PAPER 81-1505
AIAA PAPER 81-2039
AIAA PAPER 82-0570
AIAA PAPER 82-2222
AIAA PAPER 82-2237
AIM PAPER 83-0001
AIAA PAPER 83-0003
AIAA PAPER 83-0004
AIAA PAPER 83-0005
AIAA PAPER 83-0006
AIAA PAPER 83-0007
AIAA PAPER 83-0008
AIAA PAPER 83-0009
AIAA PAPER 83-0011
AIAA PAPER 83-0026
AIAA PAPER 83-0030
AIAA PAPER 83-0037
AIAA PAPER 83-0042
AIAA PAPER 83-0054
AIAA PAPER 83-0057
AIAA PAPER 83-0058
AIAA PAPER 83-0059
AIAA PAPER 83-0060
AIAA PAPER 83-0061
AIAA PAPER 83-0062
AIAA PAPER 83-0064
AIM PAPER 83-0065
AIM PAPER 83-0078
AIM PAPER 83-0079
AIM PAPER 83-0081
AIM PAPER 83-0082
AIM PAPER 83-0083
AIM PAPER 83-0085
AIM PAPER 83-0086
AIM PAPER 83-0087
AIM PAPER 83-0089
AIM PAPER 83-0090
AIM PAPER 83-0091
AIM PAPER 83-0092
AIM PAPER 83-0093
AIM PAPER 83-0094
AIM PAPER 83-0095
AIM PAPER 83-01 09
AIM PAPER 83-0110
AIM PAPER 83-01 11
AIM PAPER 83-01 12
AIM PAPER 83-01 14
AIM PAPER 83-0124
AIM PAPER 83-0127
AIM PAPER 83-0131
AIM PAPER 83-0138
AIM PAPER 83-0139
AIM PAPER 83-0141
AIM PAPER 83-01 42
AIM PAPER 83-0143
AIM PAPER 83-01 46
AIM PAPER 83-O148
AIM PAPER 83-0149
AIM PAPER 83-0153
AIM PAPER 83-0154
AIM PAPER 83-0168
AIM PAPER 83-0169
AIM PAPER 83-0170
AIM PAPER 83-01 72
AIAA PAPER 83-01 78
AIM PAPER 83-0180
AIM PAPER 83-0181
p631
p311
p540
p157
p700
p48
p188
p550
p576
p325
p67
p227
p 188
p610
p646
p345
p 153
p67
p44
p44
p729
p178
p136
p337
p211
p237
p346
p621
p622
p 129
p 129
p 160
p 129
p 160
p129
p129
p136
p474
p585
p148
p179
p171
p 148
p129
p148
p160
p167
p168
p 140
p 168
p 168
p 130
p 153
p715
p130
p 130
p 130
p 149
p130
p 136
p130
p130
p 149
p 149
p 131
p149
p 131
p 188
p 188
p428
P428
P131
p 131
p131
p 171
p 171
p 168
p 171
p171
P172
P172
p172
p 160
p210
p 168
p 149
p579
P419
p 160
p131
P132
N83-30438' #
N83-22093 ft
N83-29241 #
N83-15284 #
N83-34095 tt
N83-10054 #
NS3-17470 #
N83-29277 #
N83-30357 #
N83-22177 #
N83-11390 #
N83-17609 #
N83-17490 #
N83-30414 #
N83-31061 #
N83-22215 ft
N83-14104 tt
N83-10425' #
N83-11130' #
N83-11128'#
A83-48370 #
A83-15290' #
A83-18405 #
A83-29011 #
A83-22154 #
A83-19813' #
A83-28952' #
A83-41702' ft
A83-41714 tt
A83-16454 #
A83-16455' #
A83-16456* #
A83-16457 #
A83-16458 #
A83-16459 #
A83-16460 #
A83-17902 #
A83-36039' #
A83-42099'#
A83-16472 #
A83-16477' #
A83- 16482' #
A83-16488 ft
A83-16489" #
A83-16490' #
A83-16491 #
A83-16492* ft
A83-16493' #
A83-16494 #
A83-16496 #
A83-16497' tt
A83- 16507 #
A83-19579 #
A83-48211' #
A83-16509 #
A83-16510' #
A83-16511'#
A83-16512* #
A83-16513' #
ASS- 1 7905 '#
A83-16514' #
A83-16515 tt
A83-16516 ft
A83-16517 #
A83-16518' #
A83-16519 #
A83-16525' #
A83-16526'#
A83-16527 tt
A83-36042' #
A83-36043' #
A83 16537' #
A83-16540 #
A83-16544 #
A83 16547 #
A83-16548 ft
A83-16550 #
A83-16551 tt
A83-16552 tt
A83-16554 ft
A83-16556' #
A83-16557 tt
A83-16559 #
A83-21079' #
A83-16566' #
A83-16567 tt
A83-42100' #
A83-36046' #
A83- 16572' #
A83-16573 tt
A83-16574 tt
AIAA PAPER 83-0186
AIAA PAPER 83-0187
AIAA PAPER 83-0189
AIAA PAPER 83-0190
AIAA PAPER 83-0204
AIAA PAPER 83-0205
AIAA PAPER 83-0225
AIAA PAPER 83-0234
AIAA PAPER 83-0236
AIAA PAPER 83-0242
AIAA PAPER 83-0262
AIAA PAPER 83-0263
AIAA PAPER 83-0266
AIAA PAPER 83-0274
AIAA PAPER 83-0277
AIAA PAPER 83-0279
AIAA PAPER 83-0280
AIAA PAPER 83-0282
AIAA PAPER 83-0283
AIAA PAPER 83-0326
AIAA PAPER 83-0336
AIAA PAPER 83-0337
AIAA PAPER 83-0338
AIAA PAPER 83-0341
AIAA PAPER 83-0366
AIAA PAPER 83-0367
AIAA PAPER 83-0368
AIAA PAPER 83-0370
AIAA PAPER 83-0386
AIAA PAPER 83-0387
AIAA PAPER 83-0388
AIAA PAPER 83-0419
AIAA PAPER 83-0422
AIAA PAPER 83-0424
AIAA PAPER 83-0425
AIAA PAPER 83-0426
AIAA PAPER 83-0439
AIAA PAPER 83-0454
AIAA PAPER 83-0501
AIAA PAPER 83-0502
AIAA PAPER 83-0534
AIAA PAPER 83-0535
AIAA PAPER 83-0537
AIAA PAPER 83-0538
AIAA PAPER 83-0539
AIAA PAPER 83-0541
AIAA PAPER 83-0546
AIAA PAPER 83-0564
AIAA PAPER 83-0570
AIAA PAPER 83-0604
AIAA PAPER 83-0649
AIAA PAPER 83-0653
AIAA PAPER 83-0657
AIAA PAPER 83-0672
AIAA PAPER 83-0676
AIAA PAPER 83-0677
AIAA PAPER 83-0678
AIAA PAPER 83-0679
AIAA PAPER 83-0680
AIAA PAPER 83-0681
AIAA PAPER 83-0682
AIAA PAPER 83-0688
AIAA PAPER 83-0689
AIAA PAPER 83-0690
AIAA PAPER 83-0691
AIAA PAPER 83-0692
AIAA PAPER 83-0693
AIAA PAPER 83-0694
AIAA PAPER 83-0695
AIAA PAPER 83-0697
AIAA PAPER 83-0699
AIAA PAPER 83-0703
AIAA PAPER 83-0706
AIAA PAPER 83-0707
AIAA PAPER 83-0708
AIAA PAPER 83-0712
AIAA PAPER 83-0716
AIAA PAPER 83-07 17
AIAA PAPER 83-0718
AIAA PAPER 83-0720
AIAA PAPCR 83-0722
AIAA PAPER 83-0723
AIAA PAPER 83-0734
AIAA PAPER 83-0743
AIAA PAPER 83-0744
AIAA PAPER 83-0745
AIAA PAPER 83-0746
AIAA PAPER 83-0747
AIAA PAPER 83-0749
AIAA PAPER 83-0751
AIAA PAPER 83-0759
AIAA PAPER 83-0760
AIAA PAPER 83-0762
AIAA PAPER 83-0766
AIAA PAPER 83-0767
AIAA PAPER 83-0768
p 132
p 137
p 189
p132
P127
p 188
p 132
p 132
p 132
p 160
P133
p133
p133
p 151
P139
P168
p140
p 149
P150
P176
p 161
p 161
p 179
P133
P169
p 150
p169
p 133
p 133
p 172
p 179
p 161
p 161
P134
P134
p 134
p 188
p 137
P135
p 137
p158
p 161
p 163
p 150
p 134
p 161
p 134
p 134
p 158
p 153
p 180
p 150
p 172
p365
p365
p279
p279
p279
p365
p337
p279
p365
p365
p365
p306
p366
p264
p306
p306
p308
p306
p306
p308
p366
p307
p307
p307
p326
p279
p367
p264
p307
p366
p280
p280
p280
p280
p307
p308
p337
p366
p481
p481
p280
p280
p366
A83-16577 tt
A83-19582' tt
A83-21080* #
A83-16578 #
A83-16582' tt
A83-16583' #
A83-16595 #
A83-16602' tt
A83-16603 tt
A83-16608 tt
A83-16618 tt
A83-16619 #
A83-16622 tt
A83-17915' #
A83-19584 #
A83-16624 tt
A83-16625 tt
AB3-16627 #
A83-16628 #
A83-16655 #
A83-16662 tt
A83-16663' #
A83-16664 #
A83-16667 #
A83-16673 #
A83-16674 #
A83-17922' #
A83-16676 #
A83-16686' tt
A83-16687' ft
A83-16688' #
A83-16702 #
A83-16705' #
A83-16706' #
A83-16707" tt
ASS-16708' #
A83-16714 #
A83-19590 tt
A83-16828 #
A83-19591 #
A83-16772' #
A83-16773 #
A83-19593' #
A83-16774 #
A83-16775 #
A83-16776' #
A83-16781 tt
A83-16792 #
A83-16797 #
A83-19594' tt
A83-16816' #
A83-16818 #
A83-16821 #
A83-28002 #
A83-28004' ft
A83-25909 #
A83-25910* #
A83-25911' #
A83-28005' tt
A83-28006' #
A83-25912' tt
A83-28007 #
A83-28008' #
A83-28009' tt
A83-25913 #
A83-28010' tt
A83-25914 #
A83-25915" #
A83-25916* #
A83-26448 #
A83-25919 #
A83-25923' #
A83-26449' #
A83-28011' tt
A83-25924' tt
A83-25928' #
A83-25931 #
A83-2B013 #
A83-25932 tt
A83 29950' #
A83-25933' #
A83-25934' tt
AB3-28016' #
A83-25945' tt
A83-25946 #
A83-25947' #
A83-25948 tt
A83-25949 tt
A83-26450' #
A83-28019 tt
A83-28021 ' #
A83-33486' #
A83-33487' #
A83-25956 #
A83-25957' #
A83-28023' #
E-4
REPORT NUMBER INDEX AIAA PAPER 83-2107
AIAA PAPER 83-0773
AIAA PAPER 83-0774
AIAA PAPER 83-0775
AIAA PAPER 83-0780
AIAA PAPER 834781
AIAA PAPER 834)783
AIAA PAPER 83-0784
AIAA PAPER 83-0785
AIAA PAPER 83-0847
AIAA PAPER 83-0846
AIAA PAPER 83-0859
AIAA PAPER 83-0914
AIAA PAPER 83-0919
AIAA PAPER 83-0960
AIAA PAPER 83-0985
AIAA PAPER 83-1024
AIAA PAPER 83-1045
AIAA PAPER 83-1046
AIAA PAPER 83-1047
AIAA PAPER 83-1048
AIAA PAPER 83-1049
AIAA PAPER 83-1051
AIAA PAPER 83-1052
AIAA PAPER 83-1053
AIAA PAPER 83-1054
AIAA PAPER 83-1055
AIAA PAPER 83-1057
AIAA PAPER 83-1058
AIAA PAPER 83-1059
AIAA PAPER 83-1061
AIAA PAPER 83-1062
AIAA PAPER 83-1063
AIAA PAPER 83-1064
AIAA PAPER 83-1075
AIAA PAPER 83-1076
AIAA PAPER 83-1078
AIAA PAPER 83-1079
AIAA PAPER 83-1080
AIAA PAPER 83-1082
AIAA PAPER 83-1083
AIAA PAPER 83-1086
AIAA PAPER 83-1087
AIAA PAPER 83-1088
AIAA PAPER 83-1090
AIAA PAPER 83-1091
AIAA PAPER 83-1092
AIAA PAPER 83-1094
AIAA PAPER 83-1097
AIAA PAPER 83-1098
AIAA PAPER 83-1099
AIAA PAPER 83-1101
AIAA PAPER 83-1123
AIAA PAPER 83-1124
AIAA PAPER 83-1126
AIAA PAPER 83-1127
AIAA PAPER 83-1130
AIAA PAPER 83-1132
AIAA PAPER 83-1133
AIAA PAPER 83-1134
AIAA PAPER 83-1137
AIAA PAPER 83-1138
AIAA PAPER 83-1139
AIAA PAPER 83-1140
AIAA PAPER 83-1141
AIAA PAPER 83-1143
AIAA PAPER 83-1147
AIAA PAPER 83-1155
AIAA PAPER 83-1157
AIAA PAPER 83-1158
AIAA PAPER 83-1159
AIAA PAPER 83-1160
AIAA PAPER 83-1161
AIAA PAPER 83-1162
AIAA PAPER 83-1163
AIAA PAPER 83-1164
AIAA PAPER 83-1168
AIAA PAPER 83-1169
AIAA PAPER 83-1171
AIAA PAPER 83-1173
AIAA PAPER 83-1174
AIAA PAPER 83-1176
AIAA PAPER 83-1201
AIAA PAPER 83-1209
AIAA PAPER 83-1212
AIAA PAPER 83-1213
AIAA PAPER 83-1214
AIAA PAPER 83-1216
AIAA PAPER 83-1224
AIAA PAPER 83-1225
AIAA PAPER 83-1226
AIAA PAPER 83-1228
AIAA PAPER 83-1229
AIAA PAPER 83-1230
AIAA PAPER 83-1231
AIAA PAPER 83-1232
AIAA PAPER 83-1233
p281
p281
p411
p307
p281
p264
p264
p307
p392
p392
p403
p406
p392
p406
p387
p386
p415
p415
p416
p437
p439
p438
p438
p457
p438
p438
p438
p438
p439
p432
p439
p438
p457
p436
p436
p436
p443
p464
p480
p464
p480
p436
p480
p436
p437
p463
p437
p463
p463
p463
p474
p437
p519
P420
p450
p475
p474
p450
p474
p469
p469
pSSO
p519
p508
p470
p450
p450
p535
p535
p451
p451
p451
p660
p451
p503
p717
p423
p420
p420
p451
p451
p475
p452
p452
p437
p4S2
p420
p420
p421
p523
p545
p452
p452
p547
p452
p453
A83-259S8 tt
A83-259S9* 1C
A83-31325* #
A83-25962
A83-25963-
A83-25964
A83-25965
A83-25966'
A83-32792
A83-32791 •
A83-32790
A83-327B8
A83-32787-
A83-32797'
A83-32785
A83-32783
A83-36458
A83-364S9
A83-36471 tt
A83-36460 tt
A83-38472 it
A83-36461 #
A83-36462 tt
A83-36463 4
A63-36465 #
A63-36466 #
A83-36468 #
A83-38469 tt
A83-36474 tt
A83-36470 #
A83-36473 tt
A83-36467 #
A83-36464 tt
A83-36204 tt
A83-36205 #
A83-36206 #
A63-36207 #
A83-36222' tt
A83-36223 #
A83-36224 #
A83-36210 tt
A83-36211- tt
A83-36212 #
A83-36214 #
A83-36215 #
A83-36216 #
A83-36225 tt
A83-36217 #
A83-36218* #
A83-36219 tt
A83-36221 #
A83-36234- tt
A83-38079* tt
A83-36235* tt
A83-36236 #
A83-36405 tt
A83-36237 tt
A83-36238 #
A83-36239* tt
A83-36240 tt
A83-36241 tt
A83-38077 tt
A83-38078 #
A83-38076 tt
A83-36243 tt
A83-36244 tt
A83-36250' tt
A83-38061 tt
AB3-39101 tt
A83-36251 #
A83-36252'
A83-36253
A83-455081
A83-36254
A83-40473
A83-49300
A83-36922
A83-36258
A83-36259
A83-36260
A83-36261
A83-36277'
A83-36282 tt
A83-36284 tt
A83-36285- tt
A83-36286' if
A83-36287- g
A83-362911 tt
A83-36292 tt
A83-39102 #
A83-39103 ft
A83-36293 »
A83-36294 tt
A83-39104* tt
A83-36295 tt
A83-36296 tt
AIAA PAPER 83-1 234
AIAA PAPER 83-1235
AIAA PAPER 83-1236
AIAA PAPER 83-1237
AIAA PAPER 83-1238
AIAA PAPER 83-1239
AIAA PAPER 83-1240
AIAA PAPER 83-1241
AIAA PAPER 83-1263
AIAA PAPER 83-1265
AIAA PAPER 83-1285
AIAA PAPER 83-1286
AIAA PAPER 83-1287
AIAA PAPER 83-1 288
AIAA PAPER 83-1290
AIAA PAPER 83-1291
AIAA PAPER 83-1292
AIAA PAPER 83-1293
AIAA PAPER 83-1294
AIAA PAPER 83-1296
AIAA PAPER 83-1297
AIAA PAPER 83-1300
AIAA PAPER 83-1324
AIAA PAPER 83-1 328
AIAA PAPER 83-1 338
AIAA PAPER 83-1339
AIAA PAPER 83-1342
AIAA PAPER 83-1351
AIAA PAPER 83-1352
AIM PAPER 83-1354
AIAA PAPER 83-1356
AIAA PAPER 83-1358
AIAA PAPER 83-1359
AIAA PAPER 83-1 367
AIAA PAPER 83-1 368
AIAA PAPER 83-1369
AIAA PAPER 83-1 372
AIAA PAPER 83-1374
AIAA PAPER 83-1377
AIAA PAPER 83-1401
AIAA PAPER 83-1403
AIAA PAPER 83-1405
AIAA PAPER 83-1406
AIAA PAPER 83-1407
AIAA PAPER 83-1408
AIAA PAPER 83-1409
AIAA PAPER 83-1410
AIAA PAPER 83-1411
AIAA PAPER 83-1412
AIAA PAPER 83-1415
AIAA PAPER 83-1 578
AIAA PAPER 83-1 579
AIAA PAPER 83-1 580
AIAA PAPER 83-1 581
AIAA PAPER 83-1 582
AIAA PAPER 83-1584
AIAA PAPER 83-1 585
AIAA PAPER 83-1 588
AIAA PAPER 83-1 589
AIAA PAPER 83-1 591
AIAA PAPER 83-1 592
AIAA PAPER 83-1 594
AIAA PAPER 83-1 597
AIAA PAPER 83-1 598
AIAA PAPER 83-1 599
AIAA PAPER 83-1600
AIAA PAPER 83-1601
AIAA PAPER 83-1 602
AIAA PAPER 83-1 603
AIAA PAPER 83-1 604
AIAA PAPER 83-1 606
AIAA PAPER 83-1 607
AIAA PAPER 83-1609
AIAA PAPER 83-1810
AIAA PAPER 83-1 61 7
AIAA PAPER 83-1 668
AIAA PAPER 83-1 676
AIAA PAPER 83-1686
AIAA PAPER 83-1687
AIAA PAPER 83-1688
AIAA PAPER 83-1689
AIAA PAPER 83-1 691
AIAA PAPER 83-1710
AIAA PAPER 83-1 721
AIAA PAPER 83-1725
AIAA PAPER 83-1741
AIAA PAPER 83-1 756
AIAA PAPER 83-1 760
AIAA PAPER 83-1 762
AIAA PAPER 83-1 764
AIAA PAPER 83-1785
AIAA PAPER 83-1 787
AIAA PAPER 83-1 790
AIAA PAPER 83-1 791
AIAA PAPER 83-1 792
AIAA PAPER 83-1 794
p453
p453
p453
p453
p453
p453
p444
P454
P454
P454
p454
p496
P454
p421
p423
p444
P444
p444
p455
p558
p455
p457
p455
p455
p455
p458
p455
p464
p475
p421
p422
p464
p455
p421
p421
p421
p675
p456
p456
p422
p456
p456
p456
p456
p457
p457
p467
p457
p683
p706
p398
p429
p409
p398
p399
p379
p399
p429
p379
p429
p379
p379
p429
p399
p399
p399
p399
p400
p379
p388
p379
p380
p380
p380
p437
p491
p492
p502
p492
p503
p555
p502
p492
p555
p492
p531
p492
p555
p492
p555
p496
p496
p535
p496
p496
p497
A83-36297 It
A83-36298 tt
A83-36299 tt
A83-36300 #
A83-36301 #
A83-36302 tt
A83-36303 #
A83-36304 tt
A83-36314' #
A83-36316'#
A83-36322 tt
A83-38080'#
A83-36323'#
A83-36324- tt
A83-36924 tt
A83-36325 #
A83-36326 #
A83-36327 #
A83-36328 tt
A83-39106 tt
A83-36329 tt
A83-36412 tt
A83-36339 tt
A83-36340* tt
A83-36346 tt
A83-36925 tt
A83-36347 tt
AB3-38353' tt
A83-36354 #
A83-36355 #
A83-36414 tt
A83-36356 #
A83-36357 #
A83-36363' tt
A83-36364 tt
A83-36365 tt
A83-45514 #
A83-36367 tt
A83-36368 #
A83-36391 ' #
A83-36393' tt
A83-36394 tt
A83-36395 tt
A83-36396 #
A83-36397 #
A83-36398 tt
A83-36399 tt
A83-36400 tt
A83-45515* #
A83-45517* tt
A83-33351 tt
A83-36953 tt
A83-33352 #
A83-33353 #
A83-33354 #
A83-33355 #
A83-33356 #
A83-36954 tt
A83-33358 tt
A83-36951 tt
A83-33359 tt
A83-33360' tt
A83-36952 tt
A83-33361 tt
A83-33362 #
A83-33363 tt
A83-33364 tt
A83-33365 #
A83-33366' tt
A83-33367 tt
A83-33368 tt
A83-33369 #
A83-33370 tt
A83-33371 tt
A83-36406' tt
A83-37179 tt
A83-37184* tt
A83-39099 tt
A83-37188 tt
A83-40472' tt
A63-37189' tt
A83-39267' tt
A83-37204' #
A83-37210' #
A83-3721 1 ' tt
A83-37219 tt
AB3-372291 t>
A83-37232' tt
A83-37233 tt
A83-37234' tt
A83-38626' tt
A83-38627 tt
A83-38630 tt
A83-38631 tt
A83-38632- tt
A83-38633 tt
AIAA PAPER 83-1804
AIAA PAPER 83-1805
AIAA PAPER 83-1810
AIAA PAPER 83-1811
AIAA PAPER 83-1814
AIAA PAPER 83-1818
AIAA PAPER 83-1817
AIAA PAPER 83-1821
AIAA PAPER 83-1822
AIAA PAPER 83-1823
AIAA PAPER 83-1824
AIAA PAPER 83-1825
AIAA PAPER 83-1 828
AIAA PAPER 83-1 830
AIAA PAPER 83-1 832
AIAA PAPER 83-1 833
AIAA PAPER 83-1834
AIAA PAPER 83-1835
AIAA PAPER 83-1836
AIAA PAPER 83-1837
AIAA PAPER 83-1838
AIAA PAPER 83-1 839
AIAA PAPER 83-1 840
AIAA PAPER 83-1844
AIAA PAPER 83-1845
AIAA PAPER 83-1847
AIAA PAPER 83-1848
AIAA PAPER 83-1 849
AIAA PAPER 83-1 850
AIAA PAPER 83-1 851
AIAA PAPER 83-1 852
AIAA PAPER 83-1856
AIAA PAPER 83-1857
AIAA PAPER 83-1858
AIAA PAPER 83-1 859
AIAA PAPER 83-1 860
AIAA PAPER 83-1 861
AIAA PAPER 83-1 862
AIAA PAPER 83- 1863
AIAA PAPER 83-1864
AIAA PAPER 83-1865
AIAA PAPER 83-1866
AIAA PAPER 83-1 887
AIAA PAPER 83-1 924
AIAA PAPER 83-1 928
AIAA PAPER 83-1 929
AIAA PAPER 83-1 970
AIAA PAPER 83-1 971
AIAA PAPER 83-1 973
AIAA PAPER 83-1 974
AIAA PAPER 83-1 975
AIAA PAPER 83-1 976
AIAA PAPER 83-1 977
AIAA PAPER 83-1 978
AIAA PAPER 83-1981
AIAA PAPER 83-1983
AIAA PAPER 83-1984
AIAA PAPER 83-1 986
AIAA PAPER 83-1988
AIAA PAPER 83-1989
AIAA PAPER 83-1990
AIAA PAPER 83-1 992
AIAA PAPER 83-1 993
AIAA PAPER 83-1 998
AIAA PAPER 83-1 999
AIAA PAPER 83-2000
AIAA PAPER 83-2003
AIAA PAPER 83-2005
AIAA PAPER 83-2017
AIAA PAPER 83-2060
AIAA PAPER 83-2061
AIAA PAPER 83-2063
AIAA PAPER 83-2065
AIAA PAPER 83-2066
AIAA PAPER 83-2067
AIAA PAPER 83-2069
AIAA PAPER 83-2070
AIAA PAPER 83-2071
AIAA PAPER 83-2072
AIAA PAPER 83-2073
AIAA PAPER 83-2074
AIAA PAPER 83-2077
AIAA PAPER 83-2078
AIAA PAPER 83-2079
AIAA PAPER 83-2086
AIAA PAPER 83-2087
AIAA PAPER 83-2088
AIAA PAPER 83-2089
AIAA PAPER 83-2091
AIAA PAPER 83-2098
AIAA PAPER 83-2099
AIAA PAPER 83-2103
AIAA PAPER 83-2104
AIAA PAPER 83-2105
AIAA PAPER 83-2106
AIAA PAPER 83-2107
P497
P497
p497
P4S7
P497
P498
P498
P498
P520
P520
p520
P520
P498
P498
P498
P520
p520
P499
P499
P544
P499
P545
P545
P499
P499
P499
P499
pSOO
P500
P521
P500
p489
P521
pSOO
P521
P500
P521
pSOO
p501
p501
p501
P501
p502
P503
P503
P503
P508
p508
p508
p508
P489
pS21
P522
P502
P522
P522
p509
p551
p522
p502
P545
p522
P522
P522
P523
P509
P523
P523
P422
P596
P578
p596
P627
P623
P623
P623
p623
p624
p592
p624
p624
p660
P578
P578
P627
P596
P624
P624
P609
P597
P597
p624
P625
p625
p625
P625
A83-38638 tt
A83-38639 tt
A83-38643 tt
A83-386*4'#
A83-38647 tt
A83-38848- #
A83-38649 tt
A83-38653' #
A83-38654 #
A83-38655' #
A83-38656 tt
A83-38657' tt
A83-38659 tt
A83-38660'#
A83-38661 tt
A83-38662 tt
A83-38663 #
A83-38664 tt
A83-38665 tt
A83-386661 tt
A83-38667 tt
A83-38668 #
A83-38669'iif
A83-38672 tt
A83-38673 tt
A83-38675 tt
A83-38676 tt
A83-38677' tt
A83-38678 tt
A83-388791 tt
A83-38680 tt
A83-38683' tt
A83-38684' tt
A83-38685' tt
A83-386861 tt
A83-38687 #
A83-38688 tt
A83-38689 #
A83-38690 tt
A83-38691* tt
A83-38692* tt
A83-38693 tt
A83-39356' tt
A83-39378 tt
A83-39380 tt
A83-39381 tt
A83-38902* tt
A83-38903 tt
A83-38904 tt
A83-38905 tt
A83-38906 #
A83-38907' tt
A83-38908 tt
A83-38909 tt
A83-38910 tt
A83-38911 tt
A83-38912 tt
A83-38913 tt
A83-38914 tt
A83-38915 tt
A83-38916 tt
A83-38917 tt
A83-38918 tt
A83-38919 tt
A83-38920 tt
A83-38921 tt
A83-38922 #
A83-38923 tt
A83-36403 tt
A83-41901 #
A83-41902* ft
A83-41903 tt
A83-43811 #
A83-41904' tt
A83-41905' tt
A83-41906 tt
A83-41907' #
A83-41908 tt
A83-41909 tt
A83-41910 tt
A83-41911'l!l
A83-45519 tt
A83-41912' tt
A83-41913 tt
A83-438091 tt
A83-41919' #
A83-41920 tt
A83-41921 tt
A83-41922' tt
A83-419281 #
A83-41929 tt
A83-41932 tt
A83-41933 #
A83-41934 #
A83-41935 tt
A83-41936* tt
E-5
AIAA PAPER 83-2113 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AIAA PAPER 83-2113
AIAA PAPER 83-2114
AIAA PAPER 83-2119
AIAA PAPER 83-2120
AIAA PAPER 83-2121
AIAA PAPER 83-2122
AIAA PAPER 83-2123
AIAA PAPER 83-2125
AIAA PAPER 83-2126
AIAA PAPER 83-2128
AIAA PAPER 83-2129
AIAA PAPER 83-2130
AIAA PAPER 83-2132
AIAA PAPER 83-2134
AIAA PAPER 83-2135
AIAA PAPER 83-2136
AIAA PAPER 83-2137
AIAA PAPER 83-2138
AIAA PAPER 83-2139
AIAA PAPER 83-2140
AIAA PAPER 83-2141
AIAA PAPER 83-2147
AIAA PAPER 83-2158
AIAA PAPER 83-2161
AIAA PAPER 83-2162
AIAA PAPER 83-2166
AIAA PAPER 83-2167
AIAA PAPER 83-2168
AIAA PAPER 83-2169
AIAA PAPER 83-2170
AIAA PAPER 83-2172
AIAA PAPER 83-2173
AIAA PAPER 83-2174
AIAA PAPER 83-2189
AIAA PAPER 83-2192
AIAA PAPER 83-2193
AIAA PAPER 83-2194
AIAA PAPER 83-2195
AIAA PAPER 83-2196
AIAA PAPER 83-2198
AIAA PAPER 83-2199
AIAA PAPER 83-2202
AIAA PAPER 83-2203
AIAA PAPER 83-2204
AIAA PAPER 83-2205
AIAA PAPER 83-2207
AIAA PAPER 83-2215
AIAA PAPER 83-2216
AIAA PAPER 83-2217
AIAA PAPER 83-2219
AIAA PAPER 83-2220
AIAA PAPER 83-2223
AIAA PAPER 83-2231
AIAA PAPER 83-2232
AIAA PAPER 83-2235
AIAA PAPER 83-2236
AIAA PAPER 83-2238
AIAA PAPER 83-2239
AIAA PAPER 83-2240
AIAA PAPER 83-2241
AIAA PAPER 83-2242
AIAA PAPER 83-2255
AIAA PAPER 83-2272
AIAA PAPER 83-2273
AIAA PAPER 83-2274
AIAA PAPER 83-2301
AIAA PAPER 83-2303
AIAA PAPER 83-2304
AIAA PAPER 83-2433
AIAA PAPER 83-2434
AIAA PAPER 83-2437
AIAA PAPER 83-2439
AIAA PAPER 83-2440
AIAA PAPER 83-2441
AIAA PAPER 83-2442
AIAA PAPER 83-2445
AIAA PAPER 83-2446
AIAA PAPER 83-2448
AIAA PAPER 83-2450
AIAA PAPER 83-2451
AIAA PAPER 83-2452
AIAA PAPER 83-2458
AIAA PAPER 83-2460
AIAA PAPER 83-2463
AIAA PAPER 83-2464
AIAA PAPER 83-2465
AIAA PAPER 83-2466
AIAA PAPER 83-2473
AIAA PAPER 83-2474
AIAA PAPER 83-2475
AIAA PAPER 83-2477
AIAA PAPER 83-2478
AIAA PAPER 83-2479
AIAA PAPER 83-2480
AIAA PAPER 83-2482
AIAA PAPER 83-2485
p579
p579
p651
p625
p597
p575
p597
p625
p626
p626
p597
p579
p579
p626
p579
p597
p598
p598
p626
p598
p598
p626
p595
p619
p623
p590
p590
p650
p591
p591
p630
p575
p619
p619
p592
p619
p620
p620
p591
p620
p591
p595
p620
p595
p596
p584
p620
p596
p620
p621
p621
p640
p621
p621
p621
p622
p596
p622
p591
p591
p592
p622
p622
p622
p623
p650
p650
p650
p711
p710
p719
p726
p731
p726
p726
p745
P727
p712
p710
p770
p723
p768
p768
p731
p727
p745
p746
p727
p770
p771
p758
p745
p745
p745
p727
p750
A83-41940 #
A83-41941 #
A83-41944 #
A83-41945 #
A83-41946- #
A83-41947 #
A83-41948 tt
A83-41949 #
A83-41950 tt
A83-41951'*
A83-41952 #
A83-41953 #
A83-41954 #
A83-41956' tt
A83-41957' #
A83-41958' #
A83-41959' #
A83-41960' ff
A83-41961 #
A83-41962' ft
A83-41963* tt
A83-41968 #
A83-41660' #
A83-41661 #
A83-41765 #
A83-41662 tt
A83-41663 tt
A83-41664 #
A83-41665 #
A83-41666 #
A83-41667 #
A83-41668- #
A83-41669' #
A83-41675 #
A83-41762 tt
A83-41678 tt
A83-41679' #
A83-41680 tt
A83-41681 #
A83-41683 tt
A83-41684 tt
A83-41686 tt
A83-41687 tt
A83-41688 #
A83-41689 #
A83-41691 #
A83-41697 #
A83-41698 #
A83-41699 tt
A83-41700 tt
A83-41701 #
A83-41703' tt
A83-41709' tt
A83-41710 tt
A83-41712* tt
A83-41713 #
A83-41715' #
A83-41716 #
A83-41717' #
A83-41718 tt
A83-41719 tt
A83-41728' #
A83-41738 #
A83-41739- tt
A83-41740 tt
A83-41759 tt
A83-41760' tt
A83-41761 ft
A83-49576 tt
A83-48326 tt
A83-48327 #
A83-48328 tt
A83-49577 tt
A83-48329 tt
A83-48330 #
A83-48331 ' tt
AB3-48332 tt
A83-49578 tt
A83-48333 tt
A83-48334 tt
A83-48335 #
A83-48336 tt
A83-48337 tt
A83-49579 tt
A83-48338 tt
A83-49580 tt
A83-49581 • #
A83-48339 tt
A83-48340 tt
A83-49582 tt
A83-49583 tt
A83-48341 tt
A83-48342 tt
A83-48343 tt
A83-48344 tt
A83-48345 tt
AIAA PAPER 83-2486
AIAA PAPER 83-2487
AIAA PAPER 83-2489
AIM PAPER 83-2491
AIAA PAPER 83-2492
AIAA PAPER 83-2494
AIAA PAPER 83-2495
AIAA PAPER 83-2498
AIAA PAPER 83-2499
AIAA PAPER 83-2501
AIM PAPER 83-2502
AIM PAPER 83-2504
AIM PAPER 83-2505
AIM PAPER 83-2508
AIM PAPER 83-25 13
AIM PAPER 83-2514
AIM PAPER 83-251 5
AIM PAPER 83-2516
AIM PAPER 83-2517
AIM PAPER 83-2521
AIM PAPER 83-2525
AIM PAPER 83-2526
AIM PAPER 83-2527
AIM PAPER 83-2528
AIM PAPER 83-2529
AIM PAPER 83-2531
AIM PAPER 83-2533
AIM PAPER 83-2535
AIM PAPER 83-2550
AIM PAPER 83-2552
AIM PAPER 83-2553
AIM PAPER 83-2556
AIM PAPER 83-2557
AIM PAPER 83-2558
AIM PAPER 83-2560
AIM PAPER 83-2563
AIM PAPER 83-2564
AIM PAPER 83-2565
AIM PAPER 83-2566
AIM PAPER 83-2567
AIM 83-0791
AIM 83-0804
AIM 83-0805
AIM 83-0808
AIM 83-0814
AIM 83-0828
AIAA 83-0832
AIM 83-0840
AIM 83-0844
AIM 83-0845
AIM 83-0846
AIM 83-0863
AIM 83-0888
AIM 83-0889
AIM 83-0907
AIM 83-091 6
AIM 83-091 8
AIM 83-0920
AIM 83-0921
AIM 83-0922
AIM 83-0923
AIM 83-0924
AIM 83-0927
AIM 83-0929
AIM 83-093)
AIM 83-0939
AIAA 83-0942
AIM 83-0947
AIM 83-0952
AIM 83-0953
AIM 83-0954
AIM 83-0955
AIM 83-0959
AIM 83-0970
AIM 83-0973
AIM 83-0974
AIM 83-0982
AIM 83-0986
AIM 83-0987
AIM 83-0988
AIM 83-0989
AIM 83-0990
AIM 83-0991
AIM 83-0993
AIM 83-0994
AIM 83-0999
AIM 83-1002
AIM 83-1005
AIM 83-1010
AIM 83-1027
AIM 83-1028
AIM 83-1031
AIAA 83-1 032
AIM 83-1 033
p734
p727
p735
p731
p753
p717
p763
p763
p712
p719
p731
p720
p727
p727
p728
p745
p711
p728
p711
p728
p731
p728
p728
p728
p719
p732
p716
p729
p750
p732
p720
p729
p729
p729
p751
p746
p751
p711
p717
p746
p368
p350
p334
p356
p356
p338
p355
p355
p357
p357
p357
p355
p312
p313
p355
p329
p346
p358
p357
p357
p313
p329
p329
p318
p355
p356
p328
p356
p338
p358
p338
p357
p329
p328
p329
p329
p351
p330
p330
p330
P313
p330
p341
p341
p341
p358
p351
p356
p356
p330
p331
p331
p313
P358
A83-48346'
A83-48347
A83-48348
A83-49584'
A83-48349
A83-49585
A83-48350
A83-48353
A83-49586
A83-48354
A83-49587
A83-49588
A83-48355'
A83-48356-
A83-48357
A83-48358
A83-48359
A83-48360
A83-48361
A83-48363
A83-49589
A83-48364'
A83-48365
A83-48366
A83-48367
A83-49590'
A83-48368*
A83-48369
A83-48371
A83-49592
A83-49593
A83-48375-
A83-48376
A83-48377
A83-49594
A83-49595'
A83-50074'
A83-48378
A83-49596*
A83-49597
A83-29730
A83-29736'
A83-29807
A83-29808
A83-29814
A83-29737'
A83-29741 '
A83-29747
A83-29822'
A83-29823'
A83-29824'
A83-29751
A83-29835'
A83-29836
A83-29763
A83-29844'
A83-29846'
A83-29887
A83-29847
A83-29848'
A83-29849'
A83-29850'
A83-29853
A83-29855
A83-29766'
A83-29769
A83-29772
A83-29775
A83-29777
A83-29885
A83-29856
A83-29857
A83-29860*
A83-29780'
A83-29782'
A83-29806'
A83-29789
A83-29864
A83-29865'
A83-29866'
A83-29867
A83-29868'
A83-29869
A83-29870
A83-29888
A83-29874
A83-29790
A83-29805'
A83-29796
A83-29876'
A83-29877
A83-29878
A83-29883
A83-29879
»
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tt
tt
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tt
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tt
tt
tt
tt
ft
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
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#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
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#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
#
tt
tt
#
AIAA-PAPER-83-1823
AIM-83-0135
AIAA -83-01 54
AIAA -83-01 89
AIAA -83-0204
AIAA-83-0319
AIAA-83-0337
AIM-83-0537
AIAA-83-0680
AIAA-83-0749
AIAA-63-0759
AIAA-83-1179
AIAA-83-1340
AIAA-83-9745
AMA-82-18
AMA-82-19
AMA-82-35
AMA-82-39
AMC-31-3480(11)
AMMRC-TR-82-52
AMRL-TR-SO-Vol-2
AMRL-TR-75-50-VOL-1 50
AMRL-TR-75-50-VOL-1 52
AMRL-TR-75-50-VOL-155
AMRL-TR-75-50-VOL-156
AMRL-TR-75-50-VOL-160
AMRL-TR-75-50-VOL-172
AMRL-TR-75-60-VOL-1 57
ANL/CNSV-38
ANL/EES-TM-214
AR-00 1-803
AR-002-281
AR-002-320
AR-002-323
AR-002-324
AR-002-328
AR-002-330
AR-002-331
AR-002-335
AR-002-341
AR-002-346
AR-002-491
AR-002-888
AR-002-890
AR-002-894
AR-002-895
AR-002-900-PT-10
AR-002-905
AR-002-916
AR-002-919
AR-002-935
AR-002-938
AR-003-047
AR.1
AR-1
AR-1
ARBRL-TR -02463
ARCSL-SP-83007
ARDU-TI-778
ARDU-TI-783
ARI-TR-546
ARI-TR-547
ARINC-1469-01-1-2804
ARL-AERO-NOTE-415
p733
p339
p202
p128
p139
p702
p282
p339
p482
p368
p367
p394
p539
p367
p27
P27
p170
p389
p200
p491
p653
p238
p238
p 191
p368
p309
p223
p 191
p766
p637
p 177
p282
p197
p205
p 186
p 10
P154
p203
p61
p60
P304
p38
p 175
p170
p175
p360
p427
p401
p393
p635
p678
p733
p548
p 192
p758
p749
p390
p549
p38
p289
p57
p208
p271
p733
ARL-AERO-TECH-MEMO-341-PT-10p 427
ARL-GD-005
ARL-MAT-NOTE-132
ARL-MAT-REPT-114
ARL-MECH-ENG-NOTE-387
ARL-MECH-ENG-NOTE-388
ARL-STRUC-REPORT-390
ARL/AERaNOTE-405
ARL/AERO-NOTE-406
ARL/AERO-NOTE-407
ARL/AERO-NOTE-410
p293
p60
p635
p282
p205
p61
p 10
p 154
p203
p209
N83-36022*
N83-22200*
N83-13101*
N83-14061*
N83-14078*
N83-34226'
N83-18725*
N83-22201 *
N83-26643*
N83-23115'
N83-23114-
N83-24S05'
N83-29235-
N83-21895'
N83-11102'
N83-1110V
N83-15317-
N83-24500'
N83-12088'
N83-29171
N83-31421
N83-17246
N83-17247
N83-16154
N83-23118
N83- 19579
N 83- 12973
N83-16156
N83-36499
N83-30548'
N83-14173
N83-18728
N83-12082
N83-16327
N83-12057
N 83-1 1057
N83-14106
N83-12097
N83-11281
N83-10173
N83-20500
N83- 10042
N83-14143
N 83-14134
N83-14144
N83-22625
N83-26824
N83-23327
N83-23307
N83-30523
N83-32794
N83-36023
N83-28007
N83-12071-
N83-35163
N63-36032
N83-24502
N83-29274
N83-10042
N83-19760
N83-11149
N 83-1 21 06
N83-18724
N83-36023
N83-26824
N83-19763
N83-10173
N83-30523
N83-18728
N83-16327
N83-11281
N83-11057
N83-14106
N83- 12097
N83-13125
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tt
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tt
tt
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tt
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tt
tt
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tt
tt
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#
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E-6
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
ARL/AERO-NOTE-412
ARL/AERO-NOTE-413
ARL/AERO-NOTE-414
ARLMERO-TM-339
ARL/AERO-TM-340
ARL/AERO-TM-347
ARL/MAT-TM-373
ARL/MECH-ENG-TM-412
ARL/MECH-ENG-160
ARL/PSU/TM-82-124
ARL/PSU/TM-82-137
ARL/PSU/TM-83-27
ARL/REPT-25
ARL/STRUC-REPT-392
ARL/STRUC-REPT-394
ARL/STRUC-TM-341
ARL/STRUC-TM-345
ARL/SYS-NOTE-82
ARL/SYS-TM-65
ARO-160301-EG
ARO-16061 2-EG
ARO-16294 2-EG
ARO-16595 6-EG
ARO-19941 1-MA
ARTSO-SP-81001
ASO-TR-82-5008
ASD-TR-82-5012
ASD-TR-82-5030
ASLE PREPRINT 82-LC-2B-2
ASLE PREPRINT 82-LC-3C-4
ASLE PREPRINT 83-AM-3E-2
ASME PAPER 81-LU8-6
ASME PAPER 82-DET-140
ASME PAPER 82-DET-47
ASME PAPER 82-DET-81
ASME PAPER 82-JPGC-GT-11
ASME PAPER 82-JPGC-GT-6
ASME PAPER 82-LUB-23
ASME PAPER 82-LUB-42
ASME PAPER 82-WA/DE-4
ASME PAPER 82-WA/HT-23
ASME PAPER 82-WA/HT-39
ASME PAPER 82-WA/OCE-4
ASME PAPER 83-APM-28
ASME PAPER 83-GT-103
ASME PAPER 83-GT-109
ASME PAPER 83-GT-121
ASME PAPER 83-GT-122
ASME PAPER 83-GT-129
ASME PAPER 83-GT-131
ASME PAPER 83-GT-133
ASME PAPER 83-GT-136
ASME PAPER 83-GT-137
ASME PAPER 83-GT-141
ASME PAPER 83-GT-143
ASME PAPER 83-GT-149
ASME PAPER 83-GT-150
ASME PAPER 83-GT-151
ASME PAPER 83-GT-1 S3
ASME PAPER 83-GT-155
ASME PAPER 83-GT-156
ASME PAPER 83-GT-160
ASME PAPER 83-GT-161
ASME PAPER 83-GT-175
ASME PAPER 83-GT-176
ASME PAPER 83-GT-178
ASME PAPER 83-GT-180
ASME PAPER 83-GT-186
ASME PAPER 83-GT-187
ASME PAPER 83-GT-188
ASME PAPER 83-GT-189
ASME PAPER 83-GT-192
ASME PAPER 83-GT-194
ASME PAPER 83-GT-196
ASME PAPER 83-GT-198
ASME PAPER 83-GT-199
ASME PAPER 83-GT-200
ASME PAPER 83-GT-204
ASME PAPER 83-GT-205
ASME PAPER 83-GT-206
ASME PAPER 83-GT-207
p401 N83-23327 tt
p393 N83-23307 ft
p678 N83-32794 tt
p175 N83-14143 tt
p 175 N83-14144 #
p648 N83-32031 tt
p177 N83-14173 tt
p304 N83-20500 tt
p608 N83-31599 #
p202 NS3-12096 #
P483 N83-27796 tt
p770 N83-36851 tt
p 186 N83-12057 tt
p360 N83-22625 #
p635 N83-30523 tt
p170 N83-14134 tt
p441 N83-25703 #
p 197 N83-12082 tt
p382 N83-23290 tt
p504 N83-27963 tt
p 180 N83-12051 tt
p718 N83-36007 tt
p 164 N83-14131 tt
p680 N83-33881 tt
p549 N83-28010 tt
p232 N83-16760 tt
p267 N83-19743 #
p267 N83-19746 tt
p212 A83-13234 #
p212 A83-13239 tt
p643 A83-43337 tt
P64
p65
p65
p65
p295
p279
p209
p212
p299
p295
p248
p295
p493
p739
p739
p740
p740
p740
p740
p740
p740
p741
p741
p741
p761
p741
p741
p761
p741
p761
p742
p725
p761
p761
p761
p762
p742
p742
p742
p742
p742
p742
p743
p743
p743
p743
p743
p762
p762
p743
A83-11942 #
A83-12783 tt
A83-12772 tt
A83-12777 #
A83-25269' #
A83-25267 #
A83-13512 tt
A83-13521' #
A83-25700 #
A83-25690* #
A83-25693* #
A83-25686 #
A83-37381 • #
A83-47943 tt
A83-47944 tt
A83-47950 tt
A83-47951 tt
A83-47958 #
A83-47959 tt
A83-47960 #
A83-47963 #
A83-47964- tt
A83-47966 tt
A83-47967 tt
A83-47968 #
A83-47969 tt
A83-47970' tt
A83-47979 tt
A83-47981 tt
A83-47982 tt
A83-47984 #
A83-47985 tt
A83-47974 tt
A83-47975 tt
A83-47989 tt
A83-47991 tt
AB3-47992 #
A83^17993 tt
A83-47994 tt
A83-47995 tt
A83-47998 tt
A83-47999 tt
A83-48000* tt
A83-48001 tt
A83-48002' tt
A83-48003 tt
A83-48005 tt
A83-48006 tt
A83-48007 #
A83-48008 tt
ASME PAPER 83-GT-210
ASME PAPER 83-GT-211
ASME PAPER 83-GT-212
ASME PAPER 83-GT-216
ASME PAPER 83-GT-217
ASME PAPER 83-GT-218
ASME PAPER 83-GT-222
ASME PAPER 83-GT-223
ASME PAPER 83-GT-225
ASME PAPER 83-GT-227
ASME PAPER 83-GT-228
ASME PAPER 83-GT-230
ASME PAPER 83-GT-231
ASME PAPER 83-GT-234
ASME PAPER 83-GT-238
ASME PAPER 83-GT-23
ASME PAPER 83-GT-243
ASME PAPER 83-GT-244
ASME PAPER 83-GT-24
ASME PAPER 83-GT-31
ASME PAPER 83-GT-32
ASME PAPER 83-GT-37
ASME PAPER 83-GT-40
ASME PAPER 83-GT-41
ASME PAPER 83-GT-42
ASME PAPER 83-GT-43
ASME PAPER 83-GT-49
ASME PAPER 83-GT-52
ASME PAPER 83-GT-55
ASME PAPER 83-GT-56
ASME PAPER 83-GT-59
ASME PAPER 83-GT-61
ASME PAPER 83-GT-62
ASME PAPER 83-GT-64
ASME PAPER 83-GT-65
ASME PAPER 83-GT-66
ASME PAPER 83-GT-6
ASME PAPER 83-GT-72
ASME PAPER 83-GT-73
ASME PAPER 83-GT-74
ASME PAPER 83-GT-76
ASME PAPER 83-GT-81
ASME PAPER 83-GT-82
ASME PAPER 83-GT-90
ASME PAPER 83-GT-91
ASME PAPER 83-GT-95
ASME PAPER 83-GT-96
ASME PAPER 83-GT-9
ASRL-TR-194-3
ATC-105
ATC-110
ATC-114
ATC-114
ATC-119
ATC-42-REV-B
ATC-42-REV-C
ATC-98A
AV-R-1147
AV-R-82/520
AVRADCOM-TR-81 -A-2
AVR ADCOM-TR-81 -B-3
AVRADCOM-TR-81 -C-27
AVR ADCOM-TR-81-C-5
AVRADCOM-TR-82-A-14
AVRADCOM-TR-82-A-15
AVRADCOM-TR-82-A-18
AVRADCOM-TR-82-B-6
AVRADOOM-TR-82-B-7
AVRADCOM-TR-82-B-8
AVRADCOM-TR-82-B-9
AVRADCOM-TR-82-C-14
AVRADCOM-TR-82-C-15
AVRADCOM-TR-82-C-16
AVRADCOM-TR-82-C-4
AVRADCOM-TR-83-B-1
AVRADCOM-TR-83-C-1
AVRADCOM-TR-83-C-2
AVRADCOM-TR-83-C-3
AVRADCOM-TR-83-C-5
AVRAOCOM-TR-83-0-21
6-197119
8-202379
B-204739
B-206887
B-207053
B-207202
B-208444
B-209125
B-210769
B-82SRC5
B-6406
CONF-810885-3
p714
p715
P744
P744
p762
p744
p762
p762
p763
p725
p763
p763
p756
P744
p763
p713
p726
p756
p713
P737
p760
p737
p713
p713
p737
p738
p738
p714
p738
p738
p738
p714
p714
p738
p714
p536
p737
p738
p739
p760
p739
p739
p760
p755
p739
p714
p755
p737
p 195
p 188
p220
p 187
p 187
p674
p188
p698
p188
p635
P11
p221
p582
p 166
p 10
p204
p265
P265
p 191
p301
p270
p377
p44
p67
p302
p43
p297
p338
p394
p408
p561
p653
P139
P72
p189
p432
p33
p576
p429
p529
p633
p170
p236
A83-48011
A83-48012'
A83-48013
A83-48016
A83-48017
A83-48018
A83-48020
A83-48021
A83-48023*
A83-48024
A83-48025*
A83-48026
A83-48027
A83-48029
A83-48030'
A83-47888
A83-48033
A83-48034
A83-47889
A83-47893
A83-47894
A83-47898
A83-47900
A83-47901 '
A83-47902
A83-47903
A83-47908
A83-47909'
A83-47911
A83-47912
A83-47915
A83-47917
A83-47918
A83-47919
A83-47920
A83-39993'
A83-47879
A83-47925
A83-47926
A83-47927
A83-47929
A83-47934
A83-47935
A83-47937
A83-47938
A83-47941 •
A83-47942
A83-47881
N83-17518
N83-13090
N83-12867
N83-12066
N83-12067
N83-32784
N83-13086
N83-33016
N83-13088
N83-30522'
N83-11062'
N83-17560'
N83-30389*
N83-15306-
N83-11058'
N83-13112-
N83-18714'
N83-18712'
N83-16151'
N83-19018*
N83-18723'
N83-24471 •
N83-11128'
N83- 10425 '
N83-20119'
N83-11125'
N83-19815*
N83-20947'
N83-24505*
N83-24858*
N83-28455-
N83-32518'
N83-14075
N83-10875
N83-14769
N83-25687
N83-11119
N83-30355
N83-25683
N83-29202
N 83-31616
N83-15316'
N83-18304*
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BAE-KGT-N-GEN-00999
BAE-KRS-N-OEN-243
BAE-TN-5411
BATT-92880
BBN-5004
BBN-5114
BCD-FR-82-002
BDM/W-82-505-TR
BDM/W-82-592-TR-VOL-1
8LL-CE-TRANS-7738-(9022 09)
BMFT-FB-T-82-075
BMFT-FB-T-82-138
BMFT-FB-T-82-140
BMFT-FB-T-83-021
BMFT-FB-T-83-025
BMFT-FB-T-83-026
BMFT-FB-T-83-028
BMFT-FB-W-82-003
BMFT-FB-W-82-004
BMFT-FB-W-82-010
BMFT-FB-W-82-012
BMFT-FB-W-82-015
BMFT-FB-W-82-016
BMFT-FB-W-82-017
BMFT-FB-W-82-021
BMFT-FB-W-82-022
BMFT-FB-W-82-023
BMFT-FB-W-82-026
BMFT-FB-W-82-030
BMFT-FB-W-82-033
BMFT-FB-W-83-004
BNL-30364-R
BR83884
BR84017
BR84193
BR84535
BR84664
BR84981
BR85535
8R86157
BR86199
BR86355
BR86911
BR87777
BR88015
BU-271
BU-273
BU-276
BU-279
BU-280
BULL-51-PT-2
BULL-51-PT-3
BULL-52-PT-1
C 41 325
C-6241-F-3-VOL-1
C-6645-F-5
CALSPAN-6241 -F-3-VOL-2
CALSPAN-6568-A-6-VOL-1
CALSPAN-6568-A-6-VOL-2
CALSPAN-6645-F-8-VOL-1
CALSPAN-6645-F-8-VOL-2
CAR-8228
CAR-8312
CCAD-TR-83-01
CED-81-103
CERL-TR-N-131
CETIM-12-E-12-0
CGR/DC-24/82
CMSS-MV-82-01
CNA-PP-361
CONF-810885-3
p638
p607
p209
p159
p32
p412
p324
p631
p754
p351
p233
p164
p 164
p539
p554
p555
p554
p58
p53
p33
p33
p181
p213
p195
p233
p394
p402
p389
p397
p391
p507
p647
p48
p553
p560
p309
p310
p202
p205
p560
p191
p530
p610
p700
p684
p206
p192
p192
p192
p206
p66
p66
p644
p765
p156
p206
p155
p748
p748
p443
p204
p658
p679
p718
p139
p223
p226
p589
p187
p331
p226
N 83-3 1729
N 83-3 1594
N 83-13128
N83-14123'
N83-11113'
N 83-25498'
N83-20927
N83-30440
N83-36040
N 83-21 102
N83-16765
N83-14132
N83-14133
N83-29240
N 83-29407
N83-29408
N83-29377
N83-11152
N 83-1 11 45
N83-11120
N83-11121
N83- 13078
N83-16347
N83-13094
N83-17749
N83-2331 1
N83-24522
N83-23296
N83-23319
N83-23304
N83-29184
N83-31912
N83-10052
N 83-281 18
N83-28291
N83-20704
N83-20707
N83-17527
N83-16326
N83-28326
N83-16292
N83-27988
N83-3041 1
N83-33214
N83-32803
N83-16336
N83-16303
N83- 16305
N83-16306
N83-16337
N83-10231
N 83- 10253
N83-30684
N83-35426
N83-14122
N 83- 16332
N83-14117
N83-34951
N83-34952
N83-26835
N83-12100
N83-32708
N83-33878
N 83-36007
N83-14075
N83-12974
N83- 16538
N83-31S88
N 83- 12064
N83-20936
N 83-16531
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E-7
CONF-8110124-2 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
CONF-8110124-2
CONF-811040-57
CONF-811043-7
CONF-811220-1
CONF-820117-1
CONF-820117-2
CONF-821055-1
CONF-830203-2
CONF-830309-2
CONF-830618-1
CPIA-PUBL-373
CRO-TR-82-011
CRINC/RSL-TR-331-24
CRREL-SR-82-22
CSDL-R-1526
CSS-126
CT-82-100-39LR
CUED/A-TURBO-TR-109
CW-WR-76-020 108A
CW-WR-76-020115
CW-WR-81-022F
DCIEM-TC-82-C-57
DCIEM-82-R-37
DCIEM-82-R-61
DCQ/LC-45 449/83
DCT-677/82
DDA-EDR.
DDA-EDR-
DDA-EDR-
DDA-EDR-
DDA-EDR-
DDA-EDR-
DDA-EDR-
10431
10672
10895
10977
10978
10992
11257
DE82-002320
DE82-003495
DE82-004297
DE82-005225
DE82-005691
DE82-006980
DE82-007193
DE82-008623
DE82-013921
DE82-014657
DE82-015870
DE82-018322
DE82-018925
DE82-021791
DE82-021833
DE82-902135
DE82-903116
DE82-903304
DE82-904663
DE83-001576
DE83-001916
DE83-002134
DE83-002276
DE83-003888
OE83-004005
DE83-004012
DE83-004274
DE83-004512
DE83-005364
DE83-005713
DE83-OOS801
DE83-007770
DE83-008110
DE83-008162
DE83-008933
DE83-009288
DE83-009753
DE83-010307
DE83-010848
DE83-014263
DE83-902337
DFVLR-FB-78-23
DFVLR-FB-81-26
DFVLR-FB-81-28
DFVLR-FB-81-31
DFVLR-FB-81-33
DFVLR-FB-82-11
p 198
p176
p 138
p226
p235
p410
p363
p594
p699
p721
p685
p466
p562
p409
p 147
p176
pies
p301
p765
p699
p214
p445
p332
p509
p679
p658
p749
p771
p359
P186
p537
P203
p394
p 176
p 138
p 198
p226
p410
p235
p553
p332
p694
p361
p404
p562
P483
p213
p413
P226
p303
p303
p73
p363
p653
p363
p304
p410
p362
p594
p360
P401
p378
p699
P646
P632
p644
p583
p699
p721
p637
p765
p758
p766
p694
p378
p546
p571
P505
p505
P14
N83-16313
N83-15321
N83-15271
N83-16553
N83-18106
N83-25226
N83-22817
N83-31593
N83-33169
N83-34926
N83-33885
N83-25733
N83-29561
N83-24073
N83-14100
N83-15322
N83-1205B
N83-19129
N83-35404
N83-33173
N83-17545'
N83-25710
N83-20937
N83-27969
N83-32800
N83-32742
N83-36034
N83-37028'
N83-21357
N83-15627'
N83-27996'
N83-13105
N83-23312
N83-15321
N83-15271
N83-16313
N83-16531
N83-25226
N83-18106
N83-28273
N83-20940
N83-34071
N83-21495
N83-23478
N83-28458
N83-27803
N83-16346
N83-2S529
N83-16553
N83-20165
N83-20166
N83-10887
N83-22769
N83-32575
N83-22817
N83-20430
N83-25232
N83-22759
N83-31593
N83-22498
NB3-23332
N83-24486
N83-33169
N83-31028
N83-30443
N83-30813
N83-30395
N83-33173
N83-34926
N83-30548'
N83-35404
N83-35165
N83-36499
N83-34067
N83-24480
N83-280Q1
N83-28992
N83-27966
N83-27965
N83-11091
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tt
DFVLR-FB-82-13
DFVLR-FB-82-17
DFVLR-FB-82-17
DFVLR-FB-82-22
DFVLR-FB-82-26
DFVLR-FB-83-05
DFVLR-FB-83-08
DFVLR-FB-83-10
DFVLR-MITT-81-14
DFVLR-MITT-82-04
DFVLR-MITT-82-16
DFVLR-MITT-82-17
DFVLR-MITT-82-18
DFVLR-MITT-83-02
DGLR BERICHT 82-01
DGLR PAPER 82-013
DGLR PAPER 82-024
DGLR PAPER 82-025
DGLR PAPER 82-026
DGLR PAPER 82-029
DGLR PAPER 82-030
DGLR PAPER 82-031
DGLR PAPER 82-032
DGLR PAPER 82-033
DGLR PAPER 82-035
DGLR PAPER 82-036
DGLR PAPER 82-038
DGLR PAPER 82-039
DGLR PAPER 82-040
DGLR PAPER 82-041
DGLR PAPER 82-042
DGLR PAPER 82-043
DGLR PAPER 82-044
DGLR PAPER 82-045
DGLR PAPER 82-046
DGLR PAPER 82-047
OGLR PAPER 82-048
DGLR PAPER 82-050
DGLR PAPER 82-064
DGLR PAPER 82-065
DGLR PAPER 82-066
DGLR PAPER 82-067
DGLR PAPER 82-068
DGLR PAPER 82-069
DGLR PAPER 82-070
DGLR PAPER 82-071
OGLR PAPER 82-072
DGLR PAPER 82-073
DGLR PAPER 82-074
OGLR PAPER 82-085
DGLR PAPER 82-086
DGLR PAPER 82-087
OGLR PAPER 82-088
DGLR PAPER 82-089
DGLR-PAPER-81-118
DNA-5350F-3
DOE/BETC/PPS-82/2
DOE/BETC/PPS-83/2
DOE/CS-20291/3
DOE/CS-30339/T1
DOE/CS-50095/T2
DOE/ER-10063/T1
DOE/ET-13333/T1
DOE/NASA/0017-3
DOE/NASA/0019-83/1
DOE/NASA/01 67-81/3
DOE/NASA/0 168-82/4
DOE/NASA/131 11-10
DOE/NASA/20320-48
DOE/NASA/3303-1
DOE/NASA/3303-3
DOE/NASA/3303-4
DOE/NASA/51040-46
DOE/SF-11510/T1
DOT-TSC-FAA-79-18-4
DOT-TSC-FAA-82-4-1
DOT-TSC-FAA-82 4-2
DOT-TSC-FAA-82-4-3
DOT-TSC-FAA-82-4-4
OOT-TSC-FAA-82-4-5
DOT- 1-82-50
DOT/FAA-CT-81/14
p270
p265
p442
p 195
p315
p516
p562
p678
p515
p27
p572
p653
p617
p514
p711
p764
p241
p242
p242
p261
p284
p261
p247
p284
p261
p261
p261
P253
P253
p269
p247
p247
p242
p284
p284
p247
P262
p289
p262
p262
p274
p243
p274
p274
p275
p275
p275
p275
p310
p275
p275
p276
p276
p295
P205
p155
p404
p758
p363
p401
p213
p562
p553
p771
p637
p708
p186
p69
p702
p362
p361
p362
p394
p644
P138
p56
p56
p57
p57
p57
p475
p694
N83-18722
N83-18711
N83-25706
N83-17517
N83-20920
N83-29196
N83-28501
N83-32798
N83-27974
N83-10032
N83-28993
N83-31425
N83-30434
N83-27973
A83-49176
A83-50138
A83-24151
A83-24152
A83-24153
A83-24155
A83-24156
A83-24157
A83-24158
A83-24159
A83-24160
A83-24161
A83-24162
A83-24163
A83-24164
A83-24165
A83-24166
A83-24167
A83-24168
A83-24170
A83-24169
A83-24171
A83-24172
A83-24173
A83-24178'
A83-24179
A83-24180
A83-24181
A83-24182
A83-24183
A83-24184
A83-2418S
A83-24186
A83-24187
A83-24188
A83-24197
A83-24198
A83-24199
A83-24200
A83-24201
N83-16328*
N83-14113
N83-23478
N83-3516S
N83-22769
N83-23332
N83-16346
N63-28458
N83-28273
N83-37028'
N83-30662*
N83-33800'
N83- 15627 '
N83-10559*
N83-34192'
N83-22740'
N83-21509'
N83-22747'
N83 24505'
N83-30813
N83- 15269
N83-10083
N83- 10084
N83- 10085
N83-10086
N83 10087
N83-25919
N83-34068
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
#
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
#
tt
tt
#
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#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
DOT/FAA/ACS-82-17
DOT/FAA/CT-82/ 1 00-PT- 1
DOT/FAA/CT-82/101-PT-4
DOT/FAA/CT-82/ 1 07-PT-5
DOT/FAA/CT-82/110
DOT/FAA/CT-82/19
DOT/FAA/CT-82/21
DOT/FAA/CT-82/36-1
DOT/FAA/CT-82/36-2
DOT/FAA/CT-82/39
DOT/FAA/CT-82/44
DOT/FAA/CT-82/52-VOL 1
DOT/FAA/CT-82/73
DOT/FAA/CT-82/90
DOT/FAA/CT-82/92
DOT/FAA/CT-83/31
DOT/FAA/EE-82/16
OOT/FAA/EM-82/14
DOT/FAA/EM-82/24
DOT/FAA/EM-82/26
DOT/FAA/ES-83/1
DOT/FAA/PM-83/18
DOT/FAA/PM-83/19
OOT/FAA/PM-83/5
DOT/FAA/RD-79/ 1 03-VOL-4
DOT/FAA/RD-80/121
DOT/FAA/RD-81/113
DOT/FAA/RD-82/23
DOT/FAA/RD-82/30-VOL-1
DOT/FAA/RD-82/38
DOT/FAA/RD-82/41
DOT/FAA/RD-82/43
DOT/FAA/RD-82/45-1
DOT/FAA/RO-82/65
DOT/FAA/RD-82/67
DOT/FAA/RD-82/75
OOT/FAA/RD-82/88
DOT/FAA/RD-82/89
DRIC-BR-84222
DRIC-BR-86199
DRIC-T-6880
DRL-003
DRL-003
DRL-003
DRSMI/RD-CR-83-7
DRSMI/RL-CR-83-1
DTNSRDC-83/020
DTNSRDC/AERO-1281
DTNSRDC/ASEO-CR-03-82
DTNSRDC/ASED-CR-03-83
DTNSRDC/ASED-82-09
DV- 10496
D210-1 1938-1
D210-11944-1
D6-37256-REV
06-48669
06-48676
06-51088
D6-51689
D6-51 762-1
D6-5 1762-3
D6-51768
E-1008-1
E-1075
E-1127
E-1179
E-1180
E-1184
E-1190
E-1253
E-1253
E-1260
E-1261
E-1267
E-1268
E-1287
E-1302
E-1330
p721
p251
p251
p251
p618
p211
p 186
p15
p15
p 187
p38
p28
p 198
p331
p610
p721
p413
p198
p146
p724
p593
p382
p674
p610
p 138
p207
p 146
p 187
p28
p186
p27
p 188
p217
p260
p 186
p381
p324
p331
p389
p426
p684
p440
p440
p440
pS28
p631
p679
p679
P426
p718
p425
p 145
P266
p332
p666
p61
p605
p236
p212
p316
p377
p296
p702
p226
p61
p395
P43
P42
p232
p393
p458
p352
p215
p218
p201
p186
p201
p200
N83-36013
N83- 19727
N83- 19729
N83- 19730
N83-31604
N83- 12246 '
N83- 12060
N83-10025
N83-10026
N83-12063
N83- 10041
N83-11106
N83-12083
N83-20934
N83-30412
N83-36010
N83-25500
N83-12083
N83- 14099
N83-34932
N83-31591
N83-24492
N83-33870
N83-30412
N83- 15269
N83-12101
N83- 14097
N83- 12063
N83-11106
N83- 12060
N83- 10031
N83- 13089
N83- 12299
N83- 18706
N83- 12058
N83 23288
N83 20927
N83-20934
N83-23301
N83-25677
N83 32803
N83-25692'
N83-25693'
N83 25694'
N83 27986
N83 30441
N83 33879
N83-33879
N83-25679
N83-36006
N83-25675
N83-14091
N83-19740'
N83-22188'
N83-33852'
N83-11331'
N83-30401 '
N83- 18304 '
N83-13174*
N83-22163'
N83-24479'
N83- 18851 '
N83-34192'
N83-16528'
N83-11340'
N83-24509'
N83-11125'
N83-10045'
N83-16758'
N83-23306'
N83-25712'
N83-22442'
N83-17547'
N83- 12433 '
N83- 12092 '
N83-15629'
N83-12090'
N83- 12087'
#
tt
#
tt
#
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
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tt
tt
tt
#
#
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tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
E-8
REPORT NUMBER INDEX FAA-RD-82-34
E 1338
E-1357
E-1368
E-1376
£.1380
E-1382
E-1383
E-1404
E-1405
E-1407
E-1408
E-1414
E-1418
E-1420
E-1427
E-1438
E-1439
E-1443
E-1444
E-1447
E-1448
E-14S1
E-1456
E-1462
E-1463
E-1466
E-1469
E-1470
E-1481
E-1490
E-1494
E-1508
E-1510
E-1515
E-1522
E-1525
E-1539
E-1558
E-1574
E-1575
E-1577
E-1580
E-1587
E-1588
E-1590
E-1596
E-1601
E-1604
E-1605
E-1606
E-1618
E-1621
E-1622
E-1633
E-1636
E-1640
E-1641
E-1646
E-1665
E-1667
E-1672
E-1674
E-1675
E-1876
E-1694
E-1695
E-1702
E-1710
E-1711
E-1712
E-1718
E-1725
E1730
E-1731
E-1735
E-1753
E-1773
E-1807
E-1824
E-1827
E-1833
E-1840
E-1844
E-369
E-817
ECAC-CR-82-032
ECAC-CR-82-048
EDR-10696
EOR-109S2
EG-0/0
EG-1/1
ENST-E-82014
p9
p74
p 183
p504
p 194
p61
p16S
p68
p67
p163
P44
p44
p69
p44
p73
p224
p297
p201
P159
p222
p202
p459
p191
p163
p282
p 183
p139
p179
p128
P166
p178
p367
p239
p339
p339
p537
p423
p458
p367
p305
p283
p367
p617
p746
p338
p412
p408
p368
p394
p482
p470
p394
p311
p686
p482
p537
p563
p703
p412
p407
p554
P561
p424
p536
p482
p459
p684
p553
p536
P554
p539
p712
p536
p539
p746
p539
p684
p682
p747
p747
p747
p747
p712
p 10
p302
p28
p217
p201
p43
p677
p677
p478
N83-10019*
N83-11840-
N83- 14523 '
N83-27957-
N83-17509-
N 83- 11 282 '
N83-15306-
N83-11514-
N83-10425-
N83-14126'
N83-11128-
N83-11129'
N83- 10559 '
N83-11130-
N83-10885-
NB3-13939-
N83-19921'
N83-12091-
N83-15302-
N83-12966-
N83-13101-
N83-26839'
N 83-16152'
N83-14127-
N83-18725-
N83-14432-
N83-14078'
N83-15483"
N83-14061 '
N83-15307-
N83-15364-
N83-23112'
N83-18405-
N83-22201 '
N83-22200-
N83-29208'
N83 25657-
N83-25711'
N83 21895*
N83 19496-
N83 19754-
NS3-23114-
N83-30431 '
N83-34941 '
N83-20947-
N83-24287'
N83-24858'
NB3-23115-
N83 24506-
N83 26643-
N83-25790-
N83-24505-
N83-22092-
N83-33893-
N83-27793"
N83-27995-
N83-29597-
N83-343721
N83-25499-
N83-24764-
N83-29360-
N83-28455-
N83-25662-
N83-27994-
N83-27794-
N 83-26838'
N83-32811-
N83-28255-
N83-27991 '
N83-29358-
N83-29235-
N 83-34885 '
N83-27992-
N83-29237-
N83-34942*
N 83-29236 '
N83-32810-
N83-33883-
N83-349451
N 83-34946'
N83-34947-
N 83-34948 '
N 83-34 886 '
N83-11058-
N83-20119-
N 83-1 11 10
N83- 12300
N83-12089-
N 83- 10046
N83-32788
NS3-32790
N 83-271 14
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ft
ft
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#
#
0
#
#
#
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#
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tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
0
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
»
0
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
0
tt
0
tt
tt
tt
ft
It
It
tt
EOSR-839
EPA-550/9-81-101
EPA-550/9-82-337
EPA-550/9-82-343
EPA-550/9-82-344
EPA-600/2-82-103
EPA-600/7-82-028
EPA/DF-82-003A
EPA/DF-82-003B
EPFL/LTA-TM-8-82
EPRI-AP-2822-VOL-2
EPRI-CS-2323-VOL-1
EPRI-CS-2323-VOL-2
EPRI-CS-2387
EPRI-EM-2351 -VOL-5-PT-1
ERA-61-109
ERP-810
ERR-0287
ESA-TT-583
ESA-TT-738
ESA-TT-742
ESA-TT-743
ESA-TT-752
ESA-TT-772
ESA-TT-784
ESA-TT-806
ESA-TT-818
ESA-TT-820
ESA-TT-821
ESDU-70023
ESDU-72026
ESDU-75011
ESDU-7501 1
ESDU-8001 1
ESDU-60020-AMEND-A
ESOU-80026
ESDU-80032
ESDU-80033
ESDU-80034
ESDU-80035
ESDU-80037
ESDU-81009
ESDU-81013-AMEND-A
ESDU-81014
ESDU-81023
ESDU-81024
ESDU-81026
ESDU-81027-PT-1-AMEND-A
ESOU-81028-PT-2-AMEND-A
ESOU-81032-AMENO-A
ESDU-81034
ESDU-81035
ESDU-81046
ESDU-82005
ESDU-82010
ESDU-82014
ESDU-82017
ESDU-82026-AMEND-A
ESDU-82027
ESDU-82033
ESDU-82034
ESDU-83001
ESDU-83006
ESL-71 1679-11
ESL-71 1679-7
ESL714215-4
ETEC-TDR-82-17
EWA-82-R-21
E83-10139
FAA-AC-1 50/5220-1 5
FAA-AC-150/5300-12
FAA-AC-29-2
FAA-AM-83-3
FAA-AMS-220
FAA-AMS-220
FAA-AP-82-2
FAA-AP-83-1
p380
p69
p69
p220
p220
p471
p 220
p175
p176
p618
p694
p303
p303
p73
p382
p552
p479
p749
p378
p546
p571
pSOS
p505
p515
P442
p315
p514
p817
p653
p678
p700
p699
p700
p699
p663
p677
p677
p663
p663
p699
p663
p677
p663
p663
p663
p664
p677
p699
p700
p678
p664
p706
p678
p664
p664
p698
p664
p700
p706
p 678
p664
p664
p665
p563
p186
p648
p646
p69
p234
p560
p548
p721
p589
p 176
p712
p 187
p382
N83-23284
N83-11629
N83-11628
N83- 16358
N83- 16359
N83-26934
N83- 13673
N83-12040
N83- 12041
N83-3160S
N 83-34067
N 83-20165
N 83-20166
N83-10887
N 83-22759
N 83-28084
N 83-26387
N83-36033
N 83-24480
N 83-28001
N 83-28992
N83-27965
N83-27966
N83-27974
N83-25706
N 83-20920
N83-27973
N83-30434
N83-31425
N83-32792
N63-33209
N83-33201
NB3-33202
N83-33190
N83-32747
N83-32787
N83-32788
N83-32751
N83-32752
N63-33194
N83-32753
N83-32789
N83-32755
N83-32756
N83-32759
N 83-32760
N 83-32790
N 83-33201
N83-33202
N 83-32791
N83-32761
N83-33677
N83-32792
N83-32762
N83-32763
N 83-33 160
N83-32764
N 83-33209
N 83-33680
N 83-32793
N83-32768
N83-32769
N83-32770
N83-29579
N83-15570
N 83-3 1931
N83-31028
N83-11661-
N83-16814'
N83-28283
N 83-28005
N 83-360 11
N83-31589
N83- 13067
N83-34889
N83- 12069
N83-24493
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tt
tt
tt
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tt
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tt
FAA-APO-81-9
FAA-APO-83-1
FAA-ASF-200-83-1
FAA-ASF-300-82-2
FAA-CT-21-161
FAA-CT-81-69-VOL 2
FAA-CT-81-72
FAA-CT-82-108-PT-2
FAA-CT-82-109
FAA-CT-82-111
FAA-CT-82-112
FAA-CT-82-116
FAA-CT-82-117
FAA-CT-82-118
FAA-CT-82-119
FAA-CT-82-129
FAA-CT-82-130-1
FAA-CT-82- 130-2
FAA-CT-82-140
FAA-CT-82- 143
FAA-CT-82- 144
FAA-CT-82-147
FAA-CT-82- 153
FAA-CT-82- 156
FAA-CT-82- 160-PT-6
FAA-CT-82-20
FAA-CT-82-29
FAA-CT-82-31
FAA-CT-82-32
FAA-CT-82-33-1-VOL-1
FAA-CT-82-33-2-VOL-2
FAA-CT-82-38
FAA-CT-82-43
FAA-CT-82-4
FAA-CT-82-52-2-VOL-2
FAA-CT-82-54
FAA-CT-82-61
FAA-CT-82-64
FM-CT-82-76
FAA-CT-82-77
FAA-CT-82-83
FAA-CT-82-87
FAA-CT-82-93
FAA-CT-83-23
FAA-CT-83-25
FAA-CT-83-40
FAA-CT-83-6
FAA-EE-82-19
FAA-EE-82-20
FAA-EE-83-2
FAA-EM-80-8-1
FAA-EM-80-8-2
FAA-EM-80-8-3
FAA-EM-80-8-4
FAA-EM-80-8-5
FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-10
FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-1
FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-2
FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-3
FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-4
FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-5
FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-7
FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-8
FAA-EM-81-17-VOL-9
FAA-EM-82-11
FAA-EM-82-23-VOL-2
FAA-EM-82-28-VOL-1
FAA-EM-82-28-VOL-2
FAA-EM-82-29
FAA-EM-83-23-VOL-1
FAA-MS-82-5
FAA-PM-83-10
FAA-PM-83-11
FAA-PM-83-14
FAA-PM-83-16
FAA-PM-83-19-REV-A
FAA-PM-83-24
FAA-PM-83-4
FAA-PM-83-8-REV-C
FAA-RD-79-4-5
FAA-RCW1-103
FAA-RIM1-113
FAA-RM1-83
FAA-RO81-87
FAA-RD-82-12
FAA-RD-82-12
FAA-RO-82-14
FAA-RD-82-24
FAA-RO82-34
p416
p416
p383
p 184
p345
p16
p186
p251
p 198
P197
p220
p404
p393
p381
p220
p271
p333
p333
p170
p 140
p319
p360
p383
P509
p721
p211
p352
p217
p 147
p319
p319
p27
p233
p359
p325
p462
p319
p260
p515
p58
p211
p324
p297
p381
p649
p720
p722
P479
p479
p770
p56
p56
p57
p57
p57
p201
p200
p201
p201
p201
p201
p201
p201
p201
p669
p202
p631
p594
p178
p148
p416
p674
p390
p400
p407
p382
p690
p724
p698
p293
p220
p28
p28
p58
P187
p187
p188
p 147
p359
N83-25654 tt
N83-256S2 #
N83-24499 #
N83- 12055 #
N83-22214- #
N83-11099 tt
N83- 12059 tt
N83- 19728 tt
N83-17524 g
N83- 16308 0
N83- 17558 0
N83-23466 tt
N83-23308 tt
N83-24489 tt
N83-17559 tt
N83- 18724 tt
N83-22189 tt
N83-22190 tt
N83-15315' tt
N83- 15272 tt
N83-22173 0
N83-22593 #
N83-24495 tt
N83-27968 tt
N83-34927 tt
N83-12248' tt
N83-22441 tt
N83-12298 tt
N83- 15274 0
N83-22171 0
N83-22172 tt
N83-11104 #
N83- 17770 tt
N83-21212 tt
N83-22176 tt
N83-26847 0
N83-22170 0
N83-18705 0
N83-29192 tt
N83-11151 tt
N83-122371 #
N83-20930 tt
N83-19922 tt
N83-24488- tt
N83-31163 tt
N83-34920 tt
N83-36015 tt
N83-26320 #
N83-26322 #
N83-36849 tt
N83- 10083 tt
N83- 10084 tt
N83-10085 tt
N83- 10086 tt
N83-10087 tt
N83-16322 tt
N83-16314 tt
N83-16315 tt
N83-16316 tt
N83-16317 tt
N83-16318 tt
N83-16319 tt
N83-16320 tt
N83-16321 #
N83-33861 #
N83- 16323 tt
N83-30442 tt
N83-31592 tt
N83-14291 tt
N83- 15279 tt
N83-25653 tt
N83-32784 tt
N83-23302 tt
N83-23325 tt
N83-24742 tt
N83-24494 tt
N83-32813 tt
N83-34930 #
N83-33016 tt
N83-19762 tt
N83- 12867 tt
N83-11110 tt
N83-11109 #
N83-11150 tt
N83- 12066
N83- 12067
N83- 13090
N83- 15274
N83-21212
E-9
FAA-RD-82-35 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
FAA-RD-82-35
FAA-RD-82-37
FAA-RD-82-40
FAA-RO-82-42
FAA-RD-82-49
FAA-RD-82-51
FAA-RD-82-52
FAA-RM2-53
FAA-RD-82-54
FAA-RD-82-62
FAA-RD-82-63
FAA-RD-82-63
FAA-RD-82-69
FAA-RO-82-6
FAA-RO82-71
FAA-RD-82-72
FAA-RD-82-75
FAA-RO-82-77
FAA-RD-82-78
FAA-RD-82-79
FAA-RD-82-7
FAA-RD-82-81
FAA-RD-82-83
FAA-RD-82-85
FACHTHEMEN-1
FACHTHEMEN-2
FACHTHEMEN-3
FACHTHEMEN-4
FALCON-TR-364010
FALCON-TR-364010
FCAC-CR-82-048
FE-2291-108A
FE-2291-115
FFA-TN-1982-07
FFA-TN-1982-50
FFA-TN-1983-3
FFA-135
FHWA/IP-82/10
FJSRL-TR-83-0005
FOA-C-20455-E3
FOA-C-20489-E3
FOA-C-30292-E1
FOA-C-30308-E1
FQ8671-00878
FR341 030181
FR-11792
FR-14915
FR-227
FR-5
FSGTR/INT-78
FSRP-INT-299
FTD-ID(RS)T-0285-«2
FTD-ID(RS)T-0291-83
FTD-ID(RS)T-0348-82
FTD-IO(RS)T-0416-83
FTD-ID(RS)T-0458-83
FTD-ID(RS)T-0470-02
FTD-ID(RS)T-0520-82
FTD-ID(RS)T-0607-82
FTD-ID(RS)T-0621-82
FTD-ID(RS)T-0659-82
FTD-ID(RS)T-0870-82
FTD-ID(RS)T-1011-82
FTO-ID(RS)T-1077-e2
FTD-ID(RS)T-1561-62
FTD-ID(RS)T-1611-82
FTD-ID(RS)T-1723-82
FTL-R82-6
FTR-1
FZA-540-VOL-1
FZA-540-VOL-2
GAO/AFMO-83-34
GAO/CED-82-54
GAO/CED-82-94
GAO/FPCD-83-4
p27 N83-11104 #
p 188 N83-13088 tt
p 187 N83-12068 tt
p28 N83-11108 #
p260 N83- 19732 #
p324 N83-20930 tt
p 188 N83-13086 #
p233 N83- 17770 #
p 187 N83-12064 #
p 188 N83- 13087 #
p217 N83-12300 tt
p 147 N83-14103 #
p476 N83-2S929 tt
p 187 N83-12061 tt
p260 N83-18705 tt
p 658 N83-33827' tt
p 144 N83-14080 tt
p360 N83-22593 tt
p515 N83-29192 tt
p220 N83-17559 tt
p 186 N83-120S9 tt
p 156 N83-15281 tt
p220 N83- 17558 #
p383 N83-24495 tt
p400 N83-23320 #
p400 N83-23321 tt
p400 N83-23322 tt
p400 N83-23323 #
p352 N83-22441 tt
p694 N83-34068 #
p 147 N83-14103 #
p765 N83-35404 tt
p699 N83-33173 #
p 195 N83-17518 tt
p377 N83-23280 tt
p665 N83-32780 #
p219 N83-13417 #
p647 N83-31912 #
p752 N83-36037 #
p221 N83-16386 tt
p593 N83-30400 #
p478 N83-27210 #
p443 N83-26836 #
p646 N83-30968 tt
p407 N83-24742 tt
p170 N83-15318* #
p214 N83-17546' #
p378 N83-24482 #
p293 N83-19762 tt
p 194 N83-12079 #
p529 N83-29203 #
p3 N83-10003 tt
p733 N83-34937 #
p44 N83-11132 tt
p770 N83-36988 #
p734 N83-36026 tt
p31 N83-10036 tt
p155 N83-14112 #
p 128 N83-14063 tt
p6 N83-11035 tt
p 718 N83-34913 #
p202 N83-16325 tt
p301 N83-18953 #
p315 N83-20923 #
p459 N83-25715 #
p539 N83-29239 #
p606 N83-30409 tt
p 140 N83-15273' #
p220 N83-13706' #
p504 N83-27962 tt
p425 N83-25676 #
P432 N83-25687 #
p 189 N83-14769 tt
p 139 N83-14075 #
p466 N83-25731 #
GAO/GGO-83-4
GAO/MASAO-83-21
GAO/MASAO-83-2
GAO/PLRD-82-68
GAO/PLRD-82-74
GAO/PLRD-82-77
GAO/RCEO-83-98
GARRETT-21-3640(22)
GARRETT-21 -4270-1 1
GARRETT-21 -4270-2
GARRETT-31-3725(3)
GE-R82AEB304
p429 N83-25683 tt
p708 N83-34844 tt
p529 N83-29202 tt
p33 N83-11119 tt
p 139 N83-14074 #
p6 N83-11055 tt
p633 N83-31616 tt
p394 N83-23314 tt
p213 N83-16343' #
P238 N83-17242' #
p 708 N83-33800* #
p233 N83-17880'*
GEOGRAPHISCHE-SCHRIFTEN-18 p 380 N83-23283 #
GIT/EES-A-3167-001
GPO-19-200
GPO-77-969
GPO-87-604
GPO 94-438
GPO-97-336
GPO-98-029
GPO-98-983
GR-21-4269
H-REPT-97-394
H-1161
H-1176
H-1192
HHA-81-4
HHI-82-261
HONEYWELL-82SRC5
HSER-8826
HSS-B-092
H1-9-17
IAF PAPER 83-289
IAF PAPER 83-298
IAF PAPER 83-31 5
IAITIC-82-1010
IB-222-82A119
IC-AERO-82-03
IC-AERO-82-04
ICAS-PAPER-82-5 3 3
ICASE-83-14
ICASE-83-24
IESA-1 44-83
IIHR-240
ILR-MITT-66-(1980)
INFO-FT/82-03
INPE-2753-PRE/329
INTFL-8202
ISBN-0-309-03317-9
ISBN-0-309-03369
ISBN-0-85679-294-2
ISBN-0-85679-303-5
ISBN-0-85679-309-4
ISBN-0-85679-315-9
ISBN-0-85679-316-7
ISBN-0-85679-317-5
ISBN-0-85679-318-3
ISBN-0-85679-320-5
ISBN-0-85679-334-5
ISBN-0-85679-338-8
ISBN-0-85679-339-6
ISBN-0-85679-355-8
ISBN-0-85679-356-6
ISBN-0-85679-356-6
ISBN-0-85679-361-2
ISBN-0-85679-364-7
p528 N83-27986 tt
p487 N83-27921 tt
p 16 N83-11094 tt
p 15 N83-11093 tt
p346 N83-20953 tt
p510 N83-29185 tt
p319 N83-22169 #
p304 N83-20493 tt
p617 N83-30432' #
p15 N83-11093 #
p 424 N83-25665* #
p205 N83-13115' tt
p 526 N83-27978' #
p 187 N83-12069 tt
p477 N83 26081 tt
p205 N83-13113' tt
p506 N83-29178' #
p410 N83-25327 #
p 388 N83 23294* tt
p755 A83-47330 tt
p755 A83-47333 #
p755 A83-47338 #
p698 N83-33001 tt
p 401 N83-23328* #
p583 N83-30396 #
p583 N83-30397 tt
p208 N83-13124* #
p 491 N83-27952' tt
p 562 N83-29448* tt
p309 N83-19578 #
p 13 N83-11086' tt
p 631 N83-30439* #
p430 N83-25686 #
p 631 N83-30437 #
p221 N83-13835* tt
p218 N83-13320 #
p560 N83-28290 tt
p699 N83-33190 tt
p663 N83-32747 #
p677 N83-32787 #
p677 N83-32788 #
p663 N83-32751 #
p663 N83-32752 #
p699 N83-33194 #
p 663 N83-32753 tt
p677 N83-32789 tt
p 663 N83-32755 #
p663 N83-32756 tt
p663 N83-32759 #
p664 N83-32760 #
p677 N83-32790 tt
p699 N83-33201 #
p678 N83-32791 tt
ISBN-0-85679-367-1
ISBN-0-85679-368-X
ISBN-0-85679-379-5
ISBN-0-85679-379-5
ISBN-0-85679-383-3
ISBN-0-85679-388-4
ISBN-0-85679-389-2
ISBN-0-85679-392-2
ISBN-0-85679-407-4
ISBN-0-85679-408-2
ISBN-0-85679-413-9
ISBN-0-85679-415-5
ISBN-0-85679-426-0
ISBN-0-85679-429-5
ISBN-0-902937-63-4
ISBN-0-902937-80-4
ISBN-0-902937-85-5
ISBN-3-87977-049-2
ISBN-92-835-0313-8
ISBN-92-835-0316-2
ISBN-92-835-0319-7
ISBN-92-835-0320-1
ISBN-92-835-0321-X
ISBN-92-835-0324-4
IS8N-92-835-0326
ISBN-92-835-0327-9
ISBN-92-835-0328-7
ISBN-92-835-1 425-4
ISBN-92-835- 1428-9
ISBN-92-835-1431-9
ISBN-92-835-1433-5
ISBN-92-83 5-1435-0
ISBN-92-835-1436-X
ISBN-92-835-1436-2
ISBN-92-835-1437-8
ISBN-92-835-1 438-6
ISBN-92-835- 1440-8
ISBN-92-835- 144 1-6
ISBN-92-835-1 443-2
ISBN-92-83 5-1444-0
ISBN-92-835-1445-9
ISBN-92-835- 1446-7
ISBN-92-835-1 447-5
ISBN-92-835- 1448-3
ISBN-92-835- 1449-1
ISBN-92-835-1 451 -3
ISBN-92-835-1 454-8
ISO-294
ISI-16
ISSN-0077-5606
ISSN-0080-5149
ISSN-0082-5255
ISSN-0082-S255
ISSN-0082-5255
ISSN-0082-5263
ISSN-0082-5263
ISSN-0082-5263
ISSN-0090-5232
ISSN-0141-2590
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-397X
ISSN-0141-4003
ISSN-0141-4003
ISSN-0141-4003
ISSN-0141-4054
ISSN-0141-4054
ISSN-0141-4054
ISSN-0141-4054
ISSN-0141-4054
ISSN-0141-4054
ISSN-0141-4054
ISSN-0141-4097
ISSN-0141-4097
ISSN-0143-7143
ISSN-0144-2805
ISSN-01 70-1 339
ISSN-01 70-1 339
ISSN-0170-1339
ISSN-0170-1339
ISSN-0170-1339
p664
p706
p678
p700
p664
p664
p698
p664
p700
p706
p678
p664
p665
p664
P555
p658
P679
p690
P48
p157
p 188
p 188
p347
p311
p325
p540
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p67
p236
p 137
p233
p153
p227
P45
p217
p310
p376
p267
p345
p700
p426
p646
p550
p550
p610
p712
p733
N83-32761 #
N83-33677 #
N83-32792 #
N83-33202 tt
N83-32762 #
N83-32763 #
N83-33160 #
N83-32764 #
N83-33209 #
N83-33680 ff
N83-32793 #
N83-32768 #
N83-32770 #
N83-32769 #
N83-29414 #
N83-32708 #
N83-33878 #
N83-32815 #
N83-10054 #
N83-15284 tt
N83-17490 #
N83-17470 #
N83-20957 #
N83-22093 #
N83-22177 #
N83-29241 tt
N83-30357 #
N83-11390 tt
N83-18295 tt
N83-14064 #
N83-17855 #
N83-14104 #
N83-17609 #
N83-11138 #
N83-17555 #
N83-20758 #
N83-23276 #
N83-19747 #
N83-22215 #
N83-34095 tt
N83-25682 #
N83-31061 #
N83-29277 #
N83-29276 #
N83-30414 #
N83-34891 #
N83-34939 tt
p233 N83-17748 #
p288 N83-18744' #
p631
p705
p26
p204
p571
p 180
p401
p679
p537
p698
p663
p663
p663
p663
p663
p663
p663
p664
p664
p664
p664
p664
p664
p665
p678
p699
p700
p700
p664
p677
p677
p677
p677
p678
p 678
p699
p699
p653
p699
p33
p33
p53
p58
p181
N83-30436 #
N83-33641 tt
N83-10028 tt
N83-13111 #
N83-28983 tt
N83-13074 #
N83-23329 tt
N83-33877 #
N83-29207 #
N83-33160 tt
N83-32747 #
N83-32751 #
N83-32752 #
N83-32753 #
N83-32755 #
N83-32756 #
N83-32759 tt
N83-32760 tt
N83-32761 #
N83-32762 #
N83-32763 #
N83-32764 #
N83-32768 #
N83-32770 tt
N83-32791 #
N83-33201 tt
N83-33202 #
N83-33209 tt
N83-32769 tt
N83-32787 #
N83-32788 tt
N83-32789 #
N83-32790 #
N83-32792 #
N83-32793 #
N83-33190 #
N83-33194 #
N83-32517 tt
N83-33194 #
N83-11120 tt
N83-11121 #
N83-11145 #
N83-11152 #
N83-13078 #
E-10
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ISSN-0170-1339
ISSN-0170-1339
ISSN-0170-1339
ISSN-0170-1339
ISSN-0170-1339
ISSN-0170-1339
ISSN-0170-1339
ISSN-0170-1339
ISSN-0170-1339
ISSN-0170-6071
ISSN-0243-0177
ISSN-0243-0177
ISSN-0243-0177
ISSN-0289-4010
ISSN-0307-0115
ISSN-O307-011S
ISSN-0308-7247
ISSN-0308-7247
ISSN-0309-6521
ISSN-0340-7608
ISSN-0340-7608
ISSN-0340-7608
ISSN-0340-7608
ISSN-0340-7608
ISSN-0340-7608
ISSN-0340-7608
ISSN-0347-3694
ISSN-0361-1981
ISSN-0361-1981
ISSN-0389-4010
ISSN-0389-4010
ISSN-0389-4010
ISSN-0389-4010
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ISSN-0389-4010
ISSN-0389-4010
ISSN-0389-4010
ISSN-0389-4010
ISSN-0389-4010
ISSN-0389-4010
ISSN-0389-4010
ISSN-0389-4010
ISSN-0549-3811
ISSN-0721-5320
ITT-83-32-02
IZF-1982-28
JPL-PUB-82-40
JPL-PUB-82-53
JPL-PUB-82-80
JPL-5030-543
JPRS-82053
JSC-18574
JS1109
JTCG/AS-81-S-004
JTCG/AS-82-SM-006
KA-TR-202
KB-TE-1 1173
KTH-AERO-TN-62
KU-FRL-417-19
KU-FRL-427-1
KU-FRL-464-5-REV-A
KU-FRL-582-1
L-10220
L-10606
L-12341
L-12359
L-13389
L-13413
L-13825
L-13891
L-13900
L-14182
L-14366
L-14409
L-15064
L-15080
L-15100
L-15106
L-15122
L-15215
L-15239
L-15292
L-15295
p 195
p213
p233
p389
p391
p394
p397
P402
p507
p233
p194
p223
p 194
p244
p706
p706
p583
p583
P301
p164
p 164
p 233
p539
p554
p554
p555
p593
p218
p560
p57
p179
p200
p217
p207
p207
p217
p244
P245
p245
p288
p395
p397
p766
p703
p530
p698
p211
p211
p404
p211
p176
p234
p646
p703
p771
p466
p632
p460
p190
p424
p668
p397
P12
P4
p11
p12
p53
p552
p582
p317
p 191
p582
p56
p581
p190
p301
p582
p491
p216
p52
p245
p66
p365
N83-13094 #
N83-16347 tt
N83- 17749 It
N83-23296 tt
N83-23304 tt
N83-23311 tt
N83-23319 tt
N83-24522 tt
N83-29184 tt
N83- 17748 #
N83-12081 tt
N83- 12976 tt
N83-13093 tt
N83-18661 tt
N83-33677 tt
N83-33680 tt
N83-30396 #
N83-30397 tt
N83-19129 tt
N83-14132 tt
N83-14133 tt
N83- 16765 tt
N83-29240 tt
N83-29377 tt
N83-29407 #
N83-29408 »
N83-30400 tt
N83- 13320 tt
N83-28290 tt
N83-11146 tt
N83- 12043 tt
N83- 12086 tt
N83- 12348 tt
N83- 17528 tt
N83-17529 tt
N83- 17554 #
N83-18660 tt
N83-18674 tt
N83- 18675 tt
N83 18743 tt
N83 24508 tt
N8324514 #
N83 36396 tt
N83 34387 tt
N83 27990 tt
N83-33035 tt
N83-12246' tt
N83 12248" tt
N83 2471 1 ' tt
N83-12237' #
N83 13060 tt
N83 16814' It
N83 30968 tt
N83 34313 tt
N83-37015 tt
N83-25732 tt
N83-31611 tt
N83-26843 tt
N83- 15043' #
N83-25667- tt
N83-32782' tt
N83-24512' tt
N83-11073- tt
N83-11018- tt
N83-11071- tt
N83-11072- tt
N83-11142- tt
N83-28098- tt
N83-303901 tt
N83-22167- tt
N83- 16290' tt
N83-30389- tt
N83-10082- tt
N83-30386- tt
N83-16150- #
N83-19018' tt
N83-30391 ' tt
N83-27951- tt
N83- 17550' tt
N83-11139- tt
N83 18673- tt
N83-11513- tt
N83-23049* tt
L-15314
L-15317
L-15321
L-15343
L- 15379
L- 15389
L- 15402
L-15403
L-15431
L-15438
L-15438
L-15453
L-15481
L- 15482
L-15486
L-15491
L- 15493
L-15497
L- 15507
L- 15508
L-15510
L-15511
L-15512
L-15513
L-15517
L-15519
L- 15520
L- 15525
L- 15527
L- 15529
L- 15530
L-15535
L-15536
L-15537
L-15539
L-15540
L-15541
L-15544
L-15546
L-15551
L- 15555
L-15558
L- 15565
L- 15567
L- 15570
L- 15578
L- 15595
L- 15598
L- 15599
L-15601
L- 15607
L- 15611
L-15613
L- 15626
L- 15638
L 15640
L-15641
L-7583
L-7983
L-8049
L-8081
L-8220
L-8290
L-8358
L-8495
L-8522
L-8689
L-8730
L-8832
L-9006
L-9146
L-9158
L-9196
L9233
L-9267
L-9275
L-9548
L-9841
L-9852
1-9939
L-9960
LA-TR-4
LA-UR-81-3150
LA-9476-PR
LA-9550-PR
LA-9568-MS
LBF-S-166
LC-81-14053
LC-82- 12456
LC-82-24696
LC-82-600387
p9
p638
p15
p11
p67
p210
p736
p270
p 183
p319
p139
p31
P73
p209
p382
p292
p73
p174
p377
p192
p217
p 191
p219
p561
p234
p266
p335
p427
p424
p362
p265
P583
p506
p210
p316
p333
p288
p333
p271
p288
p316
p608
p754
p290
p377
p359
p707
p653
p706
p720
p665
p666
p669
p549
p688
p733
p693
p52
P4
p4
P12
P5
p6
p5
p6
p5
p5
p5
p6
p4
p32
p4
p4
P 4
p4
P 5
P12
p13
P32
P13
P13
p 191
P176
p413
p653
p410
p703
p296
p218
p560
p331
N83-10016'
N83-31730'
N 83- 10024 '
N83-11059'
N83-10442'
N83-17535'
N83-36028*
N83- 18723 *
N83-14521-
N83-22168-
N83- 14077 '
N83-10035-
N83-11838-
N83-16338-
N83-24490-
N83-18770'
N83-10883*
N 83-14138'
N83-24471 •
N83-12070-
N83-12395-
N83-16151-
N83-13419-
N83-28378-
N83-16951*
N83-18715-
N83-22196*
N83-26821 '
N83-25666-
N83-21730'
N83-18709-
N83-31577-
N83-29176-
N83-12147-
N83-22162-
N83-22191'
N83-19758-
N83-22192*
N83-19748-
N83- 19757 •
N83-22161-
N83-31596-
N83-36039-
N83-18748-
N83-24478-
N83-2139V
N83-34713'
N83-32518'
N83-33684'
N83-34921 •
N83-32776'
N83-33848-
N83-33859-
N83-29273-
N83-33896*
N83-34935*
N83-33957'
N83-11141-
N83-11020"
N83-11019-
N83-11074-
N83-11029-
N83-11034-
N83-11030"
N83-11032-
N83-11026-
N83-11028'
N83-11027-
N83-11033-
N83-11023-
N83-11116-
N83-11021-
N83-11024-
N83-11022-
N83-11025'
N83-1103I'
N83-11076"
N83-11083*
N83-11115'
N 83- 11 082 '
N83-11081"
N83-16293
N83-15321
N83-25529
N83-32575
N83-25232
N83-34387
N83- 18904
N83-13320
N83-28290
N83-20931-
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
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tt
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tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
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tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
LC-82-600595
LG81340198
LG82ER0031
LG82ER0184
LG83ER0055
LG83ER0060
LMI-ML111
LMI-ML213-1
LPL-NAV-82-2817
LPN-FAA-1 84-341 -500
LR-28743
LR-28843
LR-29058
LR-29635
LR-29676
LR-29723
LR-30060
LR-30141
LR-30254
LR-355
LT-82-132
M-TP-82-006-U
MAE- 1571
MAE 1576-T
MAN- 106
MASAO-81-20
MAW-82-009-U
MBB-UO-348
MBB-UD-350
MBB-UD-353
MBB-UD-356-82-O
MBB-UD-359-82-O
MBB-349-81-O-E
MBB-351 82-0-E
MBB/FE123/S/PUB/83
MBB/FE123/S/STY/0042
MCR-TR-8104-3
MCR-TR-8229-1
MDC-A7172-VOL-1
MDC-A7172-VOL-3
MDC-A7910
MDC-A7910
MDC-IRO296
MDC-J2525
MDC-J9838
MDC-CW769
MDC-O0773
MED-132
MERADCOM-82472
MHSMP-83-10
MIT-ASRL-TR-197-2
MIT-ASRL-TR-197-4
MIT-ASRL-TR-197-5
MRI-7014-G
MRI-82-FR-1862
MRL-TN-466
MTI-83TR12
MTI-83TR55
MTPR-11
MTR-81W275
MTR-82W00114-VOL-1
MTR-82W00114-VOL-2
MTR-82W125-VOL-1
MTR-82W125-VOL2
MTR-82W162
N-151871
p293
p227
p222
p427
p608
p718
p155
p401
p 194
p722
p440
p440
p440
p606
p606
p605
p 16
p381
p266
p479
p442
p402
p 180
p606
p304
p72
p402
p31
p206
p 10
p 196
p207
p 195
p 195
p402
p 402
p577
p654
p155
p155
p333
p333
p531
p 16
p721
p301
p426
p297
p749
p632
p362
p361
p362
p60
p270
p548
p174
p686
p200
p669
p 148
p202
p631
p594
p479
p391
N83-19764
N83-17600'
N83- 12968 '
N 83-26822 '
N83-31597-
N 83-36006
N 83-141 16
N 83-23330
N 83- 13092
N 83-360 15
N83-256921
N83-25693*
N83-25694-
N83-30406-
N83-30405-
N83-30404'
N83-11095"
N83-24488*
N83-18717-
N83-27476
N83-26829-
N83-24520
N83- 12051
N83-30407-
N83-20445-
N83-10875
N83-24519
N83-10037
N83-16335
N83-10021
N83- 17522
N83- 17533
N83-17520
N83-17521
N83-24518
N83-24522
N83-31574
N83-32667
N83-14115
N83-14114
N83-22193'
N83-22194'
N83-29204-
N83-11097-
N83-36010
N83- 19062
N83-25679
NS3- 19922
N83-36033
N83-30443
N83-22740-
N83-21509-
N83-22747-
N83-10207-
N83-18720"
N83-28007
N83-141391
N83-338941
N83-12088-
N83-33861
N83-15279
N 83-16323
N83-30442
N83-31592
N 83-253 20
N 83-24504'
tt
tt
#
it
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
it
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
»
tt
If
tt
It
tt
E-11
NA-76-469-VOL-1 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NA-76-469-VOL-1
NA-76-469-VOL-2
NA-76-469-VOL-3
NA-76-469-VOL-4
NA-76-469-VOL-5
NA-81-148
NA-81-234-VOL-1
NA-81-234-VOL-1
NA-81-234-VOL-2
NADC-13920-2
NADC-13920-2
NADC-77022-30
NADC-81023-60
NADC-81106-60
NADC-81177-60
NAOC-81218-60
NADC-81275-60
NADC-81293-60
NADC-82012-60
NADC-82047-60
NADC-82089-60
NADC-62106-60
NADC-82126-60
NADC-821B6-60
NADC-82195-60
NADC-82216-60
NADC-82240-60
NADC-82249-10
NADC-82249-60
NADC-82268-60
NADC-83039-60
NAE-AN-3
NAE-AN-5
NAE-AN-7
NAE-AN-8
NAE-LR-611
NAEC-92-169
NAEC-92-170
NAL-TM-440
NAL-TR-647T
NAL-TR-693
NAL-TR-699
NAL-TR-700
NAL-TR-702
NAL-TR-703
NAL-TR-709
NAL-TR-713-PT-1
NAL-TR-718
NAL-TR-722
NAL-TR-724
NAL-TR-726T
NAL-TR-729-PT-1
NAL-TR-734
NAL-TR-741
NAL-TR-743
NAPC-PE-80
NAR-TR-270
NAS115X-1831
NAS1 15X-2284
NAS1 1SX-2454
NAS1 15X-2471
NAS1 15X-2551
NAS1 15X-2571
NAS1 1SX-2S82
NAS1 15X-2618
NAS1 15X-2759
NAS1 1SX-2760
NAS1 15X-2794
NAS1 1SX-2808
NAS 1 15 X-2900
NAS1 15X-2929
NAS1 15X-2954
NAS1 15X-2977
NAS1 15X-2978
NAS1 15X-3024
NAS1 15X-3036
NAS1 15X-3082
NAS1 15X-3095
NAS1 15X-3149
NAS 1 15X-3203
NAS1 15X-3211
NAS1 15X-3231
NAS1 15X-3251
NAS1 15X-3355
NAS1 15X-71996
NAS1 15X-72007
NAS 1 15X-72684
P154
P154
p 154
p 154
p 154
p 184
P68
p 193
p 193
p267
p443
p167
p461
p528
p441
p191
p688
p441
p 156
p 170
p271
p139
p669
p666
p267
p585
p751
p250
p721
p589
p721
p648
p629
p510
p510
p68
p638
p302
p400
p57
p 179
p200
p200
p207
p200
p217
p207
p217
P244
P244
p288
p245
p245
p395
p397
p539
p506
p13
p52
P 4
P 4
P12
P6
P 5
P5
P5
p5
p6
p6
p4
p4
p4
p5
p5
p4
p4
P12
p32
p32
P13
P13
P12
p13
p4
p11
P12
p13
N83-14107' #
N83-14108' #
N83-14109' tt
NS3-14110'*
N83-14111' tt
N83-14530 tt
NS3-11521 tt
N83-12077 #
N83-12078 tt
N83-19744 #
N83-26834 tt
N83-15314 tt
N83-25716 #
N83-29200 #
N83-25699 tt
N83-16293 tt
N83-33905 tt
N83-25700 #
N83-14121 tt
N83-14136 tt
N83-19752 tt
N83-14079 tt
N83-33860 tt
N83-33856 tt
N83-19742 #
N83-30399 tt
N83-34955 #
N83-19723 tt
N83-34924 #
N83-31589 #
N83-36012 tt
N83-32071 tt
N83-31608 tt
N83-29187 tt
N83-29188 #
N83-11520 #
N83-31752 tt
N83-20007 tt
N83-23324' tt
N83-11146 tt
N83-12043 ft
N83-12084 #
N83-12085 tt
N83-17529 #
N83-12086 #
N83-12348 tt
N83-17528 #
N83-17554 #
N83-18660 tt
N83-18661 tt
N83-18743 tt
N83-18875 #
N83-18674 #
N83-24508 tt
N83-24514 tt
N83-29234' #
N83-29182 tt
N83-11084' #
N83-11141' #
N83-11020'*
N83-11019' #
N83-11074' #
N83-11034' #
N83-11030' tt
N83-11029* #
N83-11028* tt
N83-11027* #
N83-11033' tt
N83-11032' tt
N83-11023' #
N83-11024'#
N83-11025' tt
N83-11026' tt
N83-11031' #
N83-11021' tt
N83-11022' #
N83-11076* #
N83-11116* #
N83-11115' #
N83-11083' #
N83-11081' #
N83-11073' #
N83-11082' #
N83-11018'#
N83-11070' #
N83-11078' #
N83-11085' tt
NAS1 15X-72701
NAS 1 15X-72711
NAS 1 15X-72712
NAS 1 15X-73948
NAS 1 15 X-74041
NAS 1 1576715
NAS1 1576931
NAS 1 1576970
NAS1 1576971
NAS 1 15 77005
NAS1 1577006
NAS1 1577013
NAS1 1577024
NAS1 1577042
NAS1 1577050
NAS1 1577053
NAS1 1577069
NAS1 1577073
NAS1 1577077
NAS1 1577081
NAS1 1577083
NAS1 1577087
NAS1 1578731
NAS1 1578733
NAS1 1581336-SUPPL
NAS1 1581372
NAS1 1581790
NAS1 1581857
NAS1 1581912
NAS1 1581933
NAS1 1582522
NAS1 1582528
NAS1 1582890
NAS1 1582932
NAS1 1582939
NAS1 1582949
NAS1 1582950
NAS1 1582953
NAS1 1582956
NAS1 1582963
NAS1 1582964
NAS1 1582975
NAS1 1582976
NAS1 1582978
NAS1 1582979
NAS1 1582983
NAS1 1582986
NAS1 1582988
NAS1 1582994
NAS1 1583002
NAS1 1583003
NAS1 1583003
NAS1 1583006
NAS1 1583009
NAS1 1583012
NAS1 1583013
NAS1 1583020
NAS1 1583027
NAS1 1583028
NAS1 1583030
NAS1 1583031
NAS1 1583032
NAS1 1583037
NAS1 1583038
NAS1 1583043
NAS1 1583047
NAS1 1583054
NAS1 1583057
NAS1 1583069
NAS1 1583088
NAS1 1583234-SUPPL
NAS1 1583234
NAS1 1583246
NAS1 1583252
NAS1 1583292
NAS1 1583317
NAS1 1583325
NAS1 1583327
NAS1 1583328
NAS1 1583330
NAS1 1583333
NAS1 1583338
NAS1 1583341
NAS1 1583343
NAS1 1583346
NAS1 1583347
NAS1 1583348
NAS1 1583349
NAS1 1583357
NAS1 1583359
NAS1 1583360
NAS 1 1583370
NAS1 1583372
NAS1 1583373
NAS1 1583387
NAS1 1583389
P11
p12
p12
p12
p13
p 191
p400
p205
p690
p293
p631
p314
p684
p388
p401
p393
p631
p691
p582
p684
p584
p686
p11
p12
p666
p205
p53
p32
pJ17
p582
P410
p470
p201
p200
p9
p201
p74
p183
p218
p194
p166
p 68
p67
p 163
p44
p44
p69
p44
p73
p224
p201
p297
p61
p 159
p222
p202
p191
p163
p282
p183
p139
P179
p128
p191
P166
p 178
p367
p339
p423
p339
p365
p364
P301
p30
p301
p239
p408
p367
p305
p283
p367
p338
p412
p458
p393
p368
p394
p482
p470
p394
p311
P482
p537
p563
p412
P408
N83-11069' tt
N83-11075' tt
N83-11077' #
N83-11079' #
N83-11080' #
N83-16291' #
N83-23324' tt
N83-16328' tt
N83-33908' tt
N83-18771' #
N83-30439* tt
N83-20915* tt
N83-32805* tt
N83-23295' tt
N83-23328* tt
N83-23310* tt
N83-30438* tt
N83-33909* tt
N83-30394' #
N83-32809' tt
N83-31579* #
N83-33892' tt
N83-11071'#
N83-11072'*
N83-33846' #
N83-13115' #
N83-11142' tt
N83-11114'lII
N83-22167' tt
N83-30388' tt
N83-25268' tt
N83-25854' #
N83-12092' #
N83-12087' #
N83-10019* #
N83-12090* tt
N83-11840*#
N83-14523' #
N83-12433' tt
N83-17509' #
N83-15306* tt
N83-11514' tt
N83-10425' #
N83-14126' #
N83-11128' #
N83-11129' tt
N83-10559* #
N83-11130* #
N83-10885* #
NB3-13939' tt
N83-12091' tt
N83-19921* tt
N83-11282* tt
N83-15302* tt
N83-12966' tt
N83-13101' #
N83-16152* #
N83-14127' #
N83-18725- #
N83-14432' #
N83-14078' tt
N83-15483' #
N83-14061* #
N83-15169- #
N83-15307' tt
N83-15364- #
N83-23112* #
N83-22200* tt
N83-25657' #
N83-22201 * #
N83-23049' #
N83-23048- #
N83-19018' tt
N83-10034' #
N83-19124' #
N83-18405- tt
N83-24829* #
N83-21895* #
N83-19496* tt
N83- 19754' tt
N83-23114' #
N83-20947- tt
N83-24287- tt
N83-25711' tt
N83-23306' tt
N83-23115' tt
N83-24506* tt
N83-26643* tt
N83-25790' #
N83-24505* #
N83-22092' #
N83-27793" tt
N83-27995' tt
N83-29597* tt
N83-25499* #
N83-24858' tt
NAS1 1583390
NAS1 1583395
NAS1 15 83397
NAS1 1583398
NAS1 1583399
NAS1 1583411
NAS1 1583412
NAS1 1583414
NAS1 1583420
NAS1 1583421
NAS1 1583423
NAS1 1583429
NAS1 1583433
NAS1 1583435
NAS1 1583436
NAS1 1583438
NAS1 1583447
NAS1 1583454
NAS1 1583458
NAS1 1583466
NAS1 1583484
NAS1 1583493
NAS1 1583494
NAS1 1583499
NAS1 1583501
NAS 115 83505
NAS1 15 84245- VOL-2
NAS1 1584258-PT-1
NAS1 1584258-PT-2
NAS1 1584269
NAS1 1584270
NAS1 1584276
NAS 1 1584281
NAS 1 1584289
NAS1 1584291
NAS1 1584292
NAS1 1584293
NAS1 1584294
NAS 1 1584295
NAb 1 1584296
NAS 1 15 84298
NAS 1 1584300
NAS1 1584303
NAS1 1584305
NAS1 1584309
NAS 1 1584311
NAS 1584312
NAS 1584315
NAS 1584316
NAS 1584323
NAS 1584324
NAS 1584327
NAS 1584330
NAS 1584334
NAS 1584337
NAS1 1584339
NAS1 1584348
NAS 1 1584349
NAS 1 1584363
NAS 1 1584364
NAS1 1584367
NAS1 1584372
NAS 1 1584374
NAS 1 1584381
NAS 1 1584386
NAS1 1584388
NAS1 1584405
NAS1 1584486
NAS1 1584490
NAS1 1584493
NAS 1 1584526
NAS1 1584527
NAS1 1584528
NAS1 1584534
NAS1 1584538
NAS 1 1584545
NAS1 1584550
NAS1 1584553
NAS1 1584554
NAS1 1584556
NAS1 1584563
NAS1 1584568
NAS 1 1584571
NAS 1 1584573
NAS 1 1584578
NAS 1 15 84581
NAS 1 1584582
NAS 1 1584584
NAS1 1584588
NAS1 1584596
NAS1 1584597
NAS 1 1584601
NAS 1 1584606
NAS 1 1584610
NAS 1 1584614
NAS 1 1584620
p407
P554
p561
p424
p536
p482
p459
p684
p553
p536
P554
P539
p712
P536
P539
P504
p539
p702
p684
p746
p682
p747
p747
p747
p747
p712
p 179
p48
p48
p16
p461
p47
p48
p217
p204
p571
p216
p205
p52
p396
p265
p217
p187
p478
p377
p288
p192
p311
p266
p270
p343
p250
p315
p563
p352
p721
p462
p571
p377
p478
p563
p548
p504
p506
p652
p688
p702
p190
p9
p319
p 174
p56
p31
p207
p15
p192
p219
p 191
p 177
p217
p216
p265
p362
p377
p178
p271
p245
p288
p 138
p194
p195
p335
p234
p382
p506
p424
N83-24764' #
N83-29360' #
N83-28455' tt
N83-25662' #
N83-27994- #
N83-27794' #
N83-26838* #
N83-32811' #
N83-28255' tt
N83-27991' #
N83-29358* #
N83-29235* #
N83-34885' tt
N83-27992' #
N83-29237' #
N83-27957' #
N83-29236' #
N83-34192* tt
N83-32810* #
N83-34942* #
N83-338831 #
N83-34945' tt
N83-34946' tt
N83-34947' #
N83-34948* tt
N83-34886' #
N83-12048' tt
N83-10049' tt
N83-10050' #
N83-11098* tt
N83-26845' #
N83-10048' #
N83-10051' tt
N83-17552' tt
N83-13112' #
N83-28985* #
N83-16349' #
N83-13114* tt
N83-11140' #
N83-23316' #
N83-18712' tt
N83-12393' tt
N83-1745T tt
N83-27148' tt
N83-24473' #
N83-187451 tt
N83-16273' tt
N83-2209V tt
N83-19739' tt
N83-1872T #
N83-22205' tt
N83-19721' tt
N83-22159' #
N83-29636* tt
N83-22320' tt
N83-34923' tt
N83-26846' tt
N83-28986* #
N83-24472' tt
N83-27149' tt
N83-29634' tt
N83-28006* #
N83-27961'#
N83-29180' tt
N83-32397' tt
N83-33904' tt
N83-34278' #
N83-16150' tt
N83-10017' #
N83-221681 #
N83-14138' tt
N83-10082* tt
N83-10035' tt
N83-17530' tt
N83-10024' tt
N83-12070' tt
N83-13419' tt
N83-16151- tt
N83-14170' tt
N83-12395' tt
N83-17550' #
N83-18709' #
N83-21730' tt
N83-24471 " #
N83-15361' tt
N83-19748' tt
N83-18673' #
N83-19757' #
N83-15266- tt
N83-17508' tt
N83-17510' tt
N83-22196' #
N83- 17899' #
N83-24490' tt
N83-29176' tt
N83-25660' tt
E-12
REPORT NUMBER INDEX NAS 1.26:172126
NAS 115 84623 .
NAS 1 1584627
NAS 115 84635 .
NAS 115 84637 ..
NAS 115 84639 ...
NASt 1584647 .
NAS1 1584652 .
NASt 1584659
NAS1 1584660 .
NAS 11584661 .
NAS1 1584664 .
NAS1 1584665 .
NAS1 1584723
NAS 1 1584899
NAS 1 1584900
NAS 1 1584901
NAS 1 1584908
NAS 1 1584913
NAS 1 1585007
NAS1 1585020
NAS 1 1585163
NAS1 1565199
NAS 115 85220
NAS 115 85255
NAS1 1585325
NAS1 1585404
NAS1 1585428
NAS1 1585633
NAS1 1585634
NAS1 1585636
NAS1 1585637
NAS 1 1585641
NAS1 1585642
NAS1 1585647
NAS1 1585650
NAS 115 85652
NAS 1 1585654
NAS1 1585661
NAS1 1585664
NAS1 1585669
NAS1 1585692
NAS 121 460
NAS 1 21 470
NAS 1 21 7037(160)
NAS 1 26 167901
NAS 126 152344
NAS 126 152362
NAS 126 156887
NAS 126 157823
NAS 126 159056
NAS 1 26 159252
NAS 1 26 159258
NAS 1 26 159288
NAS 126 159356
NAS 126159379
NAS 126159380
NAS1 26159859
NAS 126 163100
NAS 1 26 163109
NAS 126 163116
NAS 126 163117
NAS 126 163120
NAS 1 26 165141
NAS 1 26 165148
NAS 1 26 165202
NAS 1 26 165256
NAS 1 26 165265
NAS 1 26 165296
NAS 1 26 165354
NAS 126 165376
NAS 1 26 165399
NAS 126 165400
NAS 1 26 165494
NAS 1 26165518
NAS 1 26 165523
NAS 126 165525
NAS 1 26 165581
NAS 1 26 165562
NAS 126 165612
NAS 126 165618
NAS 126 165630
NAS 1 26 165634
NAS 1 26 165635
NAS 126165659
NAS 126 165664
NAS 1 26 165704
NAS 126 165718
NAS 1 26 165748
NAS 1 26 165767
NAS 1 26 165770
NAS 126 165805
NAS 126 165811
NAS 1 26 165887
NAS 126 165910
NAS 1 26 165923 .
NAS 126 165935
p491 N83-27951*
p564 N83-29732'
p481 N83-26844-
p297 N83-18815-
p331 N83-20933-
p315 N83-22157'
p411 NS3-24212*
p396 N83-23317-
p669 N83-33859'
p549 NS3-29273'
p653 N83-325181
p417 NB3-26785'
p 67 N83-10378*
p 198 N83-13095'
p208 NS3-13124-)
p 265 N83-18710* 1
p 339 N83-22203* t
p 526 N83-27978' 1
p 479 N83-27S37' /
p 409 N83-23870* /
p 176 NB3-13059'
p234 N83-16814*
p248 N83-18697*
p610 N83-30412
p401 N83-23326'
p765 N83-35318'
p748 N83-36031*
p314 N83-20916-
p315 N83-20917'
p571 N83-28984*
p573 N83-29170'
p426 N83-26815*
p444 N83-25707*
p706 N83-336B2*
p666 N83-33848*
p527 N83-27979*
p527 N83-27980"
p 648 N83-32095' t.
p 564 N83-29733' t.
p702 N83-34226'/
p 733 N83-36022- t
p 331 N83-20931 • t
p 708 N83-33792* t
p 373 N83-24466- t,
p 708 N83-33800' t
p204 N83-12099'!)
p 192 N83-12072' |j
p 362 N83-22689- t
p61 N83-11248'<
p 225 N83-16397' t,
p218 N83-17551'i!
p 205 N83-16330' t
p61 N83-11331'li
p32 N83-11117*|
p 191 N83-16288- 1
p 191 N83-16289* i
p 201 N83-12094' it
p170 N83-15318* t
p214 N83-17546' t
p204 N83-13110' t
p205 N83-13113'li
p 170 N83-15316' li
p 178 N83-15412' li
p212 N83-16341-/I
p 165 N83-15304' il
p 629 N83-3O435- it
p44 N83-11127' I
p 201 N83-12089' t
p616 N83-30427' t
p617 N83-30430- it
p214 N83-17S45' li
p 616 N83-30429' it
p 771 N83-37028' it
p202 N83-13104' t
p 684 N83-32804' i)
p 16 N83-11095- t
p 202 N83-13100- t
p 214 N83-17539- t
p 212 N83-16342' t
p 42 N83-10044* 1
p 605 N83-30401 • t
pSOS N83-30404- i)
p 606 N83-30406' t
p 581 N83-30387- t
p 606 N83-30405- t
p 530 N83-27989' t
p 635 N83-30522* 6
pS16 N83-30428* 1
p 666 N83-33852- *
p 227 N83-17600' t
p 198 N33-17523* it
p 771 N83-35943- t
p249 N83-18701'j
p 304 N83-20445* t
f 246 N83-19714* t
p 9 N83-10018* 1
t NAS 1.26 165952
f NAS 126 165965 — . .
NAS 126165994 .. ..
NAS 126 166002
NAS 126 166010 ... .
NAS 126 166017
NAS 1 26 166021
NAS 126 166023
NAS 126 166026 . . .
NAS 126 166042 .
NAS 1 26 166047
NAS 126 166053
NAS 126 166056
NAS 126 166061
f NAS 126 168062
1 NAS 1 26 166087
I NAS 126 166084
> NAS 126 166088
i NAS 126 166089
> NAS 1 26 166092
NAS 126 166093
NAS 1 26 166097
NAS 126 166099
NAS 126 166104
NAS 126 166117
NAS 126 166118
NAS 126 168121
NAS 126 166122
NAS 126 166155
NAS 126 166155
NAS 1 26 166274
NAS 1 26 166281
NAS 1 26 166282
NAS 1 26 166374
NAS 1 26 166382
NAS 126 166404
NAS 1 26 166406
t NAS 126 166411
f NAS 1 26 166412
1 NAS 1 26 166416
1 NAS 1 26 166424
1 NAS 1 26 166425
1 NAS 1 26 166426
1 NAS 1 26 166427
NAS 1 26 166432
1 NAS 1 26 166446
1 NAS 1 26 168449
1 NAS 1 26 168453
1 NAS 1 26 166454
1 NAS 1 26 166456
1 NAS 1 26 166457
1 NAS 1 26 166459
1 NAS 1 26 168467
1 NAS 1 26 16S469-VOL-1
t NAS 1 26 1 66470- VOL-2
1 NAS 1 26 1 66471 -VOL-1
t NAS 1 26 166471-VOL-2
1 NAS 1 26 166471-VOL-4
l NAS 1 26 166471-VOL-5
1 NAS 1 26 166477
f NAS 126 166480
1 NAS 126 166483
l NAS 1 26 166485
1 NAS 126 166486
1 NAS 1 26 166497
1 NAS 1 26 166503
1 NAS 126 166511
1 NAS 126 166517
1 NAS 126 166853
1 NAS 126 167770
( NAS 1 26 167851 -VOL-1
1 NAS 126 167874
1 NAS 1 26 167875
1 NAS 1 26 167891
1 NAS 1 26 167893
1 NAS 1 26 167906
1 NAS 1 26 167913
1 NAS 1 26 167943
NAS 1 26 167954
NAS 1 26 167960
1 NAS 1 26 167962
NAS 1 26 167984
NAS 1 26 167965
NAS 1 26 167966
NAS 1 26 167981
NAS 1 26 167992
NAS 126 168008
NAS 1 26 166016
NAS 126 168019
NAS 126 168027
NAS 1 26 168029
NAS 1 26168045
NAS 1 26168049 .
NAS 126 168050
NAS 1 26.166051
NAS1 26168067
... p192 N83-12071*
p296 N83-18894-
p 207 N83-12102'
_ p177 N83-14169'
p 140 N83-15273'
p208 N83-13122-
p190 N83-15042*
p170 N83-15317'
p 174 N83-14140*
.. p 176 N83-15320*
. p 170 N83-15319-
p238 N83-18404*
p238 N83-18304-
p569 N83-30061*
p569 N83-30082*
p265 N83-18713"
p606 N83-30407-
p549 N83-29272'
p381 N83-24468*
p423 N83-2S658'
p 423 N83-25659*
p412 N83-25498*
P408 N83-24876*
p546 N83-27998*
p412 N83-25496'
p397 N83-24512*
p547 N83-29271'
p705 N83-34591*
P176 N83-13065*
p206 N83-16331*
p 26 N83-10029*
p334 N83-20941*
p 28 N83-10027-
p 170 N83-15315' 1
p266 N83-19740* (
p 47 N83-10047* I
p217 N83-17553* t
p27 N83-11101*)
p27 N83-11102')
p16 N83-11097'/
p266 N83-18718"
p157 N83-15283'
p608 N83-31597*
p345 N83-22214'
p298 N83-16851'
p440 N83-25695*
p359 N83-21210-
p310 N83-19652'
p266 N83-18717-
p411 N83-24194'
p249 N83-18702*
p358 N83-21209*
p426 N83-26818*
p368 N83-23240*
p369 N83-23241'
p344 N83-22207'
p344 N83-22208*
p344 N83-22210'
p344 N83-22211*
p376 N83-23275'
P467 N63-26849'
p463 N83-27845'
p427 N83-26820-
p510 N83-29186*
p583 N83-31578*
p612 N83-31602'
p589 N83-315861
pS93 N83-31590'
p181 N83-13075*
p212 N83-13174*
p166 N83-15308'
p214 N83-17542*
p 186 N83-15627*
p686 N83-33894'
p359 N83-21314'
p202 N83-13103'
p2B3 N83-19753-
p 74 N83-10970-
p183 N83-14128'
p 138 N83-15265*
p 165 N83- 15305 '
p536 N83-27993'
p214 N83-17543'
p214 N83-17544'
p 60 N83-10207-
p338 N83-20946-
p270 N83-18720*
p339 N83-22198*
p 174 N83-14139*
p228 N83-17728'
p233 NB3-17880-
p506 N83-29178'
p213 N83-16343-
p238 N83-17242*
p426 N83-26816'
p 190 N83-16288*
NAS 1.26 168097
NAS 126 168108 .. .
NAS 126 168108
NAS 1.26 168109
NAS 1.26168110
NAS 126168120
NAS 1 26 168124
NAS 126 168138
NAS 126 168140
NAS 126 168161
NAS 126 168163
NAS 126 168166
NAS 126 168167
NAS 126168160
NAS 126168190
NAS 1 26 168197
NAS 126 168202
NAS 126 168213
NAS 1 26 168241
NAS 1.28 168712
NAS 126 169384
NAS 126 169385
NAS 126 169386
NAS 126 169388
NAS 1 26 169395
NAS 128 169441
NAS 126 169448
NAS 1 26 169455
NAS 126 169464
NAS 1 26 169475
NAS 1 26 169477
NAS 1 26 169521
NAS 1 26 169533
K NAS 1 26 169534
f NAS 1 26 169537
t NAS 1 26 169559
K NAS 1 26 169691
t NAS 1 26 169692
K NAS 1 26 169705
1
 NAS 1 26 169722
NAS 126169736
NAS 126169737
NAS 126 169742
NAS 126 169749
NAS 126 169750
NAS 126 169751
NAS 126 189755
NAS 1 26 169828
NAS 1 26 169830
NAS 1 26 169858
NAS 1 26 169859
NAS 126 169869
NAS 1 26.169875
NAS 1 26 169926
NAS 1 26 169927
NAS 1 26 169940
NAS 1 26 169977
NAS 1 26 169984
NAS t 26 169997
NAS 126 170013
NAS 126 170083
NAS 126 170089
NAS 126170099
NAS 126170100
NAS 126 170118
NAS 126 170194
NAS 126 170207
NAS 126 170229
NAS 126 170233
NAS 126 170245
NAS 126 170280
NAS 1 26 170281
NAS 1 26 170317
NAS 1 26 170340
NAS 1 26 170392-VOL-1
NAS 1.26 170392- VOL-2
NAS 1 26 1 70392- VOL-3
NAS 1 26 170392-VOL-4
NAS 1 26 1 70392- VOL-5
NAS 1 26170394
NAS 1 26 170395
NAS 1 26 170397
NAS 1 26.170397
NAS 1 26 170398
NAS 126 170399
NAS 1 26 170402
NAS 126 170403
NAS 128170404
NAS 1 28 170666
NAS 126 170667
NAS 126 170763
NAS t 26.170802
NAS 126 170845
NAS 1 26.170849
NAS 1 26 172123
NAS 126 172126
. . p380 N83- 23281' #
p 409 N83-24048- »
. p 362 NS3-22740' ft
p381 N83-21509- #
p362 N83-22747' #
p332 N83-22188* #
p 478 N83-272131 #
p 404 N83-23464* #
p 637 N83-30662* tt
p 537 N83.27996' #
p 539 N83-29234- »
p 377 N83-24474' #
p617 N83-30432- #
p 637 N83-30551 ' #
p699 N83-33182' #
p 645 N83-309601 #
p 645 N83-30959* #
p 668 N83-32782* #
p 747 N83-34944' tt
p 605 N83-30402' #
p211 N83-12237' #
p211 N83-12246' #
p 224 N83- 13024' #
p211 N83-12248- #
p60 N83-102U-#
p72 N83-10803-#
p 66 N83- 10323- ff
p 15 N83-10023- tt
p13 NS3-11086-#
p200 N83-12088' #
p 179 N83-12046' #
p221 N83-13835* #
p223 N83-13936* #
p 190 N83-15043- #
p225 N83-14022* #
p 181 N83-13076' #
p 147 N83-15276' #
p 147 N83-15275* #
p 137 N83-15264- #
p148 N83-15277' #
p238 N83-17237' tt
P238 N83-17238- #
p166 N83-15309'#
p190 N83-16284'#
p 226 N83-16543- tt
p225 N83-16417' #
p205 N83-16329' #
p236 N83-18307-*
p210 N83-17534' #
p217 N83-1 7556' #
p226 N83-17597' #
p305 N83-194871*
p 187 N83-17454' #
p 244 N83-18663* tt
p 244 N83-18662* #
p266 N83-18716-*
p309 N83-19576' #
p 244 N83-18672- tt
p 246 N83-19709' tt
p 288 N83-19756* tt
p 368 N83-22025* tt
p 339 N83-22204* tt
p342 N83-20951 ' #
p 338 N83-20945* tt
p 342 N83-20952' tt
p 336 NS3-22197- #
p344 N83-22208- tt
p411 N83-24184-#
p 393 N83-23305- »
p 388 N83-23294* tt
p404 N83-2471 r tt
p397 N83-24515' tt
p 391 N83-24504* tt
p 408 N83-24798* tt
p 154 N83-14107* #
p 154 N83-14108' tt
p 1S4 N83-14109- if
p154 N83-14110-IC
p154 N83-141ir#
p 137 N83-15263* #
p 288 N83-18744* 1*
p 333 N83-22193- if
p 333 N83-22194- #
p397 N83-23318- #
p344 N83-22212* #
p397 N83-24513* #
p 442 N83-26829' »
p 531 N83-29204- ft
p 183 N83-14430- tt
P220 N83-13706- tt
p 395 N83-24507- #
p 704 N83-34514' #
p632 NB3-31612* tt
p 690 N83-33906- #
p 637 NS3-30539- tt
p 693 N83-33955- »
E-13
NAS 1.26:172133 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NAS 126 172133
NAS 126172151
NAS 126 172153
NAS 1 26172171
NAS 126 172184
NAS 126 172186
NAS 126 172188
NAS 126 172190
NAS 126 172657
NAS 126172658
NAS 126 172659
NAS 126 172780
NAS 126 172827
NAS 126 172833
NAS 126 172852
NAS 126 172859
NAS 126 172904
NAS 1 26172910
NAS 1 26172996
NAS 1 26173013
NAS 1 26173047
NAS 1 26173063
NAS 1 26174458
NAS 1 26 3246
NAS 1 26 3247
NAS 1 26 3295
NAS 1 26 3439
NAS 1 26 3458
NAS1 263538
NAS 1 26 3566
NAS 1 26 3567
NAS 1 26 3576
NAS 1 26 3582
NAS 1 26 3590
NAS 1 26 3598
NAS 1 26 3604
NAS 1 26 3609
NAS1 263610
NAS 1 26 3624
NAS 1 26 3627
NAS 1 26 3628
NAS 1 26 3633
NAS 1 26 3636
NAS 1 26 3637
NAS 1 26 3640
NAS 1 26 3641
NAS 1 26 3642
NAS 1 26 3644
NAS 1 26 3650
NAS 1 26 3653
NAS 1 26 3655
NAS 1 26 3664
NAS 1 26 3665
NAS 1 26 3671
NAS 1 26 3673
NAS 1 26 3678
NAS 1 26 3681
NAS 1 26 3684
NAS 1 26 3685
NAS 1 26 3688
NAS 1 26 3701
NAS 1 26 3709
NAS 126 3713
NAS 1 263714
NAS 1 263716
NAS 1 26 3733
NAS 1 55 2210
NAS 1 55 2242
NAS 1 55 2250
NAS 1 55 2251
NAS 1 55 2262
NAS 1 55 2264
NAS 1 55 2267
NAS 1 55 2268
NAS 1 55 2270
NAS 1 55 2274
NAS 1 55 2277
NAS 1 55 2278
NAS 1 60 1674
NAS 160 1786
NAS 1 60 1805
NAS 160 1864
NAS1 601865
NAS 1 601972
NAS 1 602017
NAS 1 60 2023
NAS 1 60 2033
NAS 1 60 2034
NAS 1 60 2035
NAS 1 60 2056
NAS 1 60 2057
NAS 1 60 2063
NAS 1 60 2067
NAS 1 60 2068
NAS 1 60 2070
NAS 1 60 2074
p491
p562
p572
p705
p678
p666
p686
p679
p440
p440
p440
p607
p637
p583
p754
p691
p569
p605
p698
p705
p665
p679
p766
p315
p 180
p442
p 190
p581
p222
p 189
p316
p249
p 154
p69
p159
p32
p224
p74
p201
p11
p11
p221
p 179
p 180
p316
p316
p377
p180
p139
p 146
p427
p 195
p238
p427
p282
p362
p345
p424
p506
p389
p505
p547
p528
p665
p668
p768
p302
P73
p 186
p210
p290
p359
p352
p537
p410
p658
p688
p693
p552
p 191
p582
p582
p581
p221
p424
p43
p216
p 10
p515
p61
P42
p226
p52
P 9
p67
P68
N83-27952'
N83-29448'
N83-30165'
N83-33591 •
N83-32796'
N83-33854'
N83-33891'
N83-33876'
N83-25694'
N83-25692'
N83-25693'
N83-31595'
N83-30548*
N83-31576'
N83-36041'
N83-3391 1 '
N83-30060'
N83-30403'
N83-33014'
N83-34656'
N83-33843*
N83-33875*
N83-36509*
N83-20918*
N83-13070*
N83-26831 •
N83-16287'
N83-30385'
N83-12968-
N83-14929'
N83-22165'
N83-18699*
N83-14105*
N83-11661'
N83-14123'
N83-11113'
N83-13937'
N83-11839'
N83-12093*
N83-11062*
N83-11061'
N83-12959'
N83-12049'
N83-13073'
N83-22163'
N83-22164'
N83-24479'
N83-13072'
N83-14076'
N83-14098'
N83-26822'
N83-17515'
N83-17239'
N83-26819'
N83-18729'
N83-21711'
N83-22213'
N83-25667-
N83-29175'
N83-24500'
N83-29174'
N83-29270'
N83-29198-
N83-32777'
N83-32783'
N83-36598'
N83-20119'
N83-10883"
N83-15629'
N83-12147'
N83-18748'
N83-21391'
N83-22442'
N83-29208'
N83-25265'
N83-33827'
N83-33896'
N83-33957-
N83-28098'
N83-16290'
N83-30390'
N83-30389'
N83-303861
N83-17560'
N83-25665'
N83-11125'
N83-16350'
N83-11058'
N83-29193'
N83-11340-
N83-10045'
N83-16528'
N83-11139'
N83-10016'
N83-10442'
N83-11513'
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
tt
#
tt
#
#
tt
#
#
#
tt
ft
#
#
tt
ft
#
#
#
#
#
#
tt
tt
#
#
#
#
#
tt
#
#
#
tt
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
tt
#
#
#
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
#
#
#
#
#
#
ft
#
#
#
tt
#
tt
#
#
#
#
#
#
tt
tt
#
#
#
tt
#
#
#
#
tt
#
tt
#
tt
#
#
NAS 1 60 2078
NAS 1 60 2079
NAS 1 60 2080
NAS 1 60 2081
NAS 1 60 2082
NAS 1 60 2083
NAS 1 60 2085
NAS 1 60 2087
NAS 1 60 2092
NAS 1 602101
NAS 1 602106
NAS 1 602109
NAS 1 602110
NAS 1602112
NAS 1 602116
NAS 1602118
NAS 1 602120
NAS1 602121
NAS 1 602125
NAS 1 602126
NAS 1 602127
NAS 1 602133
NAS 1 602135
NAS1 602136
NAS 1 602142
NAS 160 21 43
NAS 160 21 51
NAS 160 21 56
NAS1 602158
NAS 1 602159
NAS 1 602167
NAS 1 602171
NAS1 602176
NAS1 602186
NAS 1 602188
NAS 1 602190
NAS 1 602192
NAS1 602194
NAS1 602196
NAS 1 60 2203
NAS 1 60 2208
NAS 1 60 2210
NAS 1 60 2227
NAS 1 61 1092-REV
NAS 1 61 2181
NAS 1 61 2184
NAS 126166084
NAS 126168124
NASA-CASE-ARC-1 081 2-1
NASA-CASE-ARC-1 1252 1
NASA-CASE-ARC-1 1312-1
NASA-CASE-FRC-11043 1
NASA-CASE-FRC-1 1065-1
NASA-CASE-FRC-1 1072-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 2458-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12615-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 2624-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12720-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12883-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12950-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12979-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 3065-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-1 3076-1
NASA-CASE-LEW-13142 1
NASA-CASE-LEW-13343
NASA-CASE-LEW-1 3524-1
NASA-CASE-LEW-1 3639-2
NASA-CASE-LEW-1 3654-1
NASA-CASE-LEW-1 3773-1
NASA-CASE-LEW-1 4586-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-25842-1
NASA-CASE-NPO-1 4597-2
NASA-CASE-NPO-1 5351-1
NASA-CP-2210
NASA-CP-2242
NASA-CP 2250
NASA-CP-2251
NASA-CP-2262
NASA-CP-2264
NASA-CP-2267
NASA-CP-2268
NASA-CP-2270
NASA-CP-2274
NASA-CP-2277
NASA-CP 2278
NASA-CR-1 52344
NASA-CR-1 52362
NASA-CR-1 56887
p11
p73
p232
p292
p270
p183
p210
p139
p209
p234
p266
p260
p225
p215
p424
p265
p427
p707
p316
p288
p561
p316
p333
p333
p458
p608
p316
p395
p377
p582
p583
p459
p718
p754
p617
p720
p526
p736
p733
p686
p703
p718
p746
p638
p706
p665
p606
p478
p685
p759
p702
p682
p266
p526
p36t
P246
p713
p361
p237
p465
p505
p413
p733
p748
p638
p645
p227
p 164
p528
p617
p477
p563
p38
p302
p73
p 186
p210
p290
p359
p352
p537
p410
p658
p688
p693
p204
p 192
p362
NB3-11059'
N83-11838-
N83-16758'
N83-18770*
N83-18723'
N83-14521'
N83-17535'
N83-14077'
N83-16338'
N83-169511
N83-18715'
N83-18704'
N83-16492'
N83-17547'
N83-25666'
N83-18714'
N83-26821 •
N83-34713'
N83-22162'
N83-19758'
N83-28378'
N83-22161'
N83-22191'
N83-22192'
N83-25712'
N83-31596'
N83-22166'
N83-24509'
N83-24478'
N83-30391 '
N83-31577'
N83-26839'
N83-36000'
N83-36039'
N83-30431 '
N83-34921 '
N83-27977'
N83-36028'
N83-34935'
N83-33893'
N83-34372'
N83-34906*
N83-34941 •
N83-31730'
N83-33684'
N83-32776'
N83-30407'
N83-27213'
N83-33884'
N83-36118'
N83-34304'
N83-33882'
N83- 19737 '
N83-27975'
N83-21503'
N83-19715'
N83-35992'
N83-21504'
N83-17235'
N83-25727*
N83-29173'
N83-25539'
N83-34934'
N83-36029'
N83-31795'
N83-30957'
N83-17683'
N83-14129'
N83-29197'
N83-31603'
N83-26080'
N83-29708'
N83-10040'
N83-20119'
N83- 10883 '
N83- 15629 '
N83-12147'
N83- 18748 '
N83-21391'
N83-22442'
N83-29208'
N83-25265'
N83-33827'
N83-33896'
N83-33957'
N83- 12099 '
N83-12072'
N83-22689'
»
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tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
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#
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tt
tt
tt
#
#
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#
#
#
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tt
tt
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#
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#
#
#
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#
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tt
tt
tt
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
#
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
it
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
#
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
NASA-CR-1 57823
NASA-CR 159056
NASA-CR-1 59252
NASA-CR-1 59258
NASA-CR-1 59288
NASA-CR-1 59356
NASA-CR-1 59379
NASA-CR-1 59380
NASA-CR-1 59859
NASA-CH-163100
NASA-CR-163109
NASA-CR-1 631 16
NASA-CR-1 631 17
NASA-CR-163120
NASA-CR-165141
NASA-CR-1 65 148
NASA-CR-1 65202
NASA-CR-1 65256
NASA-CR-165265
NASA-CR-1 65296
NASA-CR-1 65354
NASA-CR-1 65376
NASA-CR-1 65399
NASA-CR-1 65400
NASA-CR-165494
NASA-CR-165518
NASA-CR-1 65523
NASA-CR-1 65525
NASA-CR-165581
NASA-CR-1 65582
NASA-CR-165612
NASA-CR-165618
NASA-CR-1 65630
NASA-CR-1 65634
NASA-CR-1 65635
NASA-CR- 165659
NASA-CR-1 65664
NASA-CR-165704
NASA-CR-1 6571 8
NASA-CR-1 65748
NASA-CR-1 65767
NASA-CR-165770
NASA-CR- 165805
NASA-CR-16581
NASA-CR-165853
NASA-CR-1 65887
NASA-CR-1 65910
NASA-CR-1 65923
NASA-CR- 165935
NASA-CR-165952
NASA-CR-165965
NASA-CR-165994
NASA-CR-1 66002
NASA-CR-1 66010
NASA-CR-166017
NASA-CR-166021
NASA-CR-166023
NASA-CR-1 66026
NASA-CR-1 66042
NASA-CR 166047
NASA-CR-166053
NASA-CR- 166056
NASA-CR-166061
NASA-CR-166062
NASA-CR-1 66067
NASA-CR- 166084
NASA-CR-166088
NASA-CR-166089
NASA-CR-166092
NASA-CR-1 66093
NASA-CR-1 66097
NASA-CR-166099
NASA-CR-166104
NASA-CR-166117
NASA-CR-166118
NASA-CR-1 661 21
NASA-CR-1 661 22
NASA-CR-166155
NASA-CR-166155
NASA-CR-166274
NASA-CR-166281
NASA-CR-166282
NASA-CR-166374
NASA-CR-166382
NASA-CR-166404
NASA-CR-166406
NASA-CR-166411
NASA-CR-166412
NASA-CR-166418
NASA-CR 166424
NASA-CR-1 66425
NASA-CR 166426
NASA-CR 166427
NASA-CR-1 66432
NASA-CR-1 66448
NASA-CR 166449
p61
p225
p216
p205
p61
p32
p 191
p 191
p201
p170
p214
p204
p205
p170
p 178
p212
p 165
p629
p44
p201
p616
p617
p214
p616
p771
p202
p684
p 16
p202
p214
p212
p42
p605
p605
p606
p581
p606
p530
p635
p616
p227
p 198
p771
p 181
p249
p304
p246
p9
p 192
p296
p207
p177
p140
p208
p190
P170
p 174
p176
p170
p238
p236
p569
p569
p265
p606
p549
p381
p423
p423
p412
P408
p546
p412
p397
p547
p705
p176
p206
p26
p334
p26
p170
p266
P47
p217
p27
p27
p 16
p266
P157
p608
p345
p296
p440
P359
N83-11248' #
N83-16397* #
N83-17551* #
N83-16330* tt
N83-11331* #
N83-11117' #
N83-16288* #
N83-16289* tt
N83-12094* tt
N83-15318' #
N83-17546* #
N83-13110* tt
N83-13113* tt
N83-15316' #
N83-15412' #
N83-16341' #
N83-15304' #
N83-30435' #
N83-11127' #
N83-12089' #
N83-30427' #
N83-30430' tt
N83-17545' tt
N83-30429' #
N83-37028' #
N83-13104' #
N83-32804' #
N83-11095' #
N83-13100' #
N83-17539* tt
N83-16342' #
N83-10044' #
N83-30401' #
N83-30404' #
N83-30406' #
N83-30387' #
N83-30405' tt
N83-27989- #
N83-30522' #
N83-30428' #
N83-33852' #
N83-17600- tt
N83-17523' tt
N83-35943' tt
N83-13075' tt
N83-18701' tt
N83-20445' tt
N83-19714' tt
N83-10018' tt
N83-12071' #
N83-18894' #
N83-12102- tt
N83-14169- #
N83-15273- #
N83-13122' #
N83-150421 tt
N83-15317- #
N83-14140- tt
N83-15320- tt
N83-15319- tt
N83-18404- tt
N83-18304' tt
N83-30061' tt
N83-300621 tt
N83-18713- #
N83-30407- #
N83-29272- #
N83-24488- tt
N83-25658' tt
N83-25659- tt
N83-25498- tt
N83-24876' tt
N83-27998- #
N83-25496- #
N83-24512- tt
N83-29271- #
N83-34591' tt
N83-13065' tt
N83-16331' tt
N83-10029' tt
N83-20941'iJ(
N83-100271 tt
N83-153151 #
N83-197401 tt
N83-10047' #
N83-17553' tt
N83-1110V #
N83-11102' #
N83-11097' #
N83-18718' #
N83-15283' #
N83-31597' tt
N83-22214' tt
N83-18851' tt
N83-25695' tt
N83-21210' tt
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REPORT NUMBER INDEX NASA-TM-82950
NASA-CR-166453
NASA-CR-166454
NASA-CR-166456
NASA-CR-1 66457
NASA-CR-1664S9
NASA-CR-166467
NASA-CR-1 66469-VOL 1
NASA-CR-1 66470- VOL-2
NASA-CR-166471-VOL-1
NASA-CR-166471-VOL-2
NASA-CR-166471-VOL-4
NASA-CR-166471-VOL-5 .
NASA-CR-166477
NASA-CR-1 66480
NASA-CR-1 66483
NASA-CR-166485
NASA-CH-166488
NASA-CR-1 66497
NASA-CR-1 66503
NASA-CR-166511
NASA-CR-166517
NASA-CR-167770
NASA-CR-167851-VOL-1
NASA-CR-167874
NASA-CR-167875
NASA-CR-167891
NASA-CR-167893
NASA-CR-167901
NASA-CR-167906
NASA-CR-167913
NASA-CR-1 67943
NASA-CR-167S54
NASA-CR-167960
NASA-CR-1 67962
NASA-CR-1 67984
NASA-CR-167865
NASA-CR-167966
NASA-CR-1 67981
NASA-CR-1 67992
NASA-CR-1 68008
NASA-CR-168016
NASA-CR-1 6801 9
NASA-CR-168027
NASA-CR-168029
NASA-CR-168045
NASA-CR-1 68049
NASA-CR-1 68050
NASA-CR-1 68051
NASA-CR-168067
NASA-CR-1 68097
NASA-CR-168106
NASA-CR-168108
NASA-CR-168109
NASA-CR-168110
NASA-CR-1 68 120
NASA-CR-168124
NASA-CR-168138
NASA-CR-168140
NASA-CR-168161
NASA-CR-168163
NASA-CR-1 681 66
NASA-CR-168167
NASA-CR-168180
NASA-CR-1 68 190
NASA-CR-168197
NASA-CR-1 68202
NASA-CR-168213
NASA-CR-168241
NASA-CR-168712
NASA-CR-1 69384
NASA-CR-169385
NASA-CR-169386
NASA-CR-1 69388
NASA-CR-169395
NASA-CR-169441
NASA-CR-1 69448
NASA-CR-169455
NASA-CR-1 69464
NASA-CR-16947S
NASA-CR-1 694 77
NASA-CR-169521
NASA-CR 169533
NASA-CR-169534
NASA-CR-1 69537
NASA-CR-169559
NASA-CR-1 69691
NASA-CR-169692
NASA-CR-169705
NASA-CR. 169722
NASA-CR-1 69736
NASA-CR- 169737
NASA-CR-1 69742
NASA-CR-1 69749
NASA-CR-1 69750
NASA-CR-169751
NASA-CR-169755
p310
p266
p411
p249
p358
p426
p368
p3S9
p344
p344
p344
p344
p376
P467
p483
p427
p510
p583
p612
p589
p593
p212
p166
p214
p 188
p&86
p359
p708
p202
p283
p74
p163
p 138
p 165
p536
p214
p214
p 60
p338
p270
p339
p174
p228
p233
p506
p213
p238
p426
p190
p380
p409
p362
p361
p362
p332
p478
p404
p637
p537
p539
p377
p617
p637
p699
p645
p645
p668
p747
P605
p211
p211
p224
p211
p60
p72
p&6
p15
p13
p200
p 179
p221
p223
P190
p225
p181
p 147
p 147
p 137
p 148
p238
p238
p 166
P190
p226
p225
p205
N83-19652'
N83-18717'
N83-24194'
N83-18702"
N83-21209'
N83-26818*
N 83-23240'
N83-23241'
N83-22207'
N83-22208'
N 83-22210'
N83-2221T
N83-23275'
N83-26849*
N83-27845'
N83-26820-
N 83-291 88'
N83-31578'
N 83-31602'
N83-31586-
N83-31590'
N83-13174'
N83-15308*
N83-17542*
N83-15627'
N83-33894'
N83-21314'
N83-33800*
N83-13103*
N83-19753'
N83-10970'
N83-14128"
N83-15265'
N83-15305'
N83-27993'
N83-17543'
N83-17544'
N83-10207'
N83-20946'
NB3-18720*
N83-22198'
N83-14139'
N83-17728'
N83-17880'
N83-29178*
N83-16343'
N83-17242'
N 83-26816'
N83-16286*
N83-23281 •
N83-24048'
N83-22740'
N83-21509*
N83-22747*
N83-22188*
N83-27213'
N83-23464-
N 83-30662-
N83-27996-
N83-29234'
N83-24474'
N83-30432'
N83-30551 '
N83-33182'
N83-30960*
N83-30959-
N83-32782'
N83-34944'
N83-30402'
N83-12237'
N83-12246'
N83-13024'
N83-12248-
N83-10214'
N 83-10803'
N83-10323'
N83-10023'
N83-11086*
N83-12088'
N83-12046-
N83-13835'
N 83- 13936 '
N83-15043'
N83-14022'
N83-13076'
N83-15276'
N83-15275*
N 83-15264'
N83-152771
N83-17237'
N83-17238'
N83-15309'
N83-16284'
N83-16543-
N83-16417'
N83-16329'
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NASA-CR- 169828
NASA-CR-169830
NASA-CR-169858
NASA-CR-1698S9
NASA-CR- 169869
NASA-CR-169875
NASA-CR 169926
NASA-CR- 169927
NASA-CR-169940
NASA-CR-169977
NASA-CR-1 69984
NASA-CR- 169997
NASA-CH-170013
NASA-CR-1 70083
NASA-CR-1 70089
NASA-CR- 170099
NASA-CR-170100
NASA-CR-1 701 18
NASA-CR-1 701 94
NASA-CR-1 70207
NASA-CR-1 70229
NASA-CR-1 70233
NASA-CR-1 70245
NASA-CR-1 70280
NASA-CR-1 70281
NASA-CR-1 7031 7
NASA-CR-1 70340
NASA-CR-1 70392-VOL-1
NASA-CR-1 70392- VOL-2
NASA-CR-1 70392-VOL-3
NASA-CR-1 70392-VOL-4
NASA-CR-1 70392-VOL-5
NASA-CR-1 70394
NASA-CR-1 70395
NASA-CR-1 70397
NASA-CR-1 70397
NASA-CR-1 70398
NASA-CR-1 70399
NASA-CR-1 70402
NASA-CR-1 70403
NASA-CR-1 70404
NASA-CR-1 70666
NASA-CR-1 70667
NASA-CR-1 70763
NASA-CR-1 70802
NASA-CR-1 70845
NASA-CR-1 70849
NASA-CR-1 721 23
NASA-CR-1 721 26
NASA-CR-1 721 33
NASA-CR-1 721 51
NASA-CR-172153
NASA-CR-1 721 71
NASA-CR-1 721 84
NASA-CR-1 721 86
NASA-CR-1 721 88
NASA-CR-1 721 90
NASA-CR-172657
NASA-CR- 172658
NASA-CR-172659
NASA-CH-1 72780
NASA-CR-1 72827
NASA-CR-1 72833
NASA-CR- 172852
NASA-CR- 172859
NASA-CR-1 72904
NASA-CR-172910
NASA-CR-1 72996
NASA-CR- 17301 3
NASA-CR- 173047
NASA-CR-1 73063
NASA-CR-174458
NASA-CR-3246
NASA-CR-3247
NASA-CR-3295
NASA-CR-3439
NASA-CR-3458
NASA-CR-3538
NASA-CR-3566
NASA-CR-3567
NASA-CR-3576
NASA-CR-3582
NASA-CR-3590
NASA-CR-3598
NASA-CR-3604
NASA-CR-3609
NASA-CR-3610
NASA-CR-3624
NASA-CR-3627
NASA-CR-3628
NASA-CR-3633
NASA-CR-3636
NASA-CR-3637
NASA-CR-3640
NASA-CR-3641
NASA-CR-3642
p236
p210
p217
p226
p305
p187
p244
p244
p266
p309
p244
p246
p288
p368
p339
p342
p338
P342
p336
p344
p411
p393
p388
p404
p397
p391
p408
p154
P154
p 154
p 154
p 154
p 137
p288
p333
p333
p397
p344
p397
p442
p531
p183
p220
p395
p704
p632
p690
p637
p693
p491
p562
p572
p705
p678
p666
p686
p679
p440
p440
p440
p607
p637
pS83
p754
p691
p569
p605
p698
p705
p665
p679
p766
p315
p160
p442
p 190
p581
p222
p189
p316
p249
p 154
p69
p 159
p32
p224
p74
p201
P11
P11
p221
p 179
p180
p316
p316
p377
N83- 18307 '
N83-17534-
N83-17556'
N83-17597'
N83- 19487 •
N83-17454'
N83-18663*
N83-18662-
N83-18716'
N83-19576'
N83-18672"
N83- 19709 •
N83-19756'
N83-22025'
N83-22204'
N83-20951 '
N83-20945'
N83-20952-
N83-22197'
N83-22206'
N83-24184'
N83-23305'
N83-23294'
N83-24711'
N83-24515'
N83-24504'
N83-24796'
N83-14107'
N83-14108'
N83-14109'
N83-14110*
N83-141ir
N83-15263'
N83-18744'
N83-22193'
N83-22194'
N83-23318'
N83-22212'
N83-24513'
N83-26829*
N83-29204'
N83-14430'
N83-13706'
N83-24507'
N83-345141
N83-31612'
N83-33906*
N83-30539"
N83-33955'
N83-27952'
N83-29448'
N83-30165'
N83-33591 •
N83-32796'
N83-33854'
N83-33891 *
N83-33876'
N83-25694'
N83-25692'
N83-25693'
N83-31595'
N83-30548'
N83-31576'
N83-36041 '
N83-33911'
N83-30060-
N83-30403'
N83-33014'
N83-34656'
N83-33843'
N83-33875'
N83-36509'
N83-20918'
N83-13070'
N83-26831 •
N83- 16287 *
N83-30385'
N83-12968'
N83-14929'
N83-22165'
N83-18699*
N83-14105'
N83-1166V
N83-14123'
N83-11113'
N83-13937'
N83-11839'
NS3- 12093 '
N83-11062'
N83-11061'
N83-12959'
N83-12049'
N83-13073'
N83-22163'
N83-22164'
N83-24479'
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NASA-CR-3644
NASA-CR-3650
NASA-CR-3653
NASA-CR-3655
NASA-CR-3664
NASA-CR-3665
NASA-CR-3671
NASA-CR-3673
NASA-CR-3878
NASA-CR-3681
NASA-CR-3684
NASA-CR-3685
NASA-CR-3688
NASA-CR-3701
NASA-CR-3709
NASA-CR-3713
NASA-CR-3714
NASA-CR-3716
NASA-CR-3733
NASA-NEWS-RELEASE-83-1 32
NASA-RP-1092-REV
NASA-SP-460
NASA-SP-470
NASA-SP-7037(160)
NASA-TM-X-1831
NASA-TM-X-2284
NASA-TM-X-2454
NASA-TM-X-2471
NASA-TM-X-2551
NASA-TM-X-2571
NASA-TM-X-2582
NASA-TM-X-2618
NASA-TM-X-2759
NASA-TM-X-2760
NASA-TM-X-2794
NASA-TM-X-2808
NASA-TM-X-2900
NASA-TM-X-2929
NASA-TM-X-2954
NASA-TM-X-2977
NASA-TM-X-2978
NASA-TM-X-3024
NASA-TM-X-3036
NASA-TM-X-3082
NASA-TM-X-3095
NASA-TM-X-3149
NASA-TM-X-3203
NASA-TM-X-3211
NASA-TM-X-3231
NASA-TM-X-3251
NASA-TM-X-3355
NASA-TM-X-71996
NASA-TM-X-72007
NASA-TM-X-72684
NASA-TM-X-72701
NASA-TM-X-7271 1
NASA-TM-X-72712
NASA-TM-X-73948
NASA-TM-X-74041
NASA-TM-76715
NASA-TM-76931
NASA-TM-76970
NASA-TM-76971
NASA-TM-77005
NASA-TM-77006
NASA-TM-77013
NASA-TM-77024
NASA-TM-77042
NASA-TM-77050
NASA-TM-77053
NASA-TM-77069
NASA-TM-77073
NASA-TM-77077
NASA-TM-77081
NASA-TM-77083
NASA-TM-77087
NASA-TM-78731
NASA-TM-78733
NASA-TM-81336-SUPPL
NASA-TM-81372
NASA-TM-81790
NASA-TM-81857
NASA-TM-81912
NASA-TM-81933
NASA-TM-82522
NASA-TM-82528
NASA-TM-82890
NASA-TM-82932
NASA-TM-82939
NASA-TM-82949
NASA-TM-82950
p 180
p139
p 146
p427
p 195
p238
p427
p282
p362
p345
p424
psoe
p389
pSOS
p547
p528
p665
p668
p768
p708
p638
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p708
p373
p13
p52
p4
p4
p12
p6
p5
p5
pS
p5
p6
p6
p4
P4
p4
p5
p5
P4
P4
p12
p32
p32
p13
p13
p12
p 13
p4
p11
p12
p13
p11
p12
p12
p12
p13
p 191
p400
p205
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P&31
p314
p&84
p388
p401
P393
p631
p691
p582
p684
P584
P&86
p11
P12
p666
P205
p53
p32
p317
p582
p410
p470
P201
p200
p9
p201
p74
N83-13072'
N83-14076'
N83-14098*
N83-26822*
N83-175151
N83-17239'
N83-26819'
N83-18729'
N83-21711'
N83-22213'
N83-25667'
N83-29175'
N 83-24500'
N83-29174'
N83-29270'
N 83-291 98-
N83-32777'
N83-32783'
N83-36598'
N 83-34882'
N83-31730'
N83-20931'
N83-33792'
N83-24466-
N83-11084'
N83-11141'
N83-11020'
N83-11019'
N83-11074'
N83-11034'
N83-11030'
N83-11029'
N83-11028*
N83-11027'
N83-11033'
N83-11032'
N83-11023'
N83-11024'
N83-11025'
N83-11026'
N83-1103T
N83-11021'
N83-11022*
N83-11076*
N83-11116*
N83-11115'
N83-11083'
N83-11081'
N83-11073'
N83-11082"
N83-11018'
N83-11070*
N83-11078*
N83-1 1085-
N83-11069-
N83-11075-
N83-11077-
N83-11079'
N83-1 1080*
N83-16291'
N83-23324'
N83-16328'
N83-33908'
N83-18771'
N83-30439'
N83-20915'
N83-32805'
N83-23295'
N83-23328'
N83-23310*
N 83-30438'
N 83-33909'
N83-30394-
N83-32809-
N83-31579'
N 83-33892 '
N83-11071'
N83-1 1072'
N83-33846'
N83-13115*
N83-11142'
N83-11114'
N83-22167'
N 83-30388 •
N 83-25268 '
N83-25854'
N83-12092'
N83- 12087 '
N 83-10019'
N83-12090-
N83-11840-
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NASA-TM-82953 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NASA-TM-82953
NASA-TM-82956
NASA-TM-82963
NASA-TM-82964
NASA-TM-82975
NASA-TM-82976
NASA-TM-82978
NASA-TM-82979
NASA-TM-82983
NASA-TM-82986
NASA-TM-82988
NASA-TM-82994
NASA-TM-83002
NASA-TM-83003
NASA-TM-83006
NASA-TM-83008
NASA-TM-83009
NASA-TM-83012
NASA-TM-83013
NASA-TM-83020
NASA-TM-83027
NASA-TM-83028
NASA-TM-83030
NASA-TM-83031
NASA-TM-83032
NASA-TM-83037
NASA-TM-83038
NASA-TM-83043
NASA-TM-83047
NASA-TM-83054
NASA-TM-83057
NASA-TM-83069
NASA-TM-83088
NASA-TM-83234-SUPPL
NASA-TM-83234
NASA-TM-83246
NASA-TM-83252
NASA-TM-83292
NASA-TM-83317
NASA-TM-83325
NASA-TM-83327
NASA-TM-83328
NASA-TM-83330
NASA-TM-83333
NASA-TM-83338
NASA-TM-83341
NASA-TM-83343
NASA-TM-83346
NASA-TM-83347
NASA-TM-83348
NASA-TM-83349
NASA-TM-83357
NASA-TM-83359
NASA-TM-83360
NASA-TM-83370
NASA-TM-83372
NASA-TM-83373
NASA-TM-83387
NASA-TM-83389
NASA-TM-83390
NASA-TM-83395
NASA-TM-83397
NASA-TM-83398
NASA-TM-83399
NASA-TM-8341 1
NASA-TM-83412
NASA-TM-8341 4
NASA-TM-83420
NASA-TM-83421
NASA-TM-83423
NASA-TM-83429
NASA-TM-83433
NASA-TM-83435
NASA-TM-83436
NASA-TM-83438
NASA-TM-83447
NASA-TM-83454
NASA-TM-83458
NASA-TM-83466
NASA-TM-83484
NASA-TM-83493
NASA-TM-83494
NASA-TM-83499
NASA-TM-83501
NASA-TM-83505
NASA-TM-84245-VOL-2
NASA-TM-84258-PT-1
NASA-TM-84258-PT-2
NASA-TM-84269
NASA-TM-84270
NASA-TM-84276
NASA-TM-84281
NASA-TM-84289
NASA-TM-84291
NASA-TM-84292
NASA-TM-84293
p183
p218
p 194
p166
p68
p67
p163
p44
p44
p69
p44
p73
p224
p297
p61
p201
p159
p222
p202
p 191
p163
p282
p183
p139
p179
p128
p191
p166
p 178
p367
p339
p423
p339
p365
p364
p301
p30
p301
p239
p408
p367
p305
p283
p367
p338
p412
p4S8
p393
p368
p394
p482
p470
p394
p311
p482
p537
pS63
p412
p408
p407
P554
p561
p424
p536
p482
p459
p684
p553
p536
P554
p539
p712
p536
p539
p504
p539
p702
p684
p746
p682
p747
p747
p747
p747
p712
p179
p48
p48
p 16
p461
p47
p48
p217
p204
p571
p216
N83-14523' #
N83- 12433' #
N83-17509' #
N83-15306' #
N83-11514' tt
N83-104251 #
N83-141261 tt
N83-11128' #
N83-11129' tt
N83-10559' tt
N83-11130' tt
N83-10885' #
N83-13939' #
N83-19921' #
N83-11282' #
N83-12091' #
N83-15302' tt
N83-12966' #
N83-13101* tt
N83-16152' #
N83-14127- tt
N83-18725' tt
N83-14432' #
N83-14078' tt
N83-15483' tt
N83-14061' #
N83-15169' #
N83-15307' #
N83-15364' #
N83-23112' #
N83-22200' #
N83-25657' tt
N83-22201 * tt
N83-23049* #
N83-23048' tt
N83-19018* #
N83-10034' #
N83-19124' #
N83-18405' tt
N83-24829' tt
N83-21895' tt
N83-19496' tt
N83-19754' tt
N83-23114' #
N83-20947' tt
N83-24287' tt
N83-25711' tt
N83-23306' #
N83-23115' tt
N83-24506' tt
N83-26643' tt
N83-25790' tt
N83-24505' tt
N83-22092' tt
N83-27793' tt
N83-27995' tt
N83-29597' #
N83-25499' tt
N83-24858* tt
N83-24764' #
N83-29360' tt
N83-28455' tt
N83-25662' tt
N83-27994' tt
N83-27794- tt
N83-26838' tt
N83-32811' tt
N83-28255' tt
N83-27991' #
N83-29358* #
N83-29235' #
N83-34885' #
N83-27992' #
N83-29237' tt
N83-27957' #
N83-29236* tt
N83-34192' #
N83-32810* #
N83-34942' #
N83-33883' #
N83-34945' #
N83-34946' #
N83-34947' tt
N83-34948' tt
N83-34886' tt
N83-12048' tt
N83-10049* #
N83-10050' tt
N83-11098* tt
N83-268451 tt
N83- 10048' tt
N83- 10051' tt
N83-17552' #
N83-13112' tt
N83-28985' tt
N83- 16349' #
NASA-TM-84294
NASA-TM-84295
NASA-TM-84296
NASA-TM-84298
NASA-TM-84300
NASA-TM-84303
NASA-TM-84305
NASA-TM-84309
NASA-TM-8431 1
NASA-TM-84312
NASA-TM-8431 5
NASA-TM-84316
NASA-TM-84323
NASA-TM-84324
NASA-TM-84327
NASA-TM-84330
NASA-TM-84334
NASA-TM-84337
NASA-TM-84339
NASA-TM-84348
NASA-TM-84349
NASA-TM-84363
NASA-TM-84364
NASA-TM-84367
NASA-TM-84372
NASA-TM-84374
NASA-TM-84381
NASA-TM-84386
NASA-TM-84388
NASA-TM-84405
NASA-TM-84486
NASA-TM-84490
NASA-TM-84493
NASA-TM-84526
NASA-TM-84527
NASA-TM-84528
NASA-TM-84534
NASA-TM-84538
NASA-TM-84545
NASA-TM-84550
NASA-TM-84553
NASA-TM-84554
NASA-TM-84556
NASA-TM-84563
NASA-TM-84568
NASA-TM-84571
NASA-TM-84573
NASA-TM-84578
NASA-TM-84581
NASA-TM-84582
NASA-TM-84584
NASA-TM-84588
NASA-TM-84596
NASA-TM-84597
NASA-TM-84601
NASA-TM-84606
NASA-TM-84610
NASA-TM-84614
NASA-TM-84620
NASA-TM-84623
NASA-TM-84627
NASA-TM-84635
NASA-TM-84637
NASA-TM-84639
NASA-TM-84647
NASA-TM-84652
NASA-TM-84659
NASA-TM-84660
NASA-TM-84661
NASA-TM-84664
NASA-TM-84665
NASA-TM-84723
NASA-TM-84899
NASA-TM-84900
NASA-TM-84901
NASA-TM-84908
NASA-TM-84913
NASA-TM-85007
NASA-TM-85020
NASA-TM-85163
NASA-TM-85199
NASA-TM-85220
NASA-TM-85255
NASA-TM-85325
NASA-TM-85404
NASA-TM-85428
NASA-TM-85633
NASA-TM-85634
NASA-TM-85636
NASA-TM-85637
NASA-TM-85641
NASA-TM-85642
NASA-TM-85647
NASA-TM-85650
NASA-TM-85652
NASA-TM-85654
p205
p52
p396
p265
p217
p 187
p478
p377
p288
p 192
p311
p266
p270
p343
p250
p315
p563
p352
p721
p462
p571
p377
p478
p563
p548
p504
p506
p652
p688
p702
p190
p9
p319
p 174
p56
p31
p207
p15
p192
p219
p 191
p 177
p217
p216
p265
p362
p377
p 178
P271
p245
p288
p138
p 194
p195
p335
p234
p382
p506
p424
p491
p564
p461
p297
p331
p315
p411
p396
p669
p549
p653
p417
p67
p 198
p208
p265
p339
p526
p479
p409
p 176
p234
p248
p610
p401
p765
p748
p314
p315
p571
p573
p426
p444
p706
p666
p527
p527
N83-13114'
N83-11140'
N83-23316'
N83-18712'
N83- 12393 '
N83-17451'
N83-27148'
N83-24473'
N83-18745'
N83-16273'
N83-22091 '
N83-19739'
N83-18721'
N83-22205'
N83-19721'
N83-22159'
N83-29636'
N83-22320'
N83-34923'
N83-26846'
N83-28986'
N83-24472'
N83-27149'
N83-29634'
N83-28006'
N83-27961 '
N83-29180'
N83-32397'
N83-33904'
N83-34278'
N83-16150'
N83-10017'
N83-22168'
N83-14138'
N83- 10082 '
N83- 10035 *
N83- 17530'
N83- 10024 '
N83- 12070 '
N83-13419'
N83-16151'
N83-14170'
N83- 12395 '
N83- 17550 '
N83- 18709 '
N83-21730'
N83-24471 '
N83-15361'
N83-19748'
N83-18673'
N83-19757'
N83-15266'
N83-17508'
N83-17510'
N83-22196'
N83-17899'
N83-24490'
N83-29176'
N83-25660'
N83-27951'
N83-29732'
N83-26844'
N83-19815'
N83-20933'
N83-22157'
N83-24212'
N83-23317'
N83-33859'
N83-29273'
N83-32518'
N83-26785'
N83-10378'
N83-13095-
N83-13124'
N83-18710'
N83-22203'
N83-27978'
N83-27537'
N83-23670'
N83-13059'
N83-16814'
N83- 18697 '
N83-30412
N83-23326'
N83-35318'
N83-36031 '
N83-20916'
N83-20917'
N83-28984'
N83-29170'
N83-26815'
N83-25707'
N83-33682'
N83-33848'
N83-27979'
N83-27980'
#
tt
#
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
#
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
NASA-TM-85661
NASA-TM-85664
NASA-TM-85669
NASA-TM-85692
NASA-TP-1674
NASA-TP-1786
NASA-TP-1805
NASA-TP-1864
NASA-TP-1865
NASA-TP-1972
NASA-TP-2017
NASA-TP-2023
NASA-TP-2033
NASA-TP-2034
NASA-TP-2035
NASA-TP-2056
NASA-TP-2057
NASA-TP-2063
NASA-TP-2067
NASA-TP-2068
NASA-TP-2070
NASA-TP-2074
NASA-TP-2078
NASA-TP-2079
NASA-TP-2080
NASA-TP-2081
NASA-TP-2082
NASA-TP-2083
NASA-TP-2085
NASA-TP-2087
NASA-TP-2092
NASA-TP-2101
NASA-TP-2106
NASA-TP-2109
NASA-TP-2110
NASA-TP-2112
NASA-TP-21 16
NASA-TP-2118
NASA-TP-21 20
NASA-TP-21 21
NASA-TP-21 25
NASA-TP-21 26
NASA-TP-21 27
NASA-TP-21 33
NASA-TP-21 35
NASA-TP-2136
NASA-TP 2142
NASA-TP-21 43
NASA-TP-21 51
NASA-TP-2156
NASA-TP-21 58
NASA-TP-21 59
NASA-TP-2167
NASA-TP-21 71
NASA-TP-21 76
NASA-TP-21 81
NASATP-2184
NASA-TP-21 86
NASA-TP 21 88
NASA-TP 21 90
NASA-TP-21 92
NASA-TP-21 94
NASA-TP-21 96
NASA-TP-2203
NASA-TP-2208
NASA-TP-2210
NASA-TP-2227
NAUFP-202-1
NAVFAC-DM-24 2
NAVFC-DM-23 1
NAVTRAEQUIPC-IH-338
NAVTRAEOUIPC-IH-340
NAVTRAEOUIPC-78-C-0060-9
NAVTRAEQUIPC-79-C-0076-1
NAVTRAEQUIPC-80-C-0132-1
NAVTRAEQUIPC-81 -01 05-1
NAVTRAEQUIPCEN-IH-337
NBS-GCR-82-404
NBSIR-82-2508-PT-1
NBSIR-82-2525-PT-4
NBSIR-82-2536-PT-2
NBSIR-82 2537-PT-5
NBSIR-82-2598-PT-6
NEAR-TR-269
NEAR-TR-274
p648
p564
p702
p733
p552
p191
p582
p582
p581
p221
p424
p43
p216
p 10
p515
p61
p42
p226
p52
p9
p67
p68
p11
p73
p232
p292
p270
p 183
p210
p 139
p209
p234
p266
p260
p225
p215
p424
p265
p427
p707
p316
p288
p561
p316
p333
p333
p458
p608
p316
p395
p377
p582
p583
p459
p718
p706
p665
p754
p617
p720
p526
p736
p733
p686
p703
p718
p746
p74
p 175
p174
p736
p159
p220
p633
p206
p466
p207
p319
p251
p251
p251
p251
p721
p504
p213
N83-32095'
N83-29733'
N83-34226'
N83-36022'
N83-28098'
N83-16290'
N83-30390'
N83-30389'
N83-30386'
N83-17560'
N83-25665'
N83-11125'
N83-16350'
N83-11058'
N83-29193'
N83-1 1340'
N83-10045'
N83-16528'
N83-11139'
N83-10016'
N83-10442'
N83-11513'
N83-11059'
N83-11838'
N83-16758'
N83-18770'
N83- 18723 *
N83-14521'
N83-17535'
N83-14077'
N83-16338'
N83-16951'
N83-18715'
N83-18704'
N83-16492'
N83-17547'
N83-25666'
N83-18714'
N83-26821 '
N83-34713'
N83-22162'
N83-19758'
N83-28378'
N83-22161'
N83-22191'
N83-22192'
N83-25712'
N83-31596'
N83-22166'
N83-24509'
N83-24478'
N83-30391'
N83-31577'
N83-26839'
N83-36000'
N83-33684'
N83-32776'
N83 36039'
N8330431'
N83-3492K
N83-27977'
N83-36028'
N83-34935'
N83-33893'
N83-34372'
N83-34906'
N83-34941'
N83-10970'
N83-14142
N83-14141
N83-34940
N83-14124
N83-16356
N83-31615
N83-16334
N83-25733
N83-12103
N83-22174
N83-19727
N83-19729
N83-19728
N83-19730
N83-34927
N83-27963
N83-16346
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
#
tt
#
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
#
tt
tt
tt
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tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
E-16
REPORT NUMBER INDEX RADC-TR-82-148
NEL-681
NLR-MP-81016-U
NLR-MP-81017-U
NLR-MP-81019-U
NLR-MP-8102B-U
NLR-MP-81029-U
NLH-MP-81034-U
NLR-MP-81035-U
NLR-MP-81046-U
NLR-MP-81062-U
NLR-MP-81063-U
NLR-MP-82003-U
NLR-MP-82007-U
NLR-MP-82008-U
NLfl-MP-82039-U
NLH-MP-82042-U
NLR-MP-87067-U
NLR-TR-81056-U
NLR-TR-81110-U
NLR-TR-81114-U
NLR-TR-81135-U
NLR-TR-82001-U
NLR-TR-83003-U
NMERI-TA5-4
NMI-R-157
NOAA-TM-ERL-RFC-11
NOAA-83042204
NOR-82-58
NORDA-TN-201
NPL-AC-102
NPS-67-82-007
NPS67-82-003
NPS67-82-006
NPS67-82-13
NRC-20415
NRC-20936
NRC-21066
NRC-21276
NRC-21277
NRC/CNR TT-2066
NRL-MR-4694
NRL-MR-4863
NRL-MR-4938
NRL-MR-4986
NRL-MR-5070
NRL-MR-5085
NSF/ISP-82038
NSF/PRA-8200S
NSF/PRA-82007
NSMRL-990
NSMHL-990
NSROS-NBS-61-PT-5
NSTB-AAR-82-4
NSWC/TR-82-176
NT-81-25
NTIA/REPT-83-117
NTSB-AAR-82-13
NTSB-AAR-82-14
NTSB-AAR-82-8
NTSB-AAR-83-01
NTSB-AAR-83-04
NTSB-ARC-83-01
NTSB-1 14-82-15
NTSB/SIR-83-02
OEHL-83-101EH174BNA
ONERA. TP NO 1982-108
ONERA. TP NO 1982-109
ONERA, TP NO 1982-114
p218
p203
p198
P198
p198
p159
p 209
p209
p207
p674
p236
p234
p234
p207
p679
p700
p228
p403
p389
p404
p38
p389
p718
p548
p702
p768
p768
p193
p567
p653
p407
p 156
p527
p215
p68
p648
p629
pSIO
pSIO
p631
p 178
p 189
p237
p382
p617
pS89
p754
p224
p224
p197
p198
p296
p 184
P178
p33
p766
p 197
p249
p15
p430
p720
p409
p248
pSIO
p770
p 174
P1S2
p243
N83-13294
N83-13106
N 83- 13096
N83- 13097
N83-13099
N83-14125
N83-16339
N83-16340
N83-17531
N83-32786
N83- 18291
N83- 17903
N83- 17902
N83-17532
N83-32799
N83-33233
N83-17718
N83-23421
N83-23297
N83-23422
N83-10043
N 83-23298
N 83-36002
N 83-28008
N83-34223
N83-36615
N83-3661S
N83-12076
N83-29955
N83-32517
N83-2359S
N83-14118
N83-27984
N83-17549
N83-11S20
N83-32071
N83-31608
N83-29187
N83-29188
N83-30436
N83-14294
N83-149S4
N83-18322
N83-23289
N83-30433
N83-31S87
#
»
tt
tt
tt
#
#
ft
ff
#
tt
tt
tt
It
It
tt
It
tt
It
It
It
It
It
It
#
It
It
tt
It
tt
It
It
It
tt
It
#
#
It
It
#
tt
It
It
It
It
It
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONEHA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA, TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ONERA. TP NO
ORI-TR-1799
OTA-BP-T 14
1982-116
1982-118
1982-1 19
1982-120
1982-121 .
1982-122
1982-131
1932-32
1982-66
1982-68
1982-73
1982-74
1982-75
1982-76
1982-81
1982-82
1982-83
1982-87
1982-88
1982-89
1982-90
1982-91
1982-92
1982-95
1983-105
1983-107
1983-115
1983-11
1983-21
1983-24
1983-27
1983-28
1983-29
1983-30
1983-36
1983-37
1983-44
1983-52
1983-54
1983-59
1983-68
1983-73
1983-76
1983-79
1983-80
OTA-BR-T-10-PT-2
OTA-STI-175
OTA-STI-176
OTA-T-170-PT-3
OU/AEC-EER-53-5
OU/AEC-EER-54-2
OU/AEC/EER-54-3
N83-349S9
N83- 13027
N83- 13028
N83-16310
N83-16312
N83-18904
N 83- 13082
N83-14287
N83-11122
N83-36352
N83-16309
N 83- 18700
N83- 10022
N83-26827
N83-34922
N83-23664
N83- 18698
N83-29189
N83-368S2
A83-18434
A83-18435
A83-24326'
It
tf
tt
tt
It
It
tt
tt
»
tt
tt
#
It
»
It
It
It
It
#
»
#
#
DUEL- 1462/83
PAPER-124
PB82-1 79946
PB82-1 83740
PB82-1S37S7
PB82-1 86800
PB82-186818
PB82-1 95884
PB82-1 95892
PB82-1 97385
PB82 197393
PB82 203837
PB82 204512
PB82 206095
PBS2 206855
PB82 207606
PB82212309
PB82212499
PB82-213448
PB82-213737
PB82-218520
PB82-219189
PB82-230921
PB82 232919
PB82-235946
PB82 239849
PB82 259003
PB82-259144
PB82-259151
PB82-910404
PB82-910408
PB82-910413
p247
p284
p243
P244
p276
p305
p 174
p221
p 177
p213
p195
p205
p232
p136
p213
p1B1
p 185
P206
p206
p173
P207
p 181
p173
p152
p764
p717
p753
p464
p480
p464
p688
p689
p683
P683
p659
p687
p667
p446
p719
p719
p756
p497
p769
p769
p769
P175
p251
p221
p27
p293
p221
p210
p217
p390
p632
p58
p 194
P175
p176
p221
p221
p58
p223
p224
p224
p223
p 194
p 194
p 194
p27
p66
p13
p33
p60
p69
p69
p220
p296
p218
p219
p226
p220
p220
p 184
p15
p 197
A83-24327
A83-24329
A83-24330
A83-24331
A83-24332
A83-24333
AS3-19414
A83-13375
A83-14526
A83- 14528
A83-14530
A83-23247
A83-23248
A83- 18426
A83-14533
A83-14534
A83- 14535
A83- 14539
A83- 14540
A83- 18427
A83-14541
A83-18428
A83-18429
A83-18430
A83-49416
A83-49418
A83-49426
A83-36421
A83-36430
A83-36433
A83-44306
A83-44307
A83-44308
A83-44309
A83-44314
A83-44315
A83-44318
A83-35820
A83-48176
A83-48180
A83-48189
A83-38638
A83-48191
A83-48194
A83-48195
N83- 12040
N83-19731
N83-12919
N83-10033
N83-19764
N83- 12920
N83-17534'
N83-12299
N83-23302
N83-31610
N83-10102
N83- 12079
N83- 12040
N83-12041
N S3- 12920
N83-12919
N 83-1 11 53
N83-12975
N83-13028
N83-13027
N83-12976
N83-13093
N83- 12080
N83- 12081
N83-10033
N83-10295
N83-11086-
N 83-1 11 22
N83-10214-
N83-11628
N83-11629
N83-13673
N83-18904
N83-13320
N83-13417
N83-16538
N83-16358
N83-16359
N83- 13082
N83-10022
N83- 16309
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It
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
It
tt
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
PB82-910414
PB82-910415
PB83-101659
PB83- 102772
P883-110585
PB83-113522
PB83-1 13530
PB83-1 13548
PB83-1 13555
PB83-1 19891
P883- 144865
PB83-147413
PB83-147751
PB83- 148387
PB83- 153692
PB83- 157883
PB83-168187
PB83- 180265
PB83-186734
PB83-1 87344
PB83-187799
PB83-191312
PB83-193052
P883- 194043
PB83- 197053
PB83-202283
PB83-210443
PB83-214288
PB83-910401
PB83-910404
PB83-917003
PDE-101
PFTR-1080-82-5
PHL-1982-64
PIAC-97-C-6
PMA-55-1-81
PML-1981-36
PML-1 982-7
PNL-SA-10089
PNL-SA-9961
PNR-90111
PNR-90112
PNR-90113
PNR-90114
PNR-90116
PNR-90118
PNR-90120
PNR-90148
PNR-90149
PNR-90159
PRA-8049
PSU/TURBO-82-5
PWA-5512-96
PWA-5515-175
PWA-5515-178
PWA-5515-177
PWA-55 17-31
PWA-5523-122
PWA-5594-106
PWA-5594-152
PWA-5594-157
PWA-5594-180
PWA-57 19-34
PWA-5723-27
PWA-5768-29
PWA-5891-18
PWA-5907-19
P83-10167
OR-9
OTPR-3
OTPR-5
OTPR-7
OTPR-7
QTR-11
OTR-12
OTR-13
R-1496
RADC-rR-82-113-VOL-1
RADC-TR-82-148
p249
p248
p430
p 293
p251
p251
p251
p251
p251
p319
p460
p479
p471
p475
p560
p529
p529
p647
p633
p698
p647
P691
p721
p754
p768
p712
p754
p766
p430
p720
p510
p632
p205
p560
p204
p206
p221
p585
p235
p226
p68
p44
P45
p45
p68
p 68
p203
p563
p554
p460
N83- 18700 #
N83- 18698 tt
N83-25686 tt
N83- 19764 tt
N83-19731 #
N83- 19727 »
N83- 19728 tt
N83-19729 #
N83- 19730 tt
N83-22174 H
N83-26S43 tt
N83-27476 #
N83-26934 tt
N83-25919 tt
N83-28290 tt
N83-29203 tt
N83-29202 tt
N83-31912 tt
N83-31616 tt
N83-33001 tt
N83-31916 tt
N83-33911- tt
N83-34927 tt
N83-34959 tt
N83-36615 tt
N83-34889 tt
N83-36042 #
N83-36352 tt
N83-26827 tt
N83-34922 tt
N83-29189 #
N83-30443 tt
N83-13116 tt
N83-28317 tt
N83-12099- tt
N83- 16334 tt
N83-17574 tt
N83-30398 It
N83-18106 tt
N83- 16531 tt
N83-11484 #
N83-11134 #
N83-11135 #
N83-11136 It
N83-11485 tt
N83-11486 #
N83-13107 #
N83-29670 tt
N83-29322 tt
N83-26842 tt
p515 N83-29194 tt
p427 N83-26819' tt
p214
p 165
p536
p214
p629
p 163
p165
p616
p616
p283
p637
P42
p426
p699
p645
p708
P645
p373
p61
p605
P607
p440
p440
p440
N83-17544' #
N83-15305' It
N83-27993- tt
N83-17543' tt
N83-30435- tt
N83-14128- It
N83-15304- #
N83-30429' #
N83-30427- tt
N83-19753' #
N83-30551' tt
N83-10044* tt
N83-26816* tt
N83-33182* tt
N83-30959* tt
N83-34882* tt
N83-30921 tt
N83-23272 tt
N83-11248- #
N83-30403- #
N83-31595- »
N83-25692- tt
N83-25693* tt
N83-25694* tt
p32 N83-11117-*
p217
p221
N83-12318 #
N83-12895 tt
E-17
RADC-TR-82-184 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
RADC-TR-82-184
RADC-TR-82-253
RADC-TR-82-328
RADC-TR-82-335
RADC-TR-82-339
RAE-FS(F)-184
RAE-FS(F)-190
RAE-LIBRARY-TRANS-2087
RAE-MAT/STRUCT-24
RAE-STRUCT-BF/B/0893
RAE-TM-AERO-1863
RAE-TM-FS(B)-483
RAE-TM-FS(F)-449
RAE-TM-FS(F)-466
RAE-TM-RAD-NAV-197
RAE TR-82007
RAE-TR-82030
RAE-TR-82092
RAE-TR-82110
RAE-TR-82125
RAE-TRANS-2070
RAE-TRANS-2082
RAE-TRANS-2087
RANO/N-1882-AF
RANO/N-1883-AF
RAND/N-1985-1-AF
RAND/P-6786
RO-2-83
REPRINT-839
REPRINT-840
REPT-NA-81-258
REPT-014524-21-T
REPT-1378-51-6-2939
REPT-14
REPT-1506-01-1-2750
REPT-1527-T
REPT-2258-03-2-2477R
REPT 34
REPT-459-1
REPT-459-2
REPT-6645-F-9
REPT 7102-F-1
REPT 761108/711129
REPT-80-001
REPT-81SRC57
REPT-8242-PT-5
RFP-3387
RI/RD82-224
RI/RD83-104
RTCA/DO-140
RTCA/DO-180
RTCA/DO-182
R80AEG396
R80AEG417
R80AEG664-VOL-2
R81AEG215
R81AEG307
R81AEG316
R81AEG654
R81AEG759
R82-915622-8
R82-955319-20
R82AEB078
R82AEB315
R82AEB340
R82AEB403-VOL-1
R82AEB540-VOL-1
R82AEG533
R82AE511
R83AEB047
SAAB-TN-AE-75
SAE AIR 1059A
SAE AIR 1533
SAE AIR 1813
p 186
p477
p563
p765
p765
p560
p610
p426
p700
p48
pS30
p202
p309
p389
p560
p48
p310
p560
p610
p700
p20S
p553
p 191
p4S9
p346
p712
p 159
p395
p563
p5S4
p 184
p411
p593
p721
P57
p686
p38
p221
p28
p38
p204
p397
p471
p581
p219
p345
p665
p646
p478
p325
p325
p380
p201
p212
p178
p44
p617
p339
p214
p684
p9
p228
p404
p202
p202
P166
p338
P214
p212
p747
p705
p547
p535
P547
N83-15S70 tt
N83-25990 #
N83-29579 #
N83-36312 #
N83-36338 #
N83-28326 tt
N83-30411 #
N83-25677 tt
N83-33214 #
N83- 10052 tt
N83-27988 tt
N83- 17527 tt
N83-20704 tt
N83-23301 tt
N83-28291 tt
N83-10052 tt
N83-20707 tt
N83-28326 tt
N83-30411 tt
N83-33214 tt
N83- 16326 tt
N83-28118 #
N83- 16292 tt
N83-25714 tt
N83-20955 tt
N83-34888 #
N83- 15303 tt
N83-24507- tt
N83-29670 tt
N83-29322 tt
N83- 14531 tt
N83-24184- tt
N83-31591 tt
NB3-34923- tt
N83-11147 tt
N83-33891 • tt
N83-11123 tt
N83- 17562 tt
N83-11107 If
N83-11124 tt
N83-13110- tt
N83-24513- tt
N83-26929 tt
N83-30387- tt
N83- 13344 tt
N83-22213' #
N83-32772 tt
N83-31022 tt
N83-27213- tt
N83-22175 tt
N83-22175 #
N83-23282 tt
N83- 12094' tt
N83- 16341' tt
N83-15412- tt
N83-11127- #
N83-30430' #
N83-22204- tt
N83-17539- tt
N83-32804- tt
N83-10018- tt
N83-17728- tt
N83-23464- tt
N83-13103' tt
N83-13100- tt
N83- 15308' tt
N83-20946- tt
N83-17542- #
N83- 16342- tt
N83-34944* tt
N83-33641 tt
A83-38103 ~f
A83-38104 #
A83-38105 #
SAE ARP 1664
SAE PAPER 820603
SAE PAPER 820609
SAE PAPER 820610
SAE PAPER 82061 1
SAE PAPER 82061 3
SAE PAPER 8207 17
SAE PAPER 8207 19
SAE PAPER 820720
SAE PAPER 820722
SAE PAPER 820728
SAE PAPER 820729
SAE PAPER 820730
SAE PAPER 820866
SAE PAPER 820867
SAE PAPER 820868
SAE PAPER 820869
SAE PAPER 820870
SAE PAPER 820871
SAE PAPER 820877
SAE PAPER 820878
SAE PAPER 820955
SAE PAPER 820956
SAE PAPER 820957
SAE PAPER 821341
SAE PAPER 82 1345
SAE PAPER 821346
SAE PAPER 821358
SAE PAPER 821 359
SAE PAPER 821360
SAE PAPER 821364
SAE PAPER 821366
SAE PAPER 821371
SAE PAPER 821374
SAE PAPER 821375
SAE PAPER 821390
SAE PAPER 821391
SAE PAPER 821 392
SAE PAPER 821 393
SAE PAPER 821 398
SAE PAPER 821400
SAE PAPER 821 401
SAE PAPER 821402
SAE PAPER 821418
SAE PAPER 821421
SAE PAPER 821422
SAE PAPER 821 423
SAE PAPER 821424
SAE PAPER 821434
SAE PAPER 821 435
SAE PAPER 821 436
SAE PAPER 821437
SAE PAPER 821438
SAE PAPER 821 439
SAE PAPER 821441
SAE PAPER 821442
SAE PAPER 821443
SAE PAPER 82 1444
SAE PAPER 821445
SAE PAPER 82 1446
SAE PAPER 821 456
SAE PAPER 821461
SAE PAPER 821 462
SAE PAPER 821 464
SAE PAPER 821467
SAE PAPER 821468
SAE PAPER 821469
SAE PAPER 821475
SAE PAPER 821483
SAE PAPER 821484
SAE PAPER 821485
SAE PAPER 821486
SAE PAPER 821487
SAE PAPER 821489
SAE PAPER 821490
SAE PAPER 821501
SAE PAPER 821503
SAE PAPER 82 1504
SAE PAPER 830705
SAE PAPER 830706
SAE PAPER 830707
SAE PAPER 830708
SAE PAPER 830709
SAE PAPER 830710
SAE PAPER 8307 11
'SAE PAPER 8307 12
SAE PAPER 830713
SAE PAPER 8307 14
SAE PAPER 830715
SAE PAPER 83071 7
SAE PAPER 830720
SAE PAPER 830731
SAE PAPER 830764
SAE-830729
p519
p696
p696
p696
p696
p696
p392
p391
p392
p371
p384
p384
p385
p384
p289
p263
p263
p263
p263
p263
p256
p433
p433
p434
p517
pSSO
p517
p532
p495
p517
p529
p507
p532
p532
p517
p532
p507
p517
p517
p532
p533
P533
p533
p557
p517
p568
p533
p557
p518
p518
p518
p557
p533
p533
p518
p516
p518
p518
p519
p533
p657
p534
p534
p534
p496
p519
p544
p534
p507
p507
P550
p507
p534
p534
p535
p507
p508
p508
p634
p599
p691
p580
p580
p599
p626
p599
p609
p626
p627
p599
p627
p615
p580
p311
A83-38102 tt
A83-45864 #
A83-45867 tt
A83-45868 tt
A83-45869 tt
A83-45871 tt
A83-31802 tt
A83-30874 #
A83-31803 tt
A83-31804 tt
A83-30875 tt
A83-31805 tt
A83-31806 tt
A83-30944 tt
A83 25766 tt
A83-25767 tt
A83 25768 tt
A83-25769 #
A83-25770 tt
A83-25771 #
A83-25772 tt
A83 33627 tt
A83-33628- tt
A83-33629 tt
A83-37952 tt
A83-37954 #
A83-37955 tt
A83-37956 tt
A83-37957' #
A83-37958 #
A83-37959 tt
A83-37960 #
A83-37963 tt
A83-37964 tt
A83-37965- tt
A83-37966 tt
A83-37967 tt
A83-37968 tt
A83-37969" tt
A83-37972 tt
A83-37973 tt
A83-37974 tt
A83-37975 #
A83-37976 tt
A83-37978 tt
A83-37979 tt
A83-37980 #
A83-37981 tt
A83-37982- tt
A83-37983 tt
A83-37984 tt
A83-37985 tt
A83-37986 tt
A83-37987 tt
A83-37989 tt
A83-37990 tt
A83-37991 tt
A83-37992 #
A83-37993 tt
A83-37994 tt
A83-45875 tt
A83-37995 tt
A83-37996 tt
A83-37997 #
A83-37998" tt
A83-37999" #
A83-38000 tt
A83-38001 ' #
A83-38002 tt
A83-38003 tt
A83-38004 tt
A83-38005 tt
A83-38006 tt
A83-38007 tt
A83-38008 tt
A83-38009 #
A83-38010 tt
A83-3801 1 #
A83-43316 tt
A83-43317 tt
A83-44685 tt
A83-43318 tt
A83-43319' tt
A83-43320 tt
A83-43321 tt
A83-43322 tt
A83-43323 tt
A83-43324 #
A83-43325 tt
A83-43326- #
A83-43327- tt
A83-43328 tt
A83-43329- tt
N83-22092- #
SAND-81-0510
SAND-81-0538
SAND-81-1522C
SAND-81-1522
SANO-81-1701C
SANO-81-2415
SANIES 1-2577C
SAND-82-1711C
SAND-83-0816C
SAPR2
SAPR-3
SAR-43
SAR-4
SAR-6
SASR-2
SAWE PAPER 1451
SAWE PAPER 1452
SAWE PAPER 1453
SAWE PAPER 1454
SAWE PAPER 1466
SAWE PAPER 1467
SAWE PAPER 1468
SAWE PAPER 1469
SAWE PAPER 1470
SAWE PAPER 1478
SAWE PAPER 1479
SAWE PAPER 1480
SAWE PAPER 1484
SAWE PAPER 1485
SAWE PAPER 1487
SAWE PAPER 1488
SAWE PAPER 1490
SAWE PAPER 1499
SAWE PAPER 1501
SC5267 3FR
SD-TR-82-2
SEL-170
SEL-7867
SER-510034
SER-510072
SER-510089
SER-510111
SER-510112-VOL-1
SER-520235
SERI/TP-235-1710
SERI/TR-1 1290-1
SERI/TR-635-1280
SERIAL-T-463
SL-82-32
SNIAS-822-111-101
SNIAS-822-1 11-102
SNIAS-822-111-104
SNIAS-822-111-105
SNIAS-822-1 11-106
SNIAS-822-111-109
SNIAS-822.11M10
SNIAS-822-320-101
SNIAS-831-422-121
SNIAS-831-502-101
SNIAS-831-551-101
SNIAS-831-551-103
SP-03A82
SPC-850
SR-J2-04360
SR-230
SR-3
SR-8302-FTT-512
SRC-CR-82-33
SRI-0 6-4860
SRL-6507
SR82-R-4621-36
SSI-80-203(S)-VOL-3
STI-TR-1172-1R-REV
p378
p483
p410
p361
p 138
p332
p 198
p594
p721
N83-24486 tt
N83-27803 tt
N83-25226 tt
N83-21495 tt
N83-15271 If
N83-20940 tt
N83-16313 #
N83-31593 #
N83-34926 tt
p618 N83-31605 tt
p 708 N83-338W tt
p 226 N83-17597- tt
p 186 N83-15627- tt
p339 N83-22204- tt
p266 N83-18716' tt
p643
p602
p616
p602
p602
p602
p585
p602
p585
p603
p654
p654
p603
p635
p644
p651
p644
p603
p603
A83-43733 #
A83-43734 tt
A83-43735 tt
A83-43736 tt
A83-43740 tt
A83-43741 tt
A83-43742- tt
A83-43743 tt
A83-43744 tt
A83-43747 #
A83-43748 #
A83-43749 #
A83 43751
A83-43752
A83 43754 tt
A83 43755 tt
A83-43757 tt
A83-43759 tt
A83-43760 tt
tt
p246 N83-19719 #
p 66 N83 10330 tt
p411 N83 24184- tt
p 734 N83-36027 tt
p 665 N83-32777' tt
p679 N83-33880 tt
p 192 N83-12071- tt
p 693 N83-33955- tt
p 427 N83-26820* tt
p 194 N83-13092 tt
p699 N83-33169 tt
p694 N83-34071 #
p583 N83-30395 tt
p6 N83-11056 #
p 573 N83-29123 tt
p376
p389
p389
p403
p381
p404
p407
p58
p682
p658
p765
p679
N83-23279 tt
N83-24501 #
N83-23299 tt
N83-23363 tt
N83-23287 tt
N83-23423 tt
N83-23523 tt
N83-10102 tt
N83-32802 tt
N83-32742 tt
N83-35426 #
N83-32800 tt
p281 N83-18659 tt
p389
p234
p767
p 186
p305
p765
p190
p553
p202
p155
N83-23300 #
N83-16814- #
N83-36570 tt
N83-15558 tt
N83-194871 tt
N83-36312 #
N83-15042- tt
N83-28211 tt
N83-13104" #
N83-14113 tt
p 47 N83-10047- tt
E-18
REPORT NUMBER INDEX WSRL-0287-SD
STI-TR-2109-1
STI-TR-548
SU-JIAA-TR-48-PT-1
SU-JIAA-TR-48-PT-2
SWRI-15-5607-809
SWRI-6800-129
T-123
TACOM-TR-12673
TACOM-TR-12686
TASC-TR-3030-1
TB-82-5
TDCK-76160
TDCK-76716
TDCK-77222
TDCK-77306
TECH-BEREICHT-82/013
TEI-A009-9
TM(NASA)-85
TM-83
TM-84
TN-11555-307-8
TOP-6-3-120
TO3-TZ20
TPR-3
TR-CRINC-FRL-467-1
TR-1151-2-VOL-1
TR-1151-2-VOL-2
TR-1151-2VOL-4
TR-1151-2-VOL-5
TR-1178-1-I-VOL-1
TR-1178-1-I-VOL-2
TR-1188-1
TR-1188-2
TR-2101
TR-582
TR-681102
TR 81-023
TR-81415
TR-82401
TR-82411
TR-8268-1
TRANS-15857/TLT-00841
TRB/TRR-836
TRB/TRR-840
TRB/TRR-865
TRITA-FPT-042
TS-126
TSAR(X)M-TR-e3-1
TUBS/FB-80-01-02
TUBS/FB-80-07-01
TUBS/F8-80-12-02
TUBS/FB-81-08-01
TUBS/FB-81-11-01
TUBS/FB-82-04-01
UCID-19620
UCRL-15504
UD-347/82
UOR-TR-79-54
UDH-TR-80-37-VOL-2
UDR-TR-81 14
UDR-TR-82-03-VOL-1
UDR-TR-82-104
UDR-TR-82-30
UDR-TR-82-39
UDR-TR-82-64
UDRI-TR-81-160-VOL-2
p11
p57
p238
p238
p712
p471
p652
p639
p515
p72
p260
p537
p221
p585
p698
p560
p394
p645
p 148
p147
p147
p583
p26
p207
p553
p408
p344
p344
p344
p344
p333
p333
p397
p344
p187
p28
p547
p220
p319
p319
p589
p218
p460
p66
p218
p560
p460
p383
P654
p205
p205
p221
p206
p206
p206
p360
p304
p389
p 184
p225
p225
p618
p458
p653
P213
p395
p 16
N83-11062*
N83-11149
N83- 17238 *
N83-17237*
N83-34890
N83-25904
N83-32401
N83-31824
N83-29194
N83- 10803*
N83-18706
N83-29207
N83- 17574
N83-30398
N83-33035
N83-28317
N83-23311
N83-30921
N83-15277*
N83-15275*
N83- 15276 *
N83-31578*
N83-10030
N83-12102*
N83-28273
N83-24796*
N83-22207*
N83-22208*
N83-22210*
N83-2221 1 '
N83-22189
N83-22190
N83-23318*
N83-22212*
N83-17454*
N83-11108
N83 29270*
N83 16356
N8322172
N83-22171
N83-31589
N83- 13292
N83-26842
N83-10295
N83- 13320
N83 28290
N83 26843
N83-24499
N83-32677
NS3-13117
N83-13118
N83- 13824
N83-13119
N83-13120
N83-13121
N83-22498
N83-20430
N83-23296
N83- 14543
N83- 16402
N83- 16401
N83-31606
N83-25713
N83-31422
N83-16345
N83-24510
N83-11099
tt
tt
tt
It
#
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
»
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
ULHF-419/CAR
UMTA IT-06-0248-83-2
US-PATENT APPL-SN-132364
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-1 63 1 22
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-224231
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-230613
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-234224
US-PATENT APPL-SN-238257
US-PATENT APPL-SN-242790
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-24557 1
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-248744
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-259209
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-267935
US-PATENT APPL-SN-274705
US-PATENT APPL-SN-274706
US-PATENT APPL-SN-293418
US-PATENT APPL-SN-317977
US-PATENT APPL-SN-401288
US-PATENT APPL-SN-456460
US-PATENT APPL-SN-456915
US-PATENT-APPl-SN-469867
US-PATENT APPL-SN-481106
US-PATENT APPL-SN-484745
US-PATENT APPL-SN-489902
US-PATENT APPL-SN-508371
US-PATENT APPL-SN-532342
US-PATENT APPL-SN-657903
US-PATENT-CASE-1 79-146-R
US-PATENT-CASE-1 79-1 79
US-PATENT-CASE-244-1 21
US-PATENT-CASE-244-129 4
US-PATENT CASE-292-254
US-PATENT CASE-367-906
US-PATENT-CLASS-1 02-378
US-PATENT-CLASS-1 69-47
US-PATENT-CLASS-1 81-213
US-PATENT-CLASS-239-265 17
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-1 37P
US-PATENT-CLASS-252-2
US-PATENT CLASS-252-5
US-PATENT-CLASS-33-322
US-PATENT-CLASS-343-100ME
US-PATENT-CLASS-356-1
US-PATENT-CLASS-356-4
US-PATENT-CLASS-358- 1 04
US-PATENT-CLASS-358- 1 09
US-PATENT-CLASS-374-122
US-PATENT-CLASS-374-123
US-PATENT-CLASS-4 15-175
US-PATENT-CLASS-41 5-1 78
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-1
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-47
US-PATENT-CLASS-427-318
US-PATENT-CLASS-427-419 2
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USAAEFA-82-01
USAAEFA-82-06
USAARL-82-6
USAAVRADCOM-TM-83-F-1
USAAVRADCOM-TR-81-E-1
USAAVRADCOM-TR81-3
USAAVRADCOM-TR-82-A-8-VOL-2
USAAVRADCOM-TR-82-0-28
USAAVRADCOM-TR-82 0-31
USAAVRADCOM-TR-82-O34
USAAVRADCOM-TR-82-D-35
USAAVRAOCOM-TR-82-D-36
USAAVRADCOM-TR-82-D-42
USAAVRADCOM-TR-82-D-9
USAAVRADCOM-TR-82-F-7
USAAVRADCOM-TR-83 A- 10
USAAVRADCOM-TR-83 A-1
USAAVRADCOM-81-0089-1
USAAVR ADCOM-8 1 -0089-2
USAAVRADCOM-82- A- 1 7
USAFA-TN-82-4
USAFA-TN-82-5
USAFA-TR-82-3
USAFA-TR-83-2
USAME/DC/120-81
USCAE-139
USCG-0-05-83
USNA-EW-01-83
USNTPS-FTM-1 03-REV
USRA-AP-83-08
UTIAS-TN-226
UTIAS-TN-238
UTIAS-TN-240
UTIAS-254
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UTIAS-266
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UVA/643078/MAE82-1 1 1
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VKI-TN-143
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VTH-LR-345
VTH-LR-348
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N 83- 11 839 '
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A83-10577 tt
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A83-15418 tf
A83-15421 #
A83-15423 #
A83-15424 #
A83- 15425 #
A83-15428 #
A83-15429 #
A83-15433 #
A83-15434 #
A83-15436 #
A83-15437 #
A83-15438 #
A83-15440 #
A83-15441 #
A83- 15442 #
A83-15444 #
A83-15543 #
A83-1554S #
A83-15546 ft
A83-15850 #
A83-15874 #
A83-16010 #
A83-16027 #
A83-16028 #
A83-16029 #
A83-16115 #
A83-16122 #
A83-16126
A83-16127 #
A83-16130 #
A83-16131 #
A83-16132 #
A83-16133 #
A83-16134 #
A83-16135 #
A83-16136'#
A83-16145 #
A83-16148 #
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A83-16582'*
A83-16583' #
A83-16595 #
A83-16602'*
A83-16603 #
A83-16608 #
A83-16618 #
A83-16619 #
A83-16622 #
A83-16624 #
AB3-16625 #
A83-16627 #
A83-16628 #
A83-16655 .#
A83-16662 #
A83-16663'*
A83-16664 #
A83-16667 #
A83-16673 #
A83-16674 #
A83-16676 #
A83-16686'*
A83-16687'*
A83-16688'j!<
A83-16702 #
A83-16705*#
A83-16706'#
A83-16707'#
A83-16708'#
A83-16714 #
A83-16772'#
A83-16773 #
A83-16774 #
A83-16775 #
A83-16776'#
A83-16781 #
A83-16792 #
A83-16797 #
A83-16816'#
A83-16818 #
A83-16821 #
A83-16828 #
A83-16866 #
A83-16867 #
A83-16872 #
A83-16876 #
A83-16878 #
A83-16880 #
A83-16882 #
A83-16896 #
A83-16897 #
A83-16898 #
A83-16900 ft
A83-16926 #
A83-16927 #
A83-16929 #
A83-16931 #
A83-16932 #
A83-16953 #
A83-17125 #
A83-17236 #
A83-17254 #
A83-17276 #
A83-17282 #
A83-17301
A83-17302 #
A83-17304 #
A83-17305 #
A83-17311 #
A83-17312 #
A83-17314 #
A83-17316 #
A83-17317 #
A83-17408 #
A83-17412 #
A83-17413 #
A83-17532 #
A83-17724 #
A83-17726
A83-17727 #
A83-17728 #
A83-17729 #
A83-17730 #
p171
p 171
p172
p172
p172
P160
p168
p 149
p160
p 131
p132
p132
p 132
p127
p186
p 132
p132
p132
p160
p133
p133
p133
p 168
pUO
p149
p150
P176
p 161
p 161
p179
p133
p 169
p150
P133
p133
p172
p179
p161
p161
p134
p 134
p 134
p 188
p 158
p 161
p 150
p134
p 161
P134
p134
p 158
p 180
p 150
p 172
p135
pUO
p 140
p150
P158.
p161
p159
p135
p 127
p 180
p 180
p 141
p 150
P169
P190
P172
p150
p162
p162
p 162
p177
p 151
p 180
p 127
0159
p 141
p 141
p 141
p141
p 189
p180
p135
p 135
p 135
p 135
p 180
p180
p 141
p 142
p142
p 142
p142
A83-17731 #
A83-17733 #
A83-17734 #
A83-17735 #
A83-17847 #
A83-17902 #
A83-17905'#
A83-17915'#
A83-17922'*
A83-18068 #
A83-18074 #
A83-18075 #
A83-18147 #
A83-18148 #
A83-18213 ft
A83-18270 #
A83-18271 #
A83-18272 #
A83-18273 #
A83-18274 #
A83-18373 #
A83-18376 #
A83-18377 #
A83-18378 #
A83-18379'#
A83-18380 #
A83-18381 #
A83-18382 #
A83-18383**
A83-18384 #
A83-18385 #
A83-18386' #
A83-18387 #
A83-18393 #
A83-18397'#
A83-18398 ft
A83-18401'#
A83-18402 #
A83-18403*#
A83- 18404 #
A83-18405 #
A83-18406**
A83-18407 #
A83-18410'*
A83-18413 #
A83-18414 #
A83-18415'*
A83-18426 #
A83-18427 #
A83-18428 ij>
A83-18429 #
A83-18430 #
A83- 18434 #
A83-18435 #
A83-18596 #
A83- 18627 #
A83-18632 #
A83-18643 ft
A83- 18645 #
A83-18646 #
A83-18647 #
A83-18672 #
A83- 18679 #
A83-18682 #
A83-18692 #
A83-18725 #
A83-18808 #
A83-18821 #
A83-18822 #
A63-18823 #
A83-18925 #
A83-18948 ft
A83-18949 #
A83-18950 #
A83-18963 #
A83-18996 #
A83-19025 #
A83- 19026 #
A83-19031 #
A83-19033 #
A83-19039 #
A83-19102 #
A83-19150 #
A83-19177 #
A83-19312 #
A83-19313 #
A83-19314 #
A83-19385 #
A83-19410 ft
A83-19411 #
A83-19412 #
A83-19414 #
A83-19450 #
A83-19579 #
A83-19582'#
A83-19584 tf
p142
p 142
p142
p143
p135
P136
p 136
p 151
p 169
p 151
p151
PI127
p 162
p151
p 162
p172
p173
p 173
p173
p 173
p 173
p151
p 151
P143
p169
p151
p152
P152
p181
p 127
p169
p181
p 152
p 190
p190
p 152
p 169
p152
p 138
p 136
p136
p 162
p 173
p136
p 188
p 190
p138
p136
p 173
p 181
p173
p152
p 174
p152
p 181
p 143
p143
p181
p143
p143
p 144
p 144
p 181
p 144
p 181
p 182
p 127
p 162
p144
p153
p153
p162
p163
p 177
p 128
p188
p163
p 144
p169
p 189
P144
p177
p138
p159
p182
p182
p 182
p 163
p 128
p 153
p 136
p 174
p 153
p153
p137
p139
A33-19590 #
A83-19591 #
A83-19593'*
A83-19594'#
A83-19595'*
A83-19620 ft
A83-19622 ft
A83-19661 ft
A83-19663 ft
A83-19664 ft
A83-19666 ft
A83-19667 #
A83-19674 #
A83-19711 #
A83-19777 #
A83-19779 #
A83-19804 #
A83-19808' #
A83-19810 #
A83-19811 #
A83-19813' #
A83-19814'*
A83-19821 #
A83-19846 #
A83-19949"#
A83-20074 #
AB3-20082 #
A83-20144 #
A83-20288 ft
A83-20289 tt
A83-20364'#
A83-20379 #
A83-20381 #
A83-20384 #
A83-20390 ft
A83-20392 #
A83-20398 #
A83-20400 #
A83-20429 #
A83 20432 #
A83-20442 #
A83-20448 #
A83-20464 #
A83-20478 #
A83-20479 #
A83-20480 #
A83-20481 #
A83-2C4S4 #
A83-20485'*
A83-20493 #
A83-20496 #
A83-20497 #
A83-20499 #
A83-20500 tt
A83-20597 #
A83-20598 #
A83-20599 #
A83-20600 #
A83-20646 #
A83-20647 #
A83-20788 #
A83-20849 #
A83-20913 #
A83-20962 #
A83-21001
A83-21002'#
A83-21005 #
A83-21006 ft
A83-21007 #
A83-21014 #
A83-21016 #
A83-21017 #
A83-21019 #
A83-21021 #
A83-21022 #
A83-21024 #
A83-21025 #
A83-21032 #
A83-21033 #
A83-21034 ft
A83-21048 tt
A83-21079'#
A83-21080'*
A83-21160 #
A83-21348 #
A83-21349 #
A83-21350 #
A83-21448 #
A83-21454 #
A83-21459 #
A83-21461 #
A83-21467'#
A83-21470 #
A83-21481 #
A83-21493 #
A83-21547 #
p137
p137
p163
p153
p163
p182
p169
p202
p217
p218
p210
p188
p228
p228
p199
P199
p228
p237
p237
p237
p237
p237
p228
P222
P218
P215
p222
p215
p228
p235
p237
p229
p185
P229
P208
p202
p235
P188
p222
P185
p222
p222
P202
P185
p185
p185
p222
p222
p186
p 186
p203
p223
p223
p229
p186
p203
p203
p203
p186
p239
P196
p208
p218
p229
p186
p215
p203
p215
p229
p223
p189
p203
0199
p189
p189
p189
p204
p204
p204
p199
p223
p210
p189
p215
p229
p204
p210
p229
p223
P230
p230
p223
p224
p224
p224
p239
A83-21574 #
A83-21654 #
A83-21757 #
A83-21771 #
A8321796 tf
A83-21799 #
A83-21802 #
A83-21876 #
A83-21877 #
A83-21878 #
A83-22019'*
A83-22027 #
A83-22072 #
A83-22076 #
A83-22093 #
A83-22128'#
A83-22132' #
A83-22138'#
A83-22151 #
A83-22152 #
A83-22153 ft
A83-22154 #
A83-22155 #
A83-22156 #
A83-22157 #
A83-22158 #
A83-22159 #
A83-22160'#
A83-22161 #
A83-22162 #
A83-22163'#
A83-22164' #
A83-22166 #
A83-22175 #
A83-22263 #
A83-22318
A83-22319'#
A83-22357 #
A83-22410 #
A83-22492'#
A83-22494'*
A83-22495 #
A83-22502 #
A83-22521 #
A83-22523 #
A83-22574 #
A83-22575 #
A83-22576 #
A83-22577 #
A83-22578 #
A83-22588 i»
A83-22590 #
A83-22591 #
A83-22595 #
A83-22596 #
A83-22647 #
A83-22651
A83-22652 #
A83-22653 #
A83-22654 #
A83-22655 #
A83-22656 #
A83-22657 #
A83-22658 #
A83-22703'#
A83-22726 #
A83-22727 #
A83-22737 #
A83-22824 #
A83-22825'#
A83-22832 #
A83-22833 #
A83-22834 #
A83-22835 #
A83-22836 #
A83-22841 • ft
A83-22875 #
A83-22882 #
A83-22883 #
A83-22886 #
A83-22976 #
AB3-23138 #
A83-23142 #
A83-23149 #
A83-23175 #
A83-23220 #
A83-23221 #
A83-23222 #
A83-23239 #
A83-23240 #
A83-23241 #
A83-23247 #
A83-23248 #
A83-23249 #
A83-23329 #
A83-23366 #
p204
p230
p224
p204
p230
P230
P224
P196
P196
P196
p224
p230
p 189
P216
p 189
P237
p 190
p 190
p230
p 190
p 190
p211
p204
p211
p 196
p218
p211
p216
p237
p 190
p208
p216
p224
p196
P224
p231
p231
p197
p231
p208
p211
p218
p208
p208
p 199
p 186
P186
p200
p 186
p209
p 190
p209
p200
p225
p231
p190
p211
p211
p211
p211
p211
p212
p221
P212
P234
p200
p200
p200
p200
p235
p231
p218
p231
p219
p219
p209
p219
p209
p232
p232
p 197
p225
p212
p232
p212
p204
p232
p216
p212
p219
p219
p205
p232
p205
p297
p297
F-2
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A83-30875
A83-23371 #
A83-23372 #
AB3-23373 #
A83-23374 #
A83-23414 #
A83-23430 #
A83-23433 #
AB3-23434 #
A83-23436 tt
A83-23437 #
A83-23440 tt
A83-23442 #
A83-23443 #
A83-23445 #
A83-23446 #
A83-23494 tt
A83-23495 tt
A83-23515 #
A83-23527 #
AB3-23531 #
A83-23535 tt
A83-23536 #
A83-23596'#
A83-23602 tt
A83-23615 #
A83-23616 #
A83-23642 #
A83-23643 #
A83-23645 #
A83-23676 #
A83-23679 #
A83-23685 #
A83-23686 #
A83-23706 #
A83-23708'*
A83-23849'#
A83-23850 tt
A83-23877 tt
A83-23920 tt
A83-23931 tt
A83-24026'#
A83-24028'#
A83-24029'*
A83-24030 tt
A83-24031 tt
A83-24033 tt
A83-24034'*
A83-24035 tt
A83-24037 #
A83-24038'#
A83-24039 #
A83-24040 #
A83-24049 #
AB3-24151 #
A83-24152 #
A83-24153 #
A83-2415S #
A83-24156 #
A83-24157 #
A83-24158 tt
A83-24159 tt
A83-24160 #
A83-24161 tt
A83-24162 tt
A83-24163 tt
A83-24164 tt
A83-24165 #
A83-24166 #
A83-24167 tt
A83-24168 #
A83-24169 tt
A83-24170 #
A83-24171 #
A83-24172 tt
A83-24173 tt
A83-24178'#
A83-24179 tt
A83-24180 #
A83-24181 tt
A83-24182 tt
A83-24183 tt
A83-24184 #
A83-24185 tt
A83-24186 tt
A83-24187 tt
A83-24188 #
A83-24197 tt
A83-24198 tt
A83-24199 tt
A83-24200 tt
A83-24201 tt
A83-24241 tt
A83-24326'#
A83-24327 tt
A83-24329 tt
A83-24330 tt
p252
p2S2
p247
p268
p2S2
p272
p272
p272
p273
p273
p273
p273
p273
p273
p273
p252
p253
p274
p268
p268
p268
p268
p298
p241
p293
p294
p294
p294
p260
p289
p261
p24t
p241
p298
p305
p294
p241
p294
p298
p294
p274
p274
p274
p261
p284
p274
p305
p294
p304
p274
p243
p253
p298
p241
p242
p242
p261
p284
p261
p247
p284
p261
p261
p261
p2S3
p2S3
p269
p247
p247
p242
p284
p284
p247
p262
p289
p262
p262
p274
p243
p274
p274
p275
p275
p275
p275
p310
p275
p275
p276
p276
p295
p243
p243
p247
p284
p243
A83-24331 tt
A83-24332 tt
A83-24333 tt
A83-24374 #
A83-24375 tt
A83-24424 #
A83-24425 I?
A83-24426 tt
A83-24427 tt
A83-24428 tt
A83-24429 tt
A83-24430'*
A83-24434 tt
A83-24435 tt
A83-24436 tt
A83-24648 tt
A83-24650 tt
A83-24669'#
A83-24677 tt
A83-24719 #
A83-24779 tt
A83-24815 tt
A83-24826 tt
A83-24827 tt
A83-24828 tt
A83-24829 #
A83-24830 tt
A83-24831 #
AB3-24832'#
A83-24833 tt
A83-24834'#
A83-24835 tt
A83-24836 #
A83-24837 tt
A83-24838 tt
A83-24839 #
A83-24840 #
A83-24841 tt
A83-24842 tt
A83-24851
A83-24852 tt
A83-24853 tt
A83-24854 tt
A83-24855 tt
A83-24856 tt
A83-24857 tt
A83-24859 tt
A83-24860 tt
A83-24861 tt
A83-24862 tt
A83-24863 tt
A83-24867 tt
A83-24868 #
A83-24869 #
A83-24870 #
A83-24871 tt
A83-24872 #
A83-24873 tt
A83-24874 tt
A83-24875 tt
A83-24876 tt
A83-24879 ft
A83-24901 »
A83-25115 tt
A83-25122 tt
A83-25137 tt
A83-25267 #
A83-25269'#
A83-25317
A63-25325 tt
A83-25621 tt
A83-2S622 #
A83-25686 #
A83-25690'*
A83-25693'#
A83-25700 tt
A83-25766 tt
A83-25767 tt
A83-25768 tt
A83-2S769 tt
A83-25770 tt
A83-25771 tt
A83-25772 tt
A83-2S895 tt
A83-2S896 tt
A83-25909 tt
A83-25910'#
A83-2591 1 • tt
A83-25912-0
A83-25913 tt
A83-25914 tt
A83-25915'#
A83-25916'*
A83-25919 tt
A83-25923-0
A83-25924'#
p244
p276
p305
p269
p253
p28S
p242
p262
p285
p269
p28S
p262
p28S
p253
p285
p298
p285
p276
p276
p298
p2S3
p285
p276
p276
p277
p277
p277
p277
p298
p298
p277
p299
p277
p278
p278
p278
p278
p278
p278
p254
p254
p254
p254
p254
p254
p255
p269
p255
p255
p255
p255
p255
p269
p255
p256
p25S
p256
p256
p256
p256
p285
p286
p248
p262
p242
p262
p279
p295
P295
p29S
p299
p299
p295
p295
p248
p299
P289
p263
p263
p263
p263
p263
p256
p263
p248
p279
p279
p279
p279
p306
p264
p306
p306
p306
p306
p307
A83-25928'#
A83-25931 tt
A83-25932 tt
A83-25933'#
A83-25934'*
A83-25945'#
A83-25946 tt
A83-25947'#
A83-25948 tt
A83-25949 #
A83-25956 tt
A83-25957'#
A83-25958 tt
A83-25959' tt
A83-25962 tt
A83-25963'*
A83-25964 tt
A83-25965 tt
A83-25966- #
A83-26072 tt
A83-26127 #
A83-26128 tt
A83-26130 tt
A83-26131 tt
A83-26132 tt
A83-26133 tt
A83-26199 #
AS3-26261 #
AB3-26262 tt
A83-26263 tt
A83-26264 #
A83-26266 #
A83-26309 #
A83-26312 #
A83-26313 tt
A83-26314 #
A83-26418 tt
A83-26420 #
A83-26448 #
A83-26449'#
A83-26450'#
A83-26471 tt
A83-26476
A83-26477 tt
A83 26478 tt
A83-26480 #
A83-26481 #
A83-26482 #
A83-26483 tt
A83-26484 tt
A83-26485 tt
A83 26486 tt
A83 26487 tt
A83-26503 #
A83-26544 tt
A83-26559 tt
A83-26600 tt
A83-26601 tt
A83-26602 #
A83 26603 tt
A83-26604'#
A83-26761 tt
A83-26762 tt
A83-26763 tt
A83-26764 tt
A83-26765 tt
A83-26767 tt
A83-26830 tt
A83-26835 #
A83-26885 tt
A83-26922 tt
A83-26923 tt
A83-26929 tt
A83-26934 tt
A83-27040 tt
A83-27043 #
A83-27044 tt
A83-27123 #
A83-27124 tt
A83-27163 tt
A83-27187 tt
A8327189 tt
A83-27190 tt
A83 27203 tt
A8327215 tt
A83-27265 tt
A83-27324 tt
A83-27479 #
A83-27499'*
A83-27714 tt
A83-27874 tt
A83-27913 #
A83-27919 *
A83-27969 tt
A83-28002 tt
A83-28004'#
p307
p307
p279
p264
p307
p280
p280
p280
p280
p307
p280
p280
p281
p281
p307
p281
p264
p264
p307
p281
p290
p290
p290
p290
p290
p290
p296
p257
p257
p257
p257
p257
p269
p269
p269
p270
p299
p299
p308
p308
p308
p299
p257
p286
p286
p258
p248
p258
p286
p264
p258
p258
p300
p286
p286
p287
p287
p287
p258
p287
p287
p300
p287
p300
p300
p300
p300
p258
p259
p300
p296
p281
p259
p259
p360
p360
p3SO
p334
p320
p336
p336
p353
p336
p361
p349
p353
p336
p336
p326
p312
p3t2
p320
p320
p320
p365
p365
A83-28005'l!l
AS3-28006-I?
A83-28007 #
A83-2B008'*
A83-28009'#
A83-28010' tt
A83-28011'#
A83-2S013 tt
A83-28016' tt
A83-28019 tt
A83-28021 ' tt
A83-28023'*
A83-28164 tt
A83-28178 tt
A83-28180 tt
A83-28183 tt
A83-28185'ijl
A83-28186' tt
A83-28191 tt
A83-28192 tt
A83-28193 tt
AB3-28194 tt
A83-28477 tt
A83-28478 #
A83-28507 #
A83-28510 tt
A83-28S94 tt
A83-28595 tt
A83-28S96 tt
A83-28597 tt
A83-28634 tt
A83-28647 tt
A83-28649 tt
A83-28667 #
A83-28700 #
A83-28775 tt
A83-28776
A83-28779'#
A83-28781 ' tt
A83-28782 tt
A83-28784 tt
A83-28785 tt
A83-28787 tt
A83-28788 tt
A83-28789 tt
A83-28790 tt
A83-28791 #
A83-28813 tt
A83-28832'#
A83-28899'#
A83-28951 #
A83-28952' tt
A83-28957'*
A83-28966 tt
A83-28970 tt
A83-29011 tt
A83-29012'*
A83-29014 tt
A83-29015 tt
A83-29016' tt
A83-29018'*
A83-29020 #
A83-29021 tt
A83-29023'*
A83-29024'#
A83-29201 tt
A83-29203 tt
A83-29204 tt
A83-29205'*
A83-29207 tt
A83-29210 #
A83-29212 tt
A83-29213 tt
A83-29214 tt
A83-29215 tt
A83-29241 tt
A83-29270 tt
A83-29277 tt
A83-29278 tt
A83-29281 tt
A83-29282 tt
A83-29283 tt
A83-29285 tt
A83-29286 tt
A83-29291 tt
A83-29294 tt
A83-29371 tt
A83-29372 tt
A83-29391 tt
A83-29392 tt
A83-29393 tt
A83-29394 tt
A83-29395 tt
A83-29403 tt
A83-29675 tt
AB3-29696 tt
p365
p337
p365
p365
p365
p366
p366
p326
p366
p337
p366
p366
p321
p321
p326
p340
p327
p366
p327
p327
p327
p317
p354
p350
p354
p337
p321
p321
p321
p321
p354
p361
p321
p337
p322
p350
p322
p322
p322
p354
p322
p322
p323
p323
p323
p323
p323
p327
p346
p317
p312
p346
p367
p354
p312
p337
p312
p337
p327
p340
p312
p312
p312
p340
p337
p323
p317
p317
p323
p323
p324
p324
p324
p324
p354
p327
p367
p338
p354
p327
p350
p354
p363
p340
p341
p338
p317
p317
p328
p350
p318
p328
p328
p367
p328
p355
A83-29715 tt
A83-297I8 tt
A83-29730 tt
A83-29736'#
A83-29737'#
A83-29741')!!
A83-29747 tt
A83-29751 tt
A83-29763 tt
A83-29766-0
A83-29769 tt
A83-29772 tt
A83-29775 #
A83-29777 #
A83-29780'#
A83-29782'#
A83-29789 tt
A83-29790 tt
A83-29796 tt
A83-29805'#
A83-29806'*
A83-29807 tt
A83-29808 tt
A83-29814 tt
A83-29822'#
A83-29823'*
A83-29824')il
A83-29835'*
A83-29836 #
A83-29844'#
A83-29846'#
A83-29847 #
A83-29848*#
A83-29849*#
A83-29850'#
A83-29853 tt
A83-29855 tt
A83-29856 tt
A83-29857 tt
A83-29860'*
A83-29864 tt
A83-298651*
A83-29866'#
A83-29867 #
A83-29868*#
A83-29869 #
A83-29870 tt
A83-29874 #
A83-29876'*
A83-29877 tt
A83-29878 tt
A83-29879 tt
A83-29883 tt
A83-29885 tt
A83-29887 tt
A83-29888 tt
A83-29927'#
A83-29950'#
A83-29966 tt
A83 29967 tt
A83-29968 tt
A83-29969 tt
A83-29970 tt
A83 29971 tt
A83 30073 #
A83-30074 #
A83-30075 tt
A83-30I43 tt
A83-30152 #
A83-30158 #
AB3-30159 #
A83-301611*
A83-30162 tt
A83-30163 tt
A83-30171 tt
A83-30174 tt
A83-30175 tt
A83-30190 tt
A83-30275 #
A83-30310 tt
A83-30511 tt
A83-30513 tt
A83-30514 tt
A83-30516 tt
A83-30548 tt
A83-30561 tt
A83-30567 tt
A83-30643 tt
A83-30680 #
A83-30723 tt
A83-30731 tt
A83-30829 tt
AB3-30830 tt
A83-30856 tt
A83-30874 #
A83-30875 tt
p350
p350
p368
p350
p338
p3S5
p3S5
p355
p3S5
p355
p356
p328
p356
p338
p328
p329
p351
p35l
p356
p356
p329
p334
p356
p356
p357
p357
p357
p312
p313
p329
p346
p357
p357
P313
p329
p329
p318
p338
p357
p329
p330
p330
p330
p313
p330
p341
p341
p358
p330
p331
p331
p358
p313
p3S8
p358
p341
p313
p367
p318
p318
p318
p318
p358
p313
p39l
p371
p371
p383
p371
p391
p390
p390
p383
p383
p395
p390
p391
p39t
p381
p40S
p383
p383
p398
p373
p408
p408
p409
p373
p373
p374
p405
p383
p371
p405
p391
p384
F-3
A83-30924 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A83-30924 ft
A83-30944 tt
A83-31051 tt
A83-31052 #
A83-31079 tt
A83-31082 tt
A83-31172 #
A83-31325'*
A83-31481 tt
A83-31489 tt
A83-31493 #
A83-31495 tt
A83-31499 tt
A83-31587 #
A83-31588 tt
A83-31623 tt
A83-31802 tt
A83-31803 tt
A83-31804 tt
A83-31805 tt
A83-31806 #
A83-31812 tt
A«3-31B13 ft
A83-31821 tt
A83-31822 #
A83-31923 #
A83-31939 tt
A83-31940 tt
A83-31941 tt
A83-31975'#
A83-32075 tt
A83-32077 ft
A83-32175'*
A83-32340 tt
A83-32387 ft
A83-32398 tt
A83-32425 tt
A83-32449 tt
A83-32475 tt
A83-32514 tt
A83-32576 ft
A83-32577'#
A83-32578 tt
A83-32579- ft
A83-32580 ft
A83-32581 • ft
A83-32582-*
A83-32583 tt
A83-32584 #
A83-32585'#
A83-32586 #
A83-32587 tt
A83-32588-*
A83-32589 tt
A83-32S99 #
A83-32651 tt
A83-32783 tt
A83-32785 #
A83-32787* tt
A83-32788 tt
A83-32790 tt
A83-32791 • #
A83-32792 #
A83-32797'#
A83-32926 #
A83-32927 tt
A83-32928 #
A83-32929 #
A83-32930 tt
A83-32931 tt
A83-32932 #
A83-32933 tt
A83-32934 tt
A83-32935 #
A83-32936 tt
A83-32937 tt
A83-32961 tt
A83-32967 tt
M3-3297T tt
A83-32982 tt
A83-32986 #
A83-33002 #
A83-33003 tt
A83-33004 tt
A83-33005 tt
A83-33008 tt
A83-33009 tt
A83-33024 tt
A83-33090 tt
A83-3309S tt
A83-33096 #
A83-33097 #
A83-33098 #
A83-33122 tt
A83-33149 tt
A83-33159 tt
p384
p384
p384
p405
p374
p374
p384
p411
p405
p405
p391
p384
p406
p384
p378
p374
p392
p392
p371
p384
p385
p385
_p374-
p385
p385
p413
p385
p385
p386
p374
p406
p403
p398
p403
p406
p386
p39S
p406
p386
p374
p386
p386
p395
pS86
p386
p386
p386
p374
p375
p398
p406
p392
p386
p386
p403
p406
p386
p387
p392
p406
p403
p392
p392
p406
p372
p398
p398
p387
p387
p387
p387
p395
p396
p387
p378
p388
p407
p407
p375
p375
p375
p375
p375
p375
p375
p396
p396
p411
p375
p372
p396
p372
p388
p403
p407
p392
A83-33180 tt
A83-33161 tt
A83-33166 tt
A83-33167 #
A83-33169 tt
A83-33351 #
A83-33352 tt
A83-33353 tt
A83-33354 #
A83-333S5 ft
A83-33356 tt
A83-33358 ft
A83-33359 ft
A83-33360- ft
A83-33361 ft
A83-33362 ft
A83-33363 ft
A83-33364 tt
A83-33365 ft
A83-33366'#
A83-33367 #
A83-33368 ft
A83-33369 tt
"A83;33370-r'
A83-33371 tt
A83-33372 ft
A83-33373 tt
A83-33486'#
A83-33487'*
A83-33505 #
A83-33506'*
A83-33507 #
A83-33545 ft
A83-33546 ft
A83-33548 #
A83-33613 #
A83-33621 ft
A83-33622 tt
A83-33625 tt
A83-33627 tt
A83-33628'#
A83-33629 #
A83-33650 ft
A83-33767 ft
A83-33772 ft
A83-33900 #
A83-33951 ft
A83-33952 ft
A83-33953 ft
A83-33954 ft
A83-33955 ft
A83-33964 V
A83-33972'*
A83-33974 #
A83-34170 #
A83-34253 ft
A83-34311 tt
A83-34312 tt
A83-34315 #
A83-34429 tt
A83-34472 tt
A83-3447S #
A83-34500 #
A83-34744 tt
A83-34849 tt
A83-34851 tt
A83-34852 ft
A83-34853 ft
A83-34854 tt
A83-34855 tt
A83-34858 tt
A83-34859 #
A83-34860 tt
A83-34861 tt
A83-34862 #
A83-34864 tt
A83-35039 tt
A83-35040 tt
A83-35052 tt
A83-35053 tt
A83-35054 tt
A83-35055 tt
A83-35056 #
A83-35057 ft
A83-35058 tt
A83-35059 tt
A83-3S062 tt
A83-35087 tt
A83-35088 #
A83-35089 ft
A83-35090 tt
A83-35121 ft
A83-35138 tt
A83-35192 tt
A83-35247 tt
A83-35273 ft
p388
p376
p396
p393
p388
p398
p409
p398
p399
p379
p399
p379
p379
p379
p399
p399
p399
p399
p400
p379
p388
p379
p380
p^80'
p380
p411
p376
p481
p481
p482
p433
p472
p428
p433
p433
p480
p433
p415
p428
p433
p433
p434
p472
p428
p417
p460
p467
p434
p468
p468
p468
p472
p417
p472
p472
p445
p472
p434
p473
p462
p473
p484
p468
p473
p467
p484
p484
p484
p460
p484
p484
p485
p485
p485
p485
p485
p445
p473
p485
p48S
p486
p486
p486
p486
p486
p486
p486
p430
p430
p430
p431
p460
P434
p431
p468
p431
A83-35274 tt
A83-35275 ft
A83-35315 tt
A83-35535 #
A83-35541 #
A83-35590 tt
A63-35598 tt
A83-35599 ft
A83-35620 #
A83-35623 #
A83-35624 tt
A83-3S62b tt
A83-35675 #
A83-35707 tt
A83-35712 tt
A83-35772 ft
A83-35773 tt
A83-35790 tt
A83-35801 ft
A83-35806" tt
A83-35809 #
A83-35810 ft
A83-3581 1 tt
A83-35812 ft
A83-35813 tt
A83-35820 tt
A83-35821 ft
A83-35822 tt
A83-35828 ft
A83-35829 tt
A83-35830 tt
A83-35831 ft
A83-35832 tt
A83-35833 tt
A83-3S838 tt
A83-35839 #
A83-35841 #
A83-35842'*
A83-35843'*
A83-35846 #
A83-35847 #
A83-35848 #
A83-35849 tt
A83-35850 #
A83-35852 #
A83-35853 #
A83-35854 #
A83-35856'#
A83-35858 tt
A83-35859 #
A83-35862 tt
A83-35863 #
A83-35865 ft
A83-35866 ft
A83-35868 tt
A83-35869 ft
A83-35870 ft
A83-35871 #
A83-35872 tt
A83-35873 #
A83-35874 ft
A83-35875 ft
A83-35879 tt
A83-3S880 tt
A83-35881 tt
A83-35882 #
A83-35883'*
A83-35933 tt
A83-35947 tt
A83-35948'#
A83-35949 tt
A83-35950 ft
A83-36039'#
A83-36042'#
A8-)-360A3- ft
A83-36046"#
A83-36065 tt
A83-36066 ft
A83-36073 ft
A83-36074 ft
A83-36075 ft
A83-36076'#
A83-36077 ft
A83-36078 tt
A83-36085'#
A83-36096'*
A83-36122 tt
A83-36166*#
ASS 361 74 ft
A83-36203 #
A83-36204 ft
A83-36205 tt
A83-36206 tt
A83-36207 #
A83-36210 ft
A83-3621 1 ' #
P431
P431
p434
p417
p418
p418
p462
p431
p418
p434
p434
p463
p44S
p418
p482
P434
p461
p44S
p445
p446
p473
p473
p 468
p446
p469
p446
p469
p469
p418
p446
p 446
p446
p446
p447
p418
p418
p447
p447
p447
p447
p447
p447
p448
p463
p419
p419
p448
p448
p448
p448
p473
p463
p448
p448
p419
p449
p449
p449
p449
p419
p419
p419
p449
p449
p449
p450
p450
p474
p435
p43S
p435
p435
p474
p428
p428
p419
p43S
p469
p463
p43S
p435
p420
p482
p420
p474
p482
p431
p469
p474
p41S
p436
p436
p436
p443
p480
p436
A83-36212 #
A83-36214 #
A83-36215 #
A83-36216 #
A83-36217 tt
A83-36218'*
A83-36219 #
A83-36221 tt
A83-36222'#
A83-36223 #
A83-36224 #
A83-36225 #
A83-36234'#
A83-36235* #
A83-36236 #
A83-36237 #
A83-36238 #
A83-36239'#
A83-36240 #
A83-36241 #
A83-36243 #
A83-36244 tt
A83-36250'#
A83-36251 #
A83-36252' #
A83-36253 #
A83-36254 #
A83-36258 #
A83-36259 #
A83-36260 ft
A83-36261 #
A83-36277'#
A83-36282 #
A83-36284 #
A83-36285'*
A83-36286'#
A83-36287'#
A83-36291 ' #
A83-36292 #
A83-36293 #
A83-36294 #
A83-36295 #
A83-36296 #
A83-36297 #
A83-36298 #
AB3-36299 #
A83-36300 tt
A83-36301 #
A83-36302 #
A83-36303 #
A83-36304 #
A83-36314'#
A83-36316'*
A83-36322 #
A83-36323'#
A83-36324'*
A83-36325 tt
A83-36326 #
A83-36327 #
A83-36328 tt
A83-36329 #
A83-36339 #
A83-36340'*
A83-36346 #
A83-36347 #
A83-36353'*
A83-36354 #
A83-363S5 #
A83-36356 tt
A83-36357 #
A83-36363'*
A83-36364 #
A83-36365 #
A83-36367 #
A83-36368 #
A83-36391 ' #
A83-36393'#
A83-36394 ft
A83-36395 tt
A83-36396 tt
A83-36397 #
A83-36398 tt
A83-36399 tt
A83-36400 #
A83-36403 #
A83-36405 #
A83-36406'#
A83-36408' #
A83-36409'*
A83-36412 #
A83-36414 tt
A83-36421 tt
A83-36430 tt
A83-36433 #
A83-36443 tt
A83-36448 #
p480
p436
p437
P463
P463
P463
p463
p474
p464
p480
p464
p437
p437
p420
p450
p474
p450
p474
p469
p469
p470
p4SO
P450
p4S1
p451
p451
p451
p420
p420
p451
p451
p475
p452
p452
p437
p4S2
p420
p420
p421
p452
p452
p452
p4S3
p453
p453
p453
p453
p453
p4S3
p444
P454
p454
P454
P454
p454
p421
P444
P444
p444
p455
p455
p455
p455
p455
p455
p464
p475
p421
p464
p455
p421
p421
p421
p456
p456
p422
p456
p456
p456
p456
p457
p457
p467
p457
p422
p475
p437
p467
p422
p457
p422
P464
p480
p464
p415
p437
A83-36450 #
A83-36455 #
A83-36457 #
A83-36458 #
A83-36459 #
A83-36460 #
A63-36461 #
A83-36462 #
A83-36463 #
A83-36464 #
A83-36465 #
A83-36466 #
A83-38467 #
A83-36468 #
A83-36469 #
A83-36470 #
A83-36471 #
A83-36472 #
A83-36473 #
A83-36474 #
A83-36612 #
A83-36613 tt
A83-36625 #
A83-36791 #
A83-36792 #
A83-36793 tt
A83-36794 #
A83-36910 #
A83-36911 #
A83-36912 #
A83-36913 #
A83-36914 tt
A83-36915 #
A83-36916 #
A83-36917 #
A83-36918 #
A83-36919 #
A83-36920 #
A83-36921 #
A83-36922 #
A83-36924 #
A83-36925 tt
A83-36951 tt
A83-36952 #
A83-36953 #
A83-369S4 #
A83-36960 #
A83-37061 ' #
A83-37063 #
A83-37064'#
A83-37065'#
A83-37066 #
A83-37067 #
A83-37068 #
A83-37074 tt
A83-37080 tt
A83-37085 #
A83-37092'#
A83-37093'#
A83-37102 #
A83-37103 #
A83-37104 #
A83-37121'*
A83-37128 #
A83-37135 #
A83-37136 #
A83-37137 #
A83-37141 #
A83-37142 #
A83-37145'#
A83-37148 #
A83-37149 #
A83-37179 #
A83-37184'#
A83-37188 #
A83-37189'*
A83-37204'#
A83-37210'#
A83-37211'#
A83-37219 #
A83-37229" #
A83-37232'#
A83-37233 #
A83-37234' #
A83-37252 #
A83-37253 #
A83-37260 tt
A83-37267 #
A83-37268 #
A83-37274 #
A83-37289 #
A83-37381 • #
A83-37447 #
A83-37497 #
A83-37498 tt
A83-37606 tt
p422
p480
p415
p415
P415
p437
p438
P438
p457
p457
P438
P438
p438
p438
p438
p432
p416
p439
p439
p439
p457
p444
p432
p458
p458
P4S8
p475
p475
p428
p458
p422
p416
p439
p422
p422
p439
P439
P423
p439
p423
p423
p458
p429
p429
p429
p429
p416
p529
p511
p516
p544
p544
p544
p511
p570
p544
P567
p531
P567
p567
p511
p568
p568
p568
p511
p511
pS11
p511
p512
p544
p516
pS12
p491
p492
p492
pS55
p492
p555
p492
p531
P492
p555
p492
p555
pS31
p570
p492
p516
p556
p532
pSS6
p493
p568
p556
p493
p493
F-4
ACCESSION MEMBER INDEX A83-42544
A83-37512
A83-37513
A83-37514
A83-37515
A83-37516
A83-37S17
A83-37518
A83-37519
A83-37520 #
A83-37521 #
A83-37532 f
A83-37533 t
A83-37535 #
A83-37551 #
A83-37S52 f
A83-37553 #
A83-37559 #
A83-37S62 #
A83-37570 #
A83-37626 #
A83-37638 #
A83-37640 #
A83-37642 #
A83-37644 #
A63-37731 #
A83-37802 tt
A83-37803 #
A83-37810 t
A83-37819 #
A83-37820 #
A83-37821
A83-37836
AB3-37856
A83-37857
A83-37858
A83-37859
A83-37860
A83-37861
A83-37879
A83-37952
A83-37954
A83-37955
A83-37956
A83-37957'
A83-37958
A83-379S9
A83-37960
A83-37963
A83-37964
A83-37965-*
A83-37966 tt
A83-37967 #
A83-37968 t
A83-37969'#
A83-37972 #
A83-37973 tt
A83-37974 tt
A83-37975 #
A83-37976 tt
A83-37978 tt
A83-37979 tt
A83-37980 #
A83-37981 #
A83-37982'li(
A83-37983 #
A83-37984 #
A83-37985 f
A83-37986 f
A83-37987 #
A83-37989 C
A83-37990
A83-37991
A83-37992
A83-37993
A83-37994
A83-37995
A83-37996
A83-37997
A83-37998*lP
A83-37999-*
A83-38000 »
A83-38001 ' »
A83-38002 t
A83-38003 »
A83-38004 #
A83-38005 »
A83-38006 It
A83-38007 #
A83-38008 t
A83-38009 tf
A83-38010 #
A83-38011 #
A83-38013 #
A83-38022'#
A83-38076 #
A83-38077 #
P57C
p55«
pSW
p55«
pSS«
p557
p493
P493
P493
P493
P494
p494
pS7C
p4W
P4W
p494
p494
p4W
p57O
P49S
p557
p495
p557
p557
P57C
p495
p495
p49S
pSI2
P529
P5I2
pSSC
P4B9
pS16
P529
psie
p49S
pS57
p5l«
pSI7
pSW
pSI7
p532
p495
pSI7
p52S
pS07
p532
p512
pS17
p532
pS07
P517
p517
pS32
p533
p533
pS33
p557
pSI7
P5W
pS33
p557
p5l«
p5l«
pS18
p557
p533
p533
pSIS
pSI8
pSI8
pSIS
pSI9
p533
pS3-4
P53-4
P53-4
p49«
pSI9
pSW
p53-4
p507
pS07
pSW)
pS07
pS3-4
p534
pS35
p507
pSM
pSM
pSM
pS35
p5IW
p550
A83-38078 #
AS3-38079- #
AS3-38080- #
A83-38081 tt
A83-38102 tt
A83-38103 tt
A83-38104 tt
A83-38105 tt
A83-38329 tt
A83-38347 #
A83-38470 #
A83-38471 #
A83-38626-0
A83-38627 tt
A83-38S30 ff
A83-38631 #
A83-386321 tt
A83-38633 tt
A83-38838 tt
A83-38639 tt
AS3-38S43 tt
A83-38644-#
AB3-38547 tt
A83-38M8' *
A83-38S49 tt
A83-38S53' tt
A83-38654 #
A83-38655- tt
A83-38656 tt
A83-38657' tt
A83-38659 tt
A83-38660* #
A83-38661 #
A83-38662 tt
A83-38663 tt
A83-38664 tt
A83-3866S tt
A83-38666' tt
A83-38667 it
A83-38688 tt
A83-386691 tt
A83-38672 tt
A83-38673 tt
A83-3867S tt
A83-38676 tt
A83-38677'*
A83-38678 #
A83-38679' tt
A83-38S80 tt
A83-38683' tt
A83-38684' #
A83-38685' tt
A83-38686' #
A83-38687 #
A83-38688 tt
A83-38689 #
A83-38S90 #
A83-38691 ' tt
A83 -38692 '#
A83-38693 tt
A83-38700 tt
A83-38746 tt
A83-38748 tt
A83-38749 tt
A83-38750 tt
A83-38751 tt
A83-38760 tt
A83-38761 tt
A83 -38762 '#
A83-38764'#
A83-38765 tt
A83-38766' tt
A83-38776' #
A83-38785 tt
A83-38798' tt
A83-38803' tt
A83-38S04' #
A83-38810'#
A83-38869 tt
A83-38B75 tt
A83-38901 tt
A83-38902'#
A83-38903 tt
AS3-38904 #
AS3-38905 tt
A83-38906 tt
A83-38907'#
A83-38908 tt
A83-38909 tt
A83-38910 tt
A83-38911 tt
A83-38912 tt
A83-38913 ft
A83-38914 tt
A83-389I5 tt
A83-38916 tt
p519
pS19
p498
p535
p519
p547
p535
p547
p519
p558
p519
p512
p496
p496
pS35
p496
p496
p497
p497
p497
p497
p497
p497
p498
P498
p498
p520
p520
pS20
p520
p498
p498
p498
p520
p520
p499
p499
p544
p499
p545
P545
p499
p499
p499
p499
p500
p500
p521
pSOO
p489
p521
pSOO
p521
pSOO
pS21
pSOO
p501
p501
p501
p501
p521
p564
p501
p564
p56S
p565
p565
p565
p565
p565
p566
p558
p5S8
p568
pS01
p502
p569
p569
p535
p551
p489
pS08
pSOS
pS08
p508
p489
p521
p522
p502
p522
p522
p509
p551
pS22
p502
p545
A83-38917 #
A83-38918 tt
A83-38919 tt
A83-38920 #
A83-38921 #
A83-38922 tt
A63-38923 tt
A83-38931 tt
A83-38932 tt
A83-38934 tt
A63-38935 tt
A83-38937 #
A83-38950 tt
A83-39043 #
A83-39044 tt
A83-39045 tt
A83-39075 tt
A83-39099 tt
A83-39101 tt
A83-39102 tt
A83-39103 tt
A83-39104'#
A8339106 tt
A83-391I8 tt
A83-39120 tt
A83-39169 tt
A8339219 tt
A83 30220 tt
A83 39221 tt
A83 39222 tt
A83-39267'#
A83-39345 #
A83-39346 tt
A83-39356'#
A83-39378 tt
A83-393SO tt
A83 39331 tt
A83-39423 tt
A83 39424 tt
A83 39485 tt
A83 39508 tt
A83 39509 tt
A83 39511 #
A83 39547 #
A83-395S2 #
A83-39620-*
A83-39696 tt
A83-39698 tt
A83-3980! #
A83-39802 tt
A83-39803 tt
A83 39804 #
A83-39805 tt
A83 39806 tt
A83-39807-*
A83-39808 tt
A83-39809 tt
A83-39810 tt
A83-3981 1 tt
A83-39812 tt
A83-39813 #
A83-39814 tt
A83-39815 tt
A83-39816 tt
A83-39817 #
A83-398t8'#
A83-39822 tt
A83-39823 tt
A83-39838 tt
A83-39872 tt
A83-39939 ' tt
A83-39941 * tt
A83-39991 tt
A83-39993 " #
A83-40008 tt
A83-40129'*
A83-40130 tt
A83-40131 tt
A83-40158 tt
A83-40159 tt
A83-40215 #
A83-40244 tt
A83-40286 tt
A83-40287 #
A83-40291 tt
A83-40301 tt
A83-40302 tt
A83-40303 #
A83-40305 #
A83-40307 tt
A83-40331 tt
A83-40332 tt
A83-40333 tt
A83-40342 tt
A83-403S6 tt
A83-40454 • tt
p522
p522
p522
p523
p509
pS23
p523
pS09
p512
p5t3
p513
p513
p523
p572
p572
p572
p551
p502
p535
p523
f>545
p547
p558
p566
p566
p535
p513
p545
p489
p509
p502
p513
p490
p502
p503
p503
p503
p558
p571
p523
p558
p551
p558
p5S8
p566
p559
p572
p572
p490
p524
p524
p524
p524
p524
p530
p524
p530
p513
p524
p514
p514
p514
p536
p548
p525
p525
p530
p530
p490
pS66
p566
p490
p559
p536
p503
p551
p551
p551
p559
p559
p551
pS25
p552
p525
p525
p514
p5S9
pS69
p525
p569
p490
p490
p491
p552
p509
p573
A83-40455 #
A83-40456 tt
A83-40471 H
A83-40472'#
A83-40473 #
A83-40605 tt
A83-40619 tt
A83-40620 tt
A83-40621 tt
A83-40622 tt
A83-40623 tt
A83-40665 #
A83-40874 tt
A83-40675 tt
A83-40757 #
A83-40758 tt
A83-40759 tt
A83-40864'#
A83-40865 tt
A83-40873'#
A83-40880 tt
A83-40881 tt
A83-40884 tt
A83-40885 tt
A83-41025 tt
A83-41026 tt
A83-41039 #
A83-41040'#
A83-41042'#
A83-41044 tt
A83-41045 tt
A83-41046 tt
A83-4 1048*1*
A83-41052 tt
A83-41073 tt
A83-41075 tt
A83-41076 tt
A83-41077 tt
A83-41078 tt
A83-4 1079'#
A83-41080 tt
A83-41081 tt
A83-41199'#
A83-41206 tt
A83-41226 #
A83-41228 tt
A83-41266 tt
A83-41310 tt
A83-41320 tt
A83-41467 #
A83-41477 tt
A83-41482 tt
A83-41484 tt
A83-41492 tt
A83-41528 tt
A83-41531 tt
A83-41532 tt
A83-41533 tt
A83-41534 tt
A83-41585 tt
A83-41596 tt
A83-41659 #
A83-41660'#
A83-41661 tt
A83-41662 tt
A83-41663 tt
A83-41664 tt
A83-41665 tt
A83-41666 tt
A83-41667 tt
A83-41668'#
A83-41669'*
A83-41675 tt
A83-41678 #
A83-41679'*
A83-41680 tt
A83-41681 tt
A83-41683 tt
A83-41684 #
A83-41686 tt
A83-41687 #
A83-41688 tt
A83-41689 tt
A83-41691 tt
A83-41697 tt
A83-4I698 #
A83-41699 tt
A83-41700 tt
A83-41701 tt
A83-41702'#
A83-41703'#
A83-41709'*
A83-41710 tt
A83-41712'*
A83-41713 tt
A83-41714 #
p573
p573
p559
p503
p503
p559
p548
p548
p526
p526
pSIl
p526
p6SO
p639
p639
p639
p589
p612
p612
p639
p589
p618
p618
p634
p634
p639
p594
p612
p584
pS94
p594
p594
p640
p577
p618
p640
p594
pS94
p619
p584
p595
p595
p634
p577
p590
p590
p578
p590
p595
p584
peso
p612
p619
p612
p590
p590
p608
p609
p630
p648
p613
p650
p595
p619
p590
p590
p650
p591
p591
p630
p575
p619
p619
p6!9
p620
p620
p591
p620
p591
p595
p620
p595
pS96
p584
p620
p596
p620
p621
p621
p621
p640
p62t
p621
p621
p622
p622
A83-41715'*
A83-4I716 tt
A83-41717'#
A83-41718 tt
A83-41719 tt
A83-41728'*
A83-41738 tt
A83-41739-/!(
A83-41740 It
A83-41759 tt
A83-41760'*
A83-41761 tt
A83-41762 tt
A83-41765 #
A83-41806 tt
A83-418SO #
A83-41879 tt
A83-41891 tt
A83-41901 tt
A83-41902'#
A83-41903 tt
A83-41904'#
A83-41905'l!l
A83-41906 tt
A83-41907'#
A83-41908 tt
A83-41909 #
A83-41910 tt
A83-41911'*
A83-41912'#
A83-41913 #
A83-41919'#
A83-41920 tt
A83-41921 tt
A83-41922'*
A83-41928'*
A83-41929 #
A83-41932 tt
A83 41933 #
A83-41934 #
A83-41935 #
A83-41936'#
A83-41940 tt
A83-41941 #
A83-41944 tt
A83 41945 tt
A83-41946'#
A83 41947 tt
A83-41948 #
A83-41949 tt
A83-41950 tt
A83-41951 ' tt
A8341952 tt
A8341953 tt
A8341954 tt
A83 41956' tt
A83 41957- tt
A83 41958' #
A83 41959' tt
A83 41960' tt
A83-41961 tt
A83-41962'i»
A83-41963'lil
A83-41968 tt
A83-41983 #
A83-42099'*
A83-42100'*
A83 42126 tt
A83 42127 tt
A83 42128 tt
A8342129 tt
A8342130 tt
A83-42132 tt
A83-42133 tt
A8342138 tt
A83 42139 tt
A83 42140 tt
A83 42144 tt
A83-42146 tt
A8342150 tt
A83-42151 tt
A83-42152 tt
A83-42153 tt
A83-42154 tt
A83 42210'ljl
A83 42254 • tt
A83-42334 tt
A83-42524 tt
A83-42526 tt
A83 42533 tt
A83-42536 tt
A83-42537 #
A83-42S40 #
A83-42541 tt
A83-42542 #
A83-42544 tt
p596
p622
p591
p591
pJ92
p622
p622
p622
p623
p650
p650
p650
p592
p623
p578
p613
p578
p640
p596
p578
p596
p623
p623
p623
p623
p624
p592
p624
p624
p578
p578
p596
p624
p624
p609
p597
p597
p624
p625
p625
p625
p625
p579
p579
p651
p625
p597
p575
p597
p625
p626
p626
p597
p579
p579
p626
p579
p597
p598
p598
p626
p598
p598
p626
p640
p585
p579
p613
p613
p598
p613
p613
p613
p614
p614
p614
p614
p640
p614
p614
p614
p609
p615
p615
p648
p634
p641
p615
p575
p598
p580
p580
p641
p641
p641
p641
F-5
A83-42546 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A83-42546 tt
A83-42547 #
A83-42549 #
A83-42557 *
A83-42558 #
A83-42559 tt
A83-42560 tt
A83-42563 #
A83-42564 tt
A83-42567 #
A83-42568 #
A83-42574 tt
A83-42575 tt
A83-42616 #
A83-42617 #
A83-42618 tt
A83-42619 tt
A83-42620 tt
A83-42621 #
A83-42623 tt
A83-42659 #
A83-42706 #
A83-42709 #
A83-42808 #
A83-42835 #
A83-42836 tt
A83-42877 #
A83-42888 tt
A83-429S6 tt
A83-42982 #
A83-42986 #
A83-430251*
A83-43030 #
A83-43033 tt
A83-43034 #
A83-43239 tt
A83-43316 tt
A83-43317 tt
A83-43318 tt
A83-43319'*
A83-43320 tt
A83-43321 tt
A83-43322 tt
A83-43323 #
A83-43324 #
A83-43325 #
A83-43326'#
A83-43327'#
A83-43328 #
A83-43329'#
A83-43330'#
A83-43337 #
A83-43365 tt
A83-43407 #
A83-43443'#
A83-43454 tt
A83-43522 #
A83-43641 #
A83-43673' #
A83-43674 #
A83-43688 tt
A83-43689 #
A83-43691 tt
A83-43692 tt
A83-43694 #
A83-43696 #
A83-43699 tf
A83-43700 tt
A83-43701 #
A83-43702 tt
A83-43703 tt
A83-43704 #
A83-43705 #
A83-43706 #
A83-43707 #
A83-43708 tt
A83-43709 #
A83-43710 tt
A83-43711 tt
A83-43712 tt
A83-43713 #
A83-43714 #
A83-43715 #
A83-43716 #
A83-43717 tt
A83-43718 #
A83-43719 #
A83-43720 #
A83-43721 #
A83-43722 #
A83-43723 #
A83-43724 i»
A83-43733 #
A83-43734 #
A83-43735 #
A83-43736 tt
p575
p575
p630
p58S
p585
p641
p580
p630
p641
p598
p651
p592
p651
p615
p652
p642
p575
p654
p580
p630
p642
p642
p642
p599
p609
p642
P615
P599
p642
p642
p643
p576
p576
p576
p615
P576
p634
p599
p580
p580
p599
p626
p599
P609
P626
p627
p599
p627
p615
p580
p600
p643
p643
p585
p581
p581
p581
p648
p600
p600
p643
p627
p643
p643
p615
p592
p651
p600
p600
p600
p600
P601
p601
p601
p601
p609
p616
p601
p616
p609
p592
p592
P601
P601
p602
p593
p616
p610
p610
pS93
p593
p630
p643
p602
p616
p602
A83-43740 #
A83-43741 #
A83-43742'#
A83-43743 tt
A83-43744 tt
A83-43747 #
A83-43748 tt
A83-43749 #
A83-43751 #
A83-43752 tt
A83-43754 #
A83-43755 tt
A83-43757 #
A83-43759 #
A83-43760 #
A83-43809'*
A83-43811 #
A83-43815 #
A83-43829 #
A83-43901 tt
A83-43924 #
A83-43964 #
A83-43965 #
A83-43966 #
A83-43967 #
A83-43970' tt
A83-43971 • #
A83-43972 #
A83-43973 #
A83-43974 #
A83-44046 #
A83-44061 #
A83-44102 tt
A83-44159 #
A83-44168 #
A83-44306 #
A83-44307 tt
A83-44308 #
A83-44309 #
A83-44314 tf
A83-44315 #
A83-44318 tt
A83-44358 #
A83-44360 #
A83-44494 #
A83-44555 #
A83-44556 #
A83-44561 #
A83-44569 #
A83-44570 tt
A83-44571 #
A83-44572 #
A83-44677'#
A83-44685 #
A83-44687 #
A83-44688 #
A83-44689 #
A83-44690 #
A83-44692 #
A83-44812 #
A83-44828 #
A83-44830 #
A83-44856**
A83-44872 #
A83-44874 #
A83-44875 #
A83-44876 #
A83-44877 #
A83-44878 #
A83-44879 #
A83-44880 #
A83-44948 #
A83-4S029 tt
A83-45076 #
A83-45077 #
A83-45078 #
A83-45079 #
A83-45322 #
A83-45326 #
A83-45401 #
A83-45420 #
A83-45460' tt
A83-45461 ' #
A83-45462'*
A83-45470' if
A83-45508'*
A83-45514 #
A83-45515'#
A83-45517'#
A83-45519 tt
A83-45576'*
A83-45577'#
A83-45581 #
A83-45591 * #
A83-45594 #
A83-45600 #
p602
p602
p585
p602
p58S
p603
p654
p654
p603
p63S
p644
p651
p644
P603
P603
p627
P627
p644
p694
P674
p694
p658
p687
p674
p675
p675
p667
p675
p675
p694
p695
p691
p704
p669
p691
P688
P689
p683
p683
p659
p687
p667
p659
p6S9
p670
p659
p659
p659
p659
p675
p689
p660
p695
p691
P680
P680
p681
P681
p681
p670
p695
p681
p691
p695
p683
p675
p667
p681
P667
p692
p667
p704
p689
p670
p667
p657
p670
p695
p704
P670
p704
P670
p668
p687
p675
p660
p675
p683
p706
p660
p689
p660
p66Q
p695
p660
p683
A83-45605 tt
A83-45618'#
AS3-45808 #
A83-45829 tt
A83-45831 #
A83-4S832 #
A83-45836 #
A83-45842 #
A83-45843 #
A83-45844 tt
A83-45845 tt
A83-45846 #
A83-45848 #
A83-45849 #
A83-45850 #
A83-45863 #
A83-45864 #
A83-45866 #
A83-45867 #
A83-45868 tt
A83-45869 tt
A83-45871 ft
A83-45872 #
A83-45875 #
A83-45900 #
A83-45980 #
A83-46111 #
A83-46281 #
A83-46307 tt
A83-46338 #
A83-48346 #
A83-46347 #
A83-46349 #
A83-46350'#
A83-46420 #
A83-46435'#
A83-46437'*
A83-46438 #
A83-46455 #
A83-46465 #
A83-46466 tt
A83-46482 #
A83-46483 #
A83-46484 #
A83-46485 #
A83-46489 #
A83-48491 tt
A83-46492 tf
A83-4649S tt
A83-46499 #
A83-46500 tf
A83-46639 tt
A83-46640 ft
A83-46691 tf
A83-46769 #
A83-46776 #
A83-46810'*
A83-46924 #
A83-46925 #
A83 46926 tt
A83-46927 #
A83-46928' #
A83-46929 tt
A83-46930 #
A83-46952 tt
A83-46953 ft
A83-469S4 tf
A83-46955 #
A83-46956 tt
A83-46957 tt
A83-46958 tt
A83-46959 #
A83-46960 #
A83-46961 #
A83-46963 tt
A83-48964 #
A83-46965 #
A83-46966 #
A83-46967 #
A83-46968 ft
A83-46969 tf
A83-46970 #
A83-46971 #
A83-47019 #
A83-47020 #
A83-47021 #
A83-47034 #
A83-47182 #
A83-47183 #
A83-47185 #
A83-47186 #
A83-47187 tt
A83-47188 tt
A83-47189 #
A83-47190 #
A83-47191 #
p681
p681
p707
p707
p707
p707
p708
p708
p657
p657
p675
p687
p671
p687
p687
p69S
p696
p689
p696
p696
p696
p696
p696
p657
p668
p705
p696
p692
p697
p671
p697
p676
p676
p676
p668
p660
p660
p661
p661
p661
p661
p697
p661
p689
p661
p676
p683
p689
p661
p662
p705
p706
p682
p676
p697
p668
p692
p676
p657
p676
p668
p877
p677
p671
p671
p671
p67t
p671
p672
p672
p672
p682
p672
p672
p672
p673
p673
p673
p673
p673
p673
p673
p674
p662
p697
p697
p662
p709
p736
p709
p734
p734
p722
p759
p 709
p759
A83-47192 #
A83-47193 #
A83-47194 tf
A83-47195 #
A83-47196 #
A83-47197 #
A83-47198 #
A83-47199 #
A83-47200 #
A83-47201 #
A83-47202 #
A83-47203 #
A83-47204 tt
A83-47205 #
A83-47206 tt
A83-47207 tt
A83-47208 #
A83-47209 #
A83-47210 tt
A83-47211 tt
A83-47212 #
A83-47213 tt
A83-472H tt
A83-47215 #
A83-47216 tt
A83-47217 tt
A83-47226 tt
A83-47330 #
A83-47333 #
A83-47338 #
A83-47614 #
A83-47628 #
A83-47654 tt
A83-47655 #
A83-47657'#
A83-47808'*
A83-47879 #
A83-47881 tt
A83-47888 tt
A83-47889 tt
A83-47893 #
A83-47894 tt
A83-47898 tt
A83-47900 tt
A83-47901 ' #
A83-47902 tt
A83-47903 tt
A83-47908 tt
A83-47909'#
A83-47911 #
A83-47912 tt
A83-47915 #
A83-47917 #
A83-47918 #
A83-47919 #
A83-47920 tt
A83-47925 #
A83-47926 #
A83-47927 #
A83-47929 #
A83-47934 #
A83-47935 tt
A83-47937 #
A83-47938 #
A83-47941 • #
A83-47942 #
A83-47943 #
A83-47944 #
A83-47950 #
A83-47951 tt
A83-47958 #
A83-47959 tt
A83-47960 tt
A83-47963 #
A83-47964'#
A83-47966 tt
A83-47967 #
A83-47968 tt
A83-47969 tt
A83-47970'#
A83-47974 tt
A63-47975 #
A83-47979 #
A83-47981 #
A83-47982 #
A83-47984 tt
A83-47985 tt
A83-47989 #
A83-47991 #
A83-47992 #
A83-47993 tt
A83-47994 #
A83-47995 #
A83-47998 #
A83-47999 #
A83-48000'#
p724
p722
p736
p724
p725
p752
p709
p722
p722
p750
p736
p760
p709
p710
p760
p752
p752
p752
p725
p710
p750
p750
p710
p725
p725
p737
p752
p755
p755
p755
p760
p769
p710
p722
p768
p760
p737
p737
p713
p713
p737
p760
p737
p713
p713
p737
p738
p738
p714
p738
p738
p738
p714
p714
p738
p714
p738
p739
p760
p739
p739
p760
p755
p739
p714
p755
p739
p739
p740
p740
p740
p740
p740
p740
p741
p741
p741
p761
p 741
p741
p761
p761
p761
p741
p761
p742
p725
p761
p762
p742
p742
p742
p742
p742
p742
p743
A83-48001 tt
A83-48002'#
A83-48003 tt
A83-4800S tt
A83-48006 tt
A83 48007 tt
A83-48008 tt
A83 48011 tt
A83-48012**
A83-48013 tt
A83 48016 tf
A83-48017 tt
A83-48018 #
A83 48020 #
A83-48021 tt
A83-48023'#
A83-48024 tt
A83-48025'*
A83-48026 tt
A83-48027 tt
A83-48029 #
A83-48030'*
A83-48033 tt
A83-48034 tt
A83-48100 tt
A83-48132 tt
A83-48133 tt
A63-48134 #
A83-48135 tt
A83-48143 tt
A83-48144 #
A83-48145 tt
A83-48173 tt
A83-48174 tt
A83-48176 tt
A83-48180 tt
A83-48189 tt
A83-48191 tt
A83-48194 tt
A83-48195 tt
A83-48211'#
A83-48212'#
A83-48213'#
A83-482151*
A83-48216 #
A83-48217 #
A83-48218'*
A83-48219 tt
A83-48220 tt
A83-48221 tt
A83-46222 #
A83-48225 tt
A83-48248 tt
A83-48286 tt
A83 48306 tt
AS3-48308 tt
A83-48309 tt
A83-48310 tt
A83-48326 tt
A83-48327 tt
A83-48328 tt
A83-48329 #
A83-48330 tt
A83-48331'*
A83-48332 tt
A83-48333 tt
A83-48334 tt
A83-4833S #
A83-48336 tf
A83-48337 tf
A83-48338 tt
A83-48339 tt
A83-48340 #
A83-48341 tt
A83-48342 #
A83-48343 tt
A83-48344 #
A83-4834S #
A83-48346' tt
A83-48347 tf
A83-48348 tt
A83-48349 tt
A83-48350 #
A83-48353 tt
A83-48354 tt
A83-48355-#
A83-48356' #
A83-48357 #
A83-48358 tt
A83-48359 tt
A83-48360 tt
A83-48361 tt
A83 48363 #
A83-48364'#
A83-48365 tt
A83-48366 tt
p743
p743
p743
P743
p762
P762
p743
p714
P715
p744
p744
p762
p744
p762
p762
p763
p725
p763
p763
P756
p744
p763
p726
p756
p726
p715
p715
p715
p753
p715
p715
p715
p 744
p744
p719
p719
p756
p769
p769
p769
p715
p753
p726
P744
p715
p753
p719
p710
p716
p716
p716
p766
p755
p756
p763
p756
p756
p757
p710
p719
p726
p726
p726
p745
p727
p710
p770
p723
p768
p768
p727
p727
p770
p745
p 745
p745
p727
p750
p734
p727
p735
p753
p763
p 763
p 719
p727
p727
p 728
p 745
p7M
p728
p 711
p728
p 728
p 728
p 728
F-6
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AB3-48367 #
A83-48368'*
AB3-48369 tt
A83-48370 #
A83-48371 #
A83-48375'#
A83-18376 ft
A83-48377 #
A83-48378 tt
A83-48449 tt
A83-48518 tt
A83-48544 tt
A83-48598 tt
A83-48636 tt
A83-48640 #
A83-48641 #
A83-48642 tt
A83-48643 #
A83-48664 #
A83-48679 tt
A83-48733 tt
A83-48734 tt
A83-48735 tt
A83-48769 tt
A83-48771 #
A83-48773 #
A83-48884 #
A83-48885 #
A83-48887 #
A83-48889 tt
A83-48890 #
A83-48891 tt
A83-49176 #
A83-49177 #
A83-49178 tt
A83-49179 #
A83-49180 #
A83-49181 #
A83-49182 #
A83-49183 #
A83-49184 #
A83-49187 tt
A83-49188'*
A8349189 #
A83-49190 tt
A83 49191 #
A83-49192 #
A83-49193 ft
A83 49300 #
A8349416 tt
A8349418 tt
A83 49436 tt
A83 49436 tt
A83 49446 tt
A83 49462 tt
A83 49463 tt
A83 49466 tt
A83 49475 tt
A83 49481 #
A83 49482 tt
A83 49501 ft
A83 49576 #
A83 49577 It
A83 49578 tt
A83 49579 tt
A83 49580 tt
A83 49581 • tt
A83 49582 tt
A83 49583 tt
A83 49584 '#
A83 49585 It
A83 49586 tt
A83 49587 tt
A83 49588 tt
A83-49589 tt
A83 495SO ' tt
A83-49592 tt
A83 49593 tt
A83-49594 tt
A83-49595'*
A83-49596'#
A83-49597 It
A83 49599 •#
A83-49667 It
A83-49691 tt
A83-49698 tt
A83-49722 #
A83-49763 tt
A83-49769 #
A83-49778 tt
A83-50074-0
A83-50115 #
A83-50135 tt
A83-50138 tt
A83-50140 tt
A83-50141 tt
p719
p716
p729
p729
p750
p729
p729
p729
p7)1
p716
p735
p757
p757
p757
p735
p729
p729
p723
p716
p764
p723
p723
p723
p723
p723
p724
p745
p719
p729
p711
p764
p724
p711
p716
p716
p717
p717
p753
p753
p730
p753
p730
p764
p730
p730
p750
p730
p751
p717
p764
p717
p753
p730
p731
p769
p769
p717
p731
p757
p757
p757
p711
p731
p712
p731
p745
p746
p771
p758
p731
p717
p712
p731
p720
p731
p732
p732
p720
p751
p746
p717
p746
p764
p764
p767
p767
p720
p 758
p758
p758
p751
p746
p732
p764
p732
p732
AB3-50145'* p765
N83- 10003 tt
N83-10004 tt
N83-10005 tt
N83-10006 #
N83-10013 tt
N83-10014 tt
N83-10016'#
N83-10017'*
N83-10018'*
N 83-10019' #
N83- 10020 tt
N83- 10021 tt
N83- 10022 tt
N83-10023'*
N83-10024'*
N83- 10025 tt
N83- 10026 tt
N83-I0027'#
N83- 10028 tt
N83- 10029' tt
N83-10030 tt
N83- 10031 tt
N83- 10032 tt
N83-10033 tt
N83-10034'#
N83-10035'#
N83- 10036 tt
N83- 10037 tt
N83- 10039 tt
N83-10040'*
N83- 10041 tt
N83- 10042 ft
N83- 10043 #
N83-10044'#
N83-10045'#
N83- 10046 #
N83-10047'*
N83-10048'*
N83-10049'*
N83-10050'#
N83-10051'#
N83- 10052 #
N83- 10053 tt
N83- 10054 #
N83- 10055 #
N83- 10056 #
N83- 10057 tt
N83- 10058 tt
N83- 10059 tt
N83- 10060 tt
N83-10061 #
N83- 10063 #
N83- 10064 tt
N83- 10065 #
N83- 10066 #
N83- 10067 #
N83- 10068 tt
N83- 10069 tt
N83- 10070 tt
N83- 10071 tt
N83- 10072 tt
N83- 10073 tt
N83- 10074 tt
N83- 10075 tt
N83- 10076 #
N83-10077 #
N83- 10078 tt
N83- 10079' It
N83-10080 It
N83-10082' tt
N83- 10083 tt
N83- 10084 tt
N83- 10085 tt
N83- 10086 tt
N83-10087 tt
N83-10102 tt
N83-10173 tt
N83- 10207' tt
N83-10210 tt
N83-10211 tt
N83-10214'#
N83- 10223 tt
N83-10231 tt
N83- 10234 ft
N83- 10235 tt
N83- 10238 tt
N83- 10240 tt
N83- 10247 tt
N83- 10253 #
N83- 10269 it
N83- 10270 tt
N83- 10272 It
N83- 10295 tt
N83-10323'*
p3
p8
p9
p9
p42
p3
p9
p9
p9
p9
p 10
p 10
PIS
PIS
P15
p15
p1S
p26
p26
p26
p26
p27
P27
p27
p30
p31
p31
p31
p31
p38
p38
p38
p38
P42
p42
p43
P47
p47
p48
p48
P48
p48
p48
p48
P48
p49
p49
p49
p49
p49
p49
p49
p50
p50
p50
p50
p50
p50
p50
p51
p51
p51
p51
pS1
P51
p51
p51
p52
p52
p56
p56
p56
p57
p57
p57
pS8
p60
p60
p60
p60
p60
p66
p66
p66
P73
p31
p31
p43
p66
P52
p31
P73
p66
p66
N83-10330 tt
N83-10378' tt
N83- 10403 tt
N83-10425' tt
N83-10433 tt
N83-10435 tt
N83 10442' tt
N83- 10559' tt
N83-10803'*
N83-10875 tt
N83-10883' tt
N83 10885' tt
N83 10887 tt
N83 10970' tt
N83- 10989 tt
N83 11018' #
N83 11019' tt
N83 11020'*
N83 11021'*
N83 11022'#
N8311023'#
N8311024'*
N8311025'*
N83 11026'#
N83 11027'#
N83 11028' #
N83 11029'*
N83 11030'*
N83 11031'*
N8311032'*
N8311033'*
N83 11034'*
N8311035 tt
N83 11036 tt
N83 11037 tt
N83 11041 tt
N83 11042 tt
N83 11044 tt
N83 11045 tt
N83 11050 tt
N83 11052 #
N83 11053 tt
N8311054 #
N8311055 tt
N8311056 tt
N8311057 tt
N83 11058-0
N8311059'#
N83 11061'*
N83 11062'*
N83 1 1069* ft
N83 11070'*
N83 11071'*
N83-11072'*
N83-11073'*
N83.11074'l((
N8311075'*
N83 11076'*
N83-11077'*
N83-11078'*
N83-11079'*
N83 11080'*
N83-11081'*
N83-1 1082*0
N83-11083'*
N83-11084'*
N83-11085'*
N83 11086'*
N8311089 tt
N83 11091 tt
N83 11092 tt
N83-11093 tt
N83-11094 tt
N83-11095'*
N83-11097'*
N83-11098'*
M83-11099 tt
N83-11100 tt
N83 11101' tt
N8311102'#
N83 11104 tt
N83-11105 It
N83-11106 tt
N83-11107 tt
N83-11108 tt
N83-11109 #
N83-11110 tt
N83-11113'#
N83-11114'*
N83-11115'*
N83-11116'*
N83-11117'#
N83-11118 tt
N83-11119 tt
N83-11120 tt
N83-11121 8
p66
p67
p67
p67
p67
p73
p67
p69
p72
p72
p73
p73
p73
p74
p74
P 4
P 4
p4
p4
p4
P 4
p4
p4
p5
p5
p5
p5
p5
P 5
P 6
p6
p6
p6
p 10
p57
p43
p43
p 10
p32
P43
p43
p60
p32
p6
p6
p 10
p 10
pit
p i t
p11
p 11
p11
p11
p12
P12
P12
P12
p12
p12
p12
p12
p13
p13
p13
p 13
p 13
p 13
p 13
p 14
p14
p14
p15
p 16
p 16
p 16
p 16
p 16
p 16
p27
p27
p27
p27
p28
p28
p 28
p 28
p2S
P32
p32
p32
p32
p32
p33
p33
p33
p33
N83-11122 tt
N83-11123 H
N83-11124 #
N83-t1125'#
N83-11127'*
N83-11128'*
N83-11129'/!(
N83-11130'#
N83-11132 tt
N83-11134 tt
N83-11135 tt
N83-11136 tt
N83-11138 tt
N83-11139'#
N83-11140'#
N83-11141'#
N83-11142'*
N83-11143 tt
N83-11144 tt
N83-1I145 tt
N83-11146 tt
N83-11147 tt
N83-11149 tt
N83-11150 tt
N83-11151 tt
N83-11152 tt
N83-11153 #
N83-11232 tt
N83-11243'#
N83-11248'#
N83-11251 tt
N83-11281 tt
N83-11282'#
N83-11331'#
N83-11340'*
N83-11350 tt
N83-11351 tt
N83-11390 tt
N83-11394 tt
N83-11395 tt
N83-11484 tt
N83-11485 tt
N83-11486 tt
N83-11513'#
N83-11514'(j(
N83-11520 #
N83-11521 tt
N83-11526 tt
N83-11628 tt
N83-11629 tt
N83-11661'*
N83-11838'0
N83-11839'#
N83-11840'#
N83- 12040 #
N83- 12041 tt
N83- 12043 #
N83-12046'*
N83-12048'#
N83-12049'#
N83- 12050 tt
N83- 12051 #
N83- 12053 tt
N83- 12055 #
N83- 12056 #
N83- 12057 #
N83- 12058 tt
N83- 12059 tt
N83- 12060 tt
N83-12061 tt
N83- 12063 tt
N83- 12064 tt
N83- 12066 tt
N83- 12067 #
N83- 12068 tt
N83- 12069 tt
N83-12070-0
N83-12071'#
N83-12072'*
N83- 12074 tt
N83- 12075 tt
N83- 12076 tt
N83- 12077 tt
N83- 12078 tt
N83- 12079 #
N83- 12080 #
N83-12081 tt
N83- 12082 tt
N83-12083 tt
N83-12084 tt
N83-12085 #
N83- 12086 #
N83-12087'#
N83-12088' tt
N 83-1 2089 '#
N83-12090'#
p33
p38
p38
p43
P44
p44
P44
p44
P44
P44
P45
P45
P45
p52
p52
p52
p53
p53
p53
p53
P57
P57
P57
p58
P58
P58
p58
p61
p61
p61
p61
p61
p61
p61
p61
p62
p62
p67
p39
p67
p68
p68
p68
p68
p68
p68
p68
p69
p69
p69
p69
p73
p74
p74
p175
p176
p179
p 179
p 179
p 179
p 179
p 180
p 180
p 184
p 184
D186
M86
p 186
p 186
p 187
p 187
p 187
p 187
p 187
p187
p187
p192
p192
p 192
p 193
p 193
p 193
p 193
p 193
p 194
p 194
p 194
p 197
p 198
p200
p200
p200
p200
p200
p201
p201
N83-12091'#
N83-12092'#
N83-12093'#
N83-12094'*
N83-12096 tt
N83- 12097 tt
N83-12099' tt
N83-12100 tt
N83-12101 tt
N83-12102'#
N83-12103 tt
N83-12104 tt
N83-12105 tt
N83- 12106 tt
N83-12147'*
N83-12148'#
N83-12150'#
N83-12151'*
N83-12153'#
N83-12156'*
N83-12161'#
N83-12163'#
N83-12164'#
N83-12167'*
N83-12237'#
N83-12246'*
N83-12248'*
N83-12252 tt
N83- 12266 tt
N83 12267 tt
N83-12270 #
N83-12271 #
N83-12272 #
N83-12273 #
N83-12274 #
N83-12275 tt
N83- 12279
N83-12298
N83- 12299
N83-12300
N83-12318
N83- 12348 tt
N83- 12380 tt
N83- 12393' #
N83-12395'*
N83-12410 tt
N83-12433'#
N83-12460'#
N83- 12464' #
N83- 12867 #
N83- 12895 tt
N83-12919 tt
N83- 12920 tt
N83- 12959' #
N83- 12966' tt
N83- 12968' tt
N83- 12972 tt
N83- 12973 #
N83- 12974 tt
N83- 12975 tt
N83- 12976 tt
N83- 13024' tt
N83- 13027 tt
N83- 13028 tt
N83- 13059' tt
N83- 13060 tt
N83-13061 tt
N83- 13062 tt
N83- 13063 tt
N83- 13064 tt
N83- 13065' tt
N83-13066 tt
N83-13067 #
N83-13068 tt
N83-13070'#
N83-13072'*
N83- 13073' tt
N83- 13074 tt
N83-13075' tt
N83-13076* tt
N83-13078 tt
N83-13079 #
N83-13080 tt
N83-13081 tt
N83-13082 tt
N83- 13084 tt
N83- 13086 tt
N83- 13087 #
N83-13088 #
N83-13089 #
N83-13090 tt
N83-13092 tt
N83- 13093 tt
N83-13094 tt
N83- 13095' #
N83- 13096 tt
p201
p201
p201
p201
p202
p203
p204
p204
p207
p207
p207
p208
p208
p208
p210
p210
p210
p210
p210
P210
p211
p202
p211
p215
p211
p211
p211
p211
p215
p216
p216
p216
p216
p216
p216
p216
p216
p217
p217
p217
p217
p217
p217
P217
p217
p218
p218
P2I8
p218
p220
p221
p221
p221
p221
p222
p222
p223
p223
P223
p223
p223
p224
p224
p224
p176
p176
p194
p176
p194
p176
p176
p176
p 176
p180
p180
p180
p180
p1SO
p181
p181
p181
p184
p184
p184
p184
p185
p188
p1B8
p 188
pt88
p188
p194
p194
p195
p198
p198
F-7
N83-13097 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N83-13097 tt
N83-13099 tt
N83-13100'#
N83-13101'#
N83-13103' tt
N83-13104'#
N83-13105 tt
N33-13106 tt
N83-13107 #
N83-13109 tt
N83-13110'*
N83-13111 tt
N83-13112'*
N83-13113'#
N83-13114'#
N83-13115'*
N83-13116 tt
N83-13117 #
N83-13118 tt
N83-13119 #
N83-13120 tt
N83-13121 #
N83-13122'#
N83-13124'*
N83-1312S tt
N83-13128 tt
N83-13174'*
N83-13292 tt
N83- 13294 tt
N83-13320 tt
N83-13324 #
N83- 13338 tt
N83-13344 tt
N83-13413 #
N83-13417 #
N83-13419'*
N83-13455 #
N83-13476 #
N83-13673 #
N83-13706' tt
N83-13824 #
N83-13835'#
N83-13936' tt
N83-13937' #
N83-13939'lil
N83-13940 tt
N83-14022'#
N83-14061'#
N83-14062 tt
N83-14063 #
N83- 14064 tt
N83-14074 tt
N83-14075 #
N83-14076*#
N83-14077'|jl
N83-14078' tt
N83-14079 #
N83- 14080 tt
N83-14081 tt
N83-14082 #
N83- 14083 tt
N83- 14084 tt
N83-14085 tt
N83-14086 tt
N83-14087 tt
N83- 14088 #
N83-14089 tt
N83-14090 tt
N83-14091 tt
N83-14092 #
N83-14093 #
N83- 14094 tt
N83-14095 tt
N83-14096 tt
N83-14097 tt
N83-14098'*
N83-14099 #
N83-14100 tt
N83-14101 #
N83-14102 #
N83-14103 tt
N83-14104 #
N83-14105'#
N83-14106 tt
N83-14107'#
N83-14108'*
N83-14109'#
N83-14110'i!f
N83-14111'#
N83-14112 #
N83-14113 tt
N83-14114 tt
N83-U115 #
N83-14116 #
N83-14117 tt
N83-14118 tt
p 198
p 198
p202
p202
p202
p202
p203
p203
p203
p204
p204
p204
p204
p20S
p205
p20S
p20S
P205
p205
p206
p206
p206
p208
p208
p209
p209
p212
P21B
p218
p218
p219
p219
p219
p219
P219
P219
P220
p220
p220
p220
p221
p221
p223
p224
p224
p224
p22S
p 128
P128
p 128
p137
p 139
P139
p139
p139
p139
P139
p 144
p 145
p 145
p 145
p 145
p 145
p 145
p 145
p 145
p145
p145
p145
P146
p 146
p 146
p 146
p 146
p 146
p 146
p 146
p 147
p 147
p147
p147
p 153
p154
p 154
p 154
p 154
p 154
p154
p154
P155
P155
p 155
p155
p 155
p 155
p 156
N83-14119 #
N83-14120 #
N83-14121 #
N83-14122 #
N83-14123'#
N83-14124 #
N83-14125 tt
N83-14126' #
N83-14127'#
N83-14128**
N83-14129'*
N83-14131 #
N83-14132 tt
N83-14133 tt
N83-14134 tt
N83-14136 tt
N83-14137 #
N83-14138'*
N83-14139' tt
N83-14140'#
N83-14141 tt
N83-14142 #
N83-14143 tt
N83-14144 tt
N83-14169' #
N83-14170'#
N83-14173 #
N83- 14287 #
N83-14291 tt
N83-14294 tt
N83- 14369 tt
N83-14387 tt
N83-14388 tt
N83-14430-0
N83-14432'#
N83-14513 tt
N83-14521'#
N83-14523' tt
N83-14530 tt
N83-14531 tt
N83-14532 tt
N83-14543 tt
N83- 14769 tt
N83-14929'*
N83-14954 tt
N83- 14973 tt
N83-15042'#
N83-15043'*
N83 15169' #
N83-15255 #
N83-15256 tt
N83-15260 tt
N83-15261 tt
N83-15263'*
N83-15264'#
N83-15265'#
N83-15266'#
N83- 15269 tt
N83-15271 If
N83-15272 tt
N83-15273'*
N83-15274 #
N83-15275'#
N83 15276'#
N83-15277'*
N83- 15278 tt
N83-15279 #
N83-15281 tt
N83- 15283' #
N83- 15284 tt
NB3- 15285 tt
N83-15286 tt
N83 15287 #
N83-15288 #
N83-15289 tt
N83-15290 tt
N83-15291 tt
N83- 15292 tt
N83-15293 #
N83-15295 tt
N83 15296 tt
N83- 15298 tt
N83-15299 #
N83-15300 tt
N83-15301 #
N83-15302'#
N83-15303 #
N83-15304' If
N83-15305'#
N83-15306'*
N83-15307'*
N83-15308' tt
N83-15309'*
N83-15310 tt
N83-15311 tt
N83-15312 #
P156
P156
P156
P156
p 159
p159
P159
p163
p163
p163
p164
p164
p164
p164
p 170
p170
p170
p 174
p 174
p 174
p 174
p 175
p 175
p 175
p177
p 177
p177
p 178
p 178
p 178
P182
P183
p183
p 183
p183
p190
p183
P183
p184
p 184
p 184
p 184
p 189
p 189
p 189
p 189
p 190
P190
p 191
p 164
p 165
p 165
p 165
P137
p137
p 138
p138
P138
p 138
P140
P140
p 147
p 147
p 147
p 148
p 148
p 146
p 156
p157
p 157
P175
p 175
p 175
p175
p 175
p 176
p 157
p 157
p157
p176
p157
p158
P158
P158
p 158
p 159
p159
p 165
p 165
p 166
p 166
p166
p 166
p166
p167
p167
N83-15313 #
N83-15314 #
N83-15315'#
N83-15316'#
N83-15317' #
N83-15318'*
N83-15319'#
N83-15320'0
N83-15321 tt
N83- 15322 tt
N83-15361'#
N83-15364'*
N83-15412'*
N83-15429 tt
N83- 15438 tt
N83- 15439 tt
N83- 15446 tt
N83-15483' #
N83-15506 #
N83- 15507 tt
N83-15510 #
N83-15511 tt
N83-15523'*
N83- 15529 tt
N83-15530'#
N83- 15533 #
N83- 15537 tt
N83-15538 #
N83- 15540 tt
N83-15558 #
N83-15570 tt
N83-15627'#
N83-15629'*
N83-15630'*
N83-15631'*
N83-15632'*
N83-15634'#
N83 15635'iC
N83-15637'#
N83-15642'*
N83 15648*#
N83-15656*#
N83-15676 tt
N83 16150' tt
N83-16151'#
N83-16152'#
N83-16154 tt
N83-16156 #
N83-16253 tt
N83-16273'#
N83 16280 #
N83-16281 tt
N83-16284'#
N83-16286'*
N83-16287'*
N83-16288'#
N83-16289- #
N83-16290' tt
N83-16291'#
N83-16292 tt
N83-16293 tt
N83-16300 tt
N83-16301 tt
N83-16303 tt
N83-16305 tt
N83-16306 tt
N83-16308 tt
N83-16309 tt
N83-16310 tt
N83-16311 tt
N83-16312 tt
N83-16313 tt
N83-16314 tt
N83 16315 #
N83-16316 It
N83-16317 tt
N83-16318 tt
N83 16319 tt
N83- 16320 #
N83-16321 #
N83-16322 #
N83-16323 tt
N83-16325 tt
N83- 16326 #
N83-16327 tt
N83-16328'*
N83-16329' tt
N83- 16330' tt
N83-16331 ' #
N83-16332 tt
N83 16334 tt
N83- 16335 tt
N83-16336 #
N83-16337 tt
N83-16338'#
N83-16339 #
p 167
p167
p 170
p170
p170
p 170
p 170
p 176
p176
p176
p 178
P178
p 178
p 178
P178
P178
P179
P179
p184
p 184
p 184
p167
p185
P185
p185
P185
P185
p 185
p 185
p 186
p186
p 186
p 186
p 186
p 186
p 186
p 187
p187
p187
p187
p187
p187
p187
p190
p191
p 191
p191
p191
p191
p192
p 187
p 187
P190
p 190
p 190
p 191
p191
p 191
p 191
p 191
p 191
p 192
p 192
p 192
p192
p 192
p197
p 197
p197
p197
p 198
p 198
p200
p201
p201
p201
p201
P201
p201
p201
p201
p202
p202
p205
P205
p205
p205
p205
P206
P206
P206
p206
p206
p206
p209
p209
N83-16340 #
N83-16341'#
N83-16342' tt
N83- 16343' tt
N83- 16345 tt
N83-16346 tt
N83- 16347 #
N83-16349'*
N83-16350* #
N83- 16352 tt
N83-16355 tt
N83-16356 tt
N83- 16358 tt
N83-16359 tt
N83- 16386 #
N83-16397'#
N83-16401 tt
N83- 16402 tt
N83-16417'#
N83-16492'*
N83-16528' #
N83- 16531 tt
N83-16538 tt
N83-16543' #
N83-16553 tt
N83-16566 #
N83-16758' #
N83- 16760 tt
N83- 16765 tt
N83-16814'#
N83-16951'#
N83-17235'#
N83-17237"#
N83-17238'#
N83-17239' #
N83-17242'*
N83-17246 tt
N83-17247 tt
N83-17451'*
N83-17452 tt
N83-17454'#
N83- 17455 tt
N83- 17456 #
N83-17457 tt
N83-17458 tt
N83- 17459 #
N83- 17460 tt
N83-17462 #
N83-17463 #
N83- 17464 tt
N83-17465 #
N83- 17466 tt
N83- 17467 #
N83-17468 tt
N83- 17470 tt
N83-17471 #
N83-17472 tt
N83- 17473 tt
N83-17474 tt
N83-17477 tt
N83-17478 #
N83-17479 tt
N83- 17480 tt
N83-17481 tt
N83- 17482 tt
N83- 17483 tt
N83-17484 #
N83- 17485 tt
N83- 17486 tt
N83-17487 #
N83- 17488 tt
N83- 17489 tt
N83- 17490 #
N83-17491 #
N83-17493'#
N83-17497'#
N83-17508'#
N83-17509'#
N83-17510'#
N83-17515'#
N83-17517 #
N83-17518 tt
N83- 17520 tt
N83-17521 #
N83- 17522 tt
N83-17523'*
N83-17524 #
N83- 17526 tt
N83- 17527 tt
N83-17528 tt
N83-17529 tt
N83 17530'*
N83-17531 tt
N83-17532 tt
N83-17533 tt
N83-17534'|il
p209
p212
p212
p213
p213
p213
p213
p216
p216
p219
p219
p220
P220
p220
p221
p225
p225
p225
p225
p225
p226
p226
p226
P226
P226
P232
P232
p232
p233
p234
p234
p237
p238
p238
P238
p238
p238
p238
P187
p187
p187
p188
p188
p213
p207
p202
p235
p 188
p 198
p202
p186
p210
p213
p239
p188
p192
p 192
p 193
P193
P193
p193
p 193
p193
P194
p235
p236
p 194
p236
p 194
p 194
p 194
p236
p168
p198
P198
p 198
p 194
p 194
p 195
p 195
p 195
p 195
p 195
p 195
P196
p 198
p198
p198
P202
p207
p207
p207
p207
p207
p207
p210
N83-17535'#
N83-17539'#
N83-17542'*
N83-17543'#
N83-17544'#
N83-17545'#
N83-17546'#
N83-17547' #
N83-17549 #
N83-17550'#
N83-17551'#
N83-17552'#
N83-17553'*
N83- 17554 #
N83-17555 #
N83-17556'*
N83-17558 #
N83-17559 #
N83-17560' #
N83-17562 tt
N83-17564 #
N83-17574 #
N83-17597'#
N83-17600'*
N83- 17609 tt
N83-17610 tt
N83-17618 #
N83-17620 #
N83-17621 #
N83-17683'#
N83-17716 ft
N83-17728'#
N83-17748 tt
N83-17749 #
N83-17759 tt
N83-17770 tt
N83-17855 #
N83-17880'*
N83-17899'#
N83-17902 tt
N83-17903 tt
N83-18106 #
N83-18291 #
N83-18295 tt
N83-18297 #
N83-18304'#
N83-18307'#
N83-18322 tt
N83-18404'*
N83-18405'#
N83-18651 tt
N83-18652 tt
N83- 18653 #
N83-18654 tt
N83-18655'*
N83-18656 tt
N83-18657 #
N83- 18658 tt
N83-18659 tt
N83- 18660 tt
N83-18661 tt
N83-18662' tt
N83-18663' tt
N83-18672'*
N83-18673'*
N83-18674 tt
N83 18675 tt
N83- 18686 tt
N83-18687 tt
N83-18694 tt
N83-18695 tt
N83- 18696 tt
N83-18697'#
N83- 18698 tt
N83-18699'#
N83-18700 tt
N83-18701'*
N83-18702' tt
N83-18703 tt
N83-18704' #
N83-18705 tt
N83-18706 tt
N83 18709' #
N83-18710'#
N83-18711 #
N83-18712'*
N83-18713'#
N83-18714'#
N83-18715'#
N83-18716'#
N83-18717'#
N83-18718'*
N83-18720' tt
N83-18721'#
N83-18722 tt
N83-18723' tt
p210
p214
p214
p214
p2U
p214
p214
p215
p215
p216
p216
p217
p217
p217
p217
p217
p220
p220
p221
p221
p221
p221
P226
p227
p227
p227
p227
p227
p227
p227
p228
p228
p233
p233
p208
p233
p233
P233
p234
p234
p234
p235
p236
p236
p236
p236
p236
p237
p238
p239
p308
p242
p281
p244
p308
p242
p308
p309
P281
P244
p244
p244
p244
p244
p245
p245
p245
p245
p245
p245
p245
p264
P248
p248
p249
p249
p249
p249
p249
p260
p260
p260
p265
p265
P265
P265
p265
p265
p266
p266
p266
p266
P270
p270
p270
p270
F-8
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N83-25268
N83-18724
N83-18725'
N83-18728
N83-18728-
N83-18730
N83-18731
N83-18735 tt
N83-18738 tt
NS3-18738 #
N83-18739 tt
N83-18740 tt
N83-18743 tt
N83-18744' »
N83-18745' #
N83-18746 #
N83-18748' #
N83-18749' tt
N83-18750'#
N83-18753'#
NS3-18754'»
N83-18755' tt
N83-18756- #
N83-18757'#
N83-18758' tt
N83-18759' #
N83-18760' tt
N83-18765' ft
N83-18766' tt
N83-18767' tt
N83-18768' tt
N83-18769' tt
N83-18770' #
N83-18771'*
N83-18772 #
N83-18851'#
N83-18858 tt
N83-18894'#
N83-18904 tt
N83-18953 tt
N83-18956 tt
N83-18957 #
N83-18958 #
N83-18960 #
N83-19018' tt
N83-19040 #
N83-19062 #
N83-19124*#
NS3-19129 tt
N83-19135 tt
N83-19434 #
N83-19438 tt
N83-19443 tt
N83-19444 tt
N83-19487' tt
N83-19496* tt
N83-19S62 tt
N83-19576' #
N83-19578 tt
NS3-19579 tt
N83-19652'#
N83-19709'#
N83-19714'#
N83-19715' #
NS3-19718 tt
N83-19719 tt
N83-1972V#
N83-19722 #
N83-19723 tt
N83-19724 tt
N83-19725 tt
N83-19727 tt
N83-19728 tt
N83-19729 tt
N83-19730 #
N83-19731 tt
N83-19732 #
N83-19737' #
NS3-19739'#
N83-19740'*
N83-19742 tt
N83-19743 #
N83-19744 #
N83-19745 t>
NS3-19746 tt
N83-19747 tt
N83-19748'*
N83-19749 tt
N83-19750 tt
N83-19751 It
N83-19752 tt
N83-19753'||I
N83-19754'#
N83-19756'#
NB3-19757' tt
N83-19758'tt
N83-19759 tt
p271
p282
p282
p282
p282
p301
p282
p282
p282
p282
p283
p288
p288
p288
p288
p290
p291
p291
p291
p291
p291
p291
p291
p291
p291
p292
p292
p292
p292
p292
p292
p292
p293
p293
p296
p296
p296
p296
p301
p283
p283
p30t
p283
p301
p283
p301
p301
p301
p302
p302
p249
p250
p260
p305
p30S
p305
p309
p309
p309
p310
p246
p246
p246
p246
p246
p250
p250
p2SO
p2SO
p250
p251
p251
p2S1
p251
p251
p260
p266
p266
p266
p267
p267
p267
p267
p267
p267
p271
p271
p271
p271
p271
p283
p283
p288
p288
p288
p289
N83-A9760 0
N83-19762 ft
N83-19763 S
N83-19764 tt
N83-19815'#
N83-19820 tt
N 83-19921'*
N83-19922 tt
N83-19953 tt
N83-20007 tt
N83-20048 tt
N83-20119'0
N83-2012O'#
N83-20124'#
N83-20125' tt
N83-20126' tt
N83-20127- 0
N83-20129' #
N 83-20134'*
N83-20165 tt
N83-20166 tt
N83-20180 tt
N83-20184 tt
N83-20188 tt
N83-20196 tt
NS3-20212 tt
NS3-20227 #
N83-20232 tt
N83-20430 #
N83-20445' tt
N83-20493 tt
N83-20500 #
N83-20692 tt
N83-20697 tt
N83-20699 tt
N83-20702 tt
N83-20704 #
N83-20707 tt
N83-20758 tt
N83-20831'#
N83-20832* tt
N83-20833* tt
N 83-20834'#
N83-20835' tt
N83-20836' tt
N83-20837' #
N83-20838* tt
N83-20895 #
N83-20896- #
N83-20897 tt
N83-20S98 tt
N83-20899 tt
N83-20902 tt
N83-20903 tt
N83-20904 tt
N83-2090S tt
N83-20906 #
N83-20907 #
N83-20908 #
N83-20915'#
N83-20916' tt
N83-20917'*
N83-20918' #
N83-20920 tt
N83-20923 tt
N83-20927 #
N83-20930 tt
N83-20931'#
N83-20933' tt
N83-20934 tt
N83-20935 tt
N83-20936 tt
N83-20937 tt
N83-20938 tt
N83-20939 tt
N83-20940 tt
N83-20941'i!(
N83-20945' tt
N83-20946'#
N83-20947' #
N83-20950 tt
N83-20951' tt
N83-20952' tt
N83-20953 tt
N83-20955 ft
N83-209S7 tt
N83-20958 tt
N83-20959 tt
N83-20960'#
N83-20961 tt
N83-20962 #
N83-20953 tt
N83-20964 #
N83-20965 tt
N83-20966 #
N83-20987 #
p289
p293
P293
p293
p297
p297
P297
p297
p302
p302
p302
p302
p302
p302
p303
p303
p303
p303
p303
p303
p303
p303
p267
p251
p272
p30»
p242
p304
p304
p304
p3(M
p309
p272
p309
p272
p309
P310
P310
p243
p268
p268
p251
p310
p252
p252
p252
p313
p314
p341
p341
p341
p314
p314
p314
p346
p314
p311
p311
p314
p314
P31S
p31S
p31S
P315
p324
p324
P331
p331
p331
p331
p331
p332
p332
p332
p332
P334
p338
p338
p338
p339
p342
p342
p346
p346
p347
P347
P347
p347
p347
p347
P348
p348
p348
p348
N83-20968 tt
N83-20969 #
N83-2O970 tt
N83-20971'li>
N83-2O972' tt
N83-20973 tt
N83-21062 tt
N83-21102 #
N83-21168 tt
N83-21169 tt
N83-212W'#
N83-212tO'l!<
N83-21212 tt
N 83-21314' #
N83-2135T #
N83-21391'#
N83-2139C#
N83-2140r#
N83-21495 tt
N 83-21503' «f
N83-21504'(j(
Na3-21509'#
N83-217ir#
N83-21730'#
N 83-21895' #
N83-22025' #
N83-22O49 #
N83-2209r#
N83-22092' tt
N83-22O93 tt
N83-22O94 tt
N83-22O9S tt
N83-22O96 tt
N83 22097 #
N83-22101 tt
N8322102 tt
N83-22104 tt
N63-22105 tt
N83-22109 tt
N83-22110 tt
N83-22111 tt
N83-22113 #
N83 22114 tt
N83-22116 tt
N83-22119 tt
N83-22125 tt
N83-22135 tt
N83-22138 tt
N83-22140 tt
N83-22142 tt
N83-22143 #
N83-22144 tt
N83-22145 tt
N83-22146 tt
NB3-22147 tt
NB3-E2149 #
N83-22150 tt
N83-22152 tt
N83-221 5T- #
N 83-221 59' #
N83-22161'#
N83-22162'*
N83-221631*
N83-22164'#
N83-22165'#
N 83-221 66' #
NS3-22167'I!»
N 83-221 68' #
N83-22169 tt
N83-22170 #
N83-22171 #
N83-22172 #
N83-22173 #
N83-22174 #
N83-22175 #
N83-22176 tt
NB3-22177 #
N83-22178 #
N83-22179 tt
N83-22180 tt
N83-22181 tt
N83-22182 #
N83-22183 tt
N83-221 84
NS3-22185
N83-22186
N83-22187
N 83-22 188 '
N 83-22 189
N83-22190
N83-2219r
N83-22192'
N83-22193'
N83-221941
N83-22195
N83-22196'
p348
p348
p349
p349
p349
p349
p351
p351
p35t
p351
p358
p359
p359
p359
p359
p359
p359
p360
p361
p361
p361
p361
p362
p362
p367
p368
p369
p31t
p311
p311
p342
p342
p342
p342
p343
p332
p363
P343
P343
p343
P343
P334
p363
p334
p335
p363
p364
p364
p364
p335
p343
p33S
p364
p335
p335
p335
p364
p364
p315
p315
p316
p316
p316
p31S
p316
p316
p317
p319
p319
p319
p319
p319
p319
p319
p325
p325
p325
p325
p362
p320
p325
P32S
p325
p325
p326
p326
p326
p332
p333
p333
p333
p333
p333
p333
P333
p335
N83-22197' #
N83-22198' tt
N83-22200'*
N83-22201 • tt
N83-22203'#
N 83-22204'#
N83-22205' tt
N83-22206- tt
N83-22207' tt
N 83-22208'#
N83-22210'*
N83-22211'|jl
N83-22212'#
N83-22213'i»
N83-222U'iil
N83-22215 tt
N83-22218 tt
N83-22217 #
N83-22218'*
N83-22219'(?
N83-22320' tt
N83-22441 tt
N83-22442' tt
N83-22443' tt
N83-22444' #
N83-22445' tt
N83-22446' tt
N83-22447' tt
N83-22448* tt
N83-22449' tt
N83-22450' tt
N83-22451 * tt
N83-22452' tt
N83-22453' tt
N83-22454' tt
N83-22455* tt
N83-22456' tt
N83-22457' tt
N83-22477 tt
N83-22498 tt
N83-22517 #
N83-22593 tt
N83-2262S tt
N83-22689' #
N83-22740' tt
N83-22747' tt
N83-22759 tt
N83-22769 tt
N83-22817 #
N83-22972 tt
N83-23048' tt
N83-23049' tt
N83-23112'#
N83-23114'*
N83-23115'#
N83-23118 tt
N83-23210 tt
N83-23234 #
N83-23240* tt
N 83-23241'#
N83-23268 tt
N83-23269 tt
N83-23271 #
N83-23272 #
N83-23275' tt
N83-23276 tt
N83-23278 tt
N83-23279 #
N83-23280 tt
N83-23281' tt
N83-23282 tt
N83-23283 tt
N83-23284 tt
N83-23285 tt
N83-23287 tt
N83-23288 tt
N83-23289 tt
N83-23290 tt
N83-23294' #
N83-23295' tt
N83-23296 tt
N83-23297 tt
N83-23298 tt
N83-23299 #
N83-23300 tt
N83-23301 tt
N83-23302 tt
N83-23304 tt
N83-23305' tt
N83-23306' tt
N83-23307 tt
N83-23308 tt
N83-23310' #
N83-23311 tt
N83-23312 tt
N83-23313 #
p336
p339
p 339
p339
p339
p339
p343
p344
p344
P344
P344
p344
p345
p345
p345
p345
p345
p345
p346
p352
p352
p352
p3S2
p352
p352
p352
p352
p352
p353
p353
p3S3
p353
p353
p340
p340
p340
p340
p334
p360
p360
p360
p360
p362
p362
p362
p362
p383
p363
p349
p364
p365
p367
p367
p368
p368
p320
p320
p368
p369
p372
p372
p372
P373
p376
p376
p376
p376
p377
p380
p380
p380
p380
p381
p381
P381
p382
p382
p388
p388
p389
p389
p389
p389
p3S9
p389
p390
p391
P393
P393
p393
p393
p393
P394
p394
p394
N83-23314 »
N83-2331S tt
N83-23316'#
N83-23317'#
N83-23318' tt
N83-23319 tt
N83-23320 tt
N83- 23321 tt
N83-23322 tt
N83-23323 tt
N83-23324' #
N83-23325 tt
N83-23326' #
N83-23327 #
N83-233281 tt
N83-23329 tt
N83-23330 #
N83-23331 tt
N83-23332 tt
N83-23363 #
N83-23421 tt
N83-23422 tt
N83-23423 tt
N83-23426 tt
N83-23464- tt
N83-23466 tt
N83-23469 #
N83-23478 tt
N83-23523 tt
N83-23595 tt
N83-23664 tt
N83-23670' tt
N83-23732 tt
N83-24048' tt
N83-24073 tt
N83-24184'#
N83-24194'i!(
N83-24212'l!(
N83-24286 tt
N83-24287' tt
N83-24289 tt
N83-24466' #
N83-24468 tt
N83-24471 ' tt
N83-24472' tt
N83-24473' tt
N83-24474' #
N83-24478' tt
N83-24479' tt
N83-24480 #
N83-24482 tt
N83-24483 tt
N83-24486 tt
N83-24488' tt
N83-24489 tt
N83-24490' tt
N83-24492 tt
N83-24493 tt
N83-24494 tt
N83-24495 tt
N83-24499 tt
N83-24500' #
N83-24501 tt
N83-24502 tt
N83-24503 tt
N83-24505' #
N83-24506' tt
N83-24507' tt
N83-24508 tt
N83-24509' tt
N83-24510 tt
N83-24S11 tt
N83-24512'*
N83-24513' tt
N83-24S14 tt
N83-24515' #
N83-24518 tt
N83-24519 tt
N83-24520 #
N83-24521 #
N83-24522 tt
N83-24523 #
N83-24524 tt
N83-2471 1 ' tt
N83-24732 tt
N83-24742 tt
N83-24764' tt
N83-24796' tt
N83-24829' #
N83-24858' tt
N83-24876' tt
N83-25226 #
N83-25232 tt
N83-25265' tt
N83-25268' tt
p394
p394
p398
p396
p397
P397
p400
p400
p400
p400
p400
p400
p401
p401
p401
p401
p401
p401
p401
p403
p403
p404
p404
p404
p404
p404
p404
p404
P407
p407
p409
p409
p409
p409
p409
p411
p411
p411
p412
p412
p412
p373
p373
p377
p377
p377
p377
p377
p377
p378
p378
p378
p378
p381
p381
p382
p382
p382
p382
p383
p383
P389
p389
p390
p390
p391
p394
p394
p395
p395
p395
p395
p395
p397
p397
p397
p397
p402
p402
p402
p402
p402
p402
p402
p404
p407
p407
p407
p408
p408
p408
p408
p4tO
p410
p410
p410
F-9
N83-25315 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N83-25315'*
N83-25316' #
N83-25327 #
N83-25496' #
N83-25498' tt
N83-25499* #
N83-25500 #
N83-25529 #
N83-25539' tt
N83-256S2 #
N83-256S3 #
N83-256S4 #
N83-256SS #
N83-25656 #
N83-25657' #
N83-25658' #
N83-25659* #
N83-25660'#
N83-25662* #
N83-25665' #
N83-25666' #
N83-25667'#
N83-25668 tt
N83-25669 #
N83-25670 #
N83-25671 #
N83-25673 #
N83-25674 #
N83-25675 #
N83-25676 #
N83-25677 #
N83-25679 #
N83-25682 #
N83-25683 #
N83-25684 #
N83-2568S #
N83-25686 #
NB3-25687 #
N83-25688 #
N83-25691 #
N83-25692*#
N83-25693* #
N83-25694' #
N83-25695' #
N83-25696 #
N83-25697 #
N83-25698 #
N83-25699 #
N83-25700 #
N83-25701 #
N83-25702 #
N83-25703 #
N83-25704 #
N83-25705 #
N83-25706 #
N83-25707'#
N83-25709 #
N83-25710 #
N83-25711**
N83-25712* #
N83-25713 #
N83-25714 #
N83-25715 #
N83-25716 #
N83-25717 #
N83-25718 #
N83-25719 #
N83-25720 #
N83-25721 #
N83-2S723 #
N83-25725 #
N83-25726 #
N83-25727* #
N83-25728 #
N83-25730 #
N83-25731 #
N83-25732 #
N83-25733 #
N83-25735 #
N83-25790'*
N83-25793 #
N83-25795 #
N83-25829 #
N83-25854' #
N83-25904 tt
N83-25919 #
N83-25929 #
N83-25934 #
N83-25935 #
N83-25938 #
N83-25939 #
N83-25948 tt
N83-25990 tt
N83-26023 #
N83-26080'*
N83-26081 #
p410
p410
p410
p412
p412
p412
p413
p413
p413
p416
p416
p416
p416
p417
p423
p423
p423
p424
p424
p424
p424
p424
p424
p424
p425
p42S
p42S
p425
p425
p425
p426
p426
P426
p429
p429
p430
p430
p432
p432
p432
p440
p440
p440
p440
p440
p440
p440
P441
p441
p441
p441
p441
p441
p442
p442
p444
p444
p445
p458
p4S8
p4S8
p4S9
p4S9
p461
p461
p461
p461
p465
p465
p465
p465
p46S
p465
p465
p466
p466
p466
p466
p466
p470
p470
p470
p470
p470
p471
p475
p476
p476
p476
p476
p476
p476
P477
P477
P477
p477
N83-26099 tt
N83-26103 #
N83-26320 #
N83-263Z2 #
N83-26345 #
N63-26367 #
N83-26501 tt
N83-2S637 tt
N83-26643* tt
N83-26783 tt
N83-26785* tt
N83-26786 tt
N83-26787 #
N83-26791 #
N83-26792 tt
N83-26798 tt
N83-26805 tt
N83-26812 tt
N83-26815* #
N83-26816* #
N83-26818'#
N83-26819'#
N83-26820' tt
N83-26821*#
N83-26822' #
N83-26824 #
N83-2682S tt
N83-26827 tt
N83-26828 #
N83-26829* tt
N83-26830 tt
N83-26831*#
N83-26832 #
N83-26833 #
N83-26834 #
N83-2683S #
N83-26836 #
N83-26838* #
N83-26839' #
N83-26840 #
N83-26841 #
N83-26842 #
N83-26843 #
N83-26844' #
N83-26845' #
N83-26846' #
N83-26847 #
N83-26848 #
N83-26849' #
N83-26929 tt
N83-26934 #
N83-27033 #
N83-27034 #
N83-27035 #
N83-27114 #
N83-27148**
N83-27149**
N83-27210 #
N83-27213'#
N83-27260 #
N83-27476 tt
N83-27537* #
N83-27624 #
N83-27793* #
N83-27794' #
N83-27796 #
N83-27801 #
N83-27803 tt
N83-27845* tt
N83-27895 #
N83-27921 #
N83-27951 • #
N83-27952' #
N83-279S3 #
N83-27956 #
N83-27957* #
N83-27961 * #
N83-27962 #
N83-27963 #
N83-27965 tt
N83-27966 tt
N83-27967 tt
N83-27968 #
N83-27969 #
N83-27970 #
N83-27971 #
N83-27972 #
N83-27973 #
N83-27974 #
N83-27975* #
N83-27976 #
N83-27977' #
N83-27978' #
N83-27979' #
N83-27980' #
N83-27981 #
p477
p477
p479
p479
p479
p479
p481
p481
p482
p487
p417
p417
p417
p459
p466
p459
p477
p442
p426
p426
p426
p427
p427
p427
p427
p427
p428
p430
p432
p442
p442
p442
p443
p443
p443
p443
p443
p459
p4S9
p4S9
p460
p460
p460
p461
p461
p462
p462
p462
p467
p471
p471
p471
p471
p471
p478
p478
p478
p478
p478
p478
p479
p479
p481
p482
p482
p483
p483
p483
p483
p483
p487
p491
p491
p504
p504
p504
pS04
p504
p504
pS05
P505
p505
P509
p509
p510
pS14
p514
pS14
p515
p526
pS26
pS26
pS26
p527
p527
p527
N83-27982 #
N83-27983 #
N83-27984 #
N83-27985 #
N83-27986 #
N83-27987 #
N83-27988 #
N83-27989'#
N83-27990 tt
N83-27991 * #
N83-27992*#
N83-27993' #
N83-27994' #
N83-27995* #
N83-27996' #
N83-27997 #
N83-27998* tt
N83-27999 #
N83-28000 tt
N83-28001 tt
N83-28002 tt
N83-28003 tt
N83-28004 tt
NB3-2B005 #
N83-28006* #
N83-28007 tt
N83-28008 tt
N83-28009 #
N83-28010 tt
N83-28084 #
N83-28088 #
N83-28090 #
N83-28092 #
N83-28093 #
N83-28098*#
N83-28118 #
N83-28211 tt
N83-28212 tt
N83-28255' #
N83-28273 #
N83-28283 #
N83-28290 #
N83-28291 tt
N83-28308 tt
N83-28317 #
N83-28326 tt
N83-28364 #
N83-28377 #
N83-28378* #
N83-28387 #
N83-28455' #
N83-28458 tt
N83-28501 tt
N83-28620 #
N83-28622 tt
N83-28788 tt
N83-28983 tt
N83-28984' #
N83-28985' #
N83-28986- #
N83-28992 #
N83-28993 tt
N83-29123 #
N83-29134 #
N83-29170'#
N83-29171 #
N83-29172 #
N83-29173**
N83-29174'#
N83-29175*#
N83-29176'#
N83-29178'*
N83-29180')!!
N83-29182 #
N83-29184 #
N83-2918S #
N83-29186'#
N83-29187 #
N83-2918B tt
N83-29189 #
N83-29190 #
N83-29191 #
N83-29192 tt
N83-29193'#
N83-29194 #
N83-29195 tt
N83-29196 #
N83-29197* #
N83-29198'#
N83-29199 tt
N83-29200 tt
N83-29201 tt
N83-29202 tt
N83-29203 #
N83-29204'#
N83-29205 tt
p527
p527
p527
p527
pS28
p528
p530
p530
pS30
p536
p536
p536
pS36
p537
p537
p545
p546
p546
p546
p546
p546
p546
p548
p548
P548
P548
P548
p549
p549
pSS2
pS52
P552
pS60
pSS2
pS52
p553
p553
p553
p553
p553
p560
p560
pS60
p560
p560
pS60
p561
p561
p561
p561
p561
pS62
p562
p553
p562
p567
p571
p571
p571
p571
p571
p572
p573
p573
p573
p491
p505
p505
p505
p506
p506
p506
p506
psoa
p507
p510
p510
p510
P510
p510
pS10
p515
p51S
p515
p515
p515
p516
p528
p528
p528
p528
p529
P529
P529
p531
p531
N83-29206 #
N83-29207 #
N83-29208' #
N83-29209' #
N83-29210'#
N83-2921 1 ' #
N83-29212'#
N83-29213'#
N83-29214')"
N83-29216'#
N83-29217' #
N83-29218*#
N83-29219*#
N83-29220' #
N83-2922T*
N83-29226' #
N83-29231 * #
NB3-29232' #
N83-29234' #
N83-29235' #
N83-29236' #
N83-29237' #
N83-29238 #
N83-29239 tt
N83-29240 tt
N83-29241 tt
N83-29242 tt
N83-29243 #
N83-29244 #
N83-2924S tt
N83-29246 #
N83-29247 #
N83-29248 #
N83-29249 #
N83-29250 #
N83-29251 #
N83-29252 #
N83-29253 #
N83-29254 tt
N83-29255 #
N83-29256 #
N83-29257 tt
N83-29258 #
N83-29259 #
N83-29260 #
N83-29261 tt
N83-29262 tt
N83-29263 tt
N83-29264 #
N83-29265 tt
N83-29266 #
N83-29287 #
N83-29268 #
N83-29269 tt
N83-29270' #
N83-29271 • #
N83-29272' #
N83-29273' #
N83-29274 #
N83-29275 #
N83-29276 #
N83-29277 #
N83-29322 #
N83-29358' #
N83-29360'#
N83-29377 #
N83-29407 tt
N83-29408 tt
N83-29414 #
N83-29448'*
N83-29S61 tt
N83-29579 tt
N83-29597" #
N83-29634* tt
N83-29636' #
N83-29670 #
N83-29708'#
N83-29726 tt
N83-29732* #
N83-29733* #
N83-29930 tt
N83-2995S tt
N83-30060' #
N83-300B1 ' #
N83-30062' #
N83-30165- #
N83-30355 #
N83-30356 #
N83-30357 #
N83-30360 tt
N83-30361 tt
N83-30362 it
N83-30384 #
N83-30365 tt
N83-30366 tt
N83-30367 #
p531
p537
p537
p537
p537
p538
p538
p538
p5S3
p562
p562
p538
p538
p538
p538
p538
p554
p562
p539
p539
p539
p539
pS39
p539
p539
p540
pS40
p540
p540
p540
p540
p540
p541
P541
p491
p541
p541
p541
p541
p541
p542
p642
p542
P542
p542
P542
p542
p543
p543
p543
p543
p543
p543
p543
p547
P547
pS49
p549
pS49
p549
pSSO
p550
p554
p554
P554
P554
p554
p555
p555
p562
p562
p563
p563
p563
p563
p563
p563
P564
p564
p564
p567
p567
p569
p569
p569
p572
p576
P576
p576
p634
p603
p603
p603
p604
p604
p604
N83-30368 #
N83-30369 #
N83-30370 #
N83-30371 #
N83-30372'#
N83-30373 #
N83-30374 tt
N83-30375 #
N83-30376 #
N83-30377 #
N83-30378 #
N83-30379 tt
N83-30380'#
N83-30381 #
N83-3O383 #
N83-30384 tt
N83-3O385' #
N83-30386' #
N83-30387'*
N83-3O388'#
N83-303891 #
N83-30390* #
N83-30391 ' #
N83-30394' tt
N83-30395 #
N83-30396 #
N83-30397 #
N83-30398 tt
N83-30399 tt
N83-30400 #
N83-30401 ' #
N83-30402'#
N83-30403' #
N83-3O404'*
N83-3O405'*
N83-30406'*
N83-3O407' #
N83-3O408 tt
NB3-3O409 #
NB3-30410 #
N83-30411 #
N83-30412 #
N83-30413 tt
N83-30414 #
N83-30415 #
N83-30416 #
N83-30417 #
N83-30418 tt
N83-30419 tt
N83-30420 #
N83-30421 tt
N83-30422 #
N83-30423 #
N83-30424 tt
N83-30425 #
N83-30426 #
N83-30427'#
N83-30428' #
N83-30429' #
N83 30430' tt
N83 30431 '#
N83 30432' #
N83-30433 tt
N83-30434 #
N83-30435' #
N83 30436 #
N83 30437 #
N83 30438' #
N83 30439* #
N83 30440 tt
N83-30441 tt
N83-30442 tt
N83 30443 tt
N83-30457 #
N83 30522' #
N83 30523 tt
N83 30524 tt
N83-30529 #
N83-30530 #
N83-3053' #
N83-30532 #
N83 30533 #
N83 30534 #
N83 30535 tt
N83 30536 tt
N83-30537 #
N83-30539' #
N83-30548' tt
N83-30551'#
N83-30555 tt
N83 30662* tt
N83 30673 tt
N83 30678 tt
N83 30684 tt
N83-30715 #
N83 30716 #
p593
p604
p627
p604
p631
p604
p628
p628
p628
p605
p605
p628
p628
p628
p581
pS81
p581
p581
p581
p582
p582
pS82
p582
p582
p583
p583
p583
p585
p585
p593
p605
p605
p605
p605
p606
p606
p606
p606
p606
p606
p610
p610
p610
p610
p610
p610
p611
P611
P611
P611
p611
p611
p611
p611
p611
p611
p616
p616
p616
p617
p617
p617
p617
p617
p629
p631
p631
p631
p631
p631
p631
p631
p632
p655
p635
p635
p63S
p635
P635
P636
p636
p636
p636
p636
p636
p636
p637
p637
p637
p637
p637
p637
p638
p644
p652
p606
F-10
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N83-37028
N83-30717 tt
N83-30718 tt
N83-30721 #
NB3-30729 tt
N83-30758 tt
N83-30769 tt
N83-30774 tt
N83-30790 #
N83-30798- #
NS3-30813 tt
N83-3089S tt
N83-3090S tt
N83-30921 tt
N83-30957' tt
N83-30959' tt
N83-30960' tt
N83-30967 tt
N83-30968 tt
N83-30997 tt
N83-31022 tt
N83-31028 tt
NS3-31061 tt
N83-31062 tt
N83-31163 tt
N83-31165 #
N83-31169 tt
N83-31177 tt
N83-31178 #
N83-31188 tt
N83-31189 tt
N83-31190 tt
N83-31192 tt
N83-31193 tt
N83-31194 tt
N 83-311 95' #
N83-31196 #
N83-31199 #
N83-31200 tt
N83-31201 #
N83-31207 #
N83-31208 tt
N83-31210 tt
N83-31211 tt
N83-31212 tt
N83-31213 tt
N83-31214 tt
N83-31215 tt
N83-31220 #
N83-31221 tt
N83-31222 tt
N83-31223 #
N83-31224 #
N83-31230 tt
N83-31231 tt
N83-31233' tt
N83-31234 tt
N83-31236- tt
N83-31240 tt
N83-31241 tt
N83-31242 #
N83-31421 tt
N83-31422 tt
N83-31425 tt
N83-31519 tt
N83-31569 tt
N83-31571 tt
N83-31573 tt
N83-31574 #
N83-31576'*
N83-31577'#
N83-31578' tt
N83-31579' tt
N83-31S80 tt
N83-31582 #
N83-31586' tt
N83-31587 tt
N83-31588 tt
N83-31589 tt
N 83-3 1 590 '#
N83-31591 tt
N83-31592 tt
N83-31593 tt
N83-31594 tt
N83-31595' tt
N83-31596' tt
N83-31597'i(l
N83-31598 tt
N83-31599 #
N83-31600 tt
N83-31601 tt
N83-31602* tt
N83-31603- #
N83-31604 tt
N83-31605 tt
N83-31606 tt
N83-31607 tt
p607
p629
p629
p644
p644
p607
p632
pS07
PS07
p644
P64S
p645
p645
p64S
p645
pS4S
p64S
p646
p646
p646
p646
p646
p646
p649
p649
p649
p612
p646
p612
p607
pS86
p586
p586
p646
p586
p586
p647
p649
p649
p586
p587
pS87
p587
p647
p632
p587
p647
p587
p587
p588
p632
pS88
P588
p649
p6S1
p629
pS88
p588
p647
p588
p653
p653
p653
p654
p577
p577
p577
p577
pS83
pS83
p583
p584
p584
P584
p589
pS89
p589
p589
pS93
pS93
p594
p594
p607
p607
p608
p608
p608
p608
p608
p608
p612
p617
p618
p618
p618
p629
N83-316O8 tt
N83-31609 tt
N83-31610 tt
N83-31611 tt
N83-31612'#
N83-31613 #
N83-31614 #
N83-3161S #
N83-31616 tt
N83-31653 tt
N83-31658 tt
N83-316S9 tt
N83-31729 tt
N83-31 730'0
N83-31734 #
N83-31735 tt
NB3-31752 tt
N83-31795'*
N83-31824 tt
N83-31912 tt
N83-31916 tt
N83-31931 tt
N83-32031 tt
N83-32071 tt
N83-32095' tt
N83-32387 tt
N83-323971 tt
N83-32401 tt
N83-32408 tt
N83-32S17 tt
N83-325181*
N83-32575 tt
N83-32667 tt
N83-32677 tt
N83-32708 #
N83-32709 tt
N83-32710 tt
N83-32711 tt
N83-32712 tt
N83-32713 tt
N83-32714 tt
N83-32715 tt
N83-32716 tt
N83-32729 #
N83-32730 #
N83-32733 tt
N83-32734 #
N83-32739 #
N83-32740 tt
N83-32741 #
N83-32742 tt
N83-32744 tt
N83-32745 tt
N83-32746 tt
N83-32747 tt
N83-32751 #
N83-32752 tt
N83-32753 tt
N83-32755 tt
N83-327S6 tt
N83-32759 #
N83-32760 #
N83-32761 #
N83-32762 tt
N83-32763 tt
N83-32764 tt
N83-32768 #
N83-32769 tt
N83-32770 tt
N83-32772 tt
N83-32776' tt
N83-32777' tt
N83-32780 #
N83-32781 tt
N83-32782' tt
N83-32783'*
N83-32784 tt
N83-32785 tt
N83-32786 tt
N83-32787 #
N83-32788 #
N83-32789 tt
N83-32790 #
N83-32791 #
N83-32792 tt
N83-32793 tt
N83-32794 tt
N83-32796' tt
N83-32797 tt
N83-32798 tt
N83-32799 tt
N83-32800 tt
N83-32801 tt
N83-32802 #
N83-32803 tt
N83-32804'#
p629
p630
p632
p632
p632
p632
p633
p633
p633
p633
p633
p633
p638
p638
p638
p638
p638
p638
p639
p647
p647
p648
p648
p648
p648
p652
p652
p652
p652
p653
p653
p653
p654
p654
p658
p658
p658
p6S8
p692
p692
p697
p698
p692
p690
p698
p683
p693
p690
p662
p690
p658
p662
p662
p662
p663
pS63
p663
p663
p663
p663
p663
p664
p664
p664
p664
p664
p664
p664
p665
p66S
p665
p665
p665
p665
p668
p668
p674
p674
p674
p677
p677
p677
p677
p678
p 678
p678
p678
p678
p678
p678
p679
p679
p682
p682
p684
p684
N83-32805' #
N83-32809- iff
N83-32810'l!l
N83-328ir#
N83-32812 tt
N83-32813 tt
N83-32815 #
N83-32980 tt
N83-33001 tt
N83-33014'*
N83-33016 tt
N33-33035 tt
N83-33160 tt
N83-33169 tt
N83-33173 tt
N83-33182' tt
N83-33189 tt
N83-33190 tt
N83-33194 tt
N83-33201 tt
N83-33202 tt
N83-33209 tt
N83-33214 tt
IM83-33233 tt
N83-33234 tt
N83-33S91 ' tt
N83-33641 tt
N83-33677 tt
N83-33680 tt
N83-33682* tt
N83-33684- tt
N83-33687 tt
N83-33792' tt
N83-33800' tt
N83-338271 tt
N83-33829' #
N83-33840' tt
N83-33841 #
N83-33843* tt
N83-33846' #
N83-33848' tt
N83-33852' tt
N83-33854' #
N83-33856 #
N83-33859' tt
N83-33860 tt
N83-33861 tt
N83-33862 tt
N83-33864 tt
N83-33870 tt
N83-33875' #
N83-33876' tt
N83-33877 tt
N83-33878 tt
N83-33879 tt
N83-33880 tt
N83-33881 tt
N83-33882- tt
N83-33883' tt
N83-33884' tt
N83-33885 tt
N83-33886 tt
N83-33887* tt
N83-33889 tt
N83-33890 tt
N83-33891 * tt
N83-33892- tt
N83-33893- #
N83-33894' tt
N83-33896' tt
N83-33898' tt
N83-33899' tt
N83-33900' tt
N83-33902' tt
N83-33904' #
N83-33905 #
N83-33906' tt
N83-33908' tt
N83-33909' tt
N83-339U'#
N83-33955' tt
N83-33957' tt
N83-339S8* tt
N83-339S9* tt
N83-33960* tt
N83-33961 • tt
N83-33962' tt
N83-34067 tt
N83-34068 tt
N83-34071 tt
N83-34095 tt
N83-34096 tt
N83-34098 tt
N83-34099 tt
N83-34101 #
N83-34104 #
p684
p684
p684
p684
p685
p690
p690
p706
p698
p698
p698
p698
p698
p699
p699
p699
p699
p699
p699
p699
p700
p700
p700
p700
p700
p705
p705
p706
p706
p706
p706
p707
p708
p708
p658
p668
p704
p6S8
p66S
p666
p666
p666
p666
p666
p669
p669
p669
p669
p669
p674
p679
p679
p679
p679
p679
p679
p680
p682
p682
p685
p685
p685
p68S
p685
p686
p686
p686
p686
p686
p688
p688
p688
p688
p688
p688
p688
p690
p690
p691
p691
p693
p693
p693
p693
p693
p693
p693
p694
p694
p694
p700
p700
p680
p680
p701
p701
N83-34108 tt
N83-34109 tt
N83-34110 tt
N83-34148 #
N83-34180 tt
N83-34185 tt
N83-34186 tt
N 83-341 92' #
N83-34223 tt
N83-34226' tt
N83-34241 tt
N83-34278' #
N83-34304' ft
N83-34313 tt
N83-34356' tt
N83-34357' tt
N83-34372' tt
N83-34387 #
N83-34514' #
N83-34591 • #
N83-34598 #
N83-34656' tt
N83-34713'#
N83-34822 tt
N83-34832 tt
N83-34836 tt
N83-34838 tt
N83-34844 tt
N 83-34882 '#
N83-34885" tt
N83-34886' tt
N83-34888 #
N83-34889 #
N83-34890 tt
N83-34891 tt
N83-34892 tt
N83-34895 #
N83-34897' #
N83-34898 tt
N83-34899 #
N83-34900* #
N83-34901 tt
N83-34906* tt
N83-34913 #
N83-34920 tt
N83-34921 ' tt
N83-34922 tt
N83-34923' tt
N83-34924 #
N83-34926 tt
N83-34927 #
N83-34930 tt
N83-34932 tt
N83-34934' #
N83-34935' tt
N83-34936 #
N83-34937 tt
N83-34938 tt
N83-34939 tt
N83-34940 tt
N83-34941'*
N83-349421 #
N83-34944' tt
N83-34945' tt
N83-34946* tt
N83-34947' #
NB3-34948* #
N83-34949 tt
N83-34950 tt
N83-34951 tt
N83-34952 tt
N83-34953 tt
N83-349S4 tt
N83-34955 tt
N83-34957 tt
N83-34959 tt
N83-35162 tt
N83-35163 tt
N83-35165 tt
N83-35318'*
N83-35404 tt
N83-35416 tt
N83-35426 It
N83-35943' tt
N83-35992' tt
N83-3S993 tt
N83-36000' tt
N83-36002 tt
N83-36006 tt
N83-36007 tt
N83-36010 tt
N83-36011 tt
N83-36012 tt
N83-36013 tt
N83-36014 tt
N83-36015 tt
p701
p701
pSSO
p701
p701
p701
p702
p702
p702
p702
p702
p702
p702
p703
p703
p703
p703
p703
p704
p705
p705
p705
p707
p707
p686
p703
p687
p708
p708
p712
p712
p712
p712
p712
p712
p735
p735
p735
p735
p736
p751
p732
p718
p718
p720
p720
p720
p721
p721
p721
p721
p724
p724
p733
p733
p733
p733
p733
p733
p736
p746
p746
p747
p747
p747
p747
p747
p747
p747
p748
p748
p748
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